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TO EXTEND THE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT

MONDAY, MAY 21, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,

OF THE COMMITITE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington,. D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 2261,
Rayburn Office Building, Hon. John Brademas [chairman of the sub-
committee] presiding.

Present.: Representatives Brademas, Meeds, and Lehman.
Stair members present: Jack G. Duncan, counsel; Martin L. LaVor,

minority legislative. assistant; and Christina Orth, assistant to major-
ity counsel.

[Text of H.R. 4715 follows :]

4715, 93(1 Cong., 1st sess.]

A DILL To extend the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 for three years

Be it enacted by the Senate and-House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of the Drug Abuse Education
Act of 1070 is amended by striking out "and" after "1071 ;" and by inserting
after."1972" the following: ", $15,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1;

/4973;---$20,000,000 Mr the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1474; and 325,000,000 for
the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1975".

SEC. 2. Section 4 of such Act is amended by striking out "and" after "1971,"
and by inserting after "1972," the following: "$30,000.000 for the fiscal year be-
ginning July 1. 1073, $40,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1974, and
$50,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1075,".

Mr. BnAor,mAs. The Select Subcommittee on Education of the _Com-
mittee on Education mid Labor will come to order for the purpose of
receiving testimony on H.R. 4715, and related bills, which would
extend the. Drug Abuse Education Act for 3 years.

The Chair should point out that in approving; this legislation 3 years
ago the Congress recognized that part of the solution to the enormous
problem of abuse of drugs lay in better educating our citizens about
the problems associated with dangerous drugs. In adopting this
approach the Chair would here note that Congress was in effect fol-
lowing the counsel of President Nixon who in December 1069, observed
that drug abuse had become "a national problem requiring a nation-
wide program .of education."

So a bipartisan .effort under the able leadership of the gentleman
from Washington, Mr. Meeds, was launched in this subcommittee: As
chairman of the subcommittee I think I can safely say that I have seen
few measures move through this subcommittee, through the Committee
on Education and Labor, and through the House and the Senate, with

(1)



such overwhelming bipartisan support. Evidence of that support is
that the Meeds bill was approved by the House in October 1069, by a
vote of 294 to nothing and the hill passed unanimously in the Senate,
as well, in November 1970, the vote there having been 79 to nothing..

The Chair would be less than candid if lie did not observe., at the out-
set. of these hearings, that we have not received the cooperation from
the Nixon administration that might have been expected on a biparti-
san measure of this nature. Indeed, the presentadministxat ion opposed
enactment of the Drug Abuse Education Act., opposed fundhig the act
in 1971 and has asked for only meager increases in the appropriations
since that time. Moreover, the administration has refused to spend the
money for the act in the fiscal year for which it was appropriated.

Now we find that the administration has proposed evise:,ating the
drag abuse education program in fiscal year 1974 by asking for only $3
million to carry out the provisions of the actjust one-quarter of the
money spent in the last 2 years.

Nevertheless, the bipartisan spirit that motivated the members of
the subcommittee 3 years ago continues. The gentleman from Wash-
ington. Mr. Meeds, and I. are committed to extending this legislation
as is. I am pleased to say,. the gentleman from New York, Mr. Peyser,
who has introduced his own bill to extend the act.

The Chair is happy at this time to yield to the original-sponsor of
the Drug Abuse Education Act for any comments BO ipight care to
make, and after we have heard from him we shall be pleased to turn
to our_witnesses this morning.

Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEnns. Thank you very much, Mr. Cl uii nun it.
I think I would be less than candid to take all those accolades that

you passed out without_ saying that the fact that thiS legislation moved
so expeditiously and effectively through the Congress is in larere Meas-
ure-your responsibility and certainly you have Coen, dpring the entire
period of time that we have been dealing with this matter. if not the
strongest supporter of this legislation, certainly the second strongest
supporter. So I appreciate very much what you have clone and I also
appreciate your arranging these hearings on the extension of the act.

Mr. Chairmanj introduced this legislation as a simple extension of
the act, not because I ani satisfied with what-I know has been happen-
ing under this act but because I am considerably less than satisfied.
There is a need to take a good look at what has been done so far and
meth some _judgments about our directions in the future. In other
words, I hope this act or ray sponsorship of. this legislation will act
as a catalyst to commence the dialog as to what we ought to be doing.
I don't know exactly what we ought to be doing, and one of the reasons
I don't know is because I don't think the act has been carried out thus
far as it should have been done.

I know we should be doing something different. I know that when
I hear and read such statements as "* * * drug education may not
only fail to impede the use of drugs, it may actually exacerbate drug
use"now what kind of education is that I ask the chairman, I ask
this committee, I ask the American public. Instead of achieving its
purpose it is so far off the mark that it is 180 degrees off. It t'aere is
perhaps some kind of education to do this, then I think it is cei;:ainly
dne and should be carried out. What should be carried out is a kind
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of education program that does not do that, and if we don't know now
what kind of education program does not do that and indeed educates,
then we better find out, and that is what this bill was all about when
we started back in 1969.

The chairman will recall, I think counsel will recall, we discussed
what ought to be done in drug education, and for the reason we didn't
know, we started this as a developmental act in 1969 and 1970. We knew
then that we did not have the answers and that, we were really look-
ing for answers so we specifically required in the legislation that the
bill develop curricular that it be used for testing and evaluation of
that curricula, dissemination of successful curricula, teacher training
and effective use of the curricula.

As the bill nears its expiration date I still don't 'know where an
individual school system can go and get curriculum suited to its
peculiar needs and characteristics which has been tested and been
found effective, and I don't think,' anybody else knows. I don't know
of any single instance where the Office of Education has caused evalua-
tion of curricula either at the individual school level, the results or
by the professionals.

'Thu ve some serious questions about the directions we should go now.
Obviously. we are not where' we had hoped we would be when the
House and Senate passed this legislation without, as the chairman
has pointed out,. a dissenting vote. What really concerns MC about this
bill we are considering now is that we have not proved anything thus
far either pro or con about drug abuse education. in the public schools
beenusi, the purposes of the biltave not been given a fair trial.

The National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse points out
in its.second report in comparing opposing approachespositive edu-
cation about drug abuse versus avoidance of the subject"We still have
no way of knowing which method works best"

I submit that this is now about 3 years later. We asked 3 years ago-
that we set out to try to find this out and provide something that
would do the job, and we still don't know the answer to that question.
The purpose of the bill was to provide some real choices to individual
school districts and statewide education systems, and I am not at all
con ;ince.d that we have moved inthat direction.

While I understand the practice has been discontinued, at one time
the multiplier concept was being used to train educators. To me the
multiplier effect is highly questionable. At best it makes for super-
ficial . training and at worst a participant with little knowledge and
less training will mix in from his own background misinformation
and prejudice in the form of facts which is in effect worse than doing

.nothing.
.Finally, I want to be very specific about one thing. I believe, m

education. I believe it is possible to achieve desirable social goal 3
through education. I believe we can find effective ways to teach not
only the folly of drug abuseand I include alcohol, aspirin, tobacco,
the Whole rangebut more importantly the role of individual
d e c is i onm aking.

If we are in this instance, and it appears in some of those quotes
that I have been reading. that is what has happenedbut if We are
equating education with information those who say it is better left
undone may have a point. If we are talking, however, about education
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aimed at helping the student get his head together without depcading
on pot., horse, filcohol, then we are in a different ball game. This is
not a, question of cognitive instruction. We are here dealing with
emotional, psychological, and social problems that have always hit
harder at the adolescent and we cannot solve these problems with a
well placed Band-Aid.

So while I am extremely critical of what the Office of Education
has done in the field of drug abuse education in the schools, I can
say that I have seen some pretty good programs. Certainly we have
one in our own area, a peer group center, and I feel' that is a very
important part of this legislation. As I expressed to the Chair a
number of years ago, I think that peer group centers are going to

leadingon the leadin edge of drug abuse education until the educators
achieve the expertise and most importantly the trust of students so
that they will be believed. So it is not all bad.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I thank the gentleman from Washington, Mr.

Meeds, for a very perceptive statement..
I am very glad, I might say, that we are looking forward to going

to the district represented so ably by.. the gentleman from
Florida, Mr. LehMan, sometime neXt month, to conduct hearings on
this legislation. We look forward to going there because we know of
his interest.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
As chairman of the school board in Dade County we went into

drug education on our OWn taxppyers' expense of $250,000 and we
went into it principally because of -presslre in the community and
from the parents as much as anything else. We had to show Ciat we
were doing something. We spent $2507000 and that money came from
other educational programs because there was no other place to get
it. Therefore, I think you are going to have to have Federal help in
this kind of an effort.

I agree with Mr. Meeds that some of the programs have not. only
not been effective, they have been counterproductive. Saturday night
I spent a long time out at a place called The Seed. This was a drug
program that I visited before which originated in Fort Lauderdale,
and now moved to Dade County. They just opened up in Pinellas
County and are now looking forward to opening one in Atlanta, I
think we might have lucked into something there.

Just.briefiY, it Was held at the Tropical Race Track Clubhouse which
is-on an abandoned race track, with a thousand kids and 2,000 parents.
That is the usual session, The kids have been taken away from their
parents and they sit on one side and the parents on the other. Besides
the format, to me there were several relevant questions.

One, how many of you were turned on by your teachers? There
Ware too many hands raised up.

Second, bow many of you secured drugs from law enforcement
officials, counselors, probationary officers? A lot of hands were raised
up.

How many of you were turned on by yOur parents or your parents'
friends? It was fantastic the number of hands that were raised up.

Also, how many of von were motivated.to use drugs by the films
not the booksthe films that were shown to you in drug educaticm?
I think more than half the hands rare raised.

1
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This is a i?rogramthat was setup I guess it is Mass group tlierapy.
I don't know what else to call it. When you get 2.000 people at a time,
that is not what von think of as group therapy or peer participation,
it is like a revival but it is working.

I think that what they a9 doing now is send i i;k!, the people back into
the schools from The Seed program, the 1-1.- and 15-year-old kids that
have comethrough the drug experience, and are not having anybody
else but those kinds of kids go back and talk to time kids in the school.
The.y are seemingly getting their message across. There is arreduction,

-.from what I can under,stand,'in the use of drugs in the Dade County
schools and The. Seed program has been involved in that. It is no longer
"cool" to be that much involved with drugs any more.

Therefore, I am very glad that we are coming down to Dade County.
:W e might have the'key. I have misgiving's Wont the program, I have
reservations about the program, but the darn thing is Nvorkillg. It is
doing something about drugs and it is doing something in an educa-
tional way about, drugs. So I do believe there is 11 way you can deal on
an ethic:11101ml level with the drug abuse problem. We.don'i; have that
way yet ; I think we might be finding that we v.

Mr. BitAniDrAs. Thank you ve Ir. Lehman.
Our first witness this morning is Evan Bergwall. Jr., the executive

director of the Youth Service 13nreau of South Bend; Ind. The Chair
is acquainted with this witness and looks forward with great interest,
to hearing him.,

STATEMENT OF EVAN H. BERGWALL, 31., EXECUTIVEDIRECTOR,
YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU, SOUTH' BEND, IND.

Mr. BtrowALL. Thank you very niuch, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, Mr; Meeds,Mr. Lehman, I come today kind of as a

unique situation in that I- have. dealt primarily with delinquents as the
director of the Youth Services Bureau in South B.end. As I listened
to the statement -given by Mr. Moods T felt like I could hove caught
a, plane and gone back home because lie said half of what I would like
to say and that is that I think there are ft number of ways that we need
to examine when we talk abort education. Diming this past year we
have established Some experimental kinds of programs within the
South Bend Community School Corp.. one of which has developed
very effectively in a Peer Counseling Crisis and Drug Intervention
Center loca ted in one of the local high. schools. r _
. Another program that we. are attempting to do is to work M some
elementary schools in n problem solving kind of, if you will, group
therapy process. It seems to me that one ofthe concerns that must be
dealt with is the distinction between ding information and drug edu-
cation. T anu convinced that we have had perhaps an over amount of
information and not enough education. Furthermore. it would seem to
me that a lot of the moneywhich is being poured into cnrricidnms is
wasted money. and I say that not to negate the importance of curricu-
lums developed around chugs but I think that until we. get to the reali-
zation that, what, we are dealing not a drug problem limit a.pe.ople
problem-that we in effect have only gotten half of the information
and educational process taken care of.
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I am also aware that within the, school corporation that 'am most
closely familiar with that drug information has in many cases turned
into drug propaganda and thatno matter how good or how bad the
curriculum is which is being used by local schools that until we. have
dealt with some of the attitudes and some of the abilities of the edu-
cators in the classrooms that we really are not all dealing with drug
education. I think that what has to happen is that the teachers within
the classrooms are going to have to be made. more aware, alert, open,.
and really concerned about the youth who perhaps in some cases are al-
ready using and abusing drugs. If I may borrow sonic Washin!,ton

-rangtiage for a rabment,'T would like to make it perfectly clear that
think drug education as the equivalent of drug information is, if i may
say so, inoperative.

In the last S months since we haye'run the Youth Service Bureau- in
South Bend we have worked with over 600 youths..A discovery which I
have made. is that- drug use and abase, delinquent behavior and run-
ning away from home I think are substantially the same: namely, they
are all a means of escape. Today's youth are running. The problem of
today's youth are innumerable but nowhere in the -structure of Most
schools do we teach the alternatives available within the resources of
man. to solve one's personological problems. I think education today is
basically the same as it was 100 years ago and the cry still goes-up to
teach the three 'R's and eliminate all the test of this stuff. We are still
going about it in it areatmany of the same ways and I no longer think
that we can give Pto yoUth just information and assume that it is
educational.

I think as far as drug education goes in the school systems that it
must bdgin in lower elementary .grades and I think it must begin in
a form which _does not even talk about drug information but rather
it begins in form of problem solving teettioueS, learning to trust
and use the resources of one's peer group which is, indeed, the most
effective tool and that we can cope rather than escape with problems
that also include drug use.,

I think one of the projects that we have begun is built around a
Modification of the model used by Dr. William Glasser in his book,.
"Schools Without Failure." I spent a. good deal of time with Dr..
Glasser in the past year and'we have tried to adopt a classroom model
into dealing with drug education, and we begin in the lower classroom,.
I think, by trying to talk about people, their problems, their strengths,.
their weaknesses and how we deal with ourselves and each other. I
think that this also assumes that we have to have some changes in
teacher education; namely, we must-make teachers more aware of the
problems of the students and that.we have to take education out of
simply an "intellectual environment" to become more concerned with
the total human being. t

Consequently, I would say cling education must be -experiential as
well as intellectual; it must.beg,in to touch the effective. -nature of the
individual. The problem must be clearly defined as a luoblem with

. individuals Who will not be responsible for their lives but who rather
choose to escape the problems and their pain via drug use.

Furthermore, drug education must include- a more effectivemodel
of coping with personal, problems and life: situations rather than
delineating drug use as a "no, no." Too often in this past year I have.'



discovered that scare tactics of school expulsions and harsh discipline
will not be effective in curbing drug abuse but I think effective human
learning in being successful as a person will. I think if we can begin
to develop this kind of coping mechanism. then the peer pressure to
escape through drug use will change and we will then be able to
utilize the resources which we are putting into drug education in some
other ways.

I think if we could also do one thing, it would be to try to avoid
duplication in the education processes. We are putting great quan-
tities of money through mental health into drug treatment and I think
some of the things we have found effective are the utilization of ex-
drug users rs in the educational process.

I think that up until now we have gone about things perhaps a little
backwards. I don't think that trained educators are the ones who can
most effectively create drug education curricula. I think perhaps if
we take the total person and we look at it as a problem of people rather
than as a problem of education that these. individuals who go through
therapeutic communities who are able to quit using drugs, if we utilize
them along with the educators in setting up curricula and setting up
the responsiveness of people to young people that we will begin to open
up new vistas and horizons in education. I think also that we need to
develop greater cooperation rather than duplication.

I would suggest several things and perhaps some ideas in develop-
ing. curricula.

One. I think we need to begin in the lower elementary grades to
teach children how to effectively cope with life and solve personal
problems and concerns. This would include how to make decisions,
how to weigh alternatives and how to act.

Secondly. I think we ought to develop systematic programs in hu-
man potential and growth with an emphasis on personal worth and suc-
cess.

Thirdly, I think we ought to view drug abuse in the total spectrum
of alcohol, tobacco, Misuse of any kind of drug as well as those which
we are commonly concerned with such as marihuana, amphetamines,
hallucinogens, and so forth.

Fourth, I think we need to gradually teach drug information in the
context of how drugs work when properly used and when improperly
used.

Fifth, I think we need to utilize peer pressure and the relationship
of youth to each other which is youth's most effective tool.

Sixth, I think we need to develop curricula which is experimentally
as well as intellectually meaningful. Drug education must include both
the emotions as well as the mind.

I think, as has been stated earlier, that we also need to have some
kind of a crash program for teachers, for educators, in trying to see
that the drug problem which has been called such is really a problem,
of young people who are really frightened, confused, and often lonely.

If I could comment further on one particular aspect of the current
Drug Abuse Education Actsnamely, the Help Communities. Help
Themselves projectI would make a couple of observations. One, I
think that those teams who apply for these funds need to have some
kind of a design for their effectiveness in their own communities before
they take their training. It does not have to be a plan which is articu-



lated exactly but I think it is one at least that they have talked about,
worked with existing agencies to try to facilitate some kind of mean-
ingful program auddialog in the conununitics.

'Finally, there is pile thing which I am a very stronp. adherent of
and that is that somehow throughout all of the talk .and discussion
about drug education and drug abuse that we come up with some. kind
of statistical design whereby we con do some 11:n.(1r:ore research on
the educaltional prooTam and curriculum in school systems. it seems to
me that one thing that we have got to do is to hold ourselves account-
able. and I think sometimes we have the feeling' thait accountability is
a nasty .word. 1 inti I we are willing to set on some kinds,of alternatives
to iiiW_c in longitudinal tidies... time effeetiveness youlir people
and to realize the dgelining of drug use and abuse that we really are
spi our wheels and goinw nowhere.

My final statement. I would strongly urge that we set. up sOme kind
of designs, some kinds of ways of t.e,stin<y exac,tly rlwories
at-this 140i1it are. It may take a good deal of time for toll kind of longi-
tudinal research is a time-consuming fact over the. years but I would
stron9,1v urge that we do ;rids.

Fiiudly. I wont to say (hat 1 evil:Indy 11111 in sopport of !LP.. 4.7 1:-;
and to that it will pass along with the budget portion of it because
I. think in the words of a. well-known song, we hove only just begun.

T1 :111 Viii. Mr. (1:airman.
,,,iti,,statement, follows

TESTIMONY Il EVAN T-T. linnowAta,. lit.. EXECUTIVE 11ILEI1TP1:.
lICE AU, SOUTII

Congressman llradetnas and honorable memhers of the Solo.t Sulloolandttie
on Edurttion. I am grateful to he able to appear before you to speak to the
need of drug education and to the favorable implementation of House Pill No.
4.7i: 1 and its budget.

To say that drug education is needed today is almost trite. yot many permnis
tEifit. the subject. in the same hushed 'terms as sox oducation not ,Very ninny years
ago. Drug education is now in its infancy in my community and it mast begin
to develop into a more comprehensive effective toolit can no longer ho simply
"drug information."

Ifrivily. let me illustrate hut a few experiences which have oeearred within
lay Mrhaliction as the Director of the Yonth Services Patrean in South land,
Indiana. 'While sitting waiting for till appointment with an elementary school
principal olio day, a six year old flock nolle first grader very active while
sitting next to ow waiting to see the :Issistant principal. After good deal .4f
first grade kind of conversation, it was apparent that this boy .was indeed ex-
tremely hyperactive, Our conversation 'suddenly flidea with the principal's door
opening and my eUtranee to de:d with the business at hand. 1 ft:ring our con-
versation. I mentioned the young, boy in the wailing room, only to discover he
had been stealing large quantities of diet pills front local drug stores nad taking
them.

Not many weeks later, the same principal called my office in a great deal of
turmoil and near panic with tile words. "I think I've got, a kid who has O -]) ii.
What do I do?" His discomfort was greatly apparent along with the fear of what
would happen to the boy.

The same week; a high school principal called. on sonic high school youth
trained in crisis intervention to deal with a fellow studen;. who was on it had
trip while in school.

The stories could he repeated a hundred times over each day across our country.
The cry continues to go up as to what to dolibout so great a -iwohloni. I! is obvious
to toe in de.allug with school officialsteachers. nurses, and administrative per-
somiel that many have no awareness of or ability to cope with young people
Ivilo are using drugs,
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A. great deal of time and effort must be set forth by our federal government in
lite area uf ding educatbm. Today, drug education in South Bend is almost non-
existent. At best, sew drug information is given to students about the different
kinds of drugs and their effects on the human body, but over use of scare' tactics
and biased. information is also given. The total spectrum is not viewed with any
effectivenes our is the "cause ' of "drug problems" dealt with in oily mean-
ingful way.

It would appear at least in some eonnunnities in the inidwest (and I would
surmise we are not nil that unique) that money poured into school systems for
developing a drug curriculum is wasted money. The curricula developed are
usually done by ill-tralued persons who know little or mailing- about drags and
the drug culture. Bence the curricula torus to, be meaningless and irrelevant
as students are told oue thing in the 'classroom and experientially know better
from their participation with drugs and/or from their peers. Perhaps what is
develo.ped -is drug propaganda, tud drug curricula. This points to the necessity
of (levet/wing anti accepting some standard of fact in the preparation of drug
curricula iu the school systems of I his country.

However, the best curricula in the world is meaningless unless those who
teach are aware, alert-, open, and empathetic to the needs and concerns of those
being taught. Drug education, I believe, goes much farther than information
about drug Ilse and abuse. If I may Morrow some Washingtonian language, "let
me make this perfectly clear," drug education as the equivalent of drug informa-
tion is "inoperative."

I say this because we do not have a "drug problem" in America, we have a
people problem. In dealing with over (100 youth in varying degrees of trouble
over the past eight months, I have discovered that drug use, delinquent behavior,
anti running away from hook are substantially the samea means of escape.
The problems of today's youth are innumerable, but nowhere in the structure of
most schools do we teach the alternatives available within the resources of man
to solve one's pettsonologieni problems. Education today is basically the same as
it was a hundred years ago and the cry still goes up to teach the three "R's" and
eliminate all the rest of this " stuff." Too often this "stuff' includes sex education,
drug education, and means of coping with one's world.

Conseqingitiy. It seems to me that drug education must take some radical
shifts, from the usual run of the mill classroom education. It must begin in
the lower .elementary grades in the form of problem solving techniques and the
learning to trust and use the resources of one's peer group to work through
personal problems and grow from that pain rather than escaping through drug
abuse. This can be accomplished if the model developed by Dr. William Glasser
iu .Schools 'Without Panora will be effectively utilized. The classroom meeting
of which Glasser speaks is a powerful tool in the development of positive peer
pressure in problem solviur situations. The time has come in America when we
most begin to teach children that pain in life can produce strength and that
emotional escape through drug abuse does not solve any problems, but simply
creates more grave crises in one's life.

Drug education then must include not only information about drugs, but it
must also include a discovery of one's selfboth strengths and weaknesses. The
thought is awesome in that it implicates some radical change in teacher educa-
tion; namely, an increasing amount of psychological training for teachers in
place of the now overdone educational methods courses. It means educating
the emotional development of the child as well as his intellectual development.
It means greater teacher involvement with students and less labeling of stu-
dents as "successes" and "failures," It means a revolution in education. A new

reformation if you will.
To begin, drug education must he experiential rather than intellectual. It

must begin to touch the effective nature of the individual. The problem must be
clearly defined as a problem with individuals who will not he responsible for
their own lives, but who rather choose to escape problems and pain via drug
use. Furthermore, drug- education must inelnde more effective models of coping
with personal problems and life situations rather than delineating drug use as
a "no.no." Scare tactics, school expulsion. harsh discipline will not he effective
in curbing drug abuse. Effective human learning in being successful will. If
this is done, peer pressure to cope will gradually replaee the ptez.r pressure of
escape, and when that happens, not only will drug information be less neces-
sary, but drug abuse will begin to diminish. Hopefully, then, instead of needing
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to increase appropriations for drug education, we can begin to utilize these
resources to solve some other pressing problem of our age.

The question now turns to, "where do we begin?" It is my conviction that some
basic and major shifts need to occur hi drug education. Primarily, the greatest
concern of mine is to fund persons and agencies who are currently dealing with
drug treatment to be responsible for the development of in school drug educa-
tion. Drug treatment professionals and ex-addicts can be a viable tool in drug
education in that they are acutely aware of the total implications of drug abuse.
Educators who develop curricula from academic knowledge only conic up with
a job which is less than half done. I believe any school corporation requesting
monies for drug education should be required to contract with a person as-
sociated with a drug treatment program for assistance and consultation on the
realities of the curricula being developed. Thus, the credibility gap which often
occurs between the volumes of drug Information and the drug user can be re-
duced if not eliminated.

As curricula are developed, it would be my judgment that the following items
be considered:

1. Begin in the lower elementary grades to teach children how to effec-
tively cope with life and solve personal problems and concerns. This would
include how to make decisions and weigh alternatives available.

2. Develop systematic programs in human potential and growth with em-
phasis on personal worth and success.

3. View drug abuse in the total spectrum of alcohol, tobacco, misuse of
aspirin, etc., as well as the commonly abused drugs among youth and adults
such as marijuana, amphetamines, hallucinogens, etc.

4. Gradually each drug information in the context of how drugs work
Nvlien used properly and improperly.

G. Deal with the fact of peer pressure (youth's most effective tool) and
begin to develop:alternatives in early grades.

6. Develop curricula which is experientially as well as intellectually mean-
ingful. Drug education must include the emotions as well as the mind.

Furthermore, I believe a crash program in drug education is needed for the
majority of elementary and secondary teachers. Initial reactions to ding abuse
by these educators usually ranges from fear to outrage. Tragically, they see a
"drug problem" rather than a frightened, confused, often lonely youth. The
perspective must be changed to view the person rather than the drug as the prob-
lem in need of help and solution. Again, I feel the persons to most effectively
carry out this process are persons involved in drug treatment and ex-drug
abusers. The unwarranted fears of faculties around the country need to be
changed to deep personal concern for those youth involved in drug abuse.

Finally, I wish to comment on one of the existing components of the 1)rug
Abuse Education Acts, namely, the "Help Communities Help Themselves" proj-
ect of mini-grants. Those teams who apply for training should present, with their
application, some design for their community involvement when they return to
their home base. Often I think teams are trained and nothing happens. Some
follow-up is needed.

Also, I believe some hard core research is needed in the area of drug educa-
tion, and I think the teams who are trained could provide the data. Some models
may be developed which are statistically bringing about changes in communities
and these need to be brought to light along with their statistical analysis. The
same critical eye needs to be applied to the training methods being utilized
by the staffs training persons under the mini-grant programs.

One method which I think could be effectively utilized is for training to be
based on goals and objectives set out by the teams themselves. If the objectives
are met, and programs in local communities succeed as a result of the training,
then the work is being accomplished.

Regardless of the method, a continuous and rigorous evaluation must be
undertaken if we are to be true to our goal of eradicating the drug abuse growth
through educational means. Accountability must cease to be a threatening word
and become a word of challenge and integrity. Only then can we learn from our
failures and successes without fear and personal failure.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I trust this legislation appropriation bill will
gain passage. I endorse it completely.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Bergwall, for a very
thoughtful statement.
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One of the fundamental themes running throughout your statement,
as I understand it, is that we need to be less narrow in our conception
of drug abuse education. We need to give naure attention to, as you
have sugo.esed, the affective, as distinguished from the cognitive,
nature of education.- You have suggested that it is essential in this
respect that teachers look ,at their students not solely as drug abusers
or as problems but look at the students more broadly considering their
psychological and personal *problems. And you urge an increasLig

. amount of psychological training for teachers in place of the courses
in educational methods:

Now that is a very tall order that you have put forth in respect of
this rather modest program-I can understand why you, in effect, call
for a revolution in education, and judging from what you say you
may be quite right--Land I have a certain feeling, which is. purely
judgmental and not based on any scientific evidence, that you may
be right.

How can we, with a program along the dimensions of the one rep-
resented in this legislation, hope to meet so great a challenge as you
suggest?

Mr. BnitowAr.L. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, that one thing that
we have failed to utilize are the resources which are available fthink
in most of our communities. As you are Well aware, in South Bend
we have the Northern Indiana Drug Abuse Service which is primarily
a treatment oriented program, and by utilizing staff who are already
very well trained in different forms of group process that if we could
but open up some of the educational institutions whereby when we

. as "outsiders" come in to try to deal with the concernsof young people
that we don't meet with so great a barrier.

I think one of the concerns that I have with education today is that
it becomes a very closed institution and I think that that needs to be
opened up. I think that if through this bill we could jointly fund
projects whereby treatment communities as well as educational insti-
tutions could work together in faculty training, to use a nasty word,
in some kind of sensitivity to the youth and their problems and con-
cerns that we being to see that education is more than just a dissemina-
tion of information.

I don't think it has to take a grand program. I think it takes a
willingness of people to experiment and not to be afraid to fail be-
cause Until we do I think that we are going to operate in our two little
worlds, and imtil those worlds come together we will get nowhere.

Mr. BRADBMAS. Well, I appreciate that response-Still it does seem
to me that if one were to meet the criteria for coping with this prob-
lem that your testimony suggests that we would need at rather more
ambitious program of teacher education in the United States.

Let me ask you just one other question, Mr. Bergwall. Your office,
as I understand it has received recently a in grant to train com-
minify leaders in drug abuse education.

BERGWAL. Right.
Mr. BuitnEmAs. I wonder if you could tell us of the process by which

you applied for the grant, and how you selected the participants in
the training program, and where you see yourself going.

Mr. BiricwArZWell, the receipt of the grant for the. training which
will take place came out of discussion with Mr. William Shebish who
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is the principal of John Adams High School where we are operating
this peer group and it is through the discussion with him and with a
faculty member and with some students who are vitally concerned
about a growing drug problem in that particular campus.

I came and talked to the individuals responsible here in Washington
for the mini grant program. We applied for it and we are utilizing it
for so_ne specific training of school administrators, faculty, students to
join with existing drug programs to do exactly. what I indicated earlier
and that is a cooperative venture. Next year beginning in September
after the training takes place this summer we will be utilizing staff
not only from my office but also from the Northern Indiana Drug
Abuse Service as well as educators within the local high schools.

So I chink it is a beginning to pull together community resources
in a total drug education program and I think it will deal with young
people and their .problems rather than as has happened., this year from
numerous phone calls, you know, "If I could only get my kid to quit
taking drugs, the problem would be over." That I think is only symp-
.tomatic and not the answer at all.

Mr. BRADEMAS. So the whole thrust of your testimony is that we
have to treat the causes and not be preoccupied with the symptoms.

Mr. BERGWALL. Right. I think what has to happen is that we have
got to begin earlier. With the numerous kinds of concerns that are
growing up in children and youth's lives today we have got to be able
to teach them how, to cope, and to date I don't think that is being done
in school systems.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Just one other final question, Mr. Bergwall. Could
you submit to the subcommittee an outline of the program you will be
undertaking with the minigrant, and how much Federal money you
are getting from it?

Mr :-BErzWAtr.-Twerity:Sii hundred.
Mr. BitAnmrAs.-$2,600?
Mr. BERGWALL.
Mr. BRADEMAS. And you are getting full cooperation from the local

school system?
Mr. BERGWALL. Yes.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much indeed. I have other 'questions

but I want to be sure my colleagues have a chance to put sonic to you.
Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My commendations to you, Mr. Bergwall, for your very fine tes-

timony and very challenging testimony. I have somewhat the same
feeling the chairman has that within the confines of this small bill that
may be too big a challenge to the full educational system that you
have just discussed and one that really has to be considered

system.
I don't

know that we are going to be able to manage it in this billand maybe
we won't be successful until we do, I don't know.

A number of things occur in your testimony which make me ask this
question. You talked about money wasted in curriculum and the need
for radical shifts in present educational programs, persons and agen-
cies responsible, must control drugs and conummities must involved
in teacher training about the need for design for new curriculum. All
of these things make me wonder if you really feel the educational sys-
tem as it is presently composed is up to theiob of providing this educa-
tion or does this have to come from somewhere outsider
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Mr. 13EnowALL. I think that is a legitimate question, and to begin
with that it would be my feeling that the school systems ought to
contract with outside agencies to do drug education because I think
it has to start with people who 'are very much involved in the whole
drug treatment program and who are aware of the subcultures and
the whole drug world and so forth. I would say for myself that
cominno- from a good middle --class background and noninvolvement
with that whole area of concern, I cannot speak with any kind of
authority on drugs in that whole culture. I can get involved xvith
it, I can get involved therapeutically with those who are involved with
drugs, but until we open up the educational institutions to these indi-
viduals who have gone through the route and who can speak out on
why and what; happened that they turned to drugs rather than other
means to cope with the- problems which they have. to n the educator
cannot go about it that way. It has got to happen the other way
around.

Mr. Mum. Right now they are the most credible people we have.
Mr. BERGWALL. I believe so.
Mr. MEtos. And the most successful.
Mr. BERGWALL. Right. We have been more successful in dealing

with even new people who are in the therapeutic community to deal
with other young people because they are trying to come back. I think
that even that says something all by itself, that "This is where I
was and now I want to come back" indicates to some young people
that, well, if they have been there and are coming b'ack maybe I
should not even go.

Mr. MEEDS. Are you aware of any set of curriculums that you feel is
effective from K to 12 in drug abuse education at all ?

Mr. BERGWALL. I can only speak for my local area and from what
we have available in our local. area. No, I cannot.

Mr. Mmes. Do you know whether your local area has attempted to
put together a curriculum.?

Mr. BERGIN.,ALL. They have attempted to put together a curriculum.
Mr. MEEDS. They put it together themselves ?
Mr. BERGWALL.

They

Mr. Mmes. Has it been tested at all to your knowledge?
Mr. BERGWALL. No.
Mr. MEEDS. Has it been evaluated? .

Mr. BERGWALL. This is my whole concern.
Mr. MEEDS. Do you know if they received any help froM the U.S.

Office of Education iT doing this or any group designated by the U.S.
Office of Education?

Mr. BERGWALL. Not that I am aware of but I cannot say that for
certain.

Mr. MEEDS. You spoke of the minigrants. I have heard some criticism
of the minigrants somewhat like you voiced in your prepared state-
ment, that they are perhaps effective immediately but nothing happens
afterward, people go away ante get some training and come back and
nothing happens,. Don't you think that it is a little bit overly opti-
mistic to expect people to be trained at a, miniarant center like our
people go down to San Francisco, say, fol -,ve'-eks and come back to
expect them to really be trained in providing real drug abuse educa-
tion?

9S-973-73-2
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Mr. BERGIVALL. Yes; I think that that. is an impossibility but. what
I think can happen is that, especially the number of teachers vho are
involved or 'educators who go I think come back with an increased
sensitivity and change of attitude toward the drug user, and if noth-
ing else happens besides that I think a giant step is taken forward.

Mr. MEEDS. That is one of the major problems, isn't it, that edu-
catos with a victor ian sense are trying to deal with a drug abuse prob-
lem which is totally a product of the jet age ?

Mr. BErlowAT,L. Yes.
Mr. MEEns: I think that is all for the. present. Thank you very

much, Mr. Bergwall.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Are you in favor of the decriminalization of Mai-

huana?
Mr. BrmuiwALL. That is outside of education. I don't know.
Mr. LEHMAN. Do you think that would help?

BERGWALL. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. I am not trying to throw you a, curve, I just am not

sure how to deal with these things. How do you deal with kids in drum
education when they ask yon what is the difference between a. joint and
mavihuatut ? _

BrnawAr.L. You can't, and that is part of the whole thing that
we become so concerned about in defending our own value, system and
wanting to superimpose it upon another generation.

Mr. LET -MAN. -What do you think is the most dangerous drug we
have in our society ?

Mr. BEnawAr,r,. Well, if you are really going to get down to it it is
probably alcohol.

Mr. LEHMAN. That is what I was thinking. So you really can't
separate alcohol education from drug education, can you? What per-
centage of the kids in your school system that you deal with on that
campus (.10 you think are either using or experiencing or have expei-
mented with drugs?

Mr. BEnowALL, Out of a campus of 2,000 kids I Would hate to ven-
ture a guess. I know that it is extensive. I could not quote you any kind
if statistics because we have never clone, any kind of survey.

Mr. LErtmAx. In the meeting that I went to the kids estimated it
(would be around S9 percent of the kids-they went to school with experi-
mented with chugs. Do you think that is an absurd figure?

Mr. BEnOwAr.L. I don't think it is an absurd figure but I am very
leery of everybody throwing around figures and I don't think anybody
has done the hardcore research to throw figures around.

Mr. LE,11MAN. The counterproductive education you 'see oh the tele-
vision every night where you see pharmaceutical drugs advertised,
do you think that that is going to neutralize some of the things you are
going to (lo? Do you think we must control thepromotion of the.kind
of drugs that cure everything from tensions to constipation ?

Mr. BERGWALL. I think that there amain we have come into a society
whereby we have used drugs as a means of escape. We have not to date
developed I think enough of our human resources And human potential
to look at alternatiVes, and as long as we goon trying to run away
rather than to deal with thinks we are encouraging it culturally.

Mr. LEHMAN. I'll throw a few things at you. Ben Sheppard, one
of our leading drug people and also a member of the school board, said



that the lending cause of turning to drugs was boredom. Can you really
educate kids without reducing boredom ? Are the two of them tied
together ?

Mr. BERGWALL I think in a lot of cases the whole educational system
as it is presently structured is as boring as you can get.

Mr. IiimmAisr. In other words. \villa I nin tryini, to say is you can do
more for reducing drug abuse by reducing horecrome than you can by
drug educaticn in a certain way.

Mr. BERGWALL. I an i not sure I am willing to say that.
Mr. LEirmAisr. That is what. lie was trying to say,
One other question and then I will leave it alone.
The consultant psychiatrist of The Seed program, Dr. Lester Kaiser.

said that. SO percent of the kids can experiment with drugs without,
being really too much adversely affected by it but the other 20 percent
are badly damaged by this thing. What bothers me. is all these thou-
sands of kids out there who are now coming clean from drugs, prac-

,'-' every one of them was smoking cigarettes. To me these were
addicted personalities anyhow. think that is why the problem is so
huge, it is so complex, and it is so tied in with their parents.

One thing that I think we have to look at is that this program is
using peer drug people, not the 40-year-old heroin addict who will come
by and tell the Idds of that because they don't relate to the 40-year-old
heroin addict. I think you are really going to have to concentrate on
the. educational programs in a different way. OK.

Mr. BaAnnarAs. I might ask you, Bernwall, .just one other ques-
tion. What, happens to your effort if the Federal money ends? Will
revenue sharing provide the resources you require?

Mr. BERGWALL. Well. I don't think that will happen unless-we some-
how make the whole educational process a communitywide endeavor..
Revenue sharing in South Bend is now going to support drug treat-
ment and th_ev again you know we are. talking about linkages and try-
ing to orchestrate in areas of concern and it would only be through
those kinds of channels. At the moment I don't see local funds picking
up that whole educational process in relationship to drugs.

Mr. BanintAs. Do you expect any. _money from NM?
Mr. BERGWALL. Well, Northerk Indiana Drug Abuse Services has

put a dollar proposal in hopefully that will come through but at the
moment it is in doubt.

Mr: BnAmmAs. Thank yon very much indeed. Mr. Bergwall.I think
yon can judge from our questions how valuable we have found your
testimony. In particular as you are a citizen of the district I represent,
I am delighted to see the kind of leadership that you are giving in
respect to this very difficult problem.

Thank you very much. .

Mr. BERGWALL. Thank you.
Mr. BnAmmAs. The chairman will turn to Mr. Meeds to present our

next witness..
Mr. MEEns. Mr. Chairman, our next witness is a lady from Everett,

Wash., who is the head of the Drug Abuse Council in Everett. Wash.,
which is the sponsor of an organization known as Karma elhie. I
had the distinct pleaSure of being one of the original organizers of
Karma Clinic. It is a peer group center which the young, people
opened as a crisis center in a. famous former brothel of Everett. They
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painted the rooms, made some of their own furniture, started out very
much on a. shoestring and the center has gained a.very good reputation.
among law enforcement officials, public officials, parents, 'and others.

In large part this reputation is due to the efforts of the lady who is
about tcr testify. She is, I think, Mr. Chairman, proof of two of the
programs that this committee has dealt with, not only the Drug Abuse
Education Act but also the Emergency Employment Act. She is em-
ployed by the city of Everett undei. the Emergency Employment. A(,t
and T think will present graphic evidence to this committee of totally
proper use of those fund; because her efforts in this field which have
been financed under the Emergency Employment Act have been
largely instrumental in one of the finer peer group center progra ins
that T have witnessed in the entire United States.

It. is a pleasure to introduce to the committee Mrs. Diana Imus.
Mr. 13nAnn3r.ts. Thank you. Mr. Meeds.
Mrs. Imus, we are pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT OPDIANA IMUS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DRUG ABUSE
COUNCIL OP EVERETT, INC., EVERETT, WASH.

Mrs. iMITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Meeds.
I woula like to thank the members of the Drug Education' Commit-

' tee for inviting me here to tell about the accomplishments of the Drug
Abuse Council of Everett.. -73

A great deal of money has been spent in the area df drug education
in the past several years. I understand that now attempts are being
made to ascertain the effectiveness of such expenditures.

As the executive director of the Drug Abuse Council of Everett, _a
community-based drug education project funded by the Office of Drug
Education, Health and Nutrition under the Drug Abuse Education
Act of 1970, I am here today to share with yo il what Office of Educa-
tion funding has enabled us to initiate and to actomplish.

An initial $75,000 Office of Education grant was awarded to the
Drug Abuse Council July 1.1972.

The Drug Abuse Council of Everett, a private nonprofit voluntary
organization, is the parent body for Karma Clinic.

The council was funded by the Office of Education to provide the
following services to Snohomish County :

First, educational "outreach" program which includes workshops,
conferences, seminars for school personnel, clergy, the medical pro-
fession, news media personnel, law enforcement personnel, industry,
parents, youth, and the general public.

Second, the operation of Karma. Clinic, a community based drop-
in eenter which provides drug analysis, factual information about
drugs, referral services to other social service agencies, telephone and
on-site "rapping" and counseling, medical services provided, by vol-
unteer lay and professional counselors, a 24 hour a day 7 day a week
emergency drug crisis intervention service and peer group leadership
program.

In addition to providing services to the community, the Drug Abuse
Council, as a pilot project in the field of community based drug abuse
education, maintains a program component of evaluating the methods,.
forms, materials, and approaches it uses in providing services.
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We have shared our findings and experiences with many other
projects; assisted in the establishment of new programs and provided
training for their staff members.

The major educational emphasis of the council is upon helping
existing, institutionsfamily. school. church. local governmenten-
able individuals to develop useful and adequate life coping skills as
alternatives to using drugs.

Through the grant from the Office of Education, with supplemental
funding through Snohomish Comity and the city of Everett, the I )rug
Abuse Council has conducted a broad community edncation program'
in Snohomish County and maintained the operation of Karma. Clinic.
Both of these components functioned as key elements in our educa-
tional and organizational work in the community. In the course of
the council's activity as a. funded program it has become clear, that
our educational effort has involved many programs and groups 'Which
lie outside tiny traditional boundaries of educational categories. It is
worth some space here to explain the limp of our activity: Drug abuse
education has pried open doors and initiated some changes in our
community of long term importance and durability. The influence of
Office of lt:ducation funded community based programs extends into
local institutions which are not commonly reached by traditional
education agencies.

Since last summer when Office of. Education funding beg_ an, our
community education program focused on two major target groups:
The local schools and the county law and justice. Hystem. To each group
we emphasized four themes: In spite of the best, efforts of law en-
forcement officials. drug abuse has continued to spread with little
reduction by punitive measures: second. dmig abuse is only a sympton
of more basic human needs and problems: third, treatment by a variety
of modalities promised to reduce drng abuse more than punishment;
and finally, preventative education should emphasize alternatives to

r nse as ways to meet human needs.
The four themes were repeated to service clubs. ministerial associa-

teacher tainhig workshops, parents !xroups, law and justice
officials, and anyone else who would it still long enomrh to listen. Since
July 1. 197'2. we have had d loot contact with :3,:;00 to 4,000 people in
(-minim:4y education work-:ind Ke,rnia Clinic has seen another several
thousand for u variety of medical. counseling. referral. information,
and drug crisis services.

What has the community done in response to all this ? And what have
we gained from the use of 0111.-e of Education funds in our country ?

_ithough the focus of our project under Office of FA-Mention funding
;s. upon drug abuse prevention rather than treatment and rehabilitit-
titaL the Drug Abuse Council realizes that prevention of further drug
almsr, is dependent upon appropriate and of intervention and
matment. A suhstantial result of our ding education efforts is the de-

velopment of a drug abuse treatment deferral system as u. component
of the, county law and jnstice system. Last September We recognized
that persons arrested for drug and drug related crimes were not re-
fered to treatment programs by any systematic reliable method. In
faPt.i:eferrals were rare and were made by police, prosecutors, or parole
officials who admittedly did not understand how each treatment modal-
ity suited the real needs of defendants, parolees, or persons suspected
of drug dependence.
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During the several months since last fall the community education
staff explained to judges, police, juvenile officials, probation and
parole officers, and others that treatment modalities had to be matched
to the particular needs of clients in order to be successful. A committee
composed of judges, police officers, juvenile officials, probation and
parole officers, recently requested the Drug Abuse Council to begin
training law and justice personnel in a treatment referral system '-de-
veloped by Stephen Tittel of the Wright Institute in Berkeley. Mem-
bers of the law and justice system have also begun to consider the treat-
ment referral system use, for a. greater variety of criminal case,.: which
demonstrate potential for drug dependence.

. Four police departments in the: county have significantly changed
their attitude. towadldrug issues as a result of participation in teacher
training workshops with the council and clinic staff. Staffs of those
poliCe departments are now using Karma as a referral agency and have
asked the school personnel to refer children and students with prob-
lems to Karma. The council has been asked to evaluate the treatment
programs available in our region as a. guide for law enforcement
action.

These changes in the law and justice response to drug abuse have
been reinformed by our contact with larger numbers of people in serv-
ice clubs; church groups, and other public groups. By emphasizing non-
punitive treatment alternatives we have generated public support for
this altered police response.

In the. schools our work initially focused on development of drug
curriculums which did not employ "scare tactics." We encouraged
school districts to integrate drug education into existing curriculums
and to deemphasize focus on drags. Our teacher training workshops go
beyond the discussion of drugs to the implementation of value chtri tiea-
tion. techniques, decisionmaking, parent/teacher effectiveness skills,
helpful counseling. techniques, and knowledge of available treatment
agencies locally. The real issue is directing teachers' attention to meet-
ing some of the emotional needs of students as well as their needs for
intellectual growth and to understanding. that real education and
learning about drugs or anything elseis based upon much more
than mere distribution of information.

In the last 9 months we, have presented teacher training workshops
for six school districts within the county. Our staff has taught dozens
of high school classes using the techniques above and have acted as
consultants for curriculum development.

The effect of these training workshops can be gaged from these
remarks taken from our evaluations of these sessions :

I understand more about drug abuse, the cause and effect. Within school.
classes I can work mainly on problem solving and respect for body.Hig*4
School Teacher.

I am using some of valuing techniques with my small children.Elementary
Teacher.

I believe it did teach me new techniques in teaching.High School Teacher.
. . . the person is what's important. whether, he's a 6 year old child who is

insecure in his friendships or the 10 year old mainliner. The course really gave
me a personal awareness I hadn't had.First Grade Teacher.

In my teaching I. will Include "health habits, positive body image,: knowledge
of body processes, positive self-image for child /and valuing of other's feelings
and appreciation of all people as people."First Grade Teacher.
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In my teaching "I would like to include all valuing techniques : however, my
feelings now are to get the subject (drugs) out of the P.E. department. " High
School Teacher.

Although I do not teach at the present time, the information about drugs
and the related problems that I have learned in this course will have u con-
siderable effect on my thinking in the future. As drug problems come up I now
have a much better frame of reference for dealing with them. I am now in a
much better position to discuss drug related problems with teachers. parents
and students. Principal.

As a result of this course I feel that no curriculum should utilize scare tactics
and no more pamphlets about drugs; uppers and downers, etc., will he dis-
tributed to the students. If the students are interested they should have this
information on a one to one basis from the instructor so our curriculum should
be directed toward well-informcd instructors who can handle the one to one rela-
tionship. School Nurse.

My major change in ideas or attitude would be the loss of fear in relation to
drug use. I have developed to begin some parent study groups to deal with
child development.Tetteher.

I am aware now that I should deal with the underlying problems of the s:
dent rather than a so-called "drug problem." It will he hard for we to implement
a different approach in talking about drugs. This is 1)min:se I have had the
habit of condemning drugs, alcohol. cigarettes, sex. etc.. due Lo comparing toy-.
self with them when I was their age. I realize now that I shouldn't condemn or
"turn off" the student bnt rather understand what his needs are and help him. I
shalt try not to he a judge or jury but to help and direct. himTeacher.

Since the course. I am convinced that we can help children more by helping
them in such areas as wise decision making. establishing. a set of values-and
developing good self-concepts than we can concentrating on teaching them about
the various drugs !aid their effects.Teacher, .

During the coming school year the community education effort will
be aimed at the parents of middle and elementary school students to
gain their support for the inclusion of more preventative, techniques
into school programs and for funding of school programs which em-
phasize healthy emotional development as well as intellectual de-
velopment. We believe that the community which is responsible for
local education must ask for, even demand, such programs.

The next major effort in community education will focus on the local
business and industrial community. Diu abuse on the job has been
long neglected here. With a background of support from the law and
justice system, we plan to alert the business community to its role in
dealing with arug abuse on the job. The themes are common to our
work with schools and we have found model programs in national
industrial firms as guides for local firms.

The Drug Abuse Council believes that total community involvement
is needed to insure lasting reduction of drug abuse or dependence. We
have understood our role as a community education program to be
the stimulus for total community involvement. To carry out this task
we have used the broadest possible definition of education so that we
could reach the individual, institutions and agencies in the community
who could affect the greatest number of people. We have educated
teachers, parents, police, prosecutors, probation officers, ministers,
safety officers of business, nurses, doctors; and administrators.

Funding through theDffice of Education gave us needed credibility
to begin work with the school system. We hope to follow up our initial
successes in changing public attitudes with the development of perma-
nent self-sustaining programs to deal with and prevent drug abuse in
the schools, the legal systein, and business. Drug abuse generated a
mood of public concern which has been ,a powerful lever for positive
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social change.. The moneys provided through Office of Education
....1!)-ratits. have multiplied its effects into places far removed from the

classroom. The effects of the Office of Education funds have been to
develop a total community response to drug abuse that will remain
after the sense of a drug crisis has passed.

The Drug Abuse Council has. not acted in a vacuum. We have re-
ceived enormous amounts- of help and encouragement from the State
of Washington Offiec of Drug. Education; john Smelters, stipervisor,
Drug AbuSe Section. State of Washington Office of Mental Health;
and Ralph Hideout. State of Washington Coordinator for Drug Abuse
Proven tion.

The local endorsement of the Snohomish County Mental Health
Board and the city of Everett, Mayor Robert Anderson. has made
dreams become ,reality.

Funding from the Office of Education has enabled .the Drug Abuse
Council Air and volunteers fo teceive, additional, training and to de-
velop skills and expertise in the field of drug abuse prevention and
intervention and community organization. Also ongoing technical as-
sistance from the Office, of Education has been used by the Council on
numerous occasions. Office of Education consultants have assisted us
well in solving administrative problems and in the exploration of
alternative program activities. .

Of key importance has been the frequent communication between
the Council and our Office of Education project officer, Anne Just.. Her
sensitivity, knowledgeability and 'willingness to help have made the
3,000 miles geographically separating our project -from the Office of
Education seem insignificant.

Behind Ms. Just lias been, I know, the constant encouragement and
support of 1)1.: Helen Nowlis whose inspiration has helped to sustain
me, since a meeting last summer when instead of my having to con-
vince her of the validity of the philosophy of our program I dis-
covered that she was already there.

On behalf of :the dedicated volunteers and staff of the Drug Abuse
Council, its community based membership and its truly committed
board of directors I wish to. thank Congressman Lloyd :Weds, the
members of this committee and the.Congress of the United States of
America for giving us the opportunity to serve.

Mr. BnAmotAs. Thank you very much, Mrs. Trims, for a Most im-
pressive statement. I am-sure, without my saying anything further,
that you are proud of the,fact that it has been your Representative in
Cong.ress who has been the national leader in this field.

Mrs. Imus.IVe are very thrilled.
Mr. BumuntAs. I have just, one observation. I AM struck by the fol.-

lowing sentence. in your statement:
The real issue is directing teachers' attention to meeting sonic of the emo-

tional needs of students. as Well as their needs for intellectual griarth and ,to
undertantling that real ethical ion and learningabout (imp or anything else
is based upon much more than mere distribution of information.

That statement is, of course, parallel to the statement, of Mr. Berg-
wall who preceded you. You wonld,u1so reach out into the commnnity
beyond the school systemwhich I take it is further evidence of .the
importance of our not, confining ourselves solely to the cognitive ap-
proach to drug abuse education. t.
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Mrs. IMus. Very much so.
Mr. BuAnint As. So I would simply applaud what you say and turn

the questioning over to Mr. Muds.
Mr. MEEns. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Indeed, Mrs. Imus, this is a fine statement. I, too, Mr. .Chairman,

had marked the same place that you did. I was struck with the simi
larity between that statement and a goocl share of what our former
witness testified about.

Could you tell us, Mrs. Imus, about the efforts that are being made
by Karma Clinic and the Drug Abuse Council with regard to teacher
training? What types of teachers are you dealing with? What kinds
of programs are you working with?

Mrs. Imus. Our workshops and classes have been 5- and 6-week
classes for elementary teachers, high school teachers, principals and
counselors. We expect to hit every school district in our county at
least once and tlien we will be doing repeats of that.

We get feedback not only from the printed evaluation which we
request but also because we are now constantly used by those school
districts for which we have conducted our training workshops. We. are
now used as consultants and those school districts are making treat-
ment referrals, and apparent effective referrals to the treatment staff
at Karma.

Mr. MEEns. These same teachers that you work with, when they
feel they have a problem in the school that is a little over their head
they are referring them to Karma Clinic?

-Mrs. Imrs. In many cases. We are also helping some of the coun-
selors to develop constructive approaches within the schools for those
instances where it is not necessary to work it out but when family
counseling is advised these schools are now referring to Karma.

Mr. MEEns. You say 5 or 6 weeks, this is substantially longer than
it takes place in the minigrants. Do you know whether people from
the Snohomish County school districts are still going to the minigrant
centers in California?

brus. Our stair went to one of the mini grant centers and we are
utilizing learning experiences from that to deal with people within the
school system. It is important, I think, for the length of time that we
devote. in fact, the main criticism of some of our quotas, we did shorten

.a 6-week course to a 5-week course and we got. a lot of feedback saying
the course was much too short. It is because we go far beyond just infor-
mation about drugs and people learning about themselves and learn
how to teach, and that is what several of the teachers have told me, I hat
they are learning more about teaching through the classes in drug edu-
cation than they have in many, many years.

Mr. MEEns. How many hours a clay or a week do they spend on this?
Mrs. brus. It is 1 clay a week for 2 hours though they usually end up

3- and 4-hour discussions because the interest is that high.
Mr. MEm.ns. You say it is your hope to be able to cover all the Snoho-

mish County school system ?
Mrs. brETS. Yes. W6 are constantly being invited in now by the

schools. This is a kind of credibility we did not have. We had credi-
bility for treatment but we did not have credibility for teacher educa-
tion until we received funding under this grant.

Mr. BRADEMAS. For the record, Snohomish County is about 220,000
people so that is a fairly large area.



Mr. _lams. Mrs. Inns, if the Druo. Education Abuse Act is not
passed and there are no funds available under it, what will happen to
your program?

Mrs. ERIS. Our program is in very serious jeopardy. The worst that
could happen is that we would have to shut out shock but I don't think
that will happen. The frightening thing is that we would have to cur-
tail some of the efforts just as we are now beginning really to affect so
many people. We may have to drop out and that would be very tragic
because we are really moving in a forward direction. What we are hop-
ing is that revenue sharing moneys.will be utilized but

Mr. MEED5. What are the prospects of that ?
Mrs. Imus. At this point they don't look as healthy as they might. We

have some very fine people in the area who are very much for the use
of revenue sharing funds; there are others who are not yet really aware
of what local government's role is in the area of human service.

MEEns.r'Now you are actually funded under section 4 of the act,
are you not?

Mrs. EMUS. Yes. The fact that we also do treatment under additional
funding also gives us additional credibility and we also have former
drug users on volunteer and paid staff who do carry out some of the
things that Mr. Bergwall was suggesting. So actually our one program
involves several of the components of the bill.

Mr. MEEns. And you are also doing the same kind of educating with
in w enforcement officials as with educators, are you not?

Airs. Imus. Yes, and our next step will be industry.
Arr. MEEDS. And then industry?
Airs. :Emus. Yes, sir.
Mr. MEEns. How about community leaders?
Mrs. IMUS. Yes, they are involved. Many of them are already mem-

bers of our council.
Arr. MEEns. Well, thank you very much, Mrs. Innis.
I think, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. it is easy to

see why we have a progressive program in our area.
Mr. BE \DEMAS. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEnTgAry. You were very sanguine about the future of this pro-

gram. I am hopeful that you are optimistic.
Mrs. IMus. Yes. This is off the record, but this program is so im-

portant to not only myself but to other people in our community and an
inple of this is how I even got here. We cannot use the moneys from

the Office of Education funding for traveling for this purpose nor can
we use money that has been given to us through the county for treat-
ment for this, so one of the doctors who volunteers at the clinic gave me
money. the mayor of the city gave me money, a.city councilman gave
me money, and someone who I am sure has received help because she
had tears in her eyes as she pressed $12 into my hand and said, "You
peer to rro, this is too important not to let the country know about."

rAtAx. Don't get into a slush fund scandal.
Mrs. Imus. It is all reported.
Mr. LEHMAN. The only thino. I was goino. to ask you about is these

books that you say are on the 1 -671to 1 basis.
going

What bothers me is the dif-
ference between the misuse of the books and the censorship of the
books, library books and so on. What I hate found out is that by far
the most popular reading material in the public schools are books about
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drugs. That is the first thing the kid asks for when he goes to the
library. The teacher says, "What have you got on drugs?" So they all
wn nt. to read about drugs. How do you really handle this?

Mrs. Imus. At, this time we really are not comfortable with the writ-
ten moterials. We are not recommending this. There are a few other
thingsI am a mother, toothat kids can read about in schools that
they also find very interesting. My daughter is 12. so you can guess.
I think that as we revise our books and our pamphlets and our ma-
terials perhaps this can happen again 'but right now since we have gone
into the-libraries, and this is one of the things we have been doing in
the sollools also, was evaluating material. 'Without getting into the
5r01,1,nt of censorship, getting into what is really accurate, it is very

imp0t-ant but.before that, it is really important that a child as well
es on :idult. know how to evaluate what he is reading, and until he
]earns to do that it is kind of tricky.

Mr. Menus. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LEIDr.tx. Yes.
Mr. MEEns, Would you agree with me, Mrs. Timis. that. the fact

the gentleman just pointed out. that. the most read books in libraries
are books about, drugs. assumin!, that is correct. presents us with a
golden opportunity which we are really not. seizin!*? if the real ones-
tion ;s dealing- with ourselves and children dealin7 with themselves.
nor i =r about drv,2-s. there ought to be sonic way to relate that. If
kids -want to read about drugs. maybe there might to he a. text that
relet,.:= to (blip and how you deal with yourself. In other words.
thic= i= one more illustration of the bankruptcy of ideas in the whole
flail of drug abuse education.

Mrs. NUS. Yes.
Ifr. Mrnns. We have not seized this.
Mr. I MIMAN. Will you pardon me?
Mr, Mryns. Yes. I appreciate your yielding.
Mr. TArmAN. The interesting thing about it is that, drugs is just

part of our total educational scene and you could teach all kinds of
flu i!s 1.$y making it. readable.

Mrs. Imus. Right, but again the materials that are currently avail-
ale are not. directed in those areas so that is something that we shall
certainly work toward.

Mr. ImimAx. Sometimes von have to he very careful. We have
found a way in one of our libraries how to make cocaine out of cough
syrup and things like that.

Mrs. Imus. I better see what my daughter is reading these days.
Mr. LEHMAN. I enjoyed your testimony.
Mrs. bars. Thank you very much.

-Mr. LEHMAN. Keep up the optimism. If we all become. defeatists,
then we might as well give up.

Mrs. Imus. Well,- you gentlemen have inspired me.
Mr. BaAnEmAs. Thank you very much, Mrs. Imus.
Mrs. Thins. Thank you.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Our next witness is Mr. Jerome Hornblass with a

statement, I believe, on behalf of the comptroller of the city of New
York. Mr. Abraham D. Beame.

Mr. HORNBLASS. Right. Good morning.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Hornblass, we are pleased to have you appear

today and will let you go right, ahead.
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STATEMENT OF ABRAHAM D. BEAME, NEW YORK CITY COMPTROL-
LER, GIVEN BY JEROME HORNBLASS, ASSISTANT TO THE COMP-
TROLLER, TASK FORCE ON DRUGS

Mr. HORNBLASS. I would be delighted to answer questions after the
presentation. Mr. Beame could not be here today as he is busy with
budgetary matters.

Mr. BRADEMAS. And other matters ?
Mr. MEEDS. Is that what it is?
Mr. HORNBLASS. Yes.
I have been asked to comment on EIJI. 4715 and H.R. 4976. These

are bills which would extend the Federal Drug Abuse Education Act
of 1970 for 3 more years, provide $45 million in the fiscal year begin-
ning July 1 of this year, and expand the concept of drug abuse to
include alcohol and tobacco abuse.

I am in favor of all three goals in these measures.
Certainly we urgently need more drucr

b
control training programs

for teachers and counselors to help them handle the sickness of drug
addiction in our schools. We need new and improved drug -education
curriculums, and we need to evaluate drug abuse educational programs.
So it is a very worthwhile thing to do to extend the Federal Drug Abuse
Education Act for 3 more years.

Likewise, it is good to turn our attention to the harm our country
suffers from widespread alcohol and tobacco abuse, among both adults
and students. Alcoholism is every bit as ruinous an addiction as heroin
dependence is, except that it is cheaper and it usually takes longer to
get to the end of the line. And while tobacco isn't the same kind of
drug as heroin is, the cancer it produces is every bit as lethal in the long
run as overdosing is in the short run.

I am concerned with increasing reports about the abuse of alcohol
in our New York City schools, and I understand this phenomenon is
also occurring elsewhere in the country. Drinking beer, wine, and hard
liquor seems to be the "in thing" to do nowadays in our high schools
and colleges, either in combination with hard drugs or alone.

I think Federal, State, and city governments slionld encourage any
educational programs designed to get our addicted young people off
drugs and prevent our unspoiled children from getting hooked on
heroin, LSD, alcohol, tobacco, or other addictive or quasi-addictive
substances.

Finally, we would be grateful for the money. I wish it were more,
and maybe the subcommittee can see its way to increasing the amounts
for these worthwhile programs.

When you think of it, X45 million spread among 50 States isn't too
muchand T wonder how much New York City, which has half the
Nation's heroin addicts, will get when the. measures you are considering
will be passed by Congress. As a matter of fact, New York City's
budget this year alone. has $18 million of non-Federal funds in it for
drug abuse education.

Some members of this subcommittee, I think, are aware of how
strongly T have pushed for drug abuse education programs in our
SD-11001S. T believe the subcommidee has copies of the five reports my
office published in the last 2 years on the scourage of drug addiction.
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Three of them deal with drug addiction in our schools aid the rapid
decline of attendance in New York City schools.

I remember when we issued the first report in 1971 showing that
one out of three high school students have experimented with or
abused hard or soft drugs, I was accused of being "political." Since
then. other studies by other officials and groups have more than cor-
roborated my findingsone report actually using a 50 percent figure.

Among the many recommendations I made was that extensive drug
prevention programs should be set up in the schools. I wanted these
programs to be educational for both students and teachers, I am glad
to report that the board of education has instituted such programs. It
is too early to say whether they have been successful in preventing our
young people from falling into the drug trap. Federal funds for eval-
uation. such programs would be most welcome.

In

eval-
uating

I would like to ask the members of this subcommittee, if
not as a subcommittee then individually, to support the establishment
of a New York Metropolitan Drug Addiction Commission for a 22-
county, tristate area in and around New York City. I have pressed for
this regional approach to drug addiction programs for more than 3
years.

This commission, operating like the Appalachian Commission would
coordinate all drug prevention, drug treatment, and would rehabilita-
tion programs in this 20 million person region. It would control and
funnel all Federal, State and city drug funds in order to eliminate
waste and duplication and to set up evaluation procedures for all pro-
grams. Remember in New York City alone there are more than 300
public and private agencies, each with their own programs competing
for funds, personnel, and prestige.

I have tried to establish some order in this field by insisting that
agency contracts involving public funds be subject to public hearings
by the board of estimate, and my staff submits evaluative opinions on
the programs for the board of estimate's guidance. Between a half
dozen and a dozen new contracts are on each board of estimate calender
and we have been responsible in stopping some of the more flagrantly
wasteful programs from being funded or refunded.

In any event, the Metropolitan Drug Addiction Commission is, I
believe, the next step we must take in our fight against drug abuse.
At my request, Congressman John Murphy of Staten Island has in-
troduced a bill which would establish such a commission. I do rec-
ommend the bill to you individually and I urge your support of it.

Thank you again for inviting Mr. Beame to testify on the other
hills before you today.

Mr. BRADEXAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Hornblass. I hope you
will convey the appreciation of the members of this subcommittee:to
Mr. Beame for the very useful testimony that he has made available;,_
through you, to us today.

You may be sure we are aware of the great deal of attention that
Comptroller Beame has given to drug abuse in the New York City
school system. I recall how a former member of this committee, our
former colleague Congressman James Scheuer of New York, told us
last year that drugs were literally destroying the New York City school
system. In light of that observation I would like to ask you just two or
-three quick questions.
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You indicated, I believe, that some $18 million of non-Federal money
is earmarked for drug abuse education in New York City's budget
this year. Where does that money come from?

Mr. HORNBLASS. That is State money.
Mr. BRADEMAS. All of it?
Mr. HORNBLASS. Yes. That is earmarked for thug prevention educa-

tion programs.
Mr. BRADEMAS. ill the schools?
Mr. HORNBLASS. In the schools alone. We have 32 community school

districts in the City of New York and these school districts are re-
sponsible for the funding and operation of the grade schools, ele-
mentary schools and junior high schools. In addition we have a cen-
tral board of education which is primarily responsible for the opera-
tion of some 93 high schools operating in the City of New York.

Now all of these moneys are State moneys. We receive some Federal
money for our drug rehabilitation effort in the city.

Mr. BRADEMAS. It is distributed for drug abuse education?
Mr. lionNstass. That is right.
I heard some of the witnesses testify and some of the comments of

the members of the committee in regard to drug abuse education and
I would say this, that this is our second year of funding.' We are com-
pleting now our second year of using State money to have drug abuse
education programs.

Mr. I3RADEaEAS. That is to say, you hail no State money prior to
Mr. HORNBLASS. 1971-72 was the first rear. We had absolutely no

money. The problem has been with us for a couple of decades but
we didn't provide any funds for it. We found that at least in the
high schools we are making inroads with our drug education programs.
Now the high schools receive $3.5 million, again in State money, for
a program called the SPARK program and it basically is a program
that is involved with peer group leadership, individual counseling,
and drug coordinators in every high school. They get complaints from
the students and speak to the students and they are not at all involved
in law enforcement, these drug coordinators, they are just involved as
in a sense ,auidance counselors. In addition to the guidance counselors
that the schools have and the teachers there is this drug coordinated
program specifically 'concerned with the drug problems.

Now we have found in a recent study of 900 students involved in
the SPARK program in. the city high schools that among those stu-
dents involved there has been a 28-percent reduction in absenteeism
from school. There has been a 49-percent reduction in discipline refer-
rals among these students and there has been a 39-percent drop in
subjects failed by these students.

Now you know that drug abuse does not operate in a vacuum. Con-
commitant with drug abuse are problems of truancy, violence, and
death. Now we have found that in the New York City school system
our average daily attendance decreased from 1965 where it was 80-
percent to this past year where it was 73 percent. That is in the high
schools. alone: .

these:. statistics. which show a. Marked , increase in- attendance-
and a drop in subjects think ;angers-,well for. the .future: cer-
tainly in the high schoolS. think it is too early for 'us to pass )udg-



ment on educational programs. We know very little about, them. We
in the city of New York evaluate them on a constant basis. We review
them but it is just in their second year of funding and they need more
time. Certainly evaluation is extremely important to weed out those
programs that are not effective and those that are.

For instance, we know that many of the drug films that are being
shown, most of them are not effective. As a matter of fact, the National
Coordinating Council on Drug Education pointed out that 84 percent
of 220 films on chug abuse education were not acceptable. So we have
to learn to weed out the effective programs and the noneffective pro-
grams.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I am very impressed by what you have told us just
now, Mr. Hornblass. I am aware of the SPARK program, and indeed
from the little that I know about it it is one of the most encouraging
efforts in this field that has come to my attention. I would be grateful
if you could make available, for the benefit of the subcommittee, a
copy of the report to which you have made reference.

Mr. HORNBLASS. Yes.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I don't know how long it is.
Mr. HORNBLASS. It is not too long.
Mr. BRADEMAS. In that event I ask unanimous consent that it be

included following your testimony in the record.
Mr. HORNBLASS. Yes, sir.
[The report follows :]

A STUDY OF STUDENT BurAvfon CHANGES IN THE SPARK PROGRAM INTERVENTION
PREVENTION CENTERS

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE SPARK PROGRAM

The SPARK program is a drug abuse prevention program funded by the
Addiction Services Agency of the City of New York and operated, under contract
to ASA, by the New York City Board of Education. The total operating budget
of this program is $3.6 million for the period July 1, 1972 to June 30, 1973.

Under terms of its contract with ASA, SPARK provides salaries for one Drug
Education Specialist in each of the city's 94 high schools. In 40 high schools,
with higher incidence of drug abuse, a second member is added to the SPARK
team. This member is a paraprofessional with the title of Instructor Addiction.

Nine high schools with indicators of high need have been designated by the
Board of Education for "Intervention Prevention" teams. These teams are com-
posed of six staff members, including the drug education specialist (who is
usually a certified classroom teacher), three other professionals,. (typically in-
cluding a psychologist and either a guidance counselor or an attendance teacher)
and two instructors addiction.

A broad range of activities characterize the SPARK program, with latitude
for special programming at each school. Some of these activities include student-
led peer group programs, identification and referral of drug abusers to treat-
ment, classroom and assembly programs of an informational sort, and teacher
training. However, the dominant activity in all schools is counseling, including
individual counseling, semi-formal rap sessions and ongoing group sessions for
those students whose pattern of behavior indicates they are most prone to be
drug abusers or addicts.

The following figures suggest the scope of this enterprise :
In the fall semester of the 1972-73 school year (Sept. '72 to Jan. 31, '73) :
16,700 students were seen once, close to 5,200 seen two to four times, and

4,421 seen more than four times, in individual counseling.
5,309 students participated In rap sessions, with an average student partici-

pating in two to three sessions of an hour each.
6,558 students participated in ongoing, group counseling sessions (meeting for

at least a period a week).
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A DESCRIPTION OF TIIE STUDY

(A) Gouts of the study
At the request of ASA, Board of Education officials undertook a study of

pupil records to determine the impact of the drug prevention program on their
overall school behavior.

Tills record seilrelz was designed to test with quantifiable data the hypothesis
that participethm in SPARK program counseling would alleviate negative be-
havior, anti- social behavior and low personal achievement which, the literature
suggests and the SPARK program assumes, are highly correlated with drug
abase and factors which tend to foster drug abuse.

The study specifically set out to determine if indeed in an aggregate popula-
tion significant changes in behavior in each of these dimensions did result. It is
believed that if such changes do take place, the probability of students becoming
destructively involved in drug usage is substantially diminished. Essentially,
this was a "black-box" study, simply attempting to identify what changes, if any,
occur without attempting to identify what elements produce the greatest or least
change.
(11) Major tasks of the study

The major tasks of the study included the following:
1. Selection of a random sample of 100 students from participants in ongoing

group counseling sessions (defined as once a week or more) in each of the nine
schools designated as Intervention Prevention Centers during the September
1072-January 1973 semester.

2. An examination of the records of these students during the September 1972 -
January 1973 semester, when they were participating in SPARK program activi-
ties. Five kinds of records were examiud; absentee rate; referral to dean for
disciplinary purposes by classroom teachers; major subjects failed; overall grade
point average and conduct ratings.

3. An examination records for the same students in a comparable period of
time. September 1971 to January 1972 when they were not participating in the
SPARK program.

4. A tabulation and comparison of data, aggregated for the total sample popu-
lation in each school for each of the years.
(0) Characteristics of the population

The population from which the random sample was chosen constitutes those
students who, in the judgment of SPARK staff, are most highly prone to drug
abuse among the entire population SPARK services. Some indications of "highly
prone" include admitted use of drugs, poor academic performance, high ab-
senteeism and a high level of disruptive or "acting out" behavior.

Of the total population engaged by the SPARK program in group counseling,
1,423 were ninth graders (21 percent) ; 1,930 were tenth-graders' (29 percent) ;
1,853 were eleventh-graders (29 percent) and 1,842 were twelfth-graders (21
percent). However, ninth graders were not included in the sample population
because of the difficulty of obtaining pupil records from the previous year (junior
high school). Fifty-one percent are female, with 49% male.

Thirty-three (33%) percent of students in group counseling are Caucasian, 40
percent black, 22 percent Spanish surname, 1 percent Oriental and the remaining
2 percent other or unidentified.

The characteristics of the sample prior to entry into the SPARK program
suggest that in the areas of negative or antisocial behavior or personal achieve-
ment the population being counseled by SPARK qualifies as drug-abuse prone.
A profile of the average SPARK student shows that in the period prior to his
participation he was absent 15 of 90 days (27 percent) one of the 74 days
he did attend, school Ile was referred by a teacher to the dean's office for
discipline; he flunked one to two major subjects per 'term ; his grade point aver-
age was 00.9, and one of every three received an unsatisfactory citizenship
rating.
(D) Some methodological considerations

Given both the size of the sample, the varying quality of 1971-72 records and
staff turnover, it is possible that some sample students participated in the
SPARK program before the Fall of 1972. Furthermore it is certain that some stu-
dents In the sample have participated for greater lengths of time and with greater
frequency in counseling sessions than others, although all students have been
participants in five or more sessions. These differences in student groups may
account for variation in outcome between schools. However, they are not signifi-
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cant variables fur the basic purpose of this study which simply asks whether be-
im vioral iliauges result through participation in the SPARK program over
time. (It does not attempt to identify that period of time where the greatest
change may take place.) Furthermore, it seems probable that, given the size of the
sample, variations in degree of student participation are likely to average out
for the population as a whole (all nine schools).
(E) The nature of SPARK counseling groups

The average SPARK counseling group meets twice a week for at least one
classroom period per session. Duration of student pa rticipitt has varies accord-
ing to the judgment of the counselor, but participation through an entire semes-
ter Is common. An average gnaw has 13 members and a better than SO percent
attendance rate.

Groups are led by a professional member of the intervention-prevention team,
frequently with assistanee from either a second professional, rut instructor addle-
tion or a student serving as co-lealler.

The training of staff varies from psychologists with extensive academic and
clinical background to SPARK staff members Ibotii professional and imraioro-
fessional) W110 have received as little as 50 hours drug counseling training from
ASS or SPARK ventral staff.

Counseling techniques and styles vary also. ranging from structured group
dynamics exercises to more free-wheeling diseumslon techniques. As a rule. the
basic agenda Is determined by needs of the students, as expressed by students or
perceived by counselors, ranging from personal and emotional issues to drug
use per se to specific problems (e.g., how to get a job, how to get along with a
particular teacher).

(A) Aggregate data
in every category studied, the aggregate population of the sample (a total of

nine hundred students, 100 from each of nine high schools showed a significant
change in each of the five indicators selected. The results are tabulated in Table I
below:

FINOINGS OP STUDY

TABLE I.INDICES OF CHANGE IN SAMPLE POPULATION

1971 1972
(preSPARK) (post-SPARK) Percentage change

Total days absent 13,849 9,976 28 percent reduction.
Total referrals to dean 1,154 585 49 percent reduction.
Total major subjects failed 1.446 890 39 percent reduction.
Average grade 60.9 66.9 8.5 percent increase.
Total unsatisfactory citizenship marks 310 104 66 percent improvement.

(See Chart I)
The before and after data was examined for significance by application of a

two-sample t-test. Statistical analysis shows that all changes are statistically sig-
nificant, as follows:

1. AbsencesThe probability is less than .01 that the decrease in absences for
the sample of POO occurred by chance alone. It is Interesting to note that absences
after SPARK show snore variability than absences before.

2. Referrals to DeanThe decrease in the average number of referrals from
before to after Spark is significant at the .05 level, i.e. it's unlikely that the de-
crease occurred by chance alone. Also, there is more variability among after-
referrals.

3. Major Subjects FailedThe average number of major subjects failed de-
creased from before to after SPARK and it's very unlikely that the decrease oc-
curred by champ.

4. Average GradeThe increase in average grade after participation in the
SPARK program was highly significant. Grades after SPARK were more varia-
ble than before.

5. Conduct/CitizenshipThe percentage of unsatisfactory conduct reports de-
creased significantly after SPARK participation. The variability after SPARK,
however, was considerably less than before, which is good since the after SPARK
data is all clustered nearer to zero (no conduct reports).
(B) School by school variations in data

There is a considerable range in outcome from school to school, with a distri-
bution that shows some schools doing far better than the average and others fan-

98 -973-7:1-3
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ing considerably below it on some or all indices: The data is represented school
by school on TABLE II.

TABLE 11.INDICES OF CHANGE BY SCHOOL, FALL SEMESTERS -1971 AND 1972

Absences
Referrals to

dean
Major subjects

tailed 'Average grade
Conduct/

citizenship t

1971 1972 1971 1972 1971 1972 1971 1972 19/1 1972

Schoo 1 1,259 1,038 44 58 123 97 69 72 22"
Schoo 2 1,950 1,621 140 101 144 104 63 70 45 146'
Schoo 3 1,730 1,003 192 11 162 31 56 71 77 13
Schoo 4 995 421 132 33 154 32 66 78 46 24
Schoo 5 1,491 1,352 221 128 166 135 62 64 30 16
Schoo 6 1,718 1,391 164 144 160 126 66 71 23 13
Schoo 7 1,702 867 104 17 192 102 66 84 36 1
Schoo 8 1,550 1,105 120 66 216 171 60.48 65.83 16 12
Schoo 9 1, 454 1, 178 37 21 129 92 67. 20 66. 45 15 11

Total 13, 849 9,976 1, 154 585 1, 446 890 60.93 66.01 310 104

Unsatisfactory.

Schools numbers 3, 4 and 8 on Table II show the greatest overall change,
cumulating all live indices, and are generally high above the average, while the
remaining; schools cluster slightly below the average. The differences are sum-

marized in Table III.

TABLE Percents'ge of Clvmge Per IndicatorEighest.
Three Schools Contrasted to Averv.ge
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IV, CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY

Participation in SPARK intensive counseling sessions does produce signif-
icant behavioral change in the indices measured. This is in sharp distinction
to the pervuiling research nationally on drug prevention programs which use
classroom educationas opposed to group counselingaS their major strategy
for intervention. It suggests that ASA and the Board of Edneation. as well as
the state, should continue to encourage and support group counseling as
program which produces desirable outcomes in terms of inure positive and
competent student behavior.

These findings, it should be pointed out; reinforce the findings of the MACRO
Systems, Inc. study, performed for ASA in_the Spring of 1971, which found
that group experiences were strongly (and ent)niSiiiStically) preferred by stu-
dents as a mode Of drug prevention. The data on reduced absenteeism tends to
corroborate MACRO's anecdotal findings that for many students the SPARK
Program was a major reason for coining to school.

Furthermore, it seems highly probable that such improvements in basic.
behavior are in flue long run the most effective deterrent to drug usage. The
study does not prove this, and the reduction in drug use by SPARK partici-
pants that is self-reported and reported by SPARK staff as well does not in itself
prove that in future years drug use will remain diminished. However, there is
strong inferential evidence from many studies of drug abuse snggesting that a
student who demonstrates an elimination of anti-social 'or self-destructive behav-
ior, as indicated by reductions in absenteeism, disciplinary, referrals and bad
conduct ratings, plus positive achievement in school, as indicated by improved

acidnd reduced failures. is less likely to become a drug abuser.
The study also suggests that not all centers in the SPARK program are

performing equally well. Further assessment and evaluation are suggested to
determine :

(A) Whether programmatic or other factors account for the differing levels
of outcome between schools.

(B) What staffing patterns and programmatic features lead to the more
effective programming.

(C) To what extent other activities carried out by SPARK staffe.g., indi-
vidual counseling and rap groups a re equally successful in 'producing student
change.

Mr. BRADEmAs. I recall that when this subcommittee went to New
York to consider this legislation and my colleague, Mr. heeds. will
straighten me out. if my memory is wrongI was astonished to learn
that, under New York State law you have, in effect, the analog of
title VI of the Civil Rights Act. That is to say that if a public school
fails to provide drug abuse education all State aid to that public school
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must be, under the law, cut off. Am I not correct in that? That is one
of the laws that you have on the books, but you don't enforce. .

Mr. Ifortmu.Ass. We have millions of laws on the books and some are
enforced to greater degrees than others.

Since. 1962 there has been a State law which mandates drug abuse
education programs in the school and which mandates that every
teacher that receives a license to teach must go through a training
course in drug sensitivity. Now a teacher cannot be, licensed unless he
also goes through these courses and passes a test on drug abuse. Now
we have found in the study that Mr. 13eame made 2 years ago that. t hat
law was not enforced.

Mr. BnAnn-ArAs. And it it has been in effect for over 10 years now.
Mr. HoulcurAss. Just about that, over a decade. Now that. law was

not enforced and one of the recommendations which Mr. Beaune made
was that this law indeed be enforced.

Mr. 1311ADEMAS. You seem to have the same trouble getting the execu-
tive branch of the Government to obey the law that sonic of us on this
committee have.

Mr. HORNBLASS.
Mr. BnAntatAs. You don't have to comment.
Thank .you very much, Mr. Hornblass. What you have, said is very

encouraging. In addition to your SPARK program what encourages
me and impresses me is that you do not make, Sweeping claims for one
program or another. I am always impressed, I must say, by tentative
judgments in this difficult field.

Mr. Meeds.
Mr. Mr.Ens. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hornblass, just one question. Are you aware if there is any set

curricula in the whole field of drug abuse education for the New York
City schools?

Mr. HouxurAss. There are curricula available. Some schools devise,
their own curricula. Each school devises their own. Really in New York
City there are a lot of new programs opening up.

Mr. Mums. To your knowledge have any of them been evaluated by
outside sources other than the New York City school system ?

Mr. ITORNBLASS. know. I don't think so.
Mr. Damns. Like Dr. Nowlis or somebody from the Office of Educa-

tion or someone commissioned by the Office of Education for evaluation
purposes.

Mr. Homcnr,Ass. We have not had any evaluation done of any of our
drug programs. We have had seine evaluation done of many of our re-
habilitation programs. I know there is a systems discipline, it is a
consultant firm here based in Bethesda and `it has done a lot of that.

Mr. MEEDS. How do you know whether they are working or not?
Mr. I-TouNarAss. Well, as I say, we really don't know. Some we know

work better than others. It has taken a long time for many of the
school districts

Mr, MERDS. I don't think you are unique in this area but doesn't it
.strike you as strange that you may have been pursuing educational
programslor 5, 6,7 years whicli are totally ineffective?

Mr. HouNur,Ass. Well, we have just begun actually in New York
City 3 years ago, 1971-72. It May be that some of them are not effec-
'Ove but this is a new area. It is an old problem. but government offi-
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cials are just beginning to come to grips with it in recent times and I
think that; more funding is needed to operate the programs to get_ef-
fectivelfaiTiPower to Operate it and to evaluate the 'programs and to
monitor the programs.

Mr. Mums. All things that we suggested initially in 1970.
Mr. flonxnrAss. 1Vell
Mr. Ba,knEmAs. Will the gentleman yield for a question ?
Mr. Mums. Be happy to.
Mr. BasnmtAs. Are you saying that although you have undertaken

this SPARK program in Now York City, and have budgeted $18
million in non-Federal funds for drug abuse programs in New York
City, that Dr. NowliS' office has not come up to you to talk to you how
you are <rettinp. aloncr?

Mr. Hon:cm:Ass. fcan't answer that, positively. I am not on the board
of education. I don't believe there has been an outside evaluation. I will
check on that and get back to the committee.

BaAmmAs. Well, if the answer to that question proves to be yes,
I find that incredible. New York. City is a big city with the toughest
drug problem in the country, everybody tells us. We will hear from Dr.
Nowlis later and find out if my question is a fair one or not. I judge
from the attentive nature of your response yon are certainly not clear
that the principal' Federal agency charged with this matter has even
come in to see how you were moving ahead in-New York City.

Mr..11onxin,Ass,. I don't know. The problem in New York City is
changing. We bad a very serious heroin problem and the officials had
been able to stop some of the `heroin coming into the city, but as the
Comptroller alluded to in his statement we have now a poly -drug
prOblem and the youngsters arc beginning to mail up their drugs much
more. Cheap wine is being used now a lot together with pills and so
on, and of course that is a serious problem. It brings additional
problems.

.Mr. MEEns. What may be even more frightening, Mr. Chairman, is
that not only has the. Oilice of Education not evaluated the New York
City system or contracted to have it evaluated, in all probability they
probably don't know how to evaluate it because I don't think they
have evaluated anything.

Mr. BnADEmAs. Yet,. if I understand the administration's position
correctly, they want to dump the Drug Abuse Education Act. You
know, the Nixon administration, after all the rhetoric about how
portant it is to provide a nationwide education program on abuse of
dangerous drugs, has, in effect, called for us to eliminate it. Yet,
here in New York City you have only been in business for 2 or 3 years,
the bi<rgest city in the country. Does that make sense to you?

Mr.'llonxinkss. Well, it-is a sad state of affairs actually when we
cannot cope with the No. 1 problem facing us in the cities. As a
matter of fact, _it crosses the socioeconomic line., Drug- abuse knows
no boundariesjittstrikes the rich and the poor, the cities and suburbs,
the black and white. It creates crime, it creates fear. If we cannot
fund programs, then we are just not helping ameliorate the problems
that face us in America.

Now, New York City, I pointed out in the remarks that, so far as
I know under the Drug Abuse Education Act, New York receives only
$400,000, which is nothing.
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-Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you, sir.
Mr. riVirms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank yon, Mr. Hornb lass.

fr. BAAnintAs, I hope, Mr. Hornb lass, you will convey the good
wishes of the members of this subcommittee to Comptroller Beaune
and tell him to keep at it.

Mr. HOWYBLASS. Thank you very much.
Mr. BaAnibiAs. We are pleased to hear next from a distinguished

member of the Federal Communications Commission, the Honorable
Nicholas Johnson.

STATEMENT OF HON. NICHOLAS JOHNSON, COMMISSIONER,
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

mr., JOT INSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Basw.mAs. Mr. Johnson, as you can see the bells are ringing,

and before :long we must -go. If we Mild Ask you to summarize what
is obviously a carefully prepared statement. that miglit give ns an
opportunityI don't know what your time situation isto put some
more questions to you.

Mr. Jorrysox. When do you need to leave, Mr. Chairman ?
Mr. BumumAs. When the first, bells ring after the first quornincall,

so we may have 20 minutes, possibly 80 minutes.
Mr. Join-sox. Let me try to keep it within that range as best I can.
I have prepared a statement here for you. which quite frankly goes

beyond much of what I have said in the past about the relationship
of television programing to drug abase problems in this country. it
is an effort to present to you my honest as possible self and speak to you
from the heart about my ,own convictions as to what is really at the
base of this problem and what the implications of it are for our schools.
as well as the policies of GovernMent.

I will be saying some things that may FOUlld a. little unusual to you
but it you will treat them sympathetically and bear with me until. I
'am through I think you will get the sense of what I am trying to say.
because. in my judgment the drug problem is but a symptom of a much
more pervasive problem and if we can analyze that basic probleM and
do .something about it I think the drug problem as we-referred to it
:will disappear of its own accord. It will disappear, gentlemen. I think
any effort to treat. the problem taken by itself is doomed to failure and
that is the thrust of my statement.

I say we are living in an environment that is very hostile to fully
functioning human life. In this setting we do not, because we cannot,
offer our.children a sense of purpose, a sense of their own divine
dividuality. The closest thatignany Americans get to the earth is to
walk on it and even they are but a.small minority of the population. A
society that will not care for its soil cannot care for its soul.

The use of drugs is not the only symptom of mir. basic diseaSe. Our
nervous systems are disordered prom. Minor headacheS to major psy-
Chiatric disturbances.

Our physical health is. suffering from the common prevalence of
overweight to the groWing mortality of men over 40 from cardio-
vaScular diseases.
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Our communal lives are under stress from rising rates of divorce to
disintegrating cities.

We, are utilizing the world's petroleum and other natural resources
at rates that long ago exhausted the fair share of the rest of the people
on earth and they now seem inadequate even to the demands of the
single Nation we inhabit.

We have despoiled our beaches, mountains, forests, air, and water.
Andlet's be candid enough to face itwe have adopted a foreign

policy of war, death, and imperialism on a level that makes Adolf
Hitler look like an Rag le Scout. compared with our current "Peace
With .Honor" President's bombing of Southeast Asia over the past
year or so.

There is a. way to solve all these problem simultaneously and with
them the drug problem." There is no way, of which I am aware, of
sol viimg any one of them alone.

There is a way of living that costs very little and yet improves your
diet, it will bring you to your proper weight, it will extend your life
expectancy, it will produce the optimum physical health of. which you
are capable. it will radically reduce our use of thin world's resources
and eliminate much of the pollution which we produce while at. the
same time affirmatively improving our environment, it will make us
better citizens in terms of public service, it will increase, our knowledge
and powers of analysis, it Will bid Id our self-confidence and sense of
individual identity and worth, and it will give people a sense of values,
of life purpose and the sense of inner peace and tranquility.

Nov many young people are seeking these values, especially young
people who have tried and rejected druos. For, needless to say, the
way of living I have described does noe:'include drugsnot because
one must demonstrate the Puritan self-restraint to forgo the pleasure
he craves but because there is simply no desire whatsoever either
physiologically or psychologically for such artificial stimulants.

Now what kind of life am I talking about? Most of us have expe-
rienced at least, bits and pieces of it., and let me talk about those. because
if you can get into it that way maybe you can understand the full thrust
of what it is I am trying to say.

There is a Senator up here who jogs to work, Bill Proxmire from
Wisconsin, and as a result of it gains the sense of exhilaration produced
by better circulation and more oxygen. The other day a number of
Members of the House demonstrated the feasibility of the bicycle as an
alternative method of urban transportation. I used to know when I was
working for Justice Black as a legal aide two Supreme Court Justices
who regularly walked to work.

Now to control your own transportationby walking, cycling, or
jogging gives you better health, a better disposition, more freedom
or movement, very often a faster form of transportation, and could
have a meaningful impact upon our simultaneous problems of fuel
shortage, air pollution, and cardiovascular disease if every commuter
would walk a mere 2 or 3 miles a day. The number of Americans who
are changing their transportation-styles is reflected in the often over-
looked fact that far-the first time in our Nation's history, we sold more
bicycles than automobiles last year.

More and more Americans are getting outdoors. There is a greater
interest in nutrition than ever before. With the relative decline in the
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amount of political protest has conic an increased looking inward, with
:ill upsurge of interest in psychology and religion.

Each of these areas of change are illustrative of nn often 11111101-
culated effort to break out of the corporate trap so many of its have
bought, our lva into. A normal limas naturally rebels at what Paul
Goodman called Growino. I7p Absurd. That, rebellion can take the
form of %veekends On a farm in the country or of increased alcohol
consumption. Some react by spending more time in physical exercise,
others by deadening themselves in the passivity of television watching.
Sonic seek to simplify their lives with less junk. others go on spending
sprees. The rebellion is a good Si(ril of life, a sign that one has not totally
accepted an automation's role in an oppressive. hostile environment.
But sonic forms of that rebellion are obviously more conducive to
personal and social health than others.

Now if any of this strikes a familiar clionl in you, perhaps you are
with me Pnough to really listen to what I an about to say without re-
jecting_ it out of hand because however you gentlemen may feel about
yoga mid Eastern religions know you are pragmatic enough to respect
results in drug treatment programs, whatever the method may he.
Let me tell you of but one example simply to illustrate the point I any
trying to make.

There is a gentleman named Yooi Blmjan who operates an interna-
tional organizathm who has attracted the devotion of tens of thousands.
if not, hundreds of thousands. of young people all across the United
States. The smile can be said for Many other Indian and Eastern
leaders, but T am more familiar with his work. Yogi does not think
of himself as running a drug treatment program. though he is not un-
aware of the impact of his teachings in that. area. I note he has con-
ducted a drug treatment, experimentation with two hard heroin addicts
in the Veterans Administration's administered pilot. project. He is
principally trying to offer a way of life which he believes to be con-
structive to young people who have rejected much of the Western
civilization of which they are a part and who are groping about for al-
ternativesone of which has been drugs. He offers them an integrated
whole life of good diet, exercise, constructive employment, creativity,
community, meditation, and moral values.

These young people are not "hippies," they .are not "dropping out"
quite the ,contrary. They are. working at their own businesses and are
much] more economically productive than initny of their contempo-
raries.

Now many of the young. people who conic into Yogi Bliajan's pro-
gram, because they are a. representative slice of Amencan youth, have
been on "drugs. What happens is that shortly after beginning their
training they become less and less interested in drugs and finally give
them up altogether.

Now please note what was not used to produce this change as well as
why it did come about.

Drug use is not made illegal.
They were not forbidden to use drugs.
The supply of drugs was not dried up. They are often in neighbor-

hoods where drugs are plentifully available.
There are no educational campaigns of posters, films, and lectures

designed to frighten the young people into believing that use of drugs
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will impede their sexuality or insure their going to I Tell or some other
equally horrible consequence.

They are not. told that a desire to alter one's consciousness is some-
how immoral or unnatnralindeed, they are shown through tech-
niques Of meditation and chanting more powerful ways to alter con-
sciousness..

No. the abandonment of drug dependency conies from within those
who participate in the programautomatically naturally, without
forcing, as an almost casual byproduct along with better posture and
physical health, a more radiant complexion, a more peaceful and low -
in!). attitude toward others. sounder sleep. and so forth.

All the world's great religions have taught the values of simplicity,
of avoiding materialistic greed. Jesus taught that, our heart, our pur-
pose, should be focused nil service and our higher nature, not. on the
treasures we have stored up on earth. The Gita, Book of Tao, Zen all
agree.

)et. in America today at. every turn we are told that our goals. our
greatest pleasures, our very identity are to be found in externals
rather than. from within. We are told that our worth as human is to be
measured by the economic scale of success mid that it., in turn, is to be
measured by the newness and cost of the possessions with which we
surround ourselves: house. ear, clothes. and so forth.

Living. we are told, has something to do with Pepsi-Cola. Well,
Pepsi eras a. lot, to give all right dental cavities, protein deficiency,
malnutrition, high blood sugar. and heart attacks but very little to do
with living.. Love, we are told, is like ginger ale as well as a. line of
cosmetics. Gnsto collies from the range of chemical additives and alco-
hol called beer.

Our advertiser-fed gluttonous consumer ethic encourages wholly
inadequate physical exercise, passivity rather than activity, externally
imposed values rather than inner direetedness, and a general depend-
ency upon externals to the point that, loneliness becomes a problem
for many people unless the empty void that lies within can be kept
full of artificially mannfactured foods, drinks, radio, and television
programs.

Now once von create a society in which the use of chemical 'stimu-
lants is openly encouraged by government. and force-fed by massive
corporate advertising programs, it becomes very difficultpolitically,
physiologically. psychologically, and logicallyto start drawing fine
lines between the socially prestigious and the sociaPy ostracized
dielllicals.

Those who have not yet. seen the relationship of advertising. to our
Nation's ills are getting a glimpse of it this week and last as we
examine at close range what advertising, has done to another area
of American life: government and .Toe McGinnis described
President Nixon's 1968 advertising agency directed campaign for us
in "The Sellingof the President."

The collection of $50 million from corporate executives, manyif
not mostof whom would be-geeking favors at the consumers; and
taxpayers' expense from the Presidential candidate if he was success-
ful. The snbsequent dispensing of those favors as but a quid pro qno.
The use of burglaries and wiretapping, even of one's own employees.
Efforts to manipulate the media to censor and present the best image
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possible. The coverups and the lies. We have been shocked with the
stark relief of the picture laid before us. Of men with no human
values or even, seemingly, emotions.

Why should we be? Isn't this sordid picture only symptomatic of
what the motives of greed have done in other areas of our lives where
materialistic consumption has been fueled by massive advertising cam-
paigns totally devoid of humanistic concern? Listen to your radio ;
watch television; look out at the sea of neon advertising lining the
freeways to suburbia's shopping plazas; walk along an oily beach;
try to fish in a polluted river; read the ingredients on your favorite
prepackaged foods.

Yes, gentlemen, there is a lot we have to educate our young people
about to help them deal with drugs. I have tried to contribute a little
high school and college text of my own, the Bantam paperback "Test
Pattern for Living," a copy of which I have submitted for your com-
mittee's files. But I am fearful that any effort to treat a drug problem
apart from the materialistic life style of American advertising of
which it is such a natural component is doomed to frustration and
failure. Many Americans are trying alternative life styles that seem
to work better. I commend them to your attention.

Thank you.
[The written statement follows :]

TESTIMONT or HON. NICHOLAS JOHNSON, COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL COmmCNICA-
TIONS 'COmMISSION

DRUG EDUCATION

"If human vices such as greed and envy are systematlealy cultivated, the
inevitable result is nothing less than a collapse of intelligence. A man driven
by greed or envy loses the power of seeing things as they really are, of seeing
things in their roundness and wholeness, and his very successes become fail-
ures. If whole societies become infected by these vices, they may indeed achieve
astonishing things but they become increasing incapable of solving the most
elementary problems of everyday existence. The Gross National Product may
rise rapidly : as measured by statisticians but not as experienced by actual
people; who find themselves oppressed by increasing frustrations, alienation. in-
security and so forth. After a while, even the Gross National Product refuses
to raise any further, not because of scientific or technological failure, but .ben
cause Of a creeping paralysis of non-co-operation, as expressed in various types
of escapism, such as soaring crime, alcoholisth, drug addiction, mental breakdown,
and open rebellion on the part, not only of the oppressed and exploited, but even
of highly privileged groups."

The excessive use of drugs in our societylegal and illegal alikeis, in my
judgment, but a symptom of a much more pervasive ill that confronts us.

If we are willing honestly to analyze Our more general misdirction, and to
begin working on it, what we today call "the drug problem" will virtually dis-
appear of its own accord.

If we are unwilling to undergo that analysis, if we persist in lunging. headlong
toward an inevitable societal suicide, the continued rising use of drugs will be-
como not only irreversible, but the least of our problem's.

We are living in an environment that is very hostile to fully functioning hu-
man life. We are fueling a highly technological, urbanized, institutionalized,
materialistic, alienating, consumptive society on envy and greed. It makes a
lot of dollars, but very little sense.

In this setting' we do not because we cannotoffer our children a sense of
purpose. a sense of their own div,.:e individuality, a sense of their relationship
to the life force that binds us to the rest of the plant and animal life with which
they share the planet earth and the cosmos beyond.

1 From E. F. Sehumateher'R "An Economies of Permanence," reprinted in T. Roszak,
Sources 354, 382 -63 (Harper Colophon 1972).
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The closest many Americans get to the earth is to walk upon itand even
they are but a small minority of the population. A society that will not care
for its soil cannot care for its soul.

The use of drugs is not the on': tom of our basic dis-ease.
Our nervous systems are disoro from minor headaches to major psychi-

atric disturbances.
Our physical health is suffering, from the common prevalence of overweight

to the growing mortality of men over 40 from cardiovascular diseases.
Our communal lives are under stress, from rising rates of divorce to dis-

integrating cities.
We are utilizing the world's petroleum and other natural resources at rates

that long ago exhausi-xl the fair share of the rest of the people on earth, and
now seem inadequate even to the demands of the single nation we inhabit.

We have despoiled our beaches, mountains, forests, air and water.
Andlet's he candid enough to face itwe have adopted a foreign policy of

war, death and imperialism on a level that makes Adolf Hitler look Like an Eagle
Scout compared with our current "Peace With Honor" President's bombing of
Southeast Asia over the past year or so.

There is a way to solve all these problems simultaneously- -and with them "the
drug problem," There is no way, of which I am aware, of solving any one of them
alone.

There is a way of living that costs very little, improves your diet, brings you
to your proper weight, extends your life expectancy and produces the optimum
physical health of which you are capable, radically reduces your use of the
world's resources, eliminates much of the pollution which you produce (while
affirmatively improving your environment), makes you a better citizen in terms
of public service, increases your knowledge and powers of analysis, builds your
self-confidence and sense of individual identity and worth, and gives you a sense
of values, of life purpose, and inner peace and tranquility. Many young people
are seeking these valuesespecially young people who have tried, and rejected,
drugs. For, needless to say, the way of living I have described does not include
drugsnot because one must demonstrate the Puritan self-restraining to forego
the pleasures he cravesbut because there is simply no desire whatsoever (either
physiologically or psychologically) for such artificial stimulants.

What kind of a life am I talking about? Most of us have experienced bits and
pieces of it at one time or another.

A United States Senator jogs to workand gains the sense of exhilaration
produced by better circulation and more oxygen. The other day a number of
members of the House demonstrated the 'feasibility of the bicycle as an alterna-
tive method of urban transportation. I used to know two Supreme Court Justices
who regularly walked to work. To control your own transportationby walking,
cycling or jogginggives you better health, a better disposition, more freedom of
movement, and could have a meaningful impact upon our simultaneous problems
of fuel shortage, air pollution and cardiovascular disease if every commuter would
walk a mere two or three miles a day. The number of Americans who are chang-
ing their transportation styles is reflected in the often overlooked fact that, for
the first time in our nation's history, we sold more bicycles than automobiles last
year.

More and more Americans are getting outdoors. Attendance at state and na-
tional parks is up. Hunting and fishing are always popular. Gardening is enjoying
a resurgence that involves more people than even the Victory. Gaiklens of World
War II. The number of second homes near the mountains or beach is increasing
rapidly. We all get a sense of peace and relaxation from contact with nature, even
though many' of us don't stop to reflect ,!tbout it very much.

There's a greater interest in nutrition than ever before. You may very well
have cut back on your own consumption of cholesterol-laden foods, coffee, .sugar.
and junk foods with additives. The "whole food" industry has gone from a $100
million to a $300 million industry in the last two or three years.

With the relative decline in the amount of political protest has come an in-
creased looking inward, with an upsurge of interest in psychology and religion.
You, or some member of your family, may have been involved in some way.

Each of these areas of change are illustrative of an often-unarticulated effort
to break out of the corporate trap so many of us have bought our way into. A
normal human naturally rehells at what Paul Goodman called Growing Up
Absurd. That rebellion can take the form of weekends on a farm in the coun-
try, or of increased alcohol consumption ; some react by spending more time in
physical exercise, others by deadening themselves in the passivity of television
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watching; some seek to simplify their lives with less junk. others go on spend-
ing sprees. The rebellion is a good sign of tile, a sign thitt one has nit tidally
accepted an automaton's role in an oppressive. hostile environment. lint some
fibrins of that rebellion are obviously more conductive to personal and social
health than others.

If any of this strikes a familiar Omni in you. perhalis you ore with me enough
to really listen to what 1 am about to say without rejecting it out of hood.

Because however you gentlemen may feel ailing yoga 11 nil Eastern religbills,
I know you are pragmatie enough to respect results in drug treatment priigrains,
whotever the method ratty be. Let me tell you of but one example simply to il-
lustrate the point.

Yogi lihajan. of the Guru Itam ]has Ashram in Los Angeles. has attracted the
devotion 1 if tens of thousands of piling people all across the United States. The
1411111e can be $11 hi for many other ind11111 and Eastern Wailers. hut. 1 0111 more
familiar with his work. Ytigiji nos he is milled by his followers) does .11i it think
of himself as running a drug treatment programthough he is nut unaware of
the impact of his teachings. lie is princiliolly trying to offer a way of life, %Obeli
he believes to be eonstruetive, to young people who have rejected much of the
Western civilization! of 111111.11 they ore a part and wore-trre-groping 'about for
alterliativesone of whirl) has been drugs. lie offers I114.111 an integrated win&
life if good diet, exereiw, construetive employment. erealivity. community.
mediation and moral values. These young people are not "hippies." they ore mot
-dropping out " quite the IN Intrary. TI icy are working at their own 1111111111.11S0S,
and are much more economically productive than many of their cimtemmirories.

Many of the young people who come into Yogi illiajan's program being a
representative slice of American youthhaye been on drugs. And what hap-
pens is that, shortly after beginning their training. they become less and less
interested in drugs mid finally give them up altogether.

Note. please, what wits not used to produce this change as well as why it does
come ahout.

Drug use is not made "illegal."
The supply of drugs is not dried up.
Then. are 110 "educational" campaigns of posters, films and leetures designed

to frighten the young people into believing that use of drugs will impede their
sexuality or insure their going to

They are not told that a desire to alter one's consciousness is somehow im-
moral or unnaturalindeed, they are shown (through techniques of meditation
and chanting) more powerful ways to alter consciousness.

No, the abandonment of drug dependency eomes from within those who partici.
pate in the programautomatically, naturally, without forcing, as an almost
casual byproduct (along with better posture and physical health, a more radiant
complexion. a more peaceful and loving attitude toward others, sounder sleep,
and so forth).

Nov I am not advocating that we all go Easternalthough any politician or
educator who fails to recognize the numbers of young people who have, is going
to miss much of what is happening in the United States during this decade.

recall a conversation I once had with a very wise old Japanese businessman.
'Unlike many of their American counterparts, it is not at all uncommon for a
Japanese industrialist to have highly developed poetic, aesthetic. humanistic. and
religious values. We spoke of Zen for awhile, and then he smiled and said in his
perfect English, "I am very pleased and flattered that you are interested in my
country and that you are so knowledgeable about Zen. But you really need not
study it. you know. You need only read your own Bible." He is right, of course.
There are many paths to the same mountaintopas Togiji is always reminding
his listeners.

But there are certain values that are relatively immutable. (Our Declaration
of Independence refers to "unalienable rights.") Under most circumstances life
is better than death; health better than disease; individual creativity better than
mass conformity; love better than hate; service better than selfishness; strength
from within better than cruNites from without; compatibility with nature
better than attempts to dominate and destroy,

All the world's great religions have taught the values of simplicity, of avoiding
materialistic greed. Jesus taught that our heart, our purpose, should he focused
on service and our higher nature, not on the treasures we have stored up on earth.
The Oita. Book of Tao, Zen-,-all agree. Ancient and modern day psychology and
psychiatry, poetry and philosophy express similar conclusions.
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We have not only ignored these teachings in our day-to-day livesand governing
of this country, it is as if we had deliberately set out to take precisely the opposite
course.

Education should be pursued, we tell our students, not for the joy of learning
and self-discovery,, but because statistic:: show that college educated employees
will earn more Motley over their lifetimes titan high school graduates.

:lobs are sought, not for the opportunity for service, growth and fulfillment they
offer, but for the social status and prestige that comes from submerging one's
identity into that of a well-known corporation or other "respectable" institution
in exchange for -good pity."

At every turn we are told that our goals, our greatest pleasures,' our very
ideality, are to he found in externals, rather than from within. We are told that
our worth as human beings is to he measured by the economic scale of "success,"
and that it, in turn, is to be measured by the newness and cost of the posses-
sions with which we surround ourselves: house. ear, clothes, and so forth.

Living is equated With Pepsi ColawhIch has a lot to give. all right ; dental
cavities, protein deficiency, malnutrition. high blood sugar and heart attacks.
"Love,"- we are told, -is like ginger ale"and a line of cosmetics. "Gusto" conies
from the range of chemical additives and alcohol called beer.

Our advertiser-fed gluttonous -consumer ethic encourages wholly inadequate
physical exercise, passivity rather than activity, externally imposed values
.r ather than inner-directedness, and a general dependency upon externalsto the
Point that "loneliness'' become:4 a problem tar many people unless the empty
void that. lies within can be kept full of artificially innnufactured foods, drinks,
radio and television programs.

The use of socially disapproved drugs is lint one small example of whatrwe
have done to ourselves. Our bodies are designed to require the kinds of simple
fuel that our grandparents called food : milk products. meat and fish, fruits and
Vegetables, nuts and grains, and so forth. This is not "health food." a "micro-biotic
diet," or some kind of fad : it's just plain food. But when you add up the empty
calories In alcohol. sugar-laden products. and junk foods you find that there is
very little left in the daily calorie intake (or grocery budge!) for the nutrients
contained in food.

There are a lot of artificial stimulants we are throwing into our bodies besides
heroinwith the encouragement of the United States Government and its allied
big business corporations.

'fake sugar fOr instance.. Dr. John Yadkin, author.of Sweet and Dangerous, has
written : "If only a fraction of what is already kuown about the effects of sugar
Were to lie revealed in relation to any other material used as a food additive,
that material would promptly be banned. . . ." The consumption of sugar by a
nation's people is more closely related to the increase in the rate of heart attacks
than even cholesterol; in fact, the only factor that.correlates more closely is the
number of television sets per capita.

Caffeine is' an artificial stimulant; indeed. reformed alcoholics often use ex-
cess coffee drinking as an effective alternative crutch. The adverse effect of
coffee upon the heart and general health is well known.

Although cigarette advertising is banned on television, it is still (inequitably
as well as irrationally) permitted In print media, and the government still sub-
sidizes the growing of tobacco and the export. of cigarettes to world markets.
Nicotine, and the other byproducts of cigarette smoking, have such a diliterions
impala upon all the organs of the body that it is said to be related to some 300,-
000 deaths every year.

Ira all our efforts at "drug edlication." very little attention has been given to
the nation's another one hard drug problem by any coneeivable measure: alcohol.
Indeed. parents and teachers are often relieved when young people choose beer
and wine rather than the marijuana .that is. in many respects,lss harmful. In
terms of the number of people adversely affected. the economic impact, the mini-
her of deaths coursed. the permanence of the physical damageIlse whatever
standard you wishthere is no illegal drag in the country that can touch the
devastating impact of alcohol and alcoholism.

Add to the number one hard thug flu?. lesser legal drugstranquilizers. sleep-
ing pills, aspirin. and other pain relievers. "stomach settlers." and various; "pep-.
up" and "dieting" pillsand you can see that American advertising has brought
us a,junkle life indeed.

It is not my purpose, to suggest that coffee is as bad for'you as heroin ; it has
some qualities that are worse. but for most purposes it would have to be recog-
nized as less harmful. But it is a 'chemical stimulant for your heart and other
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.bodily processes; it does tend to make it more difficult for you to be fully in
touch with what your body istrying to tell you for your own good: it is the use
of an external crutch rather than drawing upon your own, internallYzgenerated
sources of energy. And it is also the case that once you create a society in which
the use of chemical stimulants is openly encouraged by government, and force-
fed by massive corporate advertising programs, it becomes very difficultpoliti-
cally, physiologically. psychologically, and logicallyto start drawing fine lines
between the socially prestigious, and the socially ostracized chethicals.

Those who have not yet seen the relationship of advertising to our nation's
ills are getting a glimpse of it this week and last as we examine at close range
what advertising has done to another area of American life : government and
politics. Joe McGinnis described President Nixon's 196S advertising-agency-di-
rected campaign for us in The Selling of the President. Senator Ervin is now
describing President Nixon's advertising-agency-managed Administration for
us in the Watergate Hearings.

The collection of pa million from corporate executives. manyif not mostof
whom would be seeking favors (at the consumers' and taxpayers' expense) from
the Presidential candidate if he was successful, The subsequent dispensing of
those favors as but a quid-pro-quo. The use of burglaries and wiretappingeven
of one's own employees. Efforts to manipulate the media to censor and present
the best image possible. The cover ups and the,Iies. We have been shocked with
the stark relief of the picture laid before us. Of men with no human values or
even. seemingly, emotions.

Why should we be? Isn't this sordid picture only symptomatic of what the
motives of greed have done in other areas of our lives where materialistic con-
sumption has been fueled by massive advertising campaigns totally devoid of
humanistic concern? Listen to your radio; watch television ; look out at the
sea of neon advertising lining the freeways to suburbia's shopping plazas; walk
along an oily beach; try to fish in a polluted river; read the ingredients on your
favorite pre-packaged foods.

Yes, gentlemen, there is a lot we have to educate our young people about to
help them deal with drugs. I have tried to contribute a little high school and
college text of my own, the Bantam paperback Test Pattern for Living, a copy
of which I have submitted for your Committee's files. But I am fearful that any
effort to treat a "drug problem" apart from the materialistic life style of
American advertising of which it is such a natural component is doomed to
frustration and failure. Many Americans are trying alternative life styles that
seem to work better. I commend them to your attention.

Mr. IinAnumAs. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson, for a most elo-
quent and powerful sermon I think you would not disagree if I were
to so describe itI fmd myself in agreement with most of what you
say.

I think it is also significant that the Witn.esses before you. saaking.. , .

from different backgrounds, all made a strong point of the importance,
as we looked at the problem of drug abuse education, of regarding it
as being more than an intellectual or pathological problem. They
seemed to think that it had to be seen in the context of the total circum-
stances of people, and I find your statement being in effect an extrap-
olation of the kinds of points that they were making here. That is to
say, we cannot get a handle on the drug abuse, education program
unless we look at the broader context in which the problem of drug
abuse arises.

I would ask you a particular question Riven your distinguished
service as a member of the Federal Communications Commission. and,
in particular, your knowledge of that field. I would be grateful if
you would make some comment following what you said about a year
or so ago at a conference of drug educatorsa comment about (a)
the impact of antidrug media spots, and (b) about the problem of the
advertising of legal drugs as those two problems. relate to the abuse
of dangerous drugs.
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Mr. JoiiNsoisz. Yes, I would be happy to. I believe the conference you
referred to is that sponsored by the National Council of Churches of
Christ.

Mr. BRADEIgAS: That is right.-
Mr. JoingsoN-. There are a number of things that can be said about

drug advertising on television. Presumably the less controversial
would be simply to make the observation that there is some correla-
tion between the advertising of drugs on television and the consump-
tion of those drugs. Presumably the drug companies are not run by
fools although other characterizations might be appropriate and they
see some correlation between their advertising budgets and the sale
of their products. So an ill lies in the mouths of drug companies and
broadcasters to argue that drug advertising does not influence the sale
of drugs.

The somewhat more argumentative point would be to suggest, that
there is a correlation between the consumption and encouragement of
the use of the drugs which are being advertised and the use of drugs
which are not being advertised, the so-called hard drugs. But here
again I come back to the kind of point that I made in my statement
this morning. It just seems to me very, very difficult to draw lines
between different kinds of chemical stimulants and chemicals of vari-
ous kinds that people take for mood-altering purposes.

One of the most obvious is the caffeine in coffee which I referred to
in a part of my statement that I didn't cover orally. It is a stimulant,
it does help to make it more difficult for you to understand what is
going on inside your own body. Nicotine in cigarettes, alcohol in beer
and wine. All these things are advertised on television. Tranquilizers
like Compoz"Step into a quiet world with Com- poz" and so forth.
Sleeping pills, Nytol. Various kinds of pep-me-ups and calm-me-downs
and whatnot that are readily available in this country.

The use of alcohol is accompanied with governmental and corporate
sanctions as a socially prestigious thing to do. So far as I know alcohol
is still being served in the White House, notwithstanding the fact that
alcohol is by any conceivable measure that Nation's No. 1 hard
drug in terms of number of lives affected, in terms of the number of
people who die every year as a result of it, in terms of the impact upon
health which is irremedial. Unlike heroin where the health of the
addict can be improved, the health of the alcoholic cannot be and in
many cases causes permanent damage in terms of the' economic impact
upon our society.

Any measure you care to use, alcohol is clearly the No. 1 hard
. drug in this country and yet the Government sanctions the use of alco-
hol at every level, as I indicated, from White House cocktail parties,
from shipments of beer to our servicemen overseas, widely advertised
on television. Beer and wine, hard liquor, is used in the entertaimnent
programs in ways that commend its use to others. So it seems to me
undisputable that we are in fact encouraging a drug life through what
we advertise on television.

More generally, as I was pointing out in my statement, it seems to
me this is simply a part, however, of our emphasis on externalsthat
the same motivation that urges you to look to your car or your house
or your clothes as the indicia of your identity is surely no more dis-
tant than a third cousin to the line of argument that suggests that
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your inner moods should be a function of an external chemical of
sore kind which you take. Both are suggesting that you should ignore
the divine quality that lies within you, that you should ignore. your
own physical health, that you should ignore your own self-develop-
numt as an individual and that your state of well-being and your
social status are things that come to yOu as a. result of things external
to your own body amrsoul.

As for the antidrug ads it seems to me there is considerable question,
and you probably have more evidence before you now on this than I
have in my own knowledge, but it seems to me at least, there is con-
siderable evidence as to whether they are not doing more. 'harm than
(rood. Wheels argued in his book that he believes the way in which we
am going about dealing with the drug problem has become the drug
problem and T find that persuasive but I must say I don't have the
data or the polls or whatnot to back it up.

BnAmmAs. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson, for a most
eloquent stateinelit. We are very grateful t.o you.

Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

too, note, the similarity between the many things that you men-
tioned' and the summaries of other witnesses describing world prob-
lems and problems of self-valuation as being the major problems
behind the drug problem in the United States. In other words, it is
manifestation of deeper problems.

I was also struck'by your description of loneliness being one of the
major problems. For your own information, in a survey taken at West-
ern Washington State C011ege in my district by a drug education
group in which students replied t.o questions themselves the 'No. 1
element or the elements which appeared most often in those stu-
dents' own summaries of their own problems and drugs was loneliness
in that group. I though you mighthe interested in that.

Mr. J7niNsoN. I would say that is inevitable unless a person has
a sense of sort. of divine quality that he possesses in his relationship
to the whole Earth and other plant and animal life and his being,. a
part of this whole flow and cosmos. Unless you have some sense of
that. you are going to have a feeling of emptiness, you are going to

..have a sense se of purposelessness, you are going to be inquisitive by na.-
biro because the physical possessions you have are the only things
you have.

You are going to be into all kinds of chemical stimulants because
you don't know how to bring forth that strength and energy and
power and force that lies within you, and "until you can offer that to
people it seems to me that drugs are inevitable. As one beer company
used to advertise, "In this great American land of ours beer belongs,
enjoy it." Well, in this American land of ours drugs belong and they
are going to continue to be enjoyed until something is dOne about that
great American land.

Mr. Mnr,Ds. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BRADEmAs. Thank you, Mr. Johnson. We appreciate your

coming.
Mr. JOIINSON. Thank you.

V
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Mr. BaAnEmAs. Our final witnesses today are Dr. Raymond Peter-
son, representative of the Council of Chief State School Officers.
accompanied by F. John Kelly, executive director of the Council on
Drug Abuse Control, Richmond, Va.. and James Kelm, director of
the drug education training program for the Maryland State Depart-
ment of Education.

STATEMENT OF DR. RAYMOND PETERSON, REPRESENTATIVE,
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
ACCOMPANIED BY F. JOHN KELLY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COUN-
CIL ON DRUG ABUSE CONTROL, RICHMOND, VA.; JAMES KEIM,
DIRECTOR, DRUG EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAM, MARYLAND
STATE DEPARTMENT 02 EDUCATION; AND GENE BASS, DIREC-
TORI PROJECT DAWN, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. lia.EArAs. We will ask that you not read your statements. we
will insert. them in the record, and then we will put questions to you
right oil the bat, Is that agreeable ?

Dr. Pracasox. Yes.
Mr. litt,thintAs. Good.
[Thestatements follow ;]

STATEN1ENT Or Da. RAY PETEUSON, DinErron FEDERAL 'AMNON, COUNCIL Or CIIIEC
STATE SCHOOL OFFICE118

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee. 1 inn Ray Peterson, Director of
Federal Liaison for the Council of Chief State School Officers. The Council
represents Commissioners and Superintendents of Education from all of the
States and territories.

I appear in support of 'IR 4715, a hill to extend the Drug Abuse Education Act
of 1970 for 3 years.

I appreciate the opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to appear before your Subom-
mittee this morning. The Council would like to express its appreciation to you
and to your Subcommittee for your continued constructive support for education
programs over the years.

The eduk:ation community is currently discussing with members of Congress
the renewal of federal legislation for elementary and secondary education. As you
know, CCSSO supports the renewal of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act Whirl' will expire at the end of fiscal year 1974. We are also engaged in dis-
cussions ,with your Committee as to the form of possible legislation' for general
aid to ed;ikattion. We also support consolidation of some federal programs.

Over rkent years federal categorical programs in education have highlighted
national priority needs in the schools. The titles of the Elementary and .Secondary
Education Act have succeeded-in this regard, and the legislation before you today
is another example, We ktiow you agree, however, that the administration of
many of the categorical programs has caused unnecessary burdens on state and
local administrators through multiple applications, grant accounting, and evalua-
tions. We wholeheartedly support Hit 4715 which you consider taday. We would
like to continue to work with your committee. however, in the months ahead
to determine means through which national priority programs can be adminis-
tered more efficiently through consolidated application, grant, and evaluation
procedures.

I believe the basic general question before your Subcommittee today Mr. Chair-
man is whether the federal government believes that our public education system
can help alleviate a grave national social problem. The question has two parts:
a) should we devote more resources to education against drug abuse than we
devote to law enforcement or rehabilitation? and b) are the public elementary
and secondary schools the most effective institution for educating the public
about the dangers of drug abuse?

98-97:1-73-4
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It is the current position of the President that other major national problems
Such as environmental protection need not be addressed through federal grants
to the public schools. Of course the broader context Mr. Chairman, also includes
the fact that this Administration proposeS to devote 20% less of federal dollar
resources to education in fiscal year 1974 than the federal government allocated
in fiscal year 1972.

ADMINISTRATION FISCAL YEAR 1074 BUDGET AND PROGRAM PLANS REJECT OE EFFORTS

We note that the Nixon administration has requested no funds for the imple-
mentation of P1,91-527, the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970. Only 3 million
dollars has been requested for OE, and this is under authority of public law
92-255, the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972.

The Council of Chief State School. Officers feels that this action by the Ad-
ministration is most shortsighted. We note the budget rationale which says

"Although the problems addressed by these programs are still very much pres-
ent, it is believed that the federal support provided to date has focused sufficient
attention on these problems and has provided models for dealing with them so
that the federal effort can now be diminished and increased reliance placed upon
state and local agencies for continued work in these areas."

We do not agree that sufficient attention has been focused on these problems,
as it is clear that drug abuse continues to increase among school age children
and in the population generally. We do agree that some educational models have
been provided by the federal program for dealing with drug abuse, but it is also
.clear that the fiscal problems faced by educators at the state and local levels
will prevent state and local authorities from providing adequate resources to
deal-with drug abuse without additional federal assistance.

We cannot help but note that when the Nixon Administration wishes to reduce
funding education or other social programs, the budget justification can be de-
veloped from either of two opposing arguments. In the case of Community Action
Programs or Model Cities. the argument is made that the activities supported
by federal dollars have failed and therefore should be discontinued. In the ease
of TISOE efforts in drug abuse education, the opposite argument is used, that the
program has succeeded in providing models and therefore should be cut back and
.eventually termina ted.

We believe that the Congress has acted positively since the passage of the Drug
Abuse Education Act of 1970. In 1972 the Congress provided 13 million dollars, or
double what had been requested in the Administration budget for this program.
Now your Committee is considering a further responsible step, the provision of
modest increases in the authorization for the continuation of this program. The
Council ofEhief State School Officers endorses this approach.

Further analysis of the Fiscal Year 1974 Budget is enlightening on the subject
of drug abuse education. The Administration intends to spend twice as much
-money for drug abuse law enforcement, treatment and rehabilitation, as it
would spend on prevention_.-

The Budget proposes to increase law enforcement against drug abuse by $93
million dollars between 1972 and 3974. However,,education and informational
efforts in all agencies to prevent druiliViiie:have increased' only $20 million
-dollars in the five years 19694974. Other reversed priorities : The Department of
Justice will receive $8.4 million dollars in 1974 for abuse prevention, while the
Office of Education receives only $3 million. The Addlinistration would spend $95
-million dollars for abuse prevention among adults through the Department of
Defense. and the Veteran's Administration, more than 30 times what it proposes
to spend for the education of children against drug abuse. We believe such an
approach is irrational, and ignores the possibility of reducing untold human
suffering through the application of increased resources to abuse prevention in
the schools.

The Administration proposes to transfer much of the drug abuse education
effort to the National Instiktes of Mental Health (NIMH). However close

-examination of the NIMH budget reveals that treatment and rehabilitation will
receive $160 million as opposed to only $15 million for training toward the
prevention of drug abuse. and only $9 million dollars for education and informa-
tion efforts against drug abuse.

The Council of Chief State School Officers is supportive of a comprehensive.
. approach on the part of the federal government to deal with all aspects of drug
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abuse problems. We feel that the establishment of the Special Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention in the White House as a central coordinating authority
is a proper step. The transfer to NIMII of overall responsibilities for the devel-
opment of information and approaches to the drug abuse problem may be justifi-
able when the National Institute on Drug Abuse becomes operative in
We object, however, to the transfer of programs formerly administered by the
U.S. Office of Education such as community-based projects and regional training
centers funded under the Drug Abuse Education act of 1970. There is no reason
that new approaches to drug abuse prevention developed under a comprehensive
effort led by N1MH could not be transferred to the U.S. Office of Education and
used in the public schools through an expanded educational effort under the
auspices of your legislation, Mr. Chairman. If this administration does not believe
in the public schools as a basic social instrument for transmitting new informa-
tion about human health and welfare, it should say so clearly.

USOE ALLOCATIONS REQUIRE REEVALUATION AND REORDERING

It appears to us, Mr. Chairman. that the U.S. Office of Education PY 1973
allocations of the funds available under the Drug Abuse Education Act have
allotted relatively too much money to colleges and universities. We note that 30%
of the 12 million dollar appropriation has been channeled through colleges and
universities. Much of the criticism of existing drug abuse education programs
in the schools has specified that students find the materials and methods irrele-
vant and patronizing. It would seem to us that the gap between university staff
and young people on the question of drugs would be greater than might exist
between students and practicing educators or students and concerned members
of their own communities. While universities received more than 3.5 million
dollars in fiscal 73, the state education agencies received 2 million dollars and
the community portion of USOE allocations also contained only 2 million dollars,
exclusive of minigrants.

In general, the spectrum of USOE grantees including state education agencies,
community-hosed groups, local ethication agencies, colleges and universities,
regional training and research centers, the National Action Committee, and the
National Training Center seems reasonable. I am not an expert in the drug
abuse education field Mr. Chairman. and I will defer to the experienced gentleman
with me here this morning on specific aspects. However, I believe that the funding
of state education agencies for purposes of coordination and dissemination of
drug abuse education efforts. as provided for in your legislation, and as carried
out by the U.S. Office of Education is appropriate and effective. If the regional
training and research centers provide competent training and usable materials,
their support and the use of minigrants to bring teams, of community persons
to the regional centers seems a reasonable approach.

We note that in 1973 USOE allotments, allocations to major urban centers in-
cluding New York City are not prominent or proportionate. Our analysis indi-
cates only 3 million dollars were alloted to large cities exclusive of minigrants,
and these funds are not concentrated to our knoWledge in the major urban centers
like New York City. We note Mr. Chairman that Congressman Peyser has intro-
timed legislation, HR 9976, which has 2 provisions which are pertinent and
should be supported. That legislation would provide for some allotments on the
basis of the number of addicts per jurisdiction. We would urge your considera-
tion of that approach. The bill also includes a provision that the Secretary
should give special consideration to funding for urban areas. We believe you
have expressed support for that concept in the past, Mr. Chairman, and we would
urge it.

A DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH IN THE SCHOOLS MUST BE CONTINUED AND SUPPLIED
WHILE EVALUATION IS CARRIED OUT

We knaw and share your concern, Mr. Chairman, that the materials and
methods developed by these funds be relevant and effective, and that the number
of children in the schools whose perceptions and behavior patterns are altered
through the use of these funds be increased. I hope that the gentlemen with
me this morning can further enlighten you on -these topics.

The Cobncil would suggest iii,o additional substantive modifications in the bill.
We would like to see incentives to emphasize drug abuse education in elementary
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edneation rather than secondary schools. Secondly. the legislation should clearly
encourage proposals which make drug education part of comprehensive health
education programs.

It is clear in ninny areas of education that national efforts must be mounted
in the schools to reduce injustice or major Injury to the public interest even
though edncational remedies are not fully understood. This is clearly the ease
in school desegregation, for example, even as it is true in drug abase education.
The national interest clearly dictates however that we must make beginnings
by exposing students to what is known about the alleviation of these problems,
empliasizing.interim evaluations and review as we proceed. We reject. however,
the Administration claim that a moratorium mast be called on drug abuse educa-
tion efforts in the schools while federal reorganization and coordination is
brought along to provide new research- and efficiency, This is essentiaily a know-
nothing approach which reasonable men reject. We note also that the Administa-
thin is calling for no such moratorium on drag enforcement. treatment. and
rehabilitation. about which little more is known than is known in the area of drug
abase education.

Your committee might wish to mandate research into drug abuse education
by the National Institute of Education.

Also. Mr. Chairman. some have said that it is not possible to provide useful
models for drug abuse education from the LS. Office of Education or a state
education agents. While we believe it is true that no single model or several
models may be applicable to every local educational situation, we believe that the
federal government, regional centers, and state etineation agencies are in a posl-
tion to disseminate alternative approaches which can be adapted by local units
to meet their local needs. We believe that state education agencies, working with
federal officials and regional and university sources. have done an effective job
in this area, and that stateeducation agencies should be given increased sup-
port for this work. The Chief State School Officers are 'committed to finding edn-
eiltion methods for alleviating drug abuse.

.STATE:NIENT OF JAMES T. KEIM, DIRECTOR, MARYLAND DRUG EDUCATIO'N TRAINING
PROGRAM

Mr...Chitirman and members of the Subcommittee. I am :fames Kehl), Director
of the Drug Education Training Program for the Maryland State Department
of Education. I wonld like to report to the committee briefly on the progress
Maryland has made in drug education programs as a result of the Drug Abuse
Education Act of 1970. The drug education training. program has progressed
from drug awareness to community assessment to teacher and counselor
training.

In 1970. the State Department of Education received $59,43'4.00 to implement
--a drug awareness program that would reach virtually every teacher in the

State. This was accomplished by training a State Leadership team which would.
in turn, train leadership teams in each county and Baltimore City. The Suite
Team consisted of seven members, three who were full-time staff with the
State Department of Education and the remaining four. who were on loan for
75 days from various agencies to work on the drug education program. The
State Leadership Team (composed of youth, educators, and representatives of
several agencies) received intensive training at the University of Wisconsin
and then returned to the State to develop four one-week regional workshops
throughout Maryland between October and December.

Each county was requested to send a leadership tern to the regional work-
shops. The local teams were composed of parents, students. educators, and com-
munity officials. Working as teams, they openly discussed drug abuse problems
and became increasingly aware of their ramifications in the school, community.
and personal life of the drug user. Slats, films. learning centers, and discus-
sions with ex-addicts were part of the workshop format.

The local team also developed a plan of action to bring drug awareness to
the community and school at the local level. The plans of action varied. Some
school systems-closed two days while the entire educational staff participated'
in n drug awareness program. Other school systems held two-day programs
for teams from each school within the system. These teams. were to return to
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their schools and develop 1111 awareness program. Still others developed teacher
inst.rvice semester workshops and evening programs for people from the com-
munity. (Appendix A) As a result of the dedicated effort of the local teams, a
total of approxiluatel 20.000 persons had received training 411 drug awareness
by July, 1971. The funds from the Drug Abuse Education 'Act-helped Set in
motion the multiplier effect gd drug awareness training from the State Leader-
ship Team to the individual teacher and parent in each county. A few of the
1,.111 h.aills are still Nilo liming and conducting teacher drug education inservie
programs for their counties.

The Scoot(' Year Program centinnetl' the drug awareness programs started
the first year. lint along with drug awareness, the Drug Education Tmining-
Staff of the State Department. of Edueation developed a pilot program, -Drug
Almso: An Inquiry Approach to a Community Problem." The elljeolves of
the program were to involve educators, students, and the community in a
project designed to assess the needs and resources of their local:communities
concerning drug' NIneatien. -prevention; bud rehabilitation, They also gave stu-
dents y:11 al experience in the inquiry approach to problem solving, to help
theta to become better devisiott makers in their personal lives. Vourteeu high
school 'classes throughout the State participated in a drug-usage study to
analyze their local conummity fur resources and needs in working toward.. a
t011111 ion to the:drug Proldenh Tills was 'a near approach in education: students
were allowed to lipeome involved in working toward a solution to a community
problem. The pregrant was 'generally successful and is-heing continued in some
schools this year. The second year of the program was funded for $34.450.00.

!The Third Year Program has concentrated nn teacher and counselor training.
(.7 A week-long Drug Counseling Workshop. incorporating a portion of a new pro-

gram developed by the' National Institute of Mental Health called The Social
Seminar,. was developed along With role play eounseling slination, sessions on
pharmacology of drugs, and.the law Of confidentiality. (Appendix I3). The work-
shop was Idloted in -December. 1972 and January 1973 in the-Southern Maryland
comities of the State. We linVe presently scheduled four Drug Counseling WImmk-
shops in other areas of the State for the fall. Also five Social Seminar Work-
shop's, each It week itt length. have been eonducted for rations school systems.
They inelnde not only educators but also representatives front community agen-
cies. In seine illStItIleeS, the iOefil Systems have provided the same teacher train-
ing for inservice eredit. Seminar Werl:shops for the fall and next spring
are hying scheduled at this time. All facets of the community have provided train-
ing facilities for our workshops free of charge. such as churches, community
colleges. hospitals. counseling centers. and military hoses.

Besides implementing programs, the Drug Educatitui Staff has served on the
Dung Counseling Guidelines Committee which provided protection for students
seeking 11019 with a drug problem. (Appendix C). In addition to the guidelines de-
veloped for educators. a pamphlet "Drugs and Yon" was distributed to every

seemidary school student in the State. (Appendix I)).
The staff has also served on the Advisory Council to the Maryland Drug abuse

Administration and the Governor's Youth Advisory Council Subcommiitee on
Drug's.

The State Department of Education has 'initiated a new program "The Soeio-
Psyehological Approach to Drug Education"° as an integral part of their Health
Education Program. This high school semester course is it drug Pane: Mon ap-
pnah that will help students to understand-their emotional needs and to ex-
plore potentially successful ways of meeting those needs before becoming physi-
call or emotionally dependent on drags. Through informal diseusidelis with
students who have participated in the course, students, have recommended that
it: he implemented in all schools and that all teachers should be required to par-
ticipate- in the training. A few quotes from students concerning the course are
"The coarse helped me become aware of other, more positive solutions than turn-
ing to drugs" and "It's not like any class I've ever had. We were ahle to talk
about problems and issues that mattered to us." The Maryland State Department
of Education is taking this approach to drug education programs for students.

The funds received for the State of Maryland from the Drug Abuse Education
Act of 1970 have developed drug awareness for thousands of people, teacher train-
ing in drug education. and secondary school counselor training in drug eeunseling
techniques. This would not have been accomplished without .federal funds, but
Ave have only just begun.
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Harford County Puhlic Schools
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..---- i

lloikshos for Assintont
Vritcipals :avi Guidance

Counselors

CoAlunity
Programs

APPENDIX B

Ton Workshops in Arcae
of County for Teachers

11.1 V.I.M.MI

COUNSELOR TRAINING WOBESHOP
Objectives

Participants should gain :
1. Comfort In dealing with youths involved in drugs.
2. Discussion facilitating skills.
3. Awareness of group dynamics,
4. Awareness of the psycho-social implications of drug-taking behavior.
5. Awareness of pharmacological aspects.
0. Awareness of the array of techniques designed for effective behavior

and attitude change In students,
7. Awareness of local drug-usage stituntion.

First day
9:00- 9:30 Registration
9 :30- 9:45 Welcoming Remarks
9:45-10:45 Name Game Bingo

i0 :45-11 :15 Film : "Drugs : Facts Everyone Needs to Know
11 :15-12 :00 Student from University of Maryland School of Pharmacy,

tion and Answer Period
12:00- 1:00 Lunch
1 :00- 1:10 Energizer
1:10- 2:00 Expectations
2:00- 2 :15 : "Social Seminar Overview"
2:15- 2:45 Film : "Clainging"
2:45 - 3:30 Discussion
3:30- 3:45 Closing

Ques-



Second day
9 :00- 9 :15 Energizer
9 :15 -10 :15 Drug Usage in Area : Students from Local High School

10 :15-10 :30 Coffee Break
10:30 -11:30 Film : "Brian at 17"
11 :00-12 :00 Discussion
12 :00- 1:00 Lunch
1 :00- 1 :15 Energizer
1 :15- 2:00 Counselors from Local Crisis Center
2:00- 2 :30 Introduction of Youth Culture Series Film : "Bunny"
2 :30- 3 :00 Discussion
3 :00- 3 :20 Film : "Teddy"
3 :20- 3 :45 Discussion
3:45- 4 :00 Closing

Third day
9 :00 -10:00 The Squares Game

10 :00 -11 :00 Drug Counseling Approaches : Art Nemitz, Montgomery County
11 :00-11 :15 Film : "Guy"
11 :15-12 :00 Discussion
12:00- 1 :00 Lunch
1 :00- 1 :15 Energizer
1 :15- 3 :00 Drug Counseling Approaches : Charles Coleman, Baltimore County
3:00- 3:45 Role Playing
3:45- 4:00 Closing

Fourth day
9:00- 9:15 Energizer
9 :15-10 :00 Film : "News Story"

11:00 -12 :00 Listening/Hearing Skills
12 :00- 1:00 Lunch
1 :00- 1 :15 Energizer
1 :15- 1 :30 Film "Counseling : Critical Incident"
1 :30- 2 :45 Role Play Counseling Sessions
2:45- 3:00 Explanation of Simulation Game
3:00- 3:15 Closing

Fifth. day
9 :00- 9:15 Energizer
9 :15- 9 :45 Film : "Community in Quest"
9:45 -1'2 :00 "A Community at the Crossroads"

12 :00- 1 :00 Lunch
1 :00- 1 :30 Critique
1 :30- 2:00 Evaluation

APPENDIX C

Resolution No. 1971-50, Maryland State Board of Education, August 25, 1971

Whereas the State. Board of Education has directed that a committee be ap-
pointed to develop guidelines to help educators in counseling with students con-
cerning drug abuse problems in accordance with the passage of louse 13111
455 and in accordance with the recommendations of the Advisory Committee
on the Educational Aspects of Contemporary Issues ; and

Whereas this committee has been meeting diligently since June 15, 1971; and
Whereas this committee has concerned itself primarily with producing guide-

-,lines for use by educators who are in the helping role with students seeking
Ito overcome drug involvement ; and

Whereas this committee has developed a report and recommendations : Now,
therefore, be it

Resolved, That the State Board of Education hereby accepts with gratitude the
"Report of the Drug Counseling Guidelines Committee, dated August 25, 1971;
and be it further

Resolved, That the following recommendations within the report are adopted
by the Mate Board of Education, effective August 25, 1971:

1. That the guidelines be edited for publication and distributed to the 24 local
school systems with the request that the guidelines be adopted and used as
written for a one-year period,
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2. That. the State Superintendent he directed to appoint. a task force to review
the validity of drug counseling guidelines and other disseminated information, to
suggest needed modifications, and to propose State Board of Education action
required by such changes after a one-year period of use.

3. That the state Department of Education be directed to undertake n pro-
gram of dissemination of information to students, parents, and education.; about
eurrent laws pertaining to drug abuse, aloud the rights and responsibilities im-
plied by these laws ( particularly those associated with the new law au confi-
dentiality in drug counseling), and other sue!' information as may be useful in
creating the most benefieini atmosphere in schools for helping drug-involved
youth. The program should be initiated prior to or concurrent with the begin-
ning of the 1971 -7'2 school year. Information pertaining to the Maryland Law on
Drug Abuse on lows 3, 4. and 5 of the guidelines should be disseminated to
stuth.lits and the general public.

4. That the State Superintendent be directed to request that the State Drug
Abuse Administration classify fully certified school counselors, registered school
nurses, mid voeational rehabilitation connselors employed in the schools, as pro-
tected under the provisions of II.B. 531 (Chapter 789, Laws of Maryland. 19711
from court action arising from counseling with or treating drug- involved youth.

5. That the State Board of Education affirm clearly that educators who are
acting within the provisions and intent of the educatorstudent drug confiden-
tiality law shall be protected from administrative reprisal or action,

0. That the State Department of Education be directed to continue its several
drug education programs for professional educators, students. and the &im-
munity; and that the Department further provide specific inservice education in
drug counseling for School counselors and other pupil services practitioners who
will serve as resource persons in the schools.

7. That the State Department of Education be directed to include the revised
pnblieation. Some Facts about Drug Abuse, prepared by the Maryland Drug
Abuse Administration in the materials to he disseminated to all educators,

REPORT OF THE DRUG COUNSELING GUIDELINES COMMITTEE.

PREFACE

The State of Maryland, through such agencies as the State Department of
Education and the Drug Abuse Administration, is engaged in programs of drug
education and rehabilitation. With the passage of House 11111 455, the potential
for drug reliallilitation has been extended to the educational enterprise. While the
Committee recognizes the importance of drug education and enforcement pro-
cedures, It has concerned itself primarily with producing guidelines for use by
educators who are in the helping role with students seeking to overcome drug
involvement. The Committee has accomplished much in a short period of time
mid we are grateful for this. We would also like to acknowledge the efforts of
the following consultants: Mr. Malcolm Kitt, Assistant Attorney. General ; Mr.
Jim Kelm, Director, State Drug Awareness Program; and Dr. Frederick IL Kev-
ton, State Coordinator of Pupil Services.

JOHN S. JEFFREYS.
Chairman, Drug Counseling Guidelines COMBHitee,

MEMBERS OF THE DRUG COUNSELING GUIDELINES COMMITTEE

1. Dr. John S. Jeffreys, Chairman, Consultant in Guidance, Maryland State
Department of Education.

2. Dr. Arnold Amass, Member, Board of Education of Carroll County.
3. Mr. Thomas Boller, Student, South Carroll High School, Carroll County.
4. Dr. Z. D. Drinkard, Psychiatrist, Baltimore County.
5. Reverend Frederick Hanna, Rector, All Saints Episcopal Church.
6. Mr. Wilbur Hoopengardner, Superintendent of Schools of Caroline County

and Chairman, Superintendents Committee for Educational Programs,
7, Mr. Walter Levin, General Counsel, Maryland State Teachers Association.
& Mrs. llubertine Marshall, Drug Abuse Administration, State Department

of Health and Mental Hygiene.
9. Sergeant Frank Mazzone, Vice and Narcotics Unit, Maryland State Police.

10. Miss Betsy McKay, Assistant in Drug Education, Maryland State Department
of Education.

11. Delegate Steven V. Sklar, Maryland House of Delegates.
12. Mr. Arthur Nimetz, Counselor, Woodward High School, Montgomery County.
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Consultants
1. Mr. Malcolm Kitt, Assistant Attorney General, Maryland State Department

of Education.
2. Dr. Frederick Keyton, State Coordinator of Pupil Services, Maryland State

Department of Education.
3. Mr. Jim Kehn, Director, State Drug Awareness Program, Maryland State

Department of Education,

INTRODUCTION

Legislation recently enacted in Maryland encourages students to turn to
educators for help with drug abuse problems. The law protects the student and
educator in such relationships from divulging any information discussed (See
Appendix B). These guidelines will provide legal implications as well as offer
suggestions on how educators eau be most effective in the helping relationship.

There are sources of professional help for drug involved youth in every county
and educators should make use of these resources when needed. As with any sen-
sitive problem, any additional help should be sought without destroying the
confidentiality of the relationship between student and educator. Students should
know that there is a continuing concern on the part of the educator even when
other resources are used. The thrust of all efforts should he to reit:Pomp the
help-seeking behavior of students with drug problems so that they will turn to
educators where, very aten, some sense of rapport has already been c-striiolislied.

It is important for all school personnel to be aware of the distil:0km 11(1 WPM
students seeking help and those who are violating the law. Tine law regarding
drug abuse clearly provides penalties for convicted violators. Members of the
school community are subject to these laws on school grounds as well as off,
and school personnel have the same responsibility as every other citizen to
uphold the law. AN incidents coneerning possession or distribution of illegal
drugs on school grounds should be reported byschool personnel to the Principal.
(The new law provides protection of information received or observations made
by educators only during a drug counseling/student-Information seeking session.)
If the principal finds violations of the law, he should report thf:: 14) the parents
or guardian of the student and to the appropriate law enforcement nuthorities.

These guidelines are not intended to take the place of the professional judg-
ment of educators. They are offered as a suggested framework for individual
counseling sessions with students who seek your help in matters related to over-
coming drug use. The guidelines will be subject to future review, and input from
Maryland educators will be solicited.

This report is divided into three parts: the guidelines for educators, recom-
mendations to the State Board of Education, and appended documents. The
guidelines are further divided into those concerned with legal impliCations, those
dealing with general professional considerations, and those associat&I specifical-
ly with the helping relationship or the counseling process.

MARYLAND LAW ON DRUG ADUSE--ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS

I. Students Seeking Advice from .Fiducators for Drug Abuse Problems
A. Maryland law encourages and protects those students who seek infama-

tion from teachers on how to overcome drug abuse problems.
B. Whenever a student seeks information for overcoming a drug problem from

any educator (teacher, counselor or other pupil services specialist, administra-
tor), no statement made by the student or observations made by the educator
during the information/counseling session, is adMissible in any proceeding. This
means no criminal conviction or school disciplinary action can result from
what was said or done during this conference between the student and educa-
tor.

C. Educators who meet with students are under no legal duty to inform the
parents of that student about his or her visit or drug abuse problem'.

D. The law further states that educators cannot be compelled by the school
administration or other authorities to divulge the identity of any sudent who
seeks drug abuse informaion.
II. Student Seeking Treatment from Medical Personnel for Drug Abuse Problems

A. Any young person, including those under eighteen years of age, may be
treated by a physician for any form of drug abuse without his or her parent's
consent. The treating physician is under no legal duty to -inform the parents of
any minor under his treatment for drug abuse.
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B. Whenever a person seeks counseling or treatment for drug abuse from a
physician, psychologist, hospital, or authorized drug abuse program, no Criminal
convictions may ensue from the contents of those sessions.

The law guarantees that any statement made by n person seeking help or any
observation made by the one treating him is not admissible in court or in any
other proceeding.
III. Drug Violations tinder Criminal Law

A. It is unlawful to distribute (to transfer, with or without the exchange of
money) any drug which is defined as a controlled dangerous substance. This crime
is a felony and is punishable on the first conviction by a maximum of 20 years
imprisonment if a narcotic drug is involved, and five years if a non-narcotic drug.

B. It is unlawful to possess (Ito have control over) any drug defined as a con-
trolled dangerous substance. This crime is a misdemeanor and punishable, on the
first conviction by a maximum of four years imprisonment. Possession of
marijnana is punishable on the first conviction by a maximum of one year
imprisonment.

C. It it unlawful to distribute or possess controlled. paraphernalia. "Parapher-
nalia" includes hypodermic syringes, needles or other instruments used to admin-
ister drugs, as well as gelatin capsules, glassine envelopes, and other packaging
or equipment intended to be used in the distribnlion of drugs. This..crime is a
misdemeanor and punishable on the first conviction by a maximum of four year-s
imprisonment.

D. Second and subsequent convictions under Maryland's drug laws are. punish-
Aide by a maximum of double the sentence for first convictions of that offense.

E. When any person is convicted of a first offense under Maryland's drug laws,
the court in its discretion may place the defendant on probation without finding
a verdict of guilty. Upon successful completiOn of the term of probation by the
defendant, the court shall discharge the proceedings and order all criminal records
-be expunged.

GENERAL PROFESSIONAL GUIDELINES

I. Every case in which a student seeks comiseling or information from
professional educator for the purpose of overcoming drug abuse niust be handled
on an individual basis, which will depend upon6the nature and particulars of the
subject cases. In deteriaining what procedures might be appropriate, the educator
from whom such information is sought shall consider the following factors

A. Age of Student.
B. Type of Drug,
C. intensity of involvement.
D. Sincerity of student and willingness to undertake appropriate treatment.
E. Resources available.
F. Parental involvement.

II. As'in any good helping relationship the educator at the earliest appropriate.
time, is encouraged to discuss the availability of other resources, his professional
limitations, and the desirability of parental involvement. Decisions to include
parents should be made jointly by the student and educator, unless in the judg-
ment of the educator, the mental or physical health of the child is immediately
and daugerously"threatened.

III. The new law on confidentiality places no duty on-the part of educators to
inform parents, administrators, or law enforcement personnel, of the identity of
students seeking help for overcoming drug abuse problems.

IV. While confidentiality is a major force in enhancing help-seeking by current
or potential drug abusers, educators are cautioned to obtain professional medical
advice or to refer the student to the appropriate available medical facility. if
there is an immediate and dangerous threat to the student's physical or mental
health. As in the performance of any professional role, failure to act reasonably
in a drug counseling case may subject the echicatOr to civil liability.

V. Examples of immediate and dangerous threats to a ,student's health are :
loss of consciousness severe intoxication, inability to communicate coherently or
threat of suicide.

VI. When an educator comes into possession of a substance suspected to be a
drug. the material should be placed in the cnstody of the principal who will eon-
/tact the. appropriate law enforcement agency. When such -suspected substances
'are received by any member Of the school faculty, the following steps should be
taken:

A. Imniediatelyplate the substance' in an envelope or other container and
label the container with date, time, and. NOTE: When such
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substances are acquired by an educator daring a counseling/information-
xerking conference, the name of, the student NliortId not be indicated. In all
other instances where an educator conies into possession of drugs, the name
of the individual should be carefully noted.

B. Do not taste the suspected substance under any eiremnstanees.
C. At the earliest opportunity, turn the material over to the principal W110

in turn will keep it under loci: and key.
D. The principal or person holding the substance in every case should

notify the Meal or State Police and turn over all substance to the police.
E. The educator should obtain a receipt from the principal, for the sits-

pected drug. It should include a statement as to the quontity turned over.
It should be remembered the t GO authority has been given to any set tool
Personnel to possess any prohibited drug or paraphernalia except during:
transfer to proper authorities. (See Appendix for. Public School Laws
Bylaw (1'S 349--351)Reportivg Crimes.)

VII. Helping role contacts with students seeking to overcome a drug problem
should he held on school 'treatises whenever possible.

VIII. If an educator feels he is incapable of providing adequate help for a
student, or feels his counseling can no longer benefit the student, the ethic:am-
end student should cooperatively seek additional professional help from avail-
able sources.

IX. Any written information pertaining to or about the information seeking/
counseling session should be regarded as the personal notes of the educator. Nt
record :tthould be kept in any official school file or folder.

X. All educators should have access 1:o a list of available resources in their
community where students with. drug problems may be referred for he .1 It
would also be beneficial to have in each school a drug resource person who could
act :is a sharing person to aid an educator involved in counseling a drug involved
student.)

XL in the general classroom situation, teachers should not attempt to diagnose
symptoms of drug abuse. Because.of the difficulty of determining- such symptoms.
it is suggested that if a student is physically or mentally inimitable of function-
ing properly in class, he should be sent to the school health facility where the
usual school health referral proCedures should be followed.

THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP

Any et-locatoror almost anyone associated with the educational process
often finds himself suddenly thrust into the "helping" role when interacting
with young people today. The "generation gap" is accentuated by such factors
as the nature of youth's discontent and the means by which it is expressed, Thus,
philosophically, the adult and youth may find themselves hopelessly opposed as
each says the other will "never understand." Their positions become emotionally
polarized as the adult says, "Get out and never come back" and the youth says,

Thereafter, each retreats to his own peer group and justifies Ills action.
This sad prototype of interaction occurs daily in homes and schools all over the
State. Too often the nature of the apparently insoluble conflict has to do' with
drug abuse.

Youth today. by virtue of its sophistication, has an uncanny accuracy for
directing its plea for help to sympathetic adults. This, of course, does not imply
sincerity on the part of either participant. The adult who feels the need to be
liked by all students who confide in him should be wary Utast:mil a need has been
discovered by the youngster anti may not he in the student's best interest.

The nature of the counseling process is the simultaneous differentiation of
roles and merging of goals between, the two participants. It Is a mierospectrum
Of parenthood. but is presumably carried out between a mature adult and a youth
who are not burdened by adverse emotional investment in one another. The
process is destined. to fail if the youth persists in justifying his lichavior at the
expense of a sincere introspective look at himself and if the adult agrees with
this line of reasoning.

Students ask for persOnal .help In drug matters iiininny ways. Sometimes the
request is blunt "I'm scared. I'm hooked on .drug X." But more often the request
is worded, "I know this guy who * *- s," or. "What would happen if * * *." Most
often the questions- come to the educator , piecemeal as the student tests his
response. Thus it is wise.to employ similar rhetorical and abstract. techniques in
questioning and responding as that used by the student. For example. even if both
teacher and student know that they are really talking about the student it should
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be the student who says, "That other guy I've been telling you about is really Me."
The educator should never forget that the diplomatic handling of this initial
frustrating,. tentative contact with the youngster may be life saving and that
he has been chosen for this contact in lieu of all other adults including the youth's
pa rents.

The following are offered as very general guidelines for individual counseling
with students who seek your help in matters related to drug abuse. They are not
intended to preempt your personal experience or judgment.
I. Initial Contact

Some students may be evasive, talk in the third person, begin with a safe topic
and generally test the educator for sonic indication of the interest, sincerity,
strength and drug awareness. Others may be blunt and shocking in their. .first
contact, but they may also be testing for the above conditions.
II. Shock Material

Chronic drug-involved students sometimes attempt to shock the educator with a
discussion of material which may seem initially overwhelming or appalling. Such
material might include criminal behavior, severe depression, parental punishment,
prostitution or homosexual behavior. Educators who find themselves ti4able to
evaluate the real versus exaggerated meaning of such revelations of a student
should obtain the advice of a local resource person. .

Confidentiality should be maintained despite this outside-the-relationship con-
tact. It Is desirable that the student be made aware of the specific contact or be
generally aware that the educator is involved in professional sharing of material
discussed.
III. Third person, reference

Should a student refer to his "friend's" drug problem, he may be talking about
himself or lie may truly he talking about a friend and not want to be identified. If
lie is talking about a real friend, the student should be told of the educator's posi-
tion relative to the existing legislative provisions, i.e., protection of divulged infor-
mation and requested to pass this on to the drug involved friend.
IV. Referral

No educator need feel locked into the role of confidential advisor to a student
who asks for help in matters of drug abuse. Should a teacher, counselor or admin-
istrator feel unable to help a youngster who has selected him, the educator should
attempt to refer the requesting student to a college or other available professional.

After a helping relationship has begun, both the educator and the student have
the option to cense further sessions together. At that point, the educator may
suggest an appropriate referral. If there appears to he an imminent threat to the
physical or mental health of the student and the relationship has been termi-
nated, a report must lie made to some responsible adult such as a parent, physi-
cian, or school administrator, who can provide definitive help. It is desirable to
inform the student of this.'
V. Why me?

The crucial ingredient in counseling is a trusting relationship. The student has
generally chosen the educator as au adult advisor and his reasons for that choice
are usually unknown to both. The educator may have been presented to him
as an authority by aifeilow student or a colleague. The educator may have shown
understanding in a personal or class discussion. His appearance may remind
the student of a trusted (or vulnerable) person in his past or may have invited
the confidence by his own feelings for the particular student. Whatever the rea-
sons for getting together in the one-to-one counseling role, the educator ,had
better take a careful look at those reasons. The initial question for a prospective
teacher/counselor has to be "Why mer'
VI. Counseling Contract

Thereafter, the educator must deal with the counseling contract. There has
to be tactful honesty. This need not be so negative as, "I'm not sure that you've
come to the' right person, Johnny." That turns a trusting kid off in a hurry
and he's likely to agree and-walk off. The educator can start off with an honest
bargain by-Saying. "I want to help you, and .1appreciate your trust. in wanting
to talk with me about this. I promise to listen to you and I'll do that with an
open mind and no opinion about how bad or good drugi may be for you. I also
promise to try to understand your point of view, no matter what you tell me. In
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return, I want you to tell me the whole story of you and drugs. I'm not in-
terested in your supplier, just your habit. After you've finished, we'll talk over
where we go from there. That means that you may be able to settle this between
us or that we both may have to get help from someone else."

The counseling contract cannot contain definite bargains with absolute con-
fining limits on the teacher like, "If I tell you, do you promise notto tell any-
one?" The temptation to agreeing with such a bargain has been experienced by
any adult confronted by a youngster in distress, but experience has likewise
taught that refusal to compromise role responsibility is both immediately and
ultimately the more respected position.
VII. Counselor. role

The teacher/counselor has to avoid the role of policeman in a counseling sit-
uation. The policeman is often experienced by youth as a composite of arbitrary
parental censure and prejudice. He is often seen as dumb, uninformed, hypoCriti-
cal and impotent. First of all, the teacher has to avoid defending the traditional
role of either parent or policeman as lie recognizes his own role being threatened
as the student reveals his own or reflects other's opinions on the absolutes of
right or wrong. Secondly, the teacher has to be aware of the testing procedure
of the student as he reveals information (often erroneous) about "this pusher,
dealer, pharmacist, doctor of clinic." Possibly, the most difficult adaptation of the
teacher/counselor is avoiding the censuring parent role and at the same time
avoiding the role of an adult advocating illegal or self-destructive behavior.
Some students suggest personal forms of blackmail such as, "If you tell any
of this, I'll tell your son" or "If-you only knew what your own kids were using."
The temptation to reveal one's normal parental concern is obvious, but it may
only be a testing procedure by the student sincerely seeking help. He is trying
to discover your degree of prejudice against drug abuse.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE STATE BOARD

In order to provide continually for the most appropriate setting in which these
guidelines will be used, the following additional recommendations are made.
Upon acceptance,

I. That the guidelines be communicated to local boards of education with a
request that the guidelines be adopted and used as written for a one-year period.
An evaluation of the guidelines would be effected following the .one-year period.

11. That a program of dissemination to students, parents and educators of
current laws pertaining to drug abuse, of the rights and responsibilities implied
by these laws (particularly those associated with the new law on confidentiality
in drug counseling) and other such information as may be useful in creating the
most beneficial atmosphere in schools for helping drug involved youth, be initi-
ated prior to or concurrent with the beginning of the 197142 school year. Material
pertaining to Maryland La* on Drug.Abuse on pages 3, 4, and 5 will be dissemi-
nated to 'students -and the general public. (See Appendix for proposed planfor
dissemination to students.)

III. That au ongoing task force be appointed by the State ,Superintendent to
review the validity of drug counseling guidelines and other disseminated infor-
mation, to make needed modifications, and to propose State Board of Education
-action required by such changes.

IV. That the State Drug Abuse Administration he requested to classify : fully
eertified'school counselors,; registered school nurses and vocational rehabilitation
counselors employed in the schools, as protected, under the provisions of H.B. -531
from court action arising froni counseling with or treating drug involved youth
(See Appendix C).

V. That the State Board of Education provide protection from administrative
action to educators who are acting within the provisions and intent of the edu-
cator/student drug confidentiality law.

VI. That the State Board of Education continue to provide programs of drug
awareness and education for professional educators, students and the community ;
and that the Board fiirther provide specific inservice education in drug counseling
for school counselois and other pupil services practitioner_ s who will serve as
resource persons in the schools.

VII. That the State Board of Education develop a minimal staffing formula
for all pupil service leadership positions at the local level. Such a formula would
be similar to the current requirement that each Ideal education agency employ a .

supervisor of pupil personnel. Positions such as supervisor of guidance and coun7
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soling and supervisor of psychological services would be added to (his require-
ment. Without a minimal staffing requirement for these pupil services leadership
positions, inservice programs on drug counseling, coordination of professional
functions and a true evaluation of services cannot attain effective levels of
operation.

VIII. That the revised publication, "Some Facts About Drug Abuse," prepared
by the Maryland Drug Abuse Administration, be included with the materials
disseminated to all educators.

IX. That the State Board of Education act on the recommended implementa-
tions of the Advisory Committee on the Educational Aspects of ConteMporary
Issues Report.

APPENDIX 'ADISSEMINATION PROPOSAL

It is proposed that a pamphlet containing information on Maryland Laws on
Drag Abuse (P. 3-5 of this report). and additional appropriate explanatory mate-
rial concerned with students rights and responsibilities be printed and distributed
to all middle and secondary school students in Maryland by the State Department
of Education.

It is further proposed that distribution he made via the local affiliates of the
Maryland Association of Student Councils in cooperation with local drug aware-
ness committees and school administrators. Additionally, it is suggested that the
Division of Instructional Television be directed to provide its resources for dis-
semination of this material to the public.

APPENDIX BLAW ON DRUG COUNSELING CONFIDENTIALITY (13.B. 455)

[House Bill No, 455, Introduced by Delegates Sklar and Stroh le]

CHAPTER
AN ACT to repeal and re-enact with amendments. Seetiou .10 09 of Article 4:111 of the

Annotated Comic of ;11aryland (1OTO Supplintrentrliffe.'"Compreliens1Ve Drug Abuse
Control and Rehabilitation Act"; and to add new Section S5A to Article -77 of said Code
(1909 Replacement Volume). title "Public Education," subtitle "Chapter 0, The Public
Schools." to follow immediately after Section Sti thereof, to provide that whenever a
student seeks counselling for INFORMATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF OVERCOMING
drug abuse from an educator, no statement, observation. or conclusion derived from the
counselling shall he admissible against the student in any proceeding, to provide that no
rule, regulation or order may require disclosure of nay reports. statements, observations.
conclusions or other information made pursuant to the counselling, and relating generally
thereto

EXPLANATION: Italics indicate new matter added to existing law, [Brackets]
indicate matter Stricken from existing law. CAPITALS indicate amendments to
bill. Strike-out indicates matter stricken out of bill.

SECTIONT:Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland, That Section
10(b) of Article 43B of the Annotated Code of Maryland (1970 Supplement),
title "Comprehensive Drug Abuse Control and Rehabilitation Act," be and it
is hereby repealed and re-enacted, with amendments ; and that new Section 85A
be and it is hereby added to Article 77 of said Code (1969 Replacement Volume),
title "Public Education," subtitle "Chapter 6. The .Public Schools," to follow im-
mediately after Section 85 thereof, and all to read as follows :
10.

(b) Whenever a person shall seek counselling, treatment or therapy for any
forM of, drug abase from a physician. psychologist, hospital, AN educator, par-
Suant to the provisions of Section. 85A of :Article 77, or a program or facility
authorized by the Anthority to treat any form of drug abuse, no statement,
whether oral or written, made by such person and .no obServation or conclUsion
derived from such counselling, treatment. or therapy made by such physician,
psychologist, hospital, program or facility shall be admissible against such person
in any proceeding. The facts or results of any examination to determine the
existence of illegal or prohibited drugs in a person's body shall not he admissible
in any proCeeding against such person, provided that the facts or results of any
such examination ordered pursuant to a civil commitment proceeding under this
article or as a condition of parole or probation shall be admissible in the proceed-
ing for which`the examination was ordered:
S5A.

(a) Whenever_ a student shall secti; counselling. INFORMATION for THE
PURPOSE OF OVERCOMING any form 'Of drug abuse, as defined in Section
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2(d) of Article .48)? of this Code, front, any teacher, counselor, principal or other
professional educator employed by an educational institution approved under .the
pmeisions of Sections 11 and 12 of this Article, no statement, IvItether oral or
written. made by the student and no observation, or conclusion derived from the
counselling made by such educator as defined in this section shall be admissible
against the student in muff proceeding.

(to) The disclosure of any reports, statements, observations, conclusions and
other information made pursuant to the counselling, which has been assembled
or procured by such THE educator THROUGII 7'1118 CONTACT, shall not be
required by any rule, regulation or order of any kind.

Svc. 2. And be it further (mooted. That this Act shall take effect July 1, 1971.

.Arrminx. CLAW o:sr Dam COUNSELING AND TREATMENT PROTECTION (ME. 2131)

[House Bill No. 531, by Delegate Sklar]

EXPLANATION : Italics indicate new matter added to existing law, Illrackets1
indicate matter stricken from existing law. CAPITALS indicate azilendinents to
bill. Strike out indicates matter stricken out of bill.

CnArTsii
AN ACT to repeal and re-enact, with amendments, Section 10(h) of Article -12B of the

Annotated Code of liarylaml (1070 Supplement), title -Comprehensive Drug AllitHo eon.
I rol and Rehabilitation Act." to authorise the Drug Abuse Authority to extend the right
of privileged communication to additional persons, programs and facilities which counsel
or treat persons seeking counsel or treatment for any form of drug abuse.

SEcTioN 1. Re it enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland, That Section
10(b) of Article 4313 of the Annotated Code of "Maryland (1970 Supplement),
title "Comprehensive Drug Abuse Control and Rehnhilitation Act." lie and it is
hereby repealed and re-enacted, with amendments, to road as follows :
10.

(b) Whenever a person shall seek counselling, treatment or therapy for any
form of drug abuse from a physician, psychologist, hospital, or a person, program
or facility authorized by the Authority to counsel or treat any form of drug
abuse, no statement, whether oral or written, made by such person and no
observation or conclusion derived from such counselling, treatment or therapy
made by such physician, psychologist, hospital,- person, program or facility
shall be admissible against such person in any proceeding. The facts or results
of any examination to determine the .existence of illegal or prohibited drugs in
a person's body shall not be admissible in any proceeding against such person,
provided that the facts or results of any such examination ordered pursuant
to a civil commitment proceeding under this article or as a condition of parole
or probation shall be admissible in the proceeding for which the examination
was ordered.

SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That this Act shall take effect July 1, 1971.

APPENDIX DPUBLIC SCHOOL LAWREPORTING CRIMES (Ps 349-351)

1. "School officials shall promptly report to the responsible law enforcement
agencies all police matters coming to their attention whether occurring of or
.away front the school premises which involve pupils attending the particular
school." As it is unlawful to distribute or possess controlled dangerous. sub-
stances and prescription drugs without proper authority, these matters would
be consider:A "police matters."

APPENDIX D

DRUGS AND YoU

A new law protects students who seek help from teachers, counselors, and
other educators for overcoming drug problems.

A student can talk to a member of the school faculty about a drug problem
and nothing said during the conference can be used against the student by the
school, police or courts.

The teacher or counselor is no longer required to report a student who conies
to him for help on a drug problem.

Parents do not have to be notified automatically that such a conference took
place.
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The same is true for people Under 18 who seek help for a drug problem from
a physician, psychologist, hospital, or authorized drug abuse program.

No criminal conviction or school disciplinary action can be taken against
a student who seas help on a drug problem from a teacher, counselor, ad-
ministrators, or other educator.

The new law doesn't mean that school officials have gone soft. If a teacher,
counselor, or principal -finds a student bringing drug equipment to school or
finds him using or carrying drugs, he'll have to turn In the student.

The law proteets a student's statements and counselors' or teachers' ob.serva-
MPtions made ONLY during the drug counseling sessions.

The law means that students can go freely to a teacher, tell him that they
are using drugs and want help, but don't know where to find it. So sprea d 'the
word. A. student can go to a teacher or counselor whom he feels he can trust.
He undoubtedly won't have instant answers to all drug problems, but he will
be able- to talk confidentially and will be able to suggest directions which may
lead to solutions.

STATEMENT OF F. JOHN' KELLY, DIRECTOR OF DRUG ADUsE CONTROL, .COMMON-
WEALTH OF VIRGINIA

The Education Materials Screening Committee of the Education Committee
to the Virginia Drug Abuse Control Council has made a preliminary evaluation
of a wide variety of drug abuse films presently being circulated.. The committee
has expressed a deep concern liver the increased amount of so-called educational
films being utilized in drug education programs. Many of these films are poorly
done, out-of-date. and in many eases, scientifically inaccurate. which may be
counterproductive to the attitudes deemed effective in dealing with the problem
of drug. abase. The evaluation of the films which the committee has currently
previewed- are presented as a guide for the people of the State of Virginia in
their selection of appropriate films for educational purposes.

The committee appraised the films on'the following criteria :
1. Is content up-to-date?
2. Is content factual and accurately presented?
3. Is content free from bias?
4. Is scientific information accurate?

The committee also considered such factors as method of presentation, credi-
bility, the audience to whom the film is geared, and the role of discussion.

The films were rated on a scale from one to font.: A rating of o'ne is unacceptable
in all cases; the other ratings are acceptable. Caution should be taken in some
cases, for there are certain films that are railed acceptable but are acceptable only
for certain audiences. There are other firms rated acceptable that require 'appro-
priate pre- and post-discussion.

This listing includes films previewed by the committee prior to March 1,
1972, AS additional films are previewed, their evaluations will be added to this
list.

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS SCREENING COMMITTEE

Dr. Warren E. Weaver (Chairman), Dean, School of Pharmacy, Medical College
of Virolnia Richmond, Virginia.

Mrs. Isabel M. Aird, Information Officer, Department of Mental Hygiene and
Hospitals, Richmond, Virginia.

Dr. George Bright, Director, Adolescent Clinic, Medical Clinic, Medical College
of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.

Dr. John Buckinau, Associate Professor of Psychiatry, University of Virginia,
School of Medicine, Charlottesville, Virginia.

Miss Dorothy Duncan, Drug Curriculum Coordinator, School Superintendent's
Office, Fairfax, Virginia.

Mr. Tazewell T. Ilubard, III, Assistant Commonwealth Attorney, Norfolk,
Virginia.

Mr. Rotan Lee, Rubicon, Inc., Richmond, Virginia.
Mr. Pant Lewis, Student, Richmond, Virginia.
Miss Frances Thurniond; Student, Richmond, Virginia.
Dr. ThemasF. Updike, Director, Bureau of Drug Rehabilitation Services, De-.

partment of Mental Hygiene and Hospitals, Richmond, Virginia.
Miss Ponze Woody, Rubiebn, Inc., Richmond, Virginia.

98-973-75-5
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FILM EVALUATION
TiUe:
Date evaluated:
Evaluator:

Yes No

Appropriateness: Is the material appropriate for:
I. Grade level for which it was developed
2. Course for which it was developed
3. Community program_
4. Adults
5. Others

Content:
1. Up-todate material
2. is the information factual and accurate?
3. Is material scientifically acceptable?
4. Are controversial issues treated objectively?
5. Is the material free from "slanted" or a prejudice point of view?
6. Is the content developed in sufficient detail to help develop desirable attitudes,

understanding, habit and appreciations?
Organization:

1. Does it tell the story simply and effectively?
2. Is the material organized in such a way that it will have meaning to the viewing

audience?
3. Is the film repetitious, or use scare, panic or moralistic techniques?

Format:
1. Are pictures appropriate and of good quality?
2. Is the sound good?

Recommended audience
Overall rating: 1. Unacceptable 2. Fair 3. Good 4. Excellent.
Final evaluation: ( ) Acceptable ( ) Unacceptable.
Comments:

"ACID"
Year : 1971.
Time : 20 minutes..
Source: Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 425 N. Michigan

Avelino; Chicago, Illinois 60611.
Date evaluated: December 28, 1971.
Synopsis : The film offers a broad-based look at the superstitions, medical

research, and legal issues concerning LSD. Additionally, the quality of blackmarket acid and a number of personal experiences of "trips" are discussed.
Medical authorities relate their findings and opinions, based on laboratory and
psychotherapeutic experiences with the drug. Vivid scenes from a rock music
festival "trip tent" show bad trips firsthand. Dr. Albert Hoffman, who first
synthesized the drug, describes what he experienced after accidentally ingestingLSD.

Evaluation : The legal and scientific aspects of the film were considered ac-
ceptable. Some evaluators disliked the sophisticated scare approach used in the
overall production. Two Committee members felt that the film could provoke
certain drug-prone people to try LSD. (This is true with a number of acceptable
films, however.) By and large, the Committee felt it is up-to-date and tech-
nically well-produced.

Rating.:-Fair, acceptable.
Audience : High school and above.

"THE BEGINNING"
Year : 1971.

. Time: 41A minutes.
Source: Stephen Bosustow Productions,, 2540 Pacific Coast Boulevard, Malibu.

California 90265.
Date evaluated: August 2, 1972.
Synopsis : This is an unnarrated film- in cartoon form. A butterfly touches

a man and inspires him to do something out of the ordinary. He IS ridiculed
by his companions, but he tries again and.takes off in a colorful burst of flowers...
The butterfly returns and tenches the ,man's companions, They try to soar.
unafraid. because someone has -.ried before them.

Evaluation : The Committee did not consider this film to be in any way relatedto the drug issue and found it to be unacceptable for use in a drug education
program.

Rating: Unacceptable.
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"BEYOND LSD"
Year : 1968.
Time : 25 minutes.
Source: Bailey Film Associates, 11659 Santa. Monica Blvd., LOS' Angeles,

California 90025.
Date evaluated : January 10, 1972.
Synopsis : The film dramatizes a medical doctor's discussion with neighborhood

parents who are concerned that their teenagers long hair, dress and music styles
indicate an involvement with LSD. The physician says the parents are victims of
alarmist reactions and urges them to "cool down" and channel their concern to-
wards listening to and communicating with their children. In a film clip shown
to the parents, J. Thomas Ungerleider, Professor of Psychiatry at the University
of California at L.A., relates the problem of LSD use to the communication gap
which he says encourages teenagers to turn to drugs for help wit h their problem.

Evaluation : The committee felt that although the film is somewhat outdated,
it is still relevant. All members of the Committee agree that the film is too
staged. One member states, "Absurd kinds of situations which have become
stereotypes of white America's visualization of and reaction to the problem are
created. '-The film shows a specific life styleWhite middle classand minorities
may have difficulty in relating to it. The scientific Information incorporated in
the film may be misleading without qualification. The Committee felt that in spite
of its short comings, the film has a good message and places a valid emphasis on
the need for really listening to youth and not overacting to drag use.

Rating: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience: Parents, counselors, teachers, professional groups and civic groups.

"DARKNESS, DARKNESS"
Year : 1970.
Time : 36 minutes.
Source : Nolan, Wilton and Wootton, Inc., 374 Waverly St., Palo Alto, California

04301.
Date evaluated : .Tannary 11, 1972.
Synopsis : The film listens to a dozen people whose lives in some way have

been touched by heroin. Each person's messag,e is different, but all help build a
bleak description of the addict's life. Oue desMhes'his continued fear of arrest.
One compares his present life as an addict with the Life he imagined addicts lived
before he tried heroin. Several tell about guilt feelings they have toward parents.

Evaluation : This film stresses opinion, not factual information. The Commit-
tee felt that it is current, well-produced, and valuable if followed by discussion
led by a strong. discussion leader. A particularly strong point of the film is that
it shows that the drug problem is not a concentrated problem, but Juts also invaded
white. middle-class America.

Rating: Good ; acceptable.
Audience: Senior high school, college, adult groups, with discussion.

"DRUG ABUSE: ONE TOWN'S ANSWER,"
Year : 1969.
Time : 23 minutes.
Source : University of South Florida, Division of Educational Resources.

Tampa, Florida 33620..
_Date evaluated: October 12. 1971.
Synopsis : In film details the formation and purpose of Awareness House hi

Port Bragg, California, a teen center which was started with the help of two
ex-addicts. The dialogue of the teenagers and counselors at the center illustrates
that Awareness House is designed as a place where young people feel free to
talk about a variety of common experiences and problems, not necessarily related,
to drugs. The film incorporates the message of Awareness House, "Turn, on to
people, not drugs."

Evaluation: The, Committee feels, that the film emphaSized that an "attitudinal
change" was responsible for improvement of the persons involved. It is felt
that the film offers a true life example of youth discussions and that the izitethod
used can deal with problems other than that of drug abuse. Criticism of the-film
includes that it implies that this method is the only solution, rather than a part
of a total program. One Committee member states.that the film is too-sugary alai
naive.' but that it can be seen as a plea for incliviiitial understanding.

Rating: Good; acceptable.
Audience : Junior, senior higli,,adult.
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"DRUG ADDICTION"
Year : 1951.
Time: 22 minutes.
Source : Encyclopedia Britannica Education Corporation, 425 N. Michigan

Avenue, Chieao, Illinois 60611.
Date evaluated: October 12, 1971.
'Synopsis: A dramatized sketch of the career of a young drng user who pro-

gresses from marijuana experimentation to heroin addiction. He is arrested for
stealing and sent to the federal narcotics hospital at Lexington. He is "cured"
but the prognosis is perilous when he returns to the old environment. This film
also describes the prOperties and effects of opiates, marijuana and cocaine.

Evaluation : Although the evaluators classed the scientific content of this film
acceptable, the film was labeled "hopelessly out-of-date" in almost all other aretrs.
It was felt that this was enough to render the film near, useless and possible
counter-productive. Specifically the simplistic, amateurish, overly emotional pres-
entation is not acceptable for today's audiences. Some evaluators felt that the
dating of the film'(by clothes, speech, emotional presentation) could cause view-
ers to doubt even factual information portrayed. The film relics heavily on the
unacceptable "progression" theory, (i.e. if user starts on marijuana, he will
progress to heroin use.) The film also relies heavily on the idea that in order
to make more money, pushers talk young users into trying drugs rather than
the more realistic approach that users turn to friends for more or stronger
drugs. It was felt that this might be especially misleading to adult audiences.
The scene in which a boy seriously cuts his mouth on a broken bottle while he
is on a marijuana high was thought to be unbelievable. The Committee noted
with interest that the film's call for better aftercare facilities, community aware-
ness, and heavier penalties for non-user pushers, was the same in 1951 as today.

Rating: Unacceptable:

"DRUGS AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEAL"

Year: 1967.
Tithe :. 18 minutes.
Source : Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California

00069.
Date evaluated: November 16, 1971.
Synopsis : Describes physiological and psychological effects of various drugs.

The film discusses glue-sniffing, stimulants, depressants, opium derivatives, mari-
juana and LSD. Therapeutic uses and results of abuse of each class of drugs are
explained.

Evaluation: The Committee felt this film to be fair, although it contains over
generalizations which distorts the truth.

Rating: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience : Junior and Senior high school with discussion.

"THE DRUG SCENE"
Year :' 1970.
Time : 16 minutes.
iSource: Educational. Division, 3400 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, California

90028.
Date evaluated : December 28, 1971.
:Synopsis : Opening scenes of colorful graphics, woods, streams, flowers, and

children change quickly to pictures of °junk piles, littered beaches, polluted
streams and air. The narration and the scenes suggest an analogy between pollu-
tion of the environment and pollution of the human body from drug abuse. The
film features informal talks with young ex-users who tell Miy they started using

drugs, what kind, of drugs they took, the phYsieal effects and problems, expe-
rienced, their efforts to quit, and their lives since quitting. The closing sequence
;-showing ruling cars, surfing and dancing suggests ways to haVe fun. without
using drugs.

EvAluation : The emphasis In this film is largely on the bad effects experienced
;by ex-users, whiCh may be extremely unpalatable to viewers who have experi-
enred pleasant effectSlrom drug use. Factual infOrMation is superficial, with no
in- depth .discussion. The ex-user participants make misleading or Inn oeurate
'statements that are not clarified or corrected. The Committee felt that with
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-.discussion, this film might be effective. The dim is current, and the photography
and color are excellent.

11.:iting: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience : Junior, senior high withone page study guide.

"DRUGS AND YOU"
Year : 1071.

.

Time : 5 minutes.
Source: Hanna-Barbara Productions, Educational Division, 3900 Calluenga

Blvd., Hollywood, California 90028.
Date evaluated : November 10, 1971.
Synopsis : The film presents a series of five animated illustrations of the ef-

fects and dangers of various drugs. Each cartoon is followed with close-up stills
of children with child-voice overs asking questions or giving opinions about drugs.
After each sequence, the film instructs the leader to stop camera for discussion.

Evaluation : The Committee strongly agreed with the concept of this dim :
i.e., relying heavily on classroom discussion. However, it was felt that the film
relies too heavily on scare tactics and, therefore, has been given an unacceptable
rating. Specifically the Committee felt that situations devised by the. film are
provocative and deal too strongly with explicit drug use rather than the at-
titudes and behavior patterns underlying drug use. One evaluator noted ". . .
sequences are totally negative, would be scary if they weren't ridiculous" and
"animated sequences exaggerated and too .fantastic." The Committee felt that
with the heavy empliv-R, on scare tactics, it would be highly unlikely that pos-
sible benefits would igh the knoWn negative factors.

Rating: Unacceptn.

rear :1970.
Time :17 minutes.
Source : Junior League of Miami, Inc., 201 Douglas Village, 800 Douglas Road,

Coral Gables, Florida 33134.
Date evaluated : March 14, 1972. .

.

Synopsis : While watching her younger brother build an eternal motion machine
out of an erector set, a pre-teen girl tells him what she learned about drugs at
school. Interspersed into their conversation are situations which draw analogies
to drugs and drug use, emphasizing the theme "drugs are like that." A crying
baby who lost his pacifier illustrates dependency ; people playing with their hair
or biting fingernails illustrate a habit ; a swimmer diving into what looks like a
beautiful lake and ending up headfirst in mud illustrates unforeseen dangers.
The sister moves one block on her brother's completed machine causing it to
collapse, illustrating hoW one small change or decision can have surprising over
all effects. The film says that drugs can make you feel funny, can make you look
stupid, are against the law, and don't always do what they look like they'll do.

Evaluation : The Committee felt that although this film is a clever production,
the analogies are misleading, incredible, over-simplified, too abstract, and over
dramatic. In the film. the use of all drugs is depleted as bad, and one Committee
member expressed the .ophOen that this may make children fearful of taking
drugs for -legitimate medical purposes. The Committee also objected to the im-
plication that all habits are lbad, when, in 'fact, it is essential in daily living that
certain habits be developed. Furthermore, the Committee felt that the film is
too long for the grade level for whom it is intended (1 3). A final comment is
that use of the film would require a tremendous .amount of teacher preparation
in order to clarify the poor analogies.

Rating: Unacceptable.

"DRUGS ARE LIKE THAT"

"DRUGS: TIIE CHILDREN ARE CHOOSING-THE ALLURE OF DRUGS"

Year : 1969.
Time : 30 minutes.
Source : University of California Extension Media Center, Berkeley, California

94720.
Date evaluated : February 8, 1972.

. Synopsis : The 2nd film in a 7-part series, it examines the conflicting attitudes
to various drugs taken by various societies through history. The film also points
out that periods of social change and unrest often accompany the introduction of
new drugs into a society.
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Evaluation: The Committee felt that this film is a factual, unbiased history
lesson. It is well-produced and current. However, the Committee felt that it
would be of little interest to anyone who is not already deeply concerned. The
detached tone of the film may lead to good, but invalid rationalizations for using
drugs. For this reason the Committee felt this film is not suitable for youthful
viewers, but it may be used with adults as an excellent opener for discussion.

Rating: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience: College, adults, professional, teachers, drug educators.

"DRUGS: THE FIRST DECISION"
sear 1971.
Time: 81,4 minutes.
Source : Bailey Film Associates, 11559 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia 90025.
Date evaluated: February 8, 1972.
Synopsis: This film addresses the problem of drug abUse at the elementary

school level. Through interviews and review of case studies of teenage drug
users, the effects of drugs on young lives are explored. The film seeks to encour-
age young people to look for positive alternatives to drug exploration and to
participate in some critical decision making on their own to avoid the dangers
of "turning on."

Evaluation: Although the Committee felt that the film is fairly well-produced,
it is sensational, superficial and of little use..

Rating: Unacceptable.
"EASY WAY OUT"

Year: 1971.
Time : S minutes.
Source : ACI Films, Inc 35 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Dale evaluated : April 11%1972.
Synopsis : This film shows the difficulty that young chickens experience in

hatching from their shells. It then shows the ease with %Vhicb they could get out
of their shells if they had the help of a human hand. However, the chicks that
Come out of the shell with no help have greater chance for survival and good
health than those that have help, for in breaking out of their shells, they develop-
and strengthen muscles which-are vitalearly In their lives. The fl*n then makes
an analogy hetween the chickens that had help in getting out of their shells and
young people who use drugs. By- use of the analogy the film says that although
it may seem easier to use drugs to face probleins, that it really does not improve
situations and may actually make problems worse.

Evaluation : The Committee felt that this film is a refreshing change from
films that are usually -shown to classes. It is thought 'provoking and, with a
'strong discussion leader, could lead to good discussion. It is relative not only. to
the dnig question, but can be used in a variety of courses.

Rating : Good; acceptable.
Audience: Upper elementary, junior high, senior high.

"THE FLORRIE FISHER STORY:. THE TRIP BACK"
Year 1968,
Time: 28 minutes.-
Source: AssociationSterling Movies, Inc., 41 West 61 Street, New York, New

York 10023.
Date evaluated: October 5, 1971.
Synopsis: Florrie Fisher, an ex-addict is- finned as she speaks to a group of

NOV York City high school students. Florrie tells her story of addiction, prosti-
tution, imprisonment and rehabilitation. She talks briefly of her experience at
Spit-atoll, the self-help organization for' drug-addicts, which she credits for sav-
ing her life. After speaking, Florrie answers questions from the audience.

Evaluation : The Committee felt that much of the information given. in this
film is scientifically tinsomul.heavily emotional, and in some cases, rather point-
fess. The Committee was unanimous in their opinion that this film is not to be
shown to Virginia audiences.

Rating: Unacceptable.
"FOCUS ON ,DRUGS". .

... Year : 1970.
Time: 15 minutes each..
Source : American Educational Films, 331 N. Maple Drive, Beverly Hills, Cali-

fornia 90210,
Date evaluated October 5, 1971.
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(l) Focus on Marijuana
synopsis : P,oth sides of some arguments often used for smoking mayfijuana are

explored in four situations in which teenagers face peer pressure. Different re-
fusals are given. Tommy Roe narrates.

Evaluation : The Committee reacted against the progression theory ; i.e., that
smoking leads to shooting heroin. The Committee felt that the film is moralistic
and preachy and would depict those people who smoked marijuana as losers,
1.1tle-r than winners and losers both engaging in "pot" smoking. Some of the
ron:mitiee members expressed the feeling that if this film were shown to any
group above the grade school level, it would be laughed out of the auditorium.
This film brought about the widest range of ratings with a teenager giving the
averagerating and two members, a poor rating.

Rating: Fair; acceptable.
Audience: Elementary School only.

(2) Focus on Heroin
Synopsis: The question of whether or not one drug leads to use of another is

probed in this film which tries to trace the source of heroin addiction. Narrated
by David Hartman.

Evaluation : The Committee reacted strongly against the progression theory,
specifically such statements as "if it was a drug that started this person on the
road to heroin, let's find out what drug it was." Members also questioned a num-
ber of the facts that are portrayed.

Rating: Fair.
Audience : Unacceptable for Virginia audiences.

(3) Focus on LSD
Synopsis : The film visually identifies samples of LSD, peyote, DMT, STP,

mescaline, psilocybin, hashish and marijuana. A series of situations in which
young people advocate use of psychedelics is examined, giving an opposing point
of yiew.

Evaluation ; The medical members of the Audio-Visual Materials Screening
Committee found a number of scientific errors In this film ; i.e., the potency of
LSD. They questioned if LSD has a lethal close as portrayed in the film. This,
like the other' films in this series,. is very stagey. One member noted, "It is over-
simplified, but factual."

Rating : Unacceptable for Virginia audiences.
(4) Focus on Downers

Synopsis : Vignettes illustrates how barbiturates can had to death. The nar
rator, Greg questions the reasons why young people abuse barbiturates.
A representative of the Los Angeles Free Clinic explains why barbiturate with
drawal should occur only under medical supervision and over a period of several
weeks.

Evaluation : In spite of the fact that certain "scare" tactics are used in this
film, the Committee felt that overall, it gives a relatively realistic appraisal of the
effects of taking barbiturates. One Committee member noted, "It is oversimplified
but faCtual."

Rating: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience : Junior high school and older.

(5) Focus on Uppers
Synopsis : The film explores reasons why amphetamines are used and pre-

sents some social, physical and pPychologleal outcomes from amphetamine
abuse.

Evaluation : The Committee felt that. this film is the hest in the "Focus"
series with good scientific content and reasonable portrayal. The Committee
recommended it for junior hkgh and older.

Baling: Good ; acceptable.
, Audience : Junior high and older.

"FOE ADULTS ONLY"
Year : 1970.
Time : 28 minutes.
Source: Professional Arts, Inc., P.O. Box 8484, Universal City, California

91008.
Date evaluated: February 8, 1972.
Synopsis : A film director, a group of actors and a, technical consultant offer

strategies, techniques and ideas far adults in responding to young people's
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experiences and comments on drugs. Various approaches such as honest and un-
emotional fiiSCUSSI011 between parent and youngster, or teacher and class. and
the importknce of .factual drug knowledge are demonstrated, as well as the
need of meaningftil alternatives to drug use.

: This film -is limited in factual content, but emphasizes the need
for parents to cominnuicate with their children. The. Committee felt that the
technique of producing aifilm within a film obscures the message of the film.
The end produdt is corny, staged, unrealistic, and sometimes ludicrous.

Rating: Unacceptable.
"FORESTS OP THE NIGHT"

Year : 1971.
Time : 20 minutes.
Source: CCM Films, Inc., 34 MacQuesten Parkway South, Mount Vernon, New

York.
Date evaluated : August 2, 1972.
Synopsis : This flint attempts to define characteristics and actions which might

enable the law enforcement officer to identify Moth drug abusers and drug
distributors.

Evaluation : The Committee's primary objection to this film is that it stereo-
types drug nsers as either blacks from the ghetto or long-haired whites. It is
extremely slanted, and could foster prejudice and develop undesirable attitudes
among law enforcement personnel. When symptoms which might indicate that a
person is usine drugs are cited, the film fails to point out that these same
symptoms may be caused by a variety of other reasons. The film is simplistic and
would provide no understanding of the problem or the drug culture-to the law
enforcement officer.

Rating: Unacceptable.

Year : 1972.
Time : 21 minutes.
Source : See-Saw Films, P.O. Box 262, Palo Alto, California 94302,
Date evaluated : April 11, 1972.
Synopsis : This film is a series of interviews with various types of people- about

their use of barbiturates and amphetamines. Some of those interviewed are a
middle-aged housewife who uses amphetamines for weight reduction, a thirty.
three year old honors English graduate of the University of California who has
become involved with speed, a fifteen year old black youth, and two Vietnam
veterans. The film does not attempt to give factual information about ampheta.
mines and' barbiturates. It rather. explores the motivations and lifestyles of those
who use the druLs. A discussion manual is included which provides material for
discussion of the film as well as pharmacOlogical informationabOut amphetamines
and barbitnrates.

Evaluation : The-Comthittee considered thiSfilm to be very realistic. It shows
a good cross-cut of types of people who abuse amphetamines. and barbiturates,
and.does not stereotype drug users:.The film lacks in organization, and a strong
discussion leader is needed for .effective shOwing. The, film is not recommended
for students of the junior high age, or below, as the Committee felt that .the drug
users portrayed might serve as models for younger audiences who might consider
them funny or hip. In addition, language is occasionally used which might be
considered objectionable for younger audiences.

Rating: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience : Senior high, adults.

"GROOVING"
Year : 1970.

' Time : 31 minutes. .

Source : Benchmark Films; Inc., 145-Scarborough Road, Briarcliff Manor, New
York 10510. ;

Date evaluated : November 16, 1971.
.

Synopsis : The film consists of unscripted rap 'sessions among a group of teen-
agers. Both sides of drug use are presented -With some youngsters candidly relat-
ing the pleasant effects of their drug taking experiences. ln balance, however,
they reject further drug use and talk about the attitudes that have led them to
make this decision. Thd emphasis is on marijuana, but LSD, 'mescaline' and
heroin are discussed peripherally.

Evaluation: The Committee looked on this film with some enthusiasm, judging
it to be of excellent potential benefit -if used. correctly. They noted that the drug

"GLASS HOUSES"
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issue is dealt with in a realistic manner by showing both sides of issues. The
Olin deals with some of the motivation behind today's drug use. This, if followed
up by classroom raps, could have beneficial effects on potential drug abusers.
The Committee recommends stopping the film at natural cut offs for classroom
raps, They felt that the film could be. very effective if shown to mixed groups
of parents and youngsters.

Rating : Good ; acceptable.
Audience : Junior high school.

"nEnoix"
Year : 1971.
Time : 2214 minutes.
Source : Bailey Film Associates, 11559 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles,.

California 90025,
Do to evaluated : December 28. 1971.
Synopsis: This film deals with the expectations of drug abusers, the addiction

cycle, the goals, problems, successes, and failures of substitutive programs-such
as methadone therapy, and the distribution chain in drug traffic. Discussions
with legislators, public health officials, members of treatment and rehabilitation
centers, policemen, psychiatrists, and drug users reveal that While there may
he contradictory- arguments about the best. treatment 'for drug users, there is
no disagreement about the damaging effects of heroin use.

Evaluation : The Committee felt that the film-. contains good explanatory
remarks for the educated person who knows little about heroin, with adequate
description of-the physical effects.of addiction. It was felt, however, that the film
lacks in its discussion about methadone. The Committee felt that the film presents
only time good points of the methadone program, and should discuss the weak-
nesses of the progrmil as well. An empliasis on the inclusion of counseling as a
part of the program is needed, and should be brought out in discussion.

Rating: Good ; acceptable.
Audience : High school, PTA, medical professionals, colleges, hi-service training.

"HELP"
Year ; 1970.
Time : 25Vrminutes. . .

.

Source-: Concept Films, Suite 312, 1155' Fifteenth Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20005.-

I ,----/Date evaluated : February 8, 1972. .

Synopsis : Live_scenes filmed at a hotline crisis center in Philadelphia portray
Ms staff in action as they: offer telephone counseling, .give medical examina-
tions and trace potential suicide calls. The film covers an assortment of prob-
lems which arise with such centers, including funding, the drug use policy of staff,
crank calls and returning runaways to-parents.

.

t--- Evaluation : The Committee felt that this film is professionally done, and
presents a method of solution- to the accompanying problems realistically and
authentically. Criticism of the. film is that-it implies that the hotline approach is
the only approach, it does not provoke discussion. Members of the Committee
generally felt that although the film could be valuable for fund raising. campaigns
or in-service training fOr similar agencies, it has limited use. .

Rating : Pair ; acceptable.
Audience : High school. and above, program planners, community groups, fund

raising campaigns, in- service training.. . .

"HOOKED"
Year : 1967.
Time: 20 minutes.
Source : Churchill Films, 662 N. Robertson, Blvd., Los Angeles, California

90027.
Date-evaluated : Not available.
Synopsis : The film consists of a series of statements and discussions with ex-

heroin addicts from various socio-ethnic backgrounds. They have been cured for
various periods ranging- to two years. They project an air of honesty and concern
as they discuss their personal problems.

Evaluation : The Committee felt that this filmis slightly Outdated, as noted
in the haircuts and language used I y the children. It does not seem to use scare
tactics and as one panel member noted, "It will not turn anybody off or on to
drugs." Another comment Was, "This film is useless if shown, without discus-
sion."
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Rating: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience : Effective at lower ages and could perhaps be used most effectively

for small groups of children with their parents.

Year : 1971.
Time: 22 minutes.
Source : Stephen Bosustow Productions, 2540 Pacific Coast Blvd., Malibu Beacle

California 90265.
Date evaluated : December 28, 1971.
Synopsis : Designed to raise questions and stimulate discussion about drug

addiction and society's responsibility regarding this problem, H+2 documents
the frustration and failure of two actual heroin addicts. Both addicts undergo
rehabilitation and are released to face pressures and responsibilities.

Evaluation: The Committee agreed that this film will be effective only if fol-
lowed by discussion, led by a strong discussion leader. It is strongly emotional.
perhaps overly so, although it does effectively demonstrate the problems faced
by addicts in trying to refrain from usage, even when strongly motivated. The
Committee felt that the Mm is not for general use, but better used for in-service
training. _ _

Rating : Fair ; acceptable.
Audience : Adults, high school, counselors, in-service training for rehabilita-

tion workers, teachers, parole officers.

"IS IT ALWAYS RIGHT TO SE EIGHT?"
Year : 1971.
Time : 8 minutes.
Source: Stephen Bosustow Productions, 2540 Pacific Coast Boulevard, Malibu,

California 90265.
Date evaluated: April 11, 1972.
Synopsis : Presented in cartoon form, and narrated by Orson Wells. this film

talks grille schism and lack of progress that results -when no one will admit that
his beliefs maybe wrong or that another person may be right.

Evaluation: Although this film does not deal specifically with drugs, the
Committee felt that it could be used to provoke good discussion among the audi-
ence as to the reason for extended drug use in today's society. It is more a film
on attitudes, and could be used as an introduction for a- discussion of any con-
troversial material, as a vehicle to make groups with different views realize that
"the other side" may have something very worthwhile to say and that "the other
side" may be right. The film is well - produced, the story is well-organized, simply
and effectively told, and is up-to-date and relevant today.

Rating: Excellent ; acceptable.
Audience : Community groups, adults, youth, parents and youth together.

"IT TAKES A LOT OF xtELP"
Year : 1970.
Time: 27 minutes.
Source : Advertising Department, Kemper Insurance, 4750 N. Sherdon Road,

Chicago, Illinois 60640.
Date evaluated : February 8, 1972.
Synopsis : The Documentary illustrates the dynamics of an interdisciplinary

committee organized to take positive action against at local drug problem. The
community, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. and the members of the drug committee are
profiled. The film also identified a variety of drug programs in other 'cities
group therapy; hotline services, sensitivity sessions, treatment centers.

Evaluation: This film is Intended to illustrate the approaches that communi-
ties can take in drug education and treatment. It does not educate about drugs.
The Committee felt that although the methods of solution presented are good,
they are too late and would be of little help, as no new ideas are presented. The
Committee felt the presentation of the material is bad and the quality _of the
film is poor.

Rating: Unacceptable.
"JOSHUA IN A BOX"

Year: 1971.
Time: 6 minutes.
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Source Stephen Bosustow Productions, 2540 Pacific Coast Boulevard, Malibu,
California 90265.

Date evaluated : August 2, 1972.
Synopsis : This non-narrated film in cartoon form depicts Joshua trying to

get out of a box that has no exit. It shows his frustration, anger, and despair
in trying to escape. Finally, Joshua is able to escape ; once free, be creates an-
other box in which he imprisons himself.

Evaluation : The Committee considered this a good film to stimulate discuk-
sion. It is not specifically a. "drug film," but can lie used in drug education courses,
especially when talking about choices, values, and decision making about life
styles. It is an abstract and intellectual film; as such, a strong discussion leader
is absolutely essential. The negative ending should be used as a tool to stimulate
discussion, and not as an absolute. answer to what happens in such a situation.

Rating : Good ; acceptable.
Audience: Community programs, adults, college, high school, mental health

discussion groups.
"JUST LIRE YOU"

Year : 1971.
Time : 6 minutes.
Source Stephen Bosustow Productions, 2540 Pacific Coast Boulevard, Malibu,

California 00265.
Date evaluated : August 2, 1972.
SynoPSis : This fihn, narrated by Eugene Osborne Smith, expresses the shared

hopes and dreams of all people. Against a montage of photographic portraits and
scenes of daily life from around the world, the film stresses that all people are
all "just like you" in the desire for rewarding and meaningful lives.

Evaluation : The Committee considers this film "not a drug film, but a human
film." However, it could be used effectively in a &mg program, whether an edu-
cation program or a rehabilitation program, to relate drug use to culture, and
to relate "how people treat people." It is too short and too abstract to be Used
alone, but must be used with discussion and a strong disCussion leader.

Rating ; Good ; acceptable.
Audience : Universal use.

Year ; 1965.
Time : 31 minutes.
Source : Carousel Films, 1501 Broadway, New York, New YOrk. 10036.
Date evaluated : January 11, 1972.
Synopsis : Au examination of the phenomenon of drug use and abuse, especially

among the youn& produced by CBS News. The investigation reveals that drug
use cuts across social and economic Hues, and includes interviews with slum
youths, teenagers from "nice" neighborhoods, and authorities on various aspects
of the problem. The harmful effects of various drugs are discussed.

Evaluation: The Committee felt that although the film was probably very
'Valuable in 1965, when it was produced, it is outdated, and would he useless to-
day, except for historical interest. Although factual, it is heavily slanted, super-
ficial, and sensationalies.drug use.

Rating : Unacceptable.
"LSDINSIGHT OR INSANITY"

"THE LOSERS"

Yew:: 1968.
Time : 28 minutes.
Source: Bailey Film Associates, 11559 Santa Monica-Blvd., Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia 90025.
Date evaluated. October 12,1.971.
Synopsis: The film begins with a good-natured look at teenage faddism: such

as clothes, hair styles. etc., and then moves on to less desirable fads ; such as
gang fights, "chicken contests," and drug experimentation. The possibility that
LSD exercises damaging genetic effects on human beings is emphasized. This
is illustrated by scenes-of deformed fetuses carried by guinea pigs that were (lobed
with LSD in pregnancy, along wi;'1 photos of chromosomal breaks and abnor-
malities associated with human legislation. The film .closes with a warning by
former U.S. Food and Drug Commissioner James Goddard that LSD experi-
m,ntation is like playing Russian roulette. Film is narrated by Sal Mitieo. .

Evaluation : Scientific content considered acceptable although somewhat out-
of-date. Specifically, studies made since the filM was produced question the
amount of chromosomal damage from taking LSD. Also the film does not put

1
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much emphasis' on "flashbacks". (An explanation of this is that this has only
been experienced in measurable numbers recently.) All evaluators disliked the
heavy emphasis on scare tactics. It was noted that scenes depicting users jump-
ing off cliffs- or in front of cars are unrealistic since the incidence of this is
extremely rare. Newspaper- headlines. stating that LSD. is more dangerous than
thalidomide to unborn babies and classing-LSD as a narcotic. are misleading and
untrue.

Ra ti lig : Good ; acceptable.
Audience : High school and above.

"L. S.D.-2 5"
Year : 1967.
Time: 27 minutes.
Source: Professional Arts, Inc., P.O. Box 8484, Universal City, California,

91008.
Date evaluated : December 2S, 1971, . .

Synopsis The chemical. LSD 25, is given a voice and this voice narrates the
film, explaining its properties and possible usage. dangers.' Drainatic scenes por-
tray various aspects of the controversy over LSD and the experience of those
who use it. "LSD" discussion potential dangers inherent 'in the use of illegally
Purchased drugs, from bad trips, from possible chromosomal daniage, and self-
injury while under its influence, and from recurring effects.

Evaivation Seientifically, the film was judged acceptable, although some Com-
mittee members felt it is too generalized in areas where it should be specific.
.Almost all Committee members reacted negatively to the scare tactics used and
to the personification method. All evaluators disliked the tone of LSD's voice,
noting that it is extremely provocative. It was felt that this type of gimmick ap-
proach takes away from the_possible credibility of the film. The scene in the hos-
pital 'emergency room seems to *tray. the nurses, doctors, and policemen as
"enemies" from the viewer's point of view. Largely because of the overdra
atizntions and scare tactics, and .because the Committee has viewed other films
on this. subject thafitre'far superior, they found the film to be unacceptable.

Rating: Unacceptable.

"THE LAW, HOW EFFECTIVE IS IT"
Year :1968:
Time: 36 minutes.
Source: NET Films Service, Indiana University, Audio Visual Center, Bloom-

ington, Indiana 49401.
Date evaluated : January 11, 1972..
Synopsis : This film consists of a fast paced, at times, chaotic, discussion

tbout the laws and morality surrounding the marijuana controversy. Included
-on the-panel are a former L. A. Police Department Narcotics Oflicer,"tt social psy-
chiatrist, au attorney, and two medical doctors. The discussion covers a broad
raf,geof questions including the role of the mass media in publicizing drugs-and
the propriety of the government in attempting to regulate private morality. The
geneval consensus is that today's marijuana laws are ineffective.

Evaluation ; Many ofi the evaluators expressed dismay at portions .of_. the
heated discussion, which-at times is very. confusing and contradictory.' As one
said "the film gets very fatiguing when you cannot pick out what any one person
is saying." However, it was pointed out that this confusion has become synonym-
ous with the whole marijuana issue and perhaps accurately reflects the gulf
that exists, between people about the problem. Discussion leaders should be
aware that many of the penalties for possession, use or sale .of marijuana have
been changed since this film was produced (1968). Discussion 'leaders should be
knowledgeable of present laws...The Committee felt that this film could he used
very effectively as a lead to encounter hi-service awl general audience discussions.

Rating: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience : High school and above.

"MARATHON*. THE STORY OF YOUNG DRUG 'USERS"
Year : 1967.
Time : 51 minutes.
Source: Flms Inc.
Date evaluated : March 14,1.972.
Synopsis : The documentarY camera records highlights from a 30 -hour "mara-

thon", encounter session among young. drug addicts undergoing voluntary treat-
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went at New York's Daytop village. Dr. Efrau Ramirez, coordinator of drug
addiction agencies in New York, comments on the meaning of the individual
dramas unfolding in this pressure-cooker atmosphere, and describes the thedry
behind the marathon encounter method. The stories of five Daytop residents are
highlighted in the film : Charlie and Eileen, a Young married couple, both of
whom are addicts : Sena, who is only 20 years old ; Judy, 23 year -old daughter of
a prominent surgeon; and Roger, a former college student. "Marathons are just
life meaningless at time, but meaningful when we start to relate to one another
as people," declares Dr. Ramirez. The final sequence shows a corpse being de-
livered to the morgueone of the victims of the recent increase in deaths among
New York City heroin addicts.

Evaluation: The Committee agreed that this film, although produced in 1967, is
still valid and demonstrates good techniques in group therapy. It is emotional,
but calm, and exposes some of the deeper, human problems that underlie drug
addiction. The Committee felt discussion-should accompany any usage of the
film specifically. that the audience should be carefully briefed as to the dynamics
of group therapy. This film is in black and white: however, the Committee felt
that the message in the film is so well presented that this technically does not
take away from the film. Committee members commented that the film makes
one feel that he is a participant, rather than an observer. Criticism of the film
is that it is too long, and that the clOsing taorgne scene is overdramatic and
unnecessary.

Rating Good ; acceptable.
Audience: In-service training, those Ivlio are about to undergo therapy,

teachers, parents, mental health workers.

"MARIJIYANA-TIIE GREAT ESCAPE"
Year : 1970.
Time: 20 minutes:
Source: Bailey Film Associates, 11550 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia 90025.
Date evaluated: NOvember 17, ]971.
Synopsis: George Willis is a teenager interested in drag racing. He ignores

the advice of a fellow drag racer and experiments with marijuana. After his
girlfriend is persuaded to try marijuana by him, she is injured in a .car accident.
George participates in a major race after smoking marijuana and is involved in
a presmnably serious -crash.

Evaluation ; The Committee felt that this is a well-clone Hollywood produc-
tion, but that beneath the slickness there are a number of overgeneralizations
and a sense of overdramatization that badly mar the overall effect. Specifically,
a number of statements were thought to lack credibility; i.e., "Most pot smokers
feel compelled to turn .others on :".YYou can never tell when marijuana will hurt
you ;" "Pot smokers have one thing in commonwork is -a drag." The Committee
felt that the film creates a false impression eonterning cause - effect relationship
between smoking grass and automobile accidents. One Committee member noted
"'This filet taken a, few old generalities and elaborates them into ft. plot." An-
other. stated "As.a warning against drag racing while .stoned, it's,OK; as an edu-
cational film, no."

Rating; Unacceptable.
"MAIM' L'A X A"

Yea r : 151-18.
Time: 34 minutes,
Source : Bailey Film Associates, 11559 Sanata Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia 00025.
Date evaluated : October 12, 1971.
Synopsis: The film presents arguments for and against smoking. marijuana

and then advises individualS make their own decisions. Sonny :Bono, of the
folk group. Sonny and Cher, narrates the discussion against the Setting of a
"'pot" party which is ititerrapted by the police. As the teenagers are led away
by the finthorities, 'they shout Out justifientions for legalization and ues of marl-
juana...p:ach oi, the.arguments is then individually examined in Bona's diSenssion.

Evalmition : TheCo.minittee felt, tha (the fIlM is enrrept,' bur preSents mislead
Ia. and sometimes inacenratae ,!:tatetneats :Mout 'the effects- of inartina an.
Alilna,04. both the Pro and coi? POA t i 6/ LS 0.11. use are jmesented.7 the
ne.glitive comments outweigh the reasons Presented' favor of usage.- awl the
prffentat ion is not objective.The.Committee felt that scare tactics are overused,
and Iliac the Min related marijuana use and narcotics use too closely,

hating Unacceptable.
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"2.fARLTUANA."
Year: 1969.
Time: 52 minutes.
Source: Carousel Films, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York, New York 10036.
Date evaluated :'March 14, 1972.
Synopsis: The CBS documentary surveys -the controversy over the social and

legal aspects of marijuana use. Interviews with drug users, judgeS, clergymen,
medical authorities, policemen. and legislators present a spectrum 'of opinions
about marijuana's use, its possible harmfulness or harmlessness, its effect on the
user's creative powers, and legal consequences of its use. CBS concludes that to
them marijuana has not been proven to be any more harmful than alcohol or
tobacco. They deny that its use can stimulate creativity. They do not condone its
use; however, they agree that the legal penalties are too stringent in proportion
to any potential danger of the drug. Mike Wallace narrates.

Evaluation:. The Committee agreed that although this film was probably ex-.
cellent when it was produced, it is useless today. Recent research has changed
the scientific information which the film presents. In addition, the film is in black
and white. It is too long. and the Committee felt that interest, especially among .
students, would be short-lived.

Rating : Unacceptable.
"METHADONE"

Year : 1971:
Time: 30 minutes.

. Source : Films, Inc., Distribution Center, 733 Grecnburg Road, Wilmette.
Illinois.

Date evaluated March 14. 1972.
Synopsis :. This film surveys the methadone maintenance program at New

Yorleg Beth Israel Hospital. It hielndeS interviews with addicts. hospital and
program personnel, and leaders of the Black community. Opinions of both ad-
vocates and opponents are voiced.

Evaluation : The main Criticism of the film is that it shows very had control
practices. and may give the impression that...striet.controls are not needed in a
methadone program. Examples of this are careless handling of urine specimens.
Ijoor methods of dispensing.the thug to addicts, and poor security nicaSureS. in
addition, the film emphasizes a life time maintenance program. Perhaps the film
1s overly optimistic. The Committee felt that the 80% success rate cited in the
film is inflated. The film indicates that blockage occurs instantaneously, when
it is necessary to continue methadone use from three to six months. before reach-
ing a blocking point. For these reasons, the Committee felt that a good discus
sion leader is needed to present necessary. controls, defined good: medical .prae-
fices, and point out inaccuracies.

In spite of its Weaknesses. the Committee felt that the film is timely, and is a
fair survey of a methadone maintenance program. One particular point which
the Committee felt is beneficial is that the film recognizes that methadone treat-
'meat is not sufficient, but that various kinds of supportive services are essential,
if the program is to be successful.

Rating: Fair ; acceptable.
Audience: Community groups. professionals. addicts who are about to begin a

methadone maintenance program.

"A MOVADLE SCENE"
Year : 1968.
Time 15 minutes.
Source National Audiovisual Center (GSA), Washington, D.C. 20409.
Date evaluated : Not available.
Synopsis: This film was originally part of a three-part series called "Distant

Drummer!'. It is more or less a survey of the international youth and drug scene
ranging* from California, London. Istanbul, and Kathmandu.

Evaluation: The Committee felt that the Introduction by Art Linkletter, which
has been added to the original film is out of context and that.' the film might

'better be shoWn at its original starting Place, cutting out the Linkletter piece.
The Committee felt that certain portions of the film are outdated but overall
presented a good broad picture of the youth culture. One criticism of this film
is that it graphically shows people shooting. heroin, which may "scare the
straight:4 but might also make the ex-addicts extremely desirous of shooting up.
The Committee felt that this film is geared towards addicts, is a good entre to
Wide-range discussion, but will hold little interests for anyone in school.
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Audience : "Adults Only."
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"sem?'
Year : 1970:
Time : 20 minutes.
Source: Britannica Educational Corp., 425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois 00611.
Date evaluated :.December 28, 1971.
Synopsis: This film relates the experience of two heroin addictsa middle

class white male and an inner-city black girl. A narrator -describes how a 40
dollar poppy crop in Turkey becomes a 280 thousand dollar heroin ^r. my in the
streets of New York. It also focuses on several rehabilitation houses .1 the use
of methadone in the rehabilitation process,

Evaluation : The Committee generally felt that this is a well-done, up-to-date
film with scientifically acceptable content. Especially noteworthy is that both
sides of 'methadone treatment arepresented in an objective manner. Some mem-
hers felt that it is not necessary to show so ninny scenes of addicts shooting up.
In balance, however, the Committee felt that with a good discussion leader this
is an effective herOin film.

Rating: Fair, acceptable.
Audience : High school and above.

"THE SEEKERS"
Year : 1967.
Time : 31 minutes.
Source : Benchmark Films, Inc., 145 Scarborough Road, Briarcliff Manor, New

York 10510.
Date evaluated : January 11, 1972.
Synopsis : Former drug users and addicts discuss their personal experiences

with driws. In conversation among themselves, with students, "hippies", and
others, they attempt to understand and explain the reasons behind drug use.
The discussions result in a strong feeling that drugs ,are a "cop-out" and-provide
no answers to the problems of living.

Evaluation: Most of the evaluators felt that the film .is fastbecoming out-of-
date due to the great strides in therapeutic' community treatment methods since
the film was produced. In spite of this, the Committee felt that there is much to be
learned from the film. Specifically, they felt the emphasis that. drugs are a symp-
tom. not the primary disease, is good and cannot be said too often. :quay mem-
bers reacted against the scare tactics used as well as the many "war stories"
related by addicts. The feeling is that people today know about the "horrors"
of drug addiction. To hear them related again and again does little good and
could perhaps have a negative effect: On balance, the Committee rated the him
acceptable but not recommended.

Rating: Fair, acceptable.
Audience : High school and above (professidual groups).

"TRIGGER 111.1f S"
Year : 1970.
Time : Three 3-minute films. .

Source : Television Center, University of Michigan, Anti Arbor, Michigan.
- Da to evaluated : November 10, 1.971.

Synopsis : The three "Trigger Films" on 'drags suggest the drug scene without
showing such stereotypes as needles, pills and bad trips. They ask the teenagers
to look within themselves to see why drugs might be tempting. to them. They are
Called "Trigger Films" because their purpose is to trigger discussion. They are
open ended. They are not information packages. The filni is divided into three
distinct films. At the end of each film there must he adequate time for discusSion.
The three films are: (1) "Linda," (2) "The Door," (3) "The Window."

Evaluations :
-"Linda" on the.surface, presents a mother-daughter conflict over playing the

radio too loudly, and might be interpreted merely as a film about the generation
gap. Subtle, yet recognizable, signs point to Linda's drug useher detachment,
her flushed face, 'continuing music after the radio has been removed, and exag-
gerated sounds.

"The Door" is about pee: pressure to gain status. The setting is a teenage
party within a party whose focus point is a bright red door, behind which some-
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; is going on. Some of the guests are invited behind thedoor, others excluded.
. ,y playing chess observes the action and wonders about himself.

'The Window" suggests that loneliness, boredom, and depression can lead to
sensation seeking through drugs. A boy sits alone in his room, strumming his
guita? and feeling blue. He looks out the window, sees two people in the school
yard below, hastily grabs some money, and rushes off.

Evaluation : The Committee agreed that this film is an excellence vehicle for
good discus:Jon and that a strong discussion leader is needed. Committee mem-
bers ike 'pproach used, feeling that it allows youth to explore their own
thotight ^ t s, thus giving insight into their own persons. The Committee also
views t I. 1 as being used for multiple purposes, not necessarily restricted to
drug ed.

Ratio} ,xcellent ; acceptable.
Audien ; Jr. high school and above with study guide.

"urs/DowNs'"
Year :1971.
Time: 24 minutes.
Source : Britaunica Educational Corporation, 425 N. Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois 60611.
Date evaluated : December 28, 1971.
Synopsis : The film examines_ amphetamines and barbiturates. Much of the

evidence is given by young people. How our pill-popping society fosters abuse
of these sometimes useful drugs, how severe a user's dependence on them can
be, and what's involved in getting free are among the topics explored.

Evaluation: The Committee felt that the film is an informative, well-produced
presentation, realistic in stressing public acceptance, yet high risk potential of
the drugs examined. However, it was felt that the film exaggerates and that.
elimination of scare tactics which are used, would have improved the presenta-
tion.

Rating: Good ; acceptable.
. Audience: High school and above.

. .

"UP PILL, DOWN PILL"
Year: 1970.
Time: 23 minutes.
Source : Bailey Film Associates, 11559 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

90025.
Date evaluated: December 28, 1971.
Synopsis : This film illustrates the different life styles of Roger. a teenage drop-

out. and Charlie, an old man living at a home for the elderly. Charlie decides to
refurbish a boat that Roger has been rising as his crashpad. The friendship and
tragedy that follow cause Roger to make some important decisions.

Evaluation : The Committee found this film to be a pleasant change from most
drug films' viewed. The.soft-sell, low-key approach centered around attitudes and
vAlues rather than rightness and wrongness is refreshing. The few scientific facts
presented are factual. All Conthfitteemembers felt that this film could be best
used with small group discussion following the showing.

Rating : Fair ; acceptable.
Audience: Junior High and above.

"WEED"
Yea.:-1971.
Time: 24 minutes.
Source: Encyclopedia Britanniea Education Corporation, 425 N. Michigan

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611.
Date evaluated : November 16, 1971.
Synopsis : The film covers some legal,- historical and sociological aspects of

inarijnana. The mother of a 17 year old, arrested and booked on charges of mail-.
juana possession, discusses the implications of the charge with his lawyer. A.
variety of opinions aboutmarthiana use and its effects are expressed lq users,
ex-users, and-some adults whose opinions are obtiously based on misinformation.
The film reviews what is now known about physical effects of marijuana and dis-
cusses current research efforts. Marijuana's growth, cultivation, a history of its
use and the misinformation prevalent in the71930's are briefly reviewed. A coin-
bination'of live filth, stills, and:cartoons are used.
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Evaluation: The Committee had mixed feelings about this film. Generally.
however, it was felt that the factual content, especially regarding the legal
aspect, is not current or accurate. Although it was felt that the filial discussed
many juestiOnS frequently asked about marijuana, the Committee felt I hat it
tries to tell too much, resulting in generalizations and making conclusions
difficult.

Rating: Unacceptable.
"wfrAT WOULD von nor"

Tear: 1971.
Time : 3 lints (1) 12 minutes, (2) 12 minutes, (3) 19 minutes.
Source: Film Distributors International, Inc., 213 South Olive, Los Angeles,

California 90007.
Date evaluated : November 17, 1971.
Synopsis: (1) "The Model Problem, Behavior." Two boys are standing In a

school cafeteria line. They both begin disrupting the line by pushing. One of the
boys Is finally pushed hard and falls hitting" the tray of food of another boy
coming out of the cafeteria.

(2) "Drugs in the Home." A small boy has cut his finger. He goes to the bath-
room medicine cabinet to get a hand aid. After looking at the medicines on the
shelves, he removes a bottle of. n, pith'. As he is about to ()pen it, his mother calls
hint, t

(3) "Stranger." A small :.1.1 school with sonic of her friends, and oi
viously they enjoy walking t the corner they part company, and the
girl walks on by herself. She coitis :',non a parked ear in which there is sea t-'1
a nice - looking man. Ile looks at int! girl, smiles and Invites her to get in the ear,
saying that he will drive her home.

(4) "Pills." A young girl is attracted to some of the packages her mother has
just brought home from shopping. With a healthy curiosity, she opens sonic pre.
seription medicine bottles -and looks at the pills. Iler mother then enters the
room and hurries toward her daughter.

(5) "Tobacco and Alcohol." A father and son are relaxing together. to the
living room. When the father leaves the room. the boy' looks at the cigarette
that his father left on the ashtray. Ile goes over, takes at puff or two and be-
gins to spotter and cough. Ile also takes a sip of a eau of beer.

(0) "Volatile Chemienlis." A brother and sister are worldng in the bedroom. The
girl is spraying a wig with hairspray and the boy is painting a picture. Suddenly
they both become dizzy.

(7) "Marijuana." A sixth grade boy is approached by an older boy. A police
ear Is parked nearby. The older boy quickly reaches out his hand to the younger
boy and passes him a marijuana cigarette.

Evaluation : The Committee felt that these films will be valuable in stimula Gag
children to think independently about the consequences of the choices they make
311141 to help them develop ti sense of values. The films do not stress only problems
of drug abuse. The Committee felt that these films are excellent openers to class-
room discussion. The films are current and.present realistic day-to-day situations.

Rating: Excellent ; acceptable.
Audience: Elementary school.

DIORLIGITTR OF DRUG EMICATION IN VIRGINIA

This summary has been prepared to present concise information about what has
happened in drug education in Virginia since the first law was passed in 11J25.
This Iaw says:

"Study of rails of alcohol. and narcotics . . . In physiology and hygiene the
textbook and course of study shall treat the evil effects of alcohol and other
narcotics on the human system."

On March 0, 1009. Dr. Woodrow W.' Wilkerson, went a Memorandum .(No. 5490)
to all school superintendents focusing attention on the spread of drug abuse
and stressing the importance of providing appropriate instruction in public
schools about drugs and the dangers of drug abuse.

A guide, Drug. and Drag Abuse, was published as a resource unit for health
and physical education teachers in the intermediate. junior, and senor -high
schools. It was prepared to help school administrators and health edueation

liS
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teachers recognize symptoms of .,drug abuse, assist them in dealing with the drug
abuser. and to provide instruction about the dangers involved in the use of drugs.
Copies of the publication w7re distributed to all school divisions in January 1970.

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION,-MARCH 197 0

Recognizing the growing seriousness of the drug abuse problem, the General
Assembly agreed to "House Joint Resolution No. 122" requesting local school
boards to intensify their instructional programs dealing with drugs and Drng
abuse and take other appropriate action to prevent drug experimentation and
drug abuse among pupils on school property.

* * * * * * *

STATE HOARD OF EDUCATION'S RESOLUTION ON DRUG ABUSE

The State Board of Education, at its April 1970. meeting, passed a resolution
which called upon local school officials to implement House Joint Resolution No.
122. It also recommended that local school boards provide inserviee training
opportunities to inform all teachers about the harmful effects of drug abuse.

* * * * * * *

FE!'".RAL GRANT FOR VIRGINIA'S DRUG EDCCATION PRCGRAH FOR TEACHERS

'Virginia received an Education Profession Development Act (EPDA) grant of
$08.000 for 197J -71 school year. The grant enabled the Department of Education
to supplement its on-going drngeducation program in the following ways :

1. A staff member was employed to Coordinate the drug education program.
2. Four workshops were conducted to train representatives from local school

divisions.

Location of workshop

Nornber of
school

Number in divisions
attendance represented

Madison College 45 24
Old Dominion University 29 24
Radford College ' 41 23
Virginia Commonweafth University 53 30

Total. 168

3. In-service teacher education programs, coordinated by representatives
trained in the workshops, were conducted in local school divisions.

4. Regional Mectings.Nine regional meetings were conducted in the fall of
1970 for those who participated in the summer training workshops and who were
responsible for coordinating in-service teacher education in their localities.

)

Place
Number in
attendance

Number of
school

divisions
represented

Roanoke 23 10
Abingdon 26 14
Halifax 19 8
Staunton 20 11
Orange 12 10
Richmond City 17 11
Portsmouth 21 10
Warsaw 22 7

Fairfax 39.,. 4

Total 193 83
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Drug Education NileT6.1.-1n May 1971 the Health and Physical Education
scri(e of the Peparitnent of Education eonducted'a brief survey of local school
ink :sjoID; to coli4,(4 Information about the proldon of drug abuse and drug educa-
tion in the scloads. The information gathered from ihe survey was included in
a report to the State Board of Education.

*
(fldidelines for Establishing t Policy end Procedures for Drug Discovery in

selends were developed and were approved by the State Board of Education on
Jannary '29, 1971. A Prototype Policy and Procedures for Drug Discovery in
schools was made available on November 5. 1971.

Dr J971 the Department of Education received a grant fot:$51.007 from the Law
Enforcement Administration which was used to purchase films about drugs and
to"develop,a bulletin for use with the films. Prints of 13 films were purchased and

11hCed in the five regional film libraries maintained by the State Department of
1:dt:cation. Copies of the bulletin. Drug Education Films Available Through State
road Regional filar Libraries were distributed to all schools.

The following regulation on Instruction in. Drugs and Drug Abuse Education
im.,:ed by the State Board of Education in duly 1071:

The elementary and secondary schools shall include in the health education
classes Instruction in drags and drug abuse beginning with the 1971-72 school
year.

In addition. it is the Board's position by official action that the elementary and
secondary schools should incorporate without undue duplication instruction on
dress and drug abuse in other subjects such as civics, government, science, and
home economics which have appropriate contributions to make to the overall drug
etlacation program."

*

Revised health education guides for grades K-12 were distributed,to all schools.
TheSe present. a comprehensive health education program which focuses attention
in current health problems. The guides Nathan information relative to drugs and
their use and abuse. Drug education in Virginia is a part of a comprehensive
health education program.

S.

Virginia received an increase of $39.700 in its federal grant for 197242-which
was used to:

1. Provide a staff member to continue work with the local school divisions,
commit/ay agencies, youth, and pilot projects,. .,

2. Conduct eight drug education institutes during the smuttier of 1971 for rep-
resentatives from local school divisions. Each school division was invited to send
a team composed of a representative from the community. from time elementary
and secondary schools, and a youth. The program for the institutes was centered
armild new and innovative approaches to drug education.

Lastion of workshops

Number attending

Community Education Youth

Madison College, July 12-16 8 28 13
Madison College, July 19-23 11 36 16
Fixtford College, July 26-30 S 25 23
Radford College, Aug. 2-6 12 27 II
014,Dominion University, July 26-30 6 25 13
Old*Dominion University, Aug, 2-C S 33 10
Virginia Commonwealth University, July 26-30 11 34 9
Virginia Commonwealth University, Aug. 2-6 16 46 19

Total 82 254 - 114

Suggested Guidelines for School, Youth, and .Community Involvement' were
developed hi the in:dilutes.

3. Conduct 19 regional meetings in the fall of 1971. At these meetings Bp re-
visod health education guider: were presented, and content related to drugs, their
use and abuse, was discussed.
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Non. It is estimated that between 90 and 9:5 percent of school administrators
and teachers in the State received drug education in the workshops, institutes,
and/or the regional meetings during 1010-71.

4. Conduct the drug education survey again in May 1971.
*

Five Pilot Research Projects were operated during 1971-72 with the assistance
of the' State Department of Education in the following school divisions : Taze-
well, Portsmouth, Winchester, Charlottesville, and Chesterfield, The projects
were conducted for the following purposes :

a. To determine how knowledgeable the students in grade eight were about
drugs, their use, and abuse:

It. To evaluate the effectiveness of certain conimercially produced materials.
c. To test the effectiveness of in-service education programs for teachers.
A test was develbped for use in the projects.

* *
'Virginia received another increase of $39,700 in its Federal grant for 1972-73..

The additional funds have been or will be used in th following. ways :
1.. To continue one staff position.
NorE,A supervisor of drug education was appointed (December 1072) to

Coordinate the program. She is paid from State funds.
2. To conduct 15 regional meetings for school administrators and guidance

counselors.. These were held for the following purposes :
a. To discuss the role of the school principal In drug education.
h. To discuss the role of the guidance courselor in the school's drug

education program.
c. To review the State Board of Education's regulations relative to drug

education in the schools and to discuss the health education enrriculutu
guides.

el. To discuss the Guidelines for Establishing a Policy cad Procedure for
Drug Discovery. in Schools and Prototype Policy and Procedures for Drug
Discovery in Schools.

The following is a report on attendance at the Meetings :

Location
Guidance

counselors

Principals and
assistant

principals Others Total

Norton 22 5 1 28
Mallon 15 18 2 35
Roanoke Co 29 24 4 57
Staunton 20 22 2 44
Front Royal 14 8 4 25
Arlington 65 51 21 137
Madison 25 11 8 44
Appomattox 27 21 5 53
Halifax 32 29 9 70
Richmond 25 17 9 51
King George 15 14 1 30
Willtamsburg 42 25 3 70
Stony Creek 13 20 5 38
Suffolk 51 26 5 82
Onancock 8 9 4 21

Total 403 300 82 785

* * 4 * * * *
Six pilot research projects in drug education were conducted during the .1972-

73 school year in Tazewell, Portsmouth, Ilenrico, Newport News. Roanoke
County. and Roanoke City. These were conducted for the purposes stated for
the 1071 -72 projects and to determine the effectiveness of various teaching
men hods. .

The test used in 1971-72 was revised and used in the 1972-73 projects.

A BIIILIoullApiti OF FILMS ON DRUG ABUSE AVAILABLE THROUGH, STATE AGENCIES.

DANVILLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Films are available for the public from Mr. Frank. Wilder; Coordinator of
the Learning Laboratory, Audi-o-Visuat Depatment,Danville CommunityCollege,

_Danville, Va.
Ti visit films available are:
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1. I,:;11-1Irsight or Insanity (2R minutes). The film begins with a good-natured
at teenage faddism : such as, (lollies, hair styles. et., and then newes

en to less desirable tads: sneli as gang lights, 'chicken elmtests", and drag
experimentation. The possibility that LSD exercises damaging genetic effeets
on human beings is emphasized. This is illustrated by scenes of deformed
fetuses carried by guinea pigs that were dosed with LSD in pregnancy, along
with photos of ehronatsomal breaks and almormaities associated with human
legislation. The film closes with a warning by former U.S. Food and Drug
i'inanissliam.r James Goddard that LSD experimentation is like playing
Russian Ralnlette, Film narrated by Sal Mine°.

Kran: DEPARTNINNT OP EDUCATION

riInw are available I 11 l'ollgil pithily school systems from Bureau of Teachiag
Materials. Stale I hqiartment of Edneathm. Riclunoml,'Va.

.

Those films a va i la I do are:
1. .eh! 127 minutes), From the death of a boy on LSD to the success of LSD

treatments in eurbing a leeholism. "ACID.' explores the unpredictable power
of this ehemical tiger. Trips, paid and bad, are portrayed and diseussed by
young acid takers, so is their apathetic life style. Selentists report l'OSNI MI
4111 LSD and point out major areas in which answers have yet to lie fimml.
Relationships on LSD to (Teal ivity, In love, and to the ego are examined
objectively.

2. The Drag S'eenr ( la minutes). The film presents a spontaneous discnssion by
young ex-drag users. Information is given which will aid the students in
forming opinions about drugs. It suggests positive ways for "turning on to
life." This film provides the teacher with a springboard for aim i'.2scussion
about contemporary problems. The youth in the film are not actors, nor was a
script used.

3. Drags and The Nervous System (1S minutes). Describes physiological anal PgY-
etiological effects of various drugs. The film discusses glue-sniffing. slim-
latil S. depressants, opium derivatives. marihuana and LSD. Therapeutic uses
and results of abuse of each class of drugs are explained.

4. Groariny a31 minutes). A group of teenagersdrug users, nownsers, former
usersconfront one another in a series of discussions on drug use. The group.
talks about the reasons for trying various drugs and individual experiences
with drugs. Members of the group present arguments against drug use in a
"tell it like it is" sett hag.

. 11+2 l"2 minutes). Designed to raise questions and stimulate dismission about
drug addiction and society's responsibility regarding this !ambient, 11+2
documents the frustrations and failure of two actual heroin addicts. Follow.;
illg them fair two rears. one identified with Alvin and Marilynwith their
hopes, dreams, and despair. Both Alvin and Marilyn undergo rehabilitation
and are released to face pressures and responsibilities. Both are determined
to stay clean and build a new life style for themselves and their families.
Why then are they busted again? Is heroin itself the real enemy, or are there
other factors beyond their control which could be responsible for their
failure?

6. Heroin 1221,i minutes). This film deals with the expectations of drug userS;
the addiction cycle: the goals. problems, successes. and failures of substi-
tutive programs :anvil as methadone therapy and the distribution elan ill in
drag traffic. Discussions with-legislators, public health offieirds, members of
community- and government-sponsored treatment and rehabilitation Nutters,
policemen. psychiatrists,- and drag users reveal that, while there may he
eimtradietfiry arguments about the best treatment for drug lasers, there is no
disagreement abort -the damaging effects of heroin use-I-physically and
psychologically,

.

7. Hooked A 20 minutes). The film consists of a series of statements and dismis-
sion with ex-heroin addicts from various socio-ellmic backgrounds. They
have been cured ter various periods ranging to two years. They project an
air of honesty and colleen n.s they discuss their personal problems.

8. Tripper Films (3 three-minute films). The tree "Trigger Films" on drugs
suggest the drug scene without showing sit 1). stereotypes as needles, pills,
and land trips. They ask the teenagers to I 4k within themselves to see why
drugs might be tempting to them. They ar called 'Trigger Films'. because
their purpose is to trigger discussion. TI are open ended. They are not
information packages. The film is divid(41 into flaw distinct films. At the
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end of each film there must he adequate time for discussion; The three
films are : (1) Linda, (-2) The Door, and (3) The Window.

9. Up Pill/Down Pill (231/2 minutes). This film presents a drama which shows
the different life styles of Roger, a teenage dropout who uses pills to escape
the boredom of his life and his dishwasher job, and Charlie. an old man
who is directing his energy toward- rebuilding an old boat. The story fol-
lows their gradual friendship from the time Charlie finds Roger living on
his boat to the tragedy which apparently forces Roger to make some im-
portant decisions.

10. Ups/Downs (24 minutes). Those pills in the medicine cabinet can become
destroyers of minds and bodies. This fact grows increasingly apparent as
the film examines the "pep-you-up" amphetamine and the "slow-you-down"
barbiturates. Mu b of the evidence is given by young people. They tell of
being trapped on diet pills, pep pills, speed, and barbs. How our pill -pop-
ping society fosters abuse of these sometimes useful drugs, how severe a
user's dependence on them can be, and what's involved in getting free of
them are among the topics explored.

11. What Would You. Do? (3 films (12), (12), and (19) ) "The Model Problem.
Behavior" (1). Two boys are standing in a school cafeteria line. They both
begin disrupting the line by pushing. One of the boys is finally pushed hard
and falls hitting the tray of food of another boy coming out of the cafeteria.
"Drugs In The Home" (1). A small boy has cut his finger. He gOes to the
bathroom medicine cabinet to get a bandage. After looking at the moll-
cines on the shelves, he removes a bottle of aspirin. As he is about to open
it, his mother calls to him.
"The Stranger" '(1). A small .girl leaves school with some of her friends.
and obviously they enjoy walking together. At a corner they part emu-
pany, and the girl walks on by herself. She comes upon a parked car in
which there is seated a nice-looking man. He looks at the girl, smiles, and
invites her to get into the car, saying that he will drive her home.
"Pills" (2). A young girl is attracted to some of the packages her mother.
has just brought home from shopping. With. a healthy curiosity she opens
some prescription medicine bottles and looks at the pills. Her mother then
enters the room and hurries toward her daughter.
"Tobacco and Alcohol" (2). A father and son are relaxing together in the
living rooM. When the father leaves the room,-tlie boy looks at the ciga-
rette that his father left on the ash tray. He goes over, takes a puff or two,
and begins to sputter and cough. He also takes a sip irom a can of beer.
"Volatile Chemicals" (3). A brother and sister are working in the bed-
room. The girl is spraying a wig with hair spray and the .boy is spray-
painting a picture. Suddenly the boy becomes dizzy.
"Marihuana" (3). A sixth-grade, boy is approached by an older boy. A
police car is parked nearby. The older boy quickly reaches out his hand
to the younger boy and passes him a marihuana cigarette.

DEPARTMENT OF *MENTAL HYGIENE AND HOSPITALS

Films are available for the public from Mrs. Helen Long, Department of Men-
tal Hygiene and HospitalS, P.O. Box 1797, Richmond, Va.

Those films available are :
I. HookedSee State Department of Education page 2 for synopsis. .-
2. Focus on Marihuana ,.(15 minutes). Both sides of some arguments Often used

for smoking marihuana are explored in four situations in which teenagers
face peer pressure. Tommy Roe narrates.

3. Focus on Downers (15 minutes). Vignettes illustrates how Larbiturate can
lead to death. The narrator. Greg. Morris. questions the reasons why young
people abuse barbiturates. A representative of the Los Angeles Free Clinic
explains why barbiturate withdrawal should occur only Under medical su-
pervision and over a period of several weeks. '

4. Focus on Uppers (15 minutes). The film explores.reasons amphetamines
are used and presents some social, physical and psychological outcomes
from amphetamine abuse.

5. A. Moveable Scene (15 minutes). ThiS film was originally part of a three-part
series called "Distant Drummer." It is more or less a survey of the interL -

tionai youth and drug scene ranging from California, London, Istanbul, and
Kathinandu.
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VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY

Films are available for entertainment purposes only. They cannot be Shown
where a fee is charged. They can be obtained through the Virginia State Library
or the Richmond City Library, Richmond, Virginia.

Those films available are :
1. Beyond LSD (25 minutes). The film dramatizes a medical doctor's discussion

with neighborhood parents who are concerned with their teenagers long hair,
dress and music styles indicate an involvement with LSD. The physician
says the parents are victims of alarmist reactions and urges them to 'Tool
down!' and channel their concern towards listening to and communicating
with their childrenrIn a film clip shown to the parents, J. Thomas Unger-
leider, Professor of Psychiatry at the University of California at L.A., relates
the problem of LSD use to the communication gap which he says encourages
teenagers to turn to drugs for help with their Problem.

2. LSD Insight or Insanity See Danville Community College page 1 for
synopsis.

DEPARTMENT OP STATE POLICE

Films are reserved for. Police use only.
Those films available to Police are:

1. A Moveable Scene See Department of Mental Hygiene and Hospitals page 4
for synopsis.

2. Drugs and the Nervous SystemSee State Department of- Education page 2
for synopsis.

SOUTHWESTERN VIRGINIA. COmmtINITY COLLEGE

Films are available to the public from Dr. Charles R. King. President, Office
of the President, Southwestern Virginia Community College, Richlands, Va.

Those films available age
I. 'gong (20 minute!;). This film relates the experience of two heroin addicts

a middle class white male and an inner-icty black girl. A narrator de-
scribes how a 40 dollar poppy crop in Turkey becomes a 280 thousand
dollar heroin supply in the streets of New York. It also focuses on several
rehabilitation houses and the use of methadone in the rehabilitation
process.

V. P. I. &S. U.

Films are available to the public from Chemicals and Drugs Pesticides Unit,
202 Price Hall, V. P. I. & S. U., Blacksburg, Va.

Those films available are
1. A. Moveable P^eneSee Department of Metal Hygiene and Hospitals page

4 for synopsis.
2. Drugs and the Nervous SystemSee State Department of Education Page

2 for synopsis.

-Mr. BRADE1[AS. I have had the opportunity to. look only at the
statement of Dr. Peterson, and I must say it is very impressive. indeed.
I note particularly, as you indicate yout endorsement of the legislation
extending this act, your critical ,statement with respect to the budget
rationale of the administration -in killing off the drug abuse education
program. You note that rationale which says that Federal support up
to now has focused sufficient attention on these problems, and has pro:
vided models for dealing with them, so that the Federal effort can now
be diminished, and State local agencies can continue work in these
areas.

My own feeling is that that attitude is pure nonsense, it is absurd,
inaccurate and ridiculous. Am I too gentle in my description?

Dr. PETERSON. I don't think so. We think the adniinistration uses
two opposing arginnentseither it is working and we can let it go
or it has not worked so we have to let that go and try somethino. else.

Mr. KELL-K. 'We have a saying in Virginia, Mr. Chairman, that every
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ime we run out of money for a program they say "Use revenue shar-
ing," and we s-ay that goes along with the same statement in history
as 'Let them eat cake."

Mr. BRADEALAS. Well, we have a h.,t of dishonest people running the
show in this town, unless you had not noticed it. It is not only Water=
gatethey are totally dishonest in their attitude toward this program.

Now you are spokesman for the States. How much State money
that is State tax dollarsgoes into drug abuse education programs of
a kind provided under the Drug Abuse Education Act ?

Dr.. PETERSON. These gentlemen can perhaps speak for Maryland and
Virginia, and we have a request from New jersey-to testify at one
your later dates of liearings as to the money in New Jersey.

Mr. Iintm. For the State of Maryland, in the first year of. the pro-
gram we received $21,800 from the State Board of Health Public
Works and $50,000 from the Division of Instructional Television but
actually only the $21,800 came from State funds. For the last 2 years
of our proarams we received no funds at all from the State

6ffovern-ments..Wet7have been operating on the budget that we received from
the Office of Education.

Mr. KRUX. Mr. Chairman, in the State of Virginia in 1970 through
1971 we received $68,000 to begin a program and you have the cur-
ricula which is one of the developments of that program, given to the
members of the committee.

1971 through 1972 is $39,000 to train a very tight in-core group of
teachers who would be able to handle that type of curricula that we
have. In 1972-73 we anticipate $39,700 but that is just in anticipation
at this point and we are not too sure that that is going to come about.
Asa comparison at the same time one of the therapeutic communities
in the State of Virginia received $95,000 last year to run "an education
program" aS part of its units which was strongly gone against by
the single State agency but' we were not paid attention to. The program
has now been dubbed a failure and it is going to be closed.

The funds also have been passing tc other. "educational endeavors"
throughout the Commonwealth into police departments to run so-called
educational programs which are really training programs. giving out
brochures on what the drugS look like and much of the same testimony
you have heard this morning. I think one interesting thing for the
subcommittee is the following. As an example, one policeman called
me about 3 or 4 weeks ago aasaid. "We just picked somebody up with

brochure with all the drugs and it is colored and has pictures on it."
I said, "Well. why is that interesting?"'

He said: "It is interesting of what the .kid said. He is 16
Sears old. and obtained the brochure from the Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs and he is using it as a guide to buy drugs with.
He said. 'If the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. said this
is a drug, that is what I buy:and nothing else.' "

That. is a good example. cut missing your mark or your market.
Mr. BRLTALAS. Is it. fair to conclude that, at least as of 1973, the

State 'governments in this county have not invested any substantial
an-Muni; of money in drug abuse education?

Mr. KEnt. I would say for the State of Maryland, yes, we have put
in a supplemental budget for the last 2 years and for the last. 2 years it
has been knocked out of the budget.
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Mr. linkniAs. Well, I raise. this problem for a couple of reasons.
What we are seeing in respect to drug. abuse education, it seems to me,
is repeated elsewhere when we get into this argument about revenue
sharing and categorical aid. My own judgment', based on observation
over 15 years as a member of this committee, is that thetStiite govern-
ments simply. don't rush in to earmark State tax dollars for a lot of
these categorical programs that members of this subcommittee have
determined to be national priorities. So unless time Federal GOVOTIlment
provides the funds, there is not going to be any money. That. is about
the sum and substance of it in Marylftnd ?

Mr. KEIM. Our office is up next year, it might be funded.
Mr. Bit:mini-As. When it comes to revenue sharing everybody and bis

brother is going to be beating on the door to get a piece of that money,
isn't that true ?

Mr. ICEnr. Very much so.
1111.. Bumumns. You are going to be left out in the cold.
Mr. BASS. That is federally funded under this act. The first year of

operation we were funded $100,000. That is the only drug education
"program" in the city of Baltimore. The second year we received $100,-
000. We were continued to July limit we have been cut to $50,000. It
still represents the only drug education effort in the city of Baltimore.

Mr. KELty. Mr. Chairman. the State of Virginia put in about $10,-
000 'between 1072 and this date in drug education because we are very
deeply in a program, and I say this tentatively becanse we have not
gotten to the Point of evaluating that, and that will come through my
office. I carry commission rank on the State level. We are going to
evaluate the program but put that kind of money into it because we
feel that it needs a fully integrated program as we have been speaking
about this morning.

We use drug education with that. We push the needs of changing
attitudes and teaching children in kindergarten through 12..That is
what those two -0.reen books are all about, that you can change your
feelings of hostility and your needs and loneliness through your own
mind:

Mr. BnAnEmAs..-I am struckby several other points in the statement
of Dr. PetorSon, one of which is related to what has just been said,
namely : the administration is budgeting twice as much money for
drug abuse law enforcement and treatment and rehabilitation, as-it
would spend cn prevention. That is shutting the barn door after the
horse is gone.

Second, the administration transferstlie effort to the National In-
stitutes of Mental 'Health . which is 'a splendid institution but does
not have much to do with the school system,of the country, which is the
system to which this legislation is in large measure directed. In
NIMH drug education would, I fear, get lost.

Third,- as you have indicated, Dr. Peterson, in 1073,- about 30 per-
cent of the money was channeled to colleges and universities which
I think was not at all what Mr. Meeds and.I, sponsors of this legisla-
T-ni, had in mind: Have you any further comment to make on any of

those three points?
Dr. PETERSON. Mr. Chairman, the curriculuni is often denounced

as being patronizing, and unsophisticated in the eyes of the students.
and I .fee1 that devoting that much money to channeling it through
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university a? pices is not gOing to close the gap between speaking of.
students language and getting the message across and that is why
I raised that point.

Mr. Gene Bass is the Director of Project Dawn in Baltimore. Mr.
Bass was not introduced at the outset. Perhaps he has a comment.

Mr. BASS. I think one of the kinds of things that is happening is
that we have been linable to clearly define in our own minds what
we mean when we talk about drug-abuse because-We-have bcen unable
define it. We are unable to say whether it has or has not worked.

iSecondly, we have pulled in the word "rehabilitation" and used
it at, any point that other words don't fit and we make it fit our situa-
tion. I think until we can draw some real lines of demarcation be-
tween what is drug education and we can make some decision as to
what it is supposed to do, only then can we make some definitions for
rehabilitation.

If we concerned with rehabilitation, I think we are doomed
for failure because I think we are saying you have to fail before you
can be helped [yid they sort of mix these two words up. You talk about
drug education, and no one is concerned about awareness, and I don't
think we can even start to deal with this. This is in reality a problem.
I don't think we can start to deal with it until we have educated our-
selves about it and I don't see any other better word than the word
"education" but we have gotto- define-it in this particular context.

Mr. Knim. I think also Mr. Bass said total awareness of community.
One of the counties in our State has developed a curriculum Kinder-
ga rten through 12 called Drug Education Through Understanding
a self and it deals a great -cgal with meeting emotional needs and
discussing problems and coping. I asked if this s was the curriculum
that is being used in the school system and he .said, "No, the. comity
board has not approved of it because we think it is a bunch of games
and the. teachers are playing with the kids." So until we educate even
adMinistrators in drug awareness, this is a total community problem
and drug education does not have to be meeting emotional needs.

Dr. PETERSON. Mr. Chairman the national priority programs like
environmental education and Indian problems and drug

programs
edu-

cation are mentioned in meeting-those specific problems, but in addi-
tion to-that they bring teachers into a situation in which they must
analyze the whole tram of what they-are doing in every area so that
in environmental education and drug abuse education you get benefits
specifically but you also get a reexamination of the total curriculum
in the school. We see this happen time and time again. -It seems to me
that is, n benefit which is not often pointed to which we have worked
with on some of these programs we have seen.

Mr. KELLY. Mr. Chairman, I know you are getting ready to leave
and it is a. Ibusy day for you. heard yon and the rest of the committee
and I just jotted clown some points of real concern that you had and
maybe getting it from a State agency will give you some idea of how
we feel.

The mini grant program in Virginia as far as we are concerned is a
total disaster. We have had 13 teams come to Washington and 11 of
those teams are dissipated throughout the State. As far as I am con-
cerned the,members of those teams are probably more,frustrated than
when they have here and got the training.' The. two teams that.;are
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working are getting background information from us and technical
assistance from your office.

We take great exception to some of the reports that have come out
about drug education. It hits very hard on drug education. At the
same time it is talking about drug -training which Virginia does not
allow in schools. We don't allow drug training in schools. We, don't
allow police officers or doctors or pharmacists in the schools. In fact,
we don't allow about 77 of the top 100 films in Virginia schools. We did
our own survey on them and we don't like them. We have guidelines
and what audiences they are alloweI to be used for. If they want, to
call that censorship, they may go ahead and call it censorship but
that, is the way it will have to he.

lrrrr 0,1ucat ion is in trouble in this country today because. we have
not defined the difference between education and training and which
market, which entity. I think that I am in support of H.R. 4715 and
I think the State is. I think we need more money in the area like this
if we are beginning to see results. I thin': we have to do the same thing
in education.

Mr. BIRADMIAS. As I listen to you gentlemen, before I vietd to Mr.
Meads, I just make this observation. It seems to me as we look at drug
abuse education that we have a _very serious intellectual problem de-
fining, what we are talking, about and developing-some sort df criteria
flit anre scientifically acceptable mid objective. Second, having done
that, we should be looking at some efforts in the field, and evaluating
them in a scientifically honest way. So our (list problem is one of
reason, it is thinking. about the issue intelligently.

Our seeond problem, it seenis to me, is a politieal problem; it is not
a partisan problem as between Democrats and Republicans, it is an
institutional problem between the Congress and the. President, to be
very blunt 'about it. And I world not be so put out with the President
i f he would say publicly, "I think drug abuse educatiOn is a bad idea,
I ani against it, I am going to do everything I can to kill it" and then
give us the budget he has because that is the effect of what he has done.
But, instead he makes these speeches about how essential it is that
we have drug abuse education, and how important it is to our .ydung
people.that we make progress in this direction, and then he gives us
a budget the effect of which is to kill any efforts to cope with the
problem.

So it is the administration's dishonesty.--to be as kind as I can
that upsets me about this. I think you have made a very compelling
joint statement here of the need for moving ahead with intellectual
honesty and confessing the difficulty of the problem so that we can
try to come to grips with it. I am very grateful to you for your
testimony..,

Mr. Meeds.
Mr. ME Ors. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I can only echo

your sentiments I think in all respects but I was also particularly, as
the chair an says, struck by the statement about the costs of education
and the osts of law enforcement. As Dr. Peterson points out in his
statemen , Mr. Chairman, it is not twice as much, it is 10 times as much
that will be spent on the increase in law enforcement against drug
abuse which is $93 million, in 1972,' and in 1974 the Department of
Justice will receive $6.4 million for all drug abuse Prevention. There
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are some things other than education in there although I Ha.; we
have to look at all the education. So it is over 11 times as much and it
seems to me that we are right back where we were in 1909 when we
first started hearings on this legislation with a very unsympathetic
administration and dealing in almost the same fashion that we are
dealing with the procrram -3 disasters. 4 disasters years later.

Thank you very mu*ch gentlemen. We appreciate it.
BIZADEMAS. Thank you very much, gentlemen.

We are adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12 :30 p.m., the rzubcommittee adjourned.]
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 30, 1973

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
Snr,rc.r SCBCO:NIMPTTEE ON EDUCATION

OP TIM Commrrr Er. ON EDUCATION AND LABOR.
iVashington, D .0 .

Tim subcommil tee net at 9:45, a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 2261.
Thi burn Hrmse Office Building, Hon. John Brademas (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present : Representatives Brademas, bleeds, and Lehinan.
Stair members present : Jack G. Duncan, _counsel; Martin La Vor,

minority legislative assoCi ate ; Christina M. Orth, assistant to majority
counsel.

Mr. BRADE,afAs..TlirSelect Subcommittee on Education will come to
carder for the impose of hearing further testimony on-H.R. 4715 and
related bills to extend the Drug Abuse Education Act.

The chairman Wants to recognize the originator and principal spon-
sor of this legislation, the gentleman from Washington, Mr. Meeds, to
p reSeiit the w ti less.

Mr.11.1Euns. Thank you very much; Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to introduce to the subcommittee the next witness. At

the outset, may I thank the chairman for arranging this sr' vial hear-
ing-because we missed him 5 minutes after he left on the plane,when we
called to say the hearing had been postponed,

So, I appreciate thechairm; n coming to hear this special testimony.
I think the will find the time well worth his while becauSe in
glancing through the testimony of the witness it reminds me of what I
have always known about him. and that is that he is an extremely

articulate, capable, and resourceful State supervisor of health education
in the State of Washington.

He has not only given us his own impressions but has clone a great
deal of research. with other drug abuse educators and incledill it in his
testimony. 8o, it is a pleasure to welcome our very fine supervisor of
health eAucation and my' personal friend to the committee.

Mr. BaAor,mts. Go ahead, Dr. Nickerson.

STATEMENT OF_ CARL T. NICKERSON, SUPERVISOR OF HEALTH
EDUCATION, OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF .PUBLIC IN-
STRUCT 'N, STATE OF 'WASHINGTON

Dr. NicKnasox. Chairman Brademas, CongressmanAleeds and mem-
hers of the committee, I am most honored and appreciative that-you
have made. this special effort in order to hear my testimony and allow
me to respond to your questions.

(80
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As you know, I am supervisor for health and drug education pro-
grams for schools in 'Washington State. I and a former classroom
teacher and hold a doctorate degree in education. I am a concerned
parent,.

_

I spent about 70 percent of my working time providitig direct con -
sultation and service. to school districts in my State listening to a nil
observing their problems. I come before you today as a professional
educator who believes that the schools can play a vigorous and vital
role in helping young people develop, maintain and protect t heir
health.

You have before yOur committee my prepared statement and sup-
porting documents. As requested, I have rpared a summary state-
ment.Mr."' _....,ownons consent that his entire prepared sta te-

_meat belaSertect in the itcord.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Without objection, it will be.
[The statement referred to follows :]

STATP.MENT OF CAIIL .1. NICKERSON, En, 1).. SUPERVISOR OF IInALTII EIWCAT 10 N.
OFFICE OP THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, STATE OF

WASHINGTON

My testimony today is in support of 11.R. 4715 and refitted bills to extend the
Drug Abuse Education Act of 11170 (P.L. t)1 -527) and the related appropriations.

Unit has been prepared with communication and help from
co tors in more than hair of the states. Some state directors have provided sop-
ptntive doeninentation, ivhich is faints hl Appendix 1.

First. I believe it is important to establish a point of -Perspective. As recently
as mill-1909 there was very little federal support for drug abuse presentation in
the schools. Then. the Executive Office suddenly released approximately $4.5
million (EPDA) for a, crash program designed to prepare all teachers in the
nation to teach about drug abuse. Shortly thereafter. P.L. 91-527 was made law
without a single dissenting vote in either chamber.-Those of us 111 education. par-
tlentorly at the Slate level, viewed this Act as a tremendous opportunity Ilrmove
forward in this critical area. We felt the funding was less than adequate. but
viewed P.L. 1)1 -527 as a developmental bill anSI accepted the challenge to raise
additional funds from other sources.

On the point-of financing. it is interesting to note that a report dated June.
1072, done by Macro _Systems, Inc., for the D.11.E,W.. contains the following
statements : I

"DIIEW spent over $155 million, or 40 percent of the total $380 million total
federal drug budget appropriated this year. .. . "Of the $155-million, DREW
spent over $20 million for drug education, or less than-10 percent of the total
federal drug budget. "'

Thus. less than 10-percent of available monies were spent on education. If
we could entract from that amount the dollars which-went to other than ele-
mentary and secondary school program, the percentage would be far less.

Let us keep this perspectiVe in mind wilen we hear Ili r "experts" charging
that education has failed. I believe that clear thinking people recognize that .in
spite of the tremendous effort by Congress la passing P.L. 91-527, education.
nationally. has not really been given an opportunity to develop its potential in
the area of drug abuse prevention.

. In spite 'of the many distressing things which hove happened in the admin-
istration of this legislation, some of 'Which I shared with this Committee on
July 21,1972. there hasbeen some very good and positive action as a result of
P.L. 91-527. I would like to, share with you three major points Which many
state directors agree are among the most rewarding results of these funds:

1. Increased sellool-emmunnity tcanitcor.Until the onset of federal support.
many 'communities were. relying on file schools to solve all the existing-

!Evaluation of Drug. Education Program
.lone 19T2 : p. 1.

Main itenort. Macro Systems, Inc.. New fork.
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problems. Through federal grants, we have been able to-bring schools and coin-
; munities together to combat problems of drug abuse anddrug abuse prevention.

This has been a most exciting and rewarding experience.
2, EarmarIxti funds.For the first time. there were funds to state offices ear-

marked for drug education. State directors, many of whom had seen the need
for increased effort in this area years ago. finally had smile money with which
to work. It should be understood that most stale directors have utilized tliee
funds to promote programs including the broad spectrum of drugs in our y
and have included social and psychological as well as physiological elenmits.
Also, attention has been and continues to be devoted to attitudinal aspects of
the problem as well as knowledge.

a. Genera lion of funds front oilier sources.-11. is hard to imagine that many
other federal :11111M1111:It i0118. 1101: tied to matching finals, hate boon able to
generate as inueli hard cash and in -kind funding' as have the finals allocated to
state offices from P.L. 91-521. References to additional lands can be found in
some of the material in Appendix I. Indiana. Idaho. Iowa, Florida and Minne-
sota alone identify over 1,6, million dollars. with very little consideration of in-
kind services and facilities. I would expect more complete figures can be obtained
from the 1".S.O.E.

A There love also been sonic weaknesses in the administration of the Act. First,
there has been an obvious ignoring of some of the apparent CongressiOnal intent
written into the-Act. 1 refer directly to Section 3, (I) 1). (b 2). (Ii 3), and ( b 4).
which relate specifically to the development, demonstration. and evaluation of
curricula. Less than one year ago, in testimony hefore this Committee. the
U.S.O.E. could document only $9.000 of federal dollars specifically spent on drug
curriculum, and this was in F.Y. 69.2'

Curriculum can take many forms, from extremely detailed and prepared for
immediate use in the classroom by any teacher. regardless of competency (Ap-
pendix IT, Exhibit A), to a framework designed to help teachers identify wlmat
they should know before they begin selecting and planning student activities
in essence, a curriculum aimed at the teacher (Appendix II,- Exhibit B).

I contend that without a national modelnot a mandated national curriculum.
but a modelwe do not have a point from which we can readily measure the
differences among the variety of curricnIa already developed or to be developed.
Along with the curriculum model. a model or models for curriculum implementa-
tion and utilization should also be developed. Once this is accomplished, other
data can be gathered and analyzed in relation to the local curriculum. 'and
also compared to its relation to the national model.

I do not profess to he a researcher or an expert statistician. It just makes sense
to me that if one is going to develop a program. lie should start with a model
he can define and with which lie can identify. and measure deviations from that
model before other measurements can have much meaning.

As more programs are identified. clarified, and compared to the national
model. we may indeed be able to see a number of meaningful comparisons from
which we can begin to make logical inferences.

This, believe. should be a great improvement over the current process of
having six or a dozen curriculum guides in the clearing-house and letting people
help themset res. Irt leaving this part of my testimony. I wish to clearly restate
that along with the model curriculum, there must also lie a model for imple-
mentation and Minn' Hon.

I do not. believe this will require more staff at the Office of Education. for
if properly approached and funded. state offices of education could do 11111011
of the work necessary to obtain information. ()ace the national models are de-
veloped. On this point I. have two specific suggestions:

1. An adeqnate number of representatives from State Offices of Education be
involved in each and every step of the planning process

2. The initiattesting be done in one region of the country to develop a prototype
or prototypes. thus reducing the confusion. nia rgin of error. and waste of launching
a program nationwide prior to gaining experience on a smaller scale.

Next. there exists a lack of evidence of long-range planning. In June of 11171. a
group of state directors met at San Francisco. State College and, among other
recommendations. encouraged the U.S.O.E. to develop a long-range plan (two to
four years). to incluaa what needed to he done, who should do it, when, and how to

2 can; ugsz brtorr thr Relert Rdwaillillittrr an I:duration of The Committee on
and Labor, House of IteproseutatIv,...-, Wfisliingt on, D.C., July 1972 : P. 57.
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tell when it was done, We were nnxious to assist in this task because we were
seeking a unified approach and felt. that planning and consistency at the federal
level. with appropriate input from the states, could aid all parties concerned to
he more accountable. Two years later, we find the following recommendation in
the Macro report mentioned earlier :

"IMIEW, through O.A.S.H.S.A. (the Office of Assistant Secretary for Health
and Scientific Affairs), should develop a five-year comprehensive drag education
strategy including mechanisms for planning continuity, implementation tactics;
:Ind evaluation criteria ...!" a

The third major weakness is that the lack of planning has resulted in incon-
sistent programs and areas of lams. The "Help Commintities Help Themselves"
program is an excellent illustration of this point, For example, seventeen "tennis"
from communities in Washington State will he attending a two-week training
program hi California at a cost of $18,299, almost all of which will be spent in
transportation and living expenses. Although our office did have an opportunity
ti read the grant proposals, it was still possible for community groups to bypass
date offices and apply directly to the U.S.O.E. We, like many states, feel we have
the expertise to do our own training and could improve on the training program
hy being able to do considerable in-community preparotion, training, and
follow-up, Incidentally, the U.S.O.E. grant to our state office is $31,300, compared
to the $1$,209 total awarded to seventeen community groups. Those amounts, plus
a proper proportion of the cost of operating a training center in California, would
probably total over $125,000, all of which could lie used to provide in-depth frothing
and assistance to many more than the 100 or so Washingtonians who will travel
to California this year.

In conclusion, I wish to reiterate my thankfulness and appreciation to the mem-
bers of this Committee for your outstanding efforts on behalf of the Youth of our
nation. You have tried to provide for the facilitation and development' of sound
drug education model programs. Much good has conic from this effOrt, but much
remains to be (lone.

The following. recommendations are closely related. Accepting one without the
others would, in any judgment, seriously hamper opportunities for future progress.

I. Although we appreciate the initiative mid leadership of Congressman .heeds
and Peyser in introducing H.11, 4715, we are concerned that the amount of funding
requested for Section 3 projects will allow, at best, a continuation of programs
at the present minimal funding levels. If we are to make up the lost opportunity
for the development,- testing. and evaluation of national curricula models and
program implementation and utilizatiAn models, and if we are to move quickly
and 'boldly to carry out the Congressional intent, we will need more funds. I there-
fore suggest that this Committee consider amending H.R. 4715 (lines 5 through 8)
as follows :

from $15.000.000 tg $50,000.000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1973; from
$20.000,000 to $50,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1974 ; and from
$25.000.000 to $50,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1975.

2. All funds from 91-527 shall he awarded through a state coordinating
body, with a minimum of 50 percent earmarked for the office of the chief state
school official for projects relating to the criteria in Section 3.

Such action would greatly reduce the chances for overlapping and/or conflict-
ing projects within a state, and would increase communication and coordination
of efforts.

This would still enable funds to he 'awarded to projects outside the formal.
school programs; i.e., peer groups programs, ethnic cultural centers, etc.

All grant proposals should he cleared hy the State Coordinating body or agency,
and ;111 fluids should flow through the same group. In most cases, this would be
the same body now responsible for developing the state plan for SAODAP.

Project proposals should coincide with the State Plan. This will greatly increase
the chnnees that ,good programs will last and consistent leadership will be
availa

3. Chief State School Officers or their designees shall have the opportunity to
provide input on policy 'decision and program guidelines concerning drug abuse
prevention educational programs 'before deeisions are mode by the U.S.O.E.

Most state school offices have, or are in the process of developing. haste ednea-
tional goals for the schools in their states. Since most of these are local deciLl,,,,.
it seems logical that states should have a strong voice in federal educational pot-

a Mttcro Systenm Inc., op. cit., pp. 5-9.
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icy decisions and guidelines so they-Icon get funds to nivel their needs. rather
thin change their goals to get funds. it is the most appropriate way the Pederal
Government can have to help meet the specific needs of state school systems in
their efforts to prpc(111. drug ;liaise iii t he-young.-

This recommendation %%land help alleviate many of the problems revolving
rottial the way funds were spent by the 1;.S.O.E. in the post.
4. Finally. by passing the original Act, Congress has taken a forward look to-

a lei the severity to. whieli others become afflicted by many of the social health
problems. I urge this Committee to explore the possibility of creating legislation
and the severity to which others become afflicted by many of the social health
problems. I urge this Committee III I.X1)10TO the possibility of creating legislation
to strengthen the role or flip ,:(.1100: healtli educator. who. as a generalist in the
field of social health problems. could organize programs around the health needs
and interests of children and their parents. thus increasing- the vote:di:1i for
stnatg and consistent leadership at the grass roots level.

PPEN DIN 11

TiptterS :111d 13111p111111 S111111111ries from Sttit(' i)irect(ws of
Editention prop-rams

DEP.11iT NI ENT ot. EDUc.TION.
Tiairatas.vec. 1.7a 31 a !I 11, 1073.

I Ir. NrcKEnsoN.
i4itperriNor of (fetal Is Education, Sqate 1)cpurtment of Education. Old Capitol

imuding, Olympia. Wax!).
C Am..: This is n response to your request for information concerning use

of citds in Florida.
1. coop nosE Ix I'LORIDA

Federal State
Year funds funds

1970 t) 1971 82, 000 76, 400
1371 to 1972. 48,100 59,000
1972 to 1973 .48,_100 52, 000

a. Hired a state coordinator to coordinate the Drug Education Training Pro-
gram and the efforts a (IT (counties) local school districts, 28 community
colleges and 9 state no Yersi ties,

b. Each school district. and institution of higher learning has appointed a
coordinator to work ,with the state coordinator for drug education purposes.
(they are not paid by "or" funds)

2. CONottoToo TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

a. Trained slate team to train 9 regional teams,
I. Trained 9 regional teams to train 07 county teams,
c. Trained 07 county teams to train 2200 school tennis.

3. PROJI:CT OPPORTUNITY PROtt RAM

a. Set aside 825.000 from federal and state budget each of the last two years
for %l-hat we call Project Opportunity Program. It allows one of the 104
school districts and/or institutions to undertake a project (if awarded by
a reriew committee) to make a contrilmtion in their own locale with the stipula-
tion that they share their project results with the rest of the coordinators in the
state.

11. No project was awarded more than $2500 or less than $1000.
e. It strengthens our philosophy of "partners in the learning process".

4. EALTII COORDINATORS PROJECT

a. Summer course for 25 school health coordinators.
Ii. ProjectatEniversity of South Florida (Tampa ).

9S-972-73-7
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c. It is required (in Florida) that every school in the state appoint a school
health coordinator to focus, attention on (1) health instruction (2) health
environment (3) health services.

* Yom. Carl, we are trying to blend drug education and other health issues
as part of a comprehensivehealth education program.

5. STATE HEALTH' suuckturs coNFERENes

a. Militarily for county health eon toot people. but we also invite voItiohtry
agencies and other people outside of education ; this strengthens our position
for utilizing resources..

b. This year's conference was keyed toward legislation for our Comprehensive
Health Education Act of 1973 which will put us in great shape as far as health,
(Olen din/ is concerned.

1.1. STATE I1EAI.TII ClIRRIC171.17M GUIDE

11. Developed guide entitled "Ideas in Irealth Education."
li. It includes ai drug unit.

Nyrr.We are using drug monies for lwall h education.
rarl. those are major projects. We also put out a monlhly newsletter. flits-

tribute materials and serve on many committees. etc. just as everyone else.
We are concerned with strengthening pre-service opportunities and also in-

service education as we'l as comprehensive health education. This is our
direction withadditional funding.

We hope that this provides stone assist once to you. Keep in touch.
Sincerely pairs,

T.ours V. MonEr.r.i,
Stair Coordinator.

Drug Education Training Program.

DEPARTMENT of EDUCATION.
Boise, Idaho, May 15..1:1;3.

1-11% CART. N1CRERSON,
S:nperrisOr, Health. Education,
Ohl Capitol Building,
Olympia, Wash.

I1 :Alt CARL I; certainly enjoyed last weel: and the opportunity to visit with
you. Len, and Paul, even though it seems we never ha vi' rMghtime to get every-
(hi tig ;:tecomplislied.

I am continually amazed with your enthusiasm. vitality. and energy, in pur-
suing 4111r conomin -Interest of a better comprehensive health education program,
Please continue to tight for our rights.

I do hope the enclosed information will be of some assistanee for you during
Four testimony- in Washington. next week. Tf the information is not complete
please give me 2 call doling your short stay bark in your office.

Warnaest regards,
STAN OLSON.

Consultant, Drug Education.
It. would he difficult to provide hard data voncerning the effectiveness of the

Drug Education program in Idaho during the past three years. From the onset
of the ;program funded initially by EPDA for $40,000 in April, 1970, the philos-,
ophy for the state has horn a long range apprimeh to provide community and
school awareness of the drug problem existing througont the state. It was felt
that five years would he a minimum before the effect of our initial efforts would'
be felt on a statewide basis. Except for one funding set hawk we are progressing
today aeeording to the time-line design three years ago.

It still comes down to the basic simplistic approach that if we are to lte Ore.,
tive in combating drug misuse and abuse in our schools and among our young
people communities, school administrators and faculties, must he aware
that primary prevention will only he effective when it is realized that it is a
"peonle problem" existing; rather thou a "drug problem".

While the initial (swept of the multiplier effect seem to he legitimate it was
felt that two major stumbling blocks were apparent for the State of Idaho : First,
the lack of sufficient funding to have communities go hack and conduct work-
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shops in local areas. Secondly, eonsnit.ive help was necessary' along with funding
for the follow-up workshops and a State Drug Education tenni composed of seven
people could not provide necessary help,

In the second year of operation, and the first under the funding of the Drug
Abuse Act of 1970, it. was decided that Regional Drug Education tennis would
he formed for each of the seven health regions in the State, midi dealing with
approxinmtely 125,000 people. Each regional team was inade up of approximately
the same composition as the original Drug Education tenni with representation
from education, law enforcement. mental health, community. and youth.

A program was written to provide two weeks intensive training for each re-
gional team by State Drug Education team to he completed in August, 1971. The
first week Of the training sessicaiWaS focused on basic information, philosophy.
and getting to know each other as a tenni. 'The second \reek was designed -for
task oriented projects to solidify the team as a unit before returning to their
region to conduct, Nverkshops. Each team was given $3.000.00 to carry out work-
shops in the local areas during the following year with the promise that an in-
creased funding from the U.S. Office of Education would provide money for the
next fiscal year for each of tile communities trained to ultimately do workshops
in their own individual area.

This is where we faced the financial set-haek when the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion took our plan, modified it to a thinordegree and created the mini-grant pro-
gram for the "Helping CommunitieS Help Themselves" project. The money we
were _planning to funnel into the individual communities was therefore not
available for the fiscal year beginning ;tidy. 1972. With the lack of money, it
was then decided to increase the amount of money for each regional team and
double the size membership for each team to operate during fiscal, 1972,

Statistically speaking at this point, each community in the state has attended
and received training at either a State or Region workshop and every school
district in the 'State has had representation in at least one such workshop. Four
of the six mini-grant teams that attended the training. center in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. last year arc now actively _involved with our regional team effort
while the other two teams returned and have, thus far, done nothing.

This year we have been in close contact a ml assisted in the writing of the
mini-grant proposals for the seven teams selected and 'are anticipating close
liaison and cooperation With their individual efforts during the next fiscal year.
Funding, thus -far. has consisted. of $40.000 from EPDA and an additional $40.icon

'from the Drug Abuse Act of 1.1170, and a total for the three year period of $79,000
from the Law Enforcement Planning Commission (I.EAA).

Our funding from the Law Enforcement Planning Commission will be cone
'doted' by 'September 1. 1973. and we will complete the next fiscal year with 'an
additional $23.000 from the U.S. -Office of Education. In addition to the funding
mentioned we have a total to date of in-kind matching money for the Law
Enforcement Planning Commission grants totaling'$25.673.44.

One other funding aspect which is.a. direct outgrowth of both the funding: and
the program involved, thus far, has been the Department of Education partici-
pation in a statewide federally sponsored Alcohol Safety Action Program, While
the entire ASAP program is federally funded, the Court Alcohol Schoid under
our direction- and half of the administrative expense the.Drug Education and
Alcohol Education portion of the Department of Education are supported by
tuition paid by ,those participants who- have been arrested for driving while
intoxicated.

The entire philosophy behind the program. and the school is in following with
the coneept of our Drug Education effort for the previous two years.. Almost all
of the instructors who teach the course at night have been involved in our
Regional Drug Education effort in the past. The instructors were chosen, for
their ability to relate with people and only one-third are professional effilcators
with the others coming from law enforcement. housewives, counselors for social-
rehabilitative services. vocational rehabilitation, and mental health. While the
total budget involved is dependent up tin the number of 'students enrolled in
classes if is anticipated that it should he approximately $38,000 for this current
fiscal year and an additional $38.000 to $40.000 for fiscal 1973.

In planning for the future with the 'Drug Education 'ilioney:a pilot program
this next fiscal year will focus on select' schools and their faculty members ivith.
tha Sutelill Seminar, value elariticittion 'and' the Int,lideOnt series 'froth National
Instructional Television. These pilot firograms will he conducted .iiicomimmities
NNthere it is felt that our awareness program the past. two years has been most
effective and then upon coMpletion we would hope that additional funding for



fiscal U17) NVOuld hp sufficient to expand this prograut into as Many school dis-
tricts and. communities as possible. 'Phis would complete our tints -lice of
years initiated in the beginning.

STATE o INDIANA.
Imlianapolis, Ltd,, Nap 15,1073.

MI% CARL SICIZEUsoN.
ofDrug 01(1 Capitol Huilding,

Olympia. Wash.
DvAr. (*Ant.: The intent Of this letter is In :1114,Vel Sol110 of the questions you

stated in our phone eonservation last %%vet:. 1 hope what I have to say gill he of
some bell) to you %Own You

kbably \\dint I consider the most significant result of the federal money we
revolved was the shift from cognitive lo «ffet drug' abuse mine:abut. As for 11.,;
I lot or. 1111:4010(a. prior to our inviiireuieut 11:11.1 ever given any thought to trent-
ing drug abuse as a symptom of a ikoblem rather than the problem.

Attother hunort.lia result of (to g-raills has howl the bringing of schools
and communities together as one body to combat the toroblents of tivug abuse.
i Mil the onset of federal support the communities were relying our the schools
In salve all of the existing problems. With our program we have been able to
effeetively dettionstrnte to schools and continuities that many or our social
problems. :twinkling drug a hose. can only he effectively Initialed through a .co-
olierative effort. of both parties.

141 onr classrooms we are seeing less courses in drug education and none
programs dealing with the individuals concerns. courses of study are dealing less
with the substances of abuse and more with the needs of our young people. Prior
to the onset if the federal dollar most selund drug education programs con-
sisted of the unit un drugs in the health texts and maybe an auditorium speaker.
1 like to think that we have infineneed the schools iii :melt a way that they have
gotten away from using one-time speakers, serve tactics; and moralistic ap-
pr(kohes to drug abuse education.

Also resulting from the federal money has been the development of many
eonuounity programs dealing with adult (.duration. eounnunity awareness. (sw-
eet( counseling services. Ancient counseling services. alternative programs ror

udeuts mud adults; and treatment. facilities.
In all effort to bring about it change iu drug abuse etication. in filet. ail edit-

cation. the lialinnit Department of Public Instrnetbm decided to use the federal
money to huplement a State Drug Abuse Education Training Center. The (440(.1.
consists of four five-day sessions during the school yeor Partieipants se-
lectoil sty loenl school superintendents and his staff. Each corporation is invited
to send a ten in of six people representing_school staff. the student body. toil the
community. ()nee selected, the teams report to the eentor for the fiveday
session. MI expenses are paid by the federal grant, except travel. The curri-
culum for .each session varies with the' needs of the tennis. hut emphasis is
placed on community organization. communication skills, phomiug and imply-
inetithig programs ou the local level, developing perspectives. one to oue and
group eounseling, reviewing .materials, dealings with student needs, and evalua-
tion. One hundred and fifty communities, 200 actual participants. have been
reached with this program. Past experience indicates that eneli participant Call
potentially reach 700 students. whielt means that the State Training Center may
indirectly effect more than 100.000 of lndiatka's students each year that it is in
operation. With out federal support thvecnter will be closed as will the follow.
op of each training session. Miich coneern is already being expressed alaait the
possible diseonthmation of the State Center.

The federal funding has been a tremendous boost to Indiana's Drug Abuse
Education Program, however. a considerable amount Of Withal matt hing re-
sources have been supplied by the schools. communities. and other state agencies.
Approximotely $20.000 can bit accounted for in the Eisen! Year 1072-73
alone through the use of facilities. materials, and free leeturing services.

If we shonld continue to he funded we would prefer to eoutinue the State
'Training Center and the intensive follow-up that is required to g(qarate the
desired results. Also the more people we Train the more need we feel for in-
(lensed state staff,

I wish yon hat in and hope these continents are of some use to you.
Sincerely,

MARX ITAX Hoax.
Drug Education ronknitant.
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1)EPAILTMENT iw l'I'llI.TC INSTRUCTION.
DC:i .1/0i/018, inica, 3/ay In. 1973."At 1*. CARL N tcKEnsos.

supert:i.vor. Health Education. Public 1 thst ruction,
Old Capitol Building. Olympia,117ugh.

DE.kit FiiI1n'iii is o brief summory of the types of nelivities that theSt ;de Deportment. of Public Instruction In lown been involved in during thepost three year under a IiStlE drug education grant.
Ive have tramp/I elose 150 teams i day owareness prevent ifm work-shot's involving 5()% youth as pa id:trip:tilt s.

2. Held numerous inservices a the locol school community level.
Provided numerous inservice programs for loy special interest groups.

-1.ra rt icipoted in a cooperative effort in purchasing ten sets of the socialinn I. Mild 1,1;i1V(1 them iii o neutral distributing point. available to anyone in thestole with o loll free NV:IIIK 1j110.
(iiiiuluinit'd 111'11 live-iloy training sessions for till favilitnicirs of the social

smith:or.
It. Provided .$12.000 to the I7niversIty of Northern Iowa II/ 11111 :1 pilot 1111/.41Ct 401

r11,-5CI'V 111TCCI IV)! mine:Mom
T. Provided 1,5(10 to conduct in cooperal ion with joint comity mina)! system :itCedo r ltopids t Ivo a ffective vu 1 in. clarillention conferenees.
Is, provided $1.000 fit rondlicl iii 11 cOill1V1711iVe erne Ivith coitroi ("Di.1C1.41' 1111.tlt'e i (4'1111111i( 1.111* clement:try principals.
9, Cooperating lir providing consultant services and materials to I )robe I5nirer-sit y and Wartburg College tIrtig education seininiirs. Two-weeks, two hours.credit.
III. Conducted three-day nwarenvss uvorksIious for viltNitionalpersonnel, community program personnel, and opportunity centerspersonnel.
11. Conducting ti live-day youth conference involving Id teams from areasor the sioi.o. each wool made lip of four youths: two in school and twit non-schoolyouths and iii,' ndult,
12. Published and di.-41riloited 1,110(1 copies of Ow Pop l;oport .111 flew-Hem Ito all Iowa public and privateeducational institutions.
1:i. Providing inservice for NET inside out mental health programs for thirdond fourth groders.
1.-1. r»opyrating with the Iowa State Drug Abuse authority in writing the

educational component of S..\01)I'. Stote plo 11.

LI. 0111(111011W follow-ap ou teams trained by the regional f raining centerit i imp:wolfs and DPI teams.
ill. i'iiivitliii stair for the regionol training center for :1 trainingsession.
1 7. Continuolly conducting cooperative projects \rill! the regional 1 raining

center for personnel in the stole of Iowa,
use of the USOE's involvement. in the state of Iowa. the Slate Itepii I.( limitof Public Instructiou was able to attract a $iit1,00{) grant front the town StoleCrime Commission, in addition to the ho rd that (.11 received for this grout of

1-1.709 from the lo \vo State Drug Abuse :1ittliority.
It' monies were extended for the vowing year through LISO. top priority wouldlie given tit the State of Iowa to promoting affective Nine:Mon seminors :it thelocal level. If you hove any further questions, please feel free to coil or write.

Sincerely,
notwirr KA1.11EN111.1111.

Drag Education CmIN/Illauf.

KANSAS STATE DRPARTIM E NT OF EDUCATION.
Topeka, IcanN., Apr(116.197.1.Mr. CA.I{T. NICIUMS0N,

.tatc Deport meat of Public lug riff, ion,
Olympia,

1 IvAit CARL: Here is the information tutor. I prolniSea 1i send to pat.
Kansas has received $93,000.00 in federal fluids the post three years.
Kansas. on an averoge. poys $22,110 per day for sulistitnte teachers. I hoveadded this up and it collies to an aproximated $125.-120.00 for the three years.This is for the classroom teachers who have attended workshops from 2 days to
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14 days. This amount does not include the connnunity representatives or the
students, This does not include the professional services that were donated to
our workshops. The big weakness has been for follow up after attending our
workshops and to provide each school district consultative services needed to
fallow through in the development of their community and school programs.

I hope this is the kind of information needed.
Sincerely,

CAR!. .1. HANEY.
Director, Drug Abuse Education.

DEPARTNI ENT or EnucArrox,
St. Paul, Minn., May 15,1973.

MI'. CART NICKERSON.
/Ira/ th Education Consultant
State Office of Public instruction,
Olympia, 1Vash.

DEAR CARL : I am pleased to learn that consideration is being given to thepos-
sibility of extending drug education funding by Congress.

The Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 funding has made it possible for the
Minnesota Department of Educatioir to identify and fund demonstration centers
with local Matehing funds. These fifteen centers have become involved with
focusing on the cause of drug abuse rather than the symptom itself. Major
emphasis has been given to developing instructional learning programs relative
to positive self-concepts, interpersonal, relations, and alternatives to drug use
and abuse. Specific examples of these experiences are d eSPI'l bed in the attached
statements. The funds have also been utilized to improve the quality of leader-
ship at the state level with partial funding of a state drug education coordinator,
a part-time consultant.

For each of the three years funding, the numbe-r of educators directly involved
in some type of in- service education program is as follows :
:1971-72 3,200
1972-73 11.000
1973-74 19.000

State funds have been involved in the drug education program for the least three
years. These funds are as follows :
1971-72 $23,970.

These fonds war' used for cu PH1'11111111 development, in-service education, a
portion of my salary.
1972-73 $24,000

This amount of looney was used for partial salary of the drug education co-
ordinator and a portion of any salary. printing of guideline's or drug related prob-
lems. local leadership, and in-service education.
1973-74 $83,892

These funds were used for local leadership. in- service education. printing of
curriculum materials, mailing of curriculum materials. :11111 partial salary of the
state drug eduittion coordinator and a portion of my salary.

If drug education funds are extended. a portion of the Minnesota allotment
would be- used to assist the State Drug Authority Regional Clearinghouse
directors in the development. and implementation of in-service education pro-
grams. Another portion would be used to assist local school districts in develop-
ing effective evaluation techniques. and planning alternative programs.

I hope that this information. will be helpful to you, and if we can be of any
further assistance. please elo not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,
CARL KN trrsoN,',

Supervisor,
Health, Physical Education. and Saki y.

SPECIFIC DRUG EDUCATION 1'1=11.k:11S WITH I N DEMONSTRATION CENTER PROJECI'S

First aid - crisis intervention sessions have been sponsored for school nurses,
school secretaries, counselors, selected staffeonducted by regional drug edua-
tion clearinghouse staff. Minnesota Health Department and local treatment facil-
ity staff. One demonstration center sponsored a session for 15 surrounding school



district representatives using treatment resource staff. All have held internal
sessiell. or rote Maybe:, is speeitically used.

Peer to peer grimpingsecondary students have been inservieed to work with
(denten t a ry student s on a scheduled basis in 4 school district demonstra ion
cent ers

Iteme nstra lion staff and state staff have received training in following areas
and have been resource trainers within their own districts: Valises Clarification,
iluniati Development Program (Magic Circle). Transactional Analysis, Family
'faimemications Systt.ths, I 'ETTor. soial Seminar, Developing Understanding

In Noll and Others (Developmental Guidnneet, etc. This has occurred in all
(hem mstra Hon centers 'and demonstration center staff are being used as eon-
slein les in other school districts.

St tubed, Advisory Council have written and administered secondary 11 ttitudinal
survey in three demonstration center districts.

As a direct result of an i 1 service progrnin by a staff psychiatrist at a juvenile
reformatory. 44 alternative neuritic. have been organized for secondary stu-
dentg--2 demonstration districts.

Introduction and inseivice of 1)U$1 IDIveloping Understanding In Self and
(ethers) in all demonstration (enters at the primary level.

In service programs over an extended period of time (4(i months) have been
held in all demonstration center districts, stressed at. the elementary level par-
ticulaly. Examples of topics explored: verbal, non-verbal conummication, rela-
tionships ns they are seen in cIassromnsUnd families, valuing. staff mental health
awl Personal growth, referral of students with specific needs, alternative "highs,"
etc.

Student-staff conducted programs involVing Social Seminar. (3 demonstration
centers). Inservice organized fur students. parents, teachers, community agency
people. la N1" enforcement. etc.and open to surrounding school districts. Trniners
front ashinghin D.C. brought; in.

Student needs assessment eolulueted in area of attitudes and drug information
at bulb secondary and elementary level in 10 demonstration center districts.

Student-c(mdeeted "man house" scinail district administretorsdemonstration
center district.

workshops to i I1SC nice principals in area of "building policies, needs
assessment, statflinpil relationships-2 demonstration center districts,

Student- established elective classes in area of self-concept, self-worth, etc. -
8 denionstretilm centers.

Ire:melee in area of grading alternatives, self- concept and conferencingdone
by counseling stuff in 4 districts:: done by resource consultants in 10 districts.

Human Relations regulation in :Minnesota forms basis for drug education in-
service for staff in demonstration centers.

Professional staff from helping agencies work directly within demonstration
districts. In 0111 dcuunasiratiou center Psych. Day Hospital work as facilitators
with seheol st tithed and sniff groups.

Parent-Teacher resource centers (one in each school building) specifically
established in 10 demonstration center districts.

In three demonstration centers building coordinators have been established
to tie responsible for all drifg education efforts and referrals within their imild-
ings. Written feedback is given main coordinator on a monthly basis.

Adviser-ntivisee system has been implemented to deal with specific non-
aeadentie problems in 7 demonstration center districts.

Fennel evaluation of parent - leacher - student. team (20 teams of 3) leadership
proivet designed for pa rents.

Vihat bets within demonstration center dist nets to share ideas; visitations by
other districts to demonstration centers and visitation by demonstration center
coordinators to other districts to act on consultative basis.

UTA IT STATE BO. an OF El/FOAM/N.
San FA ke p, Utah, May22,1073.

CARL NICKERSON,
Coaxal tont, health hilamtiun, Stoic Department of Education, Old. Capitol

Il adding, Olympia, Wash.
DEAu emu,: Dorothy passed along a request from Pat McGuire to write you

immediately. In accord with the request may I pass along the following:
I. Daring the past three years Utah- has exeented and implemented each

year's drug education project proposal in almost every detail. Several high-
lights are :
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1070 -7.1 Stale team of leaders educated and trained at San Francisco State
moat lelong workshop. ,

Et all statewide leadership training "Live In'' for 180 school, student,
and community leadersone week (Park City. Utah).

Twenty-one local district and/or regional teacher in-service workshops'
throughout the entire state of 'Utah. Thirty-eight of Utah's 40 school
districts participated.

1971 -72 Additional teacher in-service workshops in three districts. 'Thirty-nine
of Utals 40 school digtricts now are participating in the program.

Funded six school site student oriented special projects Lou drug abuse
prevention.

Garbo Get With it'' Leadership. Work, and Recreational Opportunities for
Students Nitl. Already Serving in School Leadership Roles. The inogran. will
be directly attached to the Ciamminity School Program and will use the Mont
lin mon Jr. High Schoohafter selnad haws.

(I ran d.. The School as an "OpPort May Center"Student Use of the 'High
School Monday-Friday front 7 :30-11:00 p.m.

Ora nite.Logally and Socially Accepted High Risk Activities for Known lirtig
UsersAn Attempt at a Counter "high" as all Alternative to Drug so with
Considerable Student I)1 reel ion and involvement (20 drug using students).

Provo.Bridging Rigid Student Peer Group Communication and Relationship
Barriees.

117asatch.-:--The Sky is the Linlit"Student Operated School. and Community
Group to Enhance Youth Opportunities, Communication. and Progrinos.

11'obcr. Two Phased Pro.grmil
I. Three 1.-day Mim-Seminars for Teacher In-Service TrainingBased ou

IIigh School Cone Concept.
IL Identification of Risk Taking and Behavioral Problem Students in the

401, 5th & 0th grades With "Quest."-like programs which involve
Students During School lean and Summer. Students to be followed
through to Mt or 11th grade.

Prepared and conducted the Utah 1072 Statewide Student Assessment
about drugs and drug abuse involving in excess of 33,000 junior and
senior high school students in 20 of Utah's 40 school districts. See
attached preliminary summary. The assessment had three parts: 1.
Knowledge. 2. Attitude-Value. 3. 'Non-use, Experimentation or Use.

Each individual school was given their own computer data so that they
may work on their own problems, Mass media release of data was
limited to only a statewide summary. Much good has come front know-
ing where we are and what is the real extent of the problem we face.

3072-73 handed eight: special projects at the school level where direct contact
with students is the priority.

No. & So.
,Sa ape/ e.Youlli Drug Education in Rural Schools.
Ogden.A. Relevant Guidance and Counseling. Program for Disenfranchised

lunch.
n'r. Quest Programs for Risk Taking and Behavioral Problem Students in

Grades 4, 5, and 6.
Park
CitxInformal request about possible use of Coronado program dealing with

values, decisions, and risk taking behavior.
Carbon. Get: With It IIcoordinated community and school program to offer

alternatives to drug use with special emphasis for those not already involved
in 5011)01 functions.

Jodmi.In-service Teacher Education with specific follow-up in each school
in the district. Focus is 011: 1. illi10111111i1111 :111(1 understanding. 2. improved
communication. Creative leadership by teachers.

Mick opal v.Special Deng Education Project"Reereation for someRebirth for
Others".

3. ()Petting school 2 nights a week.
2. Student to student appeal to involve students not now active except for

attendance only.
3. Self image building for selected students survival treek.
4. Social seminar training for school and community leaders.

G rani, c.Solf Esteem Building via work moil socially acceptable "highs."
State follow-up meeting of district drug education coordinators. See

attached program sheet.
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2. Better than 99 percent of Utah's allocated F.xleral Drug Abuse Education
.funds have been allocated and spent at the local district and school level. For
three years running the State Board of Education has provided a director of the
program at state expense. Only travel to specific drug education meetings called
alai sponsored by the U.S.O. E. have been used for the director.

A sizeable amount of district funds have gone to match federal drug education
dollars. This has come in released time for teacher education and training, sup-
plies, printed materials, etc.

ly $3.000 of federal drug abuse funds were used for the Utah 1972 Statewide
Drug AssesSment. All computer time, screening clerical time, research consultant
tittle. secretarial time, etc., has come from other state sources.

in reality Utah has achieved tremendous mileage out of fewer dollars in this
program than in most ally project undertaken for decades.

3. Plans for the future would depend somewhat on the level of funding. We
Ivouhl plan, hmvever, to mntinne to fluid at. the student level special projeets
were administrators and teachers express enthusiasm and a willingness to do
something helpful and constructive. We would also plan a thrust of teacher in-
servicc! workshops . designed to help all teachers iinprove their perception and
techniques in building self-esteem in students all all levels. We also need some
coney. to print and distribute 0 summary of recommended 'approaches. tech-

iles7progrartis7-orr-7"--7
If the program becomes more permanent it would he wise to add additional

consultant help at the state education agency inaslinich as the Ielst three years
has required the specialist for health, physical education, and recreation to
spend the .greater portion of his time with the drug abuse education itrograni.

suecessIn your efforts.:
Keep Smiling*:

Sincerely,
ROBERT L. LEAKE.

Specialist, 11001th, Physical Education, and Recrea I ion.

AnzoNA Dnemtrmuyi. Eoucxtfox.
.Phocni.v, A.riz., lfa y 11173.

emu. J. NICKRSON, MD..
Soprrisor of Wealth/ Drug Ed um I ion.
Old Capitol Building. Olympia, Wash.

(..tin.: I am sending you a copy of our legislative report in hoPes it will
assist you in your presentation before the Congressional Committee..

Arizona, I feet, has developed the finest. Alcbolo and Drug Prevention program-
in the United St toes. and this has been made possible doe to the support we have
received front State Legislators and the administrators of our 292 school
districts.

The legislature has appiopriated $200,000 for the fourth year of our program
and passed a new law making the Department of Education responsible for a
comprehensive Alcohol and Drag l'rograin.

It volt have any further questions or if Lean help you in any way, don't hesi-
tate tiJ write or call ine.

Sincerely.
ROBERT Tl. BELL.

Director. l loohol and Ora!, &local ion.

AIARYLAND SATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
alt imnre, :11 X a o 11,1973.

Mr. J, Nrcmtsox.
S a perin fen den t of Drug Ed neat ion.
01 *pia. Wash.

DEAn CAnr. : It was gem] talking with yon today and T admire your fortitude
in working toward the extension of the Drug Almse Education Act. Betsy and
I would have come to the hearings to give you moral .rapport but we are con-
ducting the Social Seminar on the Eastern Shore of the State during the week
of May 21.

The following' are generally the answers I gave you over the phone in response
to your questions
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I. Activities of Drug Training Staff 1970-73.
1. Held 4 one week workshop~ in drug awareness for educators. students.

parents and representatives of community agencies. Total of 210 people
that expanded through the multiplier effect to 20,000 people by 'NIS
1971.

2. Established Idiot high school classes throughout the state to survey their
communities-in terms of drug usage and then assessed the needs of
the community In terms of drug edncation. prevention, rehabilitation
and treatment. Class report submitted to local community drug com-
mittees for study.

3. Condneted 7 one week workshops in Social Seminar.
4. Conducted-2 one week workshops in Drug Counseling.,
5. Worked on various projects with the Maryland Drug Abuse Administra-

tion such as State Drug Awareness Poster Contest, exhibition booths
at educational and medical conventions, and evaluation of resource
material.

9. Resource person to the Department of Juvenile Services in development
of drug curriculum for correctional camps, to the Department of Edu-
cation in writing 'drug counseling guidelines for educators which covers
the law of confidentiality for students seeking help with a drug problem
and in the development of a State Comprehensive Health Curriculum
K-12. and to various local educational agencies in the development of
drug curricula.

7. Distributed to every public school a Directory of ResourceS, compiled by
the Drug Abuse Administration and a drug resource kit which included
materials on drug information. the drug counseling guidelines and au
evaluation of drug films. Also, distributed to every secondary school
pupil (grades 7-12) a pamphlet: "Drugs and You". which explains the
laws of confidentiality.

S. Maintained a Batson with eontaet person in each local educational agency
and periodically meet. with the entire group or send the latest inform:-
Hon OD educational programs. research and development to the contact
person.

IT. Throughout the three years of the program many people have volunteered.
their time and expertise in our program

Assistant Principal from Baltimore City Public Schools.
Psychologist from Baltimore City Public Schools.
Health Educator from Department of Health and Mental Hygiene,
Administrator from Department of Juvenile Services.

The above' four persons were'on loan from their agencies for 75 days to receive
drug edneation training. develop and implement the regional drug awarness work-
shops during the first year of the program. No mist to federal funds.

Students at the University of Maryland School of Pharmacyspeakers a t.
workshops. Edquatinnal Staff of the Maryland Drug Abuse. Administration
co-trainers at. workshops. Counselors from local educational ,agencies re-
source persons at State drug counseling workshops. Staff from local crisis
centers speakers at workshops.

III. Facilities have been provided for week long workshops free of charge
Frederick Community College. Frederick. Md.
Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital, Towson, Md.
Towmin Presbyterian Church. Towson, Md.
Fort George G. Meade. Md.
Resource Center. Centreville. Md.
Patuxent Naval Air Training Center. Lexington Park. Md.
Bumpy Oak Counseling Center. La Plata. Md.

TV. Financial aid has been provided directly for our program from the follow-
ing sonrces

State Beard of Public Works $21.800.
Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of

Justice $23.650.
State Department of Education $50.000. '

This aid was in the first year of the program. In subsequent years, no other
funds were provided. The State of Maryland receives $34.450 from the Drug
Mouse Education Act which pays for salaries of staff and secretary. transporta-
tion and materials.
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V. activities that will he attempted if Drug Mouse Education .1ct is extended.
I. Provide training for administrators and teachers in:nw ;ueucss of student's

needs ;ma how this relates to drug; abuse.
Provide materials and programs for elementary teachers in "drugs" which

I see as respect for drugs, respect for others, respect for property and
respect for themselves.

3. Provide a clearinghouse for drug informational pamphlets, drug films and
drug programs.

4. Provide training for parents in drug awareness: communication skills and
the development of positive self concepts for themselves and their
children.

I hope this information twill be of some help to .you and good luck on May 23.
]f 1 con lie of any further help. let me know.

Sincerely,
JANIFS KUM.

Director, Drug Ed yivition.

STATl or NEW NI EX 1 CO DEPART:NI FIST OF EDUCATION,
Saute Fe, .11e.r.. Hoy la. 1.973.

11r. ('Alum. NieKnitsox.
Drug Ed urn t ion Con uultant.
Mole ()Bice of Public 1 nut ruction, 01 ympia, ugh.,

pv:AR "Ala, NiennEsoN response to a request from :qr. MethliTe. litre
is the information be indicated would he of assistance when you testify in Wash-

ou. 1).C.
The past thiTe years the major thrusts of 0111'1/1111:11111) have hnell directed to

ClItTiCllit1111 development, program implementation and evaluation.
The curriculum guide that has hem, developed is designed to meet the specific

Acids and to some extent rather unimfe needs of New Mexico. Ey June 30. 1973..
tee will have published the guide and will be in process of disseminating. the guide
to nil districts twit hilt the state. We have received very positive reSI1011,:P fl'0111
the districts that have 110011 involved in field-testing projects utilizing the guide.
The guide endiraces a ml works around the theory that roost professionals now
hold. that being that drag abuse is social-psychological in nature in which flue
must thisider the entire health spectrum of an individnal (physical, social. emo-
tional).

To implement effective programs utilizing this guide we have found it neces-
say to provide in-serviee training to the individnal school districts. The need for
this in-service training has come about mainly due to the approach and concepts
that are advocated in the guide. A. total integrated appronell is tieing sug-
gested in which you consider concept dealing in both the affective and cognative
domains. Although this curricnIum is simply a guide we Indieve it can he adopted
to any of our districts if the personnel. directly involved in program feel coin-
for' able working with it. Many times you have to cultivate it positive attitude. i.It has heir one experience that many programs need periodical reinforce-
ment and (woman thin. The vehicle that we have found to he 1.1ue most effective
to lend this support and assistauce in evaluation efforts has been on-site visita-
tions. To date this activity hits been somewhat limited due to the lime factor,
number stair available and funds.

We have reached the point where we feel that we earl now finally start reaping
the henelits of our efforts of the past three years. Although we at the point that
many positive things can take plpee, I do believe that the programs will dis-
integrate if left at this infant stage.

As of to date. Federal funding has not generated any state appropriation
within our state to he earmarked for drug education at the State Department
of Education level or state level to give direction to drug education programs.
Our entire operating budget for the up-coming fiscal year will lie that amount
of Office of EtIncatiom grant. At this time I do not foresee the state taking the
position of supporting drug education programs at the state leVel if Federal
funding is ent.

Sincerely,
Sear J.,Wruntxts.

assistant Director of Drug Ed neat ion.
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STATP. uF Nkv.kt). Dra.Attimr.x.r OF EDUCATION,
Nrr.. Mall 11.197.1.

Mr. CARL J. Nickkusox. En. IL
fipyrrixor of !iron/Drug Education. Washington 8l rite Devils., went of

lion, Old Capital Building. Olympia, Wash.
DEAR CAttr.: Enclosed herewith are some materials that outline NVIE11. we in

Nevada have been ahle to do NVith our 1'ederal funds 91-527).
I have heen following your activities closely and wish to lend any possible

suppor t to y011 r efforts hi Pl`deral funding.
You limy be pleased to note that the 1973 Nevado Legislature did provide

permanent state funding for my position.
Please feel free to eon upon me to render any assistance yon may deem

appropriate.
Sincerely,

Enclosures.

ROBERT M. HIRSCIT,
Director, thug Abuse I:aura/lent.

Tilt: NEVADA STATE DEPAIITMENT uF Elit'CATION Darr Eta-r,vrtox l'ito:rEcr

The ()thee of Education. Washington. 1).C.. identified the need for drug :those
education to he more carefully directed on a state to slate basis than the in-
dividual states se01111141 wiIIing or aide t o accomplish on their own. Therefore. tinder
HIV terms of the 11rtig album, Prercuiton ..101 of 11170 (Piddle Low 91-527), t he
Office of Education made available to ail fifty state depa rtments. funds specifically
designed 11) initiate formal drug education torograins. The grant allocation to
Nevada for FY 70 -71 was forty thousand dollars ($40,000). This initial grant
accomplished the following :
1. Est !dished 11 five 111:111 training team for t ilo state.
2. Enabled the team to attend the National Ibaig Training Center. San Francisco

State College, for an intensive five week program.
3. Development and operation of drug Niue:it ion workshops in fifteen of Nevada's

seventeen school districts. involving over two tlionsand teachers. adminis-
trators, nurses, gilida nee personnel, etc,

4. Development and distribution of a comprehensive drug training kit: for
leachers.

Ii. Developed permanent in-service (long 4411100 ion courses in many of Nevada's
distriets.

(1. Assisted the l'11it4.41 Si cites Air Force. Nell is Air Force Poise. 111 t he preparation
of n drug (Attention program for serviremen.

7. Assisted in'the development of community :1010m programs in the larger mm-
. lotion centers or Nevada.

1\11-11 a vont in11111 Inn grant of twenty-three Ilumsand dollars 1523.0001 and
without ang 5111110t.1 lye state funds. we accomplished the following for PY 71-72.
1. developed, in cooperation with the Clark County School District. the Parent-

Youth Program ( funded by the Southern Nevada Drug Almse Connell).
2 Developed the state's first meaningful Student, l (rug Attitude Survey, now avail-

able to any district in Nevada.
3. Appointed dist ributor 10 Nevada schools for all drag education material devel-

of)eal by the Federal Government,
4. Established oil-going specialized workshops for 501104)1 nurses, guidance per-

sonnel. and administrators.
5. Established Nevada's first 1-011111 C.7ouferneee on Drugs Calm Mead, Lodge.

3lay. 11)72.
0. ('real ion and expansion of Deng 14111411tion For ParentsPilot Project'. Bold-

der City. Nevada. There were one hundred ninety-seven graduates for the
sixteen week course.

7. Established It week long training program for teachers who wished to serve
as ittstruetors in our Parent. Education Program (funded hy the Southern
Nevada Drug Abuse Council).

S. Initial development of Nevada's first Ilealth-Drug--Safety Education Frame-
work. Grades K-12.

9. 1Vorked with the Office of Education in the selection of training teams from
NetlIfIn to the Milli-Grant Center in Oakland. California.

*With a second continuation grant of twenty-three thonsa.nd dollars ($23.0001
and again. 'no supporting state fonds. 72-73 State Deportment 1'1.41.441 acom-
plishments include:
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]. Tip-in with a nation-wid drug ittforination retrieval 1V1 !kit wunld
allow every teacher in the state to use this service through the Depat-
ment's Las Vegas Office.

2. Ilailed to thue (Jnuary 31. 11173) over seven hundred comprehensive drug
information is:whets I n leachers state- 'ise.

Booked our drug files iihrary through Ziay 1073 in all areas of our state..
. Completed Nevada's first comprehensive cognitive drug lest.
5. (.'onii deled t;railes K-12 Dealt II-Drug-Safety Education Frainevorlc.

Framework is now tieing reviewed by selected teachers throughout. Ne-
vada.

it. 1Vorkd %Oft the Institute of Social Converns, Oakland, conform:1, in im-
proving tier quality of mini-gra lit t raining programs for NeVada.

T. I dstrilinted to every educator in the state. a live page outline of drug edu-
cation services and materials avail:dole at no cost.

S. Seven Drug ducatitot For Parents (7011I'KVS are now in progress in the Las
Vegas area. t Instruetor's salaries provided throng!' assistance front the
Southern Nevada Drug Abuse ('ouncil.)

9, Developed ding information material in the Spanish language for the large
untidier of Culain. )1exic:in-:linerlean, and Puerto Itlean residents of the

10. DeVelilpell :1 misition paler on drug education which was adopted by the
Nevada Stole Board of Education.

11, Concluded two in-service tuvsental ions in 1Vashoe County ; one in IVIiite
pine County.

liy t Ito coil of FY 72-73 we will have
1. Conellided at least fifteen Drug Education For Parents emirsos (8 weeks

each--using 11 minimum of len trained instruetors.)
2. Concluded the hugest parent-child drug effort in the state. Six

hundred forty -eight pumas and children involved in a nine iveek pilot
project.)

3. Concluded our second state Youth Conformal., on 1irags.
4. 'Dist rilmted (air Ilealtli-Dug-Safety Education lorainework to every teacher

ill Nvnila.
3. Completed :it least three teacher training programs (8 hour. 3S hour. and

1$ hour course outlines)
t.'ompleted rho first eighteen week Drug Education For l'events course on eiPin-

1111.1Viill television--N(IltK TV.
7. Cialipleted a special clirriculiiin frainework designed exeltisiVely for the pri-

mary grades.
S. Completed work in a hooltlet designed to give direction and support to the

parents of young children who wish assistance in the area of "what to say"
and -how to say it" whim providing needed medicines to a child.

.,kSSAVEliA TO TUN 110:4T 1..111,.QtENTLY ASNED 0,1*EStiONS N.%1).% STATE
11V.P.1.1:TNIENT (II EIWC.ION'ti 1YRI'n

1. When did the Project begin?
The Deinatmnt's Ihigr begall .110 1. 1070.
2. Where did fundina for the Project originate!
'Inv I 'lilted Stales Ddice of Education under terms of P.D. 91.-I27.
.;. ices MC (mount of flit. avant for the fir:4 wort
Forty thousand dollars 4.$40.600)
4. Iles the Project been fender] fit the some ?ere, for each contintring peer?
No. Funds for each emit inning yi.a were reduced to twenty-two thousand

three hundred dollars ($22.3(10).
Hun the State of Xerade provided supportive funds for thc Project?

No. While the 1971 Nevada Legislature provided one hundred silty - three thou-
sand ihillars tS1113.(i00) for drug edueation, all state funds were directed to the
1:niversit y of Nevada Research Pojeet. No funds were given to the Department's
Program.

6. Con the Department's Project continue without stale support?
NO. Should the 1973 Legislature fail to provide funding for the Project's con-

sultant position. Feder:il supine will end June 30, 1974.
Why will edrei funds slop?

Tile intent of the Office of Education urns to provide "seed" money to the states
to initiate State Department drug prevention programs. It was presumed that
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(mei, such programs had demonstrated their effectiveness. state support would

t. Pau additional Federal funds be xcenrerl if the state provides fending?
Vci. Simuld the coosnhat positilm la. landed. the state may apply for addl.

funds for FY 11174 -7.1. however, to einnpete for sue funds state support
must pre-exist.

4. //or tile project involved itself outside the sehool setting?
Yes. The project actively participated in the formation of many eoutumaily ac-

tion programs throughout Nevada.
10. Has the project cooperated with other flgeney programs in an effort to

roid npliea
Yes. The Project cooperates with 1111:4* Rate, county or community agency that

.reitnestS our serviees.
1 /.11'ho/ are some e.ramplex.of inter-cornea eooperation?
A, The Parent-Youth Reorientation Program (Clark Comity School District

111111 Juvenile Authority)
R. Program Development (U.S. Air Poree, Clark Comity :invenile Authority.

State Alcoholism Division. S.N.RA.C., D.E.T.R.A.P.. Clark Comity Sheriffs De-
partment, Las Vegas Pollee Department. State iturean of Nareotics and Inves-
tigations. Naliimal Institute of Menial Health)

C. Lorytl education agency assistance' Iprovided in 15 of Nevada's 17 distriets)
/2. What effort is liChlp 5114.1fle to prnride parents with. drug perention. educa-

tion!
A variety of drug islucation programs for parents are now functioning.

A. Adult education classes.
13. Parent-child (doss (split-level).
C. Television classes.

1.3. Whitt is a split -keel class?
The rents and childen attend special classes In the sane facility at the same

time. lint to separate classrooms. This approach has lawn extremely successful.
The Western High Split-Level Program (Las Vegas) has over six hundred par-
ents and children involved. (It is now in week four of a nine week eyrie.)

14. lrh g has the split - level program been sneeessfult
The split-level program permits the family to function as a unit: parents and

children are doing something together. Children involved in the current program
are grouped into thirteen age oriented classes (age 8 through 10). There are seven
adult classrooms.

1.7. lime many professionals are inrotred in the split - level program?
Thirteen youth.instructors, seven adult instrnetors, seven visiting consultants.
16. nom much does the nine week split-lerel cycle cost?
Four thousand eight hundred sixty dollars ($1,800).
17. Where does the Projeet find sufficient funds for the split -Iced program?
lialf the cost is paid by the Southern Nevada Drug Abuse Connell. The Clark

Comity School District provides the facility' and consultant services at no cost.
The State Bureau of Narcotics and Investigations Provides a consultant at no
cost.

18, Who pop the instructors of the Project's regular adult (*duration courses?
The Southern Nevada Drug Abase Connell pays three thousand dollars of the

four thousand dollar yearly cost.
10, Why are so many programs functioning only in Clark County?
Because of the Project's present limited Federal budget (52/1.000). sperial

programs can function only hi those communities where financial support exists.
2o. If the Legislature should fund the Project's consultant position. will this

free sufficient funds to bring the special programs to all interested Nevada
minin unities?

Yes. The Project could develop an extensive training program giving each com-
munity a core of trained professloaals operating under Project direction. The
Projeet could. itself, provide "seed" money through Project paid instructors to get
such programs started.

Mr. CAIn. NICKERSON,
kMperrisor of Health Education, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, Old Capitol Building, Olympia, Wash.
DRAB CARL: Funds provided through the National Drug Education Program

of the U.S. Office of Education have stimulated the impIementation of health and
drug education programs in well over 300 school districts in New York State.

STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT,
Albany, N.Y., May 17, 197.1.
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During the first two years of funding, cadres of drug education specialists were
trained to run local inservice programs for upgrading the competenbies of school
personnel in the drug. education area. Last fall the emphasis of this program was
shifted to the initiation of a network of trained Health and Drug Education
Coordinators in each of the larger city school districts and in the Boards of
Cooperative Educational ServiCes (BOCES) serving the smaller school districts
on a regional basis across the State. The BOCES and City Health and Drug
Education Coordinators are persons uniquely qualified. through both training
and position, to serve as change agents, in bringing about reorganization of
school and community resources at the local level. The activities of Coordinators
are encouraging the developnient of .optimally effective student programs as well
as stimulating and conducting programs to increase professional competencies
and community involvement in the-health and drug education area. (A resume
of suggested. responsibilities for Coordinators is enclosed.)

This past year Coordinators have been positioned in 13 regions, providing
expert leadership in health and drug education program development for approxi-
mately 202 school. districts representing 900,000 students and more than 28,000
teachers. NDEP funds were supplemented on a _50-50 basis by the BOCES to
provide -salaries for the employment of these persons. With CooMinator posi-
tions thus provided. the State Education Department has appropriated $75,000
in State funds to conduct training programs for personnel to fill these positions
effectively. Finally, through New York State's program of State Aid, schools that
submit approved proposals to run cooperative health and drug education pro-
grams through BOCES become eligible to receive 50% to 80% State assistance
on their local contribution to continue these programs after the first year. The
result is that a-8116.000 grant from the National Drug Education Program (the
a meant we received last year) not only has a, potential of generating from
$300.1100 to $340,000 additional state and local monies for health and drug educa-
tion in New York State. but also serves as seed money for mobilizing efforts which
eventually becoMe self supporting.

In order, to extend the sphere of influence of Coordinator leadership to every
SHIN)] district in New York State, a continuation of seed monies from NDEP is
essential. If Coordinator positions can be esta Wished in the remaining 34 BOCES,
in the 32 New York City School Districts, and in the 5 large city districts upstate,
222.750 teachers and over 4 million students will receive instruction, assistance
and services in health and drug education.

T hone you will find this information helpful at the May 21 hearing. We sincerely
Ilium the National Drug Education Program funds will not be terminated at this
critical time. The BOCES Coordinator network is ,essentiaI to assure continuing,
self-propelling progfams in all of our schools.

Sincerely,
JOIEN S, SINACORE, Director.

STATE or Onto DEPARTMENT or EDUCATION.
Oolootba.g, Ohio, Hay 14, 1973.

Dr. CART, J. Nicx.r.asos.
Washington Department of Education,
Olympia, Wash.

DEAR CART. : In response to Carl, Knutson's request, you will find enclosed the
following :

A Brief Narrative of the Progress Made in the Drug Education Program
of Ohio.

The Ohio Program in Drug, Alcohol, Tobacco Education.
I Ito)* these will help you in your testimony at the hearing in Washington. D.C.,

May 21 and 23 regarding the extension of the Drug Education Act of 1970.
We feel that we have developed a.very good, statewide program in the State

of Ohio in drug education grades K-12. We have several .pilot study centers.func-
Honing in Ohio and all of the feedback has been very positive.

The evaluations and responses to our regional and local workshops is so posi-
tive that our Staff is-committed to the causal behavior. approach as the best
method to be used in a preventive drug education program.

I concur. with the. reCommentlations you enclosed in soar letter of April 30, 1973.
If any additional recommendatiOns or ideas cross. my.mind, I will write directly
to Congressman Meeds as you requested in your letter.



earl, thanks for carrying the ball 1011 this W111(111:1[1( issue and rest assured that
if 1 can be of any additional help, do nut hesitate to contact lit'.

Sineereiy,
Bomar 1.. Ilou,Ax

Chief, Dag/Heath Edocativia.
Enc

A Blurs N.ititATter. or Tilt: l'amairss Al.un; IN TII J.:MX.1110N
I'll(XMANI ut 011111

In liMS, the Ohio 1)epartnient. of Education contracted with tam local school
systems anti an independent, Educational Itesearch Council to develop material
in preventive drug education that %vottid incorporate an effective appoineli
drug education and a realistic means of instriwtion. In 1970. with the arquisiliou
of federal finals through the U.S. (Alive of Eau cation. the Department was able to
create a Section withht its Department to work 811(4111e:illy iu the area of drag
edneation, provide a means of disseminating, the 'nip I I I developed materials
and to assist. schools in proper implementation. ll'ithout 11ne federal grant. I Imre
would have been no centrally located focus for au overall dissemination or indite.
meta ation program. Ilealistically, this would have initial fully developed mate-
rials 441111121(4i In ;I SilVii$1111II. place.

The two full years after its inception, the I trug Education Section of the (lido
Department of Education was fully funded by the monies made available through
the I'.S. OIliet of .F.diteation, This Section's primary fools tin dug this lime arms to
make the Idle sehools aware I if a comprelierisive program that was avaP.:thle to
them and of the survive agencies that have been developed to assist them in dol-
oping the raining and phi tint twee,sary art (Teak. an aml effective
program in drug education. Ti I this end, the Section was able to provide ext
sire ttttiuintr through a series. of .4:11 ewiile regioluil workshop.; fotIISillg Olt one
specific 11(11(1(.111bf level per year. In the first year of the Section's existence, the

11'11: !1:11.1.11 :11 t1111' lli11101' high level through series of 1:2 two -city meet.
hugs reaehing some :Rai leachers. statewide. The seemal year of this facet of the
section's services focused on the :ambir high level ihongh a similar series (.1'
twolay statewide meetings. reaching approximately -1611 1e:tellers and :41111(.11'1s-
ors. I luring the current rear. t he emphasis has been played on the elementary level
a not due to ineri..e-ed a warenesr. of t he Section's serviees and au increasing wa
?lss of the need for early preventive education, inure extensive statewide met-
huts were nooducted reaching UPI in1 inintely t-'011 teachers and saliervisors at 1110
elementary level. These regional wtirkshops have created. In effect, a total of s,inie
1000 intensively and highly prepared teachers and 811/PIISOIN iii ail 5$ dainties
of I Ibis, serving approximately 118r4 of till the st.1)(11)1 disirirts fu ohio.

.s a result of the dissemination of the curric Mar materials In the State and
the preparation of key personnel by means of regional workshop:4. the Sertion bias
provided appntximately ;Ha 141(10 t bins and training workshops, reach-
ing appraxiniately teachers. administrators and school-related personnel.
Combining the regional anti Meal workshos /hiring the three-year period of lat.
federal grant and using a formula of approximatelY :to students per teacher.
the Si Mimi has had a potential carnet on the learalim proets of 1-14.000 sttitlents
In i 0 to

Correurrtatt with the Ws-main:111011 of the curricular mated:its, the trainitig of
teaebers in their use of toting 011e materials. the Si.ctJoit has been aide to provide
smtplementary andicvisind materials to assist school systems in providing .1 emu-
prellesisive program in drug eduation. Beginning with a small umber of films
in the first year. disseminated front the ITN! rol e of tit" drug Eduuthin
Seetion. we have progressed to the creation of nine regional Media eenters
litmtighout tire State, providing sunlit. 20 prints of drug 44111(911ton films and
tilutst

lit adaition to the service; provided to the school systems in the State in the
areas of training and Implementation and tirtividing stipplementary audiovisual
materials, the Suet hal hats canitinitally responded to requests from not only schist!
persemnet and student.. but the genera) public. at large, by providing informa-
t IV(' literature in flit' area Or drug eduention and drug abase.

A signiliant piece of legislation. passed by the (Min legislittnro fluidly! the
1071-72 himmitim. has lent tremendous impetrot to the preventive drug educa-
tion thrust that was Initiated in the Ihpartment of Education due to tit' federal
grant issued by the 1',S, tiffiee of I.:due:1*m. For the first lime. moneys were
assigned specifically for corarntiongl purposes in the area of drug abase eritte
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111111 hurl a sperilie hitt' HIM) pravidcri $:151104)0 per year to the Depar Inti.zit
J {iitt.i l'he significance %you'd he that %%idiom the prior creation of a specific
Section within the Department of Education to (oversee programs in the area
of preventive drug education. there u.11.11(1 have been no identifiable 1.00: S 1.0 r
IMI these moneys could have been adininistrated. it would be fair to say that

wit Innit initial federal funding. it is very possible that no state funding in the edit-
cation arca Nvoitild ever have taken Nave. These state funds have enabled the
1 Wog Ecliwa 1 ion Section410 primarily inerea sc. staff and continue the det.ebninteca
of supplementary materials in the n I if drug education. Specifically. these
funds are being used to support four continuing evaluation sites for the evalua-
tion of the materials and the most effeeth.e means of implementing the use of
liwse materials in It K.-12 program in sloods. The state funds have also
insole ii possible to revise the existing junior high and senior high materials
and to initiate the development of supplementary materials in the area of 111.111111
education anti special ellowation recognizing the specialized fortis, realizing that
a general document alight. perhaps. not foltill a specific poptilation in a satisfy-
ing matter. Tic revision, development and evaluation of materials and effect 1%.e
pro...ess by which materials are used is an expensive, bing-term operation. Wit ii.
out a voutiniting source that the slate funds now supply. these important long -
range goals would never have evolved.

If. as it is lowed. the federal Nulled program is extended. the Slate of r lltho
would use the expenditure of these federal funds iii several key identithilde
facets. Federal fluids would be in the creation of untversity training centers,
which would provide the advantage of a permanent site for the in-service educa-
tion of leachers: and. also, begin to roach the hey area if pre-service odm.ation
in the livid of 'Inwood ire drug edlication. These extended fluids would also be
used to (indium, local and regional workshop. 1111 a Intim intense basis. .1ta1
Iiiiall. the extended funds would provide fur further development of the regional
audio visual critters and the dissemiitathat of informational literature II, the
general piddle.

it is important to mote the significant implicat louts of the loss of funds pro-
vided 113. the federal grant issued by 1111' 1..g, ()Hi of Ellowation. Witham rear
floatation of these funds. it would be /11.11'S:II'S 10 severely ourfail the tre:tchig
workshop activities and also a etirtailnient iu flue area of contractwil consullit-
I Ivo services 'would he a must.

Most of these funds would eihnitnote the creation of any university training
venters and eliminate ally 110S8litillly of hiereasing the present staff of the lulu;
Education Section, 'There would also have lo be 11 eurtaiitnent in the develop-
ment 11? the regional media centers and Ilte amount of olneational literoticre
that is mow provided free of charge spun reiptest.

'rill: OHIO l'Itelin.1.11 ihr1?a-Ai.vort01.-TouAcco 1:DreATIoxloNDF.RGARTEN
Tli Horn!! SF:Sioti Mr; It SCHOOL

Illy Italph II. '.(ljeniatin. Eddie 3Iyers. IA.ster V. Smith. Richard Morrell. and
Beverly Vinovee Falticatloonal Research Council of Amerival

I Mico Program in Drug itluetitinu reeognizes that taking drags is a form of
behavior. It is people who take the drugs. Drugs do not enter the human hotly
without action by S11111141111% T1118 IS true of III( misuse as well its the "helpful- lises
I if drugs. It follows that On important part Ilf an effective prolgarn in drug
education will have -1 o deal with people's behavior.--why 15.000 abuse drugs mid
how abuse hehavilor ean Ire prevented or eltang;ed if it has started.

There is plenty of evidence that the question of why people abuse drugs Is mot
31 sii111111. (111PSII.111. Smile Pointe seem to think that. when a person takes a dan-
gerous drug he does so Is..alise he does not know the danger. They assume that
teaching him about the dangerous effects of the drug will cause loin( to change
lois behavior.

There is good evidence. however. that the problem is not as simple as this as-
sumption imiolles. the elic,ots of dross by itself may actually (11, very
little to (image the behavior. 31any of the elf.eis of drinking and driving are
well tumult. Yet, more than half of the highway aveldents to this day inv(olve
drunk drivers.

The problem goes nitwit deeper than merely knowing the effects of drugs. It
requires an understanding of behavio r toward drugs. This behavior can loe

stood as follOWS:
Every young person is faced with such t asks as :

:is
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1. Achieving n measure of self-respect (being a person in one's own right.
recognized as a significant fierson)

2. Achieving a feeling of belonging (being accepted or loved by persons
considered significant to the individual>

3. Achieving a measure of emotional security (feeling that lie has control
over or protection from the things he thinks may hurt him)

4. Dealing Wi th sex feelings
5. Dealing with the demands for activity and rest

Satisfying hunger for food
In working out these tasks the individual devises or adopts a nlethorl. using

whatever ideas, skills, attitudes or other resources he has available. He may have
learned that there are seine activities he con perform more skillfully than others.
He may see someone using a method that looks good to hint and he adopts it. He
may learn of some methods through what he is told or what he reads. He gets his
ideas front ninny sources. If he finds a given method helpful. he will tend to con-
tinue it. Since he is a young person. he will tend to give more emphasis to im-
mediate effects and less to long-term consequences, unless his experiences have
been broadened through effective teaching to help him become awn re of the
remote consequences..

In workin ont these tasks. the person may meet some barriers or anticipate
smile in the future. In Task number 1, for example,. be may have diflictilty in
Itch ieving the respeet of Ms classmates or a peer group. or feeling that. he
-amounts to something." People may think of him as being less capable than
he is. He may feel he is hying pushed around. He may.not "see the use" in who r
he is studying At school. School seems a waste of time. He nutty have trouble in
doing respectable work in the classroom because of poor reading skills or in-
adequate foundations in arithmetic. He may have some serious worries, such
ns worries about being displaced by technology. He may not be respected it
home. He may feel he will he rejected by his peer group if he doesn't -gi) along."
The harrier may have many sources.

When a person meets a barrier. Which he cannot. easily overt tile. he feels
hh lilted or frustrated. This is On unpleasant feeling and he tries to get rid of it.
Again, lie uses whatever ideas. skills and other resources lie has available. Some .

of the ideas and attitudes as to what he might do he gets front reading. Some he
.gets through other experiences. He may see someone using a method that looks
good to him and he adopts it. He gets his ideas and attitudes from many sources.

If he finds he cannot remove the barrier, doesn't understand. it, or hasn't been
taught how to meet such difficulties, he may try such methods as :

I. Creating a disturbance in flue classroom
2. N''elling a nd hitting others
:1. Turning to drugs. alcohol. dm in-smolting
4. Turning to exploitation of sex

Stirring up a family conflict
O. Berating "the establishment"
T. "Going along" with the group regardless of his own personal values

If he finds that one method doesn't work, he will try another.
In addition. -tit the bloelting process Which develops frustration, as outlined

alvive. there is a second process which may cause difficulties for the developing
young person. His environment may repeatedly provide examples of deleterious
methods of satisfying needs. For c:nitwit!. he may obserVe frequent adult be-
haviors which imply that if a person feels badly, or simply wants to feel better.
he shook] take a pill of some kind without .considering the long-term effects or
whether it is the most constructive method. His own parents or television may
provide numerous reinforcements of this notion so that in time it .beconies rum.
I he young person an attitude. He then has the difficult task of unlearning this
uncritical approach and developing a more discriminative approach in meetng
doily situations. ..

If the individual receives understanding guidance at home and at-school in the
process of working out these tasks, he will tend to develop constructive methods.
A parent. who is aware of feelings and understandings what a young person needs
and/or a teacher who is sensitive to the young person's feelings and appreciates
his needs can provide importantlielp. .

On the etherhand. if the young person does not have a .parent or teacher who
is sensitive to his feelings and needs, he has to rely, on his own resources. If lie
is .forced to rely on his own resoutees, we would expect a high proportion of
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itatnature behavior. Many of the guidelines lhidi Helix shape the methods the
mature adult uses in declding_what to do. such as an awareness and considera-
tion of the remote consequences of acts. are built up through experience, either
direct or vicarious. The child does not have these guidelines nvailable. Ile lies
unduly his experiences. whieh tend to be heavily loaded with the immediate or
short-range effects.

The immediate effects 'may he very strong and thns seem very important to
the child. Tim often teachers and parents are not ava 0. of 1 hese immediate effects.
This is why it is a mutter of both child and adult working together to Find the
constructive methods of living.

Thus. a program for preventing the development of "abuse" behavior and
promoting the growth of constructive behavior requires that child and adult
learn to understand the nature of the tasks life presents. the nature of frustra-
Lions. differences between construetivc and nonconstructive methods of resolving
frustrations. including differences in their remote as well as immediate conse-.
quenees and that child and adult acquire facility in the use of constructive and
enjoyable methods for working out the daily tasks.

The Ohio Program in Drug Education begins in the primary grades. The pupil
learns what is meant by keeping his physical, social. And personal surroundings
in balance so that they will help him and other people to live and grow. He learns
how his nuriosity to explore the strange substances he finds can he used to upset
that balance and injure Mtn, such as putting a strange substance in his month
that turns out to he II poison. Iii' learns how his curiosity can lie used in helpful
ways to find out about the strange substances he encounters in his daily activities.

The 1111)111 also learns about the nature 111111 origin of some or the frustrations
children of his age co111111/111Y Meet: RIR1 Whitt he e:111 110 when he meets frusta-
tions he ea IMOt handle, Teachers are helped to become more aware of frustra-
tions children at various age levels meet. and their part in helping the children
learn how to deal with such dithnities,

As the pupil moves through the elementary school and into the junior and senior
high school, he expands his knowledge. of both the bing-term effects of various
drugs and of alternative wnys of meeting his personality demands of self-respect
personal worth. Whig loved. and similar feelings. Gradually, he recognizes that
the demands drug abusers solve by turning to drugs can be met in other ways.
each of which can he examined as to its pniliable short, and 101Ig-term effects,
.Since there are ways of resolving daily situations tither than the misuse of drugs
and each of these alternatives call lie eXamined as to its effects. time student Leglits
to ask himself the question, "What clients do T want-?" lie learns that to answe
this question he has to clarity for himself what he wants to do with his life.
Ile is assisted in examining the contributions of, moral philosophies to help 111111
formulate his answer to this basic question. As i4 clarifies the purpose he wishes
his life to serve and as he learns to.examine alternative ways -of. meeting the
daily tasks. lie becomes more capable of meeting the daily situations construc-
tively,

Thus. the student: is not blocked in his attempt to work out the basic daily
tusks. Also, values are not imposed. Ile is helped to clarify for himself the min
pose his life is to serve owl how to find ways of working out the daily situations
,consistent with that life purpose,

Mr, CARL NICK RSON,
Way Rilocation Comsultant.
Slate (fee of Public 1,W-ruction,
Olympic. 1Voslt.

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,'
Oklahoma Oily, Okla., April 03, 4973:

DEAR CARL : I enjoyed our conversation of last week and I am utmost apprecia-
tive of tile opportunity to help in this matter. I have included some data which'
explains our program in part, Please feel free to call ou us if we cart be of
assistance in the future.

Flouting
1970-71: .

Federal- 841.287
State 50.000
Oklahomti.Crime Commission (LEAA) 14,000

Total 108,287
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1971-12:
Federal 25, 700
State
()CC

Total °5, 700
1972-78

Federal *-'5. 70(
State
OCC 10. SOO

Total 31;, 5(X)

1973-7-1:
Federal 25, 700
State
°CC

Total 25. 711)

The total amount of funds expended through our program since August of
1970 up to and including the 1078-74 school year would he $1.90,187.00. This in-
cludes $121,387:00 granted to us by the U.S. Office of Education. $50,000.00 in
state appropriations in 1070 and $24,800.00 granted to us by the Oklahoma Crime
Commission. This is Hu! sum total of all money involved in our drug education
project.

In regard to release time for teachers who have been involved in our training
programs. we have conducted training sessions of varying lengths for approxi-
mately 22.805 educators from our state. This number includes not only teachers.
but counselors. administrators, school nurses and interested citizens of the
eonummity. We have also included a largo number of students in our in-depth
training'iorogratus. which hists three days. lit ondueting, our program over the
last' three years. we have provided information and .coridneted numerous types
of programs for a grand total of 40,8S1 people.

At the present time we have 13 mini-grant .teams operating in the state of
Oklahoma. We are' presently waiting funding notice on 28 additional teams
which have submitted proposals to the U.S. Office of Education. These projects
are coordinated through the office of the Commissioner of Narcotics and Dang-
erous Drugs-Control, an agency of the Attorney General. Since the inception
of this Oleo. whicb.We work with very closely. a total of 2.3.084 people have
taken part in community type drug abuse prOgrams. This number includes
9,040 students from our public school systems.

Carl, I hope the above information will he of some benefit to you and those
you are working with. "I feel that it is extremely important that we continue
to receive financial support from the federal level, It seems as though this is
the incentive for many state And local agencies and individuals to continue

"lbeir involvement. Since our entire staff is not salaried with federal funds, this
does not necessarily help us continue our jobs. We will have a position regard-
less of federal funding. It is important. however.' that we have operational
monies hi drug education. Without this, it Would he difficult for us to involve
leen] school people,

Please keep us informed and we will certainly he available to assist 'in any
way possible:

Sincerely,

Dr. CAR1. NICKERSON,
Health Education Consultant,
Old Capitol. Building,
Olympia, IF ash.

PATRICK H. McGUIRE,
Director, Narcotics and Drug Education.

OR G.ON. STATE DEPARTMENT or EDUCATION.
Salem, Oreg., May 18, 19'73.

e***4
DEAR cm: The following information reports only a very minimum of ac-

complishments and dollars generated by the drug education monies we have re-
ceived from the 'U.S. Office of Education.
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I. ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

a. We have established a health coordinator in each of Oregon's 3:19 'school.districts. They all have NIA the opportunity to attend a minimum of twoi one-dayI n-ser ice programs.
b. Leadership has been provided which is helping Oregon school districts to

develop and implement a total health program which includes a mental healthappr: arch to drug educa thin.
e: The Oregon State Department of Education has sponsored two conferences

for teaching personnel from teacher training institutions and "community colleges.
The conferences were for the purpose of improving teaeher preparation through
boy hied imint, and interchange of ideas. The last conference included personnelfrom Idaho, Nevada, Oregon. and Washington.

it Two conferences have been held to standadiw the efforts of all state agen-ies in the area of drug education.
e. A :scond position flt health education at the Oregon State Department ofEducation has been established. The specialist, will ronthiet workshops for ele-mentary teachers and Ira in doctoral students in lierilth education who also willconduct workshops for elementary teachers with emphasis on a mental healthapproach to health education.

II. GENEft ATEII 11 ONI.F.S
a. Teacher salaries $.1S. 000'II. Coordinator salaries 20. 310c. intermediate education districts for purchase of materials 75. 000d. Salaries at State department of education 02, 01)0(... 011ice space 30.000

Total °01.340

DI. FUTURE PLANS

a. Continue and expand present programs.
h. Provide workshops for educators front the mental health agencies and publichealth division. The workshop objective would be to establish a cooperative planto ultimate. the community, especially parents of preschoolers. as to the howand why of good total health..,
Carl. Pin sure I could Loire increased this total report by r.1) percent had 1 hadthe lime to do so.

Cordially;
Txx Tarrscrt. .

pas rali.cf. lIcalth

HIGHLIGHTS OP WISCONSIN'S Dauer Mit:CA.110N PROJECT. 1970-73
1. Clara:Mom guidelines on alcohol, and other drugs were completed rid dis-tr to all Wisconsin sehool districts.
2. Workshops have been.conducted in all but one. of the 19 Cooperative Educa-tional Service Agencies (CESA) during the three years.
3. Each year in four to six CESA's Meal school districts Matched project fundsto employ a full-time drug education consultant who provided direct services toschools.
4. A drug edneation training team has helped plan the state programs, par-ticipated in team workshops, and conducted individual inservice for teachers andindividual groups.

Special target groups reached include:
(a) Wisconsin School Board's Association.
(10 PTA, through state convention and coMmunity workshops. PTA. rep-resented on state team and purchased films to rise in workshops.(c) Black, Chicano, andndian state team members are active in commu-nity projects.
d I Youth have. been involved in all workshops with school and communitypeople.

.0. Special projects.
(a) Film Evalnation Committee of CO has reviewed new films and a "Wis-consin Film Guide" is being prepared.
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(b) Materials fair brought together over .100 schools and organization Imo-
ph. to learn how to evaluate and use materials.

(r) College conference brought. together representatives of over half of
Wisconsin's teacher preparation institutions to plan for pre-service and in-
service education.

(d) Two Social Seminar sessions for trainers have been sponsored jointly
with other state agencies. Follow-up sessions are planned by two universities
for pre-service, and it third is sending a staff person for training.

7. Pre-training and follow-up workshops for mini-grant teams have been held.
S. State and local contributions.*
These include: Time of staff and training team Members, office space anti re

listed expenses.
Estimated $11.280 per quarter $#.1. 120
Local school district contributions made to support half of the salary

of three drug education specialists, 1972-73 school year .100-----
Estimated total per year fit). 1120

9. Extended project 1975-70Plans will include:
(a) Support, for local mid CESA (regiona 1) comprehensive health education

(including alcohol and other drugs) coordinators. who will :
(1) coordinate K-12 multi- disciplinary programs.
(2) demonstrate teaching strategies.
(3) provide leadership for curriculum development and implementation.
(41 promote cooperative community-sehool involvement.
('il) use community resources.

(h) Support for state-wide teacher. youth and commonity workshops.
(et Extension of teacher preparation curricula in omprelic»sive health edit-

ea Hon. tbmphasizing problems of alcohol find other drugs as related to emotional
health.

(0) Conl lotted and expanded work with minority and youth groups.
(e) Emir regional Materials Fairs will include school staff and community

people on a multi-disciplinary basis, to learn how to select and use andiolvisual
resources.

APPENDIX II

SAMPLE CURRICULA, SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

fundamental leanings Suggested activities

II. Reasons for the use and abuse of drugs:
A. Curiosity.
B. Social pressure (peer pressure).
C. Desire to please.
D. Fear of unpopularity.
E. Escape from school, family, etc.
F. Boredom.
G. Rebellion against authority.
H. Despair and frustration,
I. To prove that they can control drugs.
J. Ta relax,
K. To fulfill a purposeless life.
L. Ta shock the "establishment."

IV. Marijuana (Cannabis):
A, Specifics:

1. Medical usenone in the United
States (used in the Middle East).

2. Dependencepsychological not
physical.

III. Reasons for the use and abuse of drugs (note to teachers:
List student's reasons on board):

A. Discussion questions:
1. What are some reasons that people use

drugs?
2. Are any of these reasons shortrange

answers, long-range answers, or solo.
tions to problems?

3. Is there a relationship between drug abuse
and one's environment?

IV. Marijuana (Cannabis):
A. Filmmariruanaavailable at the Audio Visual

Center, Scatieldtawn Rd., telephone exchange
594, reservations necessary.

'Not estimated are local school district costs of released time for teachers to participate,other expenses of luserrice. and printed and a lid iovisua I resources;.-n-s-weli as actual stridentdrug rirogrunts.
..

.
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APPENDIX II EXHIBIT

CONCEPT: DRUGS

/Instructional objective: Before completing, the intermediate grades, the student will evaluate, at a level of proficiency
determined locally, the possible sociological, psychological, and physiological effects on the individual resulting from
the use and/or misuse of various mood modifiying substancesj

Evaluation expert- Student and teacher
ences student and/ resources for data

Teacher questions for program planning Learning experiences or teacher gathering

To what extent is the individual responsible to
society? To himself?

Why is the term "respect" Important the indivi-
dual and to his relationship with society?

What limitations does society place, upon the
individual?

Understanding that the entire organism is affected,
what systems of the body are most directly affected
by the use and/or misuse of each mood modifier
stu died?

What causes people to react differently to the same
mood modifying substance?

Why might an individual experience inconsistent
effects from the use and/or misuse of mood
modifying substances?

Dr. NicREnsoN. Thank you. My testimony today is in support of
4715 and related bills to extend the Drug Abuse Education Act

of 1970Public Law 91-527and the related appropriations.
This presentation has been prepared with communication and help

from educators in more than half of the States. Some State directors
have provided supportive documentation, which is found in appen-
dix I.

I believe there is also a key you should have indicating the code flint
the State will be found in. In the early part of my statement I believe
I have documented (a.) that the Federal Government has only ad-
dressed itself to drug education for ..years and (b) less than 10.
percent of the Federal drug budget -has gone to education.

If we were to be able tosubtract the dollars not going directly to
elementary .or secondary education, the percentage would be far less.
I urge you to keep this in mind when so-called experts charge that edu-
cation has failed; for I contend that education has not been given a.
chance.

I have also identified the things that my colleagues and I feel have
been most beneficial as a result of these funds. First, there has been in-
creased school-community teamwork, including the great student
invol ventent.

Second, the fact that these funds Were earmarked gave many of us
an opportunity to move forward in an area that. we l''iad-been greatly
concerned about for many years. I should also like to mention that
most States have been able to move. on programs that deal with a.
broad spectrum of drug use and availability in society, including so-
cial, psychological as well as the physiological dimensions;
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We have been able to devote much time to attitudes, decisionaking
and developing self-esteem in youth as well as imparting knowled.we.

Third, the generation of additional funds, almost all the leAters in
appendix document that millions of dollars in kind and hard cash
have been generated to the use of these dollars.

The use is varied. In someStates such as Maryland, their entire pro-
gram is dependent on Federal funds. In other States such as Utah and

_ Washington, the majority of funds have flowed through to local
districts.

I would like to very quickly .quote to you a portion of it letter from
Robert Leake, who is a supervisor in the State of Utah, found in ex-
hibit. G-3.

"lietter than 99 percent of Utah's allocated Federal drug abuse. edu-
cation funds have been allocated and spent at the local district and
school level. For 3 years running. the State board of education has

.provided a director of the program at State expense. ,Only travel to
specific drug education meetings called and sponsored by the USOE
have been used for the director.

"A sizable amount of district funds have gone to match Federal
drug educational dollars. This has come in released time, for teacher
education and training, supplies, printed materials, et cetera.

"Only $3,000 of Federal drug abuse funds were used for the, Utah
1n72 statewide drug assessment. All computer time, screening clerical
time. research consultant time, secretarial time, et cetera, has come
front other State sources.

"In reality Utah has achieved tremendous mileage out of fewer
dollars in this program than in most any project undertaken for
decades."

There have also been some weaknesseS in the administration of the
act, First, there has been an obvious ignoring of wimp of the apparent
eongressional intent written into the act. I refer directly to section A,
articles b-1, b-2, b-3, and b-4, which relate specifically to the develop-
ment. demonstration. and evaluation of curricula. r.ess than 1 year
ago, in testimony before. this committee, the ITSOF, could document
only 9,000 Federal dollars specifically spent on drag Curriculum, and
this was in fiscal year 1969.

contend that without a national modelnot ti mandated national
curriculinn, but, a. model=we do not have a point from which we can
readily measure the differences among the.variety of curricula. already
developed or to be developed.

Along with the enrriculnin model, a. model or models for curriculum
implementation- and utilization should also be developed. Once this
is accomplished, other data can be gathered and analyzed in relation
to the local curriculum and its relationship to the national mode.

do not profess to be a researcher or au expert. statistician. It just
makes sense to me, that. if one is going to developa program. he shotild
.start ,with a model he can define and with which he can identify and
measure deviations from that model before other measurements can
have much meaning. . .

As more programs arc identified, clarified, and compared to the
national model, we may indeed be- able to see a number of meaningful
comparisons from which we can begin to make logical inferences.
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I do not believe this will require more staff at the Office of Educa-
tion, for if properly approached and funded, State offices of education
could do much of the work necessary to obtain information, once the
national models are developed.

On this point I have two specific suggestions: (1) An adequate
number of representatives from State offices of education be involved
in each and every step of the planning process: and (2) The initial
testing be dom.: in one region of the country to develop a prototype,
thus reducing the confusion, margin of error, and waste of launching
a program nationwide prior to gaining experience oil a smaller scale.

Next. there exists a lock of evidence of lonz-ram4e planning. In
June of 1971 a group of. State directors met at San 'Francisco State
College and, among other recommendations, encouraged the USOE
to develop aL lcmg-range plan-2 to 4.1.0111.:3--to include what needed to
be done, who should do it, when ;ilid how to tell when' it was done.

We were anxious to assist in this task 'because we were seekinr
a unified approach -and felt .that planning. and consistency at the
Federal level, with appropriate input from the States, could aid all
parties concerned to be more accountable.

I mention this simply to indicate that as a group, State direetors
are in a, position to -identify the needs and problems and elm oiler
meaningful advice and counsel in relation to education pro!rrams.

The third major weakness is that the lack of planning has resulted
in inconsistent programs and areas of focus. The "Help communities
help themselves" program is an excellent illustration of this point.

For example, 17 reams from communities in Washington State
will be attending a, 2-week training. program in California at a cost
of $48,299, almost all of whichwill be spent in transportation and liv-
ing expenses.

Although our office did have an opportunity to read the grant pro-
posals, it was still possible for community groups to bypass State
offices and apply directly to the USOE.

We, like many States, feel we have the expertise to do our own
training-, and could improve on the training program by being. able
to do considerable in- community preparation. training and fonownp.

incidentally, the USOE grant; to our State ollice is $31 .30o com-
pared to the *48,299 total awarded to 17 community groups. Those
amounts, plus a proper proportion of the cost; of operating a training
center in California, would probably total oVer $125,000, all of which
could be used to provide in-depth training and assistance to ninny
more than the 100 or so Washingtonians who will travel to Cali fornia
this year.

'In conclusion, I wish to reiterate my thankfulness and appreia-
tion to the members of this committee for your outstanding efforts
on behalf of the youth of our Nation. You have tried to provide for
the facilitation and d.evelopment of sound drug education model
programs.

Much good has come from this effort. but much remains to be
done. The following recommendations are, closely related. Accept-
ing one Nvithont the others would, in my judgment, seriously hamper
opportunities for future progress.

One, although we appreciate the initiative and leadership of. Con-
gressmen heeds and Peyser in introducing H.R. 4715, we are con-
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corned that the amount of funding requested for section 3 projects
will allow, at best. a continuation of programs at the present. Minimal
.funding levels.

Tf We are to make. up the lost opportunities for the development,
testing. and evaluation of national curricula models and program im-
plementation and utilization models, and if we are to move quickly
and boldly to carry out the congresional intent., we will need more
funds.

therefore suggest that this committee consider amending H.R.
4715lines S through Sas follows: From $15 million to $51) million
for the fiscal year beginning July 1.1972: from $20 million to $50 mil
lion for the fiscal year beginning July 1. 1974 . and from $25 million
to $50 million for the fiscal year beginning :In ly 1, 1975.

Two. all funds from Public Law 01-527 shall be awarded through
a State coordinating body. w th a minimum of 50 percent. earmarkedlarked
for the office of the chief State school official for projects relating to
the criteria in section 3.

Such action would greatly reduce the chances for overlapping and/
or conflicting projects within a State and would increase commnnica-
th.m and coordination of efforts. This would enable funds to be
awarded to projects outside. the formal school programs: that is, peer
group programs, ethnic- cultural centers, et cetera.

Three. chief State, school officers or their designees shall have the op-
portunity to provide. input. on policy decisions and program guidelines
concerning drug abuse prevention educational programs before de-

. eisions are made by the ITSOE.
This recommendation would help alleviate many of the problems

revolving around the way funds were spent by the TJSOE in the past.
Four. finally by passing the original act. Congres has taken a for-

ward look town rd utilizing the potential of our Nation's school systems
to serve a. unique and valuable role in greatly reducing both the num-
ber of citizens who become afflicted and the severity with which others
become. afflicted by many of the social health problems.

I urge this committee to explore, the possibility of creating legisla-
tion to strengthen the role of the school health educator. who as a gen-
eralist in the field of social health problems could organize programs
around the health needs and interests of children and their parents,
thus increasing the potential for strong and consistent leadership at the
grossroots

Mr. Tinnor,:trAs. Thank yon very lunch. Dr. Nickerson.- T. want to con-
gratulate, you on what. T think is. without question. some of the most
carefully prepared and valuable testimony on this legislation our sub-
committee has yet hadeither in writing the original act. or in con-
sidering the bill to extend it.

T am sure I need imt stress that you must be proud, in your State
of Washington. .of the leadership that Mr: heeds is giving to solving
this national problem, even as he has indicated his respect:for your
,-iontributions.

;Let me refer to page 1 of your statement. where yon note the Macro
Systems report which cites $26 million as the figure the Department
of Health, Education. and 'Welfare is spending on drug abuse edit-ea-
-Hon. That is roughly twice. the amount of money controlled, by Dr.
Nowlis in the Office of Druo. Abuse. Education.
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Whois spending the rest of that money, and how is it being spent,
or under what other legislative authorities might those funds be
provided? :

Dr. XrcKEasox. I believe that the other major organization that is
spending these kinds of moneys would he the National Institute of
Mental Health.

Mr. BRADE3tAs, Am I not correct in saying, and this is only from
memory, that most of the moneys that may be, expended by
in this general area. are not expended for the kinds of programs in-
tended to be provided under the Drug Abuse Education Act.? Are
they not more informational in nature and channeled through agen-
cies other than the school systems?

Dr. NICKERSON. There is some duplication, however. in that to the
best of my understanding they do fund a. considerable number of
community-based projects. Section 4 of Public Law 91-527 also makes
it possible for the officials of education to fund comunity-based
projects.

Arr. BRADEMAS. I suppose what we ought to do is get those NINTH
people in here to tell us what they are doing, or perhaps you could
help us tr a copy of that Macro Systems report which may spell out
just how these funds are being spent?

Dr. Nickerson, you also say on the top of page 2 that less than 10
percent of the Federal drug budget is spent. on education. Do you
have any ballpark judgment on what. would be an -appropriate-ainount
of money in real or percentage terms? .

Dr. NICKERSON. In my recommendation h suggested that for the
next 3 fiscal. years $50 million be devoted just. Co projects contained
in section 3. I will be very honest with you. I don't, know what a mil-
lion dollars is.

In fact, I had to write it out in my testimony because I kept saying
thousand. So, I ani,not. sure, but I know that money buys tune. Money
buys brainpower and a lot of resources. I believe that given $50 it-
lion as a beginning, given the opportunity to operate with sonic of
the restraints removed, if we had that opportunity, I would be in a
better position and if I were privy to what happened with it, I would
be in a better position to make a recommendation.

Mr. 13nAnEmAs. I roan struck in your testimony by your observation
that earmarking of funds was essential to getting oft the ground on a
program. of this kind. Of course, the administration is, aneast in my
judgment, locked in with a narrow, categorical ideological view that
any earmarking of funds representS some unwarranted narrow, cate-
gorical approach. to the problem which, almost by administration
definition, is doomed to failure.

1 have not understood the metaphysics of that particular attitude
other than that they really prefer to invest rhetoric rather than funds
in solving these. problems. Bali take it. you are endorsing the continued
effort to earmark some money for this program.

Dr. NCKERSON. That is part of my recommendation, but along with
that. I have also tried to carefully indicate that people at the State
level should have input before policies and guidelines are drawn up
at, the national level.

This, I believe, has been one of the big problems. For some reason
that I am not privy to, guidelines have been developed and then im-
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posed upon the States. Most of us have goals, but we have to modify our
goals to get the Federal funds according to the guidelines developed by
someone who has not. asked us for opinion rather than be, able to get
the dollars to meet, our needs.

understand -your point. As a matter of fact, if it is
any consolation you should know that those who administer this pro-
(:, am have, as you well point out, willfully ignored the intent of Con-
gress in writing the legislation.

They have not done 'what we told them to do with respect to
coura(ri lig the development of en rricul tuns in the drug abuse field. They
simply- blithely ignore the statutory mandote. in this respect.

The other question to which I. r(4er, Dr. Nickerson, the final one. is
with respect. to the lack of mention in your statement of the Special
Action Office for Drug Abuse-Prevention. I might here be asking you

questimi about which you may not have great familiarity, but the
evidence made available to our subconunittCe indicates that the ad-
ministation will conic. in and testify next: week to tell us that we don't
really lived a- Drug-.Abuse Education Act.

We know the administration opposes this legislation in the first in-
stance because the Special Action.. Office can take care of the whole
problem. Could. I ask you first if you are familiar with the programs.
of the Special Action Office, and second, what comments you may have
onthat line of reasoning.

Dr. \lc Er:iisox. 1 am somewha familiai with it. A number of those.
of its in education knew there would be, difficult times ahead when we.
had an opportunity to review tire Executive order which helped create
the Special Action Office On Drug Abuse in the White House.

I cannot quote:verbatim,but paraphrasing some parts of that. h be-
lie.ve that. the President's language was son-lei-11in,, to the effect that.
programs, educational programs would be evaluated-on the merits Of
the number of young people that they would prevent from entering
into the hell of drug abuse -or those they bring back, which si!,nal led
to as that we were almost being given-an impossible task to dociunent
that. kind of evidence, particularly with such short notice.

I think the original director of that agency is ar person who has
gained great. fame and repute in the area of treatment. and rehabilita-
tion, not in education. I. think this may have something. to do with it.

There are other people who have been crying out at some length
that edneation has failed and was not doing a job. This did not Sur-
prise us at all, but I think I have at least begun to doeument in this
testimony the, fact that we, believe edueation has not. been given ft
chance.

I might cite one thing T. think is somewhat positive that has hap-
pened because of the Special Action Office, that each State is supposed
to come up with a State plan to coordinate agencies within their
State.

In the State of Washington this is working very nicely.The agencies
have been given an excellent opportunity', for input. Whatwe are find-
ing in our State is that education. is having a say, education is getting
the input into that plam

However, this is not the case according to many of 'my, colleagues
in other States. It seems. though, time organization is happening at the
wrong end and that rather than more decisions being made by- the
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people, it seems that more decisions hi this program anyway arc being.
made in Washington. D.C. mid. in fact the White House, if that is
where the Special Action Of is still located.

11. BRADEMAS. You may have put your linger on the heart. of the
problem. We have had too much. special action emanating from the
White House, but not. of the appropriate kind recently.

1 want to thank you again for your splendid testimony. .

Mr. INIEEns. Thank you. I. too, want to commend you considerably
on some very precise and decisive testimony, which I am sure will be
helpful to this committee.

I would like to begin by asking you about what one of the most
discouraging things 1 have heard thus far coming from the 'U.S.
Oflie of Education, experts and other people, including some educa-
tors.

This is the line to the effect that drug abuse education does more
harm than good because all it does is teach young-people about what
drugs the can take instead of how to prevent them from taking
drugs. How do you handle that question?

Dr. NickEnsox. 1 haVe heard those same criticisms. AIY feeling is
that most of the people making those kinds of criticisms are far re-
moved from the classroom. let alone the school system.

I think everyone wants to do good things for kids. I think they
may be well meaning, but, they are overlooking an entire system that
includes educators, classroom teachers. nurses, counselors, anti admin-
istrators. all of 1 believe must be considered if we are to make
tliings better for kids.

This. I think, has been one of the major weaknesses and one of
the things that has allowed people to be very critical of education
in that they are not looking at the system. They are just jumping in-
mid wanting to do things for kids.

My belief is that before we can really do things and make things
better for kids in relation to drug education and ninny of the other
social problems,- we have-to concentrate a great deal of time, energy,
effort, and money on the system.

The system can work; it lies worked in many other areas. but we,
are risking people now, we are asking educators, we are asking admin-
istrators. nurses. and so forth. to deal with some. things they are not
familia with, to change sonic of the things they are doing to make it
+better for kids.

You see, it makes in my estimation, and-I have done this, it. takes
-between-30 and 45 hours of a carefully- planned Program of involve,
ment to change the way teachers view the drug problem and to give
them some skills to do things differently in their classrooms.

It is not just 3 or 4 days running. We have found- that the most
satisfactory way is to spread this over it period of time so they may
test out some things. .

Mr. limns. You feel it is almost asinine to assume that teachers
with 3 or 4 days trainingare.goincr to be -able to walk in and teach

.drng abuse education and really educate?
NrOKEnsox.-Yes, I do, However, I do think it is possible in that

period of time to make them much more sensitive and aware of how
'complex the koblem -really is..
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Mr. MEEns. What do you think of this multiplier effect program
that they had going where, say, 10 teachers would go and receive 10
or 20 hours of instruction and then come back and teach 10 more who
in turn would teach 10 more and so on?

Dr. NicKEnsox. My colleagues and I are very relieved that. the
Office of Education is no longer proinoting the multiplier program
that they did in 1909 It did have some positive effects in that it got,
school people, community people and students together at the local
levels, but: in terms of imparting the knowledge, we were greatly
concerned that at the lowest level of the multiplier things were
distorted.

We have an exercise we use in our training programs whereby five
people will leave the room and they read a story. They relay the
story to the next person. By the time the fifth person tells the story,
it has been completely distorted or is only two lines long, which indi-
cates the fallacies of-the multiplier effect.

Mr. MEEns. You indicated in your testimony that quite a few State
dollars have been generated by this very insubstantial funding at. the
Federal level. Do you have any idea, taking our own State:for in-
stance, how many State dollars are generated by the $41.000 or $36.000.
that you get?

Dr. NickEnsmst. Over the past, 3 years we have received, of course,
from this act a little less than .$100,000 My estimate would be. that
we have tripled and. maybe go as high as multiplying- that amount
by six times, considering in kind as well as hard dollars. It, has been
te"i fie.

Mr. MEEns. That is just at the State Department level?
Dr. .NicKEasoN. Programs the State Department has sponsored

using this money or allowed to flow through ?
Mr. MEEns. Is there any indication what local level school hoards

and educators have done hi terms of financing?
Dr. NICKERSON". I don't have a good answer .for. that. Much of that

might. be included in that teachers have been released and. of course,.
local districts have had to' pick up substitute -salaries,and buildings
have been used locally. State programs function locally.

Mr. MEEns. You developed a statewide -drilg abuse curriculum.
didn't von?

Dr. NicKEnsox. Yes.
Mr. MEEns. How long did that take to develop?
Dr. NicKEnsox. We had the curriculum developed. field tested and

a. guideline for implementing the proaram within the space of
months, but that was very intensive effort.

Mr. MEEns. You say field tested. What do.V011 do there ?
Dr. NilliERSON. By field testing it. we subjected it to teachers

throughout. the State. in .sninmer school pognuns having them oval
mate each part. of the program as we developed.it. They made their
evaluations, returned it.. to the writer: and we made. modifications.

Mr. Murals. It my understanding that the.President-has suggested
in his 1974 budget $3 million for drug abuse education.

view of what you and I bothconsmder to be unsubstantial amounts
now allocated for drug abuse education; this is an even further down-
grading, is it not?

Dr. NicKEnsoN. That is right.
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Mr. Mios. 11a ve you had much contact with the Office of Edn-
cation. Drug Almse Education Section ?

Dr. Nica.nitsolc. I have not had nuth contact in the last year. We
have had another stair person, who has been handling this responsi-
bility up until the middle of April who I would say had in Illy esti-
mation, probably once a month contact with the Office of Education..

Mr. MEEns. Did you have any difficulty onnnittnicating with them
at ?

Dr. NicuusoN. Sometimes it is difficult to reach them. You know
they ari! traveline. and these kinds of things. My relationship with
them. I feel, hatr'been very satisfying from my standpoint in terms
of the staff ft as human beings and individuals who, I believe, would like
to do some good.

Mr. MEEns. What I am getting at. here now, if we already feel that
education in the field of drug abuse has been overlooked as a potential
solution to the problem and if we feel that one of the reasons for
that is failure to spend the money and to give the visibility to drug
abuse education that would generate that kind of attention, and if
we now find that the drug abuse education function is to be cut by
more than two-thirdS in funding and buried somewhere in the White
}louse tool I use that word advisedlyit is a pretty clear indication,
is it. not, that this administration has downgraded the whole concept
of education as an answer to the drug abuse problem ?

Dr. Nictualso:st. I don't know how else to view it if that is in reality
what, is happening. I don't have that information. Yes, I would make..
that judgment.

Mr. MEEns. It almost, looks like their own rhetoric about education
really furnishing no -solution. Indeed, education as a problem is now
their predominant thinking over there.

Dr. Nrc-knasox. Congressman, you know, I am not involved on that
level and.I have had no input to that level, so I can't really make that
kind of a statement. I just have had the feeling for some time, and
I. think that we have begun to document it here, and if in fact these
kinds of changes are being considered in Washington, D.C., this adds
further-documentation to my contention that education has not, been
given an, opportunity.

I don't mind taking the flack, and I 'don't. mind taking some criti-
cism, but I want a-chance. I think I speak for all the educators who
have contacted in putting this together in that we do not feel we have
in fact, been given that kind of an opportunity.

Not only do we need more money, we need input to policy decisions
and guidelines before they hit. us.

Mr. Wens. Very well. Thank you very much, Mr. Nickerson.
The gentleman from Florida?
Mr. LEI EWAN. I enjoyed your testimony=. I am particularly interested

in getting your iaactionon the letter you received from Mr. Morelli
froth the. State of Florida. I just wantedtO get an idea of how you think,
from this letter, that we kie-doing imour State, in comparison sonic
of the other letters you had gotten ?

Dr. NictcEnsoiz: TIn is very difficult for me to re.spond to I have
never beento Florida.' -;

Mr. LEHMAN: JuSt froin the itietS in the letter, .I. didn't know
whether you were in a position to make a comparison or evaluation as
to this letter as to how you are doing in Washington.
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For instance, in the dollars you are spendingwe ha -re S or 9 million
people in Florida, and how many do you have in Washington?

Mr. M EEDS. 31/2 mill ion.
Mr. LEHMAN. We should he spending at least twice as much as you

are spending. Do you have a copy of that, letter?
Dr..7.cicKEnsax. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. I. just. wonder how they compare with some of the

figures you arc spending in some of the programs we are doing or some
of the programs that you are doing,..,We are going to be holding hear-
ings in Florida before June is out, and I thought we should try to find
out where we are falling down or looking, at problems. I guess it might
be difik:ult to say.

Dr. Ntmuntsox. It would. I think if you would like to make that
comparison, you cannot only make it here with Washington but also
with. the other 51 States included. I do know Mr. Morelli personally.

We ha ye had a number of discussions together, and it is my pro-
fessional opinion that at least the. State department program. is in
excellent hands. I think the fact, that he can provide this kind of docu-
mentation for you is something that you will find that many of the
community projects, perhaps would have difficulty in doing.

Mr. LEI orAx. Obviously. Federal funds to the State are going down
from $52,000 in 1970 to $48,000 in the present fiscal year.

Dr. Nickimsox. That. is right. I would hope that you would also
consider comparing what is being done in the State of Florida. with
these dollars that go to your State department., and the other kinds
at drug abuse education prevention dollars timt, are going to other
State agencies. I think that would also be, (rood information.

Mr. CM IM,1 N. Have you ever written to other people ? You wrote to
some other State people. but have yon ever written to foreign countries
to see lioW they were doing with their programs? .

Dr. Nr,iiimsox. No, sir. We get a number of letters from foreign
countries to see what, we arc doing.

Mr. LEti )rAx..Eyeryone is in the same boat, I guess.
Dr. NICKERSON, We have identified some needs. The needs we have

seen are trying to bring about changes in our educational system.
INfr. ta413tAN. As Well as onr societgy.
Dr. Nic.r.,-,Eusox, But we believe that since every community has a

school. the school can serve as a focal point for bringing that com-
munity together.

.

Mr. IimprAs. When was down. in the district. last, week, I went to
a meeting at the North Miami Beach Senior High School. One of the
questions they asked me was: "Do you believe they should .rint, agents
in the school to entrap kids with drugs ?"; inother words, pretending
to be students. young police officers dressed as students.

Dr, NicKiinsox. My professional judgment is, and I have spoken to
this point, that. undercover narcotics agents shordd not be employed in
the school system. I believe that law enforcement has a.role to play. -I
would like to see law officers, if they are needed, in the school be in the
school and clearly identified. .

T think this would be a great'reat thing. to improve their image with kids.
I think also kids should be well versed on what they .can. expect' these.
law officers to do and what kind of relationships...they. can enter into
with these people..
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TO EXTEND THE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1973

HOUSE or-RornEsENTATivns,
SELECT StiiscalourrEE ON EDUCATION OF THE

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
ashington, D .0

The subcommittee met at 10 BM. pursuant to recess, in room 2261,
Rayburn House Office Building,

a.m.,
john Bradcmas [chairman]

presiding.
Present: Representatives Bradenias, Lehman, Meals, and Land-

grebe.
.

Staff present: Jack Duncan, counsel ; Christina Orth, assistant to
counsel ; and Martin LaVor, minority legislation associate.

Mr. BRADEMAS. The Select Subcommittee on Education of the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor will come to order for the purpose of
further hearings on H.R. 4715 and related bills, to extend the Drug
Abuse Education Act for 3 years.

Today is the third and final .hearing scheduled in Washington on
these measures, and the Chair should observe that already we have
-heard from citizens and educators concerned with the problems of .drug
abuse, about the importance of extending the Drug Abuse Education
Act. . . .

.

The Chair might also here observe that on Monday neXt, June 11,
we-shall be conducting hearings on this legislation in Miami,.Fla., in
the Dade County Courthouse. . . . . .

This morning we will hear from, among others, administratiOii"Wit
nesses, who will tell us .their opnuons with respect to extending the
Drug. Abuse Education Act. ;

The Chair should at this point observe that he has seen few meas-
ures move through the Congress with such overwhelming bipartisan
support as that enjoyed by the act we are considering here, today.

The Driig .Abuse.. Education .Act Was approved in the House of
Representatives in October 1969 by.a Vote of 294 to 0. And in Novem-
ber 1970, it wasnpprovedin the Senate by a vote of 79 to 0.

I ought in all candor to pOint out here that the Nikon administration
opposed enactment of this legislation. .

In apprOving this act, the Conotes .recognized that we .were to
solve a problem as complex and difficult as' the abuse of dangerous
drugs, we needed-a variety of measures ineluding a citizenry.informed
about the dangers of drug abuse.

In approving thiS legislation, we also indicated our agreement with
President Nixon who,. in ,December 1969, at. the. Governors' Con-
ference on Narcotics and Drugs, said that drug abuse had be-

(127)
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come "a national problem requirin:r a nationwide campaign of
education.-

And in March 1970. the President again rot 'wiled to this theme when
lie said :

There is no priority higher iu this adininist rat km than to see that children
and the pidlelearn the facts about drugs in the right way and for the right
purpose through education.

And yet. the ('hair is constrained' to point out that the President has
not matched these %vords with action. For his adminstration, %vhich
opposed enactment of this measure originally, has (lone little to get the
drug abuse education-program successfully started or to give it honest
support.

Indeed, we now find that the administration proposes to cut the
budget of the Office of Drug, Abuse Education from $12.4 million iii
fiscal 1973 to $3 million in fiscal 1974.

Obviously, members of this subcommittee %ill look forward with
keen anticipation to hear what, the administration %vitnesses have to
say with respect to this legislation.

Before ealling on our first witness this morning, the Chair would he
pleased to yield to the principal sponsor of this legislation, the gentle-
man from Washington, Mr. Meeds, for any comment he may Nvish to
make, at. this time.

Mr. MEEDs. I would just like to commend the chairman on his state-
ment and reiterate my belief in its validity and indicate to the Nvitnesses
that this committee is going to 1w pretty tough in seeking answers on
how the program has been administered and why indeed the adminis-
tration again is opposing the proposal.

Mr. lin.onotAs. The ('hair might oiler a little homily at this point. I
understand there is at times awkwardness in respect to how to ap-
proach congressional committees as they conduct hearings. In view of
recent events, the Chair would suggest the best thing to do is just tell
the truth.

Our first witness this morning is our distinguished colleague from
Florida, who has, as chairman of the Select. ('rime Committee. care-
fully investigated the problems of drugs in our Nation's schools. We
are very pleased to call our distinguished colleagues, the Honorable
Claude Pepper of Florida, to the witness table.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAUDE PEPPER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. PErrEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

I have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, which I would ask that
you be kind enough to insert in the record, and then I would rather
summarize what I would like to say about this matter.

Mr. linAmotAs. That will be fine, Mr. Pepper.
[Congressman Pepper's prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF Hoy. CLAUDE PEPPER, CHAIRMAN OF TIM SELECT
ComarrEE ON /CRIME

The American people have been losing! the war against drug abuse for more
than a decade. We have been losing the war because we fail to perceive the
scope or the intensity of the problem. There is cause for worry, because the use
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drugs is Nvidespreall and groNviug, beyond our worst fears. The National Com-
mission on Marihuana and Drug Abase has reported that in 1971 :2-1 utilliuu
young people had tried pot at least tome: a Stanford study indicated that 15 to
:I.0 pereent of college students had experimented with 1,S1). Heroin figures are
more elusive. lint deaths by overdose in the Nov fords City area tripled in a

de.
The Federal Ituretut of 1 IIVOStigation reported in 11171 that the norcotir

arrests of youngsters under the age or nineteen has skyrocketed 705 percent in
Ito. last live years.

In the past three years. more than :12.001) teenagers have been arrested for
crimes involvin' drugs. Iii that period. drug arrests of young people have
spiraled front 111f1.0110 to 1 73.01)1) 41 year, Flach stale in the nation. with the ex-
ception Id' California. Inis had it Stli hil HSI. In teenage drug arrests over
the last three years.

..11einhers of the Crime Committee received increasingly ittinierims complaints
that children in tile sellouts of their districts were lieemaing involved %Nadi drugs.
So. in June of 197'2. the Crime Committee hunched tt investigotion
to determine the extent to which Qras are tieing bought. sold and moil by
children in nor nation's schools.

Our investigations took 115 In SIX Mel 1411101i1 1111 11rrnS 114/(*11 1"(.11 II 11111:4110111 the
(14111i ry : New York City. "Nliami. Chiengo. San Fratalsvo. Kansas City and T.iis
Angeles. During our inquiry we interviewed more than 1 Yr° thousand IltTDIIS.
The 1.S1 1111011y of the more than tWo hundred Nvitnesses Aiitt %Vert' sheeted 10
testify before the 4'4111111111114. :111(1 the various exhildts. (give more than ten
I 11(1115:1 11(1 printed pages of t ranscript.

Front the sellout systems we heard front Presidents or school mall's. swim..
intcwieins or schools. principals. teachers. counselors. Horses. 1"l'A ()Metals :111(1
students. Front the criminal .insure System we heard jiniges. prosecutors. do-
noisy counsel. probation officials. pollee oflives and undereover policemen 1111(1
NV0111(.11. F141111 the scierltiSC Ind ntaaliratl 111'41fPSSIIMS. we heard testimony of
medical examiners. doctors, professors and other experts who have Specialized
knowledge of drug abuse treatment and reluthilitative methods. And we heard
front parents. who spelled the xvontl, "Inaigs," NNItli a capital I), and who de-
scribed the debilitating eireciS of drugs on their children.

"1 th(inglit I was the hip (-Ktiert end defogs in then 1 found out my Own
15.year-old (laughter vas lealied on coedit'." former I7.St. Commissioner Ed-
wad Swan told the Crime Committee. Another father, vice president of a uni-
versity, told how bis 19year-old daughter was relmililitiltod after' three years
as ai heroin aililict..11id a postal worker's wife told Its how her 18-yea -old son.
a heroin addict. licked himself in a room and strangled Ills five-year-old sister
while the mother pounded helplessly oil the door. Now the son is in a mental
hospital.

The Crime Committee "Alembers teerr r1.11(41 1(4113' All111W11 by the revelations
about -extensive drug Ilse in 0111 11111 schools. XVI. had anticipated that the

drug epidemic which 1111(1 eonsol sitch devastation in .New York's
scli eliiS was nil isolated experience caused by factors peculiar to that oily.

Prior to our inquiry. the general feeling among many people AVaS tlmtt 11111'4
01111Sl. NV/1S restricted to -ghetto kids.- Nothing (guild be further front the troth.
Iltanhie testimony, eorroboroted by films, shown to the l'unntuittee. depleted the
safe and use if hard drugs in suburban :1114 inner-city schools. nut in10(1(len
buildiag recesses but ill proximity of selniol personnel. This unchecked drug
trafficking lots had grave ramilleathins--children igniting to school with hitch
money in their shoes to avoid ti slinkedown by a snident addict. children chroni-
(gift absent because they Oil too addicted to attend school. mid most 0111+11,
as with nay contagions disease. student addicts spreading drug use to others,

Sales or all sorts or drugs regularly and persistently take idn in the cafe-
terias. hallways. wash rooms. playgrounds and parking lots of our schools.
The ease with NVIlil/ students can purchase drugs in high school is truly astound-
ing. With little or no effort a teenager can obtain amphetamines. harbita ates,
LSI) 11 21(1 marihuana. With some 111111itional effort env:line and heroin ore gen-
erally available in most schools.

A 1111111iIN' of incidents demonstrnte the easy availability of these drugs. In
--(4111C:ngii. the f'onimittee obtained the eooperathin of a 17-year-old girl who was
able to go to her sulinrhan school and make unniertms purelmses of narcotics.
In just two daysduring our C'onnitittee hearings in that cityshe spent one
immired dollars oil heroin, imrhiturates. amphetamines, LSD and marihuana.
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Sales of drugs are so prevalent in New York City schools that a television
VI'VW had no difficulty filming a number of heroin soles right on school property.
In suburban Miami drugs are so accessible in the high schools that the students
reee to one school es 'I be Deng Store!' and another as the "Plirmacy.-

III iii F 11015(0. a ?:01111g Mexican American high school student I old the
Committee that. be event to school only when lie needed drugs. If be could not
fhol them in his immediate neighborhood he would always be successful in oh-
foining rungs at school.

A handsome, red-haired Palo Alto youngster testified that he often sold ns
much as $400 worth of cocaine a day on his higff sehoel campus. Keeping his
lode short, to avoid police surveillance, he told the Committee lie Could easily
have sold $1,000 worth of drugs a day, hilt he preferred to sell only to those sta-
&los he knew. In Los Angeles. a youngster advised us that he had sold more
than One hundred dollars worth of reds (barbiturates) at lnitch time in his
sehoo17reds sold for four tablets for a dollar.

More and mere American ftanilies ore being touched by deadly drug abuse.
In the Crime Committee's investigation we have found teenage addicts whose
fathers are judges. doetors. professors. If:miters. pollee officials and from every
other line of work imaginable. All races. all religions, all economic segments of
our society hove been bitterly affected.

In the coarse of our investigation we found that our national drug education
program is a disaster. In our view, the program is so bad that it can be said
to be causing drug abuse rather than reducing it. It: is not so much that the
program has been tried end failed, it is more appropriately described as being
nonexistent. Distend of an intensive, innovative and comprehensive effort to
cell) ding abuse, we have a sporadic. confused and disorganized attempt to give
a meager amount of guidance to our school children.

Therefore. I can readily understand the recent recominendation of the National
Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse to "seriously consider declaring a
moratorium on all drug education programs in the schools. at least until programs
already in operation have been evaluated and a coherent approach with realistic
objectives haseen developed." I also can readily agree with the Commissiou that
"programs oriented solely toward drugs are unlikely to serve us well."

The type of drag abuse therapy programs I believe should be implemented would
involve counseling, group therapy, peer pressure groups and parental involvement
in teainiug, and seminar programs. The programs to be financed would authorize
inservice training of teachers, administrators, counselors. and parents.

My goal is to place heavy emphasis on utilizing school resources through which
community resources could be channeled in providing therapy to users and ex-
users. In this connection, as a part of the application for assistance. a local
educational agency would be authorized to contract with other locally lased
institutions and agencies for social services, professional assistance. and other
agencies' assistance having expertise in the field of drug rehabilitation and
control. However, again the emphasis on program 'activities is its sciool-orietited
base.

Why do I stress the school involvement? A great deal. of one. children's time
is spent in the school system. learning. That is their work while growing to adult-
hood. We can never dismiss the role of the home life, and the espousement of
the traditional rabies of God. family and country. The values and standards that
will help youngsters the first time they are offered a marihuana cigarette eau
only come from hem°. Before they can cope with the illegal drugs that parents
fear, our children must be helped to formulate a rational, sensible approach
to all drugs. And before that can happen, youngsters must he helped by parents.
at home, to develop a different set of values. one that places inner strengths first
and reliance on chemicals last.

It's true that schools should he primarily places of education, and not instru-
ments of social reform, or drug prevention agencies :but the school systems hi our
country cannot stick their heads in the sand, like the traditional ostrich, in the
face of a tuition-wide drug abuse epidemic. School administrators have com-
plained that they had no money to hire drug counselors or even:to train the
teachers they presently had. Teachers have testified before the Crime Committee
that they were totally unprepared to teach intelligently about drugs because of
their lack of knowledge and preparation.

The major cause of this disastrous situation is under-financing. Little or no
money is appropriated in school budgets for drug abuse education or counseling
programs. In the major school districts of the country the entire drug education
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effort has been assigned to a single individual who works only part time on that
project. The entire financial support for drug education expenditures in their
schools is often less than five cents a child for a school year.

Repeatedly, throughout the Crime Committee hearings, we were advised that
school nurses, counselors and teachers had to be terminated because of insuffi-
cient fends. Practically all witnessesmayors, legislators, school administrators,
teachersfelt that only the Federal government could alleviate the present
financial crisis. Only the Federal government had the resources to fund a com-
prehensive attack on drugs in our schools. A projected expenditure of one billion
dollars a year for such a program would only provide less than $10 a term or
$20 a year for each youngster attending an elementary and secondary school
in this country. (Last year's elementary and secondary school population was
approximately 51.8 million students.)

Let me give you an example of the type of drug abuse counseling program
that can succeed in turning the youth of our nation away from drug use.

This Spring, Gordon Chase, administrator of the Health Services Adminis-
lration of New York City, and Dr. Seelig Lester, NYC Deputy Superintendent
of the Board of Education, reported that drug prevention programs in the
city high schools have shown "a marked degree of effectiveness in changing
student behavior." Citing a joint Board of Education-Addiction Services Agency
study, Chase said that "for the first time anywhere, to my knowledge, we have
strong and substantial evidence thi,t drug prevention programming in schools
can really work."

The study conducted this Spring was based on a sample of 900 high school
sttElents participating in group counselling sessions in the $3.6 million SPARK
drug prevention program which ASA funds in the city's high schools. SPARK
is the acronym for the School Prevention of Addiction through Rehabilitatioa
and Knowledge. The study showed that students participating in SPARK
counselling sessions showed a 2S percent. reduction in absenteeism ; a 49 percent
reduction in disciplinary referrals; a 06 percent reduction in unsatisfactory
citizenship and conduct rations; a 30 percent reduction in major subjects failed
and an increase of slightly over five points in their overall grade -point average.

Dr. Lester explained that students who participated in group counselling ses-
sionsone of several prevention strategies employed in the high schoolsare
those who are judged most highly "at risk" to become drug abusers. Two-thirds
of these students, he said, admit to prior drug usage, and their school records
indicate that most are. marginal students at best coming into the program.

Mr. Chase said, "There is extensive literature confirming that frequent truancy.
disruptive classroom behavior and poor school performance are strongly asso-
ciated with drug abaSe. The results of this study are very gratifying to is
because we believe that positive involvement in school is a crucial antidote to
drug abuse. The results are also gratifying because the evidence is very clear
that traditional approaches to drug abuse prevention--classroom lectures, films
and scare tactics Lave simply not worked. We have for some time believed
that we had a better approach in New York City and it's gratifying to see some
evidence which appears to support that belief."

The SPARK Program, under terms of its contract with ASA, provides salaries
for one Drug Education Specialist in each of the city's 94 high schools. In 40 high
schools, with higher incidence of drug abuse, a second member is added to the
SPARK team. This member is a paraprofessional with the title of Instructor in
Addiction. .

Nine high schools with indicators of high need have been designated by the
Board of Education for "Intervention Prevention" teams. These teams are
composed of six staff members, ,including the drug education specialist (who
is usually a certified classroom teacher), three other professionals (typically
including a psychologist and a guidance counselor or an attendance teacher),
and two instructors in addiction.

A broad range of activities characterize the SPARK program with latitude
for special programming at each school. Some of these activities include strident-
led peer group programs, identification and referral of drug abusers to treat-
ment. classroom and assembly programs of an informational sort. and teacher
training. However, the dominant activity in all schools is counseling. including
individual counseling, semi-formal rap sessions and-ongoing group sessions for
those students whose pItter of behavior indicates they- are most prone to_..
become drug abusers or addicts.
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The study concludes that participation in SP.1RK intensive counselling ses-
sions does Sig 011ie:11a 010 11.tto ill fib o 11101110S 110.:151114.1. liS
is in sharp distinct hot to the prevailing research nationally on drn g. prevention
programs which use classroom educationas opposed to group
as their major strittegy for intervention. It suggests that AS.1, 11101 the Board of
1:(lovotion. as well as the stale of Nev 'fork. should vontinue to incourage and
support group counselling as 0 program which produces desirable outcomes in
terms of more positive and competent student behavior.

These findings. it should be pointed (lilt. reinforce the findings of the MARCO
Systems. 1111.. study performed for ASA. in the Sifting of 1071. Mac!! found that
group experiences were strongly (and enthusiasti(ally) preferred by students
as n mode of drug prevention. The data on reduced ahsentevism tends to cor-
roborate MARC() 8 ilnectlotal [hidings that for many students the SPANK
l'regrain WOS a major reason for coming to school.

Fuirthermorp, it seems highly probable that such improvements in basic
k.havior :100 in the long run OW 1110:4 flooti vo (IV( orrolit to drug usage. The
study does not III01 this. and the reduction in drug 11s0 by SPARK pa rtivitian is
!hut is self-reported and reported by SPARK staff IS well does not. in itself.
prove that in futore years drag use will remain di1ilinished.1 However, IllOtt. is
strong inferential evidence from many StIlltit'S of drug abuse suggesting that :1
student \vim denmnstrates an elimination of anti-social or self-destructive be-
havior. as indicated by reductions in alsenteeisin. disciplinary irferraIs and 1(011
cmalitet ratings. phis positive achievement in stllool. is !inherited by improved
grades and reduced failures. is less likely It) become a thug Mintzer.

These are also the findings ill II five-year stmly of Iloston elementary. junior
high and high school students reported at a recent semina0 at tho National Insti-
tute of Meiltal Health. The study is being conduct-4.d by Dr. (tole 31. Smith or
mos,:nchoKeti.s c000rld Imam. a gl,:lor from component of
I IE1V's I Iealth Serviees nid 1ill-311 Health Atlininist rat ion.

Students tested are a sample of prislominnutly white. middle-class school
Pnlatlalion or 15.000 III 33 Imbue schools in the ilreilter Boston area. They range
from fourth-graders to high school seniors. and when they fill out questionnaires
eacli year, they rate themselves on traits of personality and behavior. and iden-
tify their attitudes toward and their use of drugs. School records furnish his-
tories of academic performonce. A guaralaves ()1111(1(11i lout
Although participation is voluntary. approximately 95 percent or :=isiolvots present
on testing days have token latrt in the study.

In findings to Mite. the best indicator of subsequent Ilse of illegal drums is
reindlionsness townril horiiies and rules. Obedient children are 1110 least likely
131 become drug osers. Tho more rebellious 11 ehilil. the grouter his subsequent
use of drugs is apt to be. ranging upward from infrequent wailful:inn smoking
through frequent. niarilinana use to multiple eNperinientut ion and usein addi-
tion to mariltuarmof depressants. stimulants. LAD aml other hallneinogens.
and heroin.

Other reliable predictors of future drug use are classroom apatbY 011(1 gen-
erally poor academic perform:ince from middle-grade 5011001 onward, and the
(Oily smoking of cigarettes. ludic:airy iiersonnility traits on which drug users
score low aro: 0011Selentiiiiisitts:4. dependability. striving for recognition. setting
IliglI goals. persisteiwy, planfulness. thoroughness. eftiriellrY. ntatillerlittesg ami
agreealplen?ss. Two traits which (10 not predict to tore drug Ilse or 11(01-lise aro
vigor aml self-couthlenee.

The researchers said that in comparing data from non-nsers and those already
using drugs at the beginning of the study in 1 1169. the computer was able to s.ort
out the two groups with Si percent necuracy using only non-drug-related
lafornmtion.

Involvement of families With their children was the key concern of 1-1r. Richard
If. Ilium of Stanford Ijniversity. a psychologist \V boo is consultant to the White
IThuse Speeial Action Office for Prog Abuse I'revention. lie studied families of
1(11 nuiversity:Sindents in detail. The families were not selected on the basis
of whether students 111111 experimented with tiritg,s. although Dr. Minn found
that all but three or four had (lone so, some 111010 lastingly than others. h-ho Ihi oil
divided the families into low-risk. moderate-risk. and high-risk, based on which
drugs. if any. had 110e11 iisetl. how often. and for how long. All family nwini!ers.
including younger children us well as parents. were interviewe(I. and the family
groin) was observed for 15 to 30 hoors. With few exeoUt ions. Dr. Blum reptwtod.
the low-risk parents espoused the I VAIIIOS



they held firmly to parental prerogatives, deciding for their children Ad ill SV1140111

they Widthd play, when tiny- would study. and how they would spend their spare
time. These Parents cited the family as their greatest. source Of pleasure.

high -rids parents felt children should make their lava decision in matters
involving them as early as possible: what \vas important was that each child
be allowed to develop fully and freely without excessive parental Interference or
harsh discipline. Although many of those high-risk pi:rents were idealistic.
/hey held no foram! code of beliefs it rid had difficulty expressing their values.
Ire area in vhielt high -risk young people took :41 rung laws foal) their Parents was
in the use of drags. Mothers and fathers or high -risk families Avert. lwavy drug

IlleY might not have described themselves that way. They were
ne111 likely in stlioln cigarettes. noire prone to observe the cocktail boil r, I hey
ustal tranquilizers. sleeping pills. and other medication heavily.

'flows findings stress the need for emuniunity involvement and adult education
in the fight against youthful drag flimsy. ll'e agree with the National

on :Marihuana and I Iruz .uatse that the family can perform effectively ifs
ilal roli in dealing with youthful drug use only it parents appreciate Ille 01111-
1.1exity 4.)f ditg taking behavior, the perceived needs it allegedly lilk, am! the
importance of their own behavior in shaping that of their children.

Dr. Allan Y. Cohen. psychologist and director of the Institute of Drug
Education and IZesearela tot John' F. Kennedy rnivetNity. Alartinez. ('alifornia.
once inquired or o group of high school students why they hail never tried drugs.
()lily a handful said they had been frightened off by the law. by fear of addiet
I y religious scruple~. or COIRP1'11 ;111141i: their 1101111h. Tilt, greil1PVI manlier replied
that they "had something boiler going for them." or .-Ittrued on lot (nor way.:,"
-And 10)011 y1n PrOSSVil many of them." said Dr, Cohen. -what they 1110:10 was
that they had a warn' rolatioasltlit and pleasant lire at home."

Lire at selowi and our education al system can never simplant the home Pro nr
the youth of our nation, lint eminselling programs such as SP.11Ili. in New York

r can be highly SlitWS1'111 in helping young people deal with their rrol:-
Ienisineleding their home lifeand help them realixe that education coo offer
them something they want its well tot need. A billion dollars it year inean,. only
:?,:2() a year per school child. This is a small price to pay for a slake fu the future
of our country.

Mr. Think you. lit tile fast place, 31r. C'hairman, I want to
commend our distinguished colleagues. Alr. Aleeds, for proposing to
extend the Firm!. 'Education At and for providing the funds that are
provided for in

1 would la: grateful if the committee would allow me to insert
in the record a hill vthich a iimber of our colleagues and I introduced
last veal. also. II.Ii. 111002. to amend the other measure. the II:lenien-
t:11.y and SeeMiclary 1:,docation Act of 10(35, to provide for drug
abuse. therapy pro..rams in the schools.

That Wass introduced by myself and Mr. 13raseo, Arr. thin. AEI..
3:11irphy, 31r. IZangel. 31r. Siieger. 311.. IValtli(.. and Mr. 1Viini of
the ('rime Conmiittee.

The TIonse Select on Crime. 3fr. Chairman, and. meinliers
of the lame that this rominittee will come out with the
best. program that you ran formulate to try to reduee crime anti save
lives lit.- cubing drug use and utilise in the schools and by providing
the kind of program Nvhirlt is emidurive to students hi the sclitioi-;
ovtting oft of cirmrs if they once heroine a Ilse]. or not. getting into
that population if they have not done so..

Our Committee. after some 4 years of hearings over the
country in the area of crime. has concluded, and we are now in the
preparation of our thud report, that the crime problem in this country
Is 1»*.111-ffirilV between the repeaters who have been in 1»»1 in and in.
the prisoners of this country. and the youth, the young people of the
country ; and of course, the greatest hope for reducing the magnitude
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of the problem in the future is to reduce the number of young people
who get into the criminal population..

For example, a judge from Philadelphia appeared by our com-
mittee recently and gave the figures in Philadelphia for 1972. That
study showed that 25 percent of the murders were committed by people
under 18 years of age, and 40 percent of the robberies were com-
mitted by people under 18 years of age, and 39 percent of the
burglaries were committed by people under 39 years of age..

Well, in general, we have the statistics that 25 percent of all of
the indexed crimes in this countrythat is, murder, rape, robberies.
and aggravated assault-25 percent of all of those serious or indexed
crimes were committed by people wider 18 years of age. 40 percent
by people under 21 years of aoe, 51 percent by people wider 25 years
of age, and two-thirds by people under 28 years of age.

So we see that, primarily, the crime problem in this country is
caused by crimes committed by young people.

In my statement, I mention the National Commission on Marihuana
and drug abuse has reported that in 1971, 24 young people
had tried pot at least once. A Stanford study indicated that 15 to 20
percent of college students had experimented with LSD.

Heroin figures are more elusive but death by overdose in the New
York City area tripled in a decade.

The FBI reported in 1971 that the narcotics arrests of youngsters
under the age of 19 had skyrocketed 665 percent in the last 5 years.
That is just to give one other group of figures.

In the past 3 years, more than 432,000 teenagers have been arrested
for crimes involving drugs.

In. that period, drug arrests. of young people have spiraled from
109.000 to 173,000 a year Each State in the Nation, with the exception
of California, had a substantial rise of teenage drug arrests over the
last 3 years.

Now, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we held hear-
ings on drugs in the schools in New York, Miami, Chicago, San Fran-
cisco, Kansas City, Kans.,- and Los Angeles and the consensus of
opinion was that generally the school boards had first tried to ig-
.nore the existence of the drug problems and to sweep it 'under the
rug when something was said. or brought up about it. .

Finally, I think partially because we turned the spotlight of pub-
licity upon the probleni, we. find now that, in those places where we
held hearings, the school authorities are beginning to develop
programs.

We had in San Francisco one of the best witnesses I ever heard
testify before a committee and that was a black man, Dr. Marcus
Foster, superintendent of the Oakland city school system.

We brought hiin over here later and he testified before your full
committee at a 'meeting chaired by the committee chairman, Mr. Per-
kins, and he and others who are- leading school authorities in the
country have emphasized these facts, that something can be 'done i n
the schools more effective than what is now being done to keep school
Students from getting on drugs and to get offthat is, those who have
already become users of them.

The school authorities strongly oppose the categorical grant method
of giving Federal aid to thein. They all emphasize that they can do a
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better job. if they are given money to use in the kind of program that
they find most effective in their schools.

Our bill here would authorize a half billion dollars, and, frankly,
if we are going to do anything much about the problem, it is going to
take at least a half billion dollars a year aid from the Federal Govern-,
meat to the schools of the country to enable them to put into effect
the kind of program that will be helpful.

We saw the great city of Chicago struggling to get one counselor
in each school and they didn't have the money to put in more than a
very few, and yet scores of schools were going to close in December
of that year.

We were there last year. They didn't have the money to continue the
full operation of their school system.

You gentlemen, as members of the Education and Labor Comm ittee,
are well a warebut I didn't realize until we had our hearings over
the country-411e real crisis there is in education today in the school
systems of this country primarily due to the lack of money.

In general, they are dedicated administrators, compe'tent, and dedi-
cated teache.rs. and they want to do a good. ;job, but most of them are
hamstrung because they dm have. adequate money.

Now. I was permitted by your distinguished committee chairman to
sit with him and Mr. Lehman at a subcommittee hearing held not
long ago in Miami and they had school authorities from various parts
of -the country there to testify about the need for the continuation
and the expansion of ..the elementary and secondary educatibn
program.

Some of those school autl amities, in testifying and they allowedme
to sit with the. committee said, "We are not now getting money
enough under title Ito give the benefits of that program intended Co
aid disadvantaged children to but one out of -three of the .children
that should be eligible to get the benefits of that program."

SoJ asked -one of those authorities, "What happens to the other
two"'?. He said, "They become school dropouts."

I said, "You don't have to tell me . what happens to them. I know
the school dropout is: in general, headed for the. juvenile court for
commission of a crime and the juvenile authorities tell us that 50per-
cent of those who gOt involved in the juvenile court wind up a while
later in the penal institutions of this country after having committed
a more serious crime and being convicted of that crime."

So if we are interested not only in education and saving .the lives
of these young people, but in reducing crime, I don't .know of any
better way to do it than to give money generally to the school authori-
ties so it can be crime-oriented pr -drug-oriented and letting them de-
velop the kind of program that in their administrative experience
they find to be the best type of program.'

In every school there. should be a drug: counselor and there is not
school system. in the country today Where an appreciable number of
the schools have a drug counselor. . . . : . .

The ten chers should be. ta ughtat least some of thern,a knowledge
of drugs. Aid can be.given to parents in recognizing the -dung problem.

We. had -parents sit before ns in Miami. and ..California with tears
running down the -mothers' faces tellino. us,. "Why didn't somebody
tell me what was the matter with my son before he died.i"L,
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In Miami a mother told about, her son and didn't know what was
the matter with him. lie came home one day and went it to a room
where a little 5-year-old daughter was sleeping and in a liale bit, she
heard the muffled screams of the child vowing through the door and
couldn't7get in until lie had strangled the.- l to death;

One aspect of the program should be ti. w the schools to work in
conjunction with the parents.

Now, Mr. Chairman. I won't take more of your time but I set, out in
my statement a. very excellent experimental program adopted and they
call it SPAM:, I believe, in New York City, showing how inventive,
innovative, imaginative programs can be employed and will be em-
ployed by the school authorities if they. are given the money to do so,
first, in aid to education and, second, in aid to saving and making
stronger and better lives for these youngsters and, third. in pursuance
of the national interest in reducing crime in. this country, give us the
best bill :von can bring out of committee and give latitude to the school
authorities to use that money in the way they find most effective
peer therapy and various types of programs in order to diminish the
drug program.

rinAnEmAs. Thank you very much, Mr. Pepper. for a most
eloquent, indeed characteristically eloquent, and in formed, statement. on
this important problem.

won't take time now to put. questions to you, but we shall be very
pleased .ot study with great interest your prepared statement and I
would also like to invite you to join us next week in Miami at our hear-
ings in your backyard if you find that possible, given your OW11

schedule.
Mr. PP.ppEn. Yam, good. When will you he there ?
Mr. linAmmAs. We will be there Monday morning, June i t, at 9

o'clock in the Dade. County Court House to hold a. hearing on this legis-
lation. Congressman Lehman. a. colleague and member of the subcom-
mittee from Florida, is particularly anxious that we should be clown
there.

Mr. Pr.nrEa. I am delighted you are going to T join in. the request
that your committee go and I will be there and wotild like to appear
before the Committee.r-

Mr.1-InAni-:NtAs. Fine.
Mr. Meeds?
Mr. MI: Ens. Thank You very much.
My commendations also, Claude. on as fine statement. T just note. and

you can answer this if you want to. that von are talking of something
in the area of one-half a billion dollars for drug abuse education and
the administration is proposing $P million..What comment would you
like to make about that ?

Mr. Pr.enEn. T. don't know whetherI guess even $1 might, I don't
know- whether it wonld.do any good or not. but it is so grossly inade-
(mate it is shocking, that a Governinent that purports to be concerned
about youth of this country and about, crime in this 'country, would so
negleetthe essential way inwhich to achieve both ends.

Mr. Miucns. President Nixon says, "They Must-have- a nationwide
theme of education and that there is no higher purpOse in this ad-

iStration than drug. aibuse education.
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throughout Federal agencies and to eliminate overlapping and dupli-
cative authorities that have, in the past, led to confusion.

We oppose H.R. 4715 and H.R. 7768 because they would unneces-
sarily extend the categorical authorities of the drug Abuse Education
Act.

As we reported to this committee last year, the Special Action Office
has undertaken a number of projects in the area of education and train-
ing, prevention, and manpower development.

Studies of all of the federally sponsored drug education and train-
ing programs have been undertaken. These studies have been con-
ducted in two ways : First, by way of written reports from interviews
with staff -of the several Federal agencies involved; and second, by
way of meetings of a Federal Executive Drug Abuse Council working
group on education and training and related areas. These efforts are
continuing.

This Office has also initiated the development of a munber of evalu-
ations of education prevention programs. These will yield useful data
on the impact of the various types of education and prevention pro-
grams sponsored by both the Office of Education and the National In-
Slitute of Mental Health (NIMH) .

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the Director
of the Special Action Office, have 'ample authority and funds to con-
(Wet a wide variety of drug abuse education programs.

Under the authority of Public Law 92-255, section 410, the bepart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare has requested in the fiscal-year
1974 budget $3 million for the Office of Education to conduct a pro-
aram of preservice and in- service drug abuse training of teacheri4.

Also under section 410, funds have been requested for NIMH to
support effective community- based chug abuse education and preven-
tion efforts. .

In addition, the NatiOnal Institute of Mental Health has requested
funds under the existing authority of the Public Health Service Act
to continue its drug abuse education and training prograrns.

In addition, section 409 of Public Law 92-255 provides for formula
grants to the States to develop comprehensive drug abuse prevention
programs. States have been encouraged to provide for drug abuse
education activities under their State plans.

It is the policy of the Special Action Office that the development, co-
ordination, and support.of drug abuse prevention activities will in-
creasingly be turned over to the individual States.

Mr. Chairman, we oppose the enactment of H.R. 4715 and H.R.
7786 to extend the Drug Education Act of 1970. We therefore recom-
mend that this legislation not be-reported: favorably by this subcom-
mittee.

Thank you, 'Mr. Chairman. .Dr. Nowlis and I will be happy to re-.
spond to any questions...

Mr. BRAbEMAi. Thank. you, Dr. Bourne. I think this is your first
appearance before our sitbcommittee,atleast as1 recall.

Dr. BOURNE. Yes.
Mr. BRADEMA. S. Tell us a little about your background and educa-

tion and experience so, we know something of your education.
. Dr. BOURNE. Yes, I am a psychiatrist. I was- formerly'on the faculty

of Emory Medical School in Atlanta, Ga., and I was appointed in
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Mr. PEema. Yes. those are the declarations they make. and this ad-
ministration is supposed to be champion of anticrime forces of the
Willa I'V, but when it comes to doing something about it they don't rec-
ommend a thing except to cut ont hugely what is being done 1101y.

Mr. IZItetoric. loftiness, but poor performance.
Mr. PErenu. That's right. They don't make one single proposal. They

have a drug abuse prevention. special action program. that's fine, but
t here are not nearly enough rehabilitation and treatment facilities in
the country.

Today the schools have to suspend the student, a lot of times. if titer
become addicted to drugs well, they could be well treated in the schools,
but there is no place to send them in most instances in most of the
places in the country, but instead of spending a lot of money after they
have already become addicted they would do better to spend money
to keep them -from getting addicted and to have them get a wholesome
point. of view in their heads and other parts about such programs.

Mr. BnAnn-,..ms. Thank you, very much, Mr. Pepper.
Mr. Pnrena. T]uuik you very mach. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. linAmotAs. We are pleased to hear now from Dr. Helen Nowlis,

Director of the Drug Education. Nntrition. -and Health Program of
the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Development, Office of Edit-
cation, accompanied by Judith Pitney. Actin°. Deputy Assistant Sec-
Feta ry for Legislation, Education, and Dr. Peter Bourne, Associate Di-
rector of the 'Special Action. Office for Drug Abuse Preventimi.

We are glad. to see you. 'Why don't you go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF PETER G. BOURNE, M.D., ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
SPECIAL ACTION OFFICE FOR DRUG ABUSE pREVENTION. WASH-
INGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY HELEN NOWLIS, DIRECTOR,
DRUG EDUCATION, NUTRITION, AND-HEALTH PROGRAM, OFFICE
OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER FOR.DEVELOPMENT, OFFICE OF
EDUCATION, AND JUDITH PITNEY, *ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR LEGISLATION, EDUCATION, OFFICE OF. THE
SECRETARYDREW

Dr. BOURNE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. as you
mentioned I have with me Dr. Helen Nowlis. Director of Drug Edu-
cation Office of the Office of Education and Miss Judith Pitney.

I am happy to be here to preSent administration's views on I-T..11,
4715 and RR. 7786, to extend the Drug Abuse Education Act for :1
years.

As you knoW, the Special
and

Office was specifically created to
provide overall planning and policy and to establish objectives and
priorities for all Federal drug abuse prevention functions.

Public Law 92 -255. 'the Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of
1972, contains broad flexible fnithorities under. which the Director of
the Special Action Office and the Secretary-of Health, .Education, and
Welfare can conduct a wide, variety of drug abuse prevention pro-
grams, including drub; abuse education..

As part of our effort to coordinate the Federal drug abuse.activities,
we are 'attempting to consolidate the Many programs scattered
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1971 by Gov. Jimmy Carter to head the State drug abuse agency in
the State of Georgia.

During that time I was also vice president of the National Co-
ordinating Council. on Drug Abuse Education, and chairman of the
Task Force on Drug Abuse Education of the American Psychiatric
Association. I came to the Special Action Office on November 15, 1972,
and I am now primarily responsible for coordinating treatment and re-
habilitation, education and training, and the Federal-State relations.

Mr. BaninntAs. Thank you. I have a number of questions I would like
to put. to you and your colleagues, Dr. Bourne.

I noted that in your statement you talked about eliminating over-
lapping and dupli.elltive authorities that have in the past led to con-
fusion. Do you know when the statute was written? .

Dr. BounixE. At the time the Drug Abuse Education Act became
law the Special Action Office did not exist and the situation then
was substantially different from what, it is now. '-

We feel that there has been a substantial change in the interim.
One of the difficulties that we. have found in dealing with the States
is that very often they have difficulty in knowing where to go in
the Federal Government.. it has been one policy to try to simplify
the procedure as much as possible by reducing the number of agencies
to which they must ego to get the funding and assistance they need.

Mr. Ba.knEmAs. Well, that response and I have to be very candid
with you. Dr. B011191eis not too serious, nncl you have a lot of false
statements in your. testimony, which I think I should make clear.

r reason nil ft lie, that observation is that a commonsense. reading
of your statement would lead one to think we have hall--this legisla-
tion on the hooks for -20 years, and you have been so afflicted with
duplication and overlapping that you come. here begging us to lead
you out of the mire. But you know that is nonsense because we have
only had the .law since 1970.

You say, "Studies of all of the federally- sponsored drug, education
programs has been undertaken." When dial you start those?

BounwE. These studies have been ongoing from the start. Ob-
viously, the development of technology to evaluate programs takes
time: and, in addition, we call 't evaluate programs until they have
been underway for some substantial period of time. We are now
beginning (rvalimte some of the programs that have beenunderway
since the original enactment of this legislation.

1-fr. BRADEMAS. Well, I couldn't agree with you more. I am glad to
see we agree on something that it takes time. Therefore, how, given
that the law was written in 1970, have you the temerity to Come before
the. subcommittee in-1973 and tell us to stop it

_I mean, we have.not been in business very long. You are a scientist.
Dr. BeunNE. There- are two-issues involved in this. Mr. 'Chairman.

Thera are certain things that may not become immediately apparent
when one begins to operate a program of this type. Time is required
to determine even what is appropriate to study or evaluate in the
operation.

In .addition, we are not talking" as much about a change'in the pro-
g rammatic aspects of what is being done-as a change in the mechaniSin
o f administering them. .We feel that What is preSently being effectively
accomplished can continue to be aceorriplished -Under different kind
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addressed by these programs are still very much present " and I guess
we can all agree on that"it is believed"---marvelous sort of bureau-
cratic, prose--"that the Federal support provided to date has focused
sidlicient attention on these problems." Listen to that, "Sufficient atten-
tion on these problems.' The language continues, "and has provided
models for dealing with them so that the Federal effort can now be
diminished and increased reliance placed upon State and local agen-
cies for continued work in these areas."

Now, you know, when you come before us on this authorizing meas-
ure. you must think we don't even take the time to find out what
"OMB" tells the Appropriations Committee in opposing legislation.
Obviously what you have just. said to us cannot possibly be reconciled
in good conscience with this kind of language, can it?

I mean, you are a scientist, Dr. Bourne, and we are busy people, and
I don't want to give you a bad time just to give you a bad tune, but I
would like to get a little integrity in these matters. The longer I have
been here the more deeply I feel about it, and I think you come up here
and give us dishonest testimony. I don't mean you, because I know they
tell you that you have to come and tell us this, but sonic of us feel
passionately about these problems and we would like a little honesty
out of the administration.

Dr. BounNp. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a general state-
ment which I believe will address some of the concerns which you
have.

Mr. IipAnmiAs. I wish you would. I am tired of saying what I. have
just said. I think .morn come up here and tell us .falsehoods and I am
getting to the position where I resent it and would just as Soon not talk
to you people from the administration.

Dr. IlouaXE, I think the notion of drug abuse education as a way of
preventing drng abuse activity is 'one that has .enormous appeal. In
reneral, people would much rather prevent the development of drug
addiction th a have to treat it.

dnIt made enent sense. originally to proceed with th.e idea that; if you
provided people- through the educational system with information
about the dangers of drug abuse, they would diminish their use of
those drugs and hopefully reduce the incidence of addiction.

Funds were provided for the establishment of the, Drug Education
Office in HEW I think one of the most valuable things we have
learned through the operations of this office is that this is an enormous-
ly complex area. There are no simple answers, there are no simple ways
of pleasuring the impact of programs, and there, are local pmssirre.s,
local needs, and local differences which make what might he an effec-
tive program in one State completely different from what might be
suitable in another State. A program which might work in Mississippi
in a rural community might be completely diffeient from .what might
work, for example, in New York City.

Therefore, we have Come to realize that effective prograMs, first of
all, must be determined to. a large extent at the State and local level,
by the State Drub Abuse AuthOrity...

We are therefore. moving increasingly toward putting the respon-
sibility for developingprograms and determining how. funds should be
distributed in the hands of the States. At the same time we found that
it is very hard to. separate drug abuse education away from other drug
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Juise activities. For example, we can'tlust run a prevention program
without being .concerned about how that meshes with treatment pro-

anis, and with other drug abuse prevention treatment activities.
.There is also a need to relate drug abuse education in the school to drug
abuse education in the. community, to integrate educating adults and
children about the dangers of drug abuse.

It is necessary to integrate and coordinate, drug abuse education and
prevention activities with all other 'oval drug abuse functions. And
we feel that this can most effectively be done by letting the States de-
velop an overall plan. We can support, through t lie formula grants to
the States, the development oft hose State plans.

The other thing that we have found is that drug abuse in the schools
is not. an isolated entity. It, is a symptom of other problems, and chil-
dren vho develop or 1egin to abuse drugs are not randomly scattered
through the schools. By and large, drug abuse develops in a. relatively
small percentage of young people. and it is usoally that percentage
which has a variety of other problems.: problems at home, truancy,
delinquency, difficulty getting along in school and had grades. We do
not believe that it makes a. great deal of sense to foil's on what. may be
one symptom, drug abuse, without. taking into account the other social
problems and deviancy problems of these young people.

Therefore, any kind of effective drug abuse education program or
effort to pmvent the use of drugs in the schools must address itself to
all of theSe other problems and not just the use of drugs per se.

The :.4P. ARK program seems to have been the first effective attempt
to do this. It is a broad-scale. program addressing itself to all of the
problems that young rieot de encounter which causes them to turn to
drugs.

If these problems cati be reduced, Hunt, secondarily, drug abuse will
be reduced also. It is therefore extremely important under these cir-
cumstances that we not fool's on drug-alise education as a single,
isolated cut ity. It is because of these findings that we twornmend that
the drug-abuse-education program not be continued in isolation, and
why we feel the administrative structure we recommend would be
more effective.

Mr. BriAnnmAs. You understand why we have to take everything you
said with it grain of salt. You know we are really not, children on this
subcommittee, Doctor. and what yon haVe just said We have known
for ninny years on the subeommittee: namely, that what you do in one
field effects what happens in another. That is not the most astonishing;
discovery of the century and anybody who knows anything about
education knows what seems to me to be quite clearly the case here:
yon just don't want to spend the money.

The administration would rather have the President make fancy
speeches in place of spending moneylet the kids suffer. I don't see
you putting up a, big struggle for substantially increased amounts of
money for drug-abuse education anywhere, in all candor, and I don't
think you could demonstrate it.

I have other questions, but will yield to Mr. Meeds.
Mr. Burns. Thank you], Mr. Chairman.
Pr. Bourne, on the first page of your testimony you state
As we reported to the committee last year, the Special Action Office has under-

taken a number of projects in the area of education and training, prevention, and
manpower development.
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Dr. I.fm.mt. Well, the program dint. Dr. Bourne was referring to is
going to be a $1 million effort to evaluate the overall effects of mass
media.

Mr. MEDs. Is that one-third of all the money yoit are asking for ?
Dr. I i.u,cmt. No:
Al r. .MEEDs..You are asking for $3 Million as I understand
Mr. .1iot7ENE. money for this particular study will not come-

from this appropriation, but from a separate block of money.
\1r. IlitAnnAs. If you will yield. I undeistand the administration is

requesting for fiscal 1974 the sum of $3 million for the Office of Drug
Abuse Education. Dr. Haller is telling us that in the special action
office they are spending $1 million for an evaluation of the impact of
the mass media on the abuse Of drugs. The point Mr. Meeds is making
is that it. is quite an extraordinary disparity that you should be-spend-
ing one-third, for that particular enterprise, of what the ad ininistra-
ti oil is asking:for drug abuse education.

Dr. eua :. I am sorry. that money is coming front a different
authority.

:11r. IiimoEAt.ts. I didn't ask you that. I understand it. is cooling from
a. different authority. The point. I triel to make is, if I understand
what you just told us, you NVallt to spend $1 million, regardless of the
authority, for an evaluation of the impact. of the mass media on the
use of drugs. Is that correct? Is that what you just said

Dr. ITALhat. Yes, an evaluation, determination of what, kind. of
media are most effective, how we can use the. media to maximum
effeetiveitess.

Mr. 131 ADEMAS. Fair enough. All I am trying to do is point out what
I think Mr. Moods' concern was, to get some. assessment of how the
adininistration views the world in this respect.

You are spending $1 ini Ilion for this one evaluation, and Dr. Nowl is'
office is requesting $3 million for the entire Drug Abuse Education Act
for fiscal 1974. That is sort. of ludicrous isn't it?

Dr. BounxE. Mr. Ohairman there is money available for drug abuse
educatioli from a number of different sources. It is therefore not, really
accurate to emphasize only the $:1 million requested under this particit...
la r act. There are funds for drug.abilse education under a number of
other sources including forniula grants to States.

AfEEns. OK, Dr. -Bourne, you say there are funds front a num-
ber of other sources.

Would you like to list the sources and amounts of those funds
%Illicit will be administered by the special action office which I under-.
stand will have full authority in the entire field of drugs including
drug abuse education?

Dr. Bouiuxi:. Yes. Let me draw- your attention to the end of the
second paragraph on page 2 of my statement referring to section 410,

Also, under section 410. funds have 1:.?en requested for NIN1H to support effec-
tive community based drug abuse education and prevention efforts. In addition.
the National Institute of 'Mental Health has requested funds under the exist-
ing authority of the Public Health Service Act to continue its dreg abuse erilt-
enlball and training programs."

That will amount to approximately $2.1- million.
We also have funds available Under section 409.
Mr. MEEos. 2.7 from NIMI-I?
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Dr. BouaNE. Yes. The following panteTaph states, "Section 4U9
of Public Law 92-255 provides for formula grants to States," with
which they will develop and initiate their State plans. Funds appro-
priated with this section will amount to approximately $30 million to
the States over the next 2 years, with the States determining what

-percentage of that money they want to spend on education as opposed
to treatment or other drug abuse activities.

Now, a State that perhaps does not have. a Major drug problem at
the present time could spend-the hulk of its money On drug abuse edu-
cation programs if it wished to the State planners could determine-
exactly what kind of drug abuse education they would like to have,
which they feel would be most effective, or that their community would
like to see developed.

Mr. Veins. This now is $30 million to tlic special action office' ?.
Dr. BOURNE. Those are formula grants to 'States. Only part of the

money will be used for education, but the States have authority to say
how much.

Mr. MEEns. That is exactly what I wanted.
Now, what are the guidelines with regard to those ,rants? Need

they' e used in education at all ?
Dr. BotrmvE. Yes: At least part of it must be used for prevention

education.
Mr. Mr.Ens. How much ? What part?
Dr. BOURNE. It is not spelled out as a percentage of the money.
Mr. Nuns. It could be as little as 2 percent?
Dr. BOURNE. It could.
Mr. MM.:Us. It really does not mean very much, does it, then ?
Dr. BOURNE. Let me gO further and maybe lean clarify it
The money basically is for the States to develop a State drug abuse

percent in plan: The.State plan must include certain elements.inelnd-
`in a -description of what the problem of drug abuseiS in that -State,

what. the demands for services are and an assessment by that State
of what-its tol drug abuse needs Will be'in the coming year. It. must
also include a ...'_:,.eakdown of the allocation of the funds and a descrip-.
ti on of the program to meet the States' needS.

That Stateplau must. then be submitted to the Secretary of HEW,
and it will be reviewed by people NIMIT and by the Special Action

:Office.
. Mr.. MnEns. But not OE ? .

Dr. BorinNU. Representatives of all the involved agencies participate
in the review of those plans.

The legal authority for approval of the plan rests with the r.,ere-

tarV of HEW but, we will he. involVing representatives-of-all-agencies
including other 'health agencies that are not involved in -drug abuse
full time. , . -

.11 it is our determination. or if it is the Secretary's determination
that a State plan is so biased in one area.. as not: really to represent an
attempt to meet the needs 'of that State. that plancan he turned down
or fi l'Ovision can be reonired:'

So we retain the authority to be. sure that such things as drug almse
education fa'a being aderinatel3r addressed lin.the State plans.

Mr. MEEns. Now, is 'that $39, million specifically requested-in the
budget?
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Dr. BounxE. Thera are two components of $15 million apiece. The
first allocation of $15 million was to develop the initial plan.

Mr. MEEDS. Where did it conic in the budget?
Dr: BOURNE. -Under section 409 of Public Law 92-255, which is Our

enabling legislation.
Mr. MEEns. And is it a specific $15' million budget request?
Dr. BOURNE. Yes, for development of the State plans, with a sub-

sequent $15 million once the State plan is in and approved to initiate
implementation.

Mr. MEEDS. Where does it conic?
Dr. BounNE. Tinder the same provision.
Mr. MEEDS. Same?
Dr. BOURNE. Yes.
Mr. MEEns. For the requested $30 million altogether?
D17. BOURNE. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. And $2.7 million-for NIMII and $3.0 million for the

Oflice of. Education, is that correct?
Dr. BounNE. Yes.
Mr. MEims. We have the total efforts of this administration to deal.

with drug abuse education as.that ?
Dr. BOURNE. I will let Dr. Nowlis acid some things because there

are other areas which she is more faMiliar with than I am.
Dr. NOWIAS:- There are many things that are going on in the Fed-

eral Government. I think the figures that Dr. Bourne has presented
are not solely for drug abuse education, that they include treatment;
rehabilitation.

M. HEEDS. That is under the $30 million?
Dr. 'NowmS. Under the $30 million, yes.
Mr. HEEDS. Very clearly, there is no requirement that any given

percentage of it be used at all for edtication.
Let's just kind. of get this out here on the table. I keep getting feed-

back-from you people-that you have given up in tliaeld of drug abuse
education, that you have adopted the -oft- quoted theory that "to try
to educate people on drugs is more dangerous than to do nothing." Ain
I reading you wrong?

Dr: BouRNE. I think maybe there is some misconception here. I
don't think there is a fundamental disagreement about the desir-.
ability of preventing drug abuse through kective education. I think
the difference comes in that we have moved to a different mechanism
for making those services available. I think that one of the most sig-
nificant Changes that has occurred is the shift toward giving the re-
sponsibility to the States.

Mr. num. The States have done so much for the whole field of
drug abuse education prior to this thing that we ought to give them
more responsibility?

Dr. BommE. Under our legislation we are trying to create a situa-
tion where this will be the case, where the States will perform a very
effective function.

I think it Would bewrong to lump all States together in-a.-categori-
zation of ."Not having done adequately in the past" because some have
done exceptionally

Mr. MEEDS. Lets say "Most of them."
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expert witnesses before us and then look at the statute, which is law,
you are supposed to look at it, you would know what we expect. Just
obey the law. you won't get into so much trouble.

You spend so much time trying-to get around the intent of Congress,
ignoring what. we tell you to dO7fluit we cannot believe you when you
come back and say, "The programs have not worked, so let's kill the
programs."

df course they have not worked, you have not done what Congress
told you to do. You kilow we talk to intelligent people who give us
advice in these matters. We don't dream up these ideas out of our
head.

Dr. Nowns, One of the major problems is to get noninformational
programs installed rind operating and operating long enough so, that
you can actually validate them. This is where we are. 'We are ready
now to define programs which are different from thoSe that have long
been discredited in the eyes of some of us, and I think you all know that
I have been one of the leaders.

Mr. Mmios. We knoW that, Helen. We know that, but the U.S.
Office of. Education has certainly not been one of the leaders and it has
not utilized this law to develop curriculiims, to test the curriculums,
evaluate them and .then to disseminate them.

We started this program as a developmental program 3 years ago
and we find that you are just now beginning to develop a curriculum.

No wonder we are chargined.
. Have you pretty much come to the conclusion that maybe trying to

educate young people not to experiment. with pot may be a vaste of.
time?

Dr. NowLis. That all depends on how you attack it. We are. thor-
oughly convinced,. recognizing .that- the school and the school coin-
munity are only one small part, one small part of the influences that
help to determine behavior. We are fully committed to the hypothesis,
which again must ,be tested, that healthy, happy, challenged, busy
using their abilities, young people,. will, iii decreasing numbers; See
any particular, attraction to drug use.

kr. AtnEns.'.Well,.now I like your- statement- there, but, again, that
is not what evaluators said about you, abort your program.

Again, I am quoting on page 7.
Dr. Noma& That study was done from June 1971, to June,1972 and

our program -had just begun to function at that point. 'We .had just
funded- our school based, college based, community based programs
and they were in their infancy.

AIr..11.1Enns. What would make them say, page-7, beginning of third
paragraph: . . ...

in place of prevention as a reachable goal, drug use on the part of youth could
he accented especially marijuana use, HEW could abandon drug education as a
single 1 ..isue concept and develop programs more in keeping with .current youth

-development areas, problem solving capability.

i
Dr. NOWLIS. This is what the -U.SOE program had been .dedicated

to since. inception. . .

Danes. Why does it say, "In place of prevention as a reachable
goal fdruo'nse couldbe accepted" ?.e,

Who wrote this, "HEW could abandon drug education as a single
ieducation concept and develop programs more in keeping, et cetera,"

that's a criticism, is it not ?



Dr. Nowms. Again, I know the people who wrote that. They assured
Inc it was not written as a criticism of what we were doing. It is this
confusion between education and information again. They were essen-
tially evaluating programs which were based on information and on
scare tactics.

MEEns. Indeed.
Dr. NOWLIS. But -they were not evaluating, what we are trying to do,

which is exactly what they recommend.
Aft. Ilfr,nos. 'Weren't they evaluating nroymins funded tinder this

Act ?
Dr. Nowras. 'They were evaluating programs funded tinder this Act

that Lad been in place only 3 to 6 mills.
riEEDS. That were liased on scare tactics?

Dr. -NOWLIS. No; they were also evaluating many informational pro-
grams supported !b-V other parts of the department. They were not
eval until-1.a us specifically. We had not been in operation that long.

M. MEnns. Well, they were evaluating operation of this act.
Dr. Nowms. No, they were evaluating something much broader than

that. They were evaluating the total HEW education information
effort.

-Amos. All right, among which was this act?
Dr. Nowras. In its infancy, yes..
71.1..r..1frams. And the programs under thigact?

.

Well, I won't continue
programs

haggle on that with you. But how does
your present testimony then square with the statement of the Office of
Afanagement and_Budaet where they say:.

Although the problems addressed by these programs are still very much present,
it is believed that fefleral support provided to date" has focused sufficient atten-
tion on these probleraS and has provided models for dealing- with them so that
the federal effort can now be diminished and increased reliance placed upon state
and local agencies for continued work in these areas.

How does it square With that? .

Dr. Nowns. I know of no models that T. will stand behind at this
point,

Mr. MnEns. Exactly. Welt, I appreciate your candor there. ,
Now, is the plan to just Utilize $3 million ,in fiscal 1974 and then

that will' be the end of the drug abuse eduCation_program ? That is.$3
million that was carried over, I assume? Where 'does that $3 Million
come from

Dr. -Nowims. Thai $3 fictiliion'com6s under the anthorization of 92-
255. It, is funds tinder the special action of this authorization Whichwe
have been directed to administer..

There are no more Drug Edification Act Funds after fiscal year 1973.
Mr. MEnos. How many years did you get funding under the Dru g

EdUcation Act? `-

Dr..NOwLis. Three. -As you know, -from
will

testimony; the tim-.
inn' of it. has been such that -the program will continue to. function with
fiscal 1973. funds until- time end of-fiscal 1974, but there .a are no new Drug
Abuse EducatiOn Act Flinch.

Mr. BuAnnAt.A.S. What happens,- if my colleague will yield, to you,
Dr. Nowlis, the administration proposal?

Dr..NOWL18..Whath ap pens ?
Mr. Bum) hmAs.' Yes.' H. ...

Dr. NOWLIS. We will continue to function through:fiscal 1974.
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1 f von read all of these reports Veil' ea rattily, you will see that what
they are condemning is the typical nontarireted, nondiscriminating
use of information, but if you read a little further, everyone of them
says essentially that as long as we think drug education is something
a pa et from life And living a nd growing in our society, we are going to
Ile in trouble. They all specify quite clearly that until young people
have an opportunity to develop it positive self-image, some respect
for themselves. some experience and skills in derusioninaldng, the
skills that are necessary to keep with growing up in our society, we
won't be able to do much about the drug problem.

Ail three or four studiesI have forgotten how many you fluen-
t ionedI think give support for the kind of things that, the Office of
Education, under the Drug Abuse. Education Act, has been trying to
do. lint it has been an uphill battle because so many people believe, and
again. sincerely, that people won't do things if von tell them it, is bad.
All I can do is remind you of our experience with cigarettes in the face
of widespread information.

1,ANnottEn. I should remind you I, too, was a boy and even today
when people say, Thou shalt not," there is some kind of desire to do it,
and you agree with the "shalt. not."

There is also an important matter of removing the source of illicit
drugs, and I don't know how the chairman feels but I feel very strongly
that the drug pusher should be dealt more strongly with than just a
suspended sentence. I personally believe very strongly in capital
punishment for the drug pusher.

Let's move on.
What. is the rationale behind the communities' self-help program
Dr. Nowms. Our experience, as we have very carefully monitored.

our own projects that we have and other developments in this area,
indicates that really the only way that we can get, a coordinated attack
on this problem and a constructive response to the problem is by get-
lug all aspects of the onnnunity to work together on it.

1 takes the schools, the parentsand I underline flue pa rents-;--it.
takes the health professionals, it. takes the law enforcement. people
working together on "their" problem. not "the" problem.

So the idea is to help people develop the skills to assess their own
needs and their own human and cultural resources in order to respond
to their problem.

Mr. LA-slimmer. Tsn't there a little conflict here, though. when von
talk about rationale of helping communities and yet, you insist on
investing. a high percentage of your budget, in training instead of
simply giving grants to local schools and school districts to fight ding
abuse as thby see fit ? Isn't there sort of ti conflict lucre?

Dr. NOIVFXS. Well, we lurid experience, or others have had experi-
ence. in giving grants to communities who tended to continue to do
what. they believed and we now believe was not productive.

Mr. L.tximannn. This has really been proven to some extent?
Dr. Nowurs. Almost always, there was a very frontal direct, attack

on drug abuse as a problem rather than a symptom. There were con-
flicting positions within communities, with schools in some eases taking
one position and law enforcement another and medical authorities an-
other. We were in the situation where sincere people did not look at
the total problem and did not look at what others had 'to contribute
and so were creating a situation that was confusing to young people.
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They could play one off against another. What we have tried to do
is to get together an interdisciplinary team representing the important
forces in the carnm unity, including schools and parents, supplemented
by others, to come together and pool their expertise, pool their re-
sources and learn how to work together. It may sound strange, but
people in many instances do have to learn how to do this.

Mr. LANDGREBE. In other words, try to sort out those approaches
that do get resultsfavorable,-good resultsand then promote those
rather than just continue to throw this money away:

Dr. Nowr,I. With all forces in the community supporting them.
Mr. LANDGREBE. What really is an effective drug education cur-

riculum ?.
Nov you have been asked questions and you have debated this. Just

answer a simple question for me :
"What is effective drug education curriculum ?"
Dr. Nowus. We are in the process of trying to identify and validate

some of these r Nnk my answer would have to-be that it will vary
from place to place, from age to age.

Our experience to date indicates that it is not so much the cilia
riculum as it is the skills of the teacher in selecting material and
approaches that, are relevant, to the particular age, social, psychologi-
cal, sociocultural level of the group with which the work is being done.

This is very frustrating becauSe it would be nice to have a. simple
answer.

If you had your wish, what do you think should be involved in the
preparation of a teacher to make him an effective drug education
teacher? If you had your-wish, Dr. Nowlis, how would you like to see
drug educaticin handled in our schools ?

Nowus: I would like to -see two different thrusts. I feel very
strongly that, one of the most critical drug Problems that-we face is
helping young and old Alike tolearn to live wisely in an environment
that is increasingly doininated by chemiCals; not just illegal drugs but
all drugs, including seine. SubstanceS that we prefer to call by .other
names.

I think, it is extrerxiely,iMportant that through the! parent in the
home, before the child even goes to school, and that through school, as
he is able, young people:recognize what drugs are, how they act, that
there is no such thing as a safe drug, that all drug use involves certain
risks. What we are really talking about is a risk-benefit ratio, hop much
risk for what benefit; and this includes: over-the-Counter drrgs,.pre-
scription drags, and you can even-go .a§ far as industrial chemicals,
food additives. I think this is a desperate need which' we are not really.
addressing.

Then there is the other problem, the ch-ug problem that people are
so concerned about, that is, the nonmedical use of drugs without proper
knoWledge; without proper controls, and for.reascins that society does
not approVe.

This, I think, requires teaChers are skilled, first of in under,
standing growth and development, who are. skilled in communicating,
teachers in whoin young people have faith,,whointhey trust, and whom
they can accept as role models..., : .

Now you C,an.say_tO irie"Shouldn't.thiS be what good educatiOn is.all
abont"andI think it ,should; don't think that we can applique,
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drug education onto an education process that is not doing what it
should. I think there have to be some basic changes.

As far as I am concerned, good education is good drug education.
Mr. LANDGREBE, I jugaidVa .douple more brief 'questions and com-

ments. I assume that you may even be the author of the rationale for
consolidation of Federal drug education programs and their placement
in NIMII.

Do you subscribe to this and would you just go over it again for us
briefly ? It has been touched on, but I would like for it to be re-em-
phasized by either of you people for the record.

Dr. Bourors. Our legislation calls for us to consolidate the Federal
drug abuse effort and drug education is part of that overall
consolidation..

The legislation also calls for the eventual dissolution of the Special
Action Office in June 1975, and the establishment within HEW of an
Institute for Drug Abuse.

At that time we hope that all drug abuse programs will be consoli-
dated and brought together Under the-institute. We see this as the final
goal of consolidating all programs, both treatment and prevention,
together, in one location under one organization.

Mr. LANDGREBE, That is all background knowledge and so forth ?
Dr. BOURNE. Yes.
Mr. LANDGEEBE. All right, one simple question.
Do you think that President Nixon is just a penny-pinehing.miser in

suggesting that we consolidate these programs or are you people at
HEwr, are you, less than sincere in a concern for the rapid expansion
of the drug problems in this country or are you trying to tell us some-
thing hei.e that you have found out from study and 6experience ; that
is, is it really true.thatthe throwing of money in every direction and
perhaps carrying on and perpetuating some education, programs May
be counterproductive, may be detrimental rather than Thelpfu1?

Dr:.Bomusit. I think that we all share the same concerns about drug
abuse in thiS country. We are concerned about the .enormitY of the
problem and want to see it dealt with in the most effective manner.

However, I think we also share a concern about the idea that if you
throw enough money into a problem it will gO away.

Obviously thii is not necessarily true: We are deeply concerned that
the money be spent in the.most effective manner and that we not just
spend it Without carefid deterininatiOn as to the effectiveness of the pro-
°Tains that we fund. ThiS is the basiC concept behind the deeision which
is being .made nowas'far as diug abuse education is concerned: .

Mr:LANDGRERE. In other' wo?ds, insofar as money. is 'Concerned your
particular concern is not whether we spend more or less, 'but what
the results are

Dr. BOURNE. Yes. ,

Afr.:LANDGEEBE. Pourinigasoline on the fire is going to make more
fire and:spending more drug education Money can be counterproducL
tive and your interest is in research ,and this is What 'yoni are saying
and will back any:time I have not 'consumed.

Mr..BRADEXAS: ME: Lehman?'' ,. :
Mr. LEHMAN. YOH sound likejoii have Britidi accent.
Dr. BOURNE. I was'born in England, but spent Of my life here.
Mr. LEHMAN. I just wondered what the drug :abUSe ediication pro-

grams in England are at this time compared to what we have here?
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Dr. Bouusr.. I am really not familiar with the drug education pro-
grams in England. Drug abuse is a rather minimal- problem in Eng-
land as compared to . the United States. There are approximately
3.000 addicts iii all England, compared with perhaps 300,000 just in
New York City, so all of England really has .less than 1 percent of
the problem we have in that one city.

Mr. 11ElIMAN''. Those statistics,' if they are valid, would be a very
interesting beginning because the cautions are not that imich different.
I just wanted to ask Helen a question :

You were talking about the approach to drug abuse education
think and you were talking about it almost as as if. it should be
taught in a chemistry class.aI was just thinking you really left off a
great spectrum of drugs. I am not even sure that we need just a chemist.,
I. would think even tobacco or alcohol might be included as drugs.
Someone told me the next No. thing we will find out is that .calIein is
leading to heart problems. in this country, so who knows where drug'
education can go. There is no bounds to this. .

Nowus. This is one reason I feel strongly that people need to
understand what drugs are and learn to live, wisely with drugs, but
this is completely separate from what most people are concerned
with, that is, nonmedical use of drugs. Certainly I define drugs as
broad as to include what almost anyone else would, including prescrip-
tion drugs. over-the-counter drugs,illegal '.drugs, substance that we
prefer to call beverages orcigarettes, food additives, industrial chemi-
cals. even pollutants.

Mr. LEUMAN. Transmission Fluid?
Nc.nvLis. Aii-Vtliing.that.interaets:with and affects the structure

or filiation of the living organism.
Mr: LEn'AtAx. That., is going ..to be a big educational program. It..

takes a lot of money to teach all of that.
. .

Dr. Nowijs, Well; I think it can be done without ex-orbitant sums of
money, because it can be done by reordering your priority fWithin the
Whole teacher training unit field.

Mr. LiormAx. Thank you.
Mr. 13nAm6tAs. I wonder, i i. Nowlis, what is going to Happen to.

the programs you -are presently funding through your office if this
legislation expires? . . . .

Dr. Nowus. We will .11e.concentrating ahnost entirely on. teacher
training programs and the other programs can -apply. to other-agencies
Such as-NIMII. We'developed them -primarily as inbd.elg.

,Mr..13kAniorAs. What are you going to.do with the $3 million .that
you have requested ? .: .

Dr. Nowms. We haye- not developed all of our plans for ;that.yet.
Mr. ThiNnyztAs. When are you going, to do that? ,:': .

Dr. Noma. Within ;the. next month...We IlfoT,.seyeral: meetings
h ed Whea.6 we:a re. rin gi itg ..iii consul tints front- -.a .,. variety of

areas toile' p us decide hOw.best.t.o.use ; ,

mMr. BriADES. !Iliepe)Ou won't JD ind.ifwe ask you to.conieback in
a few weeks and tell its how yoti plan to use. it, bKansethisisgoing to be
t wry vigorouSOversight subcommittee..):

.

You referred to 'fhe. pees ty t hat:exi sting- programs could seek
fiinding frOm other agencies and mentioned,NIMIL
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Now, we first considered this legislation, we put a question to the
administration's principal witness at that tiMe. Dr. Morton Miller. who
told us that the bill was not needed because NIMII was already doing
the job. That was his rationale, you may recall, and we asked him how
much NIMH was spending on drug abuse education and we found out
it was only $900,000. When we pressed a little further we learned of
course, as I am sure you are aware, that the $900,000 was spent not on
the drug abuse education activities which this legislation is intended to
support, but rather for the purpose of operating a clearing house on
drug abuse information. So we did, and we do, know Dr. NOwlis, the
difference between drug abuse information and education on this
subcommittee.

Now, how much money has NIMI-I spent in fiscal 1973 for, drug abuse
education and how much extra money is proposed to be spent by the
administration through NIMH in fiscal 1974 under drug abuse edu-
cation and under what authority?

Dr. Bourne, do you know the answers to those questions?
Dr. BOURNE. The total under section 410 and the Public Health

Service Act will amount to $2.7 million.
I might also mention that under section 223 of our legislation we do

have discretionary moneys that can be transferred to 'other. Federal
agencies .to expand the development Ofany kind of programs that
showed particular promise. If for example, we discover, in the next
year any kind Of drug abuse,education initiative that upon evaluation
turns out to be particidarly effective, we have those discretionary funds
that could be transferred to NINTH to expand or increase those
initiatives: . '

Mr: BRADItAS. Well, you :understand, how I. Must' view those
responses with profound skepticism fOr.two reasons.

First of all, $2.7 Million is not 'very much money. I think von Will
agree. And second, a favorite response of the administration wit-
nesses to this Sbcominitte, :Whenever why difficult problem comes
is that narrow categoriCal pro grains; are by 'definition "Wicked" and
that there is always other authority 'to support such programs. What
litiiiPenS is We find that there iS no Support forthcoming.

We now find dint nothing liappenS. Would yon agree that $2.7inil-
lion proposed to be spent itifiscal.1974-for-NIMII for drug abuse edn-
cationiisvirtuttlly nothingis that a correct figure? . r,

Dr: 1.361; Yes, he ever thathicludes the money that will go
directly to the. States tliroligh formula grants, Which we discussed
previously. . :. :

I'don't think we should ignore that just because the inechanisni of.
getting the money out to the communities is different.

Mr. BRADEMA S. ITow much money is that?
Dr. BOURNE. It is a total of $30 million over 2 years.
Mr. BuAnEmAS. But not for the purpose of drug abuse education'?
DP. Bounxn. Not exclusiVely for dung abUse education. :But some of

the:States have already told us they Wan to spend a. large, portien of
that money on .drui <i. abuse education programs, particidarly those
States Which do not Piave, for instance, major heroin pi.obleinS Or large
urban communities.

0 S-973 73---L-11
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Mr. BRADE3EAS. What is the deadline for the State to tell you how
much of those formula grants they propose to spend for drug abuse
education?

Dr. notaxE. The date we set for them to submit their initial plans
is June 30, althoUgh we have given 'extensions to August 31 to several
States Whieli.demonstrated alegitimateneed'fOr additional time.

Mr. BaAnh-rAS. I hope you make that inform Lion speedily available,
by contrast to the; way the Pentagon responds to a. congressional mall
date, 'about Which yon read the Post. this morning:

[The information referred to-follows
ExEctiTiv. oi,rier. OF THE PRESIDENT,

WOW/int/MN, D.C., July 5, 1073.
Hon. JOHN BRADEMAS,
U.S. 11ouse.of Rave.sestat loos,
Washington,

.

DEAR COM...RI:SS:11 AN TIRADENTAS : responSe' to your request for information
regarding Slate drug abuSe education efforts, I AM pleased to 'provide the follow-
ing response.

First: of all, the formula grfint monies provided :Butler Seetion 409 of P.L. 92
2:15 are for the purpose of developing and implementing a state-wide plan for drug
abase trea t men t, nd, prevention. The monies are not provided for the purpose of
:mtually: operating programS: Progrants' designed' by tlie State Agencies will lie
fimiled from it'arietY SOUrCeS; inclading Fed6ral monies Acquired through the
procesS of applying to the 'appropriate agencies ; State monies allocated through
the appropriations process ; and local funds:: : , .

I am enclosing a copy. of the notice which. Was sent. to all Single State Agencies
instructing them hi the process 'Of. preparing 'their'Shiteplan.'Yo*will notice on
Pages 5-0 of the'Model State Plan formattlitit'edncation, counseling: training and
inforthation are an integral part of the plan. Under the format which the States
are required to follow, capabilities in these areas mast first he identified and item-
ized under,"resourcee. The "Needs and Gappin. Service" in each of theSe areas are
then to he identified. and appropriate responses 'ontlined in the' "ACtien Agenda".

It is impossible at this tune to Predict with 'any accuracy how much Federal
money will be spent. by the ,States for Drug Alnise,edneation in the coming year.
Actual banding; is dependent, first, on, approval of the State, plans, and secondly
on approyal of individual requests for Federal Monies ,for specific projects. Our
capacity to predict is further hindered by the fad that hitost States have requested
an extension in the deadline for submitting their State plans, and these will aiot
actually be ready for review until early AugnSt. : ,

I am. however; enclosing:copies of tile. education sections contained in several
state plans: which have been submitted to this' office to date. These include the
plans for the states of Michigan, Oklahoma, NOrth Carolina and New Mexico'. In
addition, several 'of the states which have not yet'snlmlitted their plans-for final
review are known, to be proposing strong education Comprinents; these include
such States as New York. Connecticut and Florida.! would stress that the enclosed
plans are now iui the review proceSS, and have not received final approval.

Let me assure yoli, once again, that we are loOlving, closely at drug education
programs across the nation, and Will fund, either through our limn resources or
through O.E. or MATH, those programs which upon evaluation show real promise
of achieving the goal of drug abuse prevention among young peOple.

Sincerely,
,

PETER G;Tirminsiz: M.D.,
Associate Director.

DV. BOURNE, We. Will kOep. you adVised of what their needs are in
drng abuSe edhcation.? '.

.

Mr: BRADEM Th RC $2.7 Million II rriil re' von cited earlier, consider.-
muchine. the dimensions of the dni& Problem is not much money to be

spending on drug abuse editcittion, is it
Dr. BOURNE. Dr. Nowlis said earlier there was no model- that 'she

would give 100 percent. endorsement to at this time.- T. think that, if
we do come up with a model from themany projects now underway.
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and it can be evaluated, with the funds already appropriated, we will
be delighted to support them to the fullest extent., whatever model
appears to be filly effective.

Mr. BumantAs. That lcas not really my question..,I asked, Doctor,
as a scientist, if $2.7 million represents enoughtiOney to support. drug
abuse education of a kind defined in the statute under consideration?

Dr. BOURNE. It is really a. relative kind of decision' given the fact
that we doiA' have a model-or a design that we feel We can be that
committed to. It does not make a great deal of sense to spend an
enormous amount of money on something that. may not work at all.

Mr. MEEDs. Mayi ask to yield. After 20 years, they don't, have a
model.

Mr. BRAIOEMAS. HOW long do we have to wait?
Dr. Bouusn. The problem is, and I think you said it yearself,

that this is 'an extremely complicated area where a Jot of people
looked' for' simple solutions and it is apparent that there dare none.

The year we 'have spent looking is one indication of how complex
the situation is.

= BaitomrAs, We all know it is complicated atid. difficult ; that is
really not the most astonishing news. ,

BOURNEBrit that is the reason why it 'takes 'a long thine to
come up with

Mr..BaAnim-is; How are you going to come Up with' a model if
you rare 'not williqf to invest some serious. money in it? Where- is
the money going to come from, ont of the Skies?

Dr.. BounNE:, A great amount :Of-money has' already been 'Spent,
.nand there- are a large number' of projects underway; at the Seat
time '

For instance, one; of Ahem ,was mentioned today by CongreiSulan. .

Pepper. That is the' idea of putting. a counselor in every A
counselor is being put into'oVery' school in and the pro-
gram' will evaluated: Over the next year by money :froin thiS act.

think we may Very well;learn. something extremely 'important
from that experience.' We unsay find that when .contselorS are placed'
in every school, they 'have an enormously important role to play: 'Or
we may find that those services are not utilized. and they do not
constitute an appropriate expenditure of funds

These 'kinds. of studies are ongoing, and we will have re' snits from
them in the, next. year. I think that 'point perhaps its Would be
appropriate to'inalce a decision as to where we should pU additional
funds.- 7".,

, Mr. BRADEMAS. :.You must agree theiy; and this is the third time
Mr: Meeds,and'T have drawn attention to thig.hatthe Oce Of Man-
agement and Budget was simply telling lies to the Congress; and I use
the word advisedly, when they told as that', ,The Federal support pro-
vided to date' hasfocused .sufficient attention on theSe nrableMs and
has provided Models for dealing' with: them so that- the Federal effort
can now be diMinished."

AS I said in my opening remarks, what we, would like to get on this
sahconimittee is, the trail:, I am fed to the gill0 With dishonest
testimony:4 really am. and We :have. to digit out Of 'yOujiist as Sen-
ator Ervin is diggingit out ovet.On.his
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It is about time we .got honesty from people coining beforethe com-
mittee, and I would like you to know I don't regard the testimony given
here this morning as honest. It is just not on all fours with the facts.

Now let me ask you another question : You say that States have been
encouraged to provide for drug 'abuse education activities under their
State plan.

. We have a copy of the handbook, Dr. Bourne, your office got out to
the single State agencies, and it is a fairly lengthy one, and 1 find
only one reference to drug education. -

Is that what you inean by encouraging.?
Dr. BOURNE. I don't know if you have a complete handbook, but it

is a folder to which' things are regularly added, and one thing that
has pot yet been published are the formal regulations relating to de-
velopment of State

I can tell you that in our dealings with the States there has been a
()Teat deal of interest expressed by them about drug abuse education,
and they are planning -to initiate these kinds Of programs using the
formula grant funds. "

I think only when those State plans come in will we know the real
extent to which local conuruinities feel there is a need for drug abuse
education and the degree to which they are willing to commit funds
to plans that they think will he effective.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Well, must say, in that respect, all of .us are back
home in our districts a--good deal, and the assessment by local coin-
miinities of their drug iibuse problem is often a subject of considerable
controversy. I' will: tell you it is a subject of considerable controversy,
whether you know it or not, among members of the medical profession.

They don't like to face up to it. quite frankly, and in my district
we found doctors don't like,to talk. about it.

"It is mean, nasty, shove it under the table."
Bounku. I am very a ware of this attitude.

Mu. BRADEMAS:, SO I am skeptical .about the strategy you are using.
Luse the word "strategy," and I conic to another question. You repre-
Sent an agency instrumental in the development of what is called the
Federal "strategy" in chug abuse prevention,but it does not say much
With respect to drug abuse education. -. :

Iri your testimony here today; I don't think that you even mentionPrl
the phrase "Federal Strategy," which I UnderStand is essential to what
you are trying to do down there. why had not mentioned that?

Dr. BoticE. Everything I lia ve talked. about today is. in effect, -a
part of the Federal strategy. The word "strategy" has also been used to
describe the document published by our Office. and I do not want. to
create confusion: by using the word "Strategy", interchangeably. But
everything we have talked about today:relates to the Federal strategy.

Mr. BuAnumAs. ve you studied,. Dr. Bourne and Dr. Nowlis, the
testimony of Carl Nickerson, superintendent of health education of
the office of the superintendent of public construction, State of Wash -
ington.? .

.Dr. Nowta. I have.
Mr. -BIZAblEMAS. :What, is your reaction to the statement Dr. Nicker-

Seri makes, 'Dr.. Bournewhich you will notice is :made based on an
extensive 'survey of what people are thinking across the country?.

Dr. Nowms. State &ideation departments?
.

47'
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Mr. BizADE-t.A.s. That is right, and they seem -Le be almost uniformly
in support of this legislation, and make recommendations for strength-
ening it,. But one of the three major points that many State directors
agree on. according to Dr. Nickerson, is that one of the most rewarding
results of the legislation is that "funds have been earmarked." Do you
get that, Dr. Bonnie, "earmarked"?

I or the first time," said Dr. Nickerson. "there were funds to State
offices earmarked for drug education. State directors, many of whom
have seen the need for increased support in these areas years.agb, fin-
ally had sonic money with which to work."

Do you understand the implications of that.? Because if we were to
take the administration's position, and cut, of the money for this "cate-
gorical" program, the people out in the field, to whom you made fre-
quent reference in your statement, are going to be very upset because
they won't be able to get any serious money.

Botnum I don't think that statement of their' desire' for con-
tinning the funding necessarily guarantees that money is spent ef-
fecti-vely to decrease drug abuse.

Mr. BnAnr.3r.1s. Who said it did ? Did I make that statement?
Dr. Bonnxn. I 'wanted to make it clear that just because people feel

there is need for money, that does not necessarily mean the money
will be spent in the most effective manner.

Mr. BRADEMAS. How canyon justify that in terms of what you said
today to the effect that formula. grant programs are better? What is
so metaphysically di fferent about that type of money from this money,
in terms of effectiveness of programs?

I am just quoting on back at yourself. I am not getting this out of
the clouds. What is the difference?

Dr. BounNE. We expect, that the people- who are making the deci7
sions regarding:the formula grant Money are people working full time
in the area of fling abuse: Who will be integrating the drug abuse edu
cation programs with the total drug abilSe prevention effort. We expect
that they will be more sophisticated in terms of determining what. is
effective and what is not. than someone WhO has a much broader pur-
view and is not necessarily expert in the driig abuSe field.

Mr: Bum:am:As. I don!tituiderstand that what you said is at all at
Odds with the attitudes of the State edUcation authorities who have
written to us. They take the very same view. And Mr. Meeds and I
don't quarrel with the proposition that Dr. Nowl is has Made, and other
witnesses before the subcommittee have stated, that you have to look
at drug abuse education in an overall Way and not as.some isolated
phenomena.

Dr. Boullxr.. The State education authorities; working in collaborff-
ion with the single, State. drug abuse agency, will still be able to get
f finds through the formula grants. If they agree that they want to
rise some of the funds for those purposes, they will be able to do so:

Mr. BnAnizi As. Well, I don't know, that we need to establish further,
bureaucracies in addition to existing ones, but that would seem to be
the direction in which your stateMentmoved.

Well, I think of the intentions of this.committee and of Congress,
as represented in approVing this legislation 3 years ago, and I really
do think that woknew what we were doing. I think that you have not
administered your program in keeping with the intent of Congress,
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and perhaps that should not be surprising in view of the fact that the
administration opposed the legislation and has fought adequate appro-
priations for it. And even now while the President makes moving state-
ments about the need for drug abuse education, lie proposes to kill the
program.

So, we shouldn't be surprised that it has not been more efTectivt:
because I don't think it has been approached by the administration
of President Nixon in good faith, and I don't think lie has been honest
about it.

I hope you will tell Secretary Weinberger, Dr. La Vol., that before
other witnesses come up here, they ought to talk to OMB so the left
hand knows what the right hand is saying. And I especially hope you
tell them we just want honest testimonybecause I think the time is
coming when we need integrity in this town, and integrity has been
lacking over the last several years right in this administration. That
statement certainly has been true with respect to the operation of this
program.

Mr. MEEns. Will you yield?
Mr. 13nAonmAs. 13e glad to.
Mr. MErms. I would like to ask that the "Siunmary Report on the

Evaluation of Drug Education Programs" of the MACRO Systems,
Inc., volume 1, be made a part of the record, and that the remainder
of the report be. made a part of the file.

Mr. 13aAr As. Without objection, that is so ordered.
[The report referred to follows:]

SUMMARY REPORT ON THE EVALUATION OF DRUG EDUCATION PROGRANIS

As a result of the pressure of events during the past years, drug efforts on
national and local levels have been marked with a sense of urgency, a pressing
need to respond to public and political demand, and a pressure-cooker environ-
ment demanding prompt, forceful, and immediate action. Consequences of this
crisis atmosphere and attendant attempts to field educational programs and in-
formational materials quickly, have emerged in terms of diffused objectives rind
goals, overlapping and duplication of effort, lack of consistent and long-range
planning, and difficulty in assessing program effectiveness.

The fact that many Federal agencies have been involved in supporting drug
education efforts has contributed to the enormous volume of programs and in-
formation disseminated, and to the vast disparity of objectives, content, and tech-
niques eutpiTt'ed. State, municipal, and privately supported programs have also
proliferated in recent years.

1. MEW SPENT OVER $133 MILLION OR 90 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL $380 MILLION TOTAL

FEDERAL DRUG BUDGET APPROPRIATED THIS TEAR

Of the 13 Federal agencies involved in drug programing, DIIEW takes a lead-
lug role in providing treatment and rehabilitation, research, and education and
training serviees.

(1) Of the $15.5 Million, DlfEW Spent Over $26 Million for Drug Education
or 14xs Than 10 Percent of the Total Federal Drug Mullet.While eurrent
DIIEW drug ednention programs and materials have had some impact and
efficacy. it seems clear that the DIIEW drug education effort has grown to the
point where an evaluative study concentrating upon assessing present ReCOTJI-
plif4111111,11tS tied developing action-oriented recommendations would be timely
and construellte.

Accordingly, on ;rune 2S. 1971, the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Plan-
ning and Evaluation, Department of Health Education, and Welfare (OASPE/

commissioned a study to appraise present drug education programs at
the community and national levels and to determine their acceptance and effec-
tiveness on the part of youth and transmitter groups. The overall goals of this
evaluation were to assess accomplishments in tennis of the impact upon drug
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use among the nation's youth, and to .provide recommendations for DIIEW.itO
plan, implement, and evaluate .drug education programs More effectively and
economically. . , . .

. .

(2) Responsibility for the Nationcil Drug Education, Effort Was Assumed by
!MEW, and Particularly by the:Nat jail al Institute of Mental Health: (NIMH)
and the Office of Edudation, (0E).Within the paSt three years,. NIMH and OE
have developed massive programs and materials designed for the youth target
population and disseminated them through a wide , variety of transmitters.
PHEW is currently spending over -$20 million, representing nearly 90% of the
total. Federal funds spent for drug education and training, In addition, this
amount constitutes doubling the funds for drug education activities in the prior
year. : .

As a result of the pressure from social and political forces, these two agencies
developed within a relatively- short time span. extensive programs:and materials
(174 projects in all) designed-to serve a wide variety .of _youth. target audiences
through an even wider variety of transmitters and transmission channels. Of
these 174 projects supported last year, the National Institute of Mental Health
supported 44, while the Office of Education was responsible for 130 projects.
These projects included; for'example, dissemination of materials by the National
Clearinghouse, state education ,agenciesprogram% college and community-based
programs, and the production. and distribution of a broad range of printed
materials,"Iihns, posteys; and other-media.

2. LOUR MAJOR TASKS WERE DESIGNATED TO RE COMPLETED DURING THE COURSE. OF
THIS EVALUATION

In order to achieve the overall objectives: of .this, studythe assessinent. of
accomplishinents in drug education programs,. and to provide realistic recom-
montlations for DIEWfour major, lines of inquiry.,were. pursued: . . .

Catalog current DHEW;supported drug education. programs and materials
(Task 1).. . .

.

Assess the scientific validity and sophistication of DHEW.. drug . education
programs (Task-2).:,, .

Determine the impact of drug education, in .six 'selected communities: Bich-
Minneapolis, East -Harlem in NeW..Yorli City, San .Diego,ChiCago,

and Lubbock, Texas (Task 3).
Describe thepatterns,A drug use,
Identify- community response.to the drug problem..
Assess the ,attitudes. of youthand -drug education OansmitterS concern;

ing the adequacy and'valne Of existing drug_.education in general, and
DHEW programs in particular.:--, , .

Approximately 1,300' youth -and .108' transmitters..: in six comniunities
were , personally- interviewed and Willingly: reSpOnded.,:tO -a, detailed

. questionnaire- While this sample- should ,net'be construed as ..-totallY
representative of each . 'Community. or the entire '.:,youth. population;
responses:a re representative: of general trends. endemic kci: this popu la-
tioa and .eurrently-"representative- of behavior, and a ttitudes,.relating
to ill ug issues..,

Survey the ,attitudes of a aational sample of drug education transmitters
regarding drug use :and the quality:of drug. education, programthing

Task 4 was. not totally Completed and da t i Collected Iva :limited value
since -clearanee, for the use .of -the _detailed -queStionnaire was ,nOt,,forthcoming
from OMB. Information,derived -from, the four tasks, deScribed,above,. the ,ea re-.
ful analysis of collected data, and the combined impressions 'of - the. stinlY team
have identified several, overriding themes and issues central to: current drug
education efforts. Some of .these are discussed in the following two sections.

3. CURRENT DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAMS' 4:i.rn NOT PitiviNTED : rime USE
. . .

'MD :St-11(1V revealed that approkiMatel3 half of the Youth POPhlatiOn"Sarveyed
adrift to mint: drag% And that of ,this group,' over 90% have used marijuana.
Furthermore, ilS%,transinitters no, 35%, of the youth 'state' that thug'klucation
inogyanis do: pot prevent " drug nie. The unquestiMied' premise education in
,general, and drug -education in particular, holds that one can" Change' behavior
throtigh information and education. There appears fto be at least as Mach evidence
disproving this premise as that supporting it. More importantly, It seems clear
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the youthful drug users know more about drugs than most transmitters, and
prefer to seek further drug information from their peers rather than from
authorized sources. Another underlying assumption of current programming is
that youth are the objects of drug education and certain selected adults are the
rightful, or in some cases. the righteous transmitters of drug educationan
assumption clearly rejected by most youth who state that the most effective
transmitters are former drug users, or those young people who have had first
hand experience with drugs.

It seems evident front this study that perceptions of the dangers of drugs do
not necessarily lead to desired behavioral change, anu that drug use cannot he
explained or predicted by any single set of circumstances. The use of drugs on
the part of youth seems to be woven into their total life style, and appeal's to
be intimately related to the adolescent development process. Ft:r example, drug
use appears to be one way youth are adapting to society. in a drug-taking society
many youths choose drugs, especially marijuana, rather than the adult accepted
and widely used alcohol. It does not seem likely that efforts to stop this kind
of "social" or "light" drug use will meet with significant success.

4. ME PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAMS REMAINS FIRMLY FOCUSED
UPON PREVENTION OF DRUG USE

In the continual evolvement of DIIEW drug education programs, the general
strategy has remained constant over the past several years: an attempt to pre-
vent drug use among the youth population by varying sets of changing tactics.
These approaches have included :

Appeals to morality and overt preaching.
Scare tactics emphasizing dangers connected to drug use.
Presentation of facts based upon scientific studies and research efforts.
Training educators and other transmitters.
Mass media campaigns.
Developing broader and more effective understanding and conummication

channels with youth.
Heightening of community awareness of drug prol dents.
Provision of "alternatives" to drug use.

All these tactics seek to achieve the chimerical objective of a drag -free so-
ciety of young people.

These circumstances place DIIEW drug education planners and policy-makers
in a quandary insofar asdeterndning new directions to pursue in enhancing
program effectiveness. Two major options are evident.

(I) Develop and Implement Programs Which Will More Effectively Aehieve
Prevention Goals.Assuming that the prevention of illegal drug use is a socially
positive and reachable goal, DUEW could revise existing programs and mate-
rials and develop new programs designed to prevent drug use more effectively.

a closer scrutiny of the characteristics of the target population at risk. varied
levels of prevention programming can be brought to hear upon different cate-
gories of the target population. The following model is illustrative:

General health edneation.for young people in elementary schools, and
for the youth population not using drugs. The program thrust should be
designed to promote respect for all drugs. including alcohol, tobacco. and
therapeutic medicines and their relationship to sound physical health. Conic-
Wit. mass media. and printed materials would be the major vehicle.

Early diagnosis, capability would have to be developed throughout the
school system and youth serving agencies to identify at the earliest possible
age those youth who demonstrate symptoms of drug we. Clearly inherent in
this process is a capability to refer individuals to competent agencies for fol-low-up services.

Rpecifie prevention prograins.rap sessions, group and individual counsel-
ing, parent and community involvement, recreational, vocational training,
psychiatric intervention, and other specifically tailored programs would be
required in varying degrees in each romninnity. Programs would be designedfurthermore. to prevent escalation of drug use and to limit dis-abilities ofindividuals using drugs.

Treatment and rehabilitation.for those individuals addietrd or liendependent upon drugs, treatment programs or varying modalities would berequired.
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The above schema illustrates how a theoretical medical model can be imple
mentt.i. The model requires acceptance of the premise that drug use is debilitating
and ['Against the public interest, and that constantly improving programming can
reduce drug use significantly.

(2) Drug Education Progratninhug Should Jetti*on the Goal of Prevention.
A major finding supporting the adoption of this option relates to the fact that
illegal drug use is endemic among the youth population and that the use of alco-
hol, tobacco, and mood-altering drugs on the part of adults is also widespread.
For example, 42% of the transmitters surveyed stated they use or have used alco-
hol. From a pragmatic point of view, a strong argument can be made stating that
it is not within the capability of PHEW or other drug education sources to
reverse this tide. The lessons learned. from King Canute seem applicable.

Furtherinore, it has not been tmequivocably proven that drug use, especially
marijuana, is dangerous, destructive,- or unhealthy. The generation gap so often
alluded to, has as one of its main pillars,tidult rejection of marijuana use on the
part of youth, while clinging,to an easily penetrated hypocritical rationale, for
legal alcohol consumption. Telling youth not to smoke marijuana because_.it is
illegal calls the law into question--not marijuana: By concentrating on the pre-
vention of drug use, drug education programs oversimplify the issue and attempt
to collapse drug use into one isolated behavioral category.

The results of this study confirm the perception that drag use Is complex and
that no single set of factors explain or predict this phenomenon. The use of drugs
by young people seems to be woven into their total life style which appears-to be
taking place in a society saturated with many forms of drug-taking. Over 73%
of young people state they use drugs for fun, pleasure, or to satisfy curiosity.
They are knowledgeable about drugs, aware of consequences, and largely shrug
away adult admonitions. In fact, should reason alone prevail, it might-be more
appropriate for drug knowledgeable youth to be educating ill-informed and tear-
ful Adults, rather than the-reverse

In place of prevention as a reachable goal, drug use on the part. of youth
could he accepted especially marijuana use. DHEW could abandon drug educa-
Hon as a single issue concept and develop programs more In keeping with current
Youth development areas .involving broader decisionqnaking and problem solving
capabilities. Furthermore. programs focused upon clearly .. debilitating drug use
would have a better chance.4 being accepted. For example, it may be more sig-
ilifictintto attempt -to reinvigorate the high schools- of Anierica; raise the quality
of teaching,. and provide realistic valuable activities enhancing-the self-worth of
-our young people than to-eMbark.upon a failure-ridden quest fOr a youthful _so-
ciety. free from drug proposed idyllic island awash in a- sea:of alcohol,
nicotine, and legally prescribed dritg-takingAtcould be reasonably anticipated.
that the "generation-gap", Mid the loss of Credibility on the part of many adults
could he lessened, and -the start of a more cohesive.societybegun.

It can he anticipated- that the selection --of this option will be vehemently
opposed by clearly discernible fOrces :

In a presidential cAnipaign year a radical change of policy is sure to bring
about- poWerful opposition unwilling to enrage- what it perceives as its
constituency.

A significant. and .well entrenched adult population stand clearly opposed
to illegal drug ase..,Their values, modes of_adaptation,-and bit-Y-4 life stand
firmly opposed to the acceptanCe of.drug use by yoath. .-

Considerable numbers :.of. peOple-- employed: in drug-education programs,
planners. directors:7-staff,transmitters, counselors,_grouvleaders, amid clergy

. have. a vested interest. in .continuing. existing Programs; _institutions and
agencies also have momentum difficult to control. The.present

. ability to fulfill objeCtivesresults in a ubiquitous call for more_funds, added
ta IT, and new research- efforts _to make programs more effective. Accepta nce

of limited f lrug use may create unemployment in Certain circles.
Despite these and.-other .fortas..of .opposition, seiinis clear that _this option

is becoming more feasible as: time goes, on, Even prestigious organizations and
individuals such as the National ConunissiOn on Marijuana. eminent psychiatrists
and researchers, some pOlitiCians. Certain government. otliCials; and a growing
number of informed iadividuals luie-madecleartheiropinion that:Marijuana
use, at least,, can be accepted without shaking the nation's foundation.. Bold ac-
tion on the part-of pHzw. may. hasten. this-aeceptance andpert.dnfirug educa-
tion programs to confront the real issues affecting_ today's yOntli : education,
jobs. career..optlaus,- growth and self-realization, and worthy. models for relating
to today's society.

r
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i. 3IAJOR RECOMMENDAT/ONS HAVE BEENiDEVELOPED FROM THIS STUDY

In light of the overriding themes, issues and options described above, recom-
mendations have been grouped in various categories such as DIIEW's overall
ununagement. involvement with transmitterg.iimpact upon youth target popula
lions, drug education materials, and technical assistance and research efforts.
Furthermore, this organization of recommendations will facilitate their imple-
mentation by the various Federal officials and program managers involved.

Suing. cif the principal FITODODPIDIDHolls include:
DHEW, through the Office of Assistant Secretary for health and Scien-

tine Affairs (OASIIISA), should exercise clear cut authority In developing
and implementing laisic policy fir drug education program, emanching from
(IF and NINTH.

IM. Through OASIISA, should develop a Live -year comprehensive drug
education strategy including mechanisms for planning pontinuity.
nurntatinu IlOCOCK, and evaluation criteria developed inn cenjunction with
(IASPD.

NIMII and OE slitmid establish guidelines for the, seleet ion of appropriate
transmitters.

NIMI! and OE should expand the recruitment of Mark. and Spanish
speaking t nmsmitters.

DIIEW should develop distinct approaehes to drug education for two basic
youth populations: drug; users and nondrug-users.

DIIEW Amid effectively involve representatives of varied youth groups
in the planning of drug education programs and development of materials.

NIMII and OE should mho /ands available at the community level to
develop drug information materials eff fseiy htilored to towel tic local 'wells
anti target groups.

DIIEW should develop an stronger technical assistance capability to sup-
etaumunitY programs prior to funding and throughout implemeMat hal

i irocesses.
These revaninendatiens tied others detailed in succeeding chapters can be

viewed f rol two different perspectives:
Recommendations to improve program efficacy in the quest to prevent dreg

use on the part of youth.
Recommendations designed to begin the difficult ftroeess of changing. pro-

gram objectives away from prevention and toward goals allure realist lenity
in tune with youthful life styles and aspirations.

Should the find. perspective prevail, the recommendations will be useful in
modifying and revising key program elements so that programs aimed at achiev-
ing prevention may be more- sharply laned, mom tightly tsowdinated. and less
likely to provoke scorn fr-si derision from the youth target population.

The second perspective, In our judgment, Is more-likely to yield longrange
positive results. Rather than tinker with programs alined at chimerical
the implementation of the reemmuendations can act to begin to establish realistic
program objectives. new program etmeepts and direction. and a more balimeed
and participatory relationship lad ween DIIEIV, transmitters. and youth.

This Summary Chapter and the Main Ifil'eport discuss the overall objeetives.
prtleedures, current issues. and salient recommendations.

The Main Report is further organized in seven chapters as follows :
Current Status and Assessment of Scientific Validity and Sophistication of

PHEW Drug Edueat ion Programs and Materials.
Recommendations on DM:NV Overall Management Organization for Drug

Education Programs.
Recommendations on 'MEW Involvement With Drug Education Trans-

mitters.
Recommendations on DREW Tin act an Youth Target Population.
Recommendations on PHEW Drug Education Materials.
Recommendations on MEW Drug Education Technical Assistance and

Research.
Suggested PHEW Plan of Action.

The remaining three volumes may also he consulted for farther detail :
Catalog of DHEW Drug Efineation Programs and Materials.
Detailed Stmunary of Project Methodology.
In-Depth Study on Impact of Drug FAlucation in Six Communities.
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Mr, Be Aor.3tAs. I always have been asked by our colleagues, Con-
gressnian Peyser to put a question to vou with respect to your views on

1.11. .1 976, a bill that would establish a basic grant. program allotting
;:,`,0,000 per State for drug abuse programs. including tobacco and al-
cohol abuse, and the addition of additional money on the basis of the
number of addicts in the States.

Are you familiar with that proposal ? If not you Can submit in writ-
ing a »y comments you may have, or you may comment when we ask
you to come back.

While we agree that there exists a need for innovative responses in the field,
of drug education, we question whether this legislation relortsents the best meth-
od of addressing the problem. There presently exist sufficient funds to support
programs such as those envisioned by MR. 4970. We would prefer to we drug
education viewed as an important aspect of the State plans for drug abuse pre-
vention whieb are being developed by the States pursuant to Section 409 of Pub-
lic Law 92-255. It: is our holier that at the present time the question of drug
educatitmincluding alcohol and tobaccoshould be addressed as an integral
part of an overall response to upgrading our :educational efforts in all fields.

NOW, I know. Dr. Bourne and Dr. Knowlis. You may feel we have
been very 11)1101 on yon here this morning. But I make, no apologies for
it because we regard this problem of drug abuse as being a very grave
problc in in this society and we wrote legislation in good conscience and
I do not feel that, the administration has approached this matter in
good fa NI and tins obeyed the mandate of Congress.

And t hat we now stand on the edge of extending the legislation and
lind the administration opposing it, with not. in my view, very much
evidence for its position. And I find this very distressing, because this
is measure. us I indicated earlier, was not a Democratic bill or a Repub-
lican bill but was passed with the support of every Member of the U.S.
I louse of liepresentat ives and the U.S. Senate,

That indicates that the elected representatives were concerned about
this measure and I would urge that you go hack to Secretary Wein-
berger and OMB. and say, "maybe we ought to take another look at
Mir position on this matter because we may not he right and may be
mistaken.

And 1 think von ought to talk to Mr. .Ta ire about it as well. Ire is
suppose( to know somethinging about this subject.

So I am not really intemsted in making political points. I just. want
you to do something intelligent and constructive and effective about
Itthat is all, quit playing polities with the program. We didn't write
it that way.

We are tessed subject to the call of the Chair.
wren pun, at 12 noon, the committee adjourned, subject to the call

of the Chair.]



TO EXTEND THE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT

MONDAY, JUNE 11, 1973

170USE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE, ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Miami, Fla.. .

The subcommittee m uet at p :15 a.m., ii ant to call in the Dade
County Commission Chamber, Dade County Court House, 73 West
Flagler Street, Miami, Fla., Hon. John Brademas (chain-hap).
presiding. .

Members present: Representatives Brademas and Lehman.
Staff members present : Jack Duncan, Counsel; Christina M. Orth,

assistant to majority counsel ; and Martin L..LaVor, minority legis-
lative associate. , .

Mr. BRADEMAS: The Select Subcommitee on Education of the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives will
come to order. for the purpose of further hearings on H.R. 4745, Mid
related bills, to extend the Drug Abuse Education Act for 3 years.

At the outset: the Chair might observe, for the benefit Of people in
this part of the United. States who may not be directly familiar -With
the legislation Under.cOnsideration, that we are considering, a, bill to
extend the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970.

The -purpose of this leoislation, the Drug Abuse Education Act of
1970, has been, to quote the:words of the statute :

To encourage the development of new and improved curricula on the problems
of drug abuse, to demonstrate the use of such curricula in model educational
programs, and to evaluate the effectiveness .thereof. to disseminate curricula.
materials and significant information for use in educational programs through-
out the nation, to provide training programs for teachers, counsellors, law enforce-
ment cofficiala'and other public service and.comniimity leaders and t"o offer com-
munity education programs for parents and others on drug abuse problems.

The Chair wants to observe at the outset how pleased he is that
we are able today-to be in the home district ;of one of the most-effective
and hardworking members of the Select Education Subcommittee,
the able gentleman from Florida and your own- Representative in
Congress, Congressman William Lehman.

It is in large measure at the request of Mr. Lehman that we find
ourselves in Muni today. The Chair is Pleased at this time to yield
to Mr. Lehman for any comments he,may :wish to make.

Mr. LEHMAN. ,Thank you, Mr.. ChairMan.
First I wantto thank the mayorMayor, for allowing us

to use these chambers : for the heaiing He Ins been cooperative:- in
everything that we have had to ring to this area from CongreSs, and
we want to 'continue to workon the Fecler'il leiel with ]u Metro
administration.
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I want to also thank the chairman, who I think is one of the really
emerging national-hohres in the House of Representatives. Ile has
taken time from probably the busiest schedule in the whole Congress to
come to this area to hold these drug abuse education hearings because
this 'committee that Congressman Brademas heads is not dealing just
with drug abuse. 7

He is also handling lewislation in regard to the Older Aihericans
Act, the vocational rehabilitation bill, the arts and humanities bill,'
which we are going to take to the House floor under his leadership
and which is going to provide funds for the third century program
in Miami. He has taken the leadership in environmental education and
it is his bill that is soon going to be coming up in this committee and
dealt with again on the IlZuse floor.

What is remarkable, .1 think, is that despite this :varied and large
programand I haven't named half the things lie has donehe has
taken the time 'and effort to deal with a specific program in this
specific area.

I think we are fortunate to haven Mail like Mr. Bradeitias in Con-
gress, aml we are fortunate to have Chairman Brademas bring his
committee to this area at this time to deal with. this very difficult
and very stubborn problem to resolve What is an affliction to this
area and many other parts of the country:

In the 91st Congress there was a record amount of legislation passed
on the floor from his committee than had.ever been passed' by a single
committee diirihg that session of COtigresS.

Mr.; thank my colleagtie for 'Ids very dittrfticieii4ieally
crraCiOUS remarks, ,

. . .

' The Ch isair lit also beenaskedif lie.WCild, at this 'point 'take hote of
ofthe.hitereSt expressed in these hearings by three other outstanding
RepresehtatiVes'froM the Stiite.of. distinguishedehairinati
of the Select Committee oniCritne,'Mr.'13epPeri the aliainuin of the
House. Subcommittee on .Iiiter-Ahl6i.ictui7AffairS,' 1Zr. Fascell, 'and
Congressman William Gimte, Wh6 hi-IS-n*6d perinisSidWtliit' there
be inserted into the record a statement of his own with respect 'to the
phrpose of these hearingS,

[The statement referred to f011oWS

STATE.MENT OF BILL ccuNTpa, A HEL'IndSENTATIVE IN' CONGRESS FROM THE

Mr. Chairman,,,I,amr indeed grated. to you and the members of. this Com-
thittee ,for taking the tithe to, hold these hearings in Florida ,on the prug,Althse. . . , .Education Act Extension.

Ai. you knoW,' Fieridn has t"tractiyo. featureS' (Irani ';tnd
nei'v residents, to the state i n ; increa sing munabers every` year, Ai' the mine time,
those of us froth' Florida recogaixe oat we ptiv.e'-ceitainly not been spared. from
the spreading malignancy of drug abuse.

thiS probleM- fs _totally nondiscriminatory; It. can inyde the iive5 of any of
DS no Matter' where We live' or.. who 'We are. While the gevernment for years
virtually ignored treatment. and preventive.,measures for- drug-abuse. the mi.-
pea rance of the dri. problem in the' hOmes.Orniddle America a.wakene& many in
America who were

drug
to the erroneous melody of,'it can!t. happenbere."

Now we'krioW it 'Can' and does happen' et erYWhere in onr'§OcietY,
logicalI ani :ideased,to effertik tatal.SUPPOrt fdr.

that we, must continuc hr :our. efforts to., tta ch:.the'rodt cause of .tibuse
through .a:stroug educational; eirert .Onlk, this sway; c2;4' We ever begin , to
reverse the tide that threatens us all
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It. is my sincere hope that these hearings in Florida will contribute to the
understandim, by all of us of.tbe enormous task we face and give us the wiLl
to overcome this disease' before it engulfs our society. I believe that we can
defeat this eneiliy and I know from what you ard:doing here today that you
believe it as well. .

Our witnesses today are several ; Dr. Torn Carroll. the director of
the Dade County comprehensive drug Dr. E. Whigham,
superintendent of schools for Dade County, who is accompanied by
Dr. Ben Shephard and Mr. Don Samuels; Mr. Art Barker, director of
The Seed; Ms. Shirley Hagan of Miami Dade 'Junior College South,
and Dr. Linton Tyler.

Because we have several witnesses and our thne is limited we would
appreciate, to the extent-possible, if each of the witnesses would sum-
marize his testimony. All of the testimony Will be included in its en-
tirety in the record, but if. each df you will be kind enough ,tO stun
marize_ your testimony it will then be possible. for Mr. Lehman and .
myself to put questions to you.

We are pleased to call as our first witness Dr. L. Thomas Carroll,
program director of the. Metropolitan Dade County, comprehensive
drug program, and the director of the Di vision.of Addiction Sciences
of the University of Miami School of Medicine. Dr. Carroll, We are
pleased to heal' from you.

STATEMENT OF L. THOMAS CARROLL, PH. D., PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
METROPOLITAN DADE COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE DRUG PRO-
GRAM, AND DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF ADDICTION SCIENCES, UNI-
VERSITY OF MIAMI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

t - ; ,

Dr. CARROLL.. Thank you Chairman Braderrias Con&rssman Leh-.
man, ladies and gentlemen.

want to thank the -coniinittee today for the Opport.umtv of being
here and sharing with yon,...soitiel'Of, nv thoughts and feelings on the
siil)staride abuse problerns;.particidarly those a rising in the prograpis
Of education and preYention. .

Our prograth consists of two major entities that integrate nis-
natively componentS, of .treatment.. ,res,e4roll, and :training bOth, in
clinical skills and edUCationandPreiTention.

first of these segments is the Dude County comprehensive' drtig
prograin., Throuirh a combination Of its o*nisei.ViCe coinpotientS and .

eoiitractnal relationShiPS'With all of the Major liceiiSed drug programs
in Mi and Da deCounty,;(t complete program of; care is offered for
al rdi'Og: dependents::

This includes 24 hours 4:06.v7dai;Sa,,:Week'enierdeficY ser,iiceS.
c6ntral ratlike service through which all subsahce. :ibuseis needing, as,
s ta lee can pass, be rapidly asSeSSed4na.j)ut in a t;reatnient.i.ograin if
t1ny rbOcl a itp_va iiiterinediate, care
CbiisiStitig; of clay 41*i

tinSeli ..grdup PsythcitherapY,,, outpatient
seinices' which include outpatient detOxitleation,'.Cheinotherapy,,in,
di 6.09,1 and ;group psychotherapy, and vocational and edupatibital

.1.Finids for the suport if iltose'0Ontilonents of Ole/ coMpreheriSive
prooTam are obtained from ilie'NationallriAitiite of 'rental Health
anesupporting State and lo-0.1 funds.

=

I `.', 3 ,
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The second major entity of our substance abuse program is the divi-
sion of addietion sciences in the University of Miami School of Medi-
cine. The organizational charts which' have included in a compen-
dium which I have given you will show the comprehensive drug pro-
wrani and its relationship to its affiliates and the division of addiction
sciences.

The division has been designed to generate and centralize a new in-
terdisciplinary approach to understanding the substance abuse, prob-
lem. It is hoped that. the integration, of talented professionals from-
medicine, education, and the social and behavioral sciences will enable

. our division to develop more effective models of prevention, rehabilita-
tion. evaluation, control, and training.

The Miami area in particular lends itself to such endeavors because
it contains a variety of cultural and ethnic groups : Cuban, Puerto
Rican, Mexican, American, white. and black. These groups include a,
complete, range of.socioeconomic backgrounds and provide a unique
natural laboratory: for education and clinical research investigations
and demonstration projects. , _

I might also add that Miami is one of the few large cities in the coun-
try with a:population of approximately 1,500.000 people and where the
drug problem is still potentially manageable,. as compared, for ex-
ample, to larger cities like, Chicago and New York, where the drug
problem has reached'such crisis proportions that one Wonders how it
ever will be managed.

One of the Most exciting and to me worthwhile components of the
Division of Addiction .Sciences is the US...Office of Mae:166'1's .Re-
gional Training and Support Center. One of the seven Regional Train-
ing Centers in .the United States, our center :serves seven Southern
StateS, Puerte Rice. and the Virgin ISlandS:

As you know,. Under this prom.= .community.

teams `Lnimigrauts" which enahlethein to.cothe to the Regional
Center .for training. This training, phase is followed by a continuino-
teelmical- assistance progain to each ce)mnimity team which assists
them m implementing the plan, their unique vidual plan for their
communit y.

I ani of the opinion that training pr such as those Provided
by the Center are of critical iMportance. They provide one of the'
few v-iable hopes that we have for corecting the. deficiencies of the
drug education and Prevention prOgraniS around , the country that
have failed.

I Might-add that the ones we no have enoOing in:Miami:have not
But many of the drug programs around the country have, failed and
will 'continue to fail trecanse they are,peorly designed; poorly foeused,
and in many cases, they are 'completely irrelevant.

Evahiations of :drug 'education,ProgramS by Maci.o Systems, Inc.,
and' the University of Behavior Change Laboratories and
others have indicated that ninny 'ding edUcation programS 00 not,pre-
:vent drng abnseliiid indeed in some poorly designed programs may
even &ken-rage it

I -farther believe, hoivever, that 'drug edueation continues to be 't
must and should Oceupy'our time as one of, the highest priorities that

,

shonld inVOlVe bOth'the,parehth and
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It is readily apparent that if we have only a limited number of
dollars to spend, such money could be most effectively spent if we use
it-to develop programs that interact with our children befoi.e they use
drugs, or even when they begin to experident or use them socially
rather than when they arrive At the opposite end of the scale and -be-
come dysfunctional and drug dependent.

Well desiomed education and prevention programs then must be
relevant to helping aid. the student to develop an understanding and
ability to cope with contemporary life, but must also aid him in
acquiring meaningful alternatives to substance abuse.

The training of groups that can provide an interface between the
schools and-the conurnmity would appear to offer at least a partial
solution to this problem. During the past year the Miami Regional
Training Center has trained a total of 110 community mini rant 'teams
and 15 special teams from Florida, Ailonsas, Mississippi.. South
Carolina, North Carolina, Alabama, Georgia, and the territories of
the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.

In addition to this training load, approximately 12,000 parsons have
been trained by staff member in cooperation with graduates in their
home communities. Twelve thousand persons is a lot of people to train.

Over 468 clays of consultation has been delivered to local communi-
ties under the direction-of-the -'eld unit of-the project..

Direct program assistance including workshops design, proposal
writing and' evaluation, staff recruitment' and has. been de-
livered by the Center staff to 84 communities and.1S Stae-agencies.

The Center has developed close working relationships with the-State
drug abuse Coordinathr 'and the State education coordinator in all
seven States and two territories in this region:

During.the next 6 months.the Center will train 85 county coordina
torS. for the State of .florida.- On-:ailocal level We. have trollied a total
of 250 drug..abuse coordinators -from Dade :County schools. I. should
point out that this has been accomplished by the.' staff on their. own
perSonal time as a service to the county.

Reeently the:Governor of South Carolina, at the Governor's. Con-
ferenee on Drug Abuse, cited. the. Center and the teams it had trained
as one of the State's most significant resources.

It is apparent that our Center has played a. -vital role in ,providing
training within their region; Unfortunately, funds for :the Training
Center haVe not been provided- within .the budget Of- the:U.S. Office. of
Education .beyond the,1973774 fiscal year: It would. appea r that the
continued provision of such funds for the U.S.. Office of Education. in
this regard should be one of our highest, priorities.

That concludes statement. hold .. myself respOnsive: to your
questions. . . .

Mr. BRADEMAS: -Thank you 1. very, 'much, :Dr. Carroll; for a most
thoughtfully prepared. and . illuminating stateMent... Let me ask you
several questions.: .: . . ...

Youmade reference in ,your statement toa,prograniof 250 trained
ding: abuse coordinators who work the Dade County, schools. Am
I .correct-1

Dr. Cnnuor,L.:That iS correct.. - .

Mr. BRADEMA&WhAt igthel0b,of'a drug abuse coordiator and where
did you get the money to train

98-973-7312
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Dr. CARROLL..As I pointed out-in my .statement, these .cpordi nu tors
were trained by:our staff at the regional training center on their Own
time. We had no funds to train them. Our staff, on their ownfreetime,
donated their time over a 8-day ,period to train these coordinators.
This was with the cooperation .of Mr..Whigham, Dr. Shephard, and
111r._Sainuels, who are quite familiar with the program and will be
talking.about it this morning. , .

Basically the drug abuse. .coordinator is a person Who works in the
sehool system with our youngsters. It is my opinion that in .order to
have coordinators that are effective they must receive the kind of train

rr which we are Providing at the training center. .
Ir. BRADEMAS. Are those peoplOfull-time school teacliers or coun-

selors? Who are they? .
Dr. CARROLL... Some of them are. full-time school teachers, some are

counselors. Again, I think I would let Mr. Samuels address himself to
that:.

Mr. BaAnr3tAs. Could you spell out a little more clearly the source of
fundino. for your participants at the regional training center to which
you made reference? . -

Dr. CARROLL. The source of our fundingcomes-from the U.S. Office of
Education and is primarily derived from the benefits provided' by your
bill. We are very much concerned, as Imentioned in my statement, that
the funds have not been provided beyond the197344 fiscal year...

I might state that our, center.has'developedsufficient expertise and
sufficient- acclaiM throughout, the southern region that we could, if
necessary, go prig: and-tontinue to exist and five could to be
suppOrtedni.part uy the -StateS.themselOs.,Theya re that much inter-
ested-in having us continue.. ;

But i.uore_ broadly, ,beycindtins,,sCope.aild-,speaking. for .-the other
seven regionaltraiiiingeenters iii theUnitedStates,-Ithinkitis:unfor-
tunate if they cannot continue-to exist as-entities iii.thosi-tme.light.-.-;

-Do .it statement that' you-- Weilld
faor the legislation to extend the!Drug.A.bUSeEducationAet?

. Dr. CARItonl...-I would definite] yfavor think,hat
isneededis nOt'only arbontinuationinthis regard,!but. alsO additional
moneys available:for. a cliff ereritkind of -*.evalu ati on th a A' h a been, done
in the ..p-aSt.: , ;

do.V.on
think that What WeneediS not only the national,kind

Of-evalnation*bich-bas been handled; a s'you ,kno.*;.by thetShelleyCo.
I:think thiS!lias: provided :SeinOiiriSight--..Ithiiik .we':-candebetter.,:I
think:we:can look a tithe regionAltrathing centers as SeParate:.entities
in theiti selves:: responsible to the.: regiOnS around-the United States and
their -.i.egional .problems.. -

'extnple; the sonthein :regipiris a uni0er6gion:- an& thekintl-of
progi'am that wOuld do wellikthe.sOuthain region wOUld
the western region or t.be regions around, sayi New York City

Ithink4e'ha.Ve-gtit':, to loWfit this .tis anindividual.:kind:of entity. I
think:Weliftl'e!got,7"td.IOOk at ;aurrieulninthat::lias, beendeveloped,!fer
these-partici:dor kinds.Of Legions: these regions as entities in'themselves;
m(111' think .'We need. to'dei,elop.inhOtise.kinds:.Of evalfiation.prOgrains
Whieb,haVe.nOtibeerr PrOiidediforlat:this4oint:bYithe.,U.S:.0111ea..of
Education to continue,analysisandfeedbaek.i..4
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guess my feeling is that it more properly belongs, if it can be main-
tained, within the ()film of Education because I think they porform a
valuable 'Aervice from their particular philosophy and point of view.

I think NI1fII perhaps more rightly should be interested, as they
are, in training people for clinical skills. If it. is borne under NINE'',
then I think they should continue to remain as two separate entities.

Mr. BratystAs. You may be interested to know that when drug abuse
educationas it was enphemistically describedwas carried out. 1w-
fore the passage of the act, it was under NIMII. And we learned that
less than $1 million was earmarked for programs that could, be ally
stretch of the imagination, bo called drug abuse, education.

On inquiry we learned that the more accurate description of these
programs was information which, as you know, is not the same as edu-
cation. But very little activity was evident in the school system which
was the system where we were concerned With making an impact..

You are perhaps aware also that under the so-called national
"strategy" of the administration for dealing with drugs, discretionary
authority is supposed to be vested in the States for determining how
they will spend certain moneys for combating drugs..

I wonder if you think that the schools will receive any substantial
amount of money were it to become available through discretionary
programs as distinguished from the targeted Drug Abuse Education
Act?

Dr. CAnnot.t.. I am sure that they would receive. some funds, depend-
ing, of course,. upon the interest, of the particular State office the in-
dividual school districts were related to. I would always hope that there
would he room for 'kparate additional funds for innovative experi-
mental approaches in given areas.

I would hope that it would have a combination of both of these, not
only to protect the innovative creative approach which is sometimes
rather difficult to find funds for, and .State organizations which. on
occasion, tend to be more traditionally oriented, but I also do believe
the State education agencies should have control and make some deci-
sions over these. funds.

Mr. BitAnnmAs. Again, Dr. Carroll, thank you very much for your
most valuable testimony. Your entire statement will be inserted in
the record.

[The document referred to follows:]

TEKTINIONY PRESENTED IlY CAIIROI.L. Pu.D.. PROGRAM DIRECTOR, Myrao-
rotarAN DADE COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE DRUG PROGRAM AND DIRECTOR, DIVISION
or ADDICTION SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY Or MIAMI SCHOOL or MEDICINE

I wait!: to thank the Committee for the .apportanity of being here today and
sharing with you roam of my thoughts and feelings about the problems of sub-
stance abuse ineinding those arising in programs of education and prevention.

nnr program consists of two major entities that integrate administratively
components of treatment, research and training in clinical skills and education
and prevention.

The first of these is the Dade County Comprehensive Drug Program. Through
a combination of its service components and contractual relationships with all of
the major llocnscd drug programs in Miami and Dade County, a complete pro-
gram of care is offered for all drug dependents. This includes:
(1) Emergency Services : 24 hour, seven days a week emergency services pro-

viding immediate diagnosis and care for any person addicted or dependent
on drugs who is in need of services.
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f2r Central Intake Service : All substance abusers requesting aSSIStaal. Pass
through this comp: meat: for diagnostic assessment and rapid assignment to
Inae of the yebabilit alive programs for such persons in the Dade County
area.

,(:1) Initationt : A 1 0,Iled unit provides patient:4 with medico) en re and detosillea-
t ion. individual and group psychotherapy. vocational counseling, and
release planning.

(4) Intermediate Cure: These facilities provide day and evening care programs
which include indivithmi counseling. grim', psychotheraity, and family
counseling.

g 5) 011tialtiVat Services: 111CialleS Oatliatklit dctoxitication, chemotherapy. in-
dividual and group psychotherapy, voeut ut1 and (shwa tbmai counseling
and placement.

Funds for support of the above components of the Comprehensive Drng Pro-
gram are (Attained from a National Institute of Mental Dealt)) Staffing Ilrant and
supporting state and local funds.

The second major entity of our substance abuse program isthe Division of
Addiction Sciences in the University of Miami Seinsd of Medicine. Organization
charts 1 and II depict the close working relationship of the Comprehensive
Drug Program. its affiliates. and the Division,

The Division has been designed to generate, and centralize a 1171V iuMrdisciplt-
nary approach to understanding the substance abuse problem. It is bolted thug
the integration of talented professionais from medicine, education. and the social
and behavioral scIonees will enable the Division to develop more effective models
of prevention. rei,.:bilitation, evaluation control and training.

The Miami area lends itself to such endeavors since it contains a variety of
cultural and ethnic groups; Cuban. Puerto Rican, Mexican, American. White
and Black. These groups include a complete range of socioitonomie batligrtninds
and provide a unique natural laboratory for (gdneational and clinical researeli
investigations and demonstrtion projects.

One of the most exciting and to Me worthwhile components of the Division
of Addiction Sciences Is the U.S, Office of Education's Regional Support Center.
One of seven Regional Training Centers in the United States, our Center serves
seven southern states, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. As you know. tinder
this 'grogram interdisciplinary teams receive "minigrants" whieh enable therm
to come to the Regional Center for thraining. This phase is followed liy a vont inti-
lug technical assist anee program to each community team to assist them in int-
piementing the plan for their community. I am of the opinion that training pro,
grams such as those provided by our Center tire of eritietl import:the. They
provide one of few viable hopes for correcting the deficiencies of the drug edu-
cation' and prevention programs around the country that have failed and will
continue to fail because they are poorly designed. poorly focused, and In many
eases irrelevant. Evaluations of drug education programs by Macro Systems, Ine..
the University of Michigan's Behavior Change Laboratories, and others have
indicated that many drug education programs do not prevent drug use nail indeed
in some poorly designed programs may even encourage it.

I further believe, however, that drug education continues to be a mold and
should occupy one of our highest priorities. It should involve both parents and
children, It is readily apparent that if we have only a limited number of dollars,
such money can be most effectively spent If we use it to develop programs that
interact with our children before they use tirrgs, or even when they begin to
experiment or Ilse them socially rather than when they arrive at the opposite end
of the scale and become dysfunetional and drug dependent.

Well designed education and prevention programs. however. must not only he
relevant to developing au understanding and ability to cope with the everyday
problems of interpersonal anti intrapersonal relationships and eontemporary
life. but must also aid the student in acquiring meaningful alternatives to
substance abuse.

The training of groups that can provide an interface between the schools
and the community would appear to offer at least a partial s(gution to this
problem. During the past year the Miami Regional Training Center has:

fa) Trained a total of 1141 :Moigrant teaiu and 35 special teams from Florida.
Arkansas, Mississippi. South Carolintt, North Carolina., Alabama, Georgia. the
-Virgin' Islands. and Puerto Rieo.
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(I)) In addition to this training load, aoproximately 12.000 persons have been
trained by staff Members in cooperation with graduates in their home oull-
lantlities.

e) Over 468 days of eonsultat ion has been delivered to local eommunities
under the direction of the Field Unit of the Project.

(ID Direct program assistance including WI )0041101M design, p)i)osal writing
and evaluation. staff recruitment and training has been delivered by the Center
staff to S4 communities and 18 state agoies.

(el The Center has developed close working relationships with the state drug
:Muse coordinator and the state edueation efllirtlimitor in all seven states and
two territories of the Region.

If) During the next six mouths we will train 8.-) county eoordinators for the
State I if Florida, We already have trained a total of 250 drug abuse coordina-
tors from Dade County schools. I should point ont that this has been aceoni-
Wished by the staff on their own personal time as it service to their Community.

(g) Recently the Governor of South Carolina. at the Governor's Conference
on Drug Abuse, cited the Center and the tennis it 111111 trained as one of the States
most significant resources.

It is apparent that our Center has played a vital role in providing training
within their region. Unfortunately, funds for the Training Center have not
been provided within the budget of the U.S. Office of PAlucation beyond the 1973-
1974 fiscal year. It would appear that the continued provision of such funds fur
the U.S. Ofliee of Education should he one of our highest priorities.
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APPENDIX 1soUTIIEAsr REGIO' TRAINING AND RESOURCE CENTER: REGION IV

The following is a first year status report on the U.S. Office of Education
Regional Training Center. It is offered as a summary of the major tasks and
accomplishments of the center as of June 1, 1973,

The original guidelines for this project contained a number of mandates which
are listed below. This list will form the Outline for the bulk of the report.

I)IIr the first year of the program the center shall :
1. Recruit and develop program and supportive staff.
2. Provide training for approximately 110 community teams.
3. Provide technical assistance and field support to graduates or the eenter.
4. Coordinate the activities of lime center ,with those of interested stale

agencies throughout the region.
J. Develop a eotoldimentary relationship with NIMII Training- Center

where co-located (Miami has Loth).
Performance to date

1. Staff Dcrelopmen t.The center has recruited and trained an inter-discipli-
nary team of 20 training, field, and support personnel. A variety of special and on
the Job training experiences have brought the staff to a high level of professional
competence and biter-dependance.
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elltlimitteo of peers from other OM training centers as -well as 0.E. per-
sonnel recently audited the Miami center and cited the staff for an unusually
high level of professional competence as well as outstanding progress hi the area
Of program development.

2. Training total of 110 mini-grant teams and 15 special teams
involving more than WO persons have completed programs at the mnter. .1t its
present stage of development. the training model requires a total of 131) hours
of study during each 13 day cycle.

In addition to this training load. approximately 12,000 persons have been
trained by staff members In cooperation with graduates of the center who have
developed programs in their home communities.

3. Technical Assistancc.Over 408 days of consultation has been delivered to
local communities under the direction of the Field Unit of the project. A con.
..ultant pool of t}2 persons having a wide range of program skills has been
developed anti is being utilized in assisting tennis.

In addition to consultation, direct program assistanea ranging from work-
shop design and delivery through proposal writing and evaluation to staff re-
cruitment and training has been delivered by the Center staff to 84 communities
plus 18 state agencies.

The field unit has developed close working relationships with the state drug
abuse coordinator and the state education coordinator in all seven states and two
territories of the region, (See attachment)

4. Coordination Activities.The Center hosted a four-day informational and
planning meeting for purposes of facilitating coordination of efforts of state
agencies with responsibility for drug programing and the Drug Education Co-
ordinator in the State Department of Edieation. This meeting addressed four
basic common concerns:
1. the effectiveness of.the past year's training program as perceived by the

state agencies and the Center,
2. the Center's philosophy about training and technical assistance,
3. the concerns and needs of the individual state hi specific areas :

A. relations with returning teams,
if. implications of the various state plans. and

the nature of the technical assistance delivery system, and
4. means by which the training center can integrate response to these concerns

into a training program and technical assistance delivery system of highest
quality.

It wa4 generally agreed that the first year's training reflects the Center's
becoming more adept at quality training as the process evolved. This was sup-
ported by the fact that the final five training cycles- in the last year reflected
quality training. However, insufficient data on the roles of state officials severely
limited the effectiveness of most of these teams. Immediate steps are being taken
to rectify this situation. In the future a strong component of each team's train-
ing will be a careful examination of that team's state plan and the roles of rele-
vant state officials.

Another finding was that returning teams enjoyed only limited access to local
decision maker and opinion leaders. The team's access to local and state elected
officials law enforcement officials, and members of the judiciary was foetid to
be virtually nonexistent. It was agreed that state agencies would begin to act
as "re-entry" intermediaries in order to assure tile teams-a more responsible
and productive role in the community. State agencies further agreed to aid in
pre-training orientation and pre-training site visits when indicated.

It was further agreed to continue the state meetings. These meetings bring
together mini -giant team members, state officials, and center personnel for pur-
poses of sharing experiences and expertise and providing a -forum through which
local communities eau make input for state plans and program.

Perhaps the lung; significant finding was the agreement of the Rate offieinls
on the value of the services rendered by the Center. They expressed this conclu-
sion in terms of the importance of the Center and t11c mini-grant teams in the
states' efforts to address their current mandate on drug abuse programming.
(See letters)

ii, Evehtation Instiment* and Technignes.Evaluatinn instruments and tech-
niques have been developed for post testing and pre-testing of each cycle. A bat-
tery of instruments have also been developed for monitoring team progress be-
yond training.
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Periodic review of data from both sources has led to syst ema tie development
of the training model. A journal has been kept from cycle 1 to cycle 13 a ml it
documents substantial response to feedback. Major changes in content, process
and program objectives have occurred during the first year of experience.

At a recent conference of data specialists from all O. E. Centers, the Miami .

Center was cited for having the most extensively developed and comprehensive
information system in the country.

0. Bel alm:Ain with. 1171111 ColtonAfter establishing its own identity.
the Center has developed a relationship with the NIMU. Training Center housed
in the center for Urban Studies. Faculty members are shared between centers
and there is some exchange of equipme:.,i and resource material. The center
directors meet monthly to coordinate planning.

This will be increasingly important during the coming year as NIMII becomes
the lead agency for training in the United States. Members of NIMII Administra-
tive and review committees Intve visited the center during the past six months
and we have received considerable positive feedback.

In addition to these mandated activities the center has a number of addi-
tional accomplishments which a re briefly mentioned belpw.

(1) The center has developed a special network of minority consultants to
assist:7n responding to the particular concerns of minorities. In this same vein.
we luivo developed some specialized training activities for responding to minority,
persons. These activities are receiving some national attention which cpuld lead

broader utilization. (See attachment.)
() A number of special training programs have been developed by the center.

A total of 250 drug abuse coordinators from Dade County Schools were
living trained in five. '3.day cycles. This is being done by. the staff on their
personal time as a service to Dade County. (See attachment )

On April 23-'27, the Center offered a special 5-dnya cycle for professionals
in the field of Prevention and Education. This session was limited to 50
persons and the enrollment was full within two days of its announcement.
(Sec attachment.)

The Center has also agreed to train 85 county coordinators for the State
of Florida (luring the next 6 lumps.

We have conducted a training program for Georgia's higher education
training team. This group consists of professors and department chairman
involved in health education teacher training in the state of Georgia. This-
program was very well received and arnumber of the participants have asked
'fontfaining internships at the Center during the coining year.

The training model and techniques developed by the center are receiving
WideRprend attention and we have requests for training internships front
Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvaiar Virginia and New York City. In addition
to interest from outside the region, a number of the state coordinators inside
the region have requested similar opportunities.

(3) Other Activities:
SREB, the Sehthern Rfwional Education Board, has Center personnel

serving on both the Drug Education tusk force find the Minority Education
task force.

The Governor of South Carolina. at. the Governor's Conference on Drug
Abuse, cited the Center and the South Carolina teams as one of the States
most significant resources.

the Governor's Conference on Education in Georgia. the Center has been
asked to provide a day session on educational models and educational
change.

For the first time in it's 5-year history, the National Methadone Confer-
owe included the subject of -prevention" on its agenda and selected the
Miami Center to make the entire 1% hour presentation. The new models out-
lined by the center were very well received and we have had requests far
follow-up assistance from all over the country.

The Center presented the keynote address-at the intrtoluction of Florida's
new Health Education program introduced last 11111:...

The Center has trained a team of Youth Relations Spoialists for the
Florida State Health and Rehabilitation Services Department.'

The Center has developed and published a substantial array of original
resource material that is widely eireulated both inside and outside the region.
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LETTERS OF DESPONSESTATE /MFG CooltIONATION MEETING--
.MAY 1973

GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF DUMAS RESOURCES,
Atlanta, Oa., May 29, 1:173.

Mr. II. STEettEs GLEsm,
adiclioa, Sciences Division, USOD Regional Training Gaiter, COI:us(' y of

3Iiami, School of Medicine, Miami, Fla.
DEAR MR. GLENN The meeting I attended at your Center on Monday, May 21,

1973 was enjoyable and most informative.
having been one of your most vocal critics based 011 our Experience with the re-

torninginini-grants, I must say I was impressed with the evolutionary progress
Of the program.

I feel as a Single Slate Agency represent:air?, that technical assistance from
your training center to a training team responsiIde for the several commlinithis
Involved hi Georgia would meet a greater pay-off as related to the iwrformance
of the mini-teams in thr field. The Single Stale Agency training team wound lie
more aware of local sensitivities and would be more aide to respond to The bri-
Mary needs of the teams.

I will he anxious to work with you in developing this mode of delivery if it is
feasible within the constraints of your grant.

Thank you again for the opportunity of visiting your training center.
Sincerely,

RommT I1. Ct.r.v ELAND,
Artily Director.

SorTlt CAROLINA CONIMISSION ON ALCOITOLINI.
Jun(' 1, 197:1

l' Oli Ifrgif»tra center,
Mi. STEVE Gu:xx,
(Mier of ilditcatjon. Addiction Science Di riSiou,

University of .11 Miami, Fla.
DEAR STINK : You and your staff are to he commended on the idea which resulted

in last week's meeting..The three days which I spout with you were significant
to me in providing insights into your goals and methodology. As a result of this
a mi your planned meetings with state authorities; I believe that many of the
difficulties which have existed will lie eliminated.

South Carolina is in an organizational state such that the establishment of rea-
sonable communication vehicles will enable the utilization of you and your slate
in a iimluctive fashion that. theretofore has been impossible. As I indicated in
the individual meetings. time solution to that communication problem is at least
twofold. Yon must establish yon routine contact in this state dint then the stale
ageneles. perhaps with your assistance, must. develop a commniffeation system
1%1001 will allow everyone to know of your intended activities in South Carolina.

Thank you for your hospitality while in Miami. The hotel may lie old and musty
if-the rugs are walked upon too heavily, but I found the staff and the atmosphere
of tlw setoci Czesh and dynamic whether walked upon or not.

Sincerely, -
S. EUGENE HALL,

Project Administrator.

"1111if"141 nrgiMial 7Mininfl Center ti re Record of Consultant Days for
Purposes of Ttehnical Assistance (etc.)

.1-1mo-1972: nropi
Florida

Total 8
July-1972:

Arkansas 4
Nort rolina 10
Florida fl
Smith Carolina 7

Total 30

JO, Nib
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A :

North Carolina 14
ba ma 6

A rkansas 4
101 orida 7
Georgia 9
South Carolina'
Mississippi 3
Soil Antonio, Tex 12

Total 62
September -1972 :

Florida 3
A rka nsa a 1.

Mississippi
South Carolina (1

North Carolina
' onia 2

Georgia. _ 1.
Total

October -1972:
Florida 5
Georgia
North Carolina 21

Total 32
Novendler-1972:

South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Aloha ma
North Carolina
Mississippi

Total,
December-1972:..

Arkansas
Florida
South Carolina
Mississippi
Alabama

Total
7ttluary,1973 :

Florida
Puerto Rko and Virgin Islands
Georgia
North Carolina
South. Carolina

Total
February-1973:

Alabama
. North Carolina
Mississipp
South Carolina -1
Florida
Georgia
Arkansas
Minnesota

5
4
3
3
9
1

25

2
1

12
1
1

17

6
S
2
2

25

6
17
6

19
3
4
4
9

Total
More10.973 :

61

-Florida 6
South Carolina 9
New York 2
Virgin Islands 2
Alabama 2

, North Carolina 17
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Arkansas 1
Mississippi 2
Georgia 10
San Antonio, Tex 2

Total 53
April -1973 :

Mississippi s 4
Virgin Islands 1.1
South Ca rol Ina 4
Arkansas 3
North Carolina 7
1;emgiat
sr. Louis. Mo 4
Florida

Tobil 60
Nlay-1973 :

North Carolina 6
Georgia
Florida -1
Total Southeast' Region (Coordinators-and Drug Abuse Authorities.

Workshop) 26
29

Alabama
Florida
Mississippi
South Carolina

. Virgin Islands
San Antonio
New York.
Arkansas
Georgia.
North Carolina-
Puerto Rico
NIMH
Minnesota

Consultant Days Rendered to Each-State
Dans

20
77
24
74
10
14
2

19
40

105
0

10
0

St. Louis, Mo 4
Minority response 35
Training for regional coordinatorsand drug abuse authority directors__ 20
Cumulative Total of Consultant days Rendered by the Southeast Regional

. Training Center Ter the year June 1, 1972 to Jane 1, 1973 468

RmemirSPECIAL WORKSHOP HELD WITH THE DADE COUNTY SCHOOL DRUG 'CO-
' ORDINATORS, MAncri 26--Amat 13, 1,073, AT THE SOGTHEAST REGIONAL TRAINING

CENTER

As of March, 1973, Dade County' only had two tennis which had been trained
at the Southeast Regional Training-Center. It came to the-attention of the Center
that the school coordinators for drug education in the county--'needed some
specialized training and that the Center could provide. that training.' Because
the Center recognied the need to establish 'a broader and firmer. relationship
with the Dade County community, agreeing to provide -training for the coor-
dinators seemed a very positive.step to take.

An agreement on Procedure- and scheduling was worked -out in tt series of
meetings of area coordinators for the Dade County Drug Education Program,
Mr. H. Stephen Glenn, Regional Training Director; and Mr. Roosevelt Thomis,
Training Program Supervisor. Essentially, the agreement was for. the Center to
provide the drugcoordinators:with an overview-of the philosophy of the 'Center,
approtiches:therCenter sees as feasible to deal with the drug problem locally and
nationally, and assistance in prOgram planning for the local school' 'system. It
Was agreed that this would be clone during a series s-of .three4aY blocks of time.
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All of the sessions were held at the Training Center facilities. Coordinators
were grouped by'School district. District resource personnel aided in the training,
effort by orienting the coordinators to the county schools' drug program, eolacili-
tating the training process, and participating in tile program planning stages Of
the process.

The basic content of the training design came from three general areas :
]. Overview of the national strategy,
2. The what, why and how of drug education and drug abuse prevention, and
3. Quality communication and group learning experiences
Feedback coming from the coordinators was genemlly 'positive in nature.

However, there was special note made in two areas:
I. The time limits made it ,impossiblc to L-Xaznine. all of the concepts to the

degree the coordinators thought necessary
2. Dade .County, with prohably, the most severe drug problem in tie region,

has a definite need for .training additional teams in the regular program
The final agreement between the Center and, the coordinators was to render

technical ,assistance to the county coordinators on a "when possible" .basis.

RI31 orcr--Svi!liaAL TRAINING. PROGRAM IIET.0 WITI5 ;COORDINATORS OF STATE DRUG
EDUCATION,. Amut, .23-,2T,..:1073, At, !rim Soul MONA!. TRAINING CENTER

Ongoing :4iscri5.3sion between' Mr.- H. Stephen Clean; Director of the South-
emit' Regional Training Center 'and Mr. LoniS Morelli,' Florida State Education'
Authority, resulted in a. fivei-day ts-k-cial''ttraining program for forty-two area
drug. education coordinators. Included, in this 'group were -cooi:dinatorS from
Florida, Ohio and Iewa.' .'

T whe process was one in hich the Regional Training Center'addressed needs as
expressed by the area coordinators. In order to do this, 'training center staff
presented perSpectiVes'in certain specific area's:-

1. Center philosophy and training.design.
2. Group lenrning processes.
3. Drug use behavior.

Issues in ditig'ithuSe Prevention'
5. Drug education programming.

The State Education Authority presented a general overview of. the State
Plan. The education ,component .of the ;State Plan was explained very carefully
With 'speelal, attentibal being how±.. the prOgramming done. by the, area
coordination would fit into the,Overall progriun.. . . .

Task 'facilitation. ylit'S achieVed.bY the coordinater'S Working in:groups'formed
by the interest 'in 'eleinentark.'and secondary leVels..of progiamtning. The tasits
to develop initial lied On plans for programming in schools.

Plan formilated; each Task.' Force shared its outcomes with the other group,
participated in- a feedback' process and Made indiCatett reVisions. Coordinators
alSO contracted:to form an (ingoifig.Coriespondent: relationship for pnrposes of
future sharing of program progress..

'Feedback about this'effu....t was positive.

. PROGRESS REPORTMINORITY RESPONSE, SOUTHEAST REGIONAt; TRAINING CENTER,
MrANtr, FLA:, MAY 21, 1973. .

I. How Minority Response EVolved;
A. Supplementary Funding.
B. Purposes.

II. Response Of The SoutheaSt Regional Training Center.
A. Alternative Postures.
R. Reasons for choices selected.

III. Further Steps.
A. DeVelopment of Strategy.
B. Selection of communities for sampling.
C. Selection contact with community representatives.
D. Sharing sessions.

I. State Drug Authorities.
2. Community:Resource-People.
3. National Urban League

To h.: putegnies.
IV. Where Do We Go From Here?
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IIOW MINORITY RESPONSES EVOLVED

Early last year the-Office of Education .gave five of the eight regional centers
budget supplemduts of about $25,000.00 to use for purposes of :

A. determinin: whether the training center efforts were properly addressing
the needs of minority peoples in an effective, efficient manner and if not,

B. those kinds of supplementary program designs the centers could -begin to
develop which-would meet those needs in such a manner.

DOW THE SOUTHEAST REGIONAL TRAINING;OENTER RESPONDED

The Southeast Regional Training Center decided that the issue posed by the
Office of Education could be .addressed. in one of three ways :

A. The Center could independently conclude that minority team members were
not receivingadequate specialized training to meet their needs and begin-work to
determine which specialized inputs should be included to meet those needs, or

B. The Center could independently conclude that minority team members were
receiving the-kindi of training necessary in the program designed for all team
members and that no other special input was necessary,.or

C. The Center -could independently conclude that before any decisions were
made, ,it should investigate the matter thoroughly. The Center _chose to conduct
the investigations. One feasible means of accomplishing this task was to poll the
consumers of the Center's services. It was decided that in order to determine the
kinds of services the Southeast Regional Center should offer minority team mem-
bers, certain specific questions should be naked.'

1. How much access does the minority community have to the services
ostensibly available to the whole community?

2. To which specific resources dOes the minOri0 haVe access?
Wliat theIevel of the minority coUiniunity's -Preparedness to utilize

those resources?
4. As regards the nature and scope of the "drug abuse problem", what

feelings exist in the minority community?
5. What kinds.of action, if any, does.the.minority community wish to take?

WHAT ENSUED

The Center decided that if It were -to gather a representative and valid response
to these questiMis, it would have to ask them of people whO held Positions which
made them realistically able to provide'such aiiaWers:,Sinee no Single communityis, likely, to exist as microcosm of those eleMenta whiCh. make up the Smitheast,
it was decided that'a sampling of communities Would be ne:a...isary.

Certain communities were chosen beetinaethey met Certain criteria.
Birmingham 'Alabaina is indtiatrial.' It has a significant minority' population.it has a serious drug problem' a variety Of ding ProgiaMs. Atlanta, Georgia

is the Culttiral, political and social center for most minority people, in the South-east. It also has' a serious drug problem and a 'variety of drug progranis. G:eena-
boro, North Carolina, like -Atlanta and Birmingham, has its share of the drugproblem and a number of drug programs. Gieensboro is also .a center for the
yOuth-oriented and an educational center for minority people in the Southeast.

While these metropolitan areas cannot truly represent the smaller towns andrural communities so prolific throughout :the:Southeast. those criteria used toselect a representative would qualify them When:looked at from the drug. use/abuse perspective. For example, those educational, political, social and economic.-factors which exist in Tuskegee,,Alabama would exist in even greater proportionin Greensboro, North Carolina. Using this set of qualifiers- to coinpare Atlanta,Georgia and Tallahassee, Florida indicates that Atlanta has a more compact andclearly defined concentration of those factors.
Once the Center identified those communities from which it wished to takesamplings, its next step was to identify and contact specific persons in thosecommunities. Those persons had to:meet:certain criteria. They had to be recog-nized as
A. having a reputation as community. opinion Makers.'
B. possessing a working'knowledge of :the nature and scope of the drug use/abuse problem in the community represented, and ;C. being involved in identification of community 'iieeds and the extent toWhich those needs are being met. ''The results of contact with such people in -each sample- conimunity, generatedfeedback which fit the same general scheme. They all said that although the drug
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problem was a seriouV one, it was not a high-priority issue for the community
because those most ceticerned did not have a viable knowledge of what to do
about it. They also said that even though some people in the community were
addressing the problem on a minor scale, large scale measures at this time were
not feasible owing to this lack of knowledge about the most practical procedures.
In short, they felt it better to insure some success on a small scale than to risk
failure on a large scale.

Out of this came the expresses' need for information about those resources
which were available on the regional and state level.

Upon examination of the results of the samplings, the Center initiated a ses-
sion in which community representatives, community service agency representa-
tives and representatives of the State Drug Authorities could share in deciding
the succeeding steps to be taken.

Oat of this session came the decision to use the National Urban League as co-
ordinating agency between the communities and persons and agencies engaged in
rendering services to those communities.

National Urban League was selected over some other minority -bas ".d organiza-
tions for certain specific reasons. Urban League has consistent membership on an
ongoing basis. It has at least on affiliate in each of the states served by the South-
east Regional Training Center and an affiliate in every chief city with one excep-
tion. (North Carolina has only one affiliate. It is located in Winston-Salem).
The Urban League enjoys a traditional and consistent reputation for identifying
and helping to meet the real needs of the community it serves.

Efforts to define a relationship resulted in the decision to have the Urban
League Regional Office (Atlanta) take responsibility for coordination of efforts
by affiliates as brokers of community-originated input to State Drug Authori-
'ties. Those minority-group mini-grant team members who hold advisory posi-
tions to,policy-making entities will serve as resources for the community and
make input to the local "Orban.League affiliate and the State Drug Authority.

WRENS WE ARE NOW

The efforts of the Southeast Regional Training Center to address this issuehave resulted in several significant outcomes. We have determined that the State
Drug Authorities are very concerned with what is being done and committed to
.discovering what needs to be done for and with minorities. We have determined
that minority communities do require help in learning how to define and artic-
ulate their specific needs. It has become clear that some efforts are being made

on the local level and that persons making these efforts require and request ob-jective assessment and supplementary aid.
Finally, we have determined that our general goal in this area for the re-

mainder of this project is to make minority people fully aware of the roles they
can play in helping themselves and to provide them with the means of obtainingthe training and ongoing assistance necessary to begin playing those roles. .,

Mr. BRADEMAS. Our next witness is Dr. E. L. Whigham, superin-
tendent of schools for Dade County, accompanied by Dr. Ben Shep-
hard, member of the Dade County School Board and the Catholic
Service Bureau, and by Mr. Don Samuels, director of the Dade County
-schools drug abuse program.

Dr. Whigham, I am glad to have you with us.

STATEMENT -OF E. L. WHIGHAM, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, MIAMI, FLA., ACCOMPANIED BY
BEN SHEPHARD, MEMBER, DADE ,COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD AND
CATHOLIC SERVICE BUREAU, AND DON. SAMUELS, DIRECTOR,
DADE COUNTY SCHOOLS DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM

Dr. Winomut. I have a short statement which I. would like to read,
and then I have with me a number of people from our staff who canreally tinswer your questions better than, can I. Let me just introduce
them. I am going to let my remarks lead into the remarks of Dr. Shep-hard.

9S-973-73-1:i
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One of them is Dr. Ben Shephard who is a member of the school
board here in Dade County. The other is Mr. Don Samuels, who is the
coordinator of what we call the Dade County schools substance abuse
education program.

The other is Dr. Leonard Britton, who is our associate superintendent
for instruction, under who the substance abuse education program
comes in our administrative structure. Two members of our Substance
Abuse Advisory Committee, we use to help us design and look at our
program, are-Dr. Carroll, who You 'just heard? and so is Dr. Shephard.

The, other people whom we are.closely associated with is Mr. Barker,
who is to speak with you later, and Shirley Hagan, who we also have
a relationship with.

Our county is subdivided into geoeTaPhical areas for administrative
purposes. Each one of those area offices has a resource, specialist in the
field of substance abuse education. We have a number of them with
us this morning. As a matter of fact, there are five .of them. Then, we
have two of our peer counselor trainees. We have two students whom
we have asked to conie with us,

If I may, I will move into my statement.
I am. Pleased as superintendent of the,Dade County public schools

to appear before you today. With me are representatives of our ad-
ministrative staff, our teaching 'staff, andour ,students. With me also
are representatives of the school system's Substance Abuse Advisory
Committee.-

I might add, for yourinformation, that for several reasons,. in Dade
County chug education has become identified as substance abuse; edu-
cation; hence our use of the latter term.

The school is the place where most of the young people in this county
come together. each day on a regular basis; 'hence, the school becomes
a major place where youth may be.recruited to the illegal useof drugs:

It is this fact that makes it necessary, for the school system not only
to take a 'leadership role in development of:programs to prevent the
use of harmful .dings and other substances and to provide referral to
community treatment agencies when needed, but also to prevent illegal
activity 'in the sale and transmission of drugs and to assist law-en-
forc,einent agencies in the identification and detention of persons:en-
gaging in those illegal activities.

. The. solution to the problem of drug abuse will not be found solely
in the school. The home and,the community as a whole must deal with
those factors that cause an individual to turn ,to drugs to "escape"
from an environment with which he cannot cope.

The school mast play this important role,but it must be in rloopera-
tion with the home, law-enforcement agencies, medical authorities, so-
cial services agencies, religious institutions, and the other agencies and
institutions, which have and exercise responsibilities in this problem.

The school's rolel however, must not be extended beyond a reason-
able concepton of its competencies and its available resources. The
school should not be expected to assume the _roles of the treatment
centers, nor should they be expected to become law-enforcement agen-
cies: Rather, schools and the agencies with those responsibilities should
develop coordinated. and effective proCedureS-for cooperation:

Over the last several years, the Dade. County public', schools have
been aware that many students are involved with drugs:and other
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sale and possession-of illegal drugs.

Because of those problems, the Dade County schools have under-.
taken a comprehensive drug education program-. The State legisla-
ture required such a program- but provided no funds for its implemen-
tation.

AndI might say this .program is something that has evolved through
the years pretty largely on our 'own.. In 197041, the Dade County

' School Board'.-allocated $250.900 to provide drug identification fac-
simile kits, curriculum materials, films and filinstrips, staff develop-

.

r1 lent programs, and various training seminars.
in 1971-12. the board provided $100,000 to continue training and

curriculum development; as well as to provide four teachers on spe-
cial assignment to assist. with those efforts. The schools began pro-
viding drop-in Centers or rap rooms, and the county staff began to
investigate the role, of affective ethication in the drug education pro-
gram.

This Was a major step and perhaps a radical shift front formal
drug education. While accurate, inn oration is important, it is im-
portant also that young people have a).\ opportunity to explore their,
values and attitudes, to develop inter- and intra-personal skills, and
to engage in opeh and frank discussions about why people abuse drugs.

It is not enough to just present,facts. We must also provide, for
honest ventilation of feelings about oneself and others and the inter-
action between people.

During the current ir2-773 school. year. the hoard allocated. $307,-
000 for the substance education ,prograth: If. I may stop here and in-
terject a . comment. The school beard did this. iri ti 'year when our
school system was caught .in. al.very serious financial tramna. We had
to eliMinate many sta ff positions inylimproVentents from our budget.

This allocation has provided a -total of six area specialistsour
school system. is divided into six administrative-areasand. a county
level coordinator for the substance education program.

In addition, the schools have provided rap romns for peer counsel-
ing programs at the secondary level, and teen counselors 'and a magic
circles program at the elementary level: The magic circle program is
a prograin which. enables youngsters to (rain self-awareness and de-
velop inter /intro personal in the elementary schools.

llre have provided -secondary schools with 50 cents per' pupil en-
rollment to offer an iniproved program of student activities as alter-
natives to: drug abuse. Schools also. have developed. communication
workshop programs for parents as a means of bridging the alienation
gap. And the school board has contracted. with the licensed 'rehabili-
tation agencies in Dade. County, to provide counseling services in ouragencies
schools.

'Even though available revenue. for education for thismextliscal year
is still very uncertain, the Dade School'Board already has committed
$230,000 ..to fund the 1973-44 substance . education program. The
school board action showS the concern of -beard members for this
community problem.

Beyond that level of funding,:however; the:school system has pre-
Tama proposab. eosting $900,000 to p rovide a human education special
1st for-each secondary school. At this time, we have no source of fund-

.,
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r
State. nor Federalfor this potentially very valuable

extension of our inschool program to assist students with drug
_

problems.
. .

The Dade School Board has taken a major step concerning suspen-
sion and expnlsion for students involved in drugs by providing an
alternate so that they may attend rehabilitation centers in lieu of-sus-
penion or expulsion. The procedures established give the principal
and the superintendent the option of referring the student to a re-
habilitation center.

I might say at this time, all of our efforts in drug education have
been totally without benefit of financial assistance by either State
or Federal .,agencies.

The schdol board, in its legislative proposals to the State legisla-
ture, asked the State to provide each school system in Florida $1. per
child for drug prevention edtication.-The Federal Government might
consider similar legislation or legislation which would provide 75
percent of the cost of a school system's comprehensive drug prevention
and education program.

The Dade CnimV school system has recognized the need for
sound educational programs regarding, substance education and

is very definitely following through with its responsibilities in this
area.

This school system .has one of the most comprehensive substance
abuse education programs in the United States, and I haven't begun
to cover it for you. .

One., of-the reasons we do have such a comprehensiVe program is
because of the efforts of Dr. Ben Shephard, a member of the Dade
County School Board.

In addition to his work with the school system, Dr. Shephard has
. been a prime force in the establishment of drug education, preven-
tion, and rehabilitation prograrris in Dade County. .

He is currently the director of St.- Luke's- Methadone Clinic, and
is director of Concept and Genesis Home which are residential thera-
peutic communities. He is also adviser to both the public and parochial
schools in the area of drug education. It is my pleasure to introduce
Dr. She.phard'to the committed.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank von very much. Dr. Whighum. I look for-
ward to hearing from Dr. Shephard at this time.

. .

Dr. SITEPHARD. Mr.. Chairman, I 'have nothing. really prepared. I
can read something, but I am sure you are tired of hearing all the
things that are going on. I am getting a. little fed up with cliches,
peer pressure, and all that sort of thing.

I am beginning to think rehabilitation centers are copouts for par-
ents, and I am willing to answer any question. I have had a fingei
in every program in this county, except Spectrum and one other. I
can't think which one it is. .

It took me 15 years. I started when I was a-juvenile cout judge, to
do away with .outdoor suspensions. I ha-ve becOmea.member of the
schOol board, trying push it through as school board policy.

1 think the greatest thing you can do is fight, foi the continuation
. of. this educational bill.because Without it we are lost. Dade .COunty

leads not because of me or anybody else, but because of the school
hoard and people like Dr. Whigham, Dr. Britton, Don. Samuels; and
we have all agreed that each school must have its own rap room, each
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school must have its own crisis intervention center, each school must
provide the necessities that go to help a child grow up.

I am sure very . definitely this burden should not be placed on' the
Dade County schools, because we have so little money. We are doing
away with capital construction; we are cutting down on our teachers.

iI think one of the greatest things you could do is to help us get money
enough for capital construction so we can go back to the single day
session.

I think most of our.trouble started when we had these double ses-
sions; 7 to 12, and then again from 1 to 6 with another group. When
we had our single high schools, when we weren't as big as we are
now, we had more cohesiveness among the students. We could do more
with them in ancillary programs.

To prevent drug abuse in our schools, we must provide the children
and their parents with special classes, counseling; educational pro-
grams in skills and techniques to increase perceptive awareness, to re-
late more effectively in groups. ,

I recently was on a radio program with questions and answers over
the telephone.. I had one father call me to tell me his four children
went to a program ; 14, 15, and 1T. I felt like saying, "Where were you
all these 5 'years while these kidS were going through the program?"

Personally, I feel if any relief in the way of welfare should be
given, it should be given to the parent who can make the More money
so one parent shduld stay home. I feel very strongly that the forma-
tive years of early childhood should be guided by interested parents.

As I say, my main interest is the schools, private and parochial. I
am a consultant for both schools. I have the Genesis, all- these pro-
grams. and I am willing to answer any questions you wish to ask.

I am tired of readin,a of national commissions formed by the admin-
istration, where they do not speak to the people. They speak to people
in ivory towers. There are boards which are totally at variance.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Shephard. I was very'
struck by what you said, and specifically by what was said just a
moment ago by the superintendent of schools, Dr. Whigham, about the
importance of not relying totally on the school system to cope with
this problem. You seem to agree also on the importance of paying more
attention to the affective as distinguished from the cognitive approach
to coping with the problem of drugs.

I wonder if you could give us any generalization about what you
feel to be the appropriate role of education within the school system,
both cognitive and affective, if you will, in meeting this problem?

I will just make one other observation before I stop talking.
I do not believe that any member -Of this committee, who had any-

thing to do with writing the Drug Abuse Education Act in 1970, sug-
gested for a- moment that the passage of such education legislation
would solve the drug probleth in the United States.

The legislation was perceived rather as a part of a many-pronged
attack on the problem of drugs. I take it we are not in disagreement
on that. Having said that, I wonder if. Dr. Shephard, you could make
a continent on what you perceive to be the role of the school system
iucoping with the drug problem.

Dr:-SH-ErnAnn. The role of the school system should be effective edu-
cation and a preventive program. Mr. Chairman, we have tried them
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all. We tried the scare techniques bringing in the,district attorney
or his representatives; chiefs .of, and.you name it..

We tried them all and found theY Were all of 'Ii0 value. Nov we are
beginning to niake a dent 'Working within :the school frame itself,
I can't 'say.- enough' fOr Dr. .Carroll's ediicational .inforthation center.
All our teachers are going through thlit,;. those iiiyOlved in the drug
program. I think this is a great' Step fOrwitich It doesn't cost us any
money..

I think all of this should come uncler ethic' at io-A rather than any other
agency. I think we-have to Work :as.'_wc. a,re doing. with the parks, with
recreation, with the 21-lionr school. I don't' know if I will live to see
it. but someday you are going to haVe school nurseries in the areas
where there can be no clay care,.and yon'arerals'o goingto have dorm
tonics in the same sehopls where the working parent knows 'that. her
child is taken care of. . -

Mr. Bit:SDI:Mks. I wonder, Dr.' Whigham; would you mind coming
back up here.

Dr.. Si mrt-tAnn., Dr. Whighani and I disagree :it least' one one point.
IIc i Oil educator.' :Ind l ani eonyinced that the scho61 is a nucleus
where' all. 'children mect and I don't know where in education and
family care yon can draiv the line.

Mr. 13nAnnarAs: He will speak for hiinself. I sense he might liot he
altogether in disagreement. with on that point.

The question I wanfed to put to. you is this: I noted in your state-
ment that the schOol systeinhas one of the 'most comprehensive drng
abuse education programs in the trniteek States. Yet. you say 'else-
where that all your reffOrts, in drug echicatiOn' have; been totally without.
.benefit of, help from either State or Federal agencieS.

Then you 'say that. the State Legislature of-Merida required a coin-
ding abuse education program but provided no money for

its i ilpl ementati on.
I remember the-last time I was in Florida with Congressman Pep-

per, how everybody down here seemed to be concerned about the prob-
lems of'tlieeldeily, but nobody in the, State legislature Wanted to put.
any serious money into coping-with the problems' of the aging;

I nnuouncedat that time: that I would' come back and run for Gov-
emu. of Florida on a program in favor of State aid going to meet
problems of the elderly.. Arid I think I received' <a degree of support. as
I reetill, at that particular hearing.-

DO voirhave to have people comecinto this State and run a. campaign
for GToi'ernor. urging that there be some. State. moneys put into pro7
grants of this'kind? I am one of these fellows that really gets fed up to
my ears with all the States rights talk, but when it comes to putting
some State money in, the State. politicians are looking at the clouds.:

Why don't your State politicians put up some money ?
Dr. Siwrimun. They are all kosher: they don't like to look at pork.
Mr. BIZADEMAS: What do you think, Dr. Whigham?'

. Dr. Wnton-Am. They would have tuansv,,er for themselves. I can't
answer for them as to why they make the decisions they make. I can
tell you that we have not had funding Specifically. categorically .desig,
noted for drug education.

Of course, the moneys with which we operate our school system and
froM Which we have made the expenditures. we hate, are. raised 50-per-
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cent locally and 50-percent State money, roughly. That is not quite the
way it, is because we ifre using about 10-percent Federal funding be-
cause of the special support we-get.

What I am speaking of here is no moneys were specifically desig-
nated for drug education. I could go beyond that in terms of my reac-
tions, but. it is purely my' own subjective one. There has not been money
specifically designated for that purpose.

I assume it is a matter of the legislattire determining what is the role
of the State in these problems:

Mr.. BRAD. MEAS. Perhaps you will hang on while we let Mr. Lehman
put sonic questions to you..

Mr. LEHMAN. I feel like I am right back where I started from..I
think it is good that you did bring out the fact that the Dade County
School Board has to fund these drug education programs on its own,
and in doing so, without the categorical assistance of those programs,
drug educafion competes with reading programs, employee salary, col-
lective, -bargaining, itnd all kinds of other programs and all kinds of
other needs.

Tt is very difficia for any specific prograM, drugdru education is, to
have to compete with so many. different essential needs of the educa-
tional system and still get the kind of financial assistance it needs in
order to create the educational program that will enable its to beat this
problem.

T think I may have overstated the question, but could you give me
an answer to what can we do to enable you to apply for the kind of
grant that weuldlenable you to get Federal help through a drug abuse
education program.?.

Dr. WritoitAm.A fr. Le111111111. lame speak a little bit about this. What
is happening in the schools is that' the schools have become the center to
which -the -people of this Nationand I use the term .generically be-
cause there is a wide range of opinions about these issues:

Schools have been a major institution in our society, with which we
have, tried to deal with some of the social probleMs that have become
acute and critical in our society. They have been acute and critical for
years, and. we have recognized them as such.

This has imposed considerable responsibility-on the school's in the'
process. That is a long story that I am not going into. The point I am
trying. to get into is we have only come to recognize. them in recent
years. am speaking of social problems.

We have tried to use the schools as the institution through which to
get at them. The real proplem is somewhat different. The depth and
scope of the Ono- problenawe have always had people who abused
drugs and had illegal -activities in drugs as long as I can remember.

The intensity, and size, and perVasiverte,ss of this problem is a rather
recent phenomenon historically speaking. I think that is-a reason why
Special funding is needed to go into that program and that cannot be
done out of the regular ongoing school program which would take care
of other kinds of

regular
that have been historically the responsibility-

of the schools, although that has changed from time to time.
If your question concerns what Canthe Federal Government do, quite

frankly I think the best thing they could do is make funding available
with almoSt total discretion at the local leVel.
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I am very much afraid of any prescriptive program from the Fed-
eral level. Let me go back to why. COna''ressman Brademas picked up.
the point in my statement that we are told we have one of the most
comprehensive programs, if we have. What bothers ine is what do other
school systems have.

As Dr. Sheppard indicated and I indicated, this is something where
we tried various things just off the cuff. Dr. Shepliard mentioned the
so-called scare techniques. We weren't trying to scare them. We learned
that is not a very preventive technique in the lonp. rim.

What I am trying to say is there is a great7deal that needs to be-
known about, what really is effective. in the. schools I am very dubious
of a single prescriptive source from a national level.

QDoing that I think we have got to have the funds at thc,local level
in this and other school systems in order to try things and see what
would work and what proves effective. So there are the two prongs. of-
it. I think there .should be very few prescriptive elements. in national
legislation, almost total discretion 'at the local level..

In the first place, no one knows what to preScribe precisely, although
I think we are beginning to have some grasp of it. Secondly, this Prob-
lem has various manifestations among.communitles across the Nation.

Mr. BRADEMAS. If my colleague will yield- . tligiii; jest observe
ithere is certainly no intention on the part of ill i

this bill, to provide a single prescriptive curricn ti 0 or approach, but
nvinal authors of

rather to develop a, variety of models, we 110,po, tlifit would enable
various school systems to take a look and see wh4 you can learn from
each other.

Dr. SU:ER[1AM. May I ask a question ?-
Mr. BRADEMAS. Please.
Dr. SHEPTIA RD.. IS .i t within your scope to controll in aiiy,.wa,y, drug.

advertising to help us with our children so that Pi.eparation II should
not be as well known as Donald Duck ?

Mr. BRADEmns. If my colleague will yield further, it is not.' within
the jurisdiction of this subcommittee to get into that kind of question.
That would more appropriately come- within the jurisdiction of the
Commerce. Committee.. which does have responsibility for the regula-'
tion of radio and television so far as they are concerned. .

We will be glad to call 'your observation to the attention of the rip -.°
.propriate committee.

Mr. Lehman:
Mr. LEHMAN. Would you like .to have 'the other people come up ?
Dr. SITEPHARD. 111fy I add one thing? I sincerely hope the moneys

will continue the work we are doing. Our area is one of the greatest
in need and I date back to the time of the first methadone clinic south ,

of New York City. I know what it means. It really is a must.
Mr. BRAM:31AS. Do I take it then that both of you gentlemen en-

dorse the legislation extending the_Drug Abuse Education Act?
Dr.SHErnAlln. I endorse it most heartily. .

Dr. Wntomm. I will be glad to ask any other people with me if they
have a comment.7

It me add my response to that. Yes, we certainly do, and I know
from a. previous conversation with you in Washington of your in-
terest in this area. and the desire not only to continue it but to broaden
it, extend it and, of course, get school systems per se incorporated into
the coverage of this program. We surely would.
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And we are left with considerable concern among the administra-
'tion proposals that. were advanced in Washington to cut back and
move the agencies handling this program. to .move it to some other

-agency. I. forget where they plan to move it, but it seemed to me that
was an effort essentially to.moVe toward discontinuation of the pro

'gram.
I wish we could get rid of the drug problem, but we haven't. It is

,still very much with Us and absolutely the program needs to be con-
ti ntied. and expanded.

In response to Congressman Lehman's question would any of our
.staff members who are with us like to make a statement.? l'fow about.
the students who are with us? I would be glad to have them respond
to a specific question.

Mr. IlziAmnrAs. Dr. Shephard, thank you very much.
Mr. Samuels, we are very glad to have von with us.
Mr. SAmunz,s. Thank you I would like to react something I have

prepared and introduce sonic people to you.
l is an honor for me to appear before this distinguished commit-

tee and have the. opportunity to inform the panel members of a drug
nbuse prevention program which I believe to be unique and mean -
ingful.

Dade. County has taken the leadership role in drug prevention and
education and has implemented a comprehensive drug education pro-
°Tam which encompasses many of the areas that authorities in the
held have recommended for inclusion in a well-planned prevention
pro,fram.

It is incumbent upon the school system to disseminate accurate, in-
formation. for rational decisiohmaking; provide an atmosphere for
the interchange and ventilation of ideas, feelings and values; and en-

-able young people to become involved and explore opportunities which
arc alternatives to drug abuse.

Since its inception in 1970 in compliance with a State mandate that
each school district develop a program, for all children .and youth in
.grades K through 12, our program- has undergone some change in
content and philosophy. A descriptive review o?the project and corn-
pleted-prograin objectives and the overall intent and direction of our
special. program may be in order at this time.

In compliance with State law that we establish a drUg.education
and prevention program in the 1970-71 school year, the following ac-
tivities were accomplished : We prepared instructional units for all
.irade levels, K through 12, reaching 240,000 children.

We distributed information drug kits to 11,500 teachers. We distrib-
uted 234 facsimile kits to all schools.. We purchased and distributed
to schools various films and filmstrips. We provided field support
by county and diStrict resource people.

We provided workshops, resource centers, and various materials
and made presentations to PTA groups, principal grofips, State and
local conferences.. We identified and trained at least one teacher in
each school'to- act as a resource person for that school.

During the 1971-72 school year, with a budget:of $100,000, we pro-.
vided inservice workshops for teachers not previously exposed to sub-
Stance. abuse education. We updated and maintained resource books
and resource-centers.
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We assigned four teachers to act, as area resource specialists. We
provided information courses to parents and teachers as well young-
sters. We provided consultants to conduct workshops.

We informally organized and arranged in secondary schools, "drop-
in centers" or "rap rooms" as they got to be called. We developed
guidelines to permit instructional personnel to function within a legal
framework.

During the current 1972-73 school year, Ave have increased by two
the area resource drug abuse specialists. We provided for county co-
ordinator of substance abuse education in budget. We have identified
and trained one counselor or teacher without full-time teaching re-
sponsibilities to be trained in magic circle technique in the elementary
schools and peer counseling techniques in the senior and junior high
school at all levels.

We have identified teen counselors which are high school students,
some of whom are here today, to work With fifth and sixth graders
on a regular basis. We have provided suspenSion and expulsion pol-
icies to provide for the involvement of drug involved students in re-
habilitation centers as an alternative to expulsion or suspension.

The Dade County schools have taken advantage of the facilities
and expertise of the regional training center of the.Oftice of Education

. located here in Miami. We have .worked jointly in a training session
involving over 250 or our own elethentary and secondary teachers and
counselors.

During the 1972-73 school year, our program began to shift from
an approach of primarily providing information to one which is more
concerned with fostering the development of interpersonal skills, cop-
ing skills, and the improvement of self-concept..

. It has been demonstrated, that inforination in and of itself is. not
a deterrent to drug. abuse. Certain studies have indicated that infor-
mation-sometimes stimulates the amount of drug usage by students.

Much of the present school curricala has little significant impact
on drug abuse 'because the. focus has always been on drug content.
rather tilian upon the individual's own values and attitudes interwoven
in the whole syndrome Of, drug use, abuse, and addiction.

Drug 'prevention should focus upon affective levels rather than
cognitive levels and should. be integrally developed into the educa-
tional .process. The emphasis should be -placed on values which sur-
round a. person's decision to use or to avoid drugs.

The focus should be an interpersonal aWareness and teacher student
interaction. The school And especially the individual teacher can in-
volve students in effective antiabuse programs which deal with the

- affective aspects of drug abuse.
I recently attended a conference where driig educators discussed

the need for having a drug resource teacher in each school, of having
teen counselors and of posSibly 'having a- place where young people
could go to talk with other young people about anything that troubled
them.

This kind of .drug education and prevention program seemed per-
haps utopian in nature. to many of the people attending the confer-
enceonce due to the lack of imagination and support within -their
communities. It is not. The rade.County- schools have this very pro-
gram in operation.



AS an outgrowth of this approach, we have instituted a human de-
velopment program in the elementary school. By use of a vehicle called
magic circle elementary youngsters engage in activities in -which ther,
purpose is to help children become aware of their feelings, to respect
the feelings of others, to become more self -confident and to learn more
about how to vet along with otherS.

There have been approximately 32.000 elementary youngsters en-
gaged in 'the magic circle program and niore than .1;000 teachers 'use
magic circle on a regular 'basis.

In our jimior and senior high schoolS we have taken advantage of
the same principle which studies have shown to 'be a prime factor in
involYing, people in drug abuse, namely peer pressure.

The sclmols have made use of peer 'pressure by establishing a peer
counseling program in each ofour second aryschools. We have provided
funds in the amount of $32,000. for portable relocation. if 'needed. and
for the. .improvement of existing facilities so the, rap room would
be, available?

The schools have identified and trained one counselor in each school
to bes peer counselor trainer, two of Whom are here today. with the
responsibility of training a, nToup. of young people who will be [lie
peer counselors and work hi these rap room facilities when established.

There have been approximately ].;000 peer counselors 'trained and
engaged in Counseling, to date. They have counseled with close to 5,000
students in rap room facilities.

In addition.. we have instituted a teen counseling program which
utilizes high school "Students who visit the feeder elementary schools
'and work, with fifth and sixth grade youngsters in establisbing Mean-
ingful vel ti onsh i ps, relevimt alternatives to drug abuSe a nd,"in essence, ,
present a positive image of what teenagers are about. Thus far there
have, been about 4S0 teen counselors trained and working With 80 de-
menta ry feeder schools.

The secondary schools have been provided with funds which are to
be used for activities for young people which present alternatives to
drug-abuse. Teenagers have engaged in yoga, karate. judo, science of
creative intelligence, astrology. and philosophy' ourse which are some
activities that; offer students the opportunity to discover meaningful
values, help establish personal identity and organize a belief structure
in a nonchemical way. "

. .

youngsters have also engaged in .father-and-son shop classes, piano
and guitar instruction, tap and ballet, and'all the facets of the expanded
intramural and community school programs.

The Dade County schools in cooperation with the State. drug zibuse
program have developed a radio 'program "Smindina.BOard" which
is a radio talk.show organized, developed, and staffed by young people.
Topics. of current. interest and concern to young people are dealt with-
on a regular basis.

A. youth advisory board has been established and is working with the
division of instruction in screening 'films and filmstrips and they voice
their opinion as regards relevancy and appropriateness of content,
They work with us inthe dievelopment of curriculum materials as well.

The, substance abuse program has prepared a program to involve
parents in our community schools which is geared toward- development
of communication skills which are designed to bridge the,"alienation
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gap" if you will. The Dade County schools have developed a compre-
hensive program in every sense of the word.

iThis is not to say there have been no problems because witl auiv new
concept there are 'bound to be _problems. One problem which became
apparent was the need for a-full-time person whose major _responsi-
bility would be, the implementation and management of such n program
at the school level.

As Dr. Whigham mentioned, we have submitted a budget. request
which provides for this person in each secondary school. We. may very
well be spending in the area of $1,200,000 for drug education. but we
call it humanistic education people education. if you will. and isn't
this what drug education is all about ?

The California State Board of Education just adopted 1.2.nidelines
which would require drug education in all grades. IC through 12.- The
emphasis will be on humanistic education and stresses the importance
of allowing young people to talk about feelings and attitudes toward
life. We have had this unique approach as the basis of our program
in operation for the past school year.

The Dade County program developed after reviewing existing pro-
grams and adapting those portions of the programs which seemed
most appropriate for use in this comnumity. We have devised a frilly
comprehensive, program which is designed to impart faetnnl infor-
mation. discuss values and attitudes. involve youngsters and parents.
provide alternatives for drug. abuse, and all of this has been clone with
only lornl enmity funds.

We have spent and will spend more in this area. than many States
have allowed for the. entire State drag education program.

T don't mean to imply there are. no concerns or problems. We still
are developing euriculum which will include faetual information but
be presented in a way so as to involve, the student in decisionmaking
proc SR'S.

WrA still are concerned with staff developMent and with offering a
very broad range of activities not only for students butt also for stu-
dents and parents to be. involved in joint projects and activities. "Fam-
ily cohesiveness is a prime. concern and a real factor in preventing
drug abuse.

Thank yon.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank von very melt
I wonder. Mr. Samuels. if I could ask you this question. You have

been describing the drug abuse, education program here as a most
comprehensive. one. I wonder if you could give us some judgment., based
on evidence., on the. impact of the rise of dangerous drugs by the young
people of the. school system?

That is to say, hare you made an effort to make a judgment. on how
you nye doing?

Mr. SA:v.1:ms. in terms of evaluation. there is one going on now that
will be completed at. the end of .Tune. The RAP facilities didn't begin
until .Tanuary and it is a little early to put together enough statistics
to see the evidence of any impart as yet.

One. problem. as I mentioned. which became apparent was the need-
for n persoli on the program at, the school level.

Mr. BamTorAs. What. about the relationship between the school sys-
tem here and the State Department, of Education in Florida.? You
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made some reference to the State government. Is there an office within
your State Department of Education that deals with local school
systems in the drug field?

Mr. SAMUELS. Yes; there is a Drug Education Department, We meet
periodically and discuss programs in use throughout the State and
cotmtry and the relevancy for implementation in our own program
or other programs in the State.

Mr. BRADEMAS. One thing that strikes me about the testimony we
have heard this morning is a kind of mixed feeling of confidence that
you are on the right track and with a degree of apprehension about
where you are going. I mean.to say there seems to be an expression
that you need to engage in more evaluation because you don't have all
the answers you should like to have in this field.

In Washington, however, a number of the witnesses from whom we
have heard, particularly from the Office of Drug Abuse Education
itself, have led us to think that they are not at all sure they have devel-
oped models that are effective in the drug abuse education field.

Indeed, Dr.. Nowlis told us last week that there was not a model, if
my memory is correct, that she would be willing, as a professional, to
stand behind. I should tell you that I put that question to her in the
context of reading to her a paragraph from 'President Nixon's budget
for fiscal year 1974 in which the administration attempted to justify
its proposal to eliminate the Drug Abuse Education Act and the pro-
grams supported by it.

The 'administration budget said. in effect., one of the reasons the pro-
gran is no longer necessary is that models have now been developed
past tense in this field so that it is no longer necessary for the Federal
Government to put up money.

When I turned to Dr. Nowlis, the lady who is running the program,
she said: "There is not a model I would be willing to stand behind."
This is nothing particularly new, I suppose.

I. for one. have found it rather more noticeable under this adminis-
tration than others that they tell you one thing and the people running
the program tell you another. So, one comes to the conclusion they just
don't want to spend the money..

I am going to be just a little bit difficult, with you, and be a devil's
advocate, to suggest that it is important to evaluate these programs
with some degree of scientific objectivity, realizing how difficult it is
to develop criteria in these matters.

It is important. to develop some criteria of effectiveness that you an-
nounce before you start n program, so that it is clear to the outside
world what your evaluation methodology is before you spend money.
Then we can make a judgnient.

Could von make any comment?
Mr. SAMDT.LS. Along that line., what is going on now is evaluation

in terms of implementation: to what degree certain directives that
ought to be done have been clone. It is a little unfair 'to fully evaluate
the counseling program mainly because.all schools do not hive the fa-.
cilities or personnel capable and the 'time with which to implement a
full and satisfactory program.

What we are saying basically is if we can provide a. full-time person
in each secondary school to fully implement the counseling, program
and set up some criteria for. evaluation prior to, fully implement and
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then evaluate on the basis of everyone having the same opportunity to
implement 'the kind' of program wo 'feel should be implemented, we
might be. able to make abetter judgment at that time.

In terms of overall comprehensiveness 'we have. taken a lot of rec.-
oMmendations from various school systeins, educational 'institutions,
as to what should be included in the program. We have attempted to
provide 'information, allow yoiu people to talk openly and frankly
with each other and provide activities after school, which are the kind
of activities yonn.gsters are interested in.

Going. along with that we, provide opportunities for parents' to be-
come involved in workshops, not only' with their children but alone,
to develop the same kind of skills as the young people.develop.

As far as comprehensiveness, ve are.saying this is the kind of .th ing
we. Fee.

Mr. BRAmmAs. What I hear you saying isand you must tell me if
have not understood youyou are moving ahead on akin& of com-

mon sense basis here,and that it is very -difficult to establish criteria
such as one ,i*ht, use in the natural,,sciences. But ydu are exploring
a variety of approaches hoping to make some judgments along the
way as to what seems to be most effective in reducing the use, by young
people of dangerous drugs, and you are using approaches that are
hotl ffeetive and cognitive and that involve the school systzmi as well
as forces in the, society outside the school systein.

Mr. SAMUELS. In terms of affective education, it is primarily in the
school system,

Mr. BRADEMAS. That is Very helpfill. What I think is-very impor-
tantif we are griing to find out what workis that we have to say
what we hope. to do before we can say what , works. How do you de-
fine effectiveness? We have to have some criteria of effectiveness.

What is very difficult. whiM one'p-ets into coMplex ifield of be-
havior like this, is we don:t even. set7. forththeTriteria lid which we...can judge effectiveness. ,

'Mr. SAm-unr,s. One of the problemS in. prevention is very hard to
determine; who you prevent from doing .what in a short. range yieriod.
We need to follow people throughout their lives.

Mr. BaAmmAs.. Yes, that is very' helpffiil.
Mr. Lehman:
Mr. LEHMAN: Acconntability in this prOgram is r).oing to be just as

difficult as accountability anywhere in education. If the people who
administer this program. are going to'hold.theiT feet to the fire stridtly
on accountability 'in-this program more: so than any other program.
then there is not tgoing to be a: fair. sense of proportion in thiS pro -'
gram's relationship to Pr ..11kinds of education:

What. bothers me is this is the. sixth largest' school system in the
country. From what .1 understand .from the .testimony, von so ,f r
haven't received. any funding under thispresent act and'trae continua-
tion of thiSkt... , '

What is the. difficulty is the..way -that this legislation is now being
administe?..ed, that would preclude or preVent you from gettin± the
kind of funding for these counselors and other programs you have?
Why can't the 'Federal Government,' under this legislation, help Von
now? :.

MI'. SAMUELS. It is my, understanding there are no funds geared
toward local county school systems. It is given, from what I under-
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stand, in the main to State agencies, primarily rehabilitative agencies
as opposed to educational. I really don't know if that applies to Fed=
eral funds in flint sense.

Mr. LEHMAN. It seems like something is wrong in the way that the
. guidelines of the administration ,of this are set up to prevent the sixth
- largest school system from getting any money under the Drug Abuse
Education Act. and getting any funds for drug abuse education.

Mr. SAMUELS. I agree.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Has the school system here applied for. moneys.
MI% SAMUELS. I don't believe there is a procedure to apply on the

county level. I think the act requested programs to be set up and did
not. not make any provision for funding.

Mr. BaADEMAS. Dr. Whigham, do you want to comment on that.?
Dr. 117.01611Am. Mr. Chairman, we tried every way possible. After

the last hearing in Miami, we sent a special, letter to the chairman of
that committee, once again reiterating our desire to get funds and ask-
ing assistance for locating any Federal funding that would help us
in Dade County.

It was just the culmination, of -a long series of attempts. I believe
with reference. to the Drug Education Act, Dr. Britton can giVe you
more details if you want to pursue that. There wainot money for local
school systems and-grants to local school systems for program imple-
mentation.

We have had people in Washington. We have walked the halls of the
Federal buildings. We spent hours trying to get money. There is no
money available.

Mr. LEHMAN. It seems to me there is something basically wrong. with
the guidelines of the bison administration that would put this kind of
a burden on the back of the sixth largest school system to prevent it
from getting money that we need for this kind of drug abuse program.

I think it is the responsibility of perhaps this committee to look at
this and find out.who is. responsible for this and do something about it.

Mr. I3nAnlimAs. I think my colleague is quite right, and although we
have learned a good deal from our visit to Florida,'if we have learned
/loth i ng more titan what we have just been told here, I think that would
have justified our visit.

Congressman Lehman has already suggested that the. guidelines for
Operating this program have been such as to discourage local school
systems f roin applying for the funds they need.

Mr. Lehman, have you ally other questions?
Mr. LEHMAN. No. I would just like to see if the youngsters from this

program would like to say. anything because the public school system
here is where the drug education is ,going to be Mainly at. Idon't want
to belabor these witnesses, but I think these are the most important wit-
nesses we can have today.

Dr. WI-non:or. The students will introduce themselves.
Miss: SOTO. I am from Miami Central High School. My name is

Esther Soto. I have been involved with the Bureau of Counseling-pro-
grant since December. It has helped me find by own valueS toward
life and understanding toward other people and myself. I.enjoy going
to the room and talking.

Mr. Bnows. My name is Curtis Brown. I am from Hialeah High
School. I too have been a peer counselor since December. I have found
the program very effective. My chief purpose in this program was to
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provide alternatives which Dade County school system helped us-
with.

They had- to present the alternatives. We made referrals to these
alternatives, and this, so far, has been our chief purpose, and also to
counsel wih any problems that people come to us with.

Drug abuse is our main concern but we handle all kinds of problems.
Any. problems people have they come in and see us. Drug abuse is a
prevalant and very big problem. Of course, our purpose is to provide
these alternatives.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Do I understand that the way the program works
is that you, as students in the schools, are available to talk with other
students about any problems they may wish to discuss with you? Is
that the idea?

Miss Sam. Yes.
Mr. BRADEMAS. One'Of the points that has been made in the testi-

mony here this morning, and one of the points that has been made in
the testimony in Washington, is that in order to get a handle on the
drug problem, which is, of course,- our principal focus of attention,
one has to pay attention not only to what goes on in the student's head,
as it were, but also to what goes on with reference to the student's .
whole beingfamily, society, and friends.

That is 'what sociologists tell us they mean by the affective as dis-
tinguished from the cognitive approach to these matters. What do.
you think about that ?Does that make sense to you

Miss SOTO. It does. What we try to do in the room is just let them.
talk about what they want to talk about. In doing that, you help them
sort out the problems 'before they go into drugs.

Mr. BRADEMAS. What grades are you in in school?
Miss Sam Pam in the 10th.
Mr. BROWN. I am in the 12th ._grade.
Mr. BRADEIIAS. Could you make any comment on the extent to which,,

over the last 3 years, each of you has noticed, just from your personal
observation, an increase in the number of persons using drugs in your
school?

I don't ask that in a scientific way but an impressionistic way.
Mr. BROWN. I would have to say the drug abuse is definitely on

an upward trend. You have a lot more drugs out in the open. You see
a lot more- drug traffic in public schools. It just seems to be so much
more of it in public schools today than it was 3 years ago. -

Miss Som. I could say the same, but 'I also see there are a lot of
students that have been going into other things, they have other in-
terests now. I have known a lot of people that have been into drugs, .

and they have gone straight from other interests.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Such as what?
Miss SOTO. Such as danCing and music and sports.
Mr. BROWN. As far as an alternative, trascendental meditation,_

science of creative intelligence and peer counseling alone has been a
constructive peer involvement that people have been involved with
and resolved their drug problems.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lehman.



Mr. LEHMAN. There is one thing the voting nnlii said 1- think was
important, whiCh was the alternatives. If the system can offer trans-
cendental meditation or astrology or sports or anythnig, then at least
the younnster in school has a choice. I think that is our problem.

As Dr.L'Shephard once said, the original first encounter of a young
person with drugs is often out of bordem and frustration. I think
that is what we are going to have to address ourselves to as well as
directly dealing with the drug. We are going to have to.offer young
people alternatives. That is what I think you were mentioning.

Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Mr. BRADEMAS, Do you have any other comments you want to make'?

Reference was made Iry earlier witnesses that, in recent, years. the so-
called scare technique has been used in the schools, and has not proved
at all effective, .and that today students will not be pnrsuaded by that
kind of approach.

But we are told it is necessary to develop some approach that is
regarded as scientifically accurate and objective so that it is credible
to young people, otherwise they will just turn off on it. Do you have
any comment on that, or is my understanding wrong?

Mr. BROWN: Once again, you provide an alternative. I feel person-
ally drug abuse results out of bordem, not a place to be, not a sense
of responsibility, nowhere where a young person can be involved in
some typo of constructive atmosphere.

I think if you provide this through peer counseling, through these
alternatives, I think that is a major step in solvined-rug abuse.

Mfr. BRADEMAS. Thank yon very much. Y ou have been very helpful.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much. How many students are

in your school, 2,000 or 3;000 ?
Miss Soar. Right.
Mr. LEHMAN. And in yours?
Mr. Bitowx. 3,000.
Mr, Lzumax. Do you think the very size of high schools today are

conducive to some of these problems?
Mr. Bnowx. Yes, I really feel so. Also, the size of the Dade County

public school system also. You have a county which is larger than
quite a few States, and you have one set of rules administrating all
these public schools. It is very difficult to work within these public
schools.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, could Dr. Shephard come back?
Mr. BRADEMAS. Yes, of course. -

Dr. STIEPHARD. I just want to add one more point, expulsions. We
have noticed over the past year that we are, instead of the 11th and
12th grades, we are coming up with the 8th. 9th, and 10th grades.
The average expulsion is for the use of drugs, and going down to the
9th and 10th grades where there are a large percentage. This stresses
the importance of education.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you, sir.
Thank you very much again, both of you. You have been very help-

ful and responsive to our questions.
Our next witness is Dr. Linton Tyler.

9S-973-73-14
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STATEMENT OF LINTON TYLER, MIAMI LANES, FLA.

Tri.ru. I am afraid I might come out sounding a little like the
devils advocate today-1 don't really mean to but I am listening. I
heard many things with which I that, completely agree. I approach
this from a different point of view than, say. Dr. Whigham or Dr..
Shophad or sonic of -the. other people in that I am not a professional
in any category.

My work has always been voluntary as yon can see looking down
the list. of my background. This goes back 1(1 or 17 years. I had
planned to more or less summarize what I have to say, but I think
because of some of the statements made here I think there can be some
misinterpretation of what I really intended to convey to this commit-
tee. 1 think it is better, even if it. is a little bit longer and a little more
boring, to go through it.

I nlwrys like to start this sort of .thing with a story. We refer to
them as our "Dolphins" down here for the benefit of those people
from Washington. Coach Simla's son went in to his mother and asked
why it was that when the offensive team had the ball, they had four
men on the, backfield and seven men on the line, but the defensive team
could have as many people as they wanted on the line.

She said, "Why don't you go ask your father?" He said, "I don't
want to know that much about it." 5o, if I sound like I am giving a
little too much here on some of these statistics, I really think they are
all relevant in the final analysis.

In 1065---you have a bibliography on thesePenman reported that
6.3 percent of the seniors surveyed at Brooklyn College had used drugs
.u.j.'tliont medical approval at some time during their undergraduate

By 1!)(. :Nrizner and coworkers found that almost one- third of
the college students surveyed in the Denver metropolitan area admitted
to having used illegal drugs.

Only 1 year later, Francis Patch reported that 44- percent of the stu-
dents at the University of Michigan had used marihuana at least once,

In addition, a very disturbing trend appeared in that there seemed
to lie a downward diffusion of drug usage into secondary, junior high.
and even elementary school children. A study in 1960 of 56,745 Dallas
junior and senior high school students revealed that 2S percent hind
experimented with drugs, S percent using one drug more than 10
times and 4 percent classified as extremely frequent users. Many of
the studies have supported the Dallas study.

In the spring of 1071, it WAS decided by Porter, Bleira. Kaplan.
Heesch. and Colyar to undertake a study in Anchorage, Alaska. to see
if a geographically isolated area shared the same drug problems as
those in the rest of the Nation's public schools. The data was obtained
on the drug use of students in grades 6 throngh12.

If you will refer to the araph labeled, "Graph Based fin Drug Sur-
vey of 15,634 Students, Anchorage, Alaska, Grades 6-12, 1071," you
will note that beginning at grade 6 level, 14.6 percent of the sixth
graders had used a drug, other than alcohol or tobacco.

By the time of their completion .of the 12th grade, nearly 40 percent,
or actually 36.3 percent had reported experimentation with drugs,
other than alcohol or tobacco; 19.8 percent reported use in the 10-or-
more-times category.



You will note that the graph begins to show an increase from the
third grade on. This actually is a figure based on the statistical analy-
sis that would indicate that all students did not suddenly begin taking
drugs in the sixth grade., but that there was a gradual increase beg.in-
ning somewhere possibly near the fourth or fifth grade and increasing
to the level previously mentioned.

The validity of this curve can be substantiated by the article en-
titled, "Drug Abuse, Sexual Attitudes, Political Radicalization, and
Religious Practices of College Seniors and Public School Teachers,"
by Samuel Janus and Barbara Bess, which appeared in the American
Journal of Psychiatry, February 1973, which showed that 61 percent
of the college seniors had reported themselves as drug users.

I would like to digress. By taking this curve on further you would
land the curve follows almost the 611C straight line on up to that GO
percent.

Here, again, there are the two tables, tables 1 and 2, which you have
before you and I will try to discuss them a little bit litter in detail
because I have touched on a subject not mentioned in this community
to my knowledge except in Mr. Barker's program, The Seed.

The importance of the Anchorage, Alaska, study cannot be. over-
emphasized as it clearly indicates that no area and no school is a safe
sanctuary. There is no way to isolate people away from the world that
surrounds them.

It certainly would be fair to say that any drug problem may be
more severe in certain areas. such as someone was talking about. Bed-
Stuy, certain schools or certain States than in others; but to use the
analyogy I once heard used by a. physician in regard to pregnancy,
when someone is pregnant they are pregnant. It is just a matter of
degree.

I mentioned earlier the precent of drug users among college seniors
and I feel that this would be a good time to discuss the article by
Drs. Janus and Bess and the two tables, tumble 1 and table 2, which
you have before you.

This includes not only college seniors, but drug users among teachers
in .public schools. This study consists of a group of 745 public school
teachers and compared them to a sample group of 264 college seniors.

I did not mention it here but in the bibliograph of this, this:was
done in the area around Montclair,' N.J., and parts of New York so it
would be an area that would be fairly comparable to Dade County.

Drug abuse in this study was defined as the repeated use of non-
prescribed drugs and/or the illegal use of substances that affect the
emotions. perception, and mentation of the individuals who use them.

You will note that for college seniors as a whole, the percent as
mentioned before, was 61 percent. For male teachers 30 and under, 66
percent; were drug abusers;. and for those over 40, 19 percent were
drug abusers. Of the female teacherS 30 and under. 54 percent were
drug abusers; those 31 to 40, 41 percent were drug abusers; and those
over 40.14 percent were drug abusers.

To draw a valid conclusion from this table, only those teachers 30
and under can be considered in a comparison with their peers; that is,
most college seniors will definitely be under 30 years of age, so those
teachers under 30 years of age should be the only ones compared to
that. peer group.
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We find that the percentage is almost identicalthat of all the
teachers 30 and under. Sixty percent were drug abusers as compared
to the college seniors of 61 percent. Taking all of the teachers, the
figure rounds off to 40 percent that were drug abusers.

Looking at table. 2, the drug of preference of 99 percent of all the
drug users was marihuana. However, it is impossible to determine
how many from this table used only Marihuana.

Those reporting their preference for the so-called hard drugs. such
as heroin, cocaine, and opium, represented a much smaller figure. For
the college seniors, for example, only 13 percent prefered these hard
drugs; the male teachers tinder 30, only 12 percent, et, cetera.

That 12 percent is 12 percent of 652 which actually- represents 6
percents, not actually a trite 12 percent of the teachers.

A most disquieting figure was the relatively high use of depressants
and stimulants by all groups, particularly the stimulants in the older
age group where these were the only drugs that were used more fre-
quently by older teachers.

The explanation for this could be that the period between 35 and 40
is that period in which clinical signs of depression appear:

The other disturbing factor in this table is the high use of mari-
huana. I am not here to pass a moral judgment on marihuana. It is only
that I have found that in talking to young people who .are involved
with drugs or have drug problems one of the most common statements
made iswe all know our teachers smoke grass. so why should we be
worried about smoking grass or taking other drugs.

T mentioned that the apparent increased use of depressants and
stimulants in this study was disturbing, as Tarn afraid that it indi-
cates a. very dangerous trend in drug abuse. I think that a brief look at
tire. drug abuse cycle is worthwhile.

The so-called drug cyCle or culture began in earnest in tine mid-1950's
with the use of LSD. This was soon followed by the increased use of
marihuana. in the early 1960's the harder drugs began to make their
appearance and continued to show substantial growth of actual epi-
demic proportions up through 1971, while the use of LSD, the drug
that had seemingly begun this whole cycle became less and less fre-
quently used because.of the reports among users of bad trips, et cetera.

On November 20, 1972, the New York Times reported that studies
conducted at 26 colleges in the tri-State area showed an alarming in-
crease in the use of so-called Soft-drugs, such as barbiturates, mari-
huana and hashish, and the-rise of a "downer" known as "quaalude"
popularly known as "sopers."

The danger involved in this is that there seems to be. an apparent
lack of knowledge among people that alcohol and barbiturates are
probably the-most addictive drugs known to. man. Alcohol is particu-
larly dangerous because it is accessible, inexpensive, and socially
acceptable.

As mentioned above, few people seem to realize how dangerous the
combination is of alcohol and barbiturates. The death this past week of
the eldest son of J. Paul Getty at the age, of.48 due to an overdose of
alcohol and barbiturates clearly illustrates what will 'happen a thou-
sand times or more in this country hi this coming year.
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There is one encouraging factor here, however, in that all- reports
clea wrly sho that there has been some leveling off and possibly a de-
cline in the use of drugs at all levels.

One of the questions that this committee is asking is the dissem-
ination of information of the dangers of drugs of value. Thiire are ap-
proximately 500.000 narcotic addicts, McMing heroin addicts, in this
country. This is about. 0.3 percent of the population.

Medical doctors would certainly have the greatest knowledge of any-
one ooncerning drugs and drug abuse. According to an article in the
Wall Street Journal dated December 7, 1972, up to 5 percent, of the
count ry's doctors ate drug addicts.

An itrticle in Modern Medicine dated .Tanuary 22, 1973, said that it
est !,:ate,1 that doctors make up 15 percent of all the drug addicts in

the United States, England, Germany, Rolland, and France.
In effect. it Would seem that a physician, even with all of his knowl-

edge, is 30 to 100 times as likely to become a drug addict as the average
layman. Alcoholism is considered an occupational hazard, and the fig -
tires there are even higher than those just mentioned in regard to other
drugs.

At-very somber note is that. over 100 physicians will commit suicide
this year, and the largest group of those will be made up of psychia-
trists. the MIT men who are trained to deal with suicide.

It is actually the. purpose of this committee to explore the benefits
of tsm ending the Drug Abuse Education Act. It has been reported by
many sources that drug abase education actually had caused students
to ho-e their fear of drugs and'contributed to increased drum usage.

It v. as reported in the Miami Herald on December 2, r-1972, that a
study in Ann Arhor, Mich., of 935 junior and senior high school stu-
dents by a University of Michigan-professor produced evidence that
drip, education had mreatly increased their rate of drug use.

A Dallas survey in 1971 also showed that the only significant, change
in student drug use was an increase in the intake of alcohol.-

1 think this brings us to the real crux of my testimony before this
committee, and that is this. It. is not a law that is passed or the money
that. is allocated that produces the end result. It is how that law is im-
plemented that will determine whether or not a program is a success
or a failure.

In studying drug abuse in the schools, as the chairman of the Youth
Guidance Connell C,ommittee, of the PTA, certain deficiencies in the
drag education program in our Dade County schools became readily

iapparent, and in a report, read to the executive council on March 1,
19;3, these deficiencies were pointed out.

The State of Florida has a la* which says that drug abuse programs
must i.c installed in each school and a course taught in same. And I will
not mciltion the school because I am sure that it is not unique but sim-
ply represents an example. A group of teachers were sent for special
training to teach ding abuse programs.

After completing these programs, none of the teachers taught any of
the drug abuse programs. The courses were taught by the social sciences
department teachers who had no previous training whatsoever. Those
interviewed who hail taken the courses made the comment that they
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knew more about drugs than the teachers did and the films were good
training films in drug usage.

We made, and still make, the following. recommendations. There
should be a standardization in the qualifications for teachers teaching
drug abuse courses, and more importantly. there should be a stand-
ardization in qualification for guidance connselors.

A degree in counseling at the master's level should he required of
any individual holding the position of guidance counselor in a school.
Preference. should be given to counselors in elementary education, and
counseling must begin in elementary schools.

Counselors should be defined as persons who work with children in
all of life's situations. They should be trained to understand that drug
abuse is only a .symptom of a complex of many problems.

The counselor ;should be, a counselor in the true sense of the word.
working with the student on problems related to school, home and per-
sonal identity. He should be qualified to refer students to psychologists.

should .)eoutside social agencies, and drug programs when need 1 IT s1 1 1

qualified to help with mild behavioral modification of the student.
A guidance counselor should not be, under any circumstances. a pro-

gram adviser, a disciplinarian, or a clerical worker. Unfortunately. in
the past, too often the so-called guidance counselors have been ap-
pointed strictly on the basis of friendship with the principal because
of the extra money involved in holding that position and have filled the
position action as program advisers, disciplinarians, et cetera.

I do feel, that the Drug Abuse Act. properly implemented. par-
titularly in the new climate of a trend toward a decline in the us,' of
hard drugs as reported in the New York Times, November O. i 972.
could serve as a valuable tool. The goals must he prevention first. and
rehabilitation second.

IZt.cent studies in several periodicals have established that 1111 to .10
percent of students and ex :servicemen reporting for drug treatment
felt that they were physically addietedito drugs. Tests. however. estab-
lished that they were still not physically dependent on the drug.

Only one conclusion can be dnilyn from this and that is that ding
training courses had made these people so aware of the addictive
properties of drugs that at the first signs of plivehological dependence
they were. frightened enough to seek help. Needless to say. treatment
at, this stage of drug abase is going to be far more successful.

My sincere thanks to this committee for your attention to this long
and rtither complieated presentation.

31r. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much. Dr. Tyler. You obviously put
in a good deal of thought. and have had a good deal of experience. in
this particular field. We are grateful to you for having so carefully
analyzed the problem from your pegs Beet

Do von happen to have a copy of that article in the American Jour-
nal of Psychology to which you made reference?

1)1.. Tvi,En. I have a copy with me. I will have to make you one which
I will be glad to forward to yon.

Mr. BRADEMAS. That would be very kind of you because it is obvi-
ously the basis of a good deal of your testimony, and without objection
I think we would like to include it in the record.

[The information referred to follows
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TABLE 1.SUBJECTC WHO REPORTED THEMSELVES AS DRUG USERS

Category' Number Percent

College seniors 264 61
Male leachers:

30 or under 158 66
31 to 40 72 . 43
Over 40 94 19

Female teachers:
30 or under 264 54
31 to 40 85 41
Over 40 72 14

"Drug users" excludes both those who have never used drugs and those who have tried drugs only once.

Drug abuse is defined as the repeated use of nonprescribed drugs and/or the
illegal use of substances that affect the emotions, perception, and mentation of
the individuals who use them.

TABLE 2.RELATIVE POPULARITY OF DRUGS AS REPORTED BY HEAVY DRUG USERS:
PREFERENCE IN PERCENTAGES

Drug
College
seniors

Male teachers Female leathers

30 or under 31-40 Over 40 30 or under 31-40 Over 40

Marfluana 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
Hashish 36 23 24 7 32 20 4
LSD 16 10 8 2 8 7 0
Depressants 13 16 17 10 14 21 18
Stimulants 24 21 32 5 18 38 25
Heroin 4 3 0 0 5 2 0
Cocaine_ 6 6 0 0 4 0 2
Peyote 9 7 0 0 11 0 0
Opium 3 3 3 0 4 2 1

Others 12 9 8 3 10 6 2

* Janus, S., Bess, B.: Drug Abuse, Sexual Attitudes, Political Radicalization, and Religious practices of College Seniors
and Public School Teachers, The American Journal of Psychiatry. February 1973, pp. 187-191.



Mr. BRADEMAS. I would say at the outset that I share your judgment
that it isn't so much the-law that is passed, or the money that is al-
located, but how a law is implemented that will determine whether or
not a program it supports is a success or failure. Of course, it is essen-
tial to have some money otherwise you are not going to have a program.

I think one of the great criticisms that our subcommittee has made
of the administration of this program is that it has not sufficiently
focused its scarce dollars on snch problems as development of Model
curriculums, both cognitive and effective. And the Office of Drug Abuse
Education and the Office of Education have not paid enough attention
to planning so as to make wise use of the moneys, nor has enough atten-
tion been: given to the dissemination, of whatever we have learned,
across the country. I

Those are just a couple of observations. I noted one statement at the
bottom of page 3 of your paper in which you remarked that "all reports
clearly show that there has been some leveling off and possibly a decline
in the use of drugs at all levels." I wonder if you would expand on that.

Dr. TYLER. I really should have said "reports." There have been
several reports that indicate there has been a leveling off of the use of
drugs. I mentioned one in the New York Times, which I would also be
glad to furnish von a copy of.

It studied 26 different universities and so forth. I think the important
thing about this is the reason I went through this whole bit of going
back and showing you how the drift was from the universities down to
-drug use is that the decline is beginning at the university level and
there. would.be reason to hope and expect that this drift. would also be
in that direction.

.
There is no question in my mind, and I don't. want to leave this com-

mittee with the feeling that the work that has been done by the drug
abase films and so forth has not been successful. It has been successful.

As I said, the reason many people report to programs before they
are really physically addicted is because they are so -frightened the
first. anxiety reaction they get they know, they possibly can be.

I have also noticect.lin talking to students that there seems to be
almost. a. trend beginning,. and I try to stayT)away from the words "peer
group" and "thrust" because they have been used so mulch. but I will
mention this particular thing. My oldest p.)rl's high schoolshe is get-.
ting her yearbook signed this yearthe-Students that go to the seed.
program would not sign the books of those Students that they knew
were on drugs.

So. there is a. pressure within the schools to make the students feel
that this is not the in thing but the out thing. And as yon talk to
students about drugs this is the feeling yon get. More and more we
are saying this is not the thing. To be straight is getting, to be a little
more an important. factor than it was, say, a imatter of 2 or years ago.

T would say this probably heonn to come, from what we can deter-
mine. from the end -of 1971. I am sum some of this has to do with the
film. I. think it is a little bit like the old VD films we saw in the service.
I don't think I will ever forget. them 'because no matter when you
went nut on leave those things were always in your mind no: matter
were you went. and you said they really aren't affecting my thinking,
hut they are I think this is one of the factors.
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I notice, though I personally don't drink, not because I am opposed
to it, but, we do serve drinks in our home and when we have a large
group of kids over their parents are there having drinks. They make
remarks about this"I see you're having your fix," or something.
This is the kind of thing you didn't hear a year or 2 years ago.

I think the straights are beginning to slowly come in.
Mr. BRADEMAS. That is very helpful, Dr. Tyler. I might just also

add that I was impressed by your paragraph on recommendations for
standardizing the qualifications for teachers in drug abuse courses
as well as standardization and qualification for guidance counselors.
I thought those points were well taken.

Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEn3rAm. You said you -wanted to be the devil's advocate.
Dr. Trr,En.-I didn't want to be.
Mr. LEHMAN. Is there any specific recommendation that you could

relate that wasn't covered so far as to how to deal with the Drug
Abuse Education Act as regards State, county, or any other school
system

Dr. TYLER. Tins is going to sound a little bit like a cop-out I would
like to say one thing. As I listened someone was talking about ad-
vertising affecting the use of drugs. I just read, and I didn't bring
it with me. but I will try to remember the figures. that cigarette
smoking was the highest last year it has ever been. It is up 6 per-
cent and it hasn't been advertised in the media. It has been cut off com-
pletely.

I think this is one of the erroneous things. I don't think kids are
really affected that much by it.

Mr. BRADEMAS. The TV
Dr. TYLER. The TV media, which is really the media. I don't think

anything impresses like TV.
I think the problem, and that paragraph is a little unfair to our

school system in that, as you heard earlier, our real problem is we
need money to get the people into the schools. Where we have had
private 'agencies do this thing we have had tremendous success.

A lot of times you .say we need counselors and they also have to be
program advisers because they don't have the money to do it. I think
if I had to say one particular area was absobitely a must that would be,
first of all, that counselors be put into elementary schools.

The very first time that any student comes to that counselor and
says, "I have tried marihuana, I have tried barbiturates, or I have
gotten mother's pills," then inunediately they be referred to a drug
program. I think this is the place to stop it right there.

I think that when vou wait till the secondary school or junior high
school or senior high school then it is too late. I think the Catholic
Church used to say that if you let us train your child till he is 12 he will
be a Catholic, for life. I think this is true of everything about our
problems in life. Those things we learn up until the age of 10 or 12,
that is what we really are.

I think we have got to move this thing back. Putting counselors into
senior high schools is going to be nice, but I don't think it is going to do.
anything at all to affect the drug problem.

. Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Dr. Tyler.
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Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you, Dr. Tyler, for your most helpful testi-

Our. next witness is Mr. Art Barker, the Director of Seed. Mr. Bar.-
ker, we are glad to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF' ART BARKER, TILE SEED; INC.,. FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.

Dear Congressmen, I wouldlike to first take-this opportunity to thank you for
the invitation and the opportunity to speak before you today.

Afy position with The Seed. is Founder -and President. 1 have been involved in
the field.of rehabilltatiomfor over sixteen years.

Through my work_ over these years, I have seen the drug problem advance to
epidemic proportions, and, as a result, directed my aims toward the young mem-
bers of our society, which precipitated my founding of The Seed.

These introductory statements give you the evolution of The Seed, which had
its origin in Port. Lauderdale in August a 1970. In three short years, The Seed
has -helped 3,000 young draggles to kick their drug habits. With an innovative
approach that is so uniquely different from any other drug rehabilitation in the
the world, The Seed has a. ninety percent success rate. The' achievement ratio
sets The Seed apart from any other program in the world. The per client cost of
$250.00 establishes it as the most economical program in the world. Picture in
your mind a moment$250.00 saves one young person from a life of drugs with
one of three alternativesdeath, imprisonment, or psychiatric hospitalization.
What an investment$250.00 for one lifel
_ To carry this cost factor one step further; I might cite our court referrals
over the past few years. Approximately 500 drug abusers were probated to The
Seed lost year at a cost- of $250.00 per referral, or $125,000.00 for the year.
Compare this cost with the average cost of $12.50 per day for detention in a jail,
prison, or state school with an average incarceratiOn- of six months -at a cost
of $2.250.00 per cli (mt.. or $1,125,000.00 for 500 participants,

considerinw the single criterion of day ease oust. The Seed. saved time tax-
payers-$1.000,000.00. This computation does not include the savings. to the iamb-
lie and businessmen of astronomical costs from -purse snatching, breaking and
entering. shoplifting, etc.

The number of crimes eonimitted as a result of drug abuse haS reached epi-
-demic proportions. in that every person who uses drugs sells drugs, and this

usually leads to crimes. such as sales and '.possession of drugs, etc. One of the
largest areas that we deal with. is the law enforcement area 'whereby many
clients are referred by the courts. During the. past few Years, we feel we have
been responsible for a growing awareness on the port of law: enforcement agen-
cies in that rehabilitation, rather than imprisonment of young offenders is pre-
ferred. These young. people are given an opportunity to straighten. out their lives;
seek rehabilitation, and become solid members of their communities.

The availability of drugs has also heightened its use; -'as you probably welt
know, it has found itself in the school area. Any drug' that: any. young school age
persons wants can be found in schools.

The Seed's success. is. reflected. in the graduate's .miraculous it is. a mi racle
change in life style. Whereas he was /finking. D's and F's with, sporadic atteud-
unce. he is now making A's and Ws. with regular attendance. With a drastic
improvement in attitude, his family relations have beCome harmonious. Because
of his motivation, his work. productivity has multiplied. itself over and over again.
-His despair has been changed into hope; his sorrow into joy, and his hatred into
love.

The philosophy and success of The Seed are based on the basic elements that
young people can help- themselves through their own peer pressure (the same
peer pressure that started them on drugs). They learn to love themselves, love
God. love' others. especially their families,_ love.' of Country, be sensitive to the
feelings. emotions, and needs of others, and be completely honest with himself
and others. With these values, they don't need drugs.

The Seed is unigne in that this program is based on massive involvement of
young people, to reach the mosses -where the drug problem. exists. The Seed is
also a program that is very community oriented; in' that education-of the prob-
lem to_the community is most paramount if we expect to .combat this' problem.
This community involvement includes the schoblii; courts,' and all areas of law
enforcement, including the juvenile to adult levels, and the communikv at large.
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Three years ago, the average age of the person that first came to The Seed
was twenty, with the average drug abuse being three years. Today, the aver-
age client age is sixteen, with three years of drug abuse. These figures are
not only indicative of our program in Florida, but these figures represent the
national average.

Seedlings come into the program by court referral, school referral, parent
referral, or voluntarily. The program length is three and one-half mouths, with
the court program double this time. As a non -court referral, he remains on
his ten (10:00 a..) to ten (10:00 p.m.) for a minimum of two weeks. This time
is doubled for the court referrala minimum of one month.

The second, or extended phase of the program, continues for a minimum of
three months for the noncourt reform], which is doubled for the court refer-
rat to a minimum of six months. During this period, the Seedling returns to
his home and to his school or worh. lie attends Seed meetingsthree nights each
week, one of which must include an open meeting, and all day Saturday or
Sunday.

The Seed is also unique in that involvement by the family is mie of Our prime
criteria for success. Not only have our families been involved when their own
children are actively participating in the program, but many of them continue
to be involved for as long as two years after their children have graduated.
The greatest. involvement on the .part of our families is the opening of their
homes to the newest members of the program. These "foster" homes provide
the newcomer with a family setting; Ile learns how to communicate with mem-
bers of a family, and this experience enables him to establish a better relation-
ship with his own family. This experience is also good for the foster home, in
that they. too, become more -understanding of their own family relationships.

These foster homes are carefully-screened by the Staff, placing newcomers in
homes suited to their personality, age, sex, drug involvement, etc. All new
clients who enter the program are placed in foster homes.

Our young people pride themselves on their getting straight, their involve-
meat. in furthering their education, their involvement in community activities,
the esprit de Pnrps with their fellow members, their confidence in theiselves,
their desire to help young people, and their desire to be known as part of a group
that is helping others.

The area of drug abuse that has been most prominent during the past three
years is the involvement of barbiturates and tranquilizers. Ninety per cent
of all our clients have used this particular area of .drugs. We know, for a fact,
that if the vast majority of drugs is eliminated from the market, this would
assist in alleviating the epidemic use of these drugs.

The dynamics of the program are achieved through the interaction of each
facet of the program. A few parts, or a few features, could not be isolated
apart from the total program. For this reason, The Seed could not be copied
with success. It .would be impossible to develop a Seed-type program. Only The
Seed, itself, in its entirety, will work.

I originally chose the name "The 'Seed" from the biblical quotation, "If you
have the faith of a grain of mustard seed, you can move mountains." I changed
the word "mountain" to "community". The Seed has moved three communities
Fort. Lauderdale, Miami. and St..Petersburg. Through your help, it can move
every community in the United States with the spread of The Seed.

STATEMENT OP ART BARKER, DIRECTOR, THE SEED

Mr. 13.tni ER. I appreciate very much the fact that you took the time
and interest and I know your concern for children and your back-
ground. and I am delighted you could come and see the kids.

I brought some people with me. I brought the school board chairman
of Broward County, Dr. Lyle Anderson, and a former president of
Broward Community College, Dr. Jack Taylor, who is our director of
administration.

It won't take me long. I am all for education. I am 100 percent. for
it. I have got the most successful drug program in the world. It is 90
percent, successful. We are in BroWard, Dade, and Pinellas Counties
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and we are opening in 'Volt Myers in Lee County to handle that lire -
county area in the next 60 days.

This is just an example. And before the year is out we will have six
Seeds in the State of Florida and we hope to be in two other States
because there are 28 States that want us.

We have probably a thousand kids from the school system of Dade
County right now in the program at Tropical Park at the Seed. I am
most anxious to see the thrust of education on the elementary level. I
want to see people get to the kids before they ever start to ;ise drugs.

And I want to see a counselor trained to recognize a drug problem
and to realize that they cannot handle that drug problem in the school
system but to refer it to a State licensed drug program. That is really
the answer because every kid who is using diaigs is a "typhoid Mary"
turning on every other kid, including his own kid brother and sister,
and that, is how it is.

For all the kids we have from the school system right now, and this
is the way it is going, heroin might, be dropping off but the kids are
going from marihuana right into barbiturates and tranquilizers and
cocaine, and they are starting at a much earlier age.

When I started The Seed the average age was 20 years of age for 8
years of drug abuse. Now the average age of kids walking into The
Seed is 15 years old With 3 years of drug abuse.

don't know what-else I can tell you except. that we have had the
finest cooperation from the courts and from the district attorney and
the sheriff's department, the police acrencies. We have had great co-
operation with the division of services probation and the

great
co-

operation with the school systems, so we are most anxious to see this
work.

We want to see it start early with these kids. I don't know what
you are going to do. I do know this. that the films that were used
enticed more kids into using drugs than ever took kids off. I think
those films were a waste of time, so I am hoping maybe more of a per-
sonal encounter by a counselor with these kids in not needing drugs,
in not copping out, in having the courage of your own convictions to
stand up and face life and have the ability to go out and be romantic,
idealistic, and adventurous and become a great American. I think
that is what we need more of.

It probably sounds pretty corny-but that is it. I really can't say
anything more now. Like I said, I did bring Dr. Anderson with
If you wouldn't mind. I would 'like to step away from here for just
a Moment and have Dr. Anderson of the school board of Broward
County say a couple of words.

Mr. BnAnintAs. Mr. Anderson, do you want to introduce yourself
and make a statement? .

Mr. ANDERSON. My name is Lyle Anderson. I am chairman of the
school board in Broward County and I would like to just briefly state.
that I think this is a matter of priorities. The first things we should
do in the school systems is when we recognize there, is a drug problem
refer the kid out of the school to a drup rehabilitation program, not
suspend him, but refer him to a licensed rehabilitation program.

As far as drug education is concerned the highest priority is to
train the teachers to recognize when a child is under the influence of
drugs or when he is a potential user of drugs. I think this is a much
higher priority than a drug education program for the kids.
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Once the teachers recognize this they can go along with what the
doctors say, and that is refer him to a drug rehabilitation program.
I believe, as be said, that we can get being straight. the inkind of thing
to do.

When you get along into drug education, as you stated earlier in
the day, people from the Dade County school system have stated.
uicl as you have stated in your experiences in 'Washington with some
of the hearings there, there is no one answer. There is no particular
curriculum that a. professional will stand on as being the answer.

Certainly you must appropriate some funds to continue investiga-
tion in these particular avenues. I think that by and large what is
being done and what appears to be most effective is really education.
It is really providing the kids with an opportunity to express them-
selves to one another.

If we would do a good job in our school system and have the right
kind of funds for education perhaps we wouldn't have so much of
this drug program after all.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BitADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Anderson.
Mr. BARKER. Part of our education believe it or not, is everything

from Popeye Playhouse, which is a kiddy show down here. We have
one of our Seed kids on that show every single week and they are reach-
ing those young kids who have never used drugs. This is not some older,
person, a hard core junky or anything like that.

This is a kid who is maybe 13,14, or 15 years Of age, who has been into
the drug bag and is now straight and he is telling these young kids how
great it is to be straight. This works. .

Part of the other things we do is sending our kids to PTA meetings to
educate the parents, to go into the school systems. themselves in a mass.
-assembly and talk to large numbers of kids about how great it is to be
straight.

I have one other man I would like to introduce to you very much, the
former president of Broward Community College, Dr. .Tack Taylor.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Lehman, thank you again for giving
me. this opportunity. I would like to reiterate a couple of things that
have already been pointed out. Certainly Dr. Tyler pointed out the
need for counselors at the undergraduate level.

I was once in counselor training at West Virginia University. I
taught the'counselor training program for 7 years. I feel it is very im-
portant to have counselors, especially at this young age.

I think, beyond that, the name of the game really is .being able to
identify. I think all teachers should be able to identify young people

iwho are using drugs. This would be an important phase of the school
program in which teachers do learn to identify.

But, I don't think the drug rehabilitation should take place in the
school. When the teacher, counselor, or the principal recognizes that a
young person is on drugs that person should be immediately referred to
a licensed drugrehabilitation program

I served as dean of student affairs fortwo institutions for a period of
about 10 years. One of my. frustrations was the fact I could not help

young people who were on drugs, even though I luki, many ,years of
training as a counselor. Really, I could not help. that person by counsel-
ing that perion or putting my best counselor to try to help that person.

There was no way because that person would get back with his peer
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group and get back in drugs. So, I really do reiterate this aspect of re-
ferralidentification and referral. Certainly I advocate the program
that you submit. I think we need funds to educate and learn more about
the drugs, especially from the standpoint of referral.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much.
Mr. BARKR. I think The Seed has been responsible for some of the

laws beino. changed in the State of Florida because Representative
George d'aumgardner came to see the program and he was instru-
mental in leading the fight in the State to get $2 a day for 60 days for
nonresidential programs and $5 a day for GO days for long-term live-in
facilities. We know it costs a great deal more for that.

Also, another bill was passed which just says don't throw the kids
out in the street if they are elDiglIt with drugs in school but refer them
to a rehabilitation program, then you can take them-back in.

Over. half the kids we have taken who were formerly school drop-
outs have now gotten their GED's, and we are talking about a great.
number of kids. Many of these kids are going on to college and universi-
ties throughout the United States.

Mr. BRDEMAS. Thank -you, Mr. Barker.
. Let ine commendyou for-your program and ask you. a few questions

about it. As I listened to what you had to say, in telling us about The
Seed program, .and .to what Mr. Anderson and Dr. Taylor have had
to say, I concluded that the thrust of the Seed program is, not so much
on drug abuse 'education in the school syStem, which is the kind of
program that is supported by this legislation, but it is directed toward
anotheraspeet of the problem, which is to say, rehabilitation.

And, the one program ;is on all fours with the other. They need not
be mutually contradictorY but both are necessary.. Do. I understand
you to be taking that point of view?

Mr. B.ARKER.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Another question that I would like to ask you about

is your statement. that The Seed has a :,'0- percent success rate, and. then
you speak of achieveznent ratio.. Can you tell a hard-headed politician
from Indiana, how yon .define success rate and what you mean by
achievement.ratio ? Hew do you measuue these matters?

Mr. BARKER. Let's talk about the success rate.. A kid being totally
off drugs, his whole attitude- toV.'ard life, being changed. he loves him-
self, he loves others, loves' God, loves country, is totally ',honest and
aware. This is what we manage to do in The Seed program.

If you will look at the last page in the statistics there, I am going to
explain something to you. We know Where every kid is who has grad-
nated in the Seed program. We know our successes and failures. We
have a. followup program that is absolutely unbelievable.

We use the .school system itself. For instance, in Broward County
thatkid who was formerly making D's and F's is now 'making B's and
A's. He no longer hangs out with the drug tisers..

. ..
We check 'through hiS faraily. If he is on parole

his
probation or

DYS, Division of Youth Services, if }leis working, his employer, the
attendance of the kid :himself, the total involvement, his change in
attitudes toward life. That is the way we gear success.

We have.a criteria-for success that we have explained and defined. I
don't know anybody else who has, but we say this is successful.
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In the first week that a kid comes in there if we find that he is not
progressing like another kid and there might be a deep-rooted psy-
chological problem we refer him to a psychiatrist or psychologist, and
the psychiatrist or psychologist says "We don't, think that you are
going

psychiatrist
help this kid under your program but we think we can help

him." That is fine. We don't count that a success or failure.
The only thing we do not count is 'something that the National In-

stitute of Mental Health says we can't count. That is people who put
the, kid on a program and then pull him off, parents. This is unfortu-
nate. This is called removing someone from a program against the pro-
gram's advice.

This is the only thing we don't count. Everything else we count. Ours
is the most successful program in the Nation. It is the cheapest pro-
gram. It only costs $250 per kid and it is the largest program.

Mr. BRADEMAS. HOW long has the Seed program been in existence?
Mr. BARKER. Three years. If you will look at the bottom of that last

page I will be happy to go along with you where it says, "The followup
of Seed graduates is done on a regular basis. During the first year after
graduation they are followed up every 3 months. After the first year
followup is done on a yearly basis. A survey recently compiled has
shown that out of a random sample of approximately 45 to 50 percent
of all graduates, 95 percent continue to stay straight, 50 percent con-
tinue to attend graduate rap sessions that are held regularly at the Seed
and the total number of graduates at that time was 972. It is almost
doubled now.

Mr. BRADEMAS. What are the major ingredients of The Seed pro-
grams ?

Mr. BAman. Teaching kids not to -play games. That is the biggest
thing in the world. When a kid walks in there

Mr. BRADEMAS. Walks in where ? Do you have a physical facility?
Mr. BARKER. We have Tropical Park racetrack in Dade County. The

odds are 90 to 1 we will get your kids straight.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Is it an overnight facility?
Mr. BARKER. It is a foster home situation where the kids are brought

in and referred by the parents, referred 'by doctors, or attorneys, or
referred by the courts. We sign that kid on the program and that kid is
immediately assigned to a foster home.

IIe has to be at The Seed program from 10 in the morning till 10
at night, then .he.must live with someone who has successfully grad-
uated the Seed program and whose' mother and father have been in-
volved in the program. It is a total package, a whole family affair,
mothers and fathers have to come two nights a week.

Mr. BRADEMAS. How many young people would be in the program
at any given time?

Mr. BARKER. I think all told there are some 1,300 Dade County kids.
I don't know how many of them are graduates. I would say there are
about 1,000.

Mr. BRADMIAS. How biga professional staff would you have?
Mr. BARKER. A professional staff on the upper level for the cor-

poration; Dr. Anderson, who is the President of the School Board
Services our Director of Research and Follow-Up under an NIMH
rant; Dr. Taylor is Director of Administration; Dr. Lester Kayser

is Director of Psychiatric and Medical Services on a grant from
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NIAIH; Mr. Edward Swan from the U.S. Commissioner is Director
of Le!ral Services. This is our professional bunch besides the nurses
in each clinic and the doctors we have on a daily basis who work as
volunteers.

Mr. BRADEmAs. What would your annual budget be?
Mr. BARKER. It probably costs about $1,000 a clay to run a Seed

program. Last year we had $177,000 from the National Institute of
Mental Health, some. $35,000 from LEAA, the Law Enforcement As-
sistance Act, and the rest of it was from the community.

In Dade County we have no Federal grants as of now. We are ap-
ply i urr.for them, but we are to start being given money from the United
Fund. Most of our money, believe it or not, comes from the corn-'
milky itself; church groups, Kiwa.nis Clubs, Rotary Clubs, Op-
timist Clubs, the people in the community and the mothers and
fathers themselves.

Mr. BRADEMAS. You have not received any money under the Drug
Abuse. Education Act, I take it?

Mr. BARKER. No, sir.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I must say it is a most impressive enterprise in which

you are engaged, Mr. Barker. I wish you continued success with it, and
hope that you will find that the followup you have indicated has proved
a success in the first 3 years will continue to be a success and other
cumin-Unities in the T.Tnited States will he able to learn something con-

, structive from what, you are doing here in Dade County.
Mr. BARTiER. I thank you very much. We are delighted the Bicen-

tennial Commission of the State of Florida.. for instance, adopted us
; and encouraged The Seed to open in every community in the State.

We have people. ow...their ,Way doWn here from the national level
whom I am going to talk to this afternoon who are very interested in
this. The Federal-Executive Board locally helped us tremendously and
T nidersiand that 25 Federal Executive Boards throughout the United
States are very interested in seeing the program.

I hope. to see you in Indiana one of these days.
Mr. LETTMAN. Iii talking about the use of drugs and things, do you

deal at all with the alcohol problem in young people?
Mr. BARKER. Alcohol is another drug that these kids use. They start

on marihuana and yon will find most of the kids who start on mari-
huana go to barbiturates, -tranquilizers, cocaine, and they will drink
also. So alcohol is part and parcel of the Whole thing. That is part of
what we talked about in drug usage.

The funny part about that is when you mention alcohol, most of the
kids that come to us have normal families, very good faMilies, fine
mothers and fathers. but this is also part of the community referral
system. We refer a great many of those parents to AA because they
have drinking problems.

Mr. Lm BEAN. You deal with it on a family level more than the indi-
vidual level ?

Mr. %num. Yes, sir, and that is the whole point. You can't get to a
kid 1 hour a week or 1 hour of a clay. There is no way you can do it. You
have to get that kid in a very extensive peer pressure program where
the family is totally involved too. That is the name of the game and
that is why it is successful.

You can't take pieces apart and make it a success.nisthe'WhOle'total
package.
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Mr. LEIIMAN. These success cases, do they have other kinds of per-
sonality problems or Psychological problems?

Mr. BARKER. Absolutely not one case of that. When they go through
the program they find themselves. Every. kid_ is born romantic, ad-
venturous, and idealistic. Sometimes they-lose that. We want io re-
establish that. These kids at 18 years of age can' wait to run clown and
register to vote. They are actively involved in community affairs.

While they are on the program they only associate with Seed kids.
The minute they graduate from the program they are encouraged to
make as many straight. friends as possible. We follow these kids up.
They are actively involved. They are kids who are becoming psycholo-
gists, psychiatrists, doctors, lawyers, ministers.

Mr. Linummsr. It Worries me a little bit, that you turn out these ideal-
ists because the real world is not an ideal place.

Mr. BARKER. I know. but they came from that. They are taught
reality. I am a realist although I am an idealist to the point. that I want
to see things better. I think we can make things better and I see nothing
wrong with that.

If a kid is taughtHere he was a dropout., the lowest rung of society,
-and now suddenly a kid realizes he has changed himself. he has
changed his mother and father, the kid nest door. He suddenly realizes
he has an impact on thousands of people as long as he lives. This is
what we are talking about.

Mr. LEIIINfAK. Thank you.
Mr. BARKER. Thank you and God bless you.
Mr. BnAmorAs. Thank you, \1r. Barker. It is most helpful testimony.
Our final witness is Shirley Patrick Hagen, from Miami-Dade Com-

munity College.

STATEMENT OP SHIRLEY- PATRICK HAGEN, CHAIRMAN, DRUG ABUSE. EDUCATION,
COUNSELING DEPARTMENT; DIRECTOR, STUDENT COUNSELING ON REHABILITATION.
AND EDUCATION

Society has, for the last six years, intensified its efforts to identify and analyze
factors associated with alcoholdrug and narcotic addictionfactors of changing
patterns. cause, effect, similarities in use, outcomes and social reactions : it has
sought to identify addiction potential, "the addictive personality," analyze
treatment modalities, recidivism, law enforcement methods, and effective drug
education programs.

This issues. however, spiritual, psychological. political and social continue to
become Increasingly complex and those working most diligently in the field agree
that we are far from understanding and resolving the problem.`ft is critical, there-
fore. to continue to study, research, compare and contrast all the areas of Drug
Abuse Programming, and. to he concerned with the exploration of innovative and
experimental techniquesparticularly. those which incorporate the thinking, ithe
talents, and leadership of young people for whom these programs are designed.]

Pnitosormy, RATIONALE, GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS, AND REPORT ON ACTIVITIES
'ASSOCIATED WITH DRUG ABUSE COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CENTER, PALL 1971$U M ER 1972

PHILOSOPHY

The Department of Drug Education and Counseling views the problems of sub-Sill flee a lame as a symptom of an emotional illness that has pervaded the American
social climate and which has, in Dade County, reached epidemic proportions. (1)The Chairman of the Department recognizes the need for and assumed theresponsibility of coordinating and implementing a viable, drug education and
counseling center which serves the needs of both the institution and communityat large.
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Rejecting as ineffective and counter productive those programs that treat the
symptom while ignoring the causes. (2) psychological, social, and political, the
emphasis in the Drug Abuse Department is on behavioral attitudes, values (indral,
ethical, philosophical and/or spiritual), goal identification, personal - vocational.

Aware of the lack of unanimity of opinion that exists among professionals as
regards the whole spectrum of Drug Abuse (cause, methadone, prevention, reci-
divism) the Chairman of the center holds no absolutes in the areas of education
and counseling.

(1) See attached Statistics, etc.
(2) Such programs have most recently been brought under criticism by the

July, 1972, Senate Drug Abuse Hearings conducted by Senator Claude Pepper.
Research has, however, yielded significant recommendations, and general con-

cepts of programming. Those concepts which have the common endorsement of
addiction specialists and which the Chairman participated in formalizing, (3)
served as guide lines in the establishing of the objectives in the department's four
major areas of concernPrevention, Education, Counseling, Rehabilitation, and
have engendered (on the Chairman's part) a search for a viable design in drug
education that resulted in the development of the Project SCORE. (4)

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

The following concepts have been assimilated in an effort to familiarize the
reader with a cross section of psychiatric, psychopharmacological, law enforce-
ment, and sociological opinion on education-counseling issues basic to drug abuse.
and pertinent to the center. Selections were made on the basis of the expertise of
the contributors whose works were compiled and published in three major
sources :

1. Concepts and Recommendations of Task Force on Drug Education White
House Conference

2. "Resource Book for Drug Abuse Education" National Clearinghouse for
Mental Health Information

3. "Drug Dependence and Abuse Resource Book" National District Attorneys
Association

(3) Chairman was member of Drug Abuse Task Force and. White House Con-ference
(4) Project SCORE: (Student Counsel on RehabilitationEducation) A pro-

gram in Peer Group Counseling and Positive Alternatives conducted by studentsof Miami-Dade Community CollegeSouth Campus. under the supervision and
instruction of the Chairman of the Drug Abuse Counseling Department.

STATISTICS

1. Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (1972) :
25,000 deaths a yeardrug related.
500,000 heroin addicts in United States.
Seven to twelve million chronic alcoholics.

2. Dade County: (1972) :
3,500 heroin addicts ( $50.004100.00 per day habits).
55% crimes drug related.
30 heroin-methadone infants born Jackson Memorial Hospital (1972).3. 133 investigations (Elementary, Junior, Senior High Schools) and 103 ar-restsdrug related.

"The 'drug problem' is a people problemnot a chemical problem. An in-formational, logical, rational, intellectual approach to a drug prevention willnot succeed alone."
Dave Corr"A large segment of our population looks to drugs to alleviate a host of dis-comforts. Young and old alike are inundated with commercial sophisms eulogiz-

ing drug products. Education, to be effective, Must first recognize the complexhistorical, social and psychological setting as a powerful stimulus to the useand abuse of drugs."
National Institute of Mental' Health"The majority of existing drug education is inadequate and counter pro-ductive because it tends to alienate the young and cause reactive alarm in

adults. It disregards the fact that drug abuse is as much an adult problem asa youth problem."
White House Conference
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-Abuse of alcohol still creates more mental and physical suffering among our
citizens than abuse of other legal drugs."

Seim/oar liallerk..11.D.
'11, is impossible for drug education to be completely effective without radial

alteration of attitudes, values, outlook, and existing social institutions that
perpetuate racism, economic exploitation and other social injustices.'

While House Conferene.r
"Our use of alcohol, drugs and even tobacco are :ill 61111S ()f escape through

sedation. We worry about the young and their use of drugs, which ave used
for ninti-exnansien.' We can help steer them from their drugs If we stopped
living its if *we preferred sedation.'

Dearden.
"Effective communication has been shOW to be a function of the prestige of,

respect for and credibility of the communicator. 31 has been demonstrated
that attempts at persuasion based on a high fear appenl are generally ineffective
and may boomerang, especially with subjects of high intelligence. This type of
appeal almost invariably casts doubt on the credibility and motivations of the
cmumuicator. An audience which becomes concerned with testing credibility
will be distracted from the real issues prcsented in the communication."

Helen II. Nasally, Ph. D.
"If the real goal of the school system Is to diminish the use of Ilrup:. t his

means changing the behavior of students."
Marlin, Dearden, M.P.H.

"Neither harsh penalties, vigorous police surveillance, nor determined efforts
to diminish the flow of drugs into the country have prevented millions of
young people front experitaeuting with pharntaceeticat agents alleged to be
dangerous."

Neyntour Hailed:. M.D.
"The best deterrent to drug abuse is the individual's 'value system. Decision

making can be aided when sensitive teacher-student relationships are based upon
mutual understanding, integrity, and honesty are established."

National Institute of Mental Health,
"The most prevalent but least effective theme in the drug education program Is

to 'scare the hell out of them'. Unfortunately, many of the doctors and police
officers who participate in this technique have had neither the motivation nor the
time to familiarize themselves with the literature."

Seunzour Halleek, MD.
"Exaggeration, distortion, and sensationalism are propaganda, not education,

and have no place in the school."
Nationa/ Institute of Mental Health,

"Students as a group have more knowledge about drugs (especially experiential
knowledge) than do faculty. The recetifivity of students today is low if they feel
they an being lectured to on a topie they know better than does the lecturer.
There have been reports of students finding that their interest and curiosity about
drugs was actually increased by these methods."

Marlin Dearden, M.P.H.
"Prevention of addiction ought to be our #1 priority. Preventative measures

also ought to reflect the subtle, yet key, distinction between drug information
(typically received as it scare tactie) and a drug respect approach."

Dave Cox
-Unless lack of knowledge about. drugs is a significant contributing factor totile use of drugs, we must question the thesis that an informational approach

will alter the patterns of usage. The history of health education casts doubt on
the idea that factual knowledge alone is likely to discourage a form of behavior
in the face of strong pressures to start and continue it."

Marlin Dearden, M.P.H.
"The most important aspect. at present, of drug education is the offering of

alternatives. This has been neglected in the large majority of programs through-
out the nation. Students must be shown that drug use is not the only means of
intensifying or gaining experience.

V. Dohner
"A Peer Counseling Program could be developed that would provide the op-

portunity for students to relate with their peers and positively affect the adjust-
ment of alienated students in the school commnnity. This type of pmgram would
permit some to relate with younger students and parents."

Drian (Y, Smith
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"Youth say they are using consciousness-altering drugs in an effort to expand
their awareness. We must develop programs which help them to accomplish this
in other ways."

V. Dohncr
"Some drug users will avoid, at all costs, any person or program identified

with drug education-prevention. If stepping forward to explore the possibilities
for help carries with it identification of the student as a drug user, the only
thing that will be prevented for many students, regardless of the noble intentions
involved, will be the critical step forward."

Dave Cox
"It is essential that.you be involved in the evaluation of existing drug educa-

tion programs and in the development of new ones."
117h /to House Conference

"Discovering or increasing creativity has been given as a reason for utilizing
the so-called psychedelic drugs, We must teach that creativity is not a product
of the drug experience. Creativity is an intrinsic characteristic of all mankind.
We must leach how to develop abilities and meaningful self-expression."

V. Dohncr
"All persons involved in the drug counseling relationship should be apprised of

their obligation to keep completely confidential any information which they gain
in the course of this relationship. State legislators should extend to the:persons
being counseled the privilege to prevent the counselor and others, if group coun-
seling is involved. from testifying as to statements made by such persons during
counseling in any judicial, administrative, or legislative proceeding."

White House Conference
"Essentially, the young we tend to worry the most :ibout are the rebelsthe

ones who reect not just our life styles, but nsus either as hypocrites or clods.
Perhaps they are more conscious of our basic valuesou spiritual principles
than we are. They are sensitive to the seeming contradiction between what we
preach and what we actually do, how we actually live."

Joseph Maloney, Ph. D.
"Aesthetic appreciation of music, art, nature and beauty is said to be in-

creased by the use of certain drugs. We must develop education to assist youth
in learning. to appreciate these facets of life as intently as, or even more intently
Man, with the use of eon8CiOnsitess-alterin# chemicals."

Dohncr
"It is important to involve persons in drug education who, because of their

own drug experience, are particularly credible and can relate to drug users."
10/.ito House Conference

To help change attitudes and stimulate thinking a youth consultant who has
surmounted a drug problem could be utilized. The experiences and insights that
they can share with students can be a means for providing 'some of the most
significant education experienees."

Dryan C. Smith
"Innovative approaches should be encouraged as no single deterrent current

program will work with all drug-dependent individuals. However, all programs,
except traditional psychotherapy, should involve rehabilitated ex-users as
counselors and consultants."

Dohncr
"Ex-users can provide a valuable liason. serving as sympathetic advisers to

staff as well as informal counselors to students who cannot he reached in any
other. way. Ex-users are in a strategic position for dealing with the student who
insists that anyone who has nothad the experience cannot understand and should
not sit in judgment. ".

Helen H. Nowlis, Ph. D.
"It is imperative that drug education also take a positive approach by en-

couraging alternatives to drug abuse such as growth of self-respect, construc-
tive social action, realization of personal goals, etc."

White House Conference
"A. drug education curriculum that fails to deal with the attitudes, underly-

ing problems, social unrest is of little value of today's student."
Dryan C. Smith

"Genuiness and no labeling of programs are tantamount to any chance of
people into the drug scene making thenthelves psychologically open to `helpful'
gestures."

Dave Cox
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"Many students who have been involved with drugs tend to he humanistically
idealistic, to have relatively low tolerance for frustration, and to have a number
of paranoid feelings, They tend to reject outright any direct appeals or any
ofliers of 'help'. They may seek out an individual whom they respect and trust
with whom to talk around the issue. That they can ever be really persuaded
by others to stop is questionable."

Helen Notelis, Ph. D.
"All potential contributors to drug education should be required to have ap-

propriate and relevant training and experience."
White house Conference

"The communicator must make sincere assessment of his own goals and
motivations. The goals of a program should be clear to him and to those he seeks
to educate. He should recognize but not conceal his own biases; he need not
apologize for his own position even as he is.careful not to impose it on others."'

Helen Notelis, Ph. D,
S NIARY

There are no sure recipes for an infallible drug-edueation program, nor does
the responsibility of resolving a problem of such magnitude rest with an educa-
tional institution. Spectrum House puts it accurately in their brochure : ". . . .

discovering the causative factors. and relieving the pain of those presently suf-
fering, is a task too large for any specialized agency or any combination of agen-
cies and experts. It is a total community problem and it can be solved only by
total community involvement."

There is no one answer ns to why students take drugs. Boredom. curiosity,
desire for acceptance, to find meaning in life. to be reborn, to experience the cos-
mic. rebellion, to expand consciousness, and to feel good. are among the motiva-
tions most commonly listed. It is not constructive to negate or reject the validity
of. feelings which these drugs satisfy. They are real, and lie close to the heart of
a significant number of young people. The challenge to educators, and in particu-
hir the Drug Abuse Education Counseling Department, is to provide legal and
creative ways of responding to them. As such the Center is responsible for es-
tablishing a program towards which there is a positive student response, and
whose objectives are consistent with the broader goals of the institution.

Students will be encouraged to assume leadership roles in all aspects of the
program. to question. research and weigh evidence of controversial issues in an
objective climate which seeks to demonstrate that there are more lasting and
more permanent ways of experiencing joy, and gaining insights that that of ab-
sorbing psychoactive chemicals.

. PEER COUNSELING CENTRIC Pialwer

RATIONALE

Traditional social institutions are finding themselves challenged to cope ef-
fectively with contemporary social problems. Contradictory and rapidly cluing:.
ing norms in a complex, legalistic society have augmented the alienation of nianY
young people. Lacking uniformly accepted ethical standards or dependable ref-
erence groups, many youths are in conflict with themselves, their families, and
their society.

Distrusting of the values and rejecting of the life styles of the "establish-
ment" (included in which is the professional counselor and conventional coun-
seling modalities), the discontented young find few credible sources upon which
they can rely for their counseling needs. In a search for solutions to their drug,
sex, and philosophical' conflicts they have turned to their peers, many of who
are as confused as they and incompetent in the role of clarifying counselors; rein-
forcing negative values, pitying rather than empathetic, identifying rather than
objective. "The youth advisor" is a poor substitute for the skilled, informed, re-
sponsible counselor.

That such a category of Para- professionals could be effective led to the recog-
nition on the part of many drug educationists that a peer group counseling train-
ing program would be one significant answer to the problem of the alienated
young.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

A Peer-Counseling Training Program has been established at Miami-Dade Com-
munity College, South Campus, for the purpose of providing students with both
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the philosophy and the techniques of counseling in order that they may become
vliective helping agents. The training program is conducted in a twe-scmester
sequence of credit courses offered as PSY 102 under the title of Personal and
Social Development.* Those students displaying a specific expertise in addiction
counseling will be equipped to staff a Peer-Counseling Center under the direction
of the Director of the Drug Abuse Counseling Program. It is hoped that in addi-
tion they will constitute a valuable resource for the community in the course of
their daily lives.--Their acquired listening and clarifying skills can make them
health-engendering persons for those with whom they come in contact.

Funds are being requested in order to expand the services in the Peer-Counsel-
ing Center to meet the increased student and community demand. Financial sup-
port will make it possible to broaden the scope and reach of the program within
the institution and the community. The Center will attempt to meet a variety of
needs by providing, in an unthreatening atmosphere, an opportunity for one-to-
env counseling. group -rap" sessions. and a supportive group identification for
hot the alienated and the newly rehabilitated. Moreover, it will offer an opportu-
nity for the development of positive alternatives to drug use through the curative
arts in which programs will seek to demonstrate that there are more lasting and
more permanent ways of experiencing joy, and gaining insights than that of ab-
sorbing psycho-active chemicals. Rejecting as ineffective and counter productive
those programs that treat the symptoms while ignoring the causes, psychological,
social, and political, the emphasis in the Peer-Group Counseling Program will be
on behavioral attitudes, values, and goal identification. Those involved can gain a
positive sense of accomplishment and affirm the joy of living without drugs. The
Center will offer both students and members of the community a sense of fellow-
ship Offil a n easy access to counseling services designed not to repel or delmman-
ize bu i v bl n a ls 1N.ho might be "turned off" by a raditbmal clinical or imposed
therapy approach.

IDENTIFICATION OF TARGET GROUPS AND PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The flexibility of the Center will make it possible to meet the needs of diverse
groups. They may be identified as follows :

1. Non-drug users who want information. about drugs. Objective.-1. To make
available in one well-publicized location a wide variety of up-to-date, youth-
oriented resource materials on drugs and their abuse.

2. To provide on a continuing basis opportunities to participate in a "rap"
session conducted in an unthreatening atmosphere by peer counselors.

2. Drug experimenters who have not resolved their attitudes toward drug 'IIRC
and or abase. Objective.To provideindividna I and group counseling for students
who seek help or are referred,

$. Drug abusers who want to break the drug abuse pattern. Objective.To
make referralS to community agencies which are competent to assist drug abusers.

4. Non-drug involved students who by participating in the Center activities ?rill
gain. experience in fields related to contemporary social services. Object. inc.To
provide qualified students with opportunities for peer-counseling experience, group
facilitating, and positive alternative programming.

5, Former drug abusers who have completed a rehabilitation program in a resi-
dential fv«7ility and who can provide counseling and information for stmlents
with drug related problems. Objective.To provide a meaningful work role for
former addicts facing the problems of re-entry into the "straight" world. Also,
to provide positive reinforcement for the community rehabilitation efforts through
a. supportive group program in the College Center under the direction of a filmier
addict (Rehabilitation Facility Graduate) under the supervision of the Director
of the Drug Abuse Program.

PLANS FOR EVALUATION

The design of the Center is intended to facilitate easy, inconspicuous access to
all interested persons. Consequently, formal records of participants will be mini-
mal. At this stage of development, evaluation will be concerned essentially with
ascertaining that the services are provided and that people are responding to
them. Specific evaluations for each objective and target group are identified
below :

The second semester course is offered as Narcotics & Dangerous SubstanceSLAE 266.
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Group 1Xonqfrag triers. -1.:. listing of n11 materials available will he main-
tained. A judgment of the over-all quality of the information will be made by
knowledgeable individuals in the field of drug abuse rehabilitation.

2. The number of "rap" sessions per month will be recorded. An estimate of the
average attendance will be derived by making head connts at randomly selected
sessions. A method will be developed to record the kinds of topics discussed.

Group 2Drug eirperimenters.Case summary records will be analyzed for
the number of contacts made and the extent of value clarifications as perceived by
the peer counselors.

Group 3Drug abusers.Records will be kept of the number of referrals to
outside agencies. Follow-up procedures will determine the number of individuals
making at least one contact with the agency.

Group 4Socially involved students.The number of paid and volunteer
workers and the time spent in the Center activities will be an indicator of the
extent to which the opportunity is being exercised.

Group 5Former drug abusers.The persistence of rehabilitated drug users
in discharging their work responsibilities and in avoiding the use of drugs will be
an indicator of the success of this objective. Their performance will be evaluated
by the Director. The former users wil be asked to report their own satisfaction
with the Center and their evaluation of the assistance rendered.

A. Pitooit Am IN PEER. GROUP COUNSELINGCURRICULUM, OBJECTIVES, AND
STRATEGIES

I. Group Awareness.
11. Addiction Awareness.

HI. informational Aspects.
A.. Pharmacology and PsychopharmacologS.
13. Legal, medical, psychiatric.
C. Rehabilitation, treatment programing and referral procedures.
D. Counseling. modalities. humanistic and confrontation.

IV. Development of Counseling Techniques.
A. Listening Skills.
B. Observation Skills.
C.Clarifying and Problem Solving Techniques.
D. Counselor intervention responses and techniques.

.V. Practice in Counseling Skills (Counseling Practictn).
A. Identification of current value judgments.
B. Establishing criteria for value judgments.
C. Rank-ordering of values.
D. Recognition of incongrnencies in ,proposed actions and established

criteria.
E. Reconciliation of incongruencies.

I. Group Awareliess
Statement of Objectives:

1. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demonstrate
.-knowledge of other individuals in the group by learning their

names and significant aspects of their life patterns.
2. Specified performance (alfeetive).The student will demonstrate

trust in the instructor and students in the class by participat-
ing, openly in subsequent self-revealing activities.

II. Addiction Awareness
Statement of Objectives:

1. Specific performance. (cognitive).The student will demonstrate
a comprehension and application of the concepts of addiction and
the addictive personality by defining both and citing examples of
examples of specific addictive patterns.

2; Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demonstrate the
ability to recognize in self and others the propensities for addiction
by identifying areas of emotional conflict symptomatic of depend-
ency.

3. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demonstrate the
ability to recognize and analyze personal addiction potential by
identifying those propensities within himself for habitual or com-
compulsive behavior.
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Informational Aspects
A. Pharmacology and Psychopharmacology

1. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-
strate familiarity with the pharmacology and psycho-
pharmacology of drug abuse by distinguishing among a
variety of drugs and their specific psychological and physi-
cal habituating and non-habituating effects.

Counseling Modalities : Humanistic and Confrontation
2. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-

state an ability to distinguish between humanistic and
confrontation techniques in counseling by describing their
different basic philosophies and comparing and contrast-
ing skills and tools used in each.

C. Rehabilitation, Treatment. Programming and Referral Procedures
1. Specific performance (cognitivc).The student will demon-

strate a high degree of comprehension of various addiction
rehabilitation modalities and trends by comparing and
contrasting treatment programming on the local and na-
tional level.

0. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-
strate the ability to apply knowledge of drug rehabilita-
tion programs by identifying the appropriate treatment
program and explaining the referral procedures,

D. Legal and Medical
1. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-

strate a-familiarity with (1) legal assistance provided for
individuals with drug related problems and (2) with lin-
plications, of drug offenses in Dade County by identifying
the kinds of situations in which legal expertise is required.

IV. Development of Counseling Techniques
A. Listening Skills

1. Specific performance (cognitive). The student will demon-
strate a mastery of listening skills related to counseling by
abstracting a client's monologue, so as to high-light the sig-
nificant points, in correct sequence and with frequent direct
quotations.

B. Observation Skill
1. Specific performance (cognitive).The, student will demon-

strate the ability to observe non-verbal communication by
articulating his observation of body .language and then veri-
fying the accuracy of his perceptions with the trainer and
the other observers.

C. Clarifying and Problem Solving Techniques
1. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-

starte an ability to use appropriate techniques for clarifi-
. cation of client's problem by interacting with client in role

playing by paraphrasing what client has said.
2. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-

strate an ability to use appropriate problem-solving tech-
niques by assisting a classmate in making a decision in a
conflict situation.

D. Counselor Intervention Responses .
I. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-

strate the ability to select the appropriate intervention tech-
. nique by facilitating the client's ability to advance positive

solutions to his specific conflicts.
V. Counseling Practicu

A. Identification of Current Value Judgment,
1. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-

strate ability to identify value judgments by proposing and
analyzing individual solutions to hypothetical moral prob-
lems.

B. Establishing Criteria for Value Judgments
1. Specific performance (cognitiVe).The student will demon-

strafe the ability to establish criteria for values by analyz-
ing the basis for judgments with regard to value of person
releva nee.
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C. Establishing Criteria for Rank Ordering of Values
1. 8pccific performance (cognitive). The student will demon-

strate ability to clarify values for himself and his peers by
isolating and rank ordering his personal criteria for values
and assisting his peers to do the same.

D. Recognition of Incougruencies
1. Specific performance (cognitive).The student will demon-

strate ability to identify areas of iucongrueucy in his be-
havior by relating his value system to his life style.

2. Specific performance (cognitive). The student will demon-
strate ability to evaluate the extent to which incongruen-
cies precipitate conflicts and/or impair effective coping and
problem solving.

E. Reconeilintion of Incongruencies
1. Specific performance (cognitive). The student will demon-

strate the ability to identify solutions toward resolving
problems by identifying strategies which will reconcile be-
havior and value conflicts.

Bloc; n.t. e III S KETC I S Fr IRLIw PATRICK HAGEN

Present employment.--Chairman. Miami Dade Community College, Depart-
ment of Drug Abuse Education and Counseling, Project Student Counseling on
Rehabilitation and Education (SCORE), Project Scoreboard (telephone crisis
center hot line).

TeIephone.-274- -1234 South Campus Office; 271-1304 home.
Shirley Hagen's work in drug abuSe was, prior to her association with Miami-

Dade C'onnnnoity College. in the areas of Education, Prevention and Rehabilita-
tion. She organized and 'facilitated self-help Addicts Anonymous groups on the
Elementary, High School and College levels. established the first major Youth
Drug Rehabilitation Center in Dade County. counseled, developed curriculum,
and initiated "Positive Alternatives Programs" with six of Dade County's li-
censed therapeutic facilities.

HONORS

1. Appointed as adult delegate consultant by President Nixon to Drug Abuse
Task Force: White House Conference on Youth, Estes Park, Colorado.

2. National Workshop on Federal ProgramsDecember 13-15, 1970 Consultant
to Director of Government Affairs, Mr. Frank Mensel Presented key-note address,
"Education and the Drug Epidemic", to the Commission on Legislation for the
American Association of Junior Colleges, Statler Hilton, Washington, D.C.

3. Project S.C.O.R.E. (Peer Group Counseling program establiShed by Miami- -
Dade Community College) accepted as Public School Model by Miami High
School Regional Drtig Abuse Coo,rdinatOrs.

DRUG ABUSE REIIABILITATIoN

Shirley Hagen's work in drug abuse was. prior to her association with Miami-
Dade Community College, in the areas 'of Education. Prevention and Rehabilita-
tion. She organized and facilitated self-help Addicts Anonymous groups on the
Elementary. High School and College levels; established the first major Youth
Drug Rehabilitation Center in Dade County, counseled. developed curriculum,
and initiated "Positive Alternatives Programs" with six ofDade County's licensed
therapeutic facilities.

1. Sign of the FishExecutive Director.Organized and staffed, in 1908, in
conjunction with Reverend Denver Smoot. the first major Youth-Drug Rehabili-
tation Center in Dade County, "Sign of the Fish."

2. Operation. Re- Entry: Director, Art4'oetry Therapy,In DK became affil-
iated with the Daytop Village Self-Help Treatment Center, Operation Re-Entry.

Established curricnluni for a "Positive Alternatives Program,"-in drama, mime,
music, art and poetry therapy. .

. 3. Operation, Self-Hclp:- Professional Advisor, Vocational Rekabilitation.In
1970, became consultant to Hialeah's teen-age Rehabilitation Center. Operation
Self-Help, serving as professiOnal advisor on vocational rehabilitation ; de--
veloped career oriented programs in the arts for youth with drug-related prob-
lems.
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4. S pee, l'ti»b Home: Con8altant.Developed program at Miami-Dade Com-
munity College in academic and social rehabilitation for Spectrum House (bard
core therapeutic facility) graduates.

5. Trained and staffed Counseling Center for Drug Abusers at Miami-Dade
Community Project S.C.O.R.E.

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ( 1 9 6 7-7 3 )

1. Drug Abuse Consultant to Dade County Elementary, Junior and Senior High

Schools. 1967-1973.
2. Developed curriculum for workshops and seminars in "The Psychology of the

Drug Abuser" for the departments of Psychology, Sociology, Inter - curricular
studies and Criminology at Miami-Dade Community College.

3. Developed curriculum for 2-semester project for students in the Intercurri-
cular Studies Division, Miami-Dade Community College in "Peer Group Counsel-
ing With The Drug Abuser."

4. Established Peer Group Counseling Training Program. for Guidance Coun-
selors and Selected Students in Dade County Public Schools.

Ponce De Leon Junior High School.
Brownsville Junior High School.
Citrus Grove Junior High School.
Coconut Grove Elementary School.
Selseypharr Elementary School.
Miami Jackson High School.
Miami Senior High School.
Coral Gables High School.

5. Participated in the development of Drug Abuse film for Miami-Dade Com-
munity College with Dr. Leon Dode, Chairman Philosophy and Drama Depart-
ment, Miami-Dade Community College.

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION CURRICULUM EXPERIENCE

1. Developed curriculum for workshops and seminars in "The Psychology of the
Drug Abuser" for the departments of Psychology, Sociology, Inter-curricular
studies and Criminology at Miami-Dade Community College.

2. Developed curriculum for 2-semester project for students in the Inter-cur-
ricular Studies Division, Miami-Dade Community College in "Peer Group Coun-
seling with the Drug Abuser" and crisis center training.

3. Participated in the development of Drug Abuse film for Miami-Dade Com-
munity College with Dr. Leon Dode, Chairman Philosophy and Drama Depart-
ment. Miami-Dade Community College.

4. Developed program at Miami-Dade Community College in academic and
social rehabilitation for Spectrum House (Hard Core Therapeutic facility)
graduates.
---S.-Trained and staffed Counseling Center for Drug Abusers at Miami-Dade
Community Project S.C.O.R.E.

MAJOR CONSULTING

1. Drug Abuse Consultant to Dade County Elementary, Junior and Senior High
Schools. 1967-1973.

2. Vocational Academic Consultant to Specrtum House. 1968-1973.
3. Organized and Coordinated Drug Abuse Workshop for Florida Personnel and

Guidance Association. 1970.
4. Group Facilitation : Chicago Drug Abuse Workshop in National Attorney and

Law Enforcement Seminar. 1970.
5. Director : Drug Abuse Workshop, Grossmont College, San Diego, California.

1970.
6. Director : Drug Abuse Workshop, - Winter Haven, Florida, for Florida Deans

of Student Affairs. 1970.
7. Drafted and presented proposal for Operation Self-Help Vocational Rehabili-

tation Program. 1971 Tallahassee, Florida.
8. Polk Junior College : Drug Abuse Seminar for Faculty and Students : Intro-

duction to Project S.C.O.R.E.
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9. Republican Drug Abuse Task Force : Chaired by Republican Toni Frey, Jr.,
October, 1971, Miami-Dade CoMmunity College. Introduction to Project
S.C. O.R.E.

10. Director : Drug Abuse Workshop : Brevard Community College, March 8,
1972: Introduction to Project S.C.O.R.E.

11. Directed and coordinated Drug Education Conference : Florida Junior Col-
leges, Miami-Dade Community College, South Campus, November, 1971.

12. Consultant : Drug Education Program for Regional Coordinators, Clearwater,
July 1971: Introduction to Project S.C.O.R.E.

13. Coordinated and Directed Drug Abuse Workshop for Miami Eigh School Drug
Coordinators : Miami-Dade Community College, December, 1971, 1972. and
1973: Introduction to Project S.C.O.R.E.

14. Established Training Program at Miami,Iligh Schools for Guidance Counsel-
ors and Selected Students. 1971, 1972, and 1973 Drug Abuse and the Peer
Group Counseling.

STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY PATRICK HAGEN, CHAIRMAN, DRUG
ABUSE, EDUCATION COUNSELING DEPARTMENT, MIAMI DADE
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Ms. HAGEN. You gentleman have been here a very long time and my
instructions were to be brief. I certainly will make. an effort to do that.

You were correct with the name, it is Shirley Patrick Hagen. I am
the chairman of the Drug Abuse Education and Counseling Depart-
ment of Miami Dade Community College on the South Campus. I am
director of Project, Score and Scoreboard.

That, briefly, is an accredited career-oriented cnrriculum that is
equipped to train students to assume leadership roles in the. developing
of various prorranis relating to peer group social problems in partic-
ular. and for our interest. drug abuse education prevention counsel-
ing and rehabilitation.

The philosophy and justification of using a peer counselor has been
defined in the rationale prepared for this committee. I should like. at
this time to briefly identify the more significant contributions as they
have been manifested in the score program.

I know you have heard this before and others have testified to the.
efficacy, so let me identify that. their credibility is very high for a spe-
cific population for whom the establishment counselor and convention
counseling would now be more suspect.

Tothis extent they do have an efficacy. The value of input from those
familiar with and close to problems for whom programs are designed
I think is obvious. The pOsitive reinforcement for the helping counselor
and the constructive relationship with the peer client. is a situation
which allows the counselor and the client to enjoy mutual benefit.

The responsibilities of the Score counselor that were described at
length in the submitted curriculum are essentially those o£. the help-
ing agent. trained to listen and clarify contemporary peer problems,
a resource counselor familiar with community agencies, and appropri-
ate and immediate referral procedures a direct- and honest. peer, em-
pathetic rather than pitying, facilitative rather than deStructive, a
liaison person diminishinp. conflicts which often block the pursuing
of accurate information, and the obtaining of professional: assistance.

There are essentially two peer counseling projects offered at the
Drug AbuSe Counseling Department; one is the Scoreboard crisis
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and hotline training which addresses itself essentially to telephone
counseling and referral procedure; and the other is the Score peer
group counseling program, and this one is the more, intensive of the
two and oriented toward the 1-to-1 or group facilitatino. counseling.

With regard to the curriculum about which you might ask some
questions, it is- designed and its training for the groups was imple-
mented by myself, my -colleagues in the counseling department and
community consultants.

The training in the Score program involves no less than two semes-
tersthat is approximately 8. monthsin addiction awareness, psy-
chopharmacology, rehabilitation realities, and one semester of coun-
seling practicum. Those students evidencing a. specific expertise in
counseling and group facilitating are designated as certified Score
counselors and acknowledgement privileges them as members of the
staff to counsel with their peers, conduct seminars, assist in the train-
ing of others, participate in community workshops, conferences and
avail themselves of staff - student assistantships.

I have here a note. Mr. Chairman, which suggests I might mention
a project for which funds are very much in order. Those students who
are not certified and want to can assume various responsibilities other
than those of a certified counselor; office management, rap room man-
ning, public relations. role playing for counselor-client intervention.

There are two specifid aspects of the program that were not included
in the submitted material and I world like very briefly to mention that
one is an ex-addict group that is conducted by a staff member who is
a graduate of the local rehabilitation center..I am referring to an on-
campus ex-addict group conducted by former users.

This is very similar to the AA model in which each member's quali-
fication for participation is the desire to stay straight. It is there to
assist in the fellowship and maintain sobriety. Needless to say, on a
campus of 12,000 shidents there is a good deal of pot smoking, rock
concerts and fellowship. This group of students who come out of
transitional programs have been in rehabilitation centers, very much
need a transitional program. It is very difficult to stay straight and if I
were to identify recidivism I would say it. is coming from the facility
which is a rather hip society.

I was going to go into it at some length, but I think Mr. Samuels
did a good job on the positive alternatives programs. We do that. We
create an atmosphere in which, in an unstructured environment, young
people can explore innovative programs of their own desire.

Commonly called "odd-ball" or "freaky". it is theirs and it will
range anywhere from yoga to meditation, or whatever meets their
needs..'

These next few sentences I have to offer are particularly valuable
to me for_:having -worked with peer counseling for a. considerable
length of time. Many of the realities of a peer group counseling pro-
gram are rewarding, and while Lam impressed with its unique effec-
tiveness I am cognizant also -.of some: of the difficulties of successful
implementation, not the least of 'wh'ich is the delicately balanced re-
lationship between, the director and the peer cdtinselor.

Sinee. peer counseling: is 'beginning to enjoy a specific popularity,
and it is becoming -fashionable as an avenue of prevention, I would
like to address myself to these comments, if I may.
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The director responsible to institution supervises the sophisti-
cated and sometimes control: program which is an easy target
for criticism. The peer counse,,,f encouraged to assume a leadership
role, called on to make something work where others hid failed,
trusted by his peers as loyal to them, is sensitive to too much supervi-
sion, control and rank pulling.

These two professional thrusts are not always beautifully resolved
in meeting of expectations. The very style and personality, that gives,
for example, the counselor credibility with his peers is not necessarily
the same character motive that contributes to effect working in a
bureaucratic setting in which accountability is still a word held sacro-
sanct.

An effective peer counseling center and an informal, unthreatening
atmosphere manned by warm, open young people attracts students as
clients. as volunteer workers, as onlookers, as information seekers, and
as fun lovers.

It has none ottlie counter. productivity of the old scare-the-hell-out-
of-them tactionducted by-Well-meaning. old ladies in tennis shoes,
of which I could be one myself, the costly brochures Warning against
the dangers of marihuana and addiction and the well-intentioned, but
not effective, law enforcement techniques with boxes of cotton balls,
syringes and psycadelic colored boxes.

Nor does it have, and I should like to emphasize this, any of the
phiseS of the convenient, nonrisk taking easy implementation. If
ever attempted; however, the 'return to the old methods , behind the
lectern and behind the deskI look at a poster that I frequently see
in the Learning Resource Center it states very specifically "If I
give you a. fish you will eat for today, and if I teach you how to fish
you will eat for the rest of your life."

In conclusion, I have a proposal and recommendation, the articu-
lation of some of the issues pertinent to peer counseling the sharing
of ways to resolve and the setting of criteria for curriculutn and stand-
ards of excellence, followap and research, the Opportunity for direc-
tors and. peers to exchange, their successes and failures I believe is a
need shared by all those who work or study in the field.

I very much respect Pr. Helen Nowlis, as I understand very much
what she :meant when she said there is no model I have seen that is
perfect. I had the great pleasure of having met her in Estes Park,
Colo, when we worked on the Drug Abuse Task .Force. I was very
moved by the -fact that she addresSed herself to allprograms and that
this Was a very difficult problem.

.And I identify myself with the peer counseling which I see as a
creative avenue and not as the only answer. It is a proposal that an
organization be considered to integrate and Meditate the needs of peer
counselor trainers and peers.

I should welcome questions from the committee And an oppor-
tunity to clarify any of the activities at Miami Dade Community Col-
lege. and express my respect for allowing us this timer

Mr. BRADKALAS. Thank you very much,' Ms. Hagen for a most in-
teresting statement, Let me ask you ,a couple of general questions
about what you have said so I .am very clear. in my own mind about
your peer counseling training program.

This could be understood in at least two ways. Maybe at Miami-Dade
Community College you are doing both, and I am not altogether clear.
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Do you provide, in your program, training for students who will then
follow a career of going into the elementary and secondary school
system and working in the counseling field in the drug area,
or are you .providing a training program for college '-'students who
will be counseling with their peers while in college?

Mr. HAGEN. The training program invites the participation of any
interested student and/or nonstudent in pursuing counseling. We are
specifically interested in those students who are going into behavioral
sciences and whose vocations will be that of helping agents.

At the end of the two semester program those students will be iden-
tified as stall so we have been particularly interested in a career
oriented program. The group is mixed. There. are students over 30
who want to run parent self-help groups on the basis of this two
semester training period.

In the same group there may be a. former user, a student of crimi-
nology, a nurse or a parent. It is intearated. Although I have used the
word "peer" I think it should be qualified ilified that it is not only young;
it may be parent to parent; my own definition of peer is to relate it to
that person within your own group.

The integration of the group .makes for a most interesting. of
facilitation. It is not homogenous and does not stimulate the kind of

_stereotype-views. I haVe an option as an over 40 to identify my own
emotional .conflicts and find creative ways of solving them.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Is there a peer counselina program on the campus of
Miami Dade Community College under Ach students or nonstudents
counsel with students?

Ms. HAGEN::Tes.
Mr. Br,:tnimAs.. And these counselors, most of them are trained

through your program; is that. correct?
.11§. HAGEN. All of them are trained through our program;
Mr. BRADEMAS. How many students at Miami Dade, Community

`College's South Campus are there?
Ms. HAGEN. Approximately 12,000.
Mr. BRADEMAS. And of the .122000 students on that campus how

many of them would you say receive counseling through a peer coun-
seling program?

Ms. HAGEN. Mr.. Chairman, I thought you were going to ask that
question. and on the way over I addressed it to iny.'di vision chairman.
I said, "I have a feeling we are going to be asked this question," awl
I wondered how I might be articulate in answering him.

The atmosphere is unthreatening and creative because there are not
head counts and a rigid identification of the participants. It is an
open door, creative flow rap room. Records are not kept. Head counts,
however, are made. T should be able to identify ,rather easily and im-
mediately that number of students who are students, in Crisis. and
training sections and the larger peer group Scoreprogram.

As for the number of clients that the counselors see, and as for the
number of groups they run, I .would have a great -deal of difficulty
identifying this for you accurately.

Mr. BRADEMAS nnderstand, your responses and your sensitivity to
the qUeStion, but let me put this .question to yon. In what ways can we
then deternithe the' effectiveness of this particular. kind of program
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from a scientific point of view ? How do we know if you are doing
any good if you don't count them ?

Ms. HAGEN. If we don't count them.
Mr. BRAIAMAS. By what waysand let's put the counting to one

sidecan we judge, by some criteria agreed upon in advance, the effec-
tiveness of peer counseling in coping with drug abuse?

Ms. HAGEN. When a student participates in the training program.
May I address myself to that experience first?

He identifies for himself his listening and observation skills. He
identifies the degree to which lie can be articulate in his own value sys-
tem and to what degree he Call identify to what we loosely call "good or
evil ways of life."

Atthe end of the program, he reevaluates for himself that distance
he has come. He makes the evaluation for himself in conjunction with
his peers and the team of people who have trained him.

We. have the evaluation sheets we submit to him for this kind of
process. Vtre receive, from him his inputin what ways might we be
more available to you in changing your lifestyle. That is one method
of evaluation.

We use tape recordings to determine what kind of dialog the student
engaged in with a peer client, before he went through the program
and after. This might not be the answer you are looking for. Am I
going in the right direction ?

M. Ba:thEmAs. This is very helpful. The, reason I asked this question
is an operative one. Mr. Lehman and I are supposed to be legiSlators
for a country of over 200 million people. We need to know, to the
e. xi:el* that is-humanly possible, in an area. in which it is very difficult
to make judgments with scienti lie certainty, what seems to be effective
in reducing the problem of the use of dangerous drugs.

Therefore, we are interested in knowing what maybe developed in a
community like thisbecause we have been told with the sixth largest
school system in the country has a program that "works"so that in
time that experience may be replicated in other 'communities in the
United States.-

I am trying to take a rather -hardheaded practical approach, and :

therefore I am somewhat apprehensive about getting what is purely
an impressionistic anecdotal response. If I have to lie responsible for
voting millionS' of .dollars for a program, I ,woidd like to have: at least
a ball -park feeling that what I to doing has some basis in fact. I am
trying to be some-What scientific aboutit.

Ms. Ihonx. Mr. Brademas,' I worked a long stretch on establishing
objectives, strategies, input, and 'output. I understand accountability.

-faculty Members at Miami' Dade Community College right now
understand that queStion. I appreciate it. Perhaps :Lean be more brief
in'answeringthis.

One goal speCifically would be can a student with drug-related Prob-
lems identify those centers which are available for treatment programs
before he comes into the Center.' The answer is no, and he can later.
That objective has been reached.

If lie alias come for assitance with a drug- related prOblem and, as a
result. of couseling with myself or his peers; has sought admission into
a treatment prOgrani, that is another objective of efficacy.'
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If he has participated in a group, and we do have a head count
on this, in which young are trying to stay straight that is
another objective that we'have satisfied.

Mr. BRADEN As. That is very helpful. My final observation, before
turning to Mr. Lehman, is that I raise this question because account-
ability is a question that runs throughout every program from ele-
mentary and secondary education to postsecondary education, because
we are talking about the expenditure of scarce dollars.

Far too often, I think we are all now coming to .realize, we have not
intellectually thought through the problem of developing standards
and criteria of accountability.

I am not singling out the drug field for any particular criticism
in this respect, although it is rather a more dramatic problem than
it may be in certain other areas. I take it we are not in disagreement
on this point.

I thank you very much indeed. It has been most helpful testimony.
Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Do you. have any special problems with regard to

Vietnam veterans returning to school with any particular drug abuse
problems in that area ?`Do you deal with them the same way you do
the others.?

Ms. HAGEN. Yes: we absorb the returning. veteran into the school
program. Our conflict at this time is maintaining our staff. When we
train a student and we have put a great investment intellectually and
financially into the training of that ,student and make an effort to
utilize his services on the staff' and then realize that student must have
a means of support and we cannot provide him with a stipend, we
are in great difficulty. 9 .

If the efficacy of our program, at least this aspect of the program,
depends on a peer counselor, we can't have a volunteer who will -come
in one day and the next clay he happens to have a job raking leaves.
This is not the way to run an organization or to establish accounta-
bility.

So to answer your question, the veteran is returning and in abund-
ance and we do not have sufficient staff or -students who are there
and dependable. It is for,this purpose we esbecially need funding.

Mr. LEHMAN. .What was interesting to me was whereas in your
system you give those alternatives of transcendental meditation and
other kinds of things, Mr. 1.3ilyker_gives,!Miire'. of the old virtues that
have been established. Is 'there any :Conflict between the alternative
in what you teach and what the seed is teaching?

Ms. HAGEN. Mr. Lehman, I don't exactly understand the question.
I would not want to respond to any question regarding Mr. Barker's
seed program, unless I was fully aware of the question.

Mr. LEHMAN. I will withdraw the question because. I think it is kind
of loaded. But I just wonder whether in relation to your returning
veteran are you running into 0, problem in the GI bill of rights for
education that complicates the drug abuse problein'in the schools?

Ms. HAGEN. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. That is what, I was trying to get to. In other words, it

is not just drug abuse education but the progams that are supposed to
be adequately federally funded that contribute to the drug abuse
problem.
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Ms. HAOEN. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. linAurmAs. Thant: you. Miss Hagen.
Let me take this opportunity as we close these hearings to do two

things. I would like to ask unanimous consent to read into the record
the text of a telegram from Congressman Pepper in respect to these
hearings.

[Telegram]
Hon. JOHN BRADEMAS,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Education,
District Office Congressman CLAUDE PEPPER.

I join in. welcoming your distinguished subcommittee to Miami to hear wit-
nesses on the critical problem of drugs in the schools. I regret that pressing
matters in Washington of the House Select Committee on Crime, of which I am
chairman, prevent my being with you this morning. As I said in testifying before
your distinguished committee, the House Crime Committee has extensively held
hearings-upon this critical subject, including bearings in Miami and we strongly
urgr that your committee recommend large Federal assistance to the schools
in preventing drug abuse among the students and in inducing those who abuse

drugs to get off of them, Not only will such a program immeasurably better the
lives of the students, it will also reduce erime because as you know a very large
percentage of the crime committed is related to drug abuse by young people. Our
school authorities in Dade County are making a sincere effort to meet the chal-
lenge of this grievous problem. They need your help. I congratulate my distin-
guished colleague, Congressman Lehman, on bringing your able subcommittee to
Miami and I join in hoping you will find your visit in our city both profitable
and pleasant.

CLAUDE PEPPER.
Member of Congress.

Second, I want. to express my appreciation to all the witnesses who
have come today and have been so helpful with their testimony. It has
been most valuable and we have learned something, and to all who
cooperated in making. the hearings possible I extend my thanks.

I want, particularly, to express my appreciation to Congressman
Lehman, who, as I said at the. outset, is a. most effective and hard
working member of our committee, and who is always tenacious when-
ever there is a prospect of bringing our subcommittee to Miami.

Mr. Lehman, do you have any final comment?
Mr. LEHMAN. Just hurry pp and come back. We appreciate your

being here.
M1'. B18ADEMAS. The subcommittee is adjourned.
[The subcomMittee adjourned at 12 : 05 pair.]
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TO EXTEND THE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT

SATURDAY, JUNE 23, 1973
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Pa.

The subcommittee met at 1::111 p.m., pursuant to call, in the Penn
Aianor High School Auditorium, Millersville, Pa., lion. John 11 rade-
111as presiding.

Present: Representatives Brademas, Lehman, and Eshleman.
Staff present: Jack G. Duncan, counsel; Martin LaVor, minority

legislative associate.
Mr. BRADEMA s. The Select Subcommittee on Education, of the Com-

mittee on Education and Labor, will come to order for the purpose of
further hearings on H.R. 4:715 and related bills, to extend the Drug
Abuse Education Act..

The chairman should observe that this is the fifth day of hearings
we have held on extending this legislation, and during that time we
have heard from Members of Congress, youth counselors, ex lucators.
and persons familiar with the problems of drUg abuse, with respect
to the N' luc of° this prog ra I

We are holding this hearing today in the home State of the distin-
guished ranking minority member of the subcommittee, -and my good
friend, Congressman Ed Eshleitian, who has made. a -significant con-
tribution, to our efforts to develop drug- abuse education programs .

as well as a number of other important ywograms.
I am 'very pleased to yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania,

Mr. Eshleman,.at this point for any comments he may wish to make.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. To keep the hearing in order and on time, I will

lust take a -minute. I want to welcome Congressman Braclemas and
Congressinan Lehman to Lancaster, County. I wish to welcome the
witnesses, the public, and the news. media here.

If I might take a minute to say I don't think that three members of
a. subcommittee is too small. Many a subcommittee meeting is held in
Washington with only two memberspresent. Two members Constitute
a quorum, so thisJs an official meetintoday.. .

We have seven witnesses, and we are going to stay on time.so I will
turn it hack to the. very capable gentleman from Indiana, Mr.
Brademas.

Mr. BRADPIAS. Thank you verY,much,.Ed...
The Chair might observe at,tbe outset that be is particularly pleased

to have the opportunity to be in this part of the United.States because
he represents, back in northern Indiana, Goshen and Elkhart COun
ties and a number of other areas, where there are significant numbers
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of members of the Amish faith as well as of the Mennonite faith, so he
feels very much at home in these surroundings..

I might also say we.are pleased to have with the subcommittee today
a gentleman from Florida, Congressman William Lehman, who was
chairman of the Dade County School Board before coming to Con-
gress, so he is experienced in these matters.

Mr. Lehman, if you have any observations on these matters we
would like to hear them.

Mm'. LEHMAN. I just Want to thank you for arranging these. on-site
drug abuse education hearings, and Mr. Ed Eshleman for inviting us
to Lancaster County.

I think it is fairly evident that drug abuse is no longer confined
to the big cities and big city ghettos and is becomng a nationwide
problem. We must deal with it. where it exists.

I know that we have this problem in every part of our country
today.

Mr. BRADEN:As. Our list of witnesses this afternoon is substantial so
the Chair hopes the witnesses, to the extent possible, will summarize
their statements so that we may be able to put questions to them, and
without objection their statements will be included in their entirety
in the record.

Our first witness this afternoon is a, long-standing friend of the.
Chair's whoM I have known since our days together at. Oxford Univer-
sity in England. It is patticullirhi pleasant, therefore,: to be able to
welcome one of the ablest school officers in the United States, .John C.
Pittenger, secretary of education for the . Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

[Mr. Pittenger's prepared statement follows

STATEMENT OF J011 AT C. PITTENGER. SECRETARY OF EDI7CATION.
LANCASTER, PA.

Congressman Brademas, Congressman Eshelman. I am pleased to join you
to report-on activities;, in Pennsyltinda which have been stimulated by the 1970
Drug Abuse Education Act and related program; which have been initiated With
State funding and leadership.

I want to begin by noting some of my general concerns about drug and alcohol
Prevention . programs. In all candor. we don't know very much about what ef-
fretive drug or alcohol education is. Recent experience has taught us a lot about
yin t doesn't work, but we're still pretty Aunch in the dark ahont What does.

Several monthS ago, the press carried a story about- the e-xperience of two
junior:high schools in 'Michigan. At one. there Was no formal drug education
program; at the other, there was an intensive program. When the experiences
of the -two schdols were compared, the.researehers found that the rate (?f. drug
use had -increased more at. the school with the program. Why? No one scenes
to know.

We have developed quite a body of conjecture about why kids use and abuse
drugs and .alcohol with escapism. Imredom.. family probienIK and school failure
being cited as the most frequent reasons. But we have no real' theory that tests
out in practice. And until 'we know- exactly why people use drugs and alcohol,
we are not going to have much success in designing and implementing effective
programs of prevention.

A little later in the afternoon you will be hearing from Carlton Jones, the
Director of Health and Physical Education on my staff Who will sketch in the
details of the programs we administer. I will confine'rnyself to the more general
information about what we are doing and our relationship with other state
agencies.
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RELATIONSIIIP WITH Tut: oovimson's COUNCIL ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL ABUSE

The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse was established by the
Penosylvania Drug and Alcohol Abuse Act of 11)72, which gives the Council the
central e(mrilinating respatsildlity for all drug mid alcohol programs and the au-
thority to determine ;Odell agencies of the State government will deliver service
and the type of services to be provided.

The Council voted to adopt the lead agency strategy. assigning the various
agencies one lead area of responsibility for delivery of service (s).

The Department of Education has been given the lead for development of drug
and alcohol abuse prevention programs for the school systems. and a division
Or the Bureau of Curriculum Services within the Office of Basic Education will
coordinate all state and Federally-funded programs in this area.

Through Governor's Council funds the Department has created, funded, and
supervised the operation of an Addictions Prevention Laboratory at Penn State
University which, through its regional branches. will provide training to teams
of school personnel in the prevention of addiction. 'The Addict-tell Prevention
Laboratory will design and carefully evaluate effective strategies for drug and
alcohol abuse prevention and train school personnel in the application of effective
primary prevention techniques. We think that this type of program, with a
strong evaluation component, will give its some guidance as to what really works.

DREGS AND ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION PLANNING UNIT

Through funding from the Governor's Council the Department. of Education
has established a Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention Planning Unit to serve the
educational community. Beginning July 1 the ,unit will be working directly to-
ward drug abuse prevention through education. The professional staff will pro-
vide teehnieal assistance, guidance end onsultation to !ai school districts,
intermediate units and institutions of higher education and will also net as liaison
between the Department of Education and all health-oriented agencies.

Historically, drug and alcohol education has been the responsibility of health
educators in Pennsylvania's elementary and secondary schools. The School Lays
of Pennsylvania state that, "Physiology and hygiene, shall . . . include special
reference to the. effect of alcoholic drinks, stimulants, and narcotics upon the
human system ... and shall he introduced and studied as a regular branch by all
pupils and all departments of the public schools; and in all effileational institu-
tions supported wholly or in part by appropriations from this Commonwealth."

Although mandated by the Public School Code. drug and alcohol education
received little emphasis by the Department of Education until approximately
four years ago, when the United States Office of Education issued guidelines to
the Department for the establishment of Regional Leadership Development
Training Centers.

DRUG ARUSE LEADERSHIP TRAINING CENTERS

In Tune of 1.970, USOE held a_meeting in Chicago for representatives of the
State Departments of Education to present a general outline. for the develop-
ment of regional drug training centers. The philosophy of the program stressed
the multiplying effect of training people to train other people, and to Involve
young people directly ill these training efforts.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education submitted a plan to USOE for six
regional Leadership Development Centers. These centers were to be located at
higher education institutions across the state and to serve as the focus for
regional training in Pennsylvania for 1970-71.

The six centers became operational in September. 1970. but funding cutbacks
have reduced the number to threeat Penn State University. Temple University
and the University of Pittsburgh. Each center has its own director. faculty. and
teaching methods. The general goals, objectives, philosophies ,and methods of
implementation are deterinhied by the .Penusylvania Department of Education
with funding through the 1970 Drug Abuse Education Act.

The nitimete goal of each center's program is to train people to institute
and carry out effective '-drug educed°. programs in their communities; The
emphasis 'is on schoolcounnunity involvement, since we consider that a school
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program, influenced by student, leadership and eommunity support, can have a
significant impact on the increasing knowledge and awareness of the drug situal
Lion. With this in mind, all the training programs stress the involvement of stu-
dents as vehicles of communications and as peer influence in the drug education
programs.

"II MA' COM MUNITIES tinu. ritnlisEr.vns"

:\ INI-ORANT P\ROORAM

Under the authority of Section 4 of the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970,
47_grants have been awarded to Pennsylvania communities to assist them in de-
veloping comprehensive preventive drug education programs. The grants pro-
vide support for training interdisciplinary community teams in skills which
enable them to return to their communities with the ability to determine the local
drug problem, to assess and mobilize their community's resources, and develop
a coordinated community program for responding to their community's drug
problem. Thirteen public school districts and tiny colleges and universities have
participated in the training program.

In addition, Dickinson College has received a grant through the Drug Abuse
Education Act to conduct it drug education project, which is a student-operated.
school-community effort. The project is in its third year and now includes out-
reach programs to assist communities in the Carlisle area in drug education
projects.

ALconor., AND TRAFFIC SAFETY CURRICULUM .

Under the aegis of the U.S. Department of Transportation, the Technical
Education Research Centers, 1 ne. has just compiled an Alcohol and Traffic Safely
Curriculum Guide, which has at major focus on an interdisciplinary approach.
with various activities particularly related to English. social studies, health and
physical science on all grade levels. Regional workshops will he held throughout
the United States to train educators in the use of the curriculum.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education, Bureau of Curriculum Services.
has already conducted four regional. two-day %vorkshops through a grant from
the National Highway Trathe Safety Administration,

Participants %were selected by the Department on a cluster basis to include
curriculum directors, administrators, teachers (from several disciplines). safely
supervisors, guidance counselors and school nurses.

sir. -Jones will describe several of these programs in greater detail but I wunid
hike to conclude my testimony by reiterating my opening, comment. We have a
long .way to go in designing effective prevention programs. A key feature of dint
effort will be it strengthening of our evaluation activities. We have tried many
programs, many techniques and many strategies. In most cases we don't kilOw
which have worked and which haven't. Federal funds can provide the necessary
impetus to finding* answers to those questions. I hope, therefore, that you will
pay close attention to evaluation as Son consider changes in federal legislation
and program by way of amendments to the 1 970 Act.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. PITTENGER, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION,
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, ACCOMPANIED BY CARL-
TON W.. JONES, HEALTH AND PHYSICAL 'EDUCATION ADVISER.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, PENNSYLVANIA

Mi'. PITTEN-mm. Chairman. \[r. Eshleman. \1l, Lehman. and
friends. I welcome the, opportunity to be here and also the opportunity
not to read my prepared text. I Will try to summarize it briefly and
perhaps add one or.two things.

I suppose the first. question that ong,lit to be asked is whether there
is, in fact. a Federal role, to be played in the area of drug abuse- and
drug abuse education. I think Congressman Lehman has already iinli-
catea -a reason why the answer to that, question ought to be yeS.

It is a nationwide. problem. It is not confined to the ghetto. It is
not confined to urban areas. It is not confined to urban States. It may
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be greater or lesser in different, parts of the States but it is almost
everyplace these days.

If the answer to that question is yes then I suppose the next question
is what form can Federal assistance best take, Here I would want to
say something that I am not sure everybody would agree with, but I
think it ought to be said anyway.

The great, problem, I think, in dealing with this is we don't know the
answers. There is a danger. I think, in the area of drug education that
we will go overboard too fast and too soon and decide to spend vast
sums of money for remedies as to whose effectiveness we are quite
uncertain.

For example, there was a very careful study in two junior high
schools in Michigan made public several months ago. In one of the
schools there was an elaborate program of drug education. In the other
one there was not.

And the end of the year the incidence of drug use had risen more
rapidly in the school which had the chug abuse education program
than it had in the school which did not have any such program.

That suggests to me one of the dangers which is that unless these
things arc very carefully thought out there is a real possibility that
they will do more harm than good. I think that the Federal role that
would be most useful to all of us at this point has primarily to do with
research.

The problem is nationwide. That.Stateseven the burger States like
our ownprobably lack the capacity to do really first rate original
research on this kind of problem. We need to know a great deal more
than we do now about why people take drugs, in particular why young
people do.

There is a parallel here to the problem of alcoholism and I must say
we haven't made very much progress over the last 20 or 30 years in
dealing with the problem of alcoholism. We still don't know why a
very substantial number of American adults are addicted, if that is
that right word, to the use of alcohol.

And so I would urge you to continue the Federal involvement in this
and to be particularly solicitous of the research area. The Federal
Government alone, I think, can addrqss itself intelligently on a large
scale to questions like why do people take drugs; what arc the effects
of their taking drugs ; and, what kinds of programs are likely to be
most effective in dealing with the consequences of that.

Mr. Chairman, I think I will end my formal remarks at that point
because I am sure it would be more helpful to you to ask questions.

Mr. BRAnEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Pittenger.
I note that your Department of Education in Pennsylvania has

received funds under the Drug Abuse Education Act.
Mr. PITTENGER. We have.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Could you tell us briefly how you expended those

funds and what your reaction has been to the programs financed by
them?

Mr. PITTENGER. WC have primarily used funds to organize three
-drug abuse leadership training centers at Penn State, Temple, and Pitt,
which are our three great State related universities. It is the term we
use in this State.
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Each of them has, in its own way, devoted its attention to an attempt
to educate not only teachers but guidance counselors and administra-
ters and community leaders so they can make a concerted attack on the
drug problem.

You asked also how effective this has been. I think the honest
answer has to be we don't. know at this pohiL This is one of a number
of approaches that are being tried. I think we are probably 3 or 4 years
away from having the kind'of hard data which would enable us to come
back to you and say we have tried this and it. works.

It works in the , sense that the incidence of drnr, use in, the school
and community is lower than it used-to I. You are-aVare,-I am sure,
that this is a very hard area hi which to get reliable data. -

If you ask me. or. I suspect, ask any superintendent-or principal to
tell you With any preciSion what the incidence of drug use and abuse
is you are not going to get answers of a kind that a scientist would
want to use in coming to very solid conclusions.

Mr. BlttDEMAS: I suppose in light of that, answer you would not dis-
agree, Mr. Pittenger, with the observation that with respect to educa-
tion programs generally, it takes time to make a judgment on the im-
pact of an investment in education on human behavior.

Mr. PITTENGER. That is surely true.and we surely need a longer life
history under this act than we have had in the very brief 3 years so far
to be able to judge the effects.

Mr. BRADEmAs. Just one otherAstion. You said you thought the
Federal Government ought. to give particular attention to research.
Research, of course, is a very broad-term, and research in the drug
area is certainly supported by the. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare through the National Institutes of Health, for example.

But, this bill is not a :bill aimed at the medical side- of the drug
problem, as you know, but rather at the educational side of it. I would
not pretend that education alone would cure the drug problem. I don't
know anyone that takes that point of view.

But, when you .say research. would it be fair to assume, that you
contemplate the Federal Government, through this legislation, sup-
porting the development of a variety of models of curriculum mate-
rials establishing some demonstration projects to use those, materials,
and then monitoring them against some criteria, previously agreed
upon, to make a judgment as to what appears to be most effective?

Is that the kind of research you have in mind ..

Mr. Pirmicomt. I have in mind both. I have in mind the medical,
pharmacological, and psychiatric. insights ascertained by NUT, or per-
Imps by the new .National Institute of EducatiOn, but we also need.
what I. call the applied research that you just described, the ability to
test out different models in different places and see whether or not they
work. .....

The point I was trying to make, and let me,just reemphasize it once
more, is,the two are-closely related and it doesn't make any sense to be
trying things in the field that don't have any evidence behind them.
They deal with the real problems as opposed to the superficial ones.

Mr. BRADEMAS.. My final question, Mr. 'Pittenger, is with respect to
the bill under consideration. to extend the Drug Abuse Education Act
for 3 more years.

.

Do you support this extension or not, or do .you have some amend-
ments to suggest?
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Air. PITTENGER. I would clearly support the extension, and I think,
as I read the original c; the 1970 act, that it is sufficiently
flexible to enable both the Congress and the people to whom grants are
made to do the .variOus kinds of things that you have been describing,
so I don't think, at least .from our point of view, that. it needs amend-
ment.

Mr. I3RADEMAS. Thank you very much.
Mr.. Eshleman.
Mr. Es IMEMAN. John, I have two questions: In looking at material

submitted to me by the Department and the U.S. Office of Education,
I see the U.S. Office granted 902 minigrants last year underunder this pro -
grain. 16 went to Pennsyl vania.-Is that a. lack of local interest
on the part of Pennsylvania school districts, or did the Office of Edu-
cation arbitrarily cut you off at 16?

Mr. Prritwomi. I am going to refer, Mr. Eshleman, for an answer
to Carlton Jones. I should have introduced him earlier. Carlton, would
you have any suggestion ? Is there a. formula in that as to what we
obtained or is it a, question of lack otinitiative?

Mr. EsnumaN. In other- words, we didn't gat our proportional
share is what I am saying.

Mr. JONES. Congressman, I would like to say that last year we re-
ceived something minigrants. This year, as you mentioned, we
received 16. I think it was a lack of initiative- on the part. of school
districts, community based programs to submit applications for mini-
grants.

For myself in particular, I wrote all the districts last year that
submitted applications and were not funded, I submitted to them, ap-
plications to apply for this year's minigrants. Last year we had an
opportunity 'in review applications that came 'in, but this year we
didn't so we didn't know anything until I got the final-report that
we had received-16.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Could I ask what happened to the other 16? Did
they just stop after 2 years? Why we lose 16 from last, year to this?

Mr. JONEs. That. is a. hard question to answer. One reason why some
areas or some school distriCts and comimmities lost was forthe simple
fact that these people who received the minigrants took so.slong in
training. g

For:iii4iiiice, there is one community I know. that waited almost a
year before they even 'went to training, and their training center was
in Adelphi, N.Y. It was almost a year.. These teams sort of disinter-
grate..:People have a willingness to do things at the minute, but when
it is carried out over time they have to wait a 'certain length of
time they lose interest.

I think this may have been one of the reasons why.
M.. ESHLEMAN. Is this training you talk about training of faculty

members? .

Mr. JoNEs. No; the minigrants states that teams from communities -
or schools must be made up'of members of the school administrators,
teachers; and people of the.commUnity. It must be a consortium of all
these ingredients to make a team.

Mr; EsurxmAN. In the feedback of the Department 6-E Education. in
Harrisburg-gotten from the School districts in -drug abuse educatiOn,
what haveHbe-entheir Suggestions, what improvements other than more

. ....
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money? We would always like td' have more money, but have they
made any specific suggestions fOr improvement,

Mr. JONES. Congressman, to be honestly truthful with you; we have
not had any replies from any of the units that have received mini-
gra nts.

Mr. Estir.intAx. What does that connote, a lack of interest, or is
there something wrong with our program? It must connote something.

'Jr. .TONEs. In Harrisburg I think we are a funny breed when rt
comes to school' districts. I really can't answer that.. Most. people say we
need a. lot of money, we need to do this and. we need to do that.

When you ask these people what are they doing you don't hear any-
thing from them. They tell' us we are not responsible to you, we don't
have to answer.

Mr. PrrrExonn. If I could add a point on that, I think there may
well be a connection between the problem of communications which
we are talking about and the problem that I have suggested, Which it a
lack of hard data, a lack of scientifically verifiable assumptions.

I think what often happens is if a school or community has a drug
problem, applies -for a grant, gets a. ()Taut, does some work and then
the question is, did we succeed or fail. Oftentimes I think it is our re-
sponsibility and our. fault that not enough in the way of evaluation is
built into the thing.

We don't require them at the beginning to say .with any precision
about what it is they are trying to do. I think this is a larger problem
with the edncational world but it has its impact here.

The size of The minigrants. are relatii-ely small and it is such that
oftentimes it will be very difficult to build into a ii .or $10,000 grant any
really rigorous.standards of evaluation.

Maybe, one of things we ought to think about is larger grants
accompanied by more -rigorous techniques of evaluation.

Arr. Esnr.rmAx. I have no more questions.
Mr. TiummirAs.. I-might just say, following the 'colloquy between

Mr. Eshleman and Mr. Pittenger, that I think there isa lot to be said
for the suggestion-you have made. Perhaps if .we scatter the money so
broadly we are not really learning enough, given that we don't really
have too much.money in this program.

. I might say, Mr. Pittenger, tin§ week the Committee on Appropria-
tions of the House reported a. bill which coutains, for fiscal year 1974,
in excess of $12 million for the drug abuse education program.

That bill . is not yet law, but should it become law then I think the
suggestion .you have made in response to Mr. -Eshleman is one that is
well worth consideration.<

Mr. Lehman. .

Mr. LEH MAN. I wrint, to say. I find-Mr. Pittenger's testiniony quite
interesting. Also, you lump together alcohol and -..drug abuse -which
not very many people do. You consider them as one problein in the
manner which I do. . .

. The recent facts I have heard from the Army in Western Europe was
there are four times as many alcoholics as drug addicts. To my knowl-
edge, throughout the country there are four times as many alcoholics
as chug addicts.

The thing I was-interested in Was the inability to participate in this
funding..I -found the same problem at the hearings in Dade County
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which we had recently. The Dade County Public School Board is
funding. $300,000 worth of drug abuse education and paying for it
locally.

:-.;omehow in the endeavor to get drug education grants from the
necessary Federal agencies there is a gap that needs to be closed. I
don't, know whether it is in the way the legislation is written that makes
it hard to apply or whether it is the way the legislation is administered
that ma kes it difficult.

The whole idea was to enable people, like your minigrant applicants
and the grants in Dade County that need to be applied for, to get the
money. As Mr. Brademas said the proposed appropriation is $1:2,400,-
000. I imagine Pennsylvania has

Mr. Pri;Exonn. We are about 6 percent of the country.
Mr. LEI-DI AN. You should be getting out of that at least $740,000,

slionldn't
iv
you

Mr. PrEN-onn. I think the connection betveen the alcohol abuse
and drug abuse is An interesting one. It has been suggested by people
I have talked to that, alcoholism was the addiction of the .World War.
IT and post world War IT generation as, in a sense, drug abuse is the
addiction of the generation now in its teens and twenties.

rani not clear to what extent they spring from similar causes but
there is at least a plausible. argument that they do, and they are sim-
ply, in their own ways, different attempts to deal with boredom, frus-
tration, or anxiety, or whatever it might, be.

On the question of the size of the grants, having been a member of
a legislative body myself for some small period of time, I know there
is a tendency always to spread things around. From the political point
of view it is always easier to give $5,000 here and $10,000 there and
dissipate a great deal of money.

I am not save we are likely to learn much from the problem. that
way. Ithink you will hear later on this afternoon sonic testimony from
the Philadelphia School District. While they are not the only people
that have a problem in this area.. they have one that is probably as
great or greater than anybody else's in the State.

I think you ought to liken carefully to what they say in the hope
that their testimony may illuminate for you what the probletflooks
like from the point of view of a large city, and whether some different
strategy may belcalle.d for in dealing with their problemS.

Mr. ESIIIZMA. I 'want to get it straight in my mind, John. In other
.words, pilot programs better financed .would. be better than mini-
gran ts :.is that what you are saying? .

Mr. Prrrnxonit..I think a minigrantibecomes a. pilot program. At a
certain. point they shade into one another. But, if what you are doing
is applied research, the kind -Congressman Brademas was talking
about a few minutes ago.

. . .

If you develop four different models, let's say, of what a drug edu- .

cation program .might.look like, then you had better be sure that you
are testing -them adequately, which- means that they have enough
money and are done over a long enough period of time and involve
enough people so that the results can bogeneralized about.

A $5,000 grant will send one or two teachers to a college .for a sum-
mer.pregram.to. come back and maybe teach.four sections. Out of that
you will not get anything in the way of verifiable information:about
what works and what does not work.
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Mr. ESHLEMAN. Excuse me for interrupting you, Mr..Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I was finished, thank you.
Mr. BR EDEMAS. I might just observe at this point some comments in

a document entitled, "Federal Drug Abuse Programs," a report pre-
pared by the task force on Federal heroin addiction programs and
submitted to the criminal law section of the American Bar Associa-
tion and the Drug Abuse Council.

It is a report which contains a chapter on the Office of Educaticin
which I would ask unanimous consent to include at the appropriate
point hi the record.

I mention the report at this time because it contains a discussion
of the-new minigrant program, that we have been talking about
here, and makes the point that, in a number of communities, the guide-
lines sent out for the minigrant proposals were received only 10_,
clays before the due deadline. Some communities did not receive guide-
lines until after the .funding proposal deadline.

In addition, one-third of the minigrant proposals, says this report.,
were to come from model cities areas, though in most instances the
cities were not aware of this decision. Such a situation reveals a severe
lack of program planning.

The blame must fall on the Office of 'Drug Abuse Education. That
may be at least one of the sources of the problem.

Mr. PITTENGER. That, I might say, Congressman, is a continuing
problem, not only in this area but others in that the very school dis-
tricts Which -often need help the most, and I am thinking now of
some of the very. remote isolated rural com nitmiti es are the very dis-
trict$ that are likely to have the ]east sophisticated staffs.

We found, for example, in scholarship programs,- and Congressman
.Eshleman hnows and helped originally with our scholarship proomm
here in .Pennsyl vania. thatit is the suburban School districts
children come by and large from the wealthiest families who make th'6'
best use of it.

It is the very poOr districts in Appalachia where the children
need the help the most that are likely not to have a Federal-program-
coordinator or a scholarship .coordinator. So, it is a difficult problem.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I would -just add.. further, and finally, that this
Same report, from which I have just quoted, says that although the
Drug Education.Office had over five times as many . projects in fiscal
year 1972 as in the previous year, it has retained the same .staff 'and
is therefore terribly overburdened with respect to its'capacity to Moni-
tor and evaluate the effectiveness of these programs.

I have -juSt one final question. Mr. Pittenger. :What about State
money from. the -State of Pennsylvania for programs like those pro7.
yided in the Drub Abuse Education Act

Mr. PrrTENGER. We have in Pennsylvania adopted . what we think
is a sensible strategy and that is one of trying to deal with the prob-
lemlem oil a unified basis. The 'General Assembly set up 'something called
the Governor's Council on-Drug and Alcohol Abuse in a statUtesigned.
by the Governor 'last year:

That council has overall -supervision' of all -problems related to
drug and alcohol abuse. What-they have done is- to decide Whether-or
not to partial 'the problem .up' anid say,' for example; to my depart-
ment that we have responsibility for certain kinds of -educational pro-
grams, that the State police have some responsibility, and soon. -'
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Mr. Jones has just given me some statistics here which show that
State grants in drug and alcohol programs for 1972-73 came to $7,264,-
:000. Those are county programs, If I am not mistaken. They 0-c, to p,
countywide organization and were made to 40 of the 67 counties; in'
Pennsylvania, including, as I look at this list, all the larger counties.
In Lancaster County, for example, $00,000 of State money and an
LEAA grant. That :Is another source of Federal funds.

Mr. 13ItADEMAS. If I may interrupt, you are not suggesting, Mr.
Pittenger, that that amount of money is earmarked for programs that
are analogous to the Drug Abuse Education Act?

Mr.. PITTENGER. No, these are much wider. These are not just the
.educational components.

Mr. BRADEMAS. And not just drugs.
Mr. PflTENGER. Alcohol and drugs, education, research, informa-

tion, a whole variety of things.
Mr. BaAnEArAs. You may find it difficult to break down, but if you

could let us have that information subsequently, it would he the an-
.swer to my question, namely : How much money does the State of
Pennsylvania put up in State tax dollars for the kinds of programs
provided under the Drug Abuse Education Act..

PITTENOER. I think we would have to break these figures. I
don't .think in the form I have them we could give you the answer to
that question.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Pittenger and Mr. Jones.
We appreciate very much your being here and giving us this valuable
testi molly.

Mr. P1TTENGER. Mr. Jones, I. might. add, will remain here and answer
your questions about technical ,details in the prograM at a later point.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Our next witness will.. be Mr. I.- Ezra Staples, the
assistant superintendent for Development of the Philadelphia School
District.

[Dr. Staples' prepared statement follows :]

STATEMENT OF DR. I. EZRA STAPLES, ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT,- THE SC/100C."

The dimensions of the drug abuse problem in the United States are well
known to -.you.- gowever, one aspect of this problem has aot been sitfficiently
emphasized ; namely, that the uncontrolled use of addictive mid otherwise harmful
susbtances threatens our very., existence as a nation. HiStory furniShes us
with examples of societies that have been debilitated and demoralized through
drug abuse. We in education must play an important part in lighting-drug abuse ;
for our schools, despite their many changes in recent years, still function pri-
marily,:tis the transmitter yes; even the-preserver of our civilization,

Although we accept this role. we alsO recognize. that, without assistance, the
schools are powerless in cothbating many, of the factors .which account for-
the ruing tide of drug abuse. These include

1. Availability.Pespite all attempts by authorities to control the illegal distri-
bution and sales of drugs, the traffic is huge because the profits are so . in-
credibly great that lawbreakers are not deterred by the. risk of severe penalties.

2. The Fad Eletneiit.As one high school senior is reported to have said : ."Try-
ing drugs is the thing to do to prove yoU aren't chicken." , . -

3, Natural Curiosity. especially as this involves searching for.new experiences
and the thrill of-tasting forbiddenfruit.

.

9. A Solution. to the PreNsurex of Society...particularly when sometype of out-.
of-the-ordinary performance is mistakenly sought.. - 7 .

5. a Way to RI?eupe the Realities of Life.
fl smociation with Dray

.7. ;!..

The seriousness of the drug abuse situation in Philadelphia is highlighted by
the following statistics from the'Office of the Medical Examiner :
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In 1961, 10 nareotic-related deaths were recorded. By 1970, the total had
jumped to 184, to 274 in 1971 and to 289 in 1972. About 25% of these deaths
were of persons between the ages of 16 to 20. This would include our high school
population. The largest group, about 32%, was made up of young people between
the ages of 21 and 25. But drug abuse is not restricted to any one age group.
We also have records of fatalities among children below the age of- 16 five such
deaths were reported in 1971 alone.

The Philadelphia District Attorney's office reports that there are fifteen to
twenty thousand heroin addicts in the Philadelphia area. This figure is con-
firmed by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, which fur-
ther claims that there are 25,000 to 35,000 other types of addicts in this area.

To date,' our Federal, State, and City governments have had limited success
in coping with the problems of drug abuse and alcoholism. Treatment eenters
are still scarce in the Philadelphia area and are not making enough of an impact.
Even in an outstanding. Federal institution such as the LexingtOnt Kentucky
Rehabilitation Center, fewer than 1.5% of the hard core addicts treated have
been cured. This is not intended as an indictment of the efforts of our govern-.
meas. Dramatic success may not lie achieved until our medical scientists come
up with a solption.

How many of our children in the Philadelphia Public Schools are taking illegal
drugs, either occasionally or habitually? Accurate figures are almost impossible
to compile because a clandestine practice is involved, . known primarily to the
user and members of his "in-group." However, sonic preliminary figures are
available. During April, 1973,a survey was made of the drug experiences of
550 tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade Philadelphia public school students-
selected at random from all parts of the city. Of this number, 72% reported using
no hard drugs (heroin. LSD, speed, barbiturates, glue) (hiring the preceding two
months. When marijuana and alcohol are included, the percentage of non-users
drhp to 58% and 51% respectively. In other words, 51% of these students re-
ported using no drugs including alcohol whatsoever.

Of the remainder,_26% admitted to having used at least one of the hard drugs
during this period, while marijuana was used by 42% and nleolinl by 49%. Taking
a closer look at the hard drug data, we find that. used glue, 2.1% heroin, 3.7%
LSD. 9.7% speed, and 10.5% barbiturates. It is also significnnt to note that those
admitting to using hard drugs further reported that' such use was occasional
being limited primarily to parties and other social gatherings.

These figures correlate with the findings of New York's Fleischmann Com-
mission, which reported last October that nearly half the high school studentS
in New York' City are more than occasional users of some drug: 45%n of all
students in grades ten through twelve, and 20% of those in the seventh through
ninth grades.

In Philadelphia, as in other large American cities. non-nsers still constitute a
slight majority in grades ten through twelve; experimenters can be found in
the middle, junior, and senior high schools, while chronic users are mostly in
the senior high schools, although. we have found some in the Middle and junior
high schools. From all indications, therefore, the Philadelphia Public Schools.
like other large city school systems, have very real. "monkeys on their baCks."

What. are we doing about this? One hopeful sign is the work of Philadelphia's
newly formed coordinating drug abuse agency. which was organized (Wring the
past year, and is synchronizing the efforts of educators, laW-enforeement. health,
and .welfare agencies.

In additiOn; The School DiStrict of Philndelphia.is pursuing its own vigorous
campaign: This began in 1970. with time formation of a Drug Abuse Advisory
Council consisting of school adMinistrators, teachers, students, parents, doctors.
lawyerk, police officials, and representativesOf the District Attorney's office. The
Council, which meets regularly to define the problem and Seek.solutions, agreed
that:.

1. Students seem to know more than their teachers about drugs and narcotics.
2. Some teachers are still imposing their own value judgments on students,

thereby -turning off" the latter.
3. Increased use of available resources is necessary.
4. Increased emphasis must be placed on gaining parent interest and active

participation.
5. There must be closer cooperation between the School District and Federal,

State, and limb:bat agencies.
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C. Staff development is necessary at the elementary, middle, -juniOr, and senior
high school levels in order to update teachers'. imderstanding and attitudes.

7. An inter-disciplinary approach must .be intrinsic to drug. abuse education ;
that,is,..iVshould be taught as part of the curriculum of other school subjects.'

The first step in implementing these recommendations was 'to prepare an
up-to-date teacher's resource book dealing With drug,- abuse education in: all
grades, kindergarten through grade 12: a convenient-to-use source (of informa-
tion that our teachers and counselors could rely on. Every member of our staff
over 12,000 persons received a copy of this resource ,book, which covers :

1. Teaching hints and suggestions broken down into grade levels.
2. Student concepts to be developed in each grade.
3. A complete chart indicating the pharmacological makeup of drugs, their

technical and slang names, the symptoms of those using them, and the laws
applying to their use and misuse.

4. Guidelines for school personnel in dealing with students' and,others involved
in the illegal use, sale, or possession of drugs and narcotics.

5. Questions most commonly asked by students and possible answer by
teachers.

0. A list of agencies offering information and assistance to users and their
parents.

7. An extensive list of teaching resources : textbooks, pamphlets, films, slides,
tapes, and recordings.

8. Glossaries of medical, technical, and slang terms applying to commonly-
used drugs and narcotics.

ThiS resource guide has attracted much- attention throughout. the country :
schools in over forty states hate requested copies.

We- are also employing many other strategies in fighting drug abuse. For
example, we sponsor staff development programs in individual schools, the pur-
pose being to taller the content and format of the program to suit the special
needs of each school. In addition' to teachers, participants also include students,
administrators, nurses, counselors, home and school coordinators, and parents.
Topics for study are not limited to drug abuse education, but also include mate-
rial on alcoholic beverages.

Bulletins supplying up-to-date information are sent periodically to all personnel
involved in the program: This information, Intended to supplement the resource
book just mentioned, includes the results of the latest research findings, addi-
tional instructional materials, community resources, changes in the laws, and
a current list of available speakers:

Workshops and seminars for school personnel are also held on a citywide
basis. In these, leading authorities in medicine, treatment, law enforcement., and
education 'work with our teachers, principals, and other professionals. Drug
addict-s. and . alcoholies from nearby treatment centers are invited to furnish
participants with first -hand, yealistic information.,

Working with our professional staff As only one part of our campaign.. We, -------

realize, that drpg abuse education mist' go beyond this. -We therefore.organized
evening 'meeting.S for parents and students with recognized authorities. in this
field. These -meetings are chitraterized by frank give- and -take discussions and
question-answer periods. . . .

After-school and, evening extension programs were also available to parents
and, community members.

One of our most promising activities was deVeloned . from a grant by. the
Regional Planning Connell of the GoVerrior's,JuStice CoMmission. The grant was
used in traiining -tea-ms' of school personnel who then shared their inforMation
with other faculty members- -in their sehoolS and with community -members.
Each team represented' a school and consisted of teachers -of tlifferent. subjects
(English, social -studies. science, home . economics,. health education), as well
as principals, counselors, nurses, home and sehoOl coordinators, and students.
The last were included to give them training in'exerting peer influence. in helping
other students. Because of the tremendous power of peer influence on drug
abuse .practices among our: youth, it may well .be that .our first real- break-
throughs in controlling and eliminating .drug 'abuse will be made' through this
channel.

The teamsmet on Saturdays for,six:weeks. Dining the firSt' four Weeks, they
worked on their own senior high school problems. On the fifth Saturday, students;
parents and. leachers from the middle and junior -high. schools- feeding into
these senior high sehoolS joined 'the group; and on the sixth Saturday, the-ele-
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mentary feeder schools were included. Each school was required to develop its
own plan ; then model plans were prepared which might be used in elementary,
middle, junior, and senior high schools.

Due to a 16-day teacher strike last September and another which lasted
38 days at the outset of this calendar year, the programs were interrupted. Our
request for ain extension of the Governor's Justice Commission funded program
until June, 1973, was granted.-

We feel strongly that the major thrust in drug abuse education must be in
the area of preventive education. This does not mean that we should neglect
students who indulge, but we realize that we cannot go it alone with the -
that the total resources of the city, state, and nation must be mobilized to stamp
out this insidious curse.

We recognize that throughout the country many drug abuse programs are
meeting with limited success. However, our staff is developing progranis and
strategies which try to avoid' the pitfalls of such programs, We feel that there
is an important place for drug abuse education in the schools, but that these
should involve students directly in peer groups and counseling, that special
materials and programs must speak directly and plausibly to the needs and
interests of students, and should involve a realistic knowledge of youth's atti-
tudes and life styles. At present. our efforts are limited by our severe budgetary
crisis. We need additional support and financial resources to develop and expand
promising programs.,

PERCENTAGE OF 550 STUDENTS WHO HAVE USED 1 OR MDRE OF THE BELOW-LISTED DRUGS DURING FEBRUARY
AND MARCH, 1973

Grade Glue Heroin LSD Speed .

Barbi-
turates

Marl-
buena Alcohol

10th. 0.4 0 0.8 1.7 1.5 7.3 9.0
I lth .4 .4 1.1 1.6 2.1 8.6 8.5
12th 4 .2. .4 1.2 1.6 7.1 7,.8

Total, boys 1.2 .6 2.3 4.5 5.2 23.0 25.3

10th .2 .5 .2 2.4 2.2 7.7 9.4
11th .2 .4 .8 2,4 2.5 7.7 9.4
12th .4 .6 .4 .4 .6 3.8 4.7

Total, girls .8 1.5 1.4 5.2 5.3 19.2 23.5

Total, boys and girls 2.0 2.1 3.7 9.7 10.5 42.2 48:8

STATEMENT OF.I. EZRA STAPLES, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT.
FOR, DEVELOPMENT, PHILADELPHIA: SCHOOL DISTRICT, ACCOM-
PANIED BY THOMAS ROSICA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FEDERAL
PROGRAMS OFFICE, AND DAN FALCO, -ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION

Dr. STAPLES. I would like to introduce my colleagues. To my inune-
diate right is Mr. Dan Falco.whO is assistant director of physicaA and
health education for our school System and is the person, who is most
immediately involved with impiementation of programs related to
drug abuse education.

Seated beside hien on the end is ThoMas Rosica,:who is the executive
director_of our Federal programs office. - .

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, we will start by-reading some
of this testimony because." weilldlike to include as much of it as pos.-.
Bible and We would be very pleased to react to questions that you have.

I would like to say at the outset that 'we'. deeply appreciate this
opportunity to offer testimony to see whether we-eftif assist !ninny,
way in your. deliberations for our jelint.Colleeen'abent the prOblein.
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We are very sure that the dimension's of the drug abuse problem in
the United States are well known to you so we won't document any of
that. But we in the schools, however, accept a real responsibility for
coining to grips with the problem and attempting to numerate it.

Although we accept this we also recognize that without assistance
the, scliools are virtually powerless in combating many of the factors
which account for the rising tide of d rug abuse.

These factors, is we see them, are the availability because despite
all attempts by authorities to control the illegal distribution, and sale
of drugs, the traffic is still huge because profits are so incredibly great
that lawbreakers are not deterred by the risk of severe penalties.

We face the fad clement. As one high school senior is reported to
have said : "Trying drugs is the thing to do to prove you aren't chicken."

A third element thatwe contend with is the natural curiosity and this
furnishes high school students and others with the desire to try new
experiences, the thrill of tasting forbidden fruit.

Another factor, of course, is the pressures of society and the seeking
of drugs as a solution to the pressures of society as a Way to escape
reality. And then there is the constant association with drug abusers
and pushers that we face in our cities and. I dare say, in other areas
as well.

We have information in this statement that we will skip, the statis-
tics as far as the incidence as reported by the office of the medical exam-
iner of the city and the evidence that is furnished by tlie, district
attorney's office which, of course, Underscores our ..feeling and our
conviction that we indeed. in the cities do. have a drug problem.

As Secretary Pittenger related a few minutes ago, it is very difficult
to assess accurately the extent of the drug problem in our. Philadelphia
public schools, It is virtually -impossible to obtain accurate figures.

But, nevertheless, we tried to ascertain some preliminary figures and
during the month .of April we conducted a- survey among some ,550
].0th. 11th. and 12th grade Philadelphia public school students selected
at randoM frOM 8 different senior .high schools throughout our city.
All parts of °lir city were rePresented.

Of this number. 72 percent reported Using no hard drugs during the
preceding 2 months. When marihuana and alcohol were included, the
percentage dropped considerably. to 58 percent nonusers for the hard
drugs and marihuana, and when we include alcohol, which we do in-
chide-in our program, we found that.48 Or 49 percent of the children
did admit usingaleohol du ring.the preceding 2 months..- (

Our Studies show that our experience was very similar to the;experi-
cnce of New Iroik City and others. Philadelphia and other large
American. cities' nonusers do. constitute a slight majority in grades
10 throuqh 12. . . .

Experimenters can be found in the middle, junior, and senior high
schools. The middle schools, as you know, encompasses °lades 5
through 8, which means there are experimenters of 1.0 and1.1.6years of
age, Chronic . users . are found mostly in the senior high schools,. al-
though we have found some in thelower grades.

We Would like. to take a couple. of minutes and tell you a. little. bit
ealx-mt what we are trying to do about the problem.- This will be very
.brief.

11S-97
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We have. had a great deal of support and cooperative effort from
the community and other agencies. For example, in 1970 there was
formed a Drug Abuse Advisory Council which consists of school ad-
ministrators, teachers, students, parents, doctors, lawyers, police odi-
cials. and representatives of the aistrict attorney's office..

This council is ongoing and furnishes a great deal of advice and
help to us in our overall efforts. Some of the problems that are dealt
with some of the solutions would lead us, as a council, to feel we can
come to certain conclusions.

The students seem to know more than their teachers about chugs
and narcotics. Some teachers are still imposing their own value judg-
tnents on students, thereby turning off the students.

Increased Use of available, resources is certainly necessary. Increased
emphasis must be placed on gaining parent interest and. active- par-
ticipation in our efforts.

We also feel there must be closer cooperation among the school dis-
trict, Federal, State, and municipal agencies, and that a great deal of
staff development is necessary with all of our peopleJo update the
understandings and attitudes of school personnel.

We have also included that an interdisciplinary approach must be
integral to drng abuse education; that it should he taught as part
of the curriculum of other school subjects as well as in the health edu-
cation field.

In seeking to implement. the recommendations of the council the
'ones I juSt, referred to. several things were clone. An up-to-date teach-
er's resource book was prepared dealing with drug abuse education
and this was furnished for all grades, kindergarten through grade 12.

This is found to be a convenient-to-use source of information that
teachers and counselors rely on. This handbook was distributed to
every member of our Staff. which, as you know, constitutes some 12,000
to 13.000 people. who deal directly with children.

It contains teaching hints'and suggestions, student concepts that we
hope' will he developed in each grade, a complete chart indicating the
pharmacological makeup of chugs, their technical and slang names,
the symptoms of those using them, and the laws applying to their
Use and misuse?:

Mr. BRApEMAS. Would .yon allow me to interrupt. Dr. Staples, to
ask you didyou happen to bring one of those books with you

Dr. STArLis. lam sorry, Congressman, we. did not but we will fur-
nish the committee. with copies. We will send them. directly to you On--
-Monday.

:Nfr. BRADEM7A.S. Thank von.
Dr. STAPLEs.In this resource book we are referring to. in addition

to.the things I mentioned guidelines for school personnel. in dealing
with students and others involved in the illegal use, sale or possession
of driigSand narcotics.

There was an attempt made to analyze the kinds of questions that
students raise and give teachers guidance in dealing, with those pies-
tions. Also there is a list, ofagencieS offering information and assist-
anee-tO users and their parents, and an extensive list of teaching re-
sources and glossaries.

I might add this resource guide has attracted much attention., and
we have been sending copies to virtually every State. There."arg 40
States so far that have requested and received copies..
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In addition to the use of the resource book and activities related,
we are attempting to employ other strategies in fighting drug abuse
in our city. 'We sponsor staff' development programs in individual
schools, the purpose of which is to tailor the content and format of
the program to suit the .special needs of the students and of the cone
inimity of each school.

In addition to teachers, participants in these sessions include stu-
dents, administrators, nurses, counselors, home and school coordi-
nators. and parents.

Bulletins are furnished containing information that is up-to-date
and workshops and seminars are held on a citywide basis.

T rim trying to move quickly so we can get into the questions. I will
tell von about one of our most promising activities which was de-
veloped from a grant by the regional planning council of the Gov-
ernor's Justice Commission with funding from the LEA.' that was
referred to earlier today.

The g,rant was used to train teams of school personnel who then
shared their information with other faculty members in their schools
and with community members. Each team represented a school and
consisted of teachers of different subjects, for example., in the social
studies, science. home economics, health education, as well as prin-
cipals, counselors, nurses, home and school coordinators, and students.

The students were included to give them training in exerting peer
influence in helping other students. Because of the tremendous power
of Peer influence on drug abuse practice among our youth, it may well
be that our first, real breakthroughs in controlling and eliminating
drag abuse may come through this channel.

The teams met on Saturdays for 0 weeks. During the first 4 weeks
they worked on their own high school problems. On the fifth Satur-
day, students, parents, and teachers from the middle and junior high
schools feeding into these senior high schools joined the group; and
on the sixth Saturday, the elementary feeder schools were included.

Each school was required to develop its own plan; then model plans
were prepared which will be used in elementary, middle, junior, and
senior high schools.

Due to a 10-d,zy teacher strike last September and another which N ,
lasted 38 days at the outset of this calendar year, the programs were
interrupted. However, we have obtained authorization to extend the
program.

Earlier 'Aecretary Pittenger very correctly referred to the fact that
it is virtually impossible to evaluate the effect of programs such as the
ones I have documented. We have some ant feelings about the results.
We have some evidence as it comes to us from the reactions of people.

But, the hard data is, of course, not in on any of the programs that
-are carried out, We feel very strongly, however, that the major thrust
of drug, abuse education must be in the area of preventive education.

This does not mean we should neglect students who indulge, but we
realize. we cannot go it alone with them and that the total resources
of the cities, State, and Nation must be mobilized to stamp out this in-
sidious curse of drug abuse.

We recognize that throughout the country many drug abuse pro-
grams are meeting with limited success. Secretary Pittenger earlier
referred to a study made in Michigan which reported very limited
success.
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However, our staff is developing prograths and strategies which try
to avoid the pitfalls of some of the less successful programs. We feel
that there is an important place for drug abuse education in the schools
but that these should involve students directly, peer groups, and
counseling and that special materials and programs must speak di-
rectly and plausibly to the needs and interests of students, and should
involve a realistic knowledge of youth's attitudes and lifestyles.

At present, our efforts are limited by our severe budgetary crisis.
We need additional support and financial resources to develop and ex-
pand promising programs.

.In view of the earlier discussion; I would like to point .out that
through the Drug Abuse Education Act we have recently received a
minigrant of $2,700 to provide special training for a team of ethyl-
nun my and school personnel.

rBecanse of the disruptions of the current -school year that I have
just documented with the two teacher strikes, it waS-deenied adVisable
to postpone the implementation of this minigrant unto tie coming
September, and it is our intention to implement it with a team from one
of our senior high schools and feeding junior high schools early in
September.

We certainly appreciate this opportunity and thank you very much
for listening to our testimony. We are pleased to attempt to respond to
any queStions you might have.

Mr. BRADEnAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Staples.
I am wondering if you can make any comment on the racial composi-

tion of the Philadelphia School District., To what extent can the fact
that at least in many major urban areas, Philadelphia, New York,
Chicago, Detroit., where blacks are in low income areas and are af-
flicted with a wide variety of problems in findina jobs, can it. be said
that. the black community suffers more from drue'abuse than the white
community?

My own commonsense observation would beand you can respond to
this inany way you see fitthat if that is the case, if there is a'higher
incidence in -major urban areas of drug abuse among young -blacks,
let's sy, this might be associated with the facts of a wider degree ,of
poverty and a very high unemployment rate.

Dr. 'STAPLES. Mr. Chairman, it is our experience that there isn't a
direct relationship in our city between the problem of drug abuse and
race.

As you know, our school system itself is made up of approximately
60 or 62 percent black youngsters, and the population of the city is.eon
siderably less. It would be more like 35 to 40 percent.

The. senior high schools in which we have found the prolplem to be
most severe are not necessarily the schools in which there, is the highest
concentration of black students. One of the schools, for example, which
has emerged as having a severe problem, is in an area in which there is
a racially integrated population.

Another school Which might very well be second on the incidence
list is in an area which is virtually all white in the northeast section
of our city, so it is our feeling that the problem, does not follow racial
lines. The manifestation of the problem might, depending on. the
poverty level.
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In the one case, if the youngsters are more affluent they may not have
to resort to the type of crime which results if there is a low poverty
level and a desire to satisfy a drug habit, so to speak.

There is a very heavy incidence with respect to alcohol use: There
is a very heavy consumption of wine, being the least expensive, I sup-
pose, of the alcoholic beverages in economically depressed areas and
frequently areas which are black,

It is our feeling again that we don't see any direct relationship dn a-
racial basis.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Dr. Staples, you made reference to the teachers
resource book, and you are aware, I am sure, of the difficulty that. we
found in seeing curriculums materials developed. It seemed, on the
basis of some evaluative experience, to be regarded as effective.

Can you tell us who prepared that book and how do you intend to
evaluate it? My question is not critical. I am just curions..If one is
going to put this kind of a book in the hands of key personnel through-
out your school system, how did you decide what went into the .book
and what it is you are going to teach people?

Dr. ST:m.1:s. The question yon raised gets to the heart. of much of
our total curriculum development activity, and all too frequently
material of a curriculuinnature has, as you indicated, been .sent out
and not even-used.

We attempted to deal withthis problem because in the genesis of the
book and in. the development of it we had a broad representation of
the kinds of people I referred to earlier in (ir testimony.

For instance, there were teachers who were deeply involved from
all parts of our city on allgradelevels. There Was the agency we had
talked about which represented all kinds of community groups. The
students were involved inthe preparation of the book as well as parents
and other groups WC have mentioned.

In attempting further to come to grips with the problem, we sought
first to find out from the people who would be the users the kinds-of
questions and problems they had to which they wanted. a resource
and a response.

The book includes in it; as you will.see when you get a copy of it,
not a didactic kind of recount ig and prescription about how to, teach,
but the kinds of resources teachers could draw .from and enhance
their own backgrounds and apply in their own situation.

The evaluation of this material and virtually everything we put out
is very, very difficult. Part of the evaluation has come from the respon-
siveness, the requests for literally hundreds and hundreds of copies.

The implementation, and perhaps Mr. Falco would like to pick this
up further, of it, we have a-system of having supervisors who work
directly in the schools .and! help teachers to see the value. of such
material and help to SOB how it works.

Mr. BaAnintAs. Mr. Falco, do you: want to comment on that? What
is your position again ?

Mr. FAr..co. Assistant director .of health education.
I don't know if we made the statement that there are eight school

districts in Philadelphia.' At the head of each.district, as far as physi-
cal and health education, we do have a, supervisor whO does -a great
deal in the way of staff development iii each district.
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In addition to the supervisor", a central office person, such as myself
and my director and some of our release persons who a-re people in
the area of drug abuse who have had some experience in consultin,,cr
work on the outside also help in staff development, giving advice and
information to teachers.

This is one way of making sure that implementation is a continuing
thing and ongoing programs are updated. This is a changing culture
and we try our best to keep our finger on it.

As a matter of fact., just a week ago we issued a bulletin on Quaalude,
which, until recently, was a nonrestricted drug. A. bulletin went out
immediately notifying each of the principals this was a restricted
drub; what the symptoms are and how to work with the kids in the
event this drug was taken.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I might put to you,'Dr. Staples, the same question
I put to Secretary Pittenger: namely : Do you support extension of
the Drug Abuse Education Act, and if so, 'have- you any proposed
amendments to it? -

Dr. STAPLES. Yes. sir: we would certainly support extension of the
act and, if possible, not only the extension in terms of the time but
a great deal of increased resources because the problem obviously is
tremendous and we do need increased resources.

With respect to any amendments, and so on, the thing we would ask
is basically two things. There should be more flexibility in the guide-
lines so that we would not necessarily be- restricted. to a minigrant
which calls for a really small _group of people to go, off for a. week
and get special. training._

This, for example, to show youu the need for flexibility in our
place, became very difficult for us to do because it was -not practical
for us to immediately release key people from our schools and key
people from the community to make up the team to go get the training.

We would have prefered to be able to tailor a program and we
hope- the bill will be written in such a way that we will have this
flexibility. .

The second point, which I think we referred to earlier, is that while
it is very true that the problem. is extensive and not-at all limnhecl to
urban areas of the cities. we quite naturally hope that- there be not-a
mathematical division of the ;funds available but a kind of waiting
process so that cities and Turban Which do have the
problem exacerbated would have a torerspondingly large amount of
resources available to it.

Mr. BEADEMAS. Thank.you i,ery much, Dr. Staples and gentlemen.
Mr. Eshleman. .

Mr. Esnr,E3tAx. Dr. Staples, on page 8 of your statement you say
your efforts are limited by a severe budgetary crisis and in your testi-
mony you -said you need more resources. Let us assumenext year you
would get those additional resources. Specifically what three things
would get. priority? What three things in the Philadelphia school dis-
trict would get priority if suddenly you got enough resources? .

Dr. STAPLES,. Before we could pick these three thingS. and many
others we would- want to -rave more discussion. But, these are many
priorities we have.I will just list three.

Mr. ESDLEMAN. In 'other words. I am trying to establish priorities.
If you had the Money what would be your priorities?
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Dr. STAPLES. I will start it and then ask my colleagues if they would .
like to, add. The program that we indicated we were able to carry out
during this past year was $159,000, which mine through the LEAA.

With t::at amount of money, to show you the dimensions of the
problem, were just able to scratch the surface. We had a small team
Who did 'some planning:For the implementation of those plans we need
additional funds.

For example, there should be in each of the senior high schools a
person who would be full time in drug counseling. When I say drug I
mean drug and alcohol together.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. You don't have that now ?
Dr. STAPLES. No; we dOn't. Our senior high schools, for example,

hare the counseling .staff you are probably familiar with, Mr. Eshle-
man, which is rather limited, which has to cover the waterfront
with employment, certification problems, and -adjustment problems
generally.

And, as a result of some pilot programs in one or two of our schools
we find the kind of setup where you have a person who is a drug coun-
selor working with a .peer influence. project, for example, appears to
have considerable . impact on the lives and on the thinking of the
children. . .

I. will start that off and ask Dan if you will pick it up and mention
a couple of other of our priorities. .'

.

Mr. FArco. I think we left out the junior high school and our middle
schools when we talk about a drug counselor at the senior high school.: .

level. It would seem tome we-ought to have such a person in our jUnior
and middle scheols to do the same kind of things but perhaps more
effectively ,with a smaller number of young people to do one-to-one rap,
sensitivity, discussion,, counseling problems with the family and let's
deal here in the area of prevention and education before the youngster
in senior high school is already involved. .

It seems like that Would be.in addition to what Dr. Staples has asked
for. He mentioned the release person in senior high school. I see it also
strongly in our junior and middle schools. .

He mentioned the peer influence project. One of the holdbacks in our
senior high school program with the peer influence program is that
there isn't that one special person Who is around any part of the day.
for these young people to go to when they either want advice, counsel..
Mg, or information relative to helping. other young people..

If You have a room that is available Where young people should go.
there ought to be some type of supervision. This isn t always available
unless some one person is m the area working with these young people.

This one person gets to haVe a very important role as we see it. I
would like to see one in every junior and middle and Senior high school.
I think. stiff development needs to go on. We must continue to give
teachers information. . . .

As I said, it is a change in culture. 'We do not have sufficient fimds .
for the kind of _staff development that goes beyond the school day. I
think there. should ;1 be evening programs, -programs available so the
parents .know wait going on alerting, them to. what is happening..
This also recoiresmoney. Tlvs requires the time and painstaking effort,
in terms:Of getting publicity out, in terms of getting youngslers to

, . . .
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notify their parents. This is all part of the picture as we see it in terms
of priorities. -

Dr. STAPUS. I don't know whether this would be a third" or fourth,
but I would certainly support what Secretary Pittenger said with
respect to research. We really don't know definitively what works and
what doesn't, and if I could 'add another priority, I would hope that
we have the financial resources to support research efforts that would
give us a more clear directiOn.

Mr. ESITiMMAN. I have no More questions.
Air. BRA DEMAS. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. How largeis the' Philadelphia School System?

' Sii&T,Es; We have approximately 286;000 'children.
Mr. LE,TimAri: Just slightly larger than the Dade 'County -Public

School 'System in Miami: How much are you budgeting out of your
16eal fiinas for (hilt abtige educaticiri ? '

Dr. ST41.1.,Es. Do you mean other than the special funding that I liad
referred' to ?

Mr. Li'', YeS. "
Dr. S -s. The operatin,g 'budget. The 'Operating budget as siich

doeS riot. , any -ftinds'eallOarked specifically for driiiabUse:educa-:
tion. However, as part of the total health education proarain, as part of
the staff'.whieh We furnish' for this pfirpoSe, certainly there are Some
funds that are available but our problem is they are not ,specifically
earmarked. '" '1', ,, : '

Mr:.LE,HiiXN:Ve haVe:a'phySieril education dePartirierit hut We Spun
off the drrig'abuSe education department from the physical eduentiOn
deptirtnienf.- You still have it coMbined in one..\`,iriattraeht?

Dr:, STAPLES : Yes. !:

' Mr. Bid R. would be 'Part Of 'the 'budget of physical edu-
cation? t

Dr. STAPLES . Yes.
Mr: .LiiiAtik*:::Af,' present Dade cOttrity. is 'ftifiding Over:P50.000

strictly`ici local funds. Nene' tliat'iS,COmiiig:frOm the Federal GoF
ernment for drug abuse educatiOn. 'Are you getting any direct. assist-
ante for drug abuse edUctition'fundirigfrOM the Federal' GO-ee-tnnient
for :your phySiCal edficaticiri.clePartMent'rieW ? ' I

Dr. STAPLEki: reminds just the one I referred to the
$2,700 thh4,i'arit:',Otherthan'that thOre isn't' any.'

This year we face 4:Partietilar prOblerii; CorigresSinan. We have just
had a very serious bildget.ent, as you haire 'poliitbbr..reaclOn 'Certain
areas. One of the dteaS'Ni-as:in'the iboneY'Oldeatett fcir taff deyelop
rnent generally' and for preparation 'of prOgraM:'

Mr. LEtitnic..-TOMe the problem :is YOU int,Ye`thO 'fifth
largest sehOot system' in the 'country and Sve ihaVe: $12' the
Federal bfidget for 0. abUse tquentiOU aiia:ciu:gigi a' little over
$2,000. There is a spread, in that gap. The prograril'it clowngetting um
to where it is supposed iO'be'getting deiwri;tO:

That ip'on6 of the friain services theSe kind of heaiin0 can regolye..
Where' iSthe'roadbloek ? If AVe eanIriockthiS rOadblbekaWay:then we
Can detthe money to If you can iirliere' that -roadhlOok
then -I could apply 'it' to my own ' .; "

Mr. RoAlei. When you refer to 'the roadbleck n e testified
several times to the fact that, No. 1, there is,a; funding of $1 million .
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nationally. Second, we are talking about minigrants which are
limited in nature.

I think the variety of things that can be' done and should be done
No. 1, we are talking about looking at the urban situation and looking
at the particular problems we have in terms of the numbers we are
dealing with.

. And- as stated before, providing us with enough funding so we can
make some kind of an impact. That is the particular problem at the
moment; $2,700 deals with 2 . schools and we are dealing with 300
schools at the present time in Philadelphia.

Mr. LEHMAN. The same thing applies to our school system. Some-
thing happens betWeen that $12 million before it trickles down to the
$2.700 grant to the fifth biggest school system in th9 country. That is
What I am trying to find out.

If the data in your appendix is valid, "you ain't fro;.- no problem."
Compared to what I have heard, the fact that 7 percent of ;our seniors
have used marihuana in the last 2 months and 1.6 of your seniors have
used barbiturates in the last 2 months, certainly doesn't conform to
the information I get in other places.

Dr. STATLEs.. We did have trouble determining how best to state
this.. For example, with respect to that chart on marihuana use, it is
intended to convey this messa op that 23 percent of the boys in the 10th,
11th and 12th grade had stated they had used marihuana within the
last 2 months.

Mr. LETENtAN. I am not trying to nit-pick.
Dr., STAPLES. The fig-lire- you are reading, Congressman, I think is

the 10th:grade,. 7.3, 11th grade, 8.6, and 12th grade, 7.1. That would
make tlie aggregate among the boys of 23 percent.

.Mr. LEHMAN. I would. see the average would be about 7,9 percent.
That is just the way 'you interpret these figures.

Dr.-STAPLES. And the total boys and. girls came. to 42 percent.' With
respect to alcohol it is even more startling, 48.

Mr. .LEI4111AN. Even . With barbiturateS, if you add them- up all 'to-
gether and you figure 5 percent, it certainly doesn't relate to the kind
of pill popping that I have ..been informed goes on in most of the
:-gchools.

Think you very much for your testimony.. . .

The main thing I-would try to find out is where is this $12 million
going. None of it :gets- to Dade County and only $2,000 gets to
Philadelphia.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Staples.
Dr. STAPLES: Thank you very much.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Our next witness. is Mr. Keith H. Lebo,, assistant

superintendent for instruction of the Lebanon School District.
Mr. Lebo, we. are pleasedto have you with us.
[Mr. Lebo's, and others, prepared statement follows :]

KEITH IL LEBO, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT ROBERT K.-BOWMAN, DIRECTOR OF
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES, LEBANON (PA.) SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunity. .to share. our experiences
and-thoUghti with you,this:afternoon. I understand that our role is . to relate.
"feedback ". on the effectiveness of drug .abuse education programs 421cl:to give
directionand precedence to the-jobs still undone-. .

Lebanon enjoys.. the' -fortune of experiencing-quite- n different :Problem
than Many of its surrounding .communities :as far. as the confirmed 'incidence
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of drug abuse is concerned. The problem exists, of course, as it does In all
communities, but to a far lesser extent.

(2) Our school district is a city district. and a rather accurate picture can
be gotten from the juvenile police statistics for the 1972-73 school year.

During this period of time (September, 1972 to May, 1973 inclusive) there
were twelve (12) juveniles either arrested or contacted for violetion of drug
laws. They ranged in age from 13 to 17 with the average age of 15.0. It is im-
portant to note that only two of these were cases where there was an actual
arrest of in-school children. This involved two 17-year-old boys.

During this same period of time six (6) children ranging in age from 13
to 16 with an average age of 15, were contacted for glue sniffing.

Alcohol is considered to he a drug, but for the purposes of statistical evaluation,
this data is treated separately and presents a more surprising figure. During
the same time period, twenty-five juveniles, ranging In age from 15 to 17 with
an average age of 10.2 were arrested or contacted for violation of liquor laWk.

There were 40% more incidents involving alcohol abuse than that of drug use
and glue sniffing put together.

(3) An evaluation of the Lebanon County Juvenile Probation Officer's report
for the calendar year 1972, shows that in Lebanon County (of which the city is
only a part) seventeen (17) juveniles were referred for violation of drug laws
(ten narcotic and seven for non-narcotic).

The liquor problem Is not accurately reflected In this report because this
offense Is handled at the Magistrate level and Is seldom referred to the pro-
bation office unless chronic. Even so, there were eight (8) alcohol-related viola-
tions reported.

We must face the fact that alcohol is a drug and It is the most serious drug
problem of all.

(4) There are other facts confronting us. Our young people live In a pill
society. They have been accustomed to taking pills for every reason one can
imagine, Pills to most people are forms of "help" or "crutches" to get them over
a problem ranging from obesity to pregnancy.

The actual taking of drugs is not the problem. Drug abuse Is not the prob-
lem. This is only a symptom of a problem. The "problem" is, "Why do people
want to take drugs?" What Is It In society that makes a person feel he needs
to take a pill or get high on marijuana or shoot heroin in order to have a better
feeling about himself? Finding the answers to these questions presents a tre-
mendous challenge to society.

Allow me to relate quickly some of the activities of our school district In the
area of drug abuse education. Our district, like so.many others in our area and
across the nation, has had to analyze our positions and make revisions and inno-
vations. We have introduced drug education programs into the elementary school,
and we have expanded the drug education responsibilities of the junior high
school. The senior 'high school program has been re-examined and up-dated.

Many of'onr teachers and administrators have attended drug abuse seminars
and workshops; some have earned college credits In drug education courses.
In-service time has been devoted to drug abuse concerns. Through student as-
semblies, community meetings. and the use of resource people we have attempted
to strengthen and to add credence to our on-going programs.

We have used programmed materials, game simulations, films, records, and
all types .of printed material in striving toward a functional progrsm. We
have Fast up an internal referral system so that student concerns and problems
can be handled Judiciously.

In comparing drug use and abuse, we have attempted not to sensationalize the
problem but to meet the problem with an open, honest approach. We are now
moving away from the special session, assembly type of approach to make the
program a part of the regular, ongoing classroom experience at all levels.

Our district is vitally concerned with the effect of drug abuse on our young
people. Although the exnerts actively involved in the drug scene appear unable
to agree upon the actual extent of drug abuse. they do concur on several char-
acteristics of the current drug problem that make It very different from the
drug problems experienced by previous societies. First, today's problem Is asso-
ciated largely with youth. Second. modern science has produced chemicals and
synthetic drugs that have mind - altering proPerfies and which are taken for
pleasurable purposes with little knowledge of the medical consequences. Third,
in ancient cultures drugs were often an integral part of tribal customs and
religious rites, or preparstion for warfare. Today, quite_ in, contrast, overt
reasons for initial drug use are genernll
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We feel that a drug problem is a local problem. The youngsters affected are
local youngsters. The causes and .symptoms are local and indigenous. Most
important, the policies which direct the school staff along avenues aimed at
resolving the drug problem are local in origin, and the boards that draft the
policies are held locally accountable. In line with this thinking, our board has
adopted a written policy which has, on. several occasions, been tested and car-
ried to final procedures. ---.----

Much has been said in recent years -concerning. the approaches to teaching
which are requisite for a successful drug-education program. A. major hope of
reducing drug abuse is via -an approach to potential users on their own terms,
with restraint and respect, with solid facts and with complete honesty. How the
teaching is done, with how much skill and respect for the intelligence of the
learners, are vitally important factors:- Considerable advice, suggestions, and
cautions regarding teaching demeanor are being expressed rind disseminated
by professional organizations. The NEA, for example, has issued the following
suggestions to teachers for counnunicating atfTectively with potential drug users:

It seems to us vitally important that programs designed to help teachers with
their approach to the problem of drug abuse he continued. Perhaps there should
be a required course.in this area for all teacher trainees or a mandatory course
required for-permanent certification. In the long ran, only a devoted teacher can
provide the necessary continuity and appropriate selection of learning materials
and experiences for the specific needs of a classroom group.

In all. honesty. we feel that our. school district is doing a more than adequate
job in the basic areas of drug abuse education. Obvious and subtle weaknesses
in the home structure often emerge as the real culprits in- this difficult problem.
Remedying ;this situation is usually out-of-bounds and literally impossible for
school authorities. .Because of this, we feel that training our teachers in the
humanization of their profession is of utmost importance. By impressing on them
the importance of each student as an individual, we could encourage teachers
to take l.an active part in producing responsible students. Because our educational
system" is so highly. efficient- today, we have caused many.. students- to become
alienated. We have become intensely involved fir the mechanics of education, but
have not succeeded to the extent possible in the humanization 'of. education. AS
Arthur W. 'Combs, of the Center for Humanistic Education, at the University of
Florida has said. "We can get along a lot better in our society with a bad reader
than we can with a bigot. We do a lot abOnt bad reading, but we .donk.do very
much about bigotry."

By not sufficiently humanizing education we have to admit that ye may have
aided in putting some drug addicts into society. What might have happened to
these students if somewhere along the line they had come in contact with that
special class of teacher who had the knaCk for humanization? Such teachers.move
students' minds. Facts stored in students' minds during previous years are moved,
around and organized for effective use during the yearsthey teach. They develop
in students a deeper-understanding of such ideas as patience, love, tolerance, and
acceptance. These teachers,- create another teacher'in the mind of the student
a teacher who takes over at the end of-the year and continues to:goad the student
through life. Most of us can remember three or four such teachers. Every school
has a few and everyone knows who they are, cven though they come in a variety'
of body styles, personalities. and ages.

Perhaps, this is where the real answer to the drug problem iiesbringing stu-
dents into contact with teachers who help them feel their 'needs and help them
discover needs they never knew they had. Programs organized to develop and
encourage this capacity in our teachers seem to ,us to be a major key in helping
to solve this tragic problem. We seem to have the mechanics ; we heed the- insight.

I'd like to cloSe with this thought from the mind of a, student of the U. of
Mass. : .

"Some day my eyes will be closed forever
And forever-is n frightening word to me.
I don't wantio live the unliyed life.
I want.to fly, now, while I still have the wings of life.
The only problem is I don't know in which- direction to soar."

Our students who will succumb to the entrapment of drug. abuse really want
to fly, but Slimily don't know in which direction to soar. Opr job is to provide the
teachers who can catch them before they take off, and provide that xiirection.

Thereforey our hope is that funds will be proVided to continue to establish
programs that will eventually train all tmtchers-7or tlia.under-graduate. gratin-

.
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ate, and in- service levels----to use the humanistic concerns in their dealing with
boys and girls.. Only then can we had the answers to.the "Whys" of artificial
stimulants.

STATEMENT OF KEITH H. LEBO, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF
INSTRUCTION, LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT, ACCOMPANIED-BY
ROBERT BOWMAN, DIRECTOR OF PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES

Mr. LEBO. Thank you, gentlemen. I have Mr, Robert Bowman with
Me from our school district, the director of pupil personnel services,
who will respond probably more specifically to the questions you might
have.

Mr. 131iAux3fAs. If you could, Mr. Lebo, try to summarize your state-
ment. That will enable us to put more questions to you.

Mr. LEBO. Yes: I would like to refer to some parts of it specifically
because we did spend some time on our statement and it really reflects
our thinking.
. The first part of our presentation does deal with the reflection of our
community. We are right froth the immediate area, so to speak. We
are a rather small district in terms of what you just heard, I think
only a fraction of what Philadelphia has.

What we have done here is outline specifically the number of drug
abuse cases that .have been reported as best we can from the juvenile
police statistics: We think it is interesting that there is -a greater con-
cern over the. abuse of alcohol in our community _rather than drugs.
We mentioned- that there were 40 percent More incidents involving
:alcohol abuse than that of drug abuse and.glue sniffing put together.

.We must face the fact that, of course, alcohol is a drUg and is a Most
serious drug problem of all, but there are other factors confronting us.

Our young people live in a pill society. They have been accustomed
to taking pills for-every reason one can imagine.

Pills to most people are forms of help or crutcheS to get them over
a problem ranging from obesity to -pregnancy: The actual taking of
drugs is not the problem. This is only a symptom of a problem. The
"problem" is, "Why. do people. want to take drugs?" What is it in
society that makes a person feel he needs to take a pill or get high on
marihuana or shoot heroin in order to:have a better feeling about him-
self T Finding the answers to these questions presents a tremendous
challenge to society.

What we have done .in our report is related some of the activities of
ourschool district in the area of drug abuse education. We introduced
drug abuse 'education :in the elementary school, and we have expanded
the: drug education responsibilities of the -junior high school... The
senior high school program has been reexamined and updated.

Many of our teachers and administrators have attended drug abuse
seminars and_ workshops; some have earned college credits in drug
education courses. The inservice time has been devoted to Ong abuse
concerns.. Through student assemblies, community .. meetings, and the
use of resource people, we have attempted to strengthen and to add

"credence to our ongoingprograms.
We -have used programed materials,. -pine stimulation, films, records,

and all types of printed material'in.striving toward- a functional pro-.
gram. W6, have set up an internal referral system so that student -con-
cerns and problemS can be handled judiciously.
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In comparing drug use and abuse, we have attempted not to
sensationalize the problem but to meet the problem with an open,
honest approach. We are now moving away from the special session,
assembly type of approach to makfe the program a part of the regular,
ongoing classroom experience at all levels.

bur district is vitally concerned with the effect of drug abuse on
our young people. Although the experts actively involved in the drug
scene appear unable. to agree upon the actual extent of drug abuse,
they do concur on several characteriStics of the current drug problem
that make it very different from the drug problems experienced by,
previous societies.

First, today's problem is associated largely with youth. Second,
modern science has produced chemicals and synthetic drugs that have
mind-altering properties and which are taken for pleasurable pur-
poses with little knowledge of the medical consequences. Third, in.
ancient cultures, drugs were often an integral part of tribal customs
and religious rites, or preparation' for warfare. Today, quite in con-
trast, overt reasons for initial drug use are generally antisocial.

We feel that a drug problem is a local problem. The youngsters af-
fected are local youngsters. The causes and symptoms are local and
indigenous. Most important, the policies which direct. the school staff
along avenues aimed at resolving the drug problem are local- in origin,
and the boards that draft the policies are held locally accountable.

In line with this thinking, our board has adopted a written policy
which has, on several occasions, been tested.. and carried to final
procedures: .

Much has been said in recent years concerning the approaches to
teaching which Ore requisite for a successful drUg-educatiow program.
A major hope,,of reducing drug abuse is via an approach to potential
users on their own terms, With restraint and respect-with solid facts,
and with complete honesty.

I-Tow the teaching is clone, with how much skill and resnect for the
intelligence of the learners, are vitally important factors. Considerable
advice,- suggestions, -and cautions regarding teaching demeanor are
being expressed and disseminated by .professional organizations.

The -NEA, for example, has issued .the, following suggestions to
teachers for communicating effectively With potential drug -users, and
we list those here.

It seems to us vitally 'inipOrtant that programs designed to help
teachers with their approach to the problenfof drug abuse -be con-
tinned. Perhaps there ShoUld he a required course in this area for all
teacher trainees or a mandatory 'course required , for permanent
-certification.

the long run, only a devoted teacher can- proVide the necessary
continuity and appropriate sOedtion of learning. materials and experi-
ences for the specific needs of a classroom group.

In all honesty, we 'feet tint Our-§ithool.diariet is doing a more than
adequate job in the basic. areas' of drug abuse education: Obvious
and subtle weaknesses' in the home' structure Often emerge as the real
culprits in this difficult problem,

Remedying -this situation is Usually 'out Of 'bonndS,and literally'
posSible for sehool authorities.' Beciuse of this, We feel that training
our teachers in the huManization of their profession is of utmost
importance.
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By impressing- on them the importance of each student as an indi-
vidual,.we could encourage teachers to take an active part in producing
responsible students. BecauSe our educational system is so highly effi-
cient today, we have caused many students to become alienated.

We have become intensely involved in the mechanics of education,
but have not succeeded to the extent possible in the humanization of
education. As Arthur W.- Combs. of the center for-humanistic edu-
cation at the University of Florida.- has said, "We caii get along a lot
better in our society with a bad reader than we can with a lii!ot. We
do a lot about bad reading, but we don't do very much about bigotry:"

By not sufficiently humanizing education, we have to admit that we
may have aided in putting some drug addicts into society. What might
have happened to these students if somewhere along the line they had
come in contact with that special class of teacher who had the knack
for humanization? '.

Such teachers move students' minds. Facts stored in students' minds
during previous years are moved aronnd and organized for effective
use during the years they teach., They develop in students a deeper
.understanding of such ideas as -patience, love, tolerance, and 'accept-
ance. These teachers create. another teacher in the mind of the stu-
denta teacher who takes over at the end of the year and continues
to goad the student through life.

Most of us can remember three or four such teachers. Every school
has a .few and. everyone knows who they are, even though they come
in a variety of body styles, personalities, and" ages.

Perhaps this is where die real answer to the drug problem lies
bringing students into contact with teachers who help them feel their
needs and help. them discover needs they Dever. Imew they had. Pro-
grams organized to develop and encourage this capacity in our teach-
ers seem to us to be a Major key in helping to solve this tragic problem.

We seem to have the mechanics; we need the insight..I'd likPto close
-with this thought from the ,mind of a student of the University of
Massachusetts.

Some day.my eyes will be closed forever.
And forever is a frightening word to me.
I don't want to live the unlived life.
I want to fly, now, while I still have .the wings of life.
The only problem is, I don't know in which direction to. soar.

Our students who will succumb to the entrapMent of drug._ abuse
really want to-fly, but simply don't know in which direction to soar.
Our job is to provide the teachers who can catch them before they take
off. and provide that direction. .

Therefore, our hope .is that funds will be proyided to continue to
establish prourams...that will eventually' train all teachers-Tor: the
undergraduatl, graduate, and inservice levelsto use the humanistic
concerns in their dealing 'with boys and girls..Only then tan we find .

. the answers to the "whys" of artificial stimulants.
, /

Mr. -BRADEMAS. Thank you,very much, Mr. Lebo:
. I was struck by two statements which you.made in particular.; One,

that the abuSe? of alcohol is a More serious problem. with .respect to
young-i...6ple in your own area than drugablise. The second thing that
struck me was your call for teacher: training of a more humanistic
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I say that because one of .the suggestions that has come up quite
.frequently during our earlier hearings .,on this legislation is that we
give mom attention to what might be called the affective side as dis-
tin onished from the cognitive side of the educational process.

fam just making an.observation here rather than asking you a ques-
tion. This, of course, as you suggested, involves the home as well as
othersectbrs of our 'society.

Mr. LEBO. If I may comment. we certainly have done a fairly good
job on the descriptive nature of the characteristics of drugs and drug
abuse. I think this has been well indoctrinated into our students to a
great extent; in fact, almost to the point that students are_ turning off
their hearing aids.

They have heard this before. They have been told this often enough.
So there must be another way of 'getting to the students and having
them realize' the potential dangers of the drug scene.

Therefore. in doing some soul searching in preparation for comino.
here, we really felt that what we need to is take a hard look at ta
ways we can humanize instruction. We can help make teachers under-
stand the concerns that boys and girls have, because invariably when
you analyze, a discipline problem at school, you can perhaps draw a
pretty sharp relationship to the system in which the incident was ini-
tially handled. Perhaps it was handled poorly. and therefore, when'a
pattern develops and things seem to snowball, you. get the .type of
deep-seated problem the students have that would necessitate. an.escape
mechanism.

Mr. 1-3nADEMAs Thank you very much.
. Mr. Eshleman. .

Mr. ESIILEINIAN. Mr. Lebo, since these hearings are held in my con-
gressional district and we have scheduled one educational spokesman
From each of-the three counties in my district, I am going to ask each'
one the same question, so the other two have advance knowledge of
it.. .

I distributed a questionnaire to high school seniors this spring, and
'I didn't ask 'any of them. if they used dope, and the answers Were
anonymous. This was districtwide, not, just Lebanon. County, but it
Wouldn't be far oft between the three-Counties. H .

Twenty percent of the.students said that drugs was a serious problem ,
affecting. them. They, didn't say- they arensing, it, but theysaid=One
out of five students in our school system

to
to me privately in a ques-

tionnaire, that it is a serious problem to them. . ' .

Those aatistics are higher than Philadelphia statistics.. ram-wonder-.
ing, is the drug. problem worse in. our congressional ,district, or are
we sweeping it under the rug? I don't mean anybody. in particular. I
will include myself in the indictment. Are we sweeping it under: the
ruo. 2. . ,

This statistic amazed me when .One out of. five students .tell Me-
priliately. that it is a serions problem to them. I Avould be interested in

Joiircomment.
Mr. Limo. First of all, what does a serious problem to, them mean?..:,

Does this ,mean they know about it? In the broader: sense, the world
situation is still a serious problem to us. 4

Mr. ESHLE'..11A14:. Let Me'interject something here. In a, later part of
that questionnaire, 66 percent of the -students said they were aware-
of it. in their school system. That would answer that question.
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I didn't want to say that, but 66 percent. said they were aware of it,
and one out of five said it was a serious problem to them. In plain
WordS, this scares me.

Mr. 14E.B0 Maybe we will start out by having Mr. Bowman, who
works more directly with the students as director of pupil personnel,
give us his comment on that.

Mr. BOWMAN. I read the results of your survey. -They were published
in our local newspaper. Perhaps, and we only know on a perhaps basis,
when they say a serious problem to them, they are thinking in terms of
it as a matter of serious concern to them. That is a possibility. It is a
problem I am concerned about, not necessarily in myself, out in others.
I throw that out as a possibility.

Of the 66 percent that you talk about, if we had some cases in our
high school and. if a student is arrested for drug abuse, it doesn't take
long till everybody in that school knows about it. So in termS.of being
aware, that could be part of the answer.

The statistics which we have included in here which indicate a little
problem, we realize that is not really an accurate statistic. Those
statistics merely indicate those people who' have been caught.

. When we talk to the users, the people who have been involved or
been questioned by the police or been arrested, and I hal'e discussed
this with our police .department before we came here and I have also
discussed it many times with our people, we ask them, "How serious
a problem do you think it is? How many kids are using AV,'

. . Their answers will rangeand anuin, they have no more reliable
data to go on than ,;perhaps I,- do. -.Some will say 40 percent., some
will say 30 percent, some will say 10. The police department estimates,
based on what they have gatherid from informants, around 30 percent
have experimented, have taken a pill or smoke marihuana, but they
also feel the incidence of the use of heroin, for example, which is
considered to be the hardest drug, is Kactically nonexistent in our
community.

But again, this isn't factual. Thefe has been no real study.
Mr. ESIAEMAN: I won't ask any otherquestions. .

MT.BRADEMAS. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LERMAN. I just want you to know I like the humanistic ap-

proach to the whole .problem. If you find a child in your school under
'the influence' Of drugs orin possession' Of drugs, what do you do?

Mr. BOWMAN. We have a school policy, passed by our board, -whigh
specifieally spells .out what we do. person who discovers. this inci-
-d is to refer: inimediately to the bUilding administrator, The Oa

-Lents are notified. The Child is taken to the school nurse and examined
from ',the :viewpoint of how- serious a Medical problem: it is at that
particular Moment:,

The parents are asked to come to school, and they are asked to'
take the child and get.MediCal treatment. Then 'a Written report must
be Made by the person 'who haS discovered the incident and' subMitted.
to the administration, and.the matter is taken up by the :SchoOl beard
for dispositiOn.'? '':,J .:: ,

That is in the citk']of the stndant, who.,comes. to schoo! 'obviously". .

under the influence. I understand that Was your question.
I

Mr.'LrIdtX14. Two things : Inflnepee and pcissessien
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Mr. BOWMAN. The same thing would be true for either one. On the
other hand, students who have drug-related problems who maybe come
to a counselor and say, "I would like to talk to you about this," these
kinds of thingsare confidential and are handled strictly within the
professional program of the counselor.

Mr. LEHMAN. The thing I was trying to get at is, is the child sus-
pended or expelled from your school system because of either being
under the influence of drugs or in the possession of drugs ?

Mr. BOWMAN. Yes, he is suspended.
Mr. LtnikrAx-n. re there any programs in your area whereby he

could seek help to be either related or fed back to the school system'?
Mr. BOWMAN. We consider suspension a temporary thing, rather

than an expulsion.
Mr. LimmAist. Suspension, and then you come before. the board to get

expelled. It would be) the same thing. Does the child in possession of
drugs become expelled from the school system? Are there any other
programs in your area that would enable this child to get back in the
school system?

I am trying to see what kind of Federal .funding we need for the
level of drug abuse education after they are caught.

. BOWMAN. We hare a mental health/mental retardation agency
in our community, as does every other county in Pennsylvania. They
have a drug and alcohol abuse council, which is a part of the linental
health/mental retardation agency.

Air. LEHmAisr. Nothing directed to this type of a problem ?
Mr. Bow-ArArr. Their function is to work with the student.
Mr. LEri-N. There is nothing specifically directed to this?
Mr. BOWMAN. To the expelled student ? No.
Mr. BRADEMA8.7 Thank you very-Much, Mr. Lebo and Mr. Bowman.

We appreciate very much your thoughtful testimony.
...Air.,LEno. We appreciate the opportunity to come before you.
Mr. BRADE. MAS. The next witness is the Honorable Patricia Craw-

ford, member of the State house of representatives.
Mrs. Crawford, we are glad to have you with us:
Dirs. Crawfoivl's prepared statement follows :1\

aTATEMENT OF HON. PATRICIA CRAWFORD, MEMBER, PENNSYLVANIA STATE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES

In 1969, a Special Muse Committee was established to investigate the drug
problem in Pennsylvania. The work of this COmmittee resulted in the preparation
and subsequent passage of the PennsylVania Drug and Alcohol Abuse, _Control
Act of 1972. The Act established a new. State agency, the Governor's Couneil on
Drug and Alcohol Abuse. This seven - member Connell, which is chaired by the
Governor, has had the responsibility during its first year of operation to prepare
and submit to the General Assembly a Mantel' 'State Plan for the Prevention,
Treatmeaund Control of Drug andAlcohol ,i,bruT.. The Plan, itself, now serves as
a vehicle fOr the implementation 'of the coinp,:ehenSive drug, and alcohol prOgi.am
in Pennsylvania. . . .

The State Plan prepared by the 'f.ouriCit.provii.les for *decentralized planning
system for drug and alcohOl.programs. ,114011 "county is ,required to establish a ;

local Citizen's Planning 'Connell, to detelop.,the Ceunty Plan. for. Services. The
Commonwealth's requiring that each county.. provide PrOgrateS for the non-user,
the early user, and the chronic or 'dysfunctional user, of ;drug .and. alcohol.. This
three-prong prevention strategy provides', for'. a system that requires that each
county "allocate Sonie' Of its avaiiable resources pre*ention

.

. 08-973-73--18
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Chapter 3 of the Plan deals with pita:try -prevention programs using the
.modality of preventive- education. As indicated in the Plan, the concept of
preventive eduention being used by the Commonwealth is considerably broader
than just supplying basic .information to school aged youngsters. The Plan
talks about "nurturing healthy attitudes, -habits and behavior in young people
olr to and during the time that they make a decision,to become involved with
drugs. These abilities would equip them with decision making skills, personal
goals and alternative to drug and alcohol abuse that would help them in these
nersoluil choices." As yon all see, the Plan talks ::brat the development and
initiation of programs in i he school systems that st;enk to some of the under-

ig problems that could result in drug abuse.
A. major undertaking of the Commonwealth as provided for in the Plan is the

establishment of au Addition Prevention Laboratory which has as Its concerns:
1. The designing and evaluation of effective modalities for drug and alcohol
abuse prerenrion, and 2. the provision of training forschool personnel and the
application of effective primary prevention modalities.

The Addiction Prevention Laboratory will be a contract between the Com-
monwealth and the Pennsylvania State University. Upon its establishment,
school. personnel from district throughout the State will be afforded the opportu-
nity to be trained in effective primary prevention programs. The Addiction Pre.
VelltiOrl Laboratory will have regional training centers throughout the State.

During the time that the House Special Committee was Investigating the
drug problem and during this last year while the Council was preparing the
Maqer Plan, a continual concern about drug education programs was raised.
During the last two years, there.has been an increasing amount of literature
and research that indicates that merely the presentation of. facts About the
dangers of drag abuse is not a deterrent for youngsters to use these substances,
and this hhrd core data approach may,. on some occasions, stimulate Interest
where there previously was no interest. Consequently, those of 11.8 involVed in
dealing with the problem of drug abuse are increasingly more concerned- about
the need to establish a rational set of priorities that will provide for increasing
innovative program design with built, in rigid. evaluation programs. We are
concerned about statements that have come from Washington about the.future
of preventive education programs in the United States. It would appear that
because of the lack of success in preventing young people from using drugs,
many people feel that .preventive education programs must be abandoned.

While we .recognize some of the underlying rationale for this, it is important
to remember that withOut the continued resources being available to develop
effective and viable programs, the problem of drug abuse amongst our youngpeople may continue.

Let me submit the following basic principles to be considered in .planning.
for more effective drug prevention programs., These principles have been taken
from Pennsylvania's Master Plan.

. .

1. Indirect programs are more likely to be successful than direct programs.
2. Programs that are effective and behaviorally oriented.are -more likely, to be

successful than.cognatively oriented programs.
3. Programs that idve extensive consideration to the development level of the

target population 1-,re more likely to be successful. . .

4. Programs that are based ,on effective interpersonal, relationships, and. that
also employ efficient techniques for accomplishing these goals are.more likely tobe successful. ", . . .

5. If all students are involved. in developing, implementing, and evaluating a
program, it is more likely to be succeSsful.

. .. ..

- 6. Media carefully selected and used only in the- context. of a comprehensive.
program are more likely to be successful. .

7. Evaluation of material, attitude development and consequent behavior
terns is essential to all program development and use.

We believe that programs. based upon .these .seven principles 'have an In-
creased. probability of successfully preventing a young..merson'trom.becoming
a drug abuser. However, in order to continue in the development of these'pro-,

. grams, it Is necessary to have resources made available .by.the'rederal -govern-.
ment. While we recognize how iMportant.it is to provide funds for treatment, we..
submit that the Federal government, like- the Commonwealth of Pennsylvaniti,,
must require that some funds be 'allocated toe developMent and Implementa-
tion of preventive education programs.
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The Drug Education Act of 1970 will shortly exihre. Hopefully, this Committee
will support the preparation of a new Federal Drug Education Act. However,
it is important that our expectations relative to the effectivenesS of this Act he
kept at a reasonable level. I believe, however, that our lack of success in the past
need not impinge upon our successes ).ii the future.

STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICIA CRAWFORE',. MEMBER,
PENNSYLVANIA STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mrs. Ca.kwvoan. Thank you very much.
I want to. give my personal thanks 'to Congressman Eshleman and

Representative Sherman Hill, who is with me here, for informing. me
that you would be here today and giving me the opportunity to be one
of the witnesses.

I am not going to refer.at all to my formal testimony except for one
item and, as Secretary Pittenger said; I a in- real glad you are approacli-
ing it from thioanglebeeause it gives me an opportunity to add a .few
things.

I have been involved and concerned about drug abuse, .particularly
among our young people, since the early or middle 1960's, that 'was
before I ever became a, Member. of the house of representatives ill
Harrisburg.

I saw it developing in my own suburban community. I come..from
Chester County, which is neighboring to Lancaster. County, and I saw
it groW. very slowly and, insidiously among our young people.

Our 'special. committee. on .drug and alcohol abuse of the house
recently held a .bearing in Conestoga lligh School in Chester, County.
In fact, it was about 2 weeks ago. In.addition to the testimony .

sent to you today I would like to refer to that hearing because several
things surfaced that I thought you all would be interested in..

It mainly . revolved- around the educational probleM.. of drug and
alcohol abuse and the Report of the President's Commission on Drug
and Alcohol Abuse,' which was chaired by former Governor Shaffer
of the State; did bring.up the fact that

our
was perhaps more

harmful than helpful -at this point with our ,Toung people.
Secretary Pittenger referred to this, too, m Michigan, I believe he

said, where they found out that the students increased the use of drugs
after being taught about it. .

The.people who testified before our committee emphasized the behav-
ioral. educational approach rather:than' scare tactics or how you use
drugs,. the approach that we have been .using. Mouthing -can come
from your testimony or.' the effects of the hearings you are. having
I hope that perhaps the Federal Government Will take u look at the
type .of education and edUcational means being offered to our young
peoPle.

The rap 'room Caine. up in previous witnesses ',today' and this 'Sur-
faced in our hearings,. too. The fact that in .each school .district- it

.would be advantageous or in each-high schOol would be adVantageous
to have a rap room where the Student's could feel thOt it was .apart
from the school itself where. it wastheir own thing. where they. could
have a sympathetic adult.they could. share their 'problems with;

TheSe are :two. prebObly 'different approaches that could bring up
today. The problem of alcoholism surfaced all over the plaCe. The kids
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are combining drug abuse with alcohol, and they arc,; the same thing,
although we refer to. them as separate things rather than just. chugs

Here,or alcohol alone. ere, again, it was pointed out to us, alcohol
was the chug of choice and is increasing among our high-school-age
youngsters and even below that age.

I certailny do not think that at this point we should stop giving aid
from the Federal level to the State level for education. Perhaps we
have been dispersing our efforts too much.

I noticed that you said there was a separate appropriation that the
administration had asked for dealing, evidently, with another area
such as we have in our State and I will refer toMy testimony right now.

That is, the act that we passed or became law last year, the Penn-
sylvania brug 'and Alcohol Abuse Control Act of 1972. We do now
have a Governor's council on drug and alcohol abuse. I have been
very impres.led with the way this council has taken over.the-control
of the problem in Pennsylvania. I think it is a very worthwhile thing
to consider. (if consolidation along this line.

Now we are really able to zero in. In fact., we just had reorganiza-
tion plan that is going into effect July 1, where the 'lands will also
be disbursed by the council rather. than through the Department
of Welfare.

We have found that to zero in and have a coordinated effort is
not only economical but it is more effective and more efficient in the
long run as far as drug 'and alcohol abuse is concerned.

I want to mention one more thing before I finish, and that is that
the drug council has been mandated by the general assembly to cam
up with a- master plaii which was presented to the legislature last
week.

Part of that master plan calls for the establishment of an addic-
tion prevention laboratory at Penn State. It is a contract between
the Commonwealth and Pennsylvania StateUniversity.

This goes into prevention, but of course we all know education
plays a great part in prevention. There fire two concerns that it in-
volves itself 'With : the designing and evaluation of effective modali-
ties for:drug and alcohol abuse prevention; and No. 2 the provision
of training for school personnel and the application of effective pri-
mary prevention modalities. .

I am 'hope:fill that this approach will certainly enable our school
personnel, our school districts, school children, and our commu-
nity to have tliehelp that they need,as far as prevention of drug abuse
is concerned. There islno easy answer. We all know that..

I want to commend the- members of the subcoinmittee here today
from Congfess for taking time. out of their busy schedules and par-
tienlarly. on a Saturday afternoon, to come and-see what we are doing
iii PennsylVania. Thank you.

. Mr: BlIADEMAS., Thank you verymuch, Mrs. Crawford..
I might say in that letter 'connection,: your Congressman is 'a very,

persuasive man. . ,

I want to etuffiriend, you. for Your testimony and, in particular; for
what I-perceive.: to be the 'very Moderate reasoned.' tone Which you ..

convey. I find that refreshing and -it seems to me'accurato beettuse I
agree with yen thitt- we want to be. careful not to arouse the people
to-the false expectation that some panacea, for the drug abuse prob-
lem is just around the corner.
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And. in particular, it would be a mistake to suggest that education
alone is mina* to cure the problem. I would reiterate w!,at I said
earlier :1 think most of us in Congress, of every point of view, feel that
we need to do something about the problems of importing into this
country illegal narcotics, of improved medical research, and of im-
proved reliabilitation of narcotics addicts.

Education, therefore, is just a part of it. I was also impressed by
your call for increasing the use of .built-in,rigid evaluation in drug
abuse, education programs,

It seems to me what we learned here in Pennsylvania this morning,
among other matters, Mr. Eshleman, is the need. for -very carefully
monitoring and assessing these programs so we can hopefully learn for
the Whole Nation, from a modest investment, what seems to be Jfective:

I was also struck by item 'No. 2 in your list of basic principles,
where you indicate that "Programs that are ell'ectivoind behaviorally
oriented are more likely to be

"Programs
than cognitively oriented pro-

grams. That too is on all fours with what we have( been picking up

As I listened to Your statement I was reminded.of a passage in a
document .which I quoted earlier on Federal drug abuse programs
which Was prepared by the Drug Abuse Council, Inc.. which is a pri-
vate_nonProlit foundation. This document ,notes that:

"These expressed needs of groups involved in NDEP"national
drug education program; that is the program funded by this act
"reveal why the Office of Education cannot be, expected to produce posi-
tive results overnight."

The OE drug program is in its infant stage and must be expected to have
many failures as well as successes. Neither OE nor any other public or private
effort to prevent drug dependency can be expected to produce immediate answers.

An effective education requires years, and in a field where, frankly, teaching
and its techniques are in the incipient stages, expectations of sophisticated, as-
sured results are premature.

The Drug Education Office,and the Drug Abuse _Education Act of 1070 adopted,
out of 'necessity, the "problem-solving approach" because few precedents for plan-
ning existed.

Congress' mandate to OE is to replace that ignorance through careful super-
vision and monitoring of the experimental programs, a task for which OE must
be held accountable.

The language from that paiticular report seems to me to be 'of the
smile kind of judgment that you have given us.

MrS. CnAwronn. I think that is true, Congressman. I particularly
want to comment on what you just said. I think we are all groping in
the dark and have been for some time because, as I-mentioned, the prob-
lem surfaCed around 106546, in that area.

We sort of just stood there lookincr and wondering what was going
on before this, not that it wasn't a problem, but let's faCe was con- .

fined to. the ghetto regions and suburban middle cl ass _America had
no direct contact with it. Now we.do, and it has certainly brought home
a lot of things. , .

I think that we have -started, .particularly in Pennsylvania on a
good road. As I mentioned before, I think our drug acts are verygood
in thisjState. and I -think it might be something your committee might
want to look At also as to what ,w6 have donehere.

Mr. 13RADqMAS. Thank you Very much, Mrs. Crawford. Again I want
to commend you on your testimoTif

Mr. EshleMan.

I



Mr. Esin.v.mAN. I want to be sure I understood the part of your
testimony in which you tell us you would favor guidelines coming
down front th Federal Government along with drng abuse education
money rather titan free rein money. Did I understand you correctly ?

In other words, you would prefer the Federal Government having
sonic guidelines as to how the money would be used ?

Mrs. Cit.iwroan. I would strongly favor that. Here again; I go to
experience I have gained here in Pennsylvania, and working in
particular with the Governor's Council and the executive director.

He tells me that for a program to be the most effective that there has
to liewe don't want to dampen innovative programs and I think there
could be a way around that hut we certainly

programs
want to just say,

"Here.. take this money and do whatever you want with it whether
it is going to work or not."

I think we are coming to the point now where we have had exper-
iencelo fall back on. And, for instance, the survey that Secretary Pit-
tenger brought forth today which surfaced in our hearings at ...ones-
toga about the effectiveness of certain educational programs, if they
are not effective. if they are more harmful than they are helpful then
certainly. the Government should not foster more of the same type of
program.

I guess that is what I ant saying.
Mr. EsnLEMA N. Secondly, and I don't want to put you on the spot

as I realize so well one legislator can't speak for 203, but will the
General Assembly do inure financially for drug abuse education this
next fiscal year than they have done in the past?

Mrs. CnAwrono. I am glad you asked nie that question. I came pre-
pared to let you know what we are going to do next year.

We have increased the budget. As you know, we have a divided.
House and Senate politically. This has been a bipartisan issue all the
way. There has been no conflict of interestthat is a bad word to say,
but there has been no division of interest in this field. Politics has
been pretty well out of it.

We have increased our appropriations this year from an overall
figure of about $8 million to about, $13 million. I think this shows con-
fidence in what our executive director and our Council is doing in this
field.

Mr. ES-I 11.131AN. That. is a 60- percent increase. r would hope the Fed-
e4 Government, would do as well.

Mr.13nAnntAs. What was thatligure again ?
Mrs. Cii.twFono. We went from $8 million last yearto $13,120.000

this yea r.
Mr. BIUDEMAS. For?
Mrs. CnAwronn. For the driigand alcohol abuse program.
Mr. I3nAnr.3ras. That is very impressive. I am glad to see one state

in which the State's responsibilities, as well as State's rights, are
being* taken seriously.

Esi Mr:JEAN. I have no more questions.
Mr. BuKoEmAs. Mr. Lehman.
-Mr. TATMAN'. I will Pass.
Mr. BRADEMAS. I would just ask, Mrs. Crawford, I take it from

your testimony that you support the extension of the Drug Abuse
education Act?
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Mrs. CuAwrorn. Yes. T do. with the modificat ions I think T brought
out during the testimony.

Mr. Rimini-As. I just' want to ask you one other question. What
would your attitude be toward giving the money to the State educa-
"tikiJdepartment for distributionas distinguished from the present
pattern, where the, money can go directly to local school district.

Mrs. CRAWEORD. I have a 'feeling there of whether it should go
strictly to the department of education or whether it should be
shared between the department of education and our Governor's
Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse because we also have the preven-
tion program that I mentioned.

It would he helpful to have additional help. I know what you have
been doing hi the.past. zeroing in on the school district. We in Penn-
sylvania do haveand this was mentioned beforea peculin r system in
that the districts are pretty autonomous. I would not like to see too
rtme:i eontol going from the department to the district in this mat-
te]) although there should be some, as I mentioned, guidelines.

13n.mmAs. Again, thank you very much, Mrs. Crawford, for a
most helpful statement. I appreciate it. Our next witness is Mr. Law-
rence M. Large, assistant' principal of the Manheim Township ,Mid-
dle School.

Mr. Large, we are glad to have you with us. Again, if you can, snm-
misrize your statement. It will be Vaced in its entirety m the record,
and we, will have more time for questions.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE M. LARGE, ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL,
21ANHEIM TOWNSHIP MIDDLE SCHOOL

Mr. LARGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As the only representative here actually speaking for Lancaster

County I would like to take this opportunity to welcome the commit-
tee and tell you that I am going to attempt to represent 16 school dis-
tricts in my testimony. This is a vary difficult thing to do. I am sure
you can appreciate that.. The remarks I make will themfore be of a
freneral nature.e,

I would like to rend the testimony that I have submitted. with one
correction. I think the date on the testimony is 1970 and it should be
1973. It was a typographical error.

Addressing ourselves to the agoni ingly complex problem of drug
abuse prevention is of the greatest imitortance to all of us in education,
and to the community at Large. Everyone is affected. and none of us
can escape his responsibility but noWliere perhaps is the responsibility
quite so heavy as it is upon the schools.ilt is to the school thata society
looks when a problem arises that thre tens that-gociety's future.

Today, with drug.abrise pandemic i z our community, we inns': face
the difficultjask of reappraisal and ask whether the schools have
succeeded in their efforts to prevent drug abuse through their educa-
tional programs.

Most of useducators, law enforcement Personnel,. social service
personnel, and laymenare inclined to answer no to that question.

We know that drugs can he linked through its students to every high
school in Lancaster and Lebanon Counties. This sorry State includes
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most middle and junior high schools where, the problem is especially
critical because of the age factor.

Their youth, inexperience, impressionability, and ignorance of the
potential harm of drugs makes these children particularly vulnerable

. to the drug culture.
They are faced at a.tender age with initial yet critical decisions about

druos without the maturity to make decisions of such magnitude on a
sound, rational basis. Despite the potentially disastrous consequences
these youngsters persist in experimenting, and the substances run the
gamut from marihuana to much more dangerous and powerful drugs.

Recently a high school senior, disturber' by the drug activity in his
district's middle school, was quoted in his sclid.n1 newspaper as say-
ing, "They're only to lose themselves before thv are able t find them-
selves:They don't know what they are doing."

Daniel McAuliffe of the Justice Department's Office of National
Narcotics Intelligence. told the animal convention of the National As-
sociation of Citizen Crime Commissions last year:that there are an
estimated 600;000 heroin addicts in. the country today compared to
50.000 10 years ago.

Earlier this. *ear Dr. Catherine Hess, a drug abuse specialist for the
Pennsylvania beparfment of Health, -addressing a clinic for phys-

=icians sponsored by-the Pennsylvania Medical Society stated-that there
are 60,000- heroin addicts in the Commonwealth, and over 300,000
abusers of softer drugs. such as amphetamines and barbiturates.

Add to this a study done by Dr. George S. Larimer of the Larimer
Co., in Portland, Oreg. for the Pennsylvania Department of Health,
the results of which show, in part, that' 10. percent of seventh and
eighth graders surveyed indicated they had already Used heroin, and
Pennsylvaiiia's -problem becomes more iinmeaiate. .,

In 10 short years Pennsylvania has surpassed- the former national
total of heroin addicts by 10,000, and more young people continue to
turn on the both hard and soft drugs every day:Lancaster County, un-
fortunately, has contributed its share to these figures.

In spite of our unusual people, the. local drug problem continues to
grow. And despite these excellent characteristics intelligent, resource.
fill Lancaster Countians have not yet found the key to drug abuse

. prevention. :

We would certainly encourage you, Mr. Chairman, and the other
members of your committee to support H.R. 4715 to extend the Drug
-Abuse Education Act of 1970 for 3 additional years.

We have
not

come to this unhappy state of affairs just since -1970,
yet it was ot until that time that, most schools seriously began to
o' tier programs geared to drug abuse prevention.-In those early years
there was very little real expertise at any level and we 'groped for a
viable solution.

.

Now new ideas, n,Av thoughts, innovative proarams are beginning
to appear as creative, people apply their talents to seeking solutions
te-Ahe,,prevention problem. It will take time, and additional, funding.
' The, sums pro ose0y the sponsors of H.R..4715T are most generous
but the qualky f programs by which we spend.the- money is as im-
portant as the qt antiO of Money made available. .

,Re w a'ople intimictely- Involved in drug abuse evention- and rehabili-
'tation in Lancaster Cbunti have been aware- of something that we in
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education; belatedly having turned our _full attention to the problem,
aro just beginning to understand.

That is, that our precious courses of study-in the field of drug abuse_
education are somewhat ineffective at best, and disastrously ineffective"
at worst.

A static, rigid curriculum approaching drug abuse on a cognitive
level only completely ignoring the fact. that youngsters turn on based
on what ,they feel, not what they know is not goimr to prevent experi--
mentation.

In fact, there is evidence to the cox.;f1.113.:,-. There is a strong body of
opinion that some youngsters expei 1:1Jent because of the stimulation
of their curiosity by their school drUg programs.

Those people in the community agencies involved in drug -abuse
prevention and rehabilitation are of a single accord that a cognitive
approach to drug education is not the answer to th.c prevention of drug
abuse.

People . in such Agencies as Mental Health/Mental Retardation,
Council. on 'Alcohol isni and Drug Abuse, Lancaster County Guidance
Clinic, Addictive Diseases Clime of the General Hospital and our
local Contact are concerned with drug abuse as a problem .. of total
mental' and emotional health;

Psychiatrists and psychologists generally acknowledge that We live
in an age of anxiety earmarked by construction which reduces the
individual's ability to give and take and to get to -know himself and
Others.. -

Special training is seriously needed-for teachers and Parents to turn
the focus away from chemicals and onto people. The schools and homes
must beCome more himmne- in the sense that every child can grow in
self Lesteein and see himself as a valued. perSon. --

Children can be turned on 'by interperSOindrelationships. -a pleasant
environment, and satisfying experiences, as well as chemical siibstances.

What a. child-needs to-grow into an independent adult capable of
funetioning in-our modern society is a more or less continuous sequence
of small successes, and occasional failures .at each of his developmental
levels. .

This requires careful "programing" by those adults responsible for
his development, and a. high degree of two-way COITIMunication'between
adult and child.

The a dult's role is one of conditioning for success, and teaching how
to-profit from the experience- of failure. A child must grow and live
and learn-in-an environment where he knows he can succeed and; th at
someone cares whether or not be does, and will accept and support hirri
in either suecessor failure..

Failure without. adult acceptance creates and reinforces a failure ,

syndrome. If adult -demands_ exceed the point where the child can
succeed in a planned sequence of tasks, he begins to condition the child
to failure instead Of success. '

This can ultimately lead to withdrawal as a participating member
of a social system in Which the cliild.sees himself as a -failure. son-
inVolvement, drug abuse, excesses in. a 1 cohol i e..00715.11Mpti011, and sexual
promiscuity can allbe symptoms of this withdrawal.

Adults-must have in 'open!andaccepti ngat titude when -communicat-
ing -with young: eople.It is importantahat the youngbe able to openly
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!Npress themselves, to tell what they think and feel, to know that their
opinions, while not always accepted, are at least respected.

Adults need not, and often will not, like the opinions and ideas of
the young, but they must be able to deal with them on a mature level
and continue to accept the child.

Respect for each individual member is one of the hallmarks of a
strong family or classroom unit. Development of mutual respect and
closeness in the family or the classroom can be expedited by developing
understanding and a willingness to listen on the part of parents and
teachers, but the necessary skills and attitudes cannot be found in all
adults.

While this will not guarantec,thit(a child will never abuse drugs,
alcohol, his sexuality, or his unique personality, it, should decrease the
incidence of young people who are einotionally or psychologically
vulnerable.

The vast majority of adults, however, need some special training
in dealing with young people in a consistently constructive. supportive
manner. This is the basic ingredient, to a .long-range solution to the
drug problem.

'Any education program that hopes to succeed in preventing drag
abuse must treat it as just, one symptom of the greater problem of
frustration arisiner from the child's inability to communicate. to relate,
to-identify. to see himself as a valued member of a social group or to
understand himself.

For these. reasons, Mr. Chairman, we would urge support of H.R.
47l5 so that, funds will continue to be available to train people in
parenting skills; to sensitize teachers, counselors, and school admin-
istrators to the need for a really humanistic approaCh to children. and
to provide them with training in techniques and skills for accomplish-
ing this: to provide community education programs that will improve
the anal ity of life for all people.

Whether we refer to such programs as value clarification, self -
awareness. a rational basis for decisionmaking, or humanizing adult/
child relationships is not the issue. They will all ultimately lead in
the same. direction: that of allowing a child to truly understand and
accept himself and relate hiMself intelligently to the problems of
drug abuse.

Such programs are not new, but are largely unknown in education,
and a great deal more is done in training teachers, both undergraduate
and in- service., too many educators will continue to make the same
mistakes and hold the: old beliefi flint subject matter rather than hu-
man relations is what. really counts.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, may I acknowledge; the sincere, con-
scientious efforts of thousands of capable, dedicated teachers in Lan-
caster and Lebanon Counties who are gravely concerned about drug
abuse among their young pupils, and who anxiously await -a break-
through which will give them an effective means of preventing such
abuse.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much' for a most thoughtful
statement.

T was struck by your observation that reliance on the cognitive
approach to drug abuse education is not sufficient, and you called, like
some of the earlier witnesses, for greater attention to the affective side
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of education. Therefore, you suggest that the legislation under con
sideration should provide support. for the training of people in parent-
ing skills and training of teachers, counselors, and school administra-
tors, in a more humanistic way.

I guess any legislator is always struek v hen he hears people in a
wide variety of places, frolic :1. wide variety of backgrounds corning to
the same general Conclusion. T have just one question to put to you,
Mr. Large, and it has to do with your judgment on the most effective
way to administer Federal funds available for drug abuse education.

You heard me ask Mrs. Crawford about her feeling about providing
such funds to the State depa rtment of education. Her response, if I
understood her right, was that she thought there was something to
be said for the Governor's Council on Drug Prevention. There are
other alternatives, of course, beyond that, such- as-providing funds di-
rectly from OE to communities or the grantee.

Have you any judgment on what is. the best way, or any comnbina-
tion thereof, or sonic other alternative ?

Mr. LARGE. I believe; sir. I would favor getting. the funds in the
hands of the people who are going to use them through both of those,,,,,
avenues, perhaps through the Department of Education because one
of the things I think must-come eventually is some teacher effectiveness
training.

Perhaps this could best be -administered through the Department
of Education and going to the State colleges or. any teacher training
institutions. Perhaps as 'a part of a beginning teachers.permanent cer-
tification requirement this- kind of effectiveness traimng in working
with youngsters could mandatory.

That would mean the funds would have to come through WCDepart-
ment of Education, but I also can see great value in bringing those
funds into the local communities through whatever agencies are croing
to be responsible to the Governor's Council on Alcoholism and Isrug
Abuse. Tn Lancaster it is MII/MP..

Mr. BRADEAS. What is MII/iNiR?
Mr. LARGE. Mentallicalth/mental retardation.-I can see it, working

both ways very effectively.l..:.,
----INIr. BumaniAs..Thank.you very much.

Mr. Eshleman.
Mr. ESHLMAN.- Mr. Large. if my information is correct, no Lan-

caster County school district, uses funds from the Drug Abuse Educa-
tion Act. I realize you get Federal funds. I think the principal source
is LEAA. .

Why don't any of the Lancaster Comity school districts use funds
available under this act ?

Mr. LARGE. Congressman. that is a question I am afraid- I can't
answer. I. think the only people who could answer that would be local
superintendents and school directors. /

Mr. ESHLEMAN. If,it is answerable by local. superintendents. I think
sonic would use it, and some-wouldn't use it, it seems to me. I don't want
to .say a. concentrated effort. I can't Understand why school districts
in-myown county don't use binds out of this act.

Mr. LARGE. The only Federal funds I know coming into the Lan-
caster school district are those funds from the Federal Safe Streets
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1ct used to implement, a program called drug decision in the middle
and junior high schools. Those are the only Federal funds I know.

Mr. BuAnt,mAs. If Mr: Eshleman will yield.
. Mr. EsiummAN. Yes. .

Mr. BitAnintAs. As I understand the thrust of the question of the
gentleman from Pennsylvania, it is not whether,funds are coming in,
but whether any.of the 16 schools in this county have asked for them.

Mr. LARGE. I honestly can't answer that for the other school districts.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. 'Will Dr. Reuss tell me this or do I have to ask 16

different, school districts to find out?
Mr. LARGE. I think Dr. Ruess could answer that question as the in-

termediate director. , .

Mr. EsithEmAx. Certainly the 16 school dis -icts in Lancaster Coun-
ty don't havesuflicientfitnds' for drug, abuse education, do they?

i)Ir. LARGE. No, they do not;
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Then once again, I can't understand why they don't-.

use it
I won't go through the whole.pitch I did with the Lebanon County

gentlemen,- but what are your comments on that one out of five high
school seniors that feel the drug Problem is serious, or they are serious-
ly" aware, without saying they used it. Da you think that ishigh ? Do
you think that is accurate?

LARGE: I think if one out of five said they are concerned about
drugs then-it would concern me/more that four out of five said they
weren't concerned about the drug problem.' Drug abuse -in-Lancaster
County is-like the poverbial iceberg; you see a little bit of it above
the surface, but there is an awful lot more below the surface that we
can't get. at and that we are never going to find out about because
youngsters don't walk in to us and tell us that they .. are usino. drugs.

The ,best estimates that we can get are that there is a Xrugiprob-
leni. The superintendents of the 16 school districts generally tend to
feel that the problem is.a.madeimte problem. What constitutes/a, mod-
erato problem, I don't know.- This is the word they used to character-
ize the problem in their school district.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. I am in no way harassing you. Yc, 7 just Said the
schools can't get at it.. What if the homes can't get at it? Who is going
to get at it; the part of that iceberg that doesn't show? If the schools

. Qcan't get at it, who is going If get at it?
Mr. LARGE. When I say the schools can't get at it, Congressman,

what am referring to is the information about how many youngsters .

afe actually abusing drugs. We know that; they are.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. r RE1 not as interested/in the exact statistics. It is

the submerged part of the iceberg we sl7fild be concerned about.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr:Lehman.
Mr. LEtimmc: I .m11 also interested /in the submerged part of the

iceberg. The submerged part of the icAero. I am interested in is those-6funds that seem to be invisible. -
SO I hwa: found $9.,700 worth of these -funds sthat have come

to a school district and -1 wonder where the rest of it is. As you say in
the third paragraph on page 5 of your statement, "For these reasons,

Cltirman,we would urge support of H.R. 4715 so that fund.s
continue to be ,available."' They might be available but they Certainly
ate invisible.
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What really Concernsnie is where is the log jam ? What is prevent-
11(r your school from getting :a program, or your district from getting

a program, or your State from getting a program funded by this money
when you can get LEAA money but you can't chug abuse education

imoney ? That is the question that keeps coming up in my mind.
Mr. LARGE. Partly, I guess, it is a matter of Mien.: we put our priori-

ties in the public schools.
LEumAN. I think what we need IS an educational program to

educate drug abuse educators to apply for drug abuse education funds.
Mr. LARGE. No public school official likes to admit to his community

that he has a serious drug abuse problem in the school, obviously. 1
think most educators tend to underestimate the scope of the problem
and, in doing this, they say when we are looking for programs we will
look in this area and they don't consider drug abuse as a really critical
problem, thurefore, they don't apply for the funds, unfortunately.

Mr.. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much for your testimony. It has
been very helpful indeed.

Mr.L,lac Thank you, sir.
Mr.' BRAM:WAS. Our next witness is Mr. Carleton W. Jones, health

and physical education adviser of the Pennsylvania Department of
Ed neat] oil.

[Mr. Jones' prepared statement follows :]

STATEMENT OF CARLE.TON W. JONES, SENIOR PROGRAM ADVISER Fetrilniam AND
PHIS/CAI, DOTIOATION, PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OP Ein56.wrioN

Congressman Tiratiernas, Congressman Eshelman. It is truly an honor for me
to be here today to report On the activities that we are doing in the area of drug
abuse prevention education.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education is sincerely dedicated to helping
eliminate the drug problem in Pennsylvania through drug abuse prevention
ed nen t i on.

What we have done over the last three years Was to provide training of leader-
ship teams from school districts, colleges and universities consisting of repre-
sentatives from Ow school community house -- .student population who have
studied the medical, legal and psychosocial aspects of drug abuse as well as train-
ing in group methods and human relations with the ultimate goal of returning to
their schools and communities to institute and implement effective education
programs.

These leadership teams have been receiving training at three universities in
Pennsylvania that are geographically located to serve most school districts. These
centers are located a t :

I. Taft University of Pittsburgh for school districts in the western part of the
state. .

2. The Pennsylvania State University located in central Pennsylvania:
3. Temple University of Philadelphia for the east and southeastern part of-the

sta te.
Those training centers have conducted from three to five leadership training

sessions, ranging. from 15 to 30 contact hours for each team from the school dis-
tricts in their service area, over the last three years.

Tin& sessions have been set up in a radical fashion with at least one complete
training session conducted on the Main`campus and the off-campus centers radiat-
ing and eneompassing an area of approximately 50 miles. This radical effect will
volt:ince the service area of many school districts.

so far all of the training programs conducted have emphasized the concept of
sehool-community involvement and cooperation and they have encompassed spe-
cific sessions dealing with (1) Definitions of drug use, misuse awl abuse, (2)
Psyche:4mgal issues.. (3) Pharmacology, (4) Role of Education, (5) Legal aspects,
401 Review of sudio-visnals materials. f7) Experience in group processes, (8)
Current research in drugs, (9) Cultural influence and determinants, (10) Ex-
ercises in communications, and (11) Analysis of existing thug education pro-

.
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grants, All school districts leadership teams that attend these sessions were and
are required to furnish evidence that continually and youth participation has
been secured.

In September of 1070 a letter announciug that a series of statewide Drug Abuse
Leadership Training Workshops were to be administered by the Department of
Education were sent to all chief school administrators asking them to establish
teams of educators, students and community personnel to represent their school
districts at. these training sessions.

As 1 view the problem of drug abuse prevention education, I think that our ac-
tivities should be directed more toward "Value-Teaching," by employing various
techniques, teachers in all subject areas and grade levels should develop cognitive
materials and blend these with the affective domain (values, attitudes, responsi-
bility and decision-making) In order to personalize the experience' for students.
The assumption of the strategy is that by enhancing the mental health of young
people they 11'111 be less likely at some later stage in their development to choose
drag or alcohol Abuse us a life style.

I sincerely hope that the Congress of the United States will see the need to ex-
tend the Drug Abuse Education Act of 1070 for three additional years: With ad-
ditional' funds, we in Pennsylvania can do a more effectivejob in evaluating what
has been done In our training progralas and how we can Modify our programs to
make them more effective. We want to know what our people are doing after they
return to their schools and communities. Without proper funding we are limited
in what we can accomplish. Once again I wish to strongly urge that members of
congress use the means at their disposal, to insure that each state department of
Education has a fair and equitable proportion of_Federal funds for drug
education.

STATEMENT OF CARLETON W. JONES, SENIOR PROGRAM ADVISER
FOR HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION, PENNSYLVANIA DE-
PARTMENT OFEDUCATION

Mr. JOXES. Congressman Brademas. and members of the commit-
tee, I. would like to briefly summarize my remarks that I submitted.

I would like to say, that the Pennsylvania Department of Educa-
tion has been involved in a drug program since 1970, and during this
period of time we have established three drug abuseleadership train-
ing centers which are located at the University of Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania. State University, and Temple University.

The purpose of these centers is to train personnel from schools.
When I say personnel I mean teachers, administrators, community
people, and students. In this training they receive things like phar-
macology, use, knowledge about drug abuse and drug use, legal ter-
minology, and so on.

The purpose of these teams is to return to the school districts and
to work in what we would. call a Multiplier Effect to help educate
other people in their school districts.

I would. also like to say that in Pennsylvania we have created a.
drug addiction laboratory which will become effective as of the first
of July this year: Also, we have established a unit which we call
Drug and Alcohol Prevention Planning. Unit, which Will work at
all the school districts in the State, work with our centers, work with
the drug addiction laboratories.

In other words, they will be liaison agents for the State agencies
dealing in drug prevention and alcohol prevention education.

Mr.-BRADEMAS. Thank you much, Mr. Jones.
What kinds of people participate in these training programs to

which. you Make reference? Who are the students in the training
programs?
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Mr. ;fox Es. In the training program the teams are composed of..
administrators, teachers, and &itialents. That is one of the stipulations
under the act, I believe 01.527, that teams must 'be composed of
students.

Mr. Biz A DE5rA S. I was struck also by your statement that we need
more emphasis on value teaching so that there is a blend for both
afl'active. and cognitive approaches to teaching.

And I think your sentence at the bottom of page. 2, in effect, sums
up a lot of what has been said on this point, namely, to quote you :
"The assumption of the strategy is that by -enhancing the mental
health of the young people they will be less likely at some later stare
in their development to choose drug or alcohol abuse as a lifestyle."

I guess what you are sayii(g there is really what it is all about when
'people make this point.

Just one question, Mr. Jones. Even though you have a statewide
responsibility, what are the principal differences, if any, that you per-
ceive in mounting; drug abuse education programs for major metro-
politan areas like Philadelphia or Pittsburgh as distinguished from
small communities like th 05,6 here in Lancaster County, for. example?

Mr. JONES. I think in smaller. communities people are afraid to
admit they have drug problems. Going back to a statement I made
earlier this...morning when I was speaking with Mr. Pittenger about
minigrants, I think that all minigrants should be controlled by .a
State or State agency, particularly in Pennsylvania-since education
will fall under the new Governor's Council :on Drug Abuse as of the
first of the year.

They will be responsible for all drug programs.
Mr. BRADEMA S.' What is the role of tlie state department-of education

on that Council ?
_

Mr. JoxEs. Only input. I am not oR that Council.
Mr. BIZAOEMAS. I don't mean yours:,What is the role of education in

the Governor's council?
Mr. JONES. We are the. lead agency for prevention programs in

education.
IkitI3RADEMAS. Whitt is that phrase?
Mr. JoNEs. That means that programs dealing with drug prevention

education will come out of education. Education- will be responsible
for imlementing these programs and we will be under the Governor's
council.

Mr. BnAnEmAs. Let me-put myquestion very bluntly. How can you,
who have responsibility for education, be certain that education will
have enough support from the Governor's council? Is the secretary
of education a member of that council? -How can you be sure your
voice is heard

Mr. JoxEs: HT am not mistaken, under Act 63, which created the
Governor's Council for Drug Abuse, all secretaries of all major de-
partments are part of that organization. The Secretary of Education,
the Secretary of Health, the

organization.
of Welfare are part of that

agency. They have input.
I would also like to say that on minigrant programs all prOgrams

should come to the State. In the minigrant proarain there should be
some provision built in for evaluation. To go b.ack to 'a -statement I
made .earlier this morning, we don't hear from these units because
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there is no evaluation measure put in and they are not responsible
to anyone.

I think people. who receive minigrants should be responsible to
someone. For instance., miler the State. plan, the State coordinator
was responsible to the OE office for quarterly reports.

There should be some way of measuring, some instruments of evalu-
ation. Until we have some instruments of evoluation or reporting we
will never know what is going on.

Mr. .PutAinotAs. Would you disagree with the propositionI am
now just trying to take off from your suggestionthat at least one
argument for putting minigrants under the supervision of a State
department of education is that the department could then see to it
that there was some overall coordinated program established for
those minigrunts, and that therefore. more thoughtful evaluation
could be made if you had a variety of kinds. of programs supported
by the di fluent minigrants?

Is that a reasonable. observation in support of your swrgestion?
Mr. JONES. As the minigrants stand now I don't think they are

too valid. All the moneythe average is $2,200 or $2,300goes for
traveling, not for implementing programs. I think people who apply
forminigrants should, Write a proposal for their mmigrant, state
.what they_want to do And be held accountable for what they do for
the amount of money they are going to spend.

Mr.13nAmplAs. Thank you very much.
.Mr. Eshleman.
Mr. Esur.v.m. AN. Mr. Jones, you probably. don't have this informa-

tion, but I would be interested in receiving it if you would send it to
nie. I contacted the Office of Education prior to these .hearings, the.
U.S.-Oflico of Education.

II, was told that in year 1972 Pennsylvania received $363.000 under
this act. Then I received material prepared by the PeimsylvAnia De-
partment of Education that tells me for the same fiscal year, you
received $139,000.

I am not saying who is wrong or who is right.-Iidon't know, but
I would like.. to know. Nly legislative aide is sitting here and I _want
to follow' this up definitely. I want to knew .how much Pennsylvania
received. There are two discrepancies that are wide apart.

Do 3,6ii have a figure ?
Mr. JoNEs. I think I. can do this before I leave. For the State de-

partment of education we received
Mr. EsimEmAx. Just under this act.
Mr. JoNEs. Under this act during: 197243 the State department

of education' received eight $1.200's. The only college-based program
we had was Carlisle College, Dixon College'at CarliSle. They received
$16,000..

The other 16 minigrants total approximately $46,000. I 'rave the
list of the people who received the-minigrants. I know 'what. we
received. I I.,. )1v what Dickinson received. I. don't know who got
the rest of it.

Mr. ESILENAN. We want to follow that up.delini tely.
In conjunction with that, my home county scheol district, ].6. of

them, none of them used drug abuse education money. That,was testi-
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fed tc arlier. Here in .Pennsyl% .nift the total appropriation last year
for this act nationwide was $i3 million. So, taking 6 perdent of that
roughly is $800,000. We are not getting near that amount.

What I want to knoW is this : Is our Pennsylvania Department of
Education not requesting it, or is it the U.S. Office of Education who is
not giving us our fair share? ThaL is what I want to get to the bottom
of. I don't necessarily expect you, at this hearing, but I expect you
within the next week.

JONES. When this program just started Pennsylvania asked
for $146,000. TheFederal Government iirWashington cut it down to
$140,000. We wanted more money. We always ask for more money
because when you divide $82,000 among three universities to pay for
staff and for people to travel, it is rough.

The biggest grant went to the University of Pittsburgh, $30,000.
Temple University received $26;000. Penn State received approxi-
mately $24,000. This is where $81,200 conies from.

Out of the money each university receives they do approximately
three or four workshops.

_ Mr.. ESHLEMAN. Let me interrupt you. You say. you asked for
$146,000 and -yougot $140,000 the first time. That is not much of a cut.
But, Pennsylvania's proportionate share would..have.been $800:000.

I don't want to waste money any more than you do, but why didn't
Pennsylvania Department of Education request seven or $800,000?
Can't you use it? Didn't you formulate the program?

Mr. JONES. We could. What happened this year when- I ;wrote the
proposal, we .asked each center that we were ()ling to contract with
to writg their proposals to estimate how miich they were going to need.

For instance, Temple University asked for $40,000, but we were told
that we were going to be funded as we were last year. Lastyear we got
$82,000. When I inquired to say .Could we get any more they said, "No,
you will belocky if von get what you applied te-this year."

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Who told yoUthat?
Mr. JONES. The OE office.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Are.you limiting yogi. scope to Temple, Penn State

and Pitt? It seems to me if we want to blanket this education problem,:
in Pennsylvania that we could branch out. There is nothiner wrong
with those three institutions, but it seems to me from your testimony,
you,are limiting your scope to only those three institutions.

Mr. JONES. When we originally started,- Congressman, we had six
centers; Lock Haven, East' Stroudsburg and another one of the State

'colleges. But, their plans didn't prove effectiVe. They dropped out.
They couldn't do the job so we went tothe three we knew were effective
and we have been staying with those.. .

With the new drug addiction .laboratory coming in, they will pick
up our three centers aridPenn State will establish centers on-their off-
campus. We will blanket the State completely. We will cover_eyery
corner, of the State on the offcampiises, -utilizing 'the othercenter:'
Penn State And TeMPle University. They will all be draWn into :one
big hat.

Mr. Esnr,n-nAN. I have no moreqUestions.
Mr. BYADEMAS. Mr. Lehman.
Mr: LEHMAN. I have no questions.

98-073-73-19
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Mr. 131 AnimAs. Thank you very much, Mr. 'Jones. You have been
most helpful in your testimony. Our last. witness is Mr:henneth
Rozelsky,.principal of the Coatesville Area HighSchool.

[ Mr. Rozelsky's prepared statement follows d

STATEMENT OF Iii,:s.weim M. 110ZELSEIV PRINCIPAL, COATESVILLE AREA SENIOR HUAI
SC11001, COATESVILLE, PA.

Mr: Chairman, members of the subcommittee : My name is Kenneth M. Rozelsky..
Principal of the ConteSville Area Senior .High School, CoatesVille,Pennsylvanitt.
and, I am here today:as a- representatiVe of its staff. Tile school of Which I 11111
in'Ond. to serve as principal is locatcd.inidway between Philadelphia and Lancaster.
In my school and our community, 1 deal on a day -to- day -basis and in a person -
to- person relationship with the problems arising from drug use and abuse.

Prior tomy testifying today. I have had an opportunity to review past testi-
monyIlly presented to the subcominittee the past two years. informal discussion- with
students, teachers, !counselors, parents, news -media, community leaders, prin-
cipals; assistant principals, curriculum specialists, clergymen, addicts, and. ex-
addicts were used in the preparation of this testimony.

The lultblems arising.from drug use and abuse is one of the major concerns in
Mir school and community. The frustration- of so Many pm-Miewith drug edu-
Cation programs (preventinn), drug use.and abuse (users) and iMplementation
of our drug laws' (enforcement.) ha vo brOlIght' abollr :I ':sorry state of mind" in
our comnumity. That state of mind is shown in sonic of the following ways:

1. I don't give a damn attitude on the part of some students, ,parents, com-
ninnit y people and educators, as long as it is not my kid.

2. It's the-5:61(M's fault (they condone it). --
3. -Irs, the patent's fault. (they don't care 'about their kills because they are

._ too busy worldng two jobsdrinking, using too many pills thianselves and .won't
listen to the kithi. .- 1

, .1. The drug education programs used by the schools -are worthless, say some
students and parents fex-adilicts turn some kids on. kids laugh at some of the
scare films, we need the Bible mid more religibn instead of scientific -data on
drugs, we.need More Scare films, don't take kids to see-these half-way houses,
etc.) ; law enforcement agents wild cannot make a buy (or their undercover men)

. or only get the small guy.
5. Students ,who acre- scared (refuse to "(lime" on their sources). because they

will he roughed up or rubbed out. .
.

,

. 0. Parents who refuse to seek assistance when they recognize-or simply cannot
ecognize-the symptoms. .

7. Sonic educators who ".Y, "that's not my job, I teach or I 'administer".
8. Clergymen who say come to church once a week and you won't have the

problem. , . .

0. Sonic emninunities who refuse to develop. community 'education projects
-because: we can't afford it, they are hangouts for addicts .or simply ignore it.

10. Kids and parents can buy anything in Some.drugstores and some doctors
prescribe pills for almost anything.

11. At the hospitals they don't carepump you out and back home.
12. The judges see you. put you on probation.
13. There are not enough penal institutions and the ones they have are bad

(too lenient. no (Qum tionaIprograms, etc.). , ..
'.These -are some of the.frnstations! ! ! I Frustations! ! ! ! Frustations -! ! ! !

Prostations 1. 1 1 1 that we deal with day in.and (fay out in our schools. and
community.

. I believe that if each group and individual within the group accepted some of
. these- responsibilities and, constructive criticism offered, many of our present

programs (and lack of) -and practices could be more effective. A few examples: .

1. An evaluation of our present programs in, the schoolsK-1 2 in Drug .Fiditca-
tion by it team of teachers, administrators,' parents, community representativeS.
students who have`gonc through-the wligraill, medical people and drlig education.
specialists.

2. Concerned community leaders who will seek out and generate programs to
improve told maintain communications,

3. Administrators who are deeply concerned with keeping open the communica-
tions in theischaols for students, parents, and teachers,
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4. Teachers xvho are interested. In the total student and not just what he does inscience,
u. Parents who'are willing tit spend time engaged in family activities in lieu ofalcohol, T', mold rig more money, etc.
t. Clergymen who are 'willing to expand and initiate programs for theirconstituents,
7. Law enforcement agencies that develop sophisticated techniques to crackdown On users and espeeially pushers, -

S. .stlitients accepting and realizing -the responsibilities that they have tothemselves. parents, school, community, and this great country of ours (with allits imperfections). .

as individuals must take Jul "objective look at ourselves" and becomeconeerned for our brother, sister, neighbor, elc..if we are to overcome this prob-
lem of drug use, and abuse.

(Mr Drug AbuSe Currieulmn Conniiittee. hich began its work in our school
system in. January of 1970, was made up of seven teachers, one prineipai and onecentral (Alice person. We used the basic (taidelinox for School Ilealth Program

Pennalrania developed' by tilt' Pennsylvania Department of Education asguideline and a starting twilit for our CU Pricul tin Drag Education is ineorpo-
rated in our science program for grades four, live, six, ,seven, slue, eleven, and
tnvolve, and a nine-week unit in grades eight and ten :18 part of our health pro-
gram. An Individualized l.earning,System pack was prepared for use in the lower
grades. Iii-mont lily meetings and a three week summer session for the develop-ment of materials was the major input in the develnipment of the program. A
one-day in-service meeting for the school district's professional personnel (ap-proximately 420) was spent in Drug Pulit:Mon (staff relief inn was generallynegative toward the Ilay ). Films, pamphlets. texts. records, leo flets, visits of
druggiSts,ttualica l. doctors, police officers, B.E.S.- personnel, ex-a dillets. and dis-cussions are fuse major thrust Of the .program., Suggestions for Community in-
volvement with parents and Civic programs ore. part Of the program (generally

tinsimeessin1). As you ciur.yeadity. see, our program has many gatis. Student
rtiCipation. community involvement, semina rs. worksliopsfinrserviee

teachers, coUnselors. administrators. parents.. law enforcement olliOals; piddleservice and community leaders are :just a few missing ingredients. The 'need fordirection and assistance from Department of Educatioa Specialists is needed.
The TEAM APPROACII is a 'MUST ! !

ApproxintaMy 00% of the funds that we have spent in our school district on
a Diaig Education Program (tolal moonlit silent beginning July, 1.970-L-$1,400.
11171-72$500; 1072773$300) were local funds. We have sot applied. for PT,
91-527 finals primarily because of few if any piatmed to write,.a project. lack
of expertise. a ,desire to have our own staff development program, and an un-
awareness of founts. This is iu no way a criticism of the Act and/or the per-Somiel responsible for its implementation.

We;as most school districts across. the -flatten. are facing severe cut hacks iii
our schnol.lindgets and it is at this ernehil time that we will be seeking fluids toeliminate drug uses and abuses. Pb 91-527 is desperately -needed to assist tire, local
sellouts and community with "public enemy manger one". We are looking forward -to What IS needed in Our school district, is someone to coordinate all activity
in a drug almsFFevention program. A weather of our central administrative
staff has attempted to all thiS role. but this has liven a matter of an already busy
person being given one more additional assignment. .To have an effective pro-
gram. oneperson has to work at (ho job op at full-time' basis. I feel it is that tin -port n at. .

Principals and Central Administration -meet periodically with local police of-lit la Is 1-n exchange iafurutatiotl on drug traffic.-
During the past school year a Stu te.Police -undercover agent was stationed in

my school for a month. Daring that time he made one purchase of marijuana. 1feel lie any have discovered more drug traffic had the students Ito( been SuspieiOnsof him,
Last. spring an extensive drug raid Was made at a high school closelo ours.

Following this raid, ally nets' student who entered our school wasseen by the
students as being a "Narc",'The Undercover agent entered our school during thisperiod.

The district attorney in our minty 4Chester) has met with School Board
memberS and administrators to discuss the drug problem. He felt that school
districts who have permitted students to have smoking areas in schools have
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made a grievous error, as this practice encourages the smoking,of marijuana
in schools.

He also feels that students should know that school officials and the police are
working together. to ferret out drug violators in the schools. .

I mentioned earlier that one of the problems is a reluctanee on the part of
students to "tlime" Or reveal information. We have a policy in our district that
any student who is arrested for possession and/or use of. drugs on school prop-
erty. must appear before a committee,of the School Board. We have had stu-
dents sis't te,the board members, "I'm sorry, I would like to cooperate,- but it.'
I say anything that is traced to me, I'm in. big trouble." This is not a 4put-on.".
Tese kids are really frightened !

One of the insidious practices of the high school drug:pusher is to offer free
drugs to a novice. 7n the drug cases we have' uncovered, money iti not very frf.-
quently involved. The pusher, with an eye toward later sales, use a "Try it, you'll
like it" approach.

This year we had a senior girl w1M. near the end of the schobl year, became so
spaced...ont it was necessary to .hospitnlize her. She hadtit7eepted tind ingested a
powdery suhstatiee-from a boy she barely kneW.

As I ant sure yon are- aware and can see from my testimony, drug use and
abuse is a very serious problem and there is no easy way out of this dilemma.
We feel that it is absolutely necessary that PL 91-527 be .continued and addi-
tional funds by alloted. I personally feel that new programs, additional researeh
and continual dialogue are the-major 'ways in which -we are going to overcome
this problem. There is no easy way out, but we must continue to work for
answers.

Thank you.

STATEMENT. OF KENNETH M. R,OZELSKY, PRINCIPAL, COATESVILLE
AREA HIGH SCHOOL

Mr. .1ZO'il"..,51nr. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Eshleman, and Con-
frressman Lehman, I think you have a copy of my testimony. I wouldt,
like, to -refrain-from using-it as much as possible and tell you a little,
bit about the community, and the school district; that represent.

We are located midway between Philadelphia and Lancaster. We
are an urban/suburban and rural community. We have approxi-
mately percent minority' group students in our school district,.
Those minority group students areal]]

I wonldlike to further comment that we appreciate participating'
in your survey, Congressman Eshleman. I know-of your student ques-
tionnaires at our school. I think our community and school district
is pleased and proud to have a representative testify here today..

I would lilce to just make a couple of comments about our. drug
abuse.curriculum-committee and also tell youunfortunately Mr.
Jones. has leftI wanted to make some comments about some of the
dilliculteS in dealing with tho_Department of Education.

Prior to ipy being _invited; to participate here, our school diStrices
knowledge oilf Public Law 91-527 was probably zero. We knew really
very- little of it. You can say, "Mr. RozeIsky, that is:probably your
fault and other personnel in the school district." Possibly so.

We have had very little direction in terms of drug education in
our school district.. A. committee made up of seven teachers, one prin-
cipal and a- central office person, began working together and we
used basic guidelines for school health programs in `Pennsylvania, and
we developed materials and incorporated those materials in our science
programs beginning in the fourthgrade carrying through.

We- had it separate program in grade eight, nine, and ten, a 9-week
Unit as part of our our _health program. We used the standard' kinds
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of things, the films, pamphlets, texts, records, leaflets, visits of the
druggists, the medical doctors, the police officers, some exaddicts, et.
cetera.

This proo-ram was funded entirely by the local .school district. As
an example, in our school district,inthe fiscal year 1970-71, our dis-
trict spent $1,400 on drug education. In 1971-72, $500,1n fl)72-73,
$300..

We have not applied. for any of the 91527 funds, primarily because
none of us were really aware of how to go about applying for it. It
is probably some lack of expertise on our part and also part of it was
a desire to sort of do our own with our own teachers, counselors, and
our own principals.

This is in noway a criticism of the act and the personnel responsible
for its implementation, although maybe I should put an asterisk on
the last part. I think it is important that some of this data; conic. to
us just, as when T. received the statement of the hearings that have
taken place by this Subcommittee over the past 2 years I looked at
Pennsylvania and I saw that there were 16 grants given to Penasyr-
vania, that went to a Chester County school district which by the
way., is the smallest school district in our county.

I am .pleased to see that we have one. I ain a little curious as to
how did they have the expertise. Mere, did they get the leadership
to get 'this? I am very concerned about it. I support the extension of
the act.. I support, it because I think our district now ;has a little more
knowledge and we are going to be seeking some assistance. We need
help to write, the programs.

And, having met; Mr. Tones here today and some-of the other people,'
maybe we:can get some help. I am not sure from our past experiences
with grants and direct application to Washington, it just seems to me
fromriny past experience we can get to Harrisburg a little quicker
than we can through the bureaucratic tape, although I might take
an exception to that in' just having 'a congresSional hearing right
here in our own district. tcday.

I see that sometimes we can get through and this a good eXample
of it,.

I t;linilt there are three major concerns we have. We. have talked
about the effective programs. We need training staff for teachers, stn-

..dents, and parents. I think thatis probably our biggest need.
The second area is that we feel in our school district that if we had

a: drug counselor who spent part of the day in the school and part
of the 'day in the Conlnlumty, somebOdy who started about 1 o'clock and
worked to abOut, 9 o'clock, that this is the kind 'of person who could
be extremely helpful to our young people as part of the education
program.

Also, it would be after school heurS,,and since the kids would have
the opportunity, and hopefully some parents, this person might be able
to coordinate some of the activities. .

One of the problems we have in our district is we have a fellow who
has many, many responsibilities and because of lack of funds the dis-
triet said, "How about you trying to coordinate some drug education?"

This gentleman is well meaning and. attempts to do well but. just
doesn't have the expertise. I think this would be extremely helpful.

I think the third major. concern that we have is there has to be a
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closer part of the .enforcement procedures between local police, county
police. State police, and school districtS. If we in our school district
were to:apply for a grant, whether it bea iiiinigranthope fully: we
will forget the word."mini" and think of "maxi.'we would like to
have help in those three areas.

1 think thatsort of summarizes and mytestimony reacts to our school.
district.

Afr: BitAthorAs. Thank You very' much, Mr: Itozelsky.
1 might just say, without any specific questions on your-testimony,

that it does seem to pie.if Our visit to Pennsylvania has borne tiny fruit,
today, aside from giving further 'understanding and informatioi to
the members of the Subcommittee on this legislation, hopefully we shall
have triggered a. little More initiative on the part of the school officials
of this part or the State. I have little doubt that 1 could make the same
observation in almost any congressional district in the United States.

I know it is difficult but, with. the Federal Government. not having
unlimited resources. we don't really fly around the countrydrepping.
Federal manna on those who have not even indicated they \mai it.

It is really not as 'difficult to get through on these matters as your
testimony, at first, might lead One to think, especially When you have
ii. highly placed member of the subcommittee as your own Representa-

- -Li re in Congress-.
1. should have thought you would probably he.rather more'effective

than maybe a lot of other congressional districts in the United States.
Mr. IlozEr,stn.'. Possibly so. . .

iNfr. PutArnmAs. As Mr. Lehman said, I;have been on thiS committee'
for 15 years now and one conclusion I have-cometoas one coining
front a family of educatot's,is that we need very much to educate the
educators.

tr. Eshleman.
Mr. Esiii,E3M.N. What intermediate unit are you in?

ltozELSKY. 'Twenty -four, Chester County.
Mr. Esi t 1:EMAN. Lebanon]. guess is 13.
'Would the intermediate unit be a logical place for direction on this

TIOS would take a change in the State law as far as the money. Instead
of. your school district

change
directly with Harrisburg,- would it'be

more localizedwould it be better coming from the intermediate unit :
in other words, have the intermediate units deal with'Harrisburg and
they in turn deal with you . .

lioZtasitY. One thing abort the intermediate unit as a matter
oflact,that is how my invitation came here today, so I can say nothing
but positive. things about the intermediate ugh they work closely
with us. . (

.1 am sure then we world have Some representation, maybe more
than just. one grant. It is a possibility, I am not, eliminating the fille-
t-ions of the Department of Education because I think we had made

msoe greiit strides! in the last couple of years. but possibly interpreta-
tions of this-Lfor example, wheuthis money becomes available maybe
representativeS of the intermediate unit could go to flarrislitur and

-meet with the: Department of Education's bureau that will be han-
dling-these funds.. .

IN. fr. ESIII,E3I,AN. Instead Of the 12, 14, or 16 of you.
Mr. ROZELSE:1%. And then come back. In other words. that is one

possibility of getting the information to us. I think, for example,
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.when itcoines into the Department. of Education office it gets spelled
out -and sent to us. This is another Amy they could possibly be helpful
tons. .

Ont. school board, as yon can see from our policy, tales a pretty
.:. strict to drug usc.and abuse. A fter going through the nurse

and the parents our students are suspended 1 rout school for upward
of 30 days..

In. smite. situations We have expelled students, and it. has brought
about much concern in.onr communty, as you can see from Somme of
t he fi114.111f10.11S. . ,,

.

Nit, we would support the continuation of the act... .

-Mr. Est rtimAx. I. have no more questions,
.lfr,13n.wint.ts. Alt.. Lehman. , ,

Mr, LimmAx. I" was struck by the fact of how few local fluids you
are-ea rinarkin:r for dumt abuse education.' It-is almost like tokenism.
With ft tight budget on local funds the only source of. funds is !ming
to be from programs -such its the one we are talking about, here at
the present time..

Thank you.
-Arr. BHA orm-As. rfluink you very much indeed for your -valnabletesti-

monv, Mr. Rozelsky.
Tile Chair wants to take this opportnnity tO thank the offieials of

this school and all those who in any way helped make possible' con-
ducting these hearings in,Peupsylvanitv..

..

The hearings have been Most 11e-11) Y:ill to our understanding of the
problems aSsocinted with _eective dry abuse education programs.
In particular we want to express ,dur warn) appreciation to our dis-
timmished colleague, Congressman Eshleman, for haYing invited us'
to this cong,ressional district and for hawing extended to the members
of the subcommittee and our sta IF such line hospitality.

Mr. Esittx.-mAN. John, yen are going to be part of an increased
motivation in drug abuse education in this arett.-I feel 'sure of that
statement, so your Saturday. afternoon was well- spent. .

Mr. IlnAnt:mAs. Thank you very much. The subcommittee is ad-
journed. ,

[Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]



TO EXTEND THE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT

TUESDAY, JUNE 26, 1973

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SEL-Eur SurficommirrEE. ON EDUCATION

. or TIlE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
117 ashiogton,D D.C.

The subcommittee Met at 9 a.m. pursuant to recess, in room 2261
Rayburn House Office Building, Ii

m
on, Jahn Brademas (chairman of

the subeommittce) presiding.
Present: .RePresentatives-13radeinas, Meeds, and Lehman.
Mr. BitAnintAs. The Select Subcommittee on Edification of the Com-

mittee on Education and Labor will come to order for the purpose of
conducting the sixth and final day of hearings on H.R. 4715 and re-
lated bills to extend the Drtig Abuse Act.

The Chair should note for the benefit of those here present today,
that our preceeding witnesses, with the exception of those representing
the 'administration,. have enthusiastically supported the extension of
this actan act which provides educational programs on the problems
associated with the abuse of drugs.

Today we will hear from Gayle Krnghoff and Frank Lemons, both
associate 'directors of the National Coordinating .Council on Drug
Education:'

The -Chair observes that the Coordinating Council has been among
the leading chifinpions of effective-education about drucr abuse, and
has, as well, been a vocal critic of existing materials for drug educa-
tion..

So the Chair is pleased to have these distinguished representatives
from the Coordinating Council at this hearino.6, and would like to in-
vite Ms.Urugholr to begin her statement at this time.

STATEMENT OF MS. GAYLE KRUGHOFF AND FRANK LEMONS, AS
SOCIATE DIRECTORS, THE NATIONAL COORDINATING COUNCIL
ON DRUG EDUCATION, INC.

Ms. KRUGHOFP. Thank yon.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify before your dis .

tinguished subcommittee today. I am Gayle ICrughoft associate di.
rector of the National Coordinating Council on Drug Education.

-haveheen involved with the work of the council since its begin-
. nings in 1969; I served as project director on our first and second 'com-
prehensive -evaluations of drug abuse audiovisuals produced under
contract to the National Institute of Mental Heafth,,(NIMH) and
published under the title drug abuse films.

(293)
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like` to introduce Frank Lemons, my coassociate director at.
Before joining the council- staff. Frank was associated with

111iite Bird. Soeiontedical Aid Station in Eugene, Oreg.. as one of the .

founders and directors. As you may know, White Bird is one of the
oldest 011(1 most succesSful of the 'qree clinic-peer counseling-crisis in-
tervention".facilities.

.Frank is going to read onr prepared statement and then we will
be his ppy to answer questions.

1A-moxs. This is not the first time that representatives of the =

National Coordinating Cannel] on Drug Education have appeared be-
fore this subcommittee.

the initial hearings on 1-1.R. 9812, then titled the DrugAbuse
Ednention Act, of.190, Dr: Helen Nowlis, our:rounding president, and
our first seeretiu.y,Geor,.re (lrill'enhien.of the American Pliarmacen-
trial Association, strongly urged the.establishincut of coordinated
Federal effort for dhig abuse education the creation of.afew- dedicated
individuals who believed that the private sector needed a strong. re-
sponsible Voice, in the field of ding abuse prevention and education..

The council still strives to serve. as. that coordinating body, that.,_
responsible voice. We have grown to a membership of more than...MO
organizations; winch include dn....education and treatment. groups as
well as professional, service,- youth, go' erinnental and religious or.
yanizations. A list of our current members\ is attached to this testimony..

,7(

Our biweekly newsletter, National Drug Reporter, reaches an au-
dience of approximately .15,000 considered one of -the most
pertinent and informatiVe publications in'the field. Members of the
notise of Representatives receive our newsletter as.a. courtesy.

We have recently published onr third.edition of drag; abuSe
which evaluates more than 220 drug abuse. audioVisuabi for ,scientific
and conceptual-accuracy. The National Education Association and the
.American School Library Association. are-amonl.7.the national &Nen-
tionargroups which have recommended our illinevalnation as a must
for edncators.and drug abuse education personnel.

Another evaluation we are now completing reviews the most com-
monly circulated- pamphlets, flyers and booklets on drug abuse. We
hope this literature evaluation will help -the. public be more selective
in the materials used for drug education.

These are but 'a few 'of the council's ongoing projects. 'We .are-alsoi
conducting a research project in Europe. this siumper, in conjunction.
with the U.S. Comilijssi6 for UNESCO, in order to determine 'the
best means of assisting eNig-using American...youth abroad.

We are negotiating for the establishment of a methadone. program
information burehn, to facilitate the interchange'of vital information
between the munerous treatment pro!rrams across the Nation.

For the past 4' years, then,\tlie National Coordinating Council on
Drug Education has been invoed in almost ,every facet of drug
`education.

These 4 years have been an eilucition for thoseof Jis at the coniteil;
we believe that a. similar education process has been expaiienced by the
drug-concerned community throughlnit the Nation.

First, we have learned that any discussion on the proceAs of. teach=
ing about drug use must begin by clarifying the distinction
drug education and drug information. Earl efforts as you have heard
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in previOns testimony, placed great. stock in the persuasive power of
"ityforination."

The underlying belief was that if people had in-formation about
drugs and drug effects, the majority would opt to not try drugs. 'Chose
early efforts, nnfortunately labeled drug "Education," actually con-
sisted of barraging our Nation's youth (as well as their concerned
and'often desperate. parepts) with films, dyers, pamphlets, TV spots,
posters, charts, guides,. and even lectirres.abont drugs.

But. information isnot necessarily "education." Perhaps this is no-
where,more true than in the drug area. .Ntimerons studies:have shown
that Many people,armed- with much factual information about drugs,
are nevertheless still willing to involve thethselves in risksassociateci
with drug Ilse.. .

This may be explained, in small part, by the poor quality of those
early information campaigns. Much. of that information, produced
and distributed during out initial panic response to "The 1)rng Prob-
lem." was factaitilly erroneous and perhaps even counterproductive.

As the National Education Association's 19T task :force on drug
education coneluded :

. . . mud, false Material has been produced foram] used in drug education
with widespread indiscretion in schools across the notion .. . the Task Foi.ee
feels that use of false, poor, emotionally oriented, and judgmental materials
is more harmful than no materials-...

This-distinction- between ``information". and "education," a crucial
philosophical distinction, is also an important. semantic distinction
when we address the question of evaluations of drug education.

Numerous studies have looked at the effects of drug education pro-
gramsthe. most widely,tublicized.being the Macro ,..7ysteni, inc.,-and
the No. 9 studies. ...-

.

of
.

The condemnation of drug ditcation which .comes ont. of such
evaluation is in. fact a condem ation of those early -efforts to throw '
tons of ill-conceived, scientiticAly dubious drug propaganda ju the
intim of "education."

Those studies clearly indicate that information-based drug educa- .

.tion programs aren't working. We. couldn't agree more. ,.

However, We object strongly to jumping to the conchision that---.---
"drug education doesn't work." What doer 't work are programs and
curriculums.based upon dissemination of information. Simple,drog
facts will not do the job of preventingdrngabuse,. To borrOw the title
of. a drug almse audiovisual presentation we recomatend: "Any drug
education program that talks only about, drugs.is'at best a waste.'

'These lessons can bethe cornerstone for it more effective program
of drug education : A program which is intepTated into an edtintiOn
curriculum aimed at total human development, rather than a 1 -hour
"drag course." for i; weeks to all sophomores.

Drug education should be part of .a learning enviromnent Which
teOehes young people to make rational choices in all situations they
face. Xs- the National .Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse,
commonly called the Shafer Commission, concluded in its . second
report :

Education should Integrate information about drugs and drug use, including
alcohol and the over-use of legal drugs;. into broader mental hygiene or problem
solving courses. In this way, the .overall objective of encouraging responsible
decision making can be emphasized, without placing the teacher in the position
of defending.drug .policy of persuading the students to comply with it.
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For example, we highly recommend a drug education aid developed
by one of our member. organizations, the Jaycees in Michigan, called
The Learning Tree; which Puts drug use in the coMext of other
choice situations faced by elementary aged.children,:such as stealing
or playing with matches..

The drug abuse prevention program of the State of Florida oper-
ates wider similar premises. We recently awarded the Florida Depart-
ment- of Health and Rehabilitative Service our "Pacesetter" citation
for their new public. service TV announcements, showing individuals
helping ohers in commonplace situations. As 'David Sd9neling,, the
project director, explained:

We're still trying to repair our destroyed credibility after that colossal .blunder
(early scare messages about marijuana being a killer, et cetera) and the way
we're doing it is by not talking about drugs and drug effects. We're tryihg to do
two simple things :

One. 'to make sure people who have drug problems know where they can go
for help if they need it.

Two. to get everybody to stop thinking of drugs as the -problem. Drug misuse
is a syfindom of people not getting along.

UNITED STATES OFFICE or 'Enuc.vrio-: IN THE VA xot-mm

Much of the impetus for that movement has conic from the programs
and projects initiated, supported, apd stimulated by the U.S.

programs

of Education's Office, of Drug Education/Health and- Nutrition
progra ms.

Their mandate under the Drug Abuse Education Act-of 1970 has
enabled them to fund a wide variety of local prevention and educa-
tional projects at, the school and.community level. White Bird Clinic
was one such project, which I would_be happy to discuss at greater
length during questioning.

the whole concept of teacher-training to sensitize_ eaucators to the
complex matrix of casualty. underlying the abuse of licit and illicit
substances may be.traced to,the philosophical and program direction
prov-idell by Dr.. Nowlis aiid her staff.

That same principle. of consciousness raising at the first, necessairy
step toward effective. drug education and drug abuse prevention has
been carried to the community level through the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion "Help communities help 'themselves" minigrantprogram, now in
its second year of operation.

Those. very'studies cited earlier which are being used as "evidence"
of the failure of these training and pilot programs fostered by OE
argue strongly for continued' movement in that direction.

The HEW/Macro Systems, Inc., study, for example, says:
HEW could abandon drug education as a .single issue concept and develop

Programs more in keeping with current youth development areas involving
broader decisiontnaking and problem solving capabilities * * * it may be more
significant to attempt to reinvigorate the high schools of America, raise the
quality of teaching, and provide realistic activities' enhancidg the self-worth of
Our Young people. than to embark on a failure-ridden queSt for a-youthful society
free from drug use *.* *

As' Dr. D. A. McCune wrote in "The Mile .of the -State in Drug
Education": "Drug education is a concept 'placing. emphasis upon
utilizing the total influences availableto affect the individual's social,
physical and mental well-being with respect to drugs."

. . .
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That type of program requires an aware.involved educational- emu-
nu-niftya sensitized, concerned teachihg staff far too rare in Ameri-
can schools today.

In doing drug education, Xenia Wiggins of the Southern Regional
Education Board concluded: "In the final analysis, the success of any
educational programparticularly programs that deal with stadents'
personal behavior,. attitudes and feelingsdependS upon the skills
of the teacher." .

The aim of the. teacher training and .minigrant programs of the
U.S. Office of Education has been to provide those in closest, contact
with drug-susceptible youth with additional toolsunderstanding,
awareness and sensitivity to aid in the personal growth process which
has thus far proven most effective in combating drug abuse.

Flamm DRUG EDUCAT1nx riaantAms: nt-iur-tx FAILURE?

The- 11)111.1,irrillit program is still in its in faney ; it. hes had itsshort-
comings and failures. It. has only skimmed the surface. As theShafer
Commission recognized, training continues to be a vital necessity
in communities across the Nation:

"At the present tune, however, programs for training people in
drug abuse prevention: are not. given siiiiicient emphasis. Training of
the professional and education of the layman has to this point been
hit and miss."

The Commission goes onto endorse heartily the training of com-
munity action/response teams, as planned in the "Help Conanunities
Help Theinselves' (niinigrant) approach: '

* * The Commissiim recommends a comfnunity-wide strategy., in which all
members of a community, and not merely the schools, acquire information about
drug use, so that all can work at improving the situation.

Yet Federal drug abuse programs, a comprehensive study of Gov-
ernment efforts in this field prepared by the task force on Federal
heroin addiction programs and submitted to the Drug Abuse Council.
and the American Bar Association's criminal law section details just
how far short we've fallen in providing this crucial component drug
education.

Reviewing the Office of Drug Educatio /Health and Nutrition pro-
grams' activities during .fiscal 107.2, the task force concludes that
Dr. Nowlis and her sinali staff were physically_ incapable of providinw
the monitoring, support and evaluation efforts which could have aided
greatly inimplementing those community, school and training .i/roj-
ects:

"What becomes increasingly clear is that the Drug Education Office,.
with over five times as many projects in fiscal year1972 as in the
previous one, is rapidly expanding in program load,. even though it
retains the same stair, overburdened by past program development,
monitoring and evaluation responsibilities.

.

From information supplied by DEO and interviews with staff members, the
Tusk Force perceives little hope for the successful achickement of program goals
in light of insufficient national; staffing to develop, admiiiisteK,..monitoe and'
evaluate over 025 individual projects . . unless DEO's staff is significantly in-
creased, meeting program objectives will not he possibfe and the mandate of the
Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 will remain still anothei unfulfilled goal in.
the Federal Drug Abuse Prevention Effort.
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Whnt becomes perfectly clear, then, is that with a limited profes-
sional. stall, the Office of Drug Education WA forced to severely cur-
tail monitoring and evaluation efforts.

National priority program deserved adequate stall. support.
We realize that personnel freezes have severely hampered -many

worthwhile Federal programs. If, howeVer, the administration:had
been as committed to the principle of drug education as it publicly
claimed, exception would have been inadc and .the stall and support
11101Wys provided.

. Had the, Department of llealth, Education, and Wel fare truly in-
cluded drug education programs among its highest priorities. admin-
istrative allocations could have b5ten revamped to improve the elk-
ciei icy and effectiveness of those prOgrams.

Minority stall could have beds hired (a persistent criticism Of
evaluative studies) ; more. teachers and students could have been in-
volved in both the planning and implementation of Office of Educa-
tion projects and training programs.

The Special Action -Office for Drug Abuse Prevention was created
while personnel levels were officially frozen...Staff and administra-
tive support was much more readily available to this highly visible
showcase of the "War Against 'Drug Abuse."

The argument that we should terminate the programs' of the TT.S.'
Office of Education's Drug Education 011ice because they're not work-
ing is just not valid. .

Those rightly criticized early information efforts have been dis
carded in favor of a potentially valuable program of teacher and.colii7
munity training and education.

Furthermore, many of the failures of implementation and monitor-
ing failures have been due as much to lack of support by the

,tration as to structural or philosophical failing.
At the, same time we hear that these programs should be *dismantled

because of their ineffeCtiveness, we alqo hear that the formula grants
to the single State agencies, under the 'authority of the Special Action
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, will assume the ongoing. programs
begun under U.S. Office of EdneatiOn auspices.

Sections 409 Reid 410 of the act do contain the anthorization- for
such grants; whether the grant'prograin in operation would indeed
insure the continuation of these school, community and training
projects is less certain.

We have serious doubts about the preservation of effective drug.
education programs under the supervision of the Special Action Office
for three major reasons: r

One, the varying degree of commitment to drug education of the
parts of the 50 single State agencies 'which would administer these
formula, grants; 'c

Two, the lack of commitment to dri o education by the Special
Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, as demonstrated by the re-
cent "National strategy for drug abuse, an drug trafficking prel;en-
tion 1973"; and

Three, our hesitancy to remove drug educ tiOn programs from the
overall umbrella.of the Federal agency directing our educational pro-
grams into special drug abuse agencies.. \
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The I )rue Abuse_ Education Act, of 197f was passed, like many other
such categorical grant programs, in part because this national priority
need was not being, met-by the individual States.

thiring the past : - years, some States have mobilized their. resources,
finances and personnel to develop effective drug abuse prevention and
edncation -programs: others have not.. Some States would certainly
utilize their formula grants -to maintain, expand and improve those
proirrams: others may not. .

Assuredly, the. elimination of the technical support possible froul'-
atl st tied 15.5. Office of Education drng education office
vould severely hinder such State efforts.

Granting, varying State and local commitments to drug abuse- pre-
vention and drug education, one might, argue, that, the Federal Gov-
ernment (SAODAP) as it approves State plans and allots the
sections -109 and 410 formada' grants, would apply pre.ssiire to insure,
that effective drug education programs are included in those plans.

However,' several indicators give its reason to doubt the Amin's-,
tration's real conimitment to drug education. We have ,cited the lack
of staff support. granted to Office. of Ed neat-ion efforts.

The administration'g proposed budget. for fiscal 11974, with its paltry
allocations for education and training matched against increased
moneys for treatment .and law -enforcement, cast further shadow on
President Nixon's widely publicized campaign to educate our Na-
tion's youth. .

Nowhere, is the administration'slack- of real commitment to the pre-
vention and education elements of the drug.abuse equation. more evi-
dent-than in their Federal strategy paper. .

Unfortimately, we, find far more concern with treatment and lawen-
foreement than with dealing with the- root causes of the -drng abuse
problem. As the Shafer Commission realized, "To date, official
SAC.)DAP,'Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, strategy
tends to equate prevention strategy with treatment of those enrolled.
in rehabilitation. prooTams." .

Treatment, and enforcement are inadequate supports for an effec-
tive drug abuse prevention and education program : Treatment reminds
us of shuttityr the barn door after the horse has' escaped ; the bank-
ruptcy of a strict law enforcement approach has been shown time and
Aga in.

In the little. more than three pages allotted to education in the Fed.;
Prat strategy of 1:50 pages, the administration does recognize the" * *

. interest in those,approaches that treat drug use 'as one of the many im-
portant decisions a young person inevitably must make: in the course
of maturation." We wish that SAODAP had backed up that, recogni-
tion with philosophical and financial support for primary prevention.

As we, have attempted to explain, thecurrent thrust of drug educa-
tion programs is to integrate drug education into the general .educa-
thaw] process. It would seem .logically consistent, therefore, to main-
tain Federal drug education efforts within the overall education pro.
gram-of tile U.S. Office of Education.

The inherent problems in creating a separate drug education bit
reaucracy, whether within NINTH, SAODAP or a- new National Insti-
tute for Prug Abuse,' -are the, scarcity of qualified personnel,, the
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separation of drug education froM the mainstrt,,,a of educational de-
velopment and the consequent duplication of efforts and the further
institutionalization of the drug abuse industrial complex, as the
Shafer Commission characterized our .present efforts.

The Drug Abuse Council. /American -BarAssociation study recog-
nized this first point, saying :'"With qualified eduCational personnel in
such short spply, the wisdom of establishing an educational-bureauc-
racy within 1.7IMII is doubtful. Surely the Office of Education is much
more qualified in this area." .

Our and flying assumption here is that the eventual aim of all drug
abuse progr ims is self destruction; the U.S. Office of Education's drug
education.eff rt, after early attempts to deal with the "drug problem"
in and of it'. lf, has ultimately directed its efforts'to improving the
educational process through teacher training awareness programS.-

As such it is appropriate that those efforts be located within the
U.S. Office of Education, not separated in a drug abuse prevention
agency of any sort.

Speaking to the, general problem of organizing the Federal drug
abuse effort, Dr. Thomas Bryant, president of the Drug Abuse Council,
Inc., commented :

...._ .

Given the complexity' and ambiguities of this field, I hope you consider whether
the Congress wants to create superagencies or offices whose mission is to sup-
press drug use _without regard to social costs involved in the effort itself. or
whether ft wants to parcel out responsibility for drug-use policy among those
agencies which are, because of their broader mandates, \ more sensitive to emu-
peting. demands of society

Our overall task, then, seems overwhelming : To begin to revamp
.our educational process to allow for perSonal growth in decisionmaking
and individual lifestyle§ so that, as Federal Communication Com-
missioner .Nicholas Johnson proposed, the drug problem would dis-
appear in and of itself. .

As yOur hearing opened, the members of the subcommittee seemed
taken aback when confrontectwith the enormity of thiS-Undertaking.
As the preceding witness Dr. Bourne admitted in questioning before
the House Special Studies Subcommittee of the .GOvernment Opera-
tions Committee, a truly effective drug education effort would, involve
a total restructuring of the American educational syStem.

Yet as Dr. Peterson of the Council of Chief State School Officers
pointed out, these special categorical .programs--..-druff abuse educa-
tion, environmental education and othershave had effects far beyond .

their categorical intention. The increased sensitivity to students, re-
sulting from U:S. Office of EdUcation sponsored training has carry
over value to the entire curricula, the total educational proeess.

As a National Institute of Education HEW publication on Drug
Education, part of their "Putting Research into Educational Practice,"
(PREP) series, suggested : .. .. .

"Drug educationis humanizing the Nation's schools, forciaff admin-
istrators -and teachers to reevaluate nearly everything they do."

The U.S. Office of 'Education's Drug Education projects; then, are
helping our Nation's schools to. Meet their responsibility to combat
the pr6lem of drag abuse. This support role, it seems to us, is both
appropriate and necessaty. / .

Current professional opinion- in the fields of drug abuse 'proven:.
tiou and education cite the roleS of schools, family, and peers ip at-m

ti
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ing the psycho-social conditions leading to abuse of .psychotropie
substances.

To combat what'e have already termed the "demand" aspect of the
drug problem, we must rely increasingly on those social institutions
the school, the family, the church, and the local community. Speaking.
for the National Commission On marilmanaand drug abuse, its chair-
man, former Pennsylvania Governor Raymond Shafer, commented :

We believe that over the long run, the informal, nonlegal controls exerted
by .the private institutionsthe school, the family, the church and community
organizationsmust assume primary responsibility for discouraging drug use

The role of the Federal Government, therefore, must
.

t lose private institutions, wherever possible, in assuming A most efree-
ti ,e education and prevention role. As b6st we can determine; the most .

19(ical place: to direct effort is the U.S. Office of Education's (Alice
of )Tub Education.

W at the National Coordinating Council on Drug Education a p-
plan( \the efforts of the U.S. Office of Education in that direction and
sincerel hope that this humanizingprocess can continue.

We hea fly endorse, therefore, the extension of the programs and
provisions he Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 through the
passage of H.R. '15.

Thank you again the opportunity to share our perspective with
you.

NATION AL C 00RUI NA COUNCIL. ON DRUG EDUCATION

Ill E:\ RS
Aerosol Education Bureau
Alaska State Department of. Education
Alcohol Laid Drug Problems Association of North America
Alcoholism alai Drug Addiction Research Foundation
Allied Youth, Inc. (Arlington, l'a.)
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
American Academy of Pediatrics
AmeriCan Association of Colleges of Pharmacy
America nAssoCia lion of 1ie:11th. Physical Education and Recreation
Americaii"Association of Junior Colleges
American Bit r Association
American College of Apothecaries
American College Health Association
American College of Physicians
American Correctional Association
American Council on Alcohol Problems, Inc.
American Dental Association
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations. (AFL
. 010)

American Legion
American Medical Association
American National Red Cross
American Nurses Association
American Osteopathic Association
American Personnel and Guidance Association
American Pharmaceutic:Al Association
American Psychiatric Association
American .Public Health Association
American Social Health Association
American Society for Adolescent Psychiatry
American Society of HoSpital Pharmacists
American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics
-morphia, Inc.
:hAvareness House, Inc. (Berkeley, Calif.)

Writh
!)--97:;---7 3-20
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Boy Scouts of America
Boys' Clubs of America
turean of. Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.

Capitol Region Drug Information Center (Hartford, Conn.)
Charlotte Drug Education Centel Charlotte, NO)
Chattanooga Area Council on Alcoholism rind Other Drug Abuse . (Chattanooga,Tenn)

ben:Ingo County Narcotic Guidance Connell (Norwich, NY)
-Child Study Association of America, Inc.
l'iviioit 1111.6national
community Organization for Drug Abuse Control (CODAC-Phoenix, Ariz)
Congress of itaelhl Equality
council on Parnity Health'
Counseling Center.
Curriculum Research and Development Center (Kingston, RI)
I telt a Sigma '17het a. Sorority, Inc.
inqoartment of Defense
repa rtment Of National health and 'Welfare (Canada )

rection in Education in :N.:ironies, Inc. (DEN-Syracuse, NY)
I irng Abuse Center, Inc. Ky)
irng Abuse Training Colder (Hayward,. Calif)

Erie Comity Drug Council (Eric, Pa )
taWfree I Imnanizing Conuntnity, Inc. (Toledo, Ohio)

Federal Wholesale DruggistS Association of the USA and Canada
Florida Drug Abuse Program Media Center
Food and Drug Administration .

General Board of Health and Welfare Ministries of the United Methodist Churchteorgia. State Board of Pharmacy
Girls Clubs of America

. ,I I( .aring Aide Crisis Intervention Center (Dearborn;
01' Tuolunnie County (Sonotm Calif)

institute for the Study of Drug Addiction
inter:m(41o. Task Force on DrUg Abuse (Los Angeles, Calif)
international Narcntie Enforcement Officers Association, Inc.
Kearney Community Council on Drug Abuse (Kearney, NT).
But heron Community Services (New York City)
Lutheran Resources Commission Washington
Maryland Drug :louse Administ ration

. Massuchnsetts Department of the Attorney General
'Eassoelnisetts Department of Education
Medicate- Surgical Manufacturers AsSociation
:tlichigan Department of Dine:Won:
Minnesota State Planning Agency
Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
Mon-Yough Council on Drug Abuse, Inc. (MYCODA-MeKeesport,- Pa)
Narcotic Addietion Control CommissiOn (New York)
Narcotic Addiction Rehabilitation arid Confrontation Organization, Inc. (NAR-

CO-New York City)
Narcotics, Addiction Rehabilitation Coordinating Organization (NARCODctroit,

Mic11)
.Narcoifics Addiction Research and Community Opportunities, Inc. (NARCO-New

Haven, Coon)
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
National Association of Broadcasters
National Association of Clio in Drug Stores, Inc.
National Association of Comities (NACO)
National Association of Miumfacturers
National Association fin-31(41W Health
National Association of Pita rmaceilti cal Man ufacturers
National Association of Secondary School Principals
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
National Bnr Association
National Board of YMCA
National Catholic Youth Organization Federation
National Congress of Parents and Teachers
National Council of Alcoholism, Inc.
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Nail (Ma 1 Council of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.
National Conned Of, Negro Women
National Council of State Pharmaceutical Association Executives
Notional- Dental Association
National District Attorneys Association
Nit t Education Associtition
National Health Council
National Institute of Mental Health
N:nioaal elvish 1Vel fa re Board
National League of Cities and U.S. Conference oVMayors,
National League for Nursing
Nat lona I Safety Council
National l'rhan Coalition
National Wholesale Druggists' Association
New Jersey State Department of Health
North Conway Institute
Nnla 11 WPM". Chrisiinn Yontli i nuncint inn, Ine. (Canoga Park, Calif)
Otlice of Economic Opportunity
Office of Education
optimist International
Pita rmaceut ical'ManIl fact nrers A551 :laden
Project. D.A.R.E. ( Los Angeles, Calif)
Bri Tricia ry Association

Inc. (Washington, D.C.)
Re-Entry, Inc. (Falls Church,
Salvation Army
Sioux Empire I/rug Education Commit( el', Inc. (Sioux Falls, SD),
South Dakota ti'mninission of Drngs and Substances Control
Student America n 'Medical Af:srreintirm
Student American Pharmarentleal Association
'fetus State Program on Drug Abuse
Puited Slates Jaycees
Vermont. Drug Rehabilitation Division
Veterans Administration
Virginia Drug Abuse Control Council
West Virginia Department of Mental Health
White Bird Sociomedical Aid Station, Tue. (Eugene, Oregon)
Wisconsin Bureau of Alcoholism. and Drug Abuse.
Youth Organizations United ,

Mr. Nunn-NI-As.. Thank yoit very much, Mr. Lemons and Miss
Krughoir for, in my judgment. a really first, class-analysis-of the--
problems associated with drug alMse education.

I must, say. in all candor. if we had had It similar analysis from
those in the Office of 'I.s,dncation responsible for administering these
programs I think our subcommittee hearings would have been more
enlightening. But I suppose if we would have had that kind of analysis
from them they would not be in office very much longer.

I would like to ask vou at the outset. a. basic question, namely, what
is the National Coordinating Council on Drug Education ancl where
do you get your support ?

Miss kituotiorr. We'n re a private organiiation:'We have a member-
ship of 130 national organizations which range frontreligions, pro-
fessional groups, service groups. -'We have just had a bylaw change

perni its us to seek- membership from industry. We are trying
to involve the private sector. We gets funding from Government con-
tracts, from membership and from some foundation support.

Mr. BuAormAs. Without. objection there will be included at the ap-
propriate point in the record a listing of the present members of the
council. And I May say to my colleague, the gentleman from Wash-
ino-ton, the original sponsor. of thislecrislation, that last Saturday.at
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hearings on this measure in Pennsylvania I sought unanimous consent.
to insert in the record chapter 14 of the report entitled "Feder:I-I.-Drug
Abuse Programs" prepared by the task force on Federal heroin addic-
tion programs and submitted to the national law section of the Ameri7
can Bar Association and the Drug Abuse Council.

This is a report you made reference to in your testimony and I
thought it was ft most perceptive one.

I would, at the outset,. before I ask some questions, simply exproks
my ag-recnent with your conclusion that this administration places a
vev high priority on drug abuse education. The rhetoric has been fine
on this, As in a umber of other areas, but when the point of action
comes, especially so far as budget or staff are concerned, then somehow
they are off hiding in the woods.

I fund: that your indication that the Office of Dri4,r Abuse. Education
in OE has been woefully mulerstaiTed, is certainly a valid point, even
as is your continent on the administration's intideqUate budget request

-.for these programs.
Attai!r point, in your testimony, I take it,' is that of the admin-

istration's low priority for this pronTam and the stress on treatment
and law enforcement as distinguished from prevention thi.ough, in
this case, efforts in education. And you cite the Federal Strategy paper
as evidence to support that point of view, namely : The administration
seems to prefer to give attention to some showy, highly visible agency
rather than face up to the real problems by targeting responsibility on.
the. appropriate agency, in this case the Mice of Education.

I was struck by two other points in you statement, namely, the ex-.
tra ord ry fa iIn re on the part. of the administration to evaluate drug
a lime education programs. It- would seem to me front what you haveve
said that: the Coordinating Conned on Drug Education has engaged
in more evaluatiim than has the Drug Abuse Education Office in the
Office of Education.

In our hearings in Millersville. Pa., last Saturday, where we heard
from the State Secretary of Education for re- as welt as
front a number of local school officials about drug abuse education pro-
grams, a recurrent theme was the failure to evaluate programs, and I
want. to come back to this point in just a moment.

The final point that you made and Inm trying to summarize my
understanding of your major points as you criticized the administra-
tion in this respectis that they would seek to put whatever effort
goes on in the .drng abuse education field in the hands of the State
agencies for drug prevention, as distinguished from State -education
agencies.

So this is probably a classic example of why some of us in Congress
favor categorical programs in some of these areas rather than the ad-
ministration's revenuesharing approach.

I think that Toni Oliphant of.the Boston Globe once said revenue
sharing is really a snare and a delusion. Ire even said it was a swindle
and I think you see that point with reference to this legislation.

Mr. Lemons; one of the points that I want to ask you about has to
do with the minigrants...

In Pennsylvania the minigrants Were criticized very strongly be-
cause by giving $2.000 or $3,000 to one community, and $2,000 or $3,000
to another, yonreally do not make anything happen.
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It is almost impossible, we were toldand it would seem to me a
commonsense observationto be able intelligently to -evaluate the
effectiveness of such a proliferation of modest programs around a
State.

That is especially true when, as is the case inten4ylvania, there
is relatively little involvement on the part, of the State agency.

You speak sympathetically of the min igrant idea, but I find that
point in your statement not on all fours with your criticisms of the
lack of evaluation.

What cad you tell us about that?
Mr. I.EmoNs. 1 think the main problem with the minigrant pro-

gram as it is operated now is that the process of follow-up evaluation
-which again on paper looks very good. The program looks very good
in that it will take a number of communities from a State, and train a
community team to go back and cone Up with some effective action
programs and work with the entire community.

.Then if and when the community team should deVelop problems
they have supposedly a network of people that-they can call on that
both help them train and are available through a pool provided
from the stalling of this bill to call on to come in tb the community for
further follow-up and evaluation.

Unfortunately, as-in most of the funded programs under this par-
ticular program, the people get back to the community and do in fact
run into problems, make a call and say : "We have run into these kinds
of problems," and they nsually get a buy signal on the phone b6cause
there. are so many that .are trying to get through to get that kind of

.help. .

So that follo.wrup support. has not been.povided nor has the evalua-
tion of these-programs,.So in that regard they are not working and the
proliferation of piiorions into: several thousand programs rather than
several hundred make them harder to evaluate although if the money
were available and the staff were available for evaluation I think it N.

would be more than possible to evaluate these programs.
Mr. 13a.N1rmAS. Wouldn't it be better for there to be less ernplasis on

minigrants..the politiCal attractiveness 'of, I :can certainly un-
derstandbut we are not talking about that here, we are talking,about
what works in this program. .

'Wouldn't it make mitre Sense to have.less grants but to more co ref idly
tailor and shape the programs, and then, in particular, to. give far
greater attention to monitoring and evaluating ,the effectiveness of the
programs. WithverY little money anyway what we should be doing, it
seems. to -me. is trying to develop model programs from which the
rest of the Nation can learn.

Does that make sense to you
Mr. LEMONS. Yes; I think they .could be administered in a different

way too. It would seem to make sensethat they Could train, give the
money to a State directly and train a. certain group of administrators
from the city itself to be able to formulate, sele,ct the community. and
be. available for the evaluation so you would spend the money within
the State. but move the evaluation out to the State as well' too, so that
you do not rim into the bottleneck of everybody having to call up andw.
ask the same sources for the evaluation. and training.
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. Again I think another way would be to try different Ivays,a-ri-----'-
ditrerent places SO you can have several models to evaluate which alsro
was not done and whichl think was a real mistake.

Mr. Bumunps. Yon may recall, if you followed the testimoney. that.
I asked Dr. Now lis if models had been developed in drug abuse edua-
t ion that she could commend. She said not one that silt' would. as a
professional, be willing to stand behind. whereupon I quoted to her
the language of the Office of Mana!reinent and Budget document that.
justified the administration's call to eliinimne the drnp abuse educat ion
program.

That language, I can tell -yon from memory. said that sufficient
models have now been developed so that it, is no longer neve,,say Inc
the Federal Government to support these programswhich is to say

-the adininistration was lying to us, to put the most blunt English verb
I know on it.

I would like to, spea kiwi- for myself.see the scarce amount, of money
more effectively spent. In that connection are you suggesting that we

!ought to send the Money directly to State education ,agencies for dis-
tribution to local communities or could you elaborate on that point !

Mr. LE3roxs. NO; I was saying that, would be one model that could
be tested as for as pichlemas for as the bottleneck of
suppoting thonsandS of programs across the country and trying to
Rya 1 nate them.

As we mentioned in on testimony we have-,problems with sections
409 and 410 tinder the SAODAP moneys because of the problems we
see with single State agencies administering drug education and
prevention procrraMs.

think if they work very closely with the people that have been
trained through the Office of Education and the Administrators, of the
Office of Education and there was some kind of a close working rela-
tionship, then perhaps that would be a way to do it.

But as we cite in our testimony we do see direct problems right
now with doing it on that basis.

Mr. Bamuni As. Finally, Mr. Lemons. let me note what yon have said
today about the. importance of including- drug abuse educat boil as part
of the overall process of education. Von use the word 11111md:tie pa -
ticularly, which is one word that has again been recurring frequently
in these hearings, indicating that we. ought to take into account the
total education processes, both _the affective and cognitive. side of this
matter. This point is something that seems to me to he coming through
load -and clear in our bearings.

Do you haVe any recommendations for either amending this legis-
lation or for changing the administration of the program from -the
Office. of Education beyond what you have said about the milligrams?

Mr. LE3roxs. No: I would have -to think and spend sonic more time
looking at the specific bill.

Mr. BnAinntAs. Thank you very much for most valuable testimony.
Mr. Deeds?
Mr. Mr.vais. Thank you very much, Ir. Chairmau.
Gayle, it is nice to see you again and Mr. Lemons, my congratala-

tions on what I consider to he one of the best. statements we have had
during these entire hearings. It is a concise and perceptive View.
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Let are also indientV in y011 again my thank-slot. the-Council's init iul
help in the drafting of the first. bill: George Griffin and Helen Now lis
when she was your president were very lwlpfni in t he first bill.

Ordinarily I am less harsh with the administration than Mr.
I3radermrs but in this instance I think he is far too-kind When he says
it is mere rhetoric awl a lack of concern about. drug. abuse educat hin
in favor of the more flashy programs such as rehabilitation and punish-
ment.

I havt the view, and I may be wrong. )[r. Chairman. that it is not
mere irwk of concern but an Overt calculated decision based. on itit iai
Misconceptionwhat you talked about in your statement f hat drug
abuse education was not Working and that drug abuse information
is not drug abuse education.

A misconception that. because it was not working they ought to go to
other) hings such as punishment and rehabilitation and such things
as that and that the conscious decision has beenThade within tile e
House to shift the emphasis away from dru., abuse education as they
understand it.

Now am I incorrect in that.?
Mr.I4InioNs. No; I think the strategy paper does in-fact reflect that,

when you have 3 pages out of 150 which wdrks out- to the Rune budg-
etary allocations for drug abuse education and prOxentioii:

Mr. Muns. So what we are really faced with isa monumental mis-
take made at the highest level of Government, with regard to the drug
abuse education problem or program in this Nation, are we not ?

Mr. l'xmoxs. Ves,sir.
Mr. 13nAnnmAs. If my colleague will yield, this is the season of monu-

mental mistakes.
Mr. MEEns. Your colleague is aware of that.
What then do you feel can be done with 'a program of some $12.

$14 million or $12 million to reverse this kind ofI guess
1. am being charitableerror? Is there anything we can do here ? As
long as this kind of decision has been made are we just shoveling;
sand against the tide here or can we actually do something with this
program ?

Ms. KIKINIHOF. I think one tiring that can be doneI am not
how much of it can be done with that kind of budgetbut it is vitally
important. that evaluation be built- into future programs. It is my
understanding. that with sufficient funding that. the Mice of Edu-
cation is not adverse to this. That there simply 'has not been enough
staff and enough money built into flitcir program for them to include
evaluation. I don't think they are fighting the idea of evaluation. I
think they would welcome it. I think it is a necessary vital com-
ponent of future programs.

Mr. .MEns. I think about the third premise.of this developmental
bill, the Drug. Abuse Education Act. was evaluation. I don't think
there was anything said about minigrants hilt the7 are spending a lot
of money with minigrants which are not, even mentioned in tire net and
nothing for evaluation which Ithink is tire third thing mentioned.

How do you change the people that make those kiwis of decisions,
despite what the act says? That is my problem.

Ms. Kuronot4: That is a problem. I think Amite evaluation is
going ort now that does need more time to be carried out. I think
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that in its initial year that it.. was too early for the minigrant pro-
grams in and of themselves to be evaluated and I think the office.
as I understand it, their current plans are to include evaluation, if
there is money there for-that to be done..

Mr. MEEns. Again just 'following up on this evaluation, the de-
cision to. fund Minigrants and not -to fund evaluation or to be in-
volved in evaluation seems wain to indicate a misconstruction, not
only of the problem, but of intent of the act. The act really
was not intended tolund minigrants for anything other than experi
mentation or pilot programs.

The whole act was a developmental act. It is clear there is not
enough money in it for anything other than that, and yet this has
been probably the lowest priority item within the Office of Educa-
tion from almost the outset.

Would you agree or disagree with that
Mr. LEMONS.- I would agree. As I mentioned in 'our testimony, I

had a program in Oregon that was partially funded by the Office of
Education in which iii our initial proposal to them we did in fact
have an evaluation system built. in to the program that we sub-
mitted to them. When they go back to is about funding they did
in fact fund the program but they told us they did not want us to do
evaluation because they had a sufficient amount of money and staff
built into the program to do their own evaluation so we would .not
have to worry about evaluating our own program, which upset me at
the time, because we wanted to know if we were being accountable.
for the moneys we were spending.

And we expected this evaluation, which did not happen until about
11/4 years after NN started receiving money: So I think there were
severe problems as far as evaluation.

MEEDs. With regard to the minigrant programs, don't you think
that again with this small amount of money we face the danger of
doing precisely what your paper, if I read it right, inveighs against;
that is to 'spread ourselves too thin and attempt to accomplish drug
abuse education when we are really only. giving drug abuse informa
tion.

It is relatively inexpensive to provide drug abuse information, but
to provide drug abuse: education is more costly. It is a long-term
effort. It requires skilled.people -of which we have far too few.

It requires evaluation. It requires the acquisition of new skills and
patience which the education system in son-ie instances is somewhat
shy of. All these things which certainly cannot be accomplished in a

inigrant program. 7

So maybe we ought to define what we are really trying to do with
minigrant programs. If we are trying to inform the community that
-what they -really ought to he is more understanding for it, that is one
thing: But to try to make, all of themlin kcommuniCy experts, as teach-
ers, professionals, with the full understanding of all the myriad prob-
lems behind drug abuse, then I think we have bitten otr much more
than we can chew with the rnipioTant program.

I would like to comment on that.
Mr. LEMONS. I think personally it'would have been just as effective

to use that same amount of funding that was used for the minigrant.
programs to either further supporenthe community-based programs

.
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becanse essentially the minigrant programs were a spinoff of those
26 or 27 community-based programsI think those 2T programs could ..
have been the basis- for further evaluation.

I think the minigrant program may he a logical extension of these,
comninnity programs but the eominunity programs at. this point have;
been ea back from two-thirds jto one-half funding so that the pro-
grams initially supported in the communities on a pilot project and
the 'ones that. were going to be evaluated to see how in.fact they im-
parted t he communities. have now been cut. back.

'The minigrant programs intre been. doing full swing and I think
if we did havea way to evaluate these community-based programs
and to further support these community-based programs cotild
have gotten our answers there which may or may nor, have been help-
lid then in planning and designing the mmigrant program.

I think the minigiant progrant--even though I think the idea is
fundamentally equivalentneeded to happen at a much slower pace.
And T think that the community -based programs that was part of the
bill conk' have provided that, resource for evaluation as well.

V. Mums. Now assuming We onhl reorient the Office of Educa-
tion and the decisionniakers in the White lIonse and put. some "em-
phasis on the developmental aspects of this bill I would say paren-
thetically T think we are still almost, whety.we were when the bill was
developed because it has not been utilized as it was intended.

Ton- people have been doing sonic good work lint that is about the
extent of it. 13nt. in any event, if we' could reorient them. would yon
think that a mere extension of the ;ter is sufficient, or need we overhaul
it, in some fashion change it?

LEnoxs. That is a difficult question to answer. I think the bill
as it. WaS WItitt011 was a good bill. The problem is how. do you follow
np and see thak things that are ,written in do in fart get- earried 'ont.
1 think that the intentions were good and that ninny of the programs
were good and many of the funded programs that were funded,were
excellent programs.

I think the evaluation component has to be stressed"and I don't know
if there is any way to follow up omit hat, to make sure that that evalu-
ation is done and that in a case of a program that is not working out.
that you are not pouring inore money into a, prOgram that is not
working.

So I guess in-a stutse 'I am answering yes. sir. I think it shonld he ex-
tended essentially as it. was, if there..was sonic way to make. surtiithis
evaluation component. was in fart carried out.

Ms. Kul-morn Perhaps as important as evaluation components is
the assurance that there will be technical assistance and followup that
is part of each of the nro rams that are funded.

One of the things I think that is outstanding abort the minigrant
philosophy is that there is really not a community model Whiell we

; can give to every coM1111111ity in this country.
I think one of the strengths of the. minigrant idea is that- it. is allmv-

ing local communities to identify for themselves what their problems
are and how they want to work on those problems.

It is going about a very eomplicated problem in a rather linbtle
sophisticated way by saying "We are sorry there are no answers, but
we will give you some help in working out those problems."
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T think that is one strength of the minigrant program tlintl-would
hate to see disappear

Mr. MEEns. Which is a very important aspect of drug abuse
education? %,

. Afs. Kat7noore. That is right.
Mr. Mi.a.:Ds. Creating' sonic self - dependency. sonic.. self-evaluation.
Again, my congratulations to both of you. I think'it was a very fine

statement and T am delighted to see that your polieiekhave.romained
very much what they Wine and what I concluded to he correct policies
initially and ore libont ISO degrees .from the administration's policies.
. Mr. in.NnEn.ts.- *Arr. Lehman ?

Mr. LmorAx. I.enjoyed-the presentation, Tn this 1972 catalog of the
Federal Domestic Assistance Acts. 1vherv,it tells you how to apply, for
grant-; in the 1973,catalog this act does not. appal..

I-wonder whether you have any comment to make on that.;
?1r. LEMONS. One of the initial community based pilot programs

and I-think this is another problem that- has been. in the information
disperAal, about if in fact a grant- does extht, and when to apply and
1hen the deadlines orewe had it .tremendous problem finding out
this kind of inforination..

I think that has been another problem with the minii rant. programs,
first. finding out their existence, finding out when in fact the cutoff-
dotes for getting proposals in and that kind of bi formation. l'hat is
very important to a community. I do not know about the specific
inclusion that you mentioned.

TantmAx Mr. Chairman, are you faMiliar with the. .fact that
drug. abuse education grants are not even listed in the catalog for -
Federal domestic, assistance, programs for d 973?

Air. Bit:moms. T was not aware. of that but I am not surprised by
Mr. LEirmAx...It seems to me the adininistratiOn is trying to con-Rfi

teal as much information on this as possible.
Thank you.
Mr. IlizAtnnt-As. T ha ve, turouple of other quick queStions;
What in your judgatent, would the States do in the drug abuse,'

education field with I lie formula . grant money that the adiinnistration
suggests it would make available to the States from the Special Action
Office ?

Mr. LinloNs. T think that-,--if T may refer to this as h -survey of
State drug abuse activities for 1972--.that was done ill part by tho
Drug Abuse Council. They surveyedI forget the total--4 think 8G
States responding about. drug education and prevention and- they
found some serious problems.

The survey indicated according to State officials in question that in
sjx States the high schools did not distinguish between possession of
marihuana and possession of heroin. In nine States high schools-did
not distinguish between sale of marihuana and sale, of heroin. They
talk about in the Conclusions and recommendotionsone of the three
major areas was drug abuse eduration and that they saw some real,
problems with the State agencies in providing this kind of
information.

T will read front page 20 of this document :
"Third there were areas of concern associated with the educational Systems

responsibilities to the drug abuse problem. These were, one, lack of distinction
.
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mode hyolligh schools in ninny states het wren lieroin..and 010 rijunlin when action
is token against 0 student rOl* possession or selling drug.

lu addition ninny states reported no distinction made between offenses of
possessi6n :111(1 sale of tltesedrnits..

"TWO, the loek of Drug ohnse related training for high siqmoi guidance coun-
sellors, and three, the innidlity of high sehool guidance counsellors to extend
privilege of confidentiality to those students voluntarily seeking help.'

They talk more specifically in educational and prevention 'eompo-.
nents in here about the problem o7f curriculums and that there were
curriculums flint.were standrrrilired or COIISIStOnti 'followed and flint.

.again where there were statida*rdize curriculum there was no 'followup
once ngotpassed. They might he standardized at State level lint they
wore handed out local level and there was nonumitoring..

I think the same problems are going to-exist in the future and that
formula grant-umhir -109 and -HO. will not help the separate -develop-

)11'. 111:Amor.a I mipit cease Inv questions with Oat one and ask if
. .

you would lie willing.. Mr. Lemons and Miss Icrmdiolf, to give' the
snliconunittee sonic written response to SOnfe questions,. that we Should
ha iid you.

I guess I do have one other question. namely, what would be the
wisest way to expend additional monies?

You suggested more Money is required. What would you recom-
mond ?

. .

Mr. LEmoss..1 think that any money that goes into the area-of pri-
mary prevention which is essentially anticipating and recog,rnizing
problem and stOpping it before it becomes a major problem is money
well spent.

As we mentioned in our testimony, the idea of spending more money
on treatment even though it. is vitally needed in some-places is money.
that going toward the.casualties of society alrendy.Moremonev into
law enforcement. metals nothing for preventing the problem in the fu-
ture T think i don't *ant to be appearing at. these hearings for the

-.1-next au years that, we have. to spend money on. prevention and that
Maybe by getting some money into the area of primar:i, prevention or
anticipating the problems.. helping, people work with those kinds of
problems and preventing these problenis. that. there won't be the need
for these kinds of hearin4 111 the future.

-mr. linAnm rns. I lipl»Vei ate that..Ithink-I :inn right in saving flint
the office of Dr. Nowt is has about.. as' many people on her steel as we,
have. on this subcommittee and -that is not WO' many in as a hard-
Working counsel nud-StatT'aireCtor Mr, Duncan would agree. ..

T would hasten to point ont that though the drug abuse education
office does not, have much money to spend they have considerably more
to spend ilhat. .we. On this subcommittee.

Finally speaking the Office! of briig Abuse .Education, I might
say that the. reason we are not. able to have the witnesses from that
office appear before this subcomniittee still further is that.they have'
not: been able. to 'respond to the questions that We have put to them..
They have not, even been able

. to tell us how the administration ex-
pects to expend the .$3 million on dying abuSe education which the ad-.
ministration has requested to be spent under the drug abuse preven7
tion programas distinguished from the legislation we ac'r'e here dis-
cussing.. That -is very distressing indeed.

(3'
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We.liave beenat least I have been and Mr. Meeds has'beenvez..v
critical of the (Alice down there, not because we ore hostile to the pro-
gram, because the Iirogra in was invented in tins subcommittee. Audi we
certainly are not hostile out of any personal animosity toward Dr.
\owlis whom we all respect.

But I suppose as much as anything else, we have been hostile because,
we simply have not been able to get integrity out of the higher levels
of the Government., of the administration, in respect to this program.

.Your testimony here today 1 think has added, weight to that. on the .

part of the members of this subcommittee. We are Very grateful to you
for having conic and-we are adjourned'.

[Where.upwat 10 :0i a.m. time committee adjourned.]

[The following documents .were submitted for the record :]
STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

DEPARTMENT 01' EDUCATION.
Sacramento, Calif., June 15. 1973.

'JOHN BRADENIAS,
Chair»Ot, Scicct Subcommittee on Education, Rayburn House °Bice Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. BRADEMAS : I would like to extend my appreciation for the special

arrangements which were made to permit Dr. Carl Nickerson to present testi-
mony. to the Select Subcommittee on Education. As the Director of the Cali-
fornia State Drug Education Training Program, I am anxious that the members
of the Committee receive the impressions of those responsible for state programs
which have been supported by funds distributed through the U.S. Office of
Education. The 'impact in California has been and 'continues to be far-reaching.

Historically, the commitment to drug preventionIthrough the established edu--
catiOnal structure has been sadly lacking. 'Because of the support we have
received from the U.S. Office of Education, it has enabled Departments of Edu-
cation to begin to develop effective leadership in this area of concern. It is
imperative that provisions be made to ensure this work will continue.

I have enclosed several pieces of information which will give you some idea
of the activities ill California and the philosophy upon which this state is
approaching drug education.

Sincerely,
DONALD A. McCrxa. Ed. D.,

Director, Cafifornia-State Drug Education Truthbig Program,

DRUG EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOLS

Parents, educators, and community leaders are rightfully concerned over the
adverse effects the .misuse of drugS is having on the individual and society.
In general.' they have turned to education as one Of the forces which may
diminish this harmful behavior. The formal educational system is viewed by
many as the primary mechanism for the deliVery of drug education. The ques-
tion. which:has been seriously raised as a result of the tremendous increase of
the incidence of drug use among the school-age population in recent years is
whether school -based drug education programs can effectively serve to .deter
initial drug experimentation and progressive involvement toward long term drug
use. The accomplishments of approaches traditionally employed by the schools
appear to have 'had little effect upon this problem to this-point in time.
. While most school districts are attempting to develop and iniplement effective
drug education programS, much of their effort remains at' the trial and error
level. However, out of this growing Pool of experience, together with a broaden-
ing base of research and a growing recognition of thecOntributions.of other
disciplines of knowledge, -a substantial body of information is slowly being
formed which holds the promise_ of enabling schools to modify and redirect
their programs to maximize their role in reducing drug misuse among'students.
Many of file traditiOnal approaches -and their supporting assumptions -and
strategies are being subjected to critical review. Newer models arc being forum-

.
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'lanai together with their own unique assumptions and methods. of implementa-
Hon. Evaluation of this progress is extremely difficult because of thgeomplexity
of the problem and the need for long term observations over an extended period
of time which. exceeds the immediacy of the problem.

Most school-based d rug education progranis have relied upon the legal or-
the medical. approaches to deter drug misuse. Under the concept of the legal
model, the threat of crifninalization, imprisonment, or other foram of social
punishment has been used to discourage the individual from misusing drugs.
In the case of-the Medical model, the prospect of physiological or piychological
damage. as a result of drug use is used as the deterrent. While these approaches
are ondoubtedly. effective fora number of individuals, they may be inadequate
for the majority. of those to,vard which they have been directed. This is re-
flected in the large number:. of those exposed to these approaches who are
experimenting with or beconi,ing regulifr users of drugs.

Perhaps the most prevalent: and questionable assumption which'inulerlieS -the
legal and medical model's is the emphasis and reliance which they ,have placed..
upon drug related facts. and other tognitAte information as deiterininonts of
behavior, The importance of accurate information as the Iii is for...any eduea-,,,,

tional,program cannot be denied. It can be readily .obServed. however; that even
.the Most knowledgeable and well inforMed individual appears to be aide to ignore
reliable data when confronted with strong presspres for action. Research in
the field of lea rning_in4 long,,supported the conclusion that, in Most instances,' -infornmtion abase: cannot be expected to produce a change in behaslor. Rather,
it is apparent'llie behavior of all individual is related to hisiparccutions of the
rewards versos. costs resulting from his actions. This perception is influenced
by his felt personal needs; desires, aspirations, and wants which affect the
value judgments lie makes"hbout his behavior. -

-From this milieu 'of drug education effort- thirtrapproaelt is rapidly being
developed. Utilizing the experience ..of the most promising programs, together
with a significant amount-of knowledge-and research from the,fields of sociology
and psychology, a new generation of drug education programs is lieginnfug to
appear. Designated as a sociotogical/psYchological approach, this model is predi-
cated upon recognition of the individual as a freely choosing decision maker
whose behavior 'patterns. will be influenced-by his "own value structure. Both
cognitive (factual information) and affective (personal motivation) components

' are required in this approach if it is to lead to value input:. the .development of
value awareness, and the opportunity. for value 'clarification. AS a -result of this
coniprehensivd process.. the individual is better able to relate'. the information
he receives to his own needs. This adds to -the self-enhancement of the individual
leading to a greater sense of self-Worlh and purpOse which are. qualities which
tend to -work against the lure of chemical substitutes in place of more construe-
t iVe activities. Drug education- should he an integral-part of a comprehensive
health education program required of all students, related to their health need8
and interests, taught by well-trained and. qualified health edueators and with
stfulent and community involvement.

Since drug education programs must be developed to Meet local needs, to
'utilize local resources, and to augment other on-going efforts, there is no one
best program which can be suggested. However, in keeping with the moireinent

. toward the '.sociological/psychological approach -described above, school-based
drug education programs should meet the following guidelines in order to Maxi-
mize their effectiveness. Underlying these suggestions is the definition of drugs
which considers them.to be any substance, other than food, which by its chemical ,.
nature- has ,the potential to alter structure or function in a living Organism.
Alcohol and tobacco are ,thus included with the other current drugs of 'abuse .

as appropriate subjects for prevention prograins.

A'. CURRICULUlf

1. The curriculum should be ComprehenSive scope starting at the kinder-'
garten level and extending throngh grade 'twelve, or it should,extend through
all grades covered by the school district.

2. The curriculum should be consistent' with the Franietvork for Health, '1.n-,
struat ion ia California- Public! Schools:. -K-12 adopted. by the California State
Board of Education (1h70).-

. .
. ,

3. In- all grades, drug education should be conducted in conjunction with.
- instrpction on health and supplemented by instruction in other relevant subject

areas.
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4. Educational experiew-^s should be provided throughout the year rather
than having a short, concentra'ed unit.

5. Program elements .and activities should be included which place emphasis
on both attitudes and decision making (affective) and information (cognitive).

6. Clearly stated objectives should be established for the total program and
for each level of instruction.

7. Curriculum should focus on the causes of drug abuse rather than the
symptoms.

S. The curriculum should make. provisions for meeting specialized needs of
the local community relative to drug abuse.

9. The enrriculum should be develiiped through codnera tire planning of school
personnel, the target population ( where 'appropriate), community represontation.
and parents.

10. The school program should promote constructive alternatives to drug abuse.
11. Provision should be made for on-going evaluation and accountability.

IL I N SERVICF: TRAINING

1. Inservice training programs should afford the certified and classified staff
with opportunities to gain understanding of current approaches and to develop
.knowledge and skills. relative to drug abuse prevention, through training a nil
involvement. .

2. Inserviee programs for drug education should be offered to staff on:a con -
tinning basis and not as a stop gap -attempt to solve the drug Problem in a.
particular school.

3. When inserviee is not conducted during the regular sehodl day, opportuni-
ties for, providing inservice or extension credit should be explored.

4. Resource:persons Utilized in inpervice training sbOuld be carefully screened
to. determine-if their philosophy, areas of expertise, and potential contributions
are consistent with the district program.

C. CURRICULUM ASSISTA N CE TO Te.A.exttats

,1. The district should assign the responsibility to implement policies for drug
curriculum and for the evaluation of the on-going program.

2. The district should provide the financial resource's needed to implement
,and maintain the drug curriculum.

3. Support materials should be provided wtili guidelines and training for their
effective use.

4. The curriculum should he coordinated with community based program
activities in order to provide direct and indirect support to teachers.

TEACHERS AVO COUNSELOR QUALIFICATIONS.'
'

1. Only teachers or counselors who haVe completed district inservice or its
equivalent which includes opportunities to gain understandings of current:
jreveritive approaches and to develop knowledge and skills rein tire to drug
education Should be assigned the responsibility for drug education.

2. When praetieal, teachers hired after 1973' should have had at least one
pre-service Course in health education which covers the physiologiCal. psychn-
logical, and sociological causal factors and the effects of the use of tobacco.
alcohol, narcotics, restricted dangerous drugs, and other substances mud current,
approaChes to drug abuse prevention.

3. Because they are viewed by students as mbdels,-teateliers and counselors
chosen for thedrug education;progrnm shOuld exhibit control in their own use
of tobacco and alcohol.

4.The following should be considered as attributes of school personnel as-
signed responsibilities for drug education and counseling.

a. Perceived approachability by students.
b. Comm zmicated warmth and interest.
c. Ability to-accurately articulate the students' eoncerns.
d. Empathy for gioning Children and adolescents.
e. Capacity for sustained listening.
f. Personal authenticity and honesty.
g. Willingness and ability to work with community resources and agencies.
h- Knowledgeable aboutenrrent issues, information and resources related

to drug use:
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E. COUNSELING

1. Counseling services should be readily (iceessible to all putoils and their
parents who wish to discuss possible drug related problems or other areas of
personal .concern.

2. The counseling program of the school should be aware of a variety of
cominunity drug abuse prevention, treatment and rehabilitation resources to
-which referrals may be made in those cases where such action is indicated.

3. The counseling services of the school district should be designed to avoid.
having those Arlo) are providing the-counseling be responsible for disciplinary
actions.

F. DRUG DEPENDENT NI I Noits

A person is considered to be drug dependent when he demonstrates a lialolinal
compulsive need for the ingestion of a chendeal due to psychological and/or
physiological needs. The following sections of Article 11 of the California
AdiniNtrafive Code, Title I', provide for special education for thug Almetsdent
minors.

Article 11. Special Education' for Drug Dependent. Minors

3720. Eligibility. A drug dependent minor is eligible for special education
when all of the following exist :

(a) lle is between three and 18 years of age, has mot gunduated from
the 12th grade, and has not liven attending regular Or continuation school
'Programs,

(b) Ile is under the care of and has been identified by a licensed physician
and surgeon as a, drug d(oimondent minor who. lawause of -such drug deiretal-
ency, is unable to attend regular or eontimuttion school programs.

(e) There is on file in the district a statement by a licensed physician
and surgom and the enmity or district superintemlent of sehools, or 0
person designated by such superintendent, that the minor Is both:

(1) Safe for being instructed by a lonne instructor of physically
handicapped

(2) -Capable of benefiting from individual instruction of spechil day
class instruction designed to promote the (Anent halal and health progress
of the minors.

N(rrs: Specific authority cited for Article
C802, 0804, 0874.5.

1 1 : lien I inn Code Sections

History :
1. New Article 11 (§§ 3720 through 3725) filed 10-1049; effective

thirtieth day thereafter (Register 69. No. 411.
2. Amendment of subsection (c) (2) flied 2-17-72; effective thirtieth

day thereafter ( Register 72. No. 8).
2721. Program and Place, Of Instruction. An eligible drug dependent minor

may be enrolled in a program of individual Instructiim or special day elatss
hod ruction for the !Mystically handleappol. Individual instruction may In.

Iprovidedin to elinie or home. Special day class instructioa may
be provided him hospital or clinic.

History ; 1. Amendment- filed 2-17-72: effective thirtieth day thereafter
( Register 72, No. S).

3722. Retention,',,Transfer, Discharge. Retention, transfer, or diseharge
of a drug dependent Minor from a program of special education shall It
made by the county or,. district. superintendent- of schools, or a person desig-
nated by the superintendent; upon the recommendation of a licensed physi-
cian and surgeon. Retention in the special education program beyond one
school year may be made only upon the rmonutiendation of a licensed
physician and the prior approval of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

3723. Curriculum. The progralm of study shall eonform as nearly as pos-
sible to that. in Which the minor was enrolled prior to his assignment to
individual instruction. The program may be supplemented by counseling,'
guidance, and other specialized instruction deemed beneficial to the student.

3724. Credential. A teacher who gives individual instruetlion to a drug
dependent minor shall be a qualified home- instructor of physically handi
capped pupils.

3725. Apportionments. No school district shall be entitled to receive any
apportionment of funds on account of attendance in individual instruetion
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for drug dependent minors unless the district has complied faly with the
provisions of this article.

312t;. Class Size. The appropriate size (enrollment) for the class of drug
dependent minors is 10 pupils. This number may be exceeded only on prior
written approval of theSta to Boa ril of Eduea t ion.

Ilistory: 1. New section filed 2- 17 -72; effective thirtieth day thereafter
(Register 72, No, 8) .

D. DILUO ozinuAano PUPILS

A drug deldlitated pupil is one who has not been identified DR a drug dependent
minor, lint whose eontinued misuse of chemical substances has resulted in dysi
finiethmal behavior at school. In such cases where a pupil in considered as being
drug debilitated, each J-itnation should be judged upon the unique Circumstances
of the particular incident. and subsequent actions should be taken with respect
fin- the most desirable io:lconie for all individuals concerned.

(11 Idesdilleation of a drag debilitated pupil may he deterndned under the
following conditions:

(a) A pupil with demonstrated dysfunctional li',;avier at schooll who may
he suspected of eiml inning drug misuse: and abuse should be referred to the
:41111evisor of 1lealtlt or other individuals with, similar duties as provided
for In Seel inns 11 ill and 317:3 of the California Educutirin Code.

(b) The snspeeted einitinning foist se and abuse of drugs may be cause for
reviewing an 111111 VW Dill's performance nt school to determine if his behavior
is dysfunetional iii relationship to such misuse and abuse.

(e) In those eases where the Supervisor of Health, the pupil, or parents
request assistance in determining the relationship of dysfunctional behavior
to einitimied drug misuse or otiose. it is desiaide to refer such an Individual
tun multi-disciplinary review CFIDIDIMP. Snell a group might- prelude
school administrator, a teacher, a school nurse, a seisml psychologist, a phy-
sielan, a counselor, or others with relevant areas of expertise.

(2) Medical Referral
(a) The drug 0,-Ibiltdated pimil may be referred to appropriate medical

services to-determine if his continuing drug misuse and abuse is the result of
drug dependence.

(b) A drug debilitated pupil should be referred to appropriate-medical
services when he appears to be under the influence of drugs while at school
and may be ID need Or I DIDIelililte medical attention.

(c) Policies should be established by each district with regard for the
procedures for medical referral of drug debilitated pupils. They should con-
sider the following:

Specific individuals, ageneles, organizations, or other facilities which-offer
appropriate services to wide!' pupils many be referred.

Designation of those persons who may make referrals of drug debilitated
pupil';.

Procedures regarding the notification nail involvement of parents, guardi-
ans, or other responsible parties,

( 3) Counseling
(a) Counseling services provided for drug debilitated pupils should con-

sider each Ouse to he a unique event which should be judged upon the particu-
lar circumstances and the needs of the individual.

(b) Counseling- services should be accessible to drug debilitated pupils and
their parents, guardians, or other responsible individuals upu their request.

(e) Those assigned to provide counseling services for drug debilitated
pupils should possess personal characteristics and qualificatibus which will
eneourage communication and effective relationships.

(if) Counseling relationships between ,school personnel and drug debili-
tated pupils should he consistent with professional ethical and moral stand-
ards and recognize the limitations placed upon confidentiality.

1)at'os, EDUCATION' AND CIIIT.DDEN

(By Donald A. UcCiine, Director, California. State Drug Education Training
Program)

The last few years have seen a deluge of reporting about the rapidly expanding
incidence of drug misuse and abuseiu our society. Evidence of its ephiende levels

a Reproduced with permission of Children and Drugs, Association for Childhood Educa-
tion International, (1972).
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is loecoming so prevalent that even Choose with lout a casual or passing interest
In the phenomenon are willing to cite drug abuse as 1/11r of our In:04w problems.
The majority of our IN/10111ot ion, seldom so articulate, rire voiving their eoncerns
for the development of lorograins to retinue this major threat to the physical anti
mental NV(.II-1)Cillg of our society.

Quite naturally, the involvement of school -age children in this problem IIIIS
111.001111! II 114/illt for concern. While admittedly we are a drug-oriented
society, Ilse skyrIndieling number of young iteople exhibiting psychological or
physhoitogical flystunetiou Its a result of drug involvement has created great
urgency for a response. '111e sel000ls, in their tradltional role, NI vt Is en looked
to as one of the chief institutions to reverse this appalling trend. Ilia the schools
du not exist in a state of isolation front the communities they serve. llimation
must reflect the needs of the individual, but it must also draw from the
community those resources that can accomplish the goals established for treat-
ment, rehabilitation and prevention of drug abuse. In the saint. tvay the family
must also areept its share of responsibility if we are to move toward viable solu-
tions. If we marshal the right coordination of efforts from the school, the
family and the community into it "'milled response, we may reasonably expect to
exert a significant impact upon drug abuse.

The question of how we may prevent or intervene in the behavior of those
experimenting with drugs of aluiseo that they abandon them in favor of
healthful, productive- alternative's remains to lie fully answered. .1n infinite
number of strategies and approaches have appeared. Each comes with its own
logie and rationale. What wee gain from this increasing body of techniones and
strategies as they are implemented at the program level 1 are sonie very
important clues to the baste elements of effective fundamental principles %%Adel:.

111.11 placed, upon II framework of cooperative anti coordinated programs, hold
high potent MI for amelioratlug t his societal issue.

DRUG AllUSE: DECISION

The symptoms of drug abuse are of great. COIDATII to everyone and there is no
tillestit /II 1/f till. 041.11 to provide prIlgTIIIIIS of treatment and rehabilitation for
those who reach suell'a state of involvement. If we are effectively to reduce
the numbers reaching this level of need, however. we 'mist focus upoto the causes.
il:m1y factors 111.e loving cited : peer group pressure, curiosity, youthful rebellion,
the desire to escape from reality. the allure of expanding or enhancing exiieri-
paces. sweidental situations. the simple Pleasure which certain drugs are said
to provide the iialividual. To he sure, these are all sullitiont to explain the
phenomenon of drug abuse. They serve a more valuable purpose, however. if they
are considered as indicators of far deeper icrOblellIS I114.11 I6e Individual that
need to be explored more direfully 111 order to construct comprehensive preventive
programs.

ittle centrat fact is clear: except for a relatively small number of Indic [111111114
Nlio .1wrom arcideld ally involved. every ease of drug misuse or abuse is a'
deliberate kt. A decision is.made by an 111(1101111111 to knowingly use some sub-
stance in 4tuantities or fur purposes that are not in keeping with legitimate 4 in
legal conditions of use. Suet' behavior has :1 high-risk potential.

Not only are there dangers front u physiohogical point of vi\. but a variety of
legal implications and Ito' -style modifications threaten the \well-being of the
Individual. The processes of derision making flats have a direet\l11.I1 ring mum the
'problem of drug abuse and innst be considered as /I Plea) Volt t, toward winch
preventive programs need to be directed.

The making of decisions by an individiml its they emid.rn his huniedinte
India vior involves a 1.1/1111/11.N set of variables. AI the risk of over. implifyiug. we
would suggest severld eoncepts particularly relevant to the. pro totem of drug
abuse. First, the Individual himself will make the 1111111i:1W determ nation of his
111.1181.11 in in those situation's in which he has freedom of dodo.. As to:welds,
ednelipors and emanumity leaders, we may have 111.1.1)-SI.IIIVII desires 10 di 1141 or
intinenee the behavioral choices being made by our youth. We use many
strategies and techniques to enemirage what we believe to be the :rove' or
"aeceptable." decisions about a wide range of personal behaviors. Font the most
tort. this inductive i.s veil intended. and often designed to encultara, the'
individual so that he will ire able to function to soeiety. In the tonal 14tutlysis.
however. there are many India which will be (1141..r/mined by no of e- loftier
t11011 lbe person toerforming the behavior. If we necept this premise. ways must be
suughl to influence the individual in his select 11111 of behaviors by prooviding him
with greater insights into the results of his divisions.

tos-to73-73-21
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The second major concept appropriate to our consideration of decision making
is that decisions about behavior are determined ou the basis of the relation-
Ship of the perceived rewards and costs. If the costs are seen by the individual
as exceeding the anticipated rewards, he will likely avoid that behavoir. Bud
if the pervelved rewards seem greater than the costs, he trill have little regard
for the risks involved. The Willie judgment applied to it situation by an individal
Its lie tVilSitlet'S the reward-cost °Identity-Mit determine the nature of the deci-
sions about Ills behavior. For these reasons, the Programs and approaches directed
toward the primary level of prevention inlIst consider ways in avhich Hie

behavior of the individual May be st relli.,rtlielled. We must encourage decision
making that Malls It.ss risk for the tyltysieal and mental well-living of lia!

From the reported epidemic level of dm: misuse and abuse we most
oncliale there are Mat** Piling IRTMilitt who are viewing the rewards offered
by drugs as exceeding whatever costs they feel the drugs 'oily hold .for them.

VALUES AND IIKIIAVIog

Dr. Lonis tit his discussion of values in his text l'o/uex and nacithill
(11161;). proposes that for to In' of value it lutist be chosen freely front
several ollernotives after thoughtful consideratb in of the consequences of each
one. The assumption is made that there trill he several alternatives from which
to chose, and that sonic consideration will he given to the eintscugoe/wes, These
must be conSidered as Iwo prime elements )11 the flpVcolop1111.0 of any system of
values. It renitkins to clarify why pertain behaviors or life-Styles appear to be
more attractive to stone individual's Mout to others.

Those wulkiugin the field of viiities or lLe beiniioral se_h;IlfF.: ore generally
willing to accept the notion that altitudes condition behavior. Only by working'
through attii whim] develop:11mill and eloinge car( desirable behavior to en-
connived..11r. Harold. 1,1s,..vvell_basT designated eight categories of values, ma-
ve:A to nointchot, v,hiehAulivid up; with a method of 41(11..4,4 to 11:0. elrlioalu
process of attitude for/II/Ilion and The eight categories identified
by I,asswell and adapted for education by W. Itty lineker, I lyfit Anispiger. and
Arthur lialbeek ore 01 I affection, 1 :2) respect, 13) well-being, I -I) enlighten-
lucid, t:i) rectitude. ((l) power. (7) skill and (S) %venni).

A person's feelings anent himself with respeet to the-e eight ralegtyrie:: will
largely determine the choices he %vitt make. When he feels slaidlictint depriva
lion in any one of these categories for elonibinations i,f them, he will be more
anxious to pursue some form of behavior lie perceives will ameliorate and dep-
rivation and stvIliry n general feeling of personal satisfactilm. The rewards

'bold the promise of overcoming the costshence Ills inereased willingness to
hpeoin involved Ili 11 variety of belta'Iors with higher perAltial risk.

'.-4/1 it is mai:trent tee must construct instructional programs aril provide ex-
perienees that %%III ireate within the individual higher levels of self-worth, eon-
littence. knowledge. ;Intl personal i4itisfat.tion. We must re co mac that emit in-

develotys his own system of valuing. tvhlrh Is affected by his perceptions
of "self" relative to the settle categories deseribed above. Yoder these eoucli-
fions, It, Is rea,stmaldP to expect that the valuing belinvbir of an Individual eau
be hiliniqiced I° place an mai:hosts on the more vonstrisctIve alternatives avoil-
able to him wide]) are better risks than those IISSoiated %Vith stnli behaviors its
drug misuse and abase.

011.1EcTIVES MR PREVENTION R0111.inIS

It is important to establish clearly performance objeetives for preventive drug
education programs. Confusion In this regard has often doomed well-meaning
efforts to failure.

Wanting young people to understand about the danger drugs hold for them
Simply is,.tiot enough. Neither Is it realistic to try to convince, youth that they
should avoid all drugs, for we do Indeed live in a drug-oriented society. An
acceptable an realistic output for preventive drug education progranis is a reduc-
tion in the level of drug misuse and abuse by those of a well-identitled target
group.

Hamlin. Merrill: and Almon, Sidney B. Value* and TeaChing, Volum-
. bus. (Hilo: (Tharlea E. Merrill Publishing Ca., 191:6

itacker W. Ray : Arnstotcer. V. Clyde and Drodbeek, Arthur J. Human l'nlura in
Education. Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt, 1971.
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This action objective is specific, measurable and states quite simply what
we want to see happen. It established clearly the direction for developing pro-.
grams that utilize a wide variety of techniques and strategies -appropriate for
the unique situations in which they are to be implemented. The impOrtant dif-
ference is that they can now be coordinated or articulated into a unified, effort

DRUG EDUCATION AND TILE EAEIN YEAR ,

la us summarize the concepts we have presented and suggest how they, arc
relevant to preschool and early elementary.. education. We began by propos-
ing the need to focus upon causes of drug abuse rather than symptonts as the
basis for preventive programs. Recognizing drug misuse and abuse as the result
of a deliberate decision in most cases, we described the decision-making process
as a key entry point in determining- what action might reasonably lie expected
to reduce this behavior. Decisions, we saw, are affected both by available he
formation and the valuing judgments made by the individual as he perceives
the rewards he stands to gain and the .costs lie Will be likely to incur. Clui
mutely, this valuing behavior will depend upon the individuals feelings about
himself relative to certain categories of walucs h eh, under conditions of de
privation, may encourage the selection of behaviors that are of a :,greater risk,
Filially, we suggested a realistic tut(' action - oriental goal to clearly identify the
performance that. preventive education programs are expected to produce.

The major conclusion 1,4 inescapable. Preventive drug education programs
that emphasize the development of Anowledge aPProOrlate to the age levels
and maturity of the child together with approaches Hutt strengthen his percep-
tions of self-worth aniMiersonal value system, Must begin as early as possible.
Anti they must precede the initial experiences of drug ndsuse and abuse if they
are to have deepest impact upon the loo_;' -term behavior of the individual.

Information gleaned from It number of -sources including student surveys,
arrest records. morbidity 'Tates, and the observations of those in the schools and
community who encounter drag misuse and abuse in the daily course of their
responsibilities, suggests such programs most begin as early as the third grade.
or before eight years of age. Ideally we would include the home and certainly
the child's lirP.t encounter with. a formal education program in preschool or
kindergit Hen classes.

It thus nalows that these ipsety involved ivItii the child during these early
years must assume major responsibility. for providing those' experiences. We
cannot,acept the claim by some working at these levels that there is no need
for preventive programs in the homes. in early chnwlitay school efasSrooms,
in concerned community agencies and organizations. Happily, the aboremen-
tinned preventive principles are being realistically applied in increasing numbers
of programs. As experience is gained and as the assessment of the effectivenes.s
of these programs proceeds, toque for successfully reducing this threat. to the
physical and mental well-being of our youth increases. Unfortunately. societal
lag has slowed down the nation's energies: lint there is reason to believe that as
a result of the attention now being given to drug abuse, solutions will he found
that will have broader implications for mankind and' his fintureand that will
recognize the iminneness of each individual and his value to the total si,elety in
which he lives,

. .

INEROIMAxtz.vriosAt. ConeommAioN rx Pinto FlOrCATION - PROGRAMS

The protilem of drug use is One whiell pervades every social and economic'
level Of society. The universality of this behaVior is demnonstratedhy the rising
priorities whieb are being assigned this area by public and private agencies,
organizations. and interested groups in the communities of the tint ion. We are
observing on increasing-.level of eommitment on the part of wide variety of
groups to the solution of the problems of drug use.

The prevention and cure of harinful drug use demands coordinated effort
focused upon causitive factors in the home,sehool, and community as.well'as
the interventimm. treatMent, .and rehabilitatiVe programs. It IS immediately
aliimarent Hutt no one agency or organizatimu can reasonably. expect to effect
a maximum hapset On such .a coinnlex problem unless it works cooperatively
with other groups 'sharing in the common concern. The following structure
intends to provide an approach to assessing the potential.resources of a cutiu-
' and their application to various approaches to. drug education programs.
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A TYPOLOGY OF ORGANIZATIONS

The search for cooperative organizational support is aided ly a.scheine designed
to systennitleally classify organizations based upon s4mie mutually exclusive .

criteria. Ity defining the prime beneficiary ( there inay be others) of the orga-
nization it is possible to identify various sources of assist:lore Haeju-

henVisii he overlooked. Blau and Seott suggest this prime beneficiary may he
defined more specilienIly as stich groups as (1) the members of an organization..
1 2) the owners or managers, (3) the "puldie-in-vontract." or ft I the piddle at
large.' Using this approach the following types of imganizations hare been
defined:

(1) ifutual-bencf11.political parties. unions. fraternal assovintilm.
flubs, ete., in which the prime beneficiary is the membership of the orga-
fliZation fl'eft though they may do many things for the benefit of (it liers.

(2) /hod/teas roaccra8.retail stories, hanks. linsinesses. and other orga-
nizations established to produce a proill. The prime beneficiary iii this ease
Is 4)11rions!y the owner of the establishment.

(3) Scrrice Organizat Ion N.sod:II-work a g'011PleS. hospitals, mental health
clubs. etc., in which the prime benefieittry is the ineniliership of the orgy
in direct contact with the organizations.

(4) Commonwealth Oryanizat irms4,.Q4 te agencies, policy depa menl 5. re-
sea rch organizations, and other such groups concerned with the public at
large as the 1whoe beneficiary.

A1'..1t1..113LE RESOITCES

The type of resources available for etimmilment to cooperative programs can
best be investigated hy describing them with ivst reef to the form they take as they
are :11,01(41 in the drug program. In the final analysis, the allocation of any form
of a resource Must he vonsidered on the basis, of n fiscal expenilitiie. its contribu-
tion to a drug tor/wilful will he trattshand Hilo an action vomponent which enables
the program to function.

It "I)irect Manclay Supprrf- -the direct commit latnit li fluids \villa are
used !unmet the financial responsibilities of the program.

4,2 .1.wsign meat of PcrmonnitIlustailres In which speei tic personnel HIT
assigned full or part time to the prftgrain. IteS'iminsibility for these inilivid-
lials.remains with the organization by whom they are employed.

I 3 1 Genera/ Scrrierman -in-kind" type of commitment which is depend-
ent on the type of organization which is coat ribilling the service. This cate-
gory will (nein& such items as secretarial and aecounting services, rust I.d1:11
aSSISt111111., tutorial participation, tip.

1 ", ) Parilit irk and Materiabrresluirees which are concrete in nature and
represent an allocation of the donating tirganizalion's specnie property. In
some eases this tnay be consumable and therefore may he interpreted as di-
reef monetary support. For the plumose of this nisi situation scheme. any
consumahle material Will he considered as living different from budgetary
finaneial support.

INTERORGABIRAT/ONAL BEHAVIOR

The following basic pritteiples lam, a direct effect ilium the relathinships he
tweet) organizations necessary to prothire cooloerative action. They should be con.
sitiered du tiny plan designed to inr111111. Ili(' .mint Efforts of t %no or more agenvies
or orgnizations.

(1) TWo or more independent organizations may participate in coopera-
live programs when some degree of interdependetwe exists in nil area of com-
mon convent.

(2) A condition of organization interdependence is established When the
-fictions of one organization effect the maximization of the goals of each or-
ganization with regard to the common area of concern.

(3) The development of cooperative programs is achieved through collec-
tive agreement reached by organizations through' a process id' interaction
among appropriate representatives of eaCh of the contributing organizations.

t4 Cooperative programs will exist as long as the identity and authority
of each participating organization Is maintained and they perceive they
are maximizing their. goals.

Filer M. Mlfill 1111)3 Riellaril Scott, Format Organizations (Srm PranrIseo. CA :
Churtiter Publishing Co., 1902), pp. 42-45.
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PROBABLE SOUlicEs or colt Mr Sin' INVMAEMENT

A revolt study of Int prorganizat ional Cooperation in Deng Mouse Education
investigated the response of organizations with regard to the type and number,
of resronrees craninitted to rooperat ire programs.' Table 1 describes the distribu-'
lion pat terns and suggests thP rtsbli i VP probabilities of Obtaining program support.
It should be noted that with OM' exeeption stone response was recorded in (melt
erll of the matrix. This suggests tillqi! Is a broad source of S1111111)11 is the coin-
lanai! y which must he reviewed try' the leadership of the ernmerritIve programs.
The close relationship loet moot the normal functions of an organization or agency
and the type and. almond of resource being NallOttoil: is also apparent from
Table 1.

TABLE 1.TYPE AND NUMBER OF RESOURCES COMMITTEDTO COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS, BY TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

Type of organozation and number pleases

Type of resource
Facilities
materials TotalMonetary Personnel Services k

School districts (25)
Mutual benefit (5)
Business concerns (2)
Service organizations (27)
Commonwealth organizations (27)

9
2
1

12
5

.

24
I
1

13
15

12
0
1

8
3 ,

17
5
2
7
8

.

62
8
5

40
31

Total 29 54 24 39 146

SUSI MAttl:

Those id alining programs direct oil toward meeting the challenges raised by
drag use noist consider the Importance of Interorgailizational cooperation if they
are to uul xiinize the outcome of their elnorls. No segmroit. of the community can
be ignored In the, search for ITS0111Tes and inputs Whitl era Ire applliod in the
I rogram. liespOoNpoo :tad enlightened leadership will develop these resonees
as they add I it tilt. ItUel1111111611111elit- Of program objectives. These brief suggestions
simply give some *MITI 11)11 I Method Whiell en 11 be 10111%441 to assure all toossilote
littera:It i yes :try 0111Sifit'red.

PitecittAlls Mt; DRUlt EmIteXriON

(Ity Patricia !lilt. Consult:tad. in health Edtwation. Drag EducationTrosk Force.
California state Department of 'Education)

Whenever a prolilclu affeetillg II large segment of society IS recOgidZoil. pro-
posed programs designed to solve it :wear. The progrants may be proposed by
government agencies, profession oil organizations, commereial Interests, com-
munity groups or individuals. The tendency Is for everyone "to get into the act."
Snelt widespread interest in the solution of societal problem is lieaithy. and
tluough ettneertCII efforts of diverse groups, progress: in solving it often emerges.

Pnt.:t danger exists in the development of simplistic solutions for any complex
problem, in the (netts on symptoins -rather than on eanses, mai in the develop-
ment of a fragmented rather than is comprehensive program.

omeern about drug misuse and :those has increased, a multitude of pro-
f/0/1;M Intre liven developed. These mu the gamut- from education'. researeh, trait,
lag, treatment and rehabilitation programs that are sponsored and often funded
icy governmental agencies at federal. state and local levels: to tencloing guides
and resource units developed by state and local education agencies and profes-
sional associations: front' packets of material and teams of spent:ors sponsored
113 service clubs and private organizations, to materials such as films, recfords,
loot:lets aml multi-media productions produced and niarketed by Ciminiereinl
groups.

Although the list could he expanded many tittles. it Servos to proVido oNallmies
of the maw; types of programs aVailahle. lit this elialoter programs at the Nati :awl

ponnia mceanc. 4n .1nalrola of Interorganivtlional ennperatimi in nr;i9 .4 horse Pro-
grams. Stanford. Cl: Doctoral Dissertation. Stanford 'University. Jane. 1971.

1 Prom Children and Denim reprinted with the permission of the Aegnclation for Mid-
hood F:du,ailon International. Washington. D.C. 0,x:right (e) 3972 by the Association.
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level nre desriled in some detail, since they have Implications for all areas of
tiny country. One slate imogram is deserihed In detail to imlieate the scolie of
approaches aVa Millie as went as to deScrilie thr extension of federal programs
through the state to the local level. A consideration of local programs, pluS cri-
teria for such programs, is also included. No attempt is :mule to describe the
many "ready-unade" programs available to school districts or community grottos./ Itasic philosophy and specific strategies for development of counprehunAve drug
education priigra ins are included on pages

MOGI:ANIS AT THE NATIO:VAL LEVEL

As the senile of drag abuse in the United Slates was. recognized, federal agencies
aving responsibilities in this area iutensilied their programs and other agencies

developed programs to try to solve the tiroblem. At first, the programs operated in
isolation ; however, as the complexity of the problems of drug abuse became
evithmt. the heed for coordinated ';Tort hecante

lu th70.aa Interagency Coordinating., Committee was established to bring the
agencies together to review and coordinate the %arbutus programs. In mid-1971,
President Nixon, by Executive Order, cstaldished a Simeial Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention.

The Director of this office was given responsibility, for overall planning and
policy setting, nod for establishing ohjt.etives and priorities for all federal drug
abuse training, education, rehabilitation, research, prevention :mad treatment
program: and activities, ex'cluding law enforcement activities. Legislation has
been passed by Congress. It gives the Director management authority (am- many
of the major drug almse programs operated by federal agencies. In addition
to the aforementioned overall planning and poliey role. The final form of the
legislation .will undoubtedly have an impact on the type and extent of drug
abuse programs operated by these agencies. ills, eurrent programs may under-
go expansion or curtailment and new activities may lam established. Persons
wishing to keep upto-date on the focus of federal programs should et at:let the
director of drug education in their sltute department of education.

It .is the purpose of this section to describe briefly current national level
drug abuse programs having ;lartinlar relevance for persons working %vitt'.
children in the elementarygradf`s. X11.:Itteinlit is made to describe all the pro-
grams sponsored or operated Iwy federal agencies.

DRUG EDEC.'cu

The U.S. Office, of Education is sponsoring the program that directly affects
noire schools than any of the other federal programs. It was started in :Nlarch
1970 when President. Nixon announced the creation of the National Drag Edu-
cation Program in the U.S. Office of Education and released approximately 4
million.dollars for it, The operation of the program, %%quid' provides for grants
to all states and territories, was delegated to state departments of education. Em-
phasis was on provision for training local teams composed of school personnel,
youth and community representatives.

The Drug Abuse Education Aet of 1970 (Publii! Law 914127) signed into law-
by President Nixon in December 1970, formalized the program previously estab-
lished and authorized .fmitling, for three years, for drug education programs.
The training program that started early in 1970 was eontinued, al01011211 at a
reduced level of funding, and two new programs were initiated. One of-the new
thrusts provided funds for initiation or expansion of a limited number of pilot
programs on college campuses: the other for a limited number of locally-iaitiated,
pilot, counprehensfve community drug education programS.

The Drug Abuse Education Act implies that' t he complex nature of the drug
problem makes it impossible for any one group, institntion or agency to (lent
with it adequately. The Act indicates that drug education must be directed at
the vommunity and that drug education programS. to be effective, must involve
cooperat ion of many groups in the community, including the schools.

The thrust planned for 1972-73 by the U.S. Office of Education 'daces. additional
emphasis on community ethic:aim programs, hat provides for the involvement of
schools.. Tentative plans include the- establishment of several training centers
located in various areas of the country, %Tafel' will offer training to community

Reference to the article. "Drugs, Education and Children," by Donald A. McCune.
Copies of this article are available from the Drug Education Task Force.
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tennis. Small stipendS Avill be available to support a team during its period of
training. Emphasis. Will be given to both selmol and community represimIalion on
tennis. Plans for 11.172-73 also provide for continuation of OM programs .perated
by the state dotal rt meats of education and for the pilot programs established in
ccIlltq.7es and communities in 3911, as long as they continue to meet federal guide-
lines.

In addition to programs developed through the Drug Abuse Education Act. the
V.S. Ililive of Education. in 1971-72. funded eleven connireltensive drug ed on
that programs,sithmitted by local school district orAeaunty education agencies
and under provisions of the Elementary and Secondary Ednention Act. Involve-
ment of the community in the program was required.

Intl..76 INFORM:al:ON AN!) ATEIIIALS

In 191-Co a single federal resource, the National Clearinghouse no. Drug Abuse
inn) I'M:1 I. i011, AV;i S created to serve as a focal point for public inquiries. operated
by the National institute of Mental Ilealth, the Clearinghouse serves the public
through throe basic services: publications dbtribution. computer-based informa-
tion storage awl retrieval, and referrals. Eduentimmi materials. selected cur-
ricula. lablographies, tills guides and catalogs are available. Single copies are
provided without charge; bulk quantities are available at cost' from the Il.S.
Oovertiment Printing Office. Data no school, community; local and slate gov-
ernment drug abuse programs can be rtqrieytal from a data bank on reattest. In-
quiries of a specialized nature are referred to appropriate federal and non-federal
ageneies. Request tar publications should be directed to i'ut,tivationn. National
Clearinghouse for Urn;; .11,11se Informatiott. it ;tt(t Fishers Lane, 11twkville. .111173--
laud ;.!()S:i3. Inquiries for program information or guldane to available material
should he directed to Information sr 'Tires at the same address. Services of the
Clearinghouse provide an excellent resouree for school personnel.

Late in l971 the Notional Institute for Mental Health released a series of thins
for teacher anti parent oduca tit at entitled 'The Social Seminar." Copies have boon
distributed to each state and are available for use in teacher and community
edacatiou programs. Related materials such ns discussion guides are also avail-
able. The Ilureau of Narcotics and Dam:emus ])rugs, 11,5. Department of Justice.
in addition In its many law enforcement responsibilities, periodically develops
a ad makes available drug. education materials: Reference to these is inchaled
in listings from the National Clearinghouse. .

FUNDINC FOR LOCAL PROGRAMS

The Law Enforcement assistance Agency administers the program established
by the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 19118. llloek grants of
funds are made to states for funding programs designed to control crime. In
several state preventive drug education programs have been so funded.infornat-

. Don on Individual state programs is available from a state's department. of :las-
tire a tal/orits attorney general's office. The National Institnte for :dental Health
has funded a number of local school-community drug education programs and a
few have been Nailed by the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity.

coonoINArrtox

, The National Coordinating Council on Drug :Abuse Education formed in
VMS is a private. nonprofit organization working to combat drug abuse through
edneation. Stated purposes of the Council are: to coordinate educational and in-
formational efforts of organizations hi the area of drug abuse: to evaluate dnig
ribose educational programs; to give visibility to effective programs: to evaluate
and develop the role of professional and public information in thlig abuse educa-
tion ; to stimulate regional. Mate and local Involvement in drug abuse education
by establishing interdisciplinary Committees to respond to area needs: 01111 to
provide leadership in the area of firm; abuse information and education. Council
membership is open to any interdisciplinary regional, state. or local organization
with an interest in the Connell's purposes. publication of theCouneil, which is
entitled Common Senn T.irea 11,rc, is a comprehensive conununity guide to drug
abuse action.

PROCEAUS AT THE STATE LENEL

An array of programs to combat drug abuse exists in every state, thus it is
impossible to give an accurate picture of all :grate level activities. Perhaps
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the only program common to all states is the Driig Education Training Program
funded by the U.S. Office of Education, and even that varies in approach from
state to state. As noted earlier, this program is operated through the state
departments of education and emphasis is on training school-emmminity tennis.
Use of the "multiplier" effect is recommended' in order to reach as many indi-
viduals as poSsible. Federal guidelines require flint there be heavy involvement
of youth in planning and conducting the programs; there must also be partielpa-
tion of the community as well as an approach to drug education \Ciller inte-
grated into the educational program at all levels and in a wide variety of still-
jects ; and finally there must he an approach which encourages people to come
together to explore their Attitudes towards drug use and misuse.

CALIFORNIA DRUG EDUCATION TRAINING PROGRAM

As an example of. state operation, the California State Department, of Educa-
tion in the 1070-71 sehool year established it state training team which rnu-
ducted a five-day workshop for thirty-0x individuals selected and organized
into six regional 'teams, Each of these teams conducted a four- to six-day
training workshop for individuals selected and organized into sob-regional teams
by the Slate Drug Education Training staff. Through this "multiplier" effect,
171 persons were trained who, in tarn, served as trainers. Federal funds al-
located to the State Department of Education were used to pay .1 ravel expenses'
for these Individuals. Thirty-three subregional teams were trained and each
conducted a four-day training session to which the ,Department of Etiticathp
invited the local school districts to send tennis. At each of the levels, tennis
were composed of school personnel, youth and community representativrs. The
general goal for_ the program was to provide indeplii training in tith various
di»nmsions of drug education for teams,of individuals who would assume leader-
ship toles in the development, Improvement and implementation of drug eduthi-
tion programs in schools and communities in California. The philosophy ex-
pressed at the training sessions was similar to that ocintainedNin Chapter 0.
During 1970-71, approximately 2.000 individuals froni\riffil school districts were
trained by means of this program.

The 1971-72 program was built our the foundation developed the preceding
year. It started by offering' six general training programs, similar Yu those eon-
ducted in the prior year, in various areas of the state for districts that did not
participate In the 1970-71 program or for districts that wished to send another
ICRID. In addition, specialized %training programs are being offered for Specific
groups: one series for counselors, another. for curriculum personnel. 'Training
programs are also planned for school nurses, school administrators and school
board members in cooperation with their respeetive professional Organizations.
Other phases of the 1971-72-California State Drug Education Training Program
offer direct consultation to local districts in the planning and development of
drug education programs, and the establishment and maintenance of a de-
pository of drug information which includes instructional materials.. tenehing
strategies, drug curricula, sample programs, inserviee training systems
summaries of research and other relevant items. Informatioii about these mate-
flats is disseminated to each school district through annotated reference lists.

STATE INTERAGENCY COUNCILS / t

Councils or committees have been established in many slates to coordinate
some instances to provide direction far) the multitude of drug abuse programs
being undertaken. Smile state eimmils are. comprned only with edueational ef-
forts: others are concerned with rout rol.lreatment and rehabilitation as well.

In California. int Interagency Connell on 1Drug Abuse was formed in intl. MIS
by representatiVt'S of about forty private and pnlolie organizations'and agencies
CO/Uprned with drug abuse. It may Ice.nniquo in..thitt it is cosonnsored by the
California 3Iedical Association and the state administration and designated, as
Hull` of I lie Governor's official advisory groups.

Six task forces comprise the working body of the CouneilEducation. Treat-
ment. Research, Administration of Justice, Legislation and (lovernment, and
Youth. En!' sets its own priorities and works in its own way. Three representa-
tives from each task force meet periodically to coordinate Activities and to Make
recommendations in the name of the Council.

The Task Force on Education has, among other activities, developed resolutions
on subjects that-several member organizations have used with their respective
groups, namely, on Edneational Policy Determination; the Primary Responsibil-
ity of Schools Relative to Drug EdueatiOn ; Desired Characteristics of School
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Personnel In vol ved with Drug Education Responsibilities; Guidelines for Rental,
Purchase, and Use of Instructional Materials.tund Audiovisual Aredia ; a Preven-
tive Orientation to Drug Education (Alternatives.). Membership on the nusk
Force on Education is open io any slate-level group involved iu drug education
alai to representatives from local drug education-councils and committees.

sCUOOL-CONOWNITY COORDINATION

Drilg alinse'counells ,committees, Which have been established hi many cities
and et tut ni kis; serve a number of purposeS. For example. they provide opportunities
for groups working Ott the problem of drug -abuse to communicate. with one an-
other. to inteivret the objectiVes and scope of their respective programs, to co---
ordinate programs where possible, and to determine where gaps and duplications
in services exist, In areas where there art few, if any, rommunity programs, a
group of persons concerned,' about the problem of drug abuse may,. by getting
together, spark the development of needed programs. Often, school personnel
have taken {he leadership in bringing such groups together and in pointing out the
need for specific services.

In addition to voluntary efforts to cobrilinate programs, California has enacted
legislation requiring counties to develop a coordinated county-wide drug' abuse

. control plan. Prevention, treatment,. rehabilitation and educatim.programs are
to lat included in theplan.

School personnel should become familiar with .the various commUnity groups
involved in drug abuse programs; In addition to official groups, such as public
health and Mental health departments and la W enforcement agencies, these may
include: parent groups, professional organizations such as medical- societies,
churches, service clubs, fraternal' organizations,- youth serving groups, news-,
papers, P.V. and radio stations and numerous voluntary' groups:Many nr tin: last .

operate dropin centers or "hot lines," keep in close 'communication witlyouth
in the Community, and offer serviees that the school cannot provide.

Some connnunity'groups will shun the school because they consider it "Estab-
lishment" and relatively incapable of developing dynamic drug .education pro'
grains that will Malte air impact un today :s children and Dual!. Other groups see
the school as the one social agency that has access to all young people and'UmS
can provide opportunities for them to examine causes for the obtuse of:sdrugs .
and the risks involved in snch abuse, as well as provide current information
about drugs. Others see the school as the place to teach facts about drugs, which

nay adults believe is the tdugle necessary ingredient of a preventive drug edu-
cation program. So it is important that the school define and interpret, its role,
including its responsibilities and limitations, and develop, in cooperation Nvith.
community representatives. a plan for at comprehensive, drug education program:
In addition te and emmseling, such a program should Provide for 're-
ferrals from the school to available comninnity services. Concepts basic to a com-
prehensive pregram ore included in the previous chapter and a list of criteria..
-for such programs is included at them! of this chApter.

AATERIALS.

One problem faced by the schools and other .z-roups involved indrug ,educathin.
- is the -plethora of audiovisual tital written uniterial labeled drug educati OH pro-

grams. As in other instructional areas the objectives for each grade level, aswell
as for the total it-Mgr:no, shoUld he determined prior to-the Selection of resource
materials. This is important because coin mu groups, woerking trithont the
SCIlool. sometimes provide niaterialS,and speakers that are inappropriate in terms
of the 'instructional objectives of a, program. All resouree materials. shouhrbe
evaluated carefully for accuracy. as Well as for their contribution to the program.

carrEntA FOR SCI4001.-BASED mune Enue:rrox PROGRAMS
.

Since drug education programs must lie developed to'nwet local needs, to utilize
local resources, and' to lit into ongoing se tool program's. there is no one best drug
education program for all situations. however, criteria for effective programs

rhae been ideatitied and are listed lucre: \ ,
. Drug education programs to he most effective should :

Be comprehensive in scopestarting at kindergarten and extending
through grade 12- 1 .

-

Be comprehensive in approach with emphasis on both cognitive and
affective areaswhat an individual dint do is based on information, what

. an individual will do is based on
fi "liotivatioli1,

'\.
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Have dearly stated behavioral objectivesfor the total, program and
for each grade level . .

Fodus.on causes of drug misuSicand abuse , .. ..

Be' based on local heeds ,relative, to the problem of drug misuse and
Fabuse . i

Provide for ongoing staff training, with involvement of students and
eminnunity representatives in training sessionS

Provide A.-system of era 'nation ''.

0 Provide for policy statements relative tO, instruction and counseling
..

as-well, as to .the handling of students suspected of 'possessing, using,
selling drags . ' .. -

.----
Provide for inStrUction throughout the school year . .

.,Include coverage of al'eohol amid tobacco, along with the other drugs
. Provide foreffective use of materials and.resourco people

Promote constructive alternatives to drug misuse and a lame
Place an emaphasis on the indiVidnal and MS interpersonal relation -

ships
'.

awl activities .

Provide for counseling that is accessible to students
Includea referral system fin., students in need Of counseling. '(which_

is Ireyomi the scope of time sciv.loo treatment and rehabilitation
: -provide for plirentjadult education

.1
.

FRAIEWOE role HEALT1I INSTRUCTION mv _CAr.rro uNr.,
.

Puntao Sommoom.s,' -
KIvomlimkurnN. Tnatouun GuAtm TwEiAT, =.. ,

.

Int ractuation 2 . .

..

This Pramc-work for Health lastruCtion in CaliforitiaPublic 'Schools has been
developed to assist school diStrict personnel in anning tl:cir own sequential

. program of health instrnetion. kindergarten through grade twelve.- The deem.
,ment is not a course nf, study. Rather, it is to be used as a guide -for !peal
curriculum _development' Therefore,- learning opportunitib;i, methods.of in-
struction, and suggested resources are net included-in this publication.. - --

To assist the reader, information' in the introduction is divided into three
parts: (1) .pointS, of view coneerningtealth=and health 'education ; (2) the de-
velopment of tine Framatcork; and (3) the-format and use of:the Feamewer/...2'

. , . . A
..

-' Format and iim of the Framework . .

. .

i:3
. -

. b

. The Framework fOr Health Instruci km. in California Public Schools orga-
nizes materiaktn ten; edntent areas, with an overview, major concepts, grade- .
level coneepts,..sfiggeii4ed'heltavioral 'objectives; and suggested example's of con-
tent for each of these areas. .. . ...

It is "recognized that a review of the concepts; objectives, :inch cOnte.nt'eevered --
.

at earlier grade levels is desirable- and necessary. Stich a review has not been
built into this Mfidication but has been -left to the' discretion of individual
school districts. . , . . . .

. . ., -. ,1 OVERVIEWS ,
. .

.
.

. ,
The oVerviews ;Serve to-- orient district .Personnel to time essential information.-.,

I included" in the . ten content areas. In each .insttince;;,the .overvitiv contains a
brief deseription. of the content area and-indicates the major problems upon .._-
which the area was,deVeloped. Relationships to other health areas and subject- . .

Matter fields are presented. .

;,, il _ -' '''::v.
..- ...tAson comtsks ,

. . a-
Majbr ,cencepts are.the big ideas that should be:emnpliasized imm each content

area They serve as focal points for clasSro.em instruction and provide continuity
and segimence in the inStructionnl program through the, four .educational levels
(primary, ihterinediate, junior 'high, and senior high). Several inajoi- concepts
have been identified for each' content area. .

GRADE-LEVEL OciiTOEPTS .

Grade-level concepts are the big. ideas within a major concept and are stated
for each educational level (primarY, intermediate, junior Ifigh,and-senior high).
These concepts are gitides to coMpetencies -that. .are to be demonstrated by
learners at the various educational levels. .' ,.. ,,..

. . . .

3-Adopted lyby California State Board otEducation. Published October 1970.
2 Excerpts irons Introduction with emphasis on material related to format and use.

. i
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3EXAMPLES OF BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Examples of behavioral objectives have been identified for each grade-level
concept. The objectives suggest content to he taught and the cognitive behavior

. to be sought in the learner. They- provide specific,illuStratiomt cf ways in which
lea rners.may demonstrate competencies. Although the objectives have been stated
only in terms of cognition, it is felt that the cognitive skills attained by the stu-
dent will favorably influence his health attitudes and practices. The objectives
arc stated in behavioral terms. even though they do not contain the specificity
desiredl)y some curriculum specialists. No attempt h'as been -made to identify and

. to present an exhaustive list of behavioral objectives relative to the .grade-level
concepts..Sehool district personnel Should expand or revise the objectives to meet
the needs of their students.. . .

f. EXAMPLES OF CONTENT .
. . '. .

Suggested examples. of content have been included for all objectives.. T;lese
examples are intended to help classify. the content specified in the objectives.
School district personner-should elaborate on the specific content to be included.

. .
.

. Major Concepts for Content Areas
. . .

, .

Following are the major concepts or big ideas that provide organization of the
... body of knowledge for each of the ten content areas in the Pramework: Concepts

'for each of the-four educational levels (primary, intermediate, junior high, senior
high) Itre built upon the major concepts. In general, the first major concept listed
under eaclritrea hdading relates to the total health of the individual ; Elie other
major concepts relate to, specific aspects of the content area. The Roman number-
ing system is used to indicate interrelationships among concepts in the various
content areas; not to designate priorities in emphasis;
1. Consumer health .

..
.

I. To maintain health requires effort, time; and money ; but failure to maintain
health is detrimental and more costly. .

If. Scientific luloWledge and understanding are bases for effective evaluation,
selection, and utilization of health information, products, atictservices. .

I 1 .1 . Self-diagnosis and self-treatment may he dangerous to an individual.
I V. Quackery and faddism raise false hopes,- delay proper Medicatattention,

and cause thiancial,waste. . .
. . .

2. Mental-emotional health .
.. .

,
.

. .

I. Mental health is influenced by the interrelationship of biological and environ-
mental, including cultural, factors.

II. Developing and maintaining optimal mental' health include understanding
, oneself and others. .

ill. Stress, an unavoidable product of our culture, can he either productive or
detrimental to man. - - .

IV. MIthutjustive.hehavior varies in its impact on the individual and society..
V. Qualified help is available for those with maladjustive behavior.. a

. .

3. Drug some and misuse . ,

.
.

.

.-- I. Whei . used properly, drugs are beneficial to mankind. ( .

II. lany factors influence the misuse of drugs. .
.

.

III. .Tobacco is harmful ; and alcohol and other drugs, if misused, are harmful
to the individual and to society. . .

.

IV. The individual anti society need to accept responsibility for preventing the
misuse of tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs.

. .
. . .4. Family health.

. . . ,

I. The family and its members exert a significant influence oh one another.
IL Human masculinity and femininity are determined by biological,/emotional,

and social factors. .

III. Effective preparation, the ability to adjust, and respect for and: understand-
ing of one's marriage partner tend to produce successful marriages. -

IV. Persons may function more effectivelpin their roles as males or females
when_they understand each other and understand that -reproduction is a.nermal
prbcess. , .

V. Family planning May help to intproiTe the health of family members.
5. Oral licalt4, vision, and kcaring

I. Neglect of oral health affects Individuals of all ages.
II. Most oral disorders can be prevented.
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III: Oral disorders can be tr
IV. Most disorders of vision and hearing, which may occur at any age, can be

prevented or treated and corrected.'
U. Nutrition

I: Nutrition is important in' the everyday functioning-of an individual.
II. Individuals throughout life require the same nutrients but in varying

amounts.
III. Food 'processing and,Prepara tint] influence the nutritional value and safety

of foods.
IV. Nutrithin is a significant factor in weight control.
V. Dietary fads and 'misconceptions can be detrimental to health.

7. Exercise, rest, and posture
. I. Physical fitness is one important component of total health.

II. A .balaneed program of exercise and rest contrilmtes to fitness.
III. Posture affects appearance and body function.

8. Diseases and disorders
I. The occurrence and distribution of diseases and disorders are affected by

man's heredity anti environment.
If. Diseases and disorders. have both a personal and an economic effect upon

individuals and /society.
III. -There is ,variation in the extent to which diseases and disorders can be

prevented and controlled.
9. Environmental. health hazards

I. An individual's environment, including aesthetic characteristics. influences
his total health.

IT. There 'are ever-changing health hazards in man's environment.
III. The potential for accidents exists everywhere hi man's environment.
IV. Individuals should lie prepared to act effectively in ease of accidents.
V. :.laintaining a healthful andIsafe enviromuen is the responsibility of the

individual, the family: and society.
10. Community health resources

I. Utilization of community health resources benefits the health of the individ-
ual and the community.

IT. The health of the community is a shared responsibility of the individual
and the community.

Nations need.to cooperate with one another to identify and solve interna-
tional health preblems.

IV. A variety of opportunities exist for careers in the health sciences.

DRUG USE AND MTS [ISE

When drugs are properly used they are a benefit to mankind. In this content
area consideratitlin is given to both the values of positive use of drugs and the
dangers of misuse of drugs: Major concepts deal with the benefits of drugs: fac-
tors that influence drug misuse harmful effects of tobacco. alcohol. -and other

fdrugs: and the responsibility o the individual and society in preYenfing drug
misuse.

A major onteome of instruction in this area should he the realization that an
individual can live. n full and productive life without misusing drugs.

The major problemS of dm^. inuse and misuse, upon which the development of
this content area has been based. include the following :

(1) Failure to accept individual responsibility' for control of the use of
stimulants. depressants. and other substances ;

(2) Misuse of stimulants and depressants and other substances ;
(3) Drug dependencealcoholism. addiction to narcotics and barbituates.'.

dependence upon tobacco. amphetamines. and hallucinogens:
(4) Immediate'andlong-range effects on health :
(5) Failure to control the source of supply.

NOV.: : 911 IS Is One of ton content areas In the Framework for Health Instruction in ('all -
fornia Public Retinas. California State Department of Millen fkm. lictober 1070. Please note
interrelationships with other emit-mit areas and refer to. the attached excerpts from the
Introduction for an explanation of the format.
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CORRELATION wrEn OTHER SUBJECT AREAS

Selected content ill the area oc drug nse and misuse can he correlated most
effectively with biological sciences, physical sciences, social sciences, and physical
education,

1.:s:-E121an..s.moNSnirs nEEEN DRUG USE AND MISUSE AND OTITER HEALTH
.xitEAS IN THIS FRAMEWORK

Consumer Health:IIintermediate, junior high ; high.
J1 ental-Emotional Health; Vsenior high.
Funnily Healt: IVsenior high.
Vtttritiosr: Vsenior high. .

Disca.ves and Disorders: IIIintermediate.
Eavironmental Health- Hazards: IIIsenior high.
Ctopimunity He& tit, Resources: Isenior high,

DRUG USE AND MISUSE

Major concept Primary levet Intermediate level

1 When .used properly.
drugs are beneficial to
mankind.

Grade-level cOnc:pt: Mediciries lore help-
ful for maintaining health.

Objective: Tells how medicines may be
beneficial.

Content: (1) prevent infactiln, (2) re-
lieve pain, (3) control, coughs, (4)
ease upset stomach.

Objective; Discusses why medicine should
be taken under supervision of parent as
prescribed or recommended by a physi-
cian or a dentist.

Content: (1) the correct drug for ill-
ness; (2) proper dosage; (3) proper
fiequency of use.

11 Many factors influence Gradeevel concept: A variety of conditions
the misuse of drugs, contribute to the misuse of medicines.

Objective: Discusses conditions under
which a person might take the wrong
medicine.

Content: ,(1) not reading the label..
(2) taking medicines is the dark;
(3) arc opting substances front stran-
gers;' (4) using another person's-
ineaicine: (S) taking more than the
prescribed dose; (6) taking Medicine
horn an unlabeled bottle.

IIITobacco is harmful; Grade-level concept: Sortie substances that
and alcohol and other are commonly used can be harmful it
drugs, it misused, are misused.
Harmful to the- individual Objective: Identifies substances that can
and to ...society. he harmful if misused.

Content: (1) cola drinks; (2) tea and
coffee; (3) alcohol; (4) medicines
(aspirin, vitamins, diet pills, antibi-
otics, antibistoinine).

IVThe individual and sod,-
ety need to accept respon-
sibility for preventing the
misuse of tobacco, alcohol,
and other drugs.

Grade-level concept: Each person must
treat medicines and other substances
with respect.

Objective: ,Cites ways in which the
streilis his respect for drugs.

Content:(I) uses only when necessary;
i. (2) takes only n recommended

amounts and at recomineaded times:
(3) takes only under supervision.

Grade-level concept:. Drugs with different
properties are prescribed for medical use.

Objective: Giver examples of different forms'
in which common medicines may be

" taken.
Content: (1) pill--aspirin; (2) injec-

lionpenicillin; (3) liquidcough
medicine; (4) capsuleantihista-
mine.

Objective: Tells differences between pre-
scription and nonprescription drugs.

Content: (I) prescription drugs ate
prescribed. by a dodor or a dentist;
(2) nonprescription drugs are sold
eves the

are
(3) snore rigid

controls are needed for the manu-
facture and sale el prescription
drugs; (4) prescription drugs are
generally more potent; (5) nonpre-
scription drugs are Intended usually
for minor ailments of short duration.

Grade-level concept; Misuse of drugs often
starts early in life.

Objective: Explains why misuse of drugs
often startrearlyjn life.

Content: (1) being motivated by curi-
osity, (2) imitating adults; (3) using
accidentally; (4) being influences by
other users; (5) acting on a dare:
(6) experimenting.

Objective: Summarizes examples of the
misuse of drugs.

Content: (1) uses nierlfciries prestiiberl
for another person; (2) takes mere
than the prescribed us recommended
amount; (3) does not fellow a pre-
scribed or recomniended lime sched-
ule; (4) uses nonpresciiption drugs
indiscriminatelyX5) takes drugs for
"kicks."

Grade-level concept: Individuals react chit-
, 'mealy to the chemicals contained in
tobacco, alcohol, and other drugs.

Objective: Cites individual differences that
cause people to react differently to drugs.

Content'. (I) bodily site; (2) sensitivity;
(3) metabolism.

Objective: Describes individual reactions to
drugs.

Content: (1) may become psycholog
'catty dependent; (2) may become
pnystologically dependent; (3) May
have drug reaction-sensitivity; (4)
may lose control of behavior.

Grade-level concept: rI3ni.onal goPts end
practices established early in to rats
help one to anitl the misuse ur

Objective: Discusses the v;iii,s of o arsenal
goals and practices in avolorog trie misuse
of drugs.

Content: (1) salf.respect; (2) reseed
far one's body; (3) healthy standards
of behavior; (4) _sound Ueda nal
decisions.

Note: Objectives and content are intended as examples Only.
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FRAMEWORK FOR DEALTII INSTRUCTION', IN CALIFORNIA PUBLIC- SCHOOLS:KINDER.
OARTEN THROUGH GRADE TWELVE:

Adopted by the CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Prepared by:
John T. Fodor, Professor of Ilcalth Science, San Fernando Valley Slate

College
lien C. Gmur, Professor of Health Science and Safety Studies, California State

College, Lis Angeles:
Wilfred C. Sutton, Professor of Health Sciences, San Fernando*Valit.y State

College: Codirectors of the Ilealth FratneWl irk Project.
Coordinated by :
Patricia .T. Hill, Consultant in School Health Education, California State De-

partment of Education.

STATE or CLIrouNIA 1/Ee.urt NIn.V1 OF EDUCATI0N

A STUDY OF MORE IIARSIUL ErFECTIVE EDUCATION RELATIVE To NARCOTICS, 0'1'11E11
IIAIINIFUL DRUGS. AND 11ALL( INMENIC SUBSTANCES

The California State Department of Education. in cooperation with the
State Department of Public Health, was given the task of eonduct lug a study
of more effective drug education under a legislative wild:tip vstablish,11 in
ellapier 3629 of the Statutes of 1967. The points listed below summarize
the conclusions presented in a portion of the study completed in 1970 and in-
cluded in the third annual progress report of the research. This information
resulted from a survey of approximately 4.000 11111.111 S :Is well as a whi vp Hely
of other 'inputs. These include reviewing other signilleant studies, surveying
numerous programs is local,school districts and conimunities, aiol inierviews
with individuals and organizations having recognized leadership responsibilities
for drug eduention.

1. The primary function of the school drug education IS the development mid
iftirlettient a thou of programs that are preventive ill design.

2. SChi)ols must. share; responsibility with other rigeneies and organizations
for programs that focus upon intervention, rya fluent, and rek,bilita bal.

3. Effective preventive programs of drug education Include a variety of :111.
proachen and, in general, work as follows :

a. Recognize drug misuse and abuse as symptom. and foci. upon the
causes of behavior.

b. Begin tit tile earliest grade level In the school witlyappropriate factual
Information adjusted to the readiness of the Student.

e. Phiee an emphasis on the individual and his ititerprsimal relationships
and activities.

d, Approach drug education as an ongoing program throughout the school
year.

e. Provide alternative behavior patterns for 1 lie
. A wide variety of persons can be used in an instructional role. Eati sitult-

thin must determine the most appropriate personnel for its ieeitie needs.
5. NO one program of drug education appears to 'produce sit:nine:till*ly batter

results than any other program evaluated in this study.
6. There is a great need for trained personnel to provide leader hip in this

area for school districts and communities.
7. Au effective system for the dissemination of drug research data and in-

formation is needed in the state.

CAttrouNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDI-CATION, DRUG EDUCATD1N sa Font E

node roriderol pots Dela ing Drug abase Education

commuxirvw1DE PLANNING

Drag abuse in the school-age population is being increasingly recognized as a
complex plientalle11011 stemming from to nndtiplieity of (111],es. F,11114. (of these
causes are engendered in the home, some in the school, and some in the eom-
malt y. Ileeause of its complexity.-drug abuse is not likely to lie either prevented
or cured by simplistic approaches. Its prevention and cure, if indeed issible,
demand a coordinated attack upon the causative factors in the home. school.
and community. The role of the school is thus intertwined with that of home and
community, and program planning in the school should involve representatives
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of the various elements in the 'community emarrned with drug abuse (parents,
phsicians, police, judge.:, etc.) as well as school personnel and articulate stu-
dents. Including students in program planning is of paramount importance..

PROGRA M DIVUESI 117

Just as there are individiml differmwes among st wields in n school, so there
ate individual differences among schools in a community and communities in the
state. There are also variations in the drug abuse problem in various areas of the
state. Delay there is no one best drug abuse program with universal applienbility
to all situations. Program develoinnent should start on the local level (though
it may be instigated and facilitated by clantty or state) and proeeed :thou; lines
best stilted If, locxtl needs aucd l*P.,011PCPS. Within this framework of diversity
(youth common elements. nevertheless, apply. Some of these are summarized
below.

GOALS CDR DRUG EDUCATION

Presinnahly a common overall goal for drug education programs is the mini-
mization of drug ;liaise among ;voting people, Dhvionsly this will not be attained
merely by instituting instruction :thorn- drugs in our schools. although such
hist median is Ow yore of the school program. Nor will it he attained merely by
introducing extrinsic programs into the school. nIthough many such programs
are available. Its attainment demands a onainitment on the part of community,
parents, school personnel, and responsible students to attack the underlying
muses of drug abuse as these are itleutilit.(1 in a given situalhm.

INSTRUCTIONAL. IMODRA NIS

itiArist.tional programs :Mont 'drugs are like Instructional programs in other
fields in that they .require,woll-prepared.teacluc,:s:--nwell-planned 1,rograin of

st ruethm. adequate time in lite curriculum, carefully selected materials. and
the use of iqqaappriate resources. They differ from ninny instruetbnial programs
in their stress on attitude formation behavior elninge. Titus providing infor-
mation to young people is tpu.stionaldeand may indeed be di ngerousuttless
at the sante time attempts are made through e:Incational leadership lo develop
attitudes and establish practices in conformity with program oldectives. Success
in an illstrutlional program is thus measured not in terms of knowledge trans-
mitted to students, but rather in terms of critical thinking induced in students
and enlightened decisions and personal commitments made by students.

PLACEMENT IN CURRICULUM

Despite the urgency of the drug abuse problem la some areas of the state, the
"crash program" (ext one-dimensional, short-term, nr iu,senibly-type pro-
gram) is questionable bemuse it nmy serve ns,a substitute for a carefully
planned attack on haste causative factors. Bather than increasing the fragmenta-
tion of the curriettlum through making emergency provision for drug abuse
education. many schools are taming drug abuse education --abmg with smoking
tainent ion. alcohol education, consumer education, and safely educationwithin
the total co1111.X1 of health edueation and are making achsmate provishm within
the curriculum for this subject.

TEACIIER SELECTION

The placement of drug abuse education within any context will be successful
insofar as the teacher selected tlin relate tit and eonnininiente with his students,
The teacher assigned to drug abuse education should be well grounded in the
physiological. psycindogietti, and social foundations of drug ahuse. as well as in
faineal halal methods and techniques designed to (-freer desirable attitudinal and
1.eletvioral out emnes. The teacher should also be cognizant of ecitnimmity
senrees and selective in their nlilization. The special competencies of medical.
law 1.11fOreeMent. carrectloual. and other community personnel with ;A IC( I iZi`d
experience in the field eon probably be Inure effectively used in teacher prepara-
liolt than in classroom instruction.

I NSTRIXTIONAL cores

It is a widely aerepted principle that drug abuse education should present
tipe truth and deal in facts rather than in scare tactics. Imeaching. or indoetrina-
iiiill. DIU fuels abant proper are no less important than filets alout drugs. (Drugs
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are merely the instruments whereby start:. persons Neel: to solve pr:0)110i 141'0h-
) Therefore the fools of lust ra iliou SI101111.1 be as much up.on tile emotion:1 1

anti social rompotients of drug abase as 1111,1)1 the Itlissiologicar mad instruction
should be considered adequate only if it promotes self-understanding atul pr,0111415
coast endive self-direction among young people.

GItmat NAO.:maxi'

tit bough the sigitilleaut beginning of drug abuse is assitelated with early
adolescence, et:ashler:11de experimentation kith drugs appears to oven! at :111

earlier age. and the psychosoeial foundations of drug abuse are likely to
have heen established earlier still. possibly iu infancy or early hildhood. l'herc -
fore thin; abuse education oust be it1WI'd :IS 0 total program %Illicit starts in
the primary grades and is collintied as a planned S(4014'1111:11 ill'agnIta through
grade 1'2. I See raniororl.. io Health Inxtrnetion in Culifornio Nell 40,41X.

.:1111.11111 lit S11111' pl11.11111:111it of IA114101011, 1970.i

A I(iAl. 14151111E

till flimsy id drug; cos)stittiles' It MI.:Mire told essentially destructive ap-
proach to life. billtication. oft Ibe other hand, has long been iletheateol to the 11(1-
raticeitiont of positite and essentially vonstiadive goals. Therefore any tr.peei
of the st lord experieuie that promotes the goals of education promotes at the
matte time lilt' goals id drug abase Hilly:I:Ifni. Wag abase education programs.
should capitalize 1)114111 the great pot Mini inherent in the total school program
for fortifying point; pc11110 /11111S1. Selmois might %vil examine
portion of 1111.i1. eNtraciirrietilar ,.vith

potent prevention of drug amuse.

t:v %I.1'.i1'140;

)1'11V 11110.1 he 111'sitt111.11 to Olt11 11111111111y 1.11110llv41 1101
f/11111:11101' 011 N1. an. 11114.111y 1111111111 to the program's overall goals.
I.:talus:Om is thovfore an itiltrent turd (.554 1111:11 Oi111)11211'111 xvhich mill-I I I.
huill into all drug abuse edmallon progratIN MI 0 mutilating busts. TilelsYs-
teniatic monitoring of neetatiplishinents hill omille illose responsible for pro-
gram maitagnteut to ad,iust Si rill II`SZ. 141411 terhnllples in ViltI of
reht:IN.0 ,trenolv: and tti.afines,:i.:, The setting of short and intermediate goals
and objectives penults the o ifflut Ion process to respond to the itunredlate iteetls
for acrountability %%bile linking toward the long range outcomes.

('Al 11-01:NIA. Sr.wr, 11)):11.1.1ITMI:NT nr Dirt 111'1W.A11 of /11:A1.111 EDUCA'l
EIO'CATI11.c, .11111.1.:Tleti. ANI1

SI:1.1:("1}:0 OF A. v.41111:11. APPIPIAV II ill 11111'41 KOL'CATION roust) is
e.41 iF41RVL% sciatta, ilisrineTs

(.51111 1)i( go 17nilied school Dixtriet )
S1.1.4.r$11 le:tellers were selected and given itedept/I Keit/trot ion for drug al!1154.

1.11111%1 thin, These teachers go from 84110411 10 NC11001, tntell OW., meeting tlith a
small group of ,igiiih-gradt. students in an int.:win:It group-discussion situation.
Alter four days viith a group. the teacher is available on a fifth day for Individual
coitio ding with students, This approaell is part of the total San I qvgt: City
Schools curricular tirOgl'aIll Wideh is based on a seopeandsequotte plan ex-
ieMliug PicluentarY through high .(heal. These %yell qualified le:letters serve
as resit:ace persons for teachers and for group presentations at theSettior high
and upper elementary levels.

Po r /a/ho 1401 t $1411 FronciNvo 1.nifi(11 Schou! Dixtri(i)
.14.1ing on the belief Inert young people are more likely ,In be hillueneed by

other young people than hy their parents-or teachers, this district provides for
siderttll group of secondary students. inelutling those who hart. hail extensive

subjective experiences with stillanes of abase. to visit community agencies
and to talk with personnel lmedira1. law enforcement. judicial, rehabilitation,
etc. who handle yenta: people who have problems leading to or raiised hy drug
misuse and 111111,e. '1114.1. stndellts then :44111'1. as SOlittI': of information on drug
mtist. among their classmates as welt as the younger students ill nearby jitnitr
high schools nail tipper 0441M:try grades. They serve primarily as disoission
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group lenders ill the clas.sroom selling. 'lids is one portion Of the school dis-
trict-community program which ii aides discussion leaders Iron the Barristers'
Club, Society, Poli.e Department. and non tax - supported agencies in a
concerted effort to prepare teachers and parents 1(1 understand 111111 assist.
preventive 0(111(:11i IOU related to drug misuse helm viol pat terns.

A. Total Ilculth Curriculum (Past Whillir City School DiAriell
Using" a system approach to the (IOVO1011111(.11t of educational ubjeefives, repre-

sentatives from, tile community. parents. teachers and school administ 1..1E011
1111 Ve idenlified...speeitie objectives for a total health science program in grades
K-8. UM` 01.11111111 Of tilt 11O1111 5411.11(*0 11t014.1.11111 114 the :111.:1 of (11'llg 1180 1111(1

misuse but (Ibleetives 011 narcotic.: and dangerous drugs are not to
this program clement only. Other drugs abuse objectives are interlaced through-
out the..1.(11111 health science program in such elements as mental and emotional
health, diseases and disorders community. health resources. safely and first aid.-

.....ctutstmier health. imvironmental health. personal health. ;11111 nutrition. The
program consists of a series of classroom learning experiences designed to help
the 11101 reach a specified objeetive for his maturity level. Nleasurpinent inst rn-
melds ;HT ill the proeess of being° developed which will be used to measure
progress toward _these objectives ivhicla include Oil flare (111111111111(. cognitive,
affective, and action, 'flit' program is designed al three maturity levels encom-
passing grades KS.
Parent - Youth Cbunscling (Continclairhion Iliyh School District)

The most important objective of this program is to afford the student drug
offender the opportunity of remaining within lite regular high school setting.
IVIieti the student's drug problem is identified. the parents and the student must..
attend an hi-depth interview conducted by the 1)1reet or of the Iiistriers Oflict.
of Narcotic Education Resources. This interview explores environmental factors
and the extent of the youth involvement with drugs. Au evaluation and recom-
mendation is forwarded to the school principal for positive action regarding the
placement of the student ill his regular high school, another high school in the
district. or assigiumint to the distriet continuation school_ Required attendance
in group counseling session's is a part of the agreement to retain the student. in
the school district. (p,,

The prevention pliaSe of this program is presented in two well: segments at the
10th .grade level. Although the curriculum is concerned with drugs, the drugs
themselves are not the foens paint of the instruction. IMO:illy, the students'
knowledge anti understandings of the complexities and multiple effects of drug
abuse and misuse are determined. This is followed by an attempt to enlarge upon
the students' awareness of the dangers of the misuse of drugs by considering
the total and long range effects brought about by drug abuse upon the individual
1111(1 society.

n Party it pproaell (South. Bop Union Diementqry School District)
This district has been a pioneer in the development of preventive drug (Nitwit-

tion through a program wide!' begins in kindergarten and continues Ih.aroughout
the child's elementary school experience. Drug ethication:ls considered part
of n total health and safety prograni and includes eorit-building. value devel-
opment, and information dissemination. The curriculum coneentrates in develop-
ing a respeet fora healthy body, presenting a clear picture of the beneficial use
of drugs (is well as their dangers and helping the pupils to develop the 'tech-
niques of Valuing and decisionnialiing by learning to weigh the consequences
of their actions in terms' of their, effect on themselves and 'others. One major
objective is to prepare the pupil to live and function in a drug oriented society
without becoming involved with the misuse and:Muse of drugs.

(AIM 11c1111oircr, D01011'11. and Yorwall,.-La Mirada City Uu flied
School Districts)

"Impact Plus Two'' is a program for fifth or sixth grade students wide!' ( 1-1
begins ,with an "Impact Day'* (01 which the students are shown 11 locally-dvel-
oped Multi-median program and involved hi the group decisioin-Inal:ing situations
and (2) includes it two-week classroom instructional folloiv-Iip program. The
students' booklet "The Choice Is Yours". is specially written for this age level.
Other f(1...atures included are: teacher training. parent booklet, and "Iminiet
Night" for parents. A sequel is the seventh and eighth grade program. "\\*Ity".
width is designed to place emphasis on why people abuse drugs. The unit begins

9S473-73----22
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with it twin 1-thtlitt press ntatioa-narrahml by. adolescents. Teat. hers prepare their
students Yeti./11 i flays prior to this anti then follow-up for rtvo weeks with spe-
ehlny written binliclets. In-serviee t milting and Parent information are features of
this program. "Aware", nit entirely different program for high schoIti. students,
is being iloveloved for 1971-1%2. Clatrtlinated by the Otlice of Community Services
of Cerritos College.
Intervention ('ounxcling (Campbell Union High School District)

unique program %vide!) provides counseling for sintli.nts placed in juvenile
hall. Cooperative arningemolik have been established whit the local police de-
partment to hiform the student's regular school counse:or of his 11111'011011shm.
Counseling service is begun ity sellool personnel while the student is still In ens-
tody. Parent discussion groups and other community awireness and involve-
ment programs have lawn utilized to gain support for 1.roitling help for those
involved with drugs. Drug ethwation In the sclimil's tkrograin is introdueed as it
relates to the total health curriculum and is not isolated in separate units.
instructional 7'elcrision (Paxatienn Unified School District)

Working under a Title III ES11.\ grant this district is producing instructional
television programs as ',art 0d* a total K-12 health education etirriettimn, net:nose
of I lie urgency of the drug abuse problem, programs in. his :urea are the thrst
to be prepared. Seven pograms-on drug use and tillsuse for eighth grade have
been podneed :Intl three have been produced for the .sixih grade. These are ac-
COM hiallii 1 hy teacher guides and illust rated Si 114101( Mil I el'iaiS.
&.hool-Cosntaunity Cooperation (Los Angeles City iTafficli school 1)istrict)

:I. District-wide I)rtig Abuse Commit determines the needs and develops retna-
menetl programs for the. 1.nstrict. The Connell is eon:postal of forty-tive mem-
bers who represent !metiers and ad !Waist colors front all school levels, seemulary
and adult school students, administrative ntliees staff. and hey eommunity orga-
nizations and governmental agencies. The CO1111111 serves as 11 elea rine:house of
inffirmatilm regarding snece.ssftil le:telling and coat rill techniques and referral
resourees. evaluates new proposals and netivilies iu the areas of instruction, con-
trol, and rehabilitation, and serves as au advisory body to Zone Suporini entlents
and adinittist rat Ire othees personnel. The Administrative Ouidelities Committee of
the prepared the booklet On "1)1am Abuse t'ontrol" to assist school per-
sonnel in the developme nt of an effective program for the ;11levlation of drag
abuse problems on the local school level.'
Stiutunt-blentilicil 1.1riig Counselors (Polo Alto Uniliof School Dl$Irit)

J...etcli second:1o. school Ilasa special drug padre romposed of teachers. admin-
istrators. psychologists, and counselors---personuel the 'students have identified
Its persons they trust and eau «atentinicate without fear of rePrisal. Cadre 'titbit'.
hers ila VI. Leon involved in various courses. workshops. and in-servive
prietTains lu help them become more knowledgeable about the drug vulture. Cadre
members are free to respond to students' Ih`ellA iu I be most effect's... III IIIIer
possible and release lime is available to them nu a moment's notice in rase shi-

require Iheir help during a regular school day.
A Wide Va y of efforts have been niade to inform and involve parents through

speial programs and adult education courses. P.T.A. President and unit Family
lAfe 1:4Isicatbm (!ltairtnan receive drug information periodically from the Dis-
I riet's Family Life Education 011ice for tlist 1.0.111 hut to all parents.
Student Centered Curriculum. Organization (01101111(10 In8triet)

Using the Carney ltltsK T.bZING .1TTITUDIN Al. Ql*I.:sTIONN.k it 1r; Welt,
Wi I II a hi th degree of aeouacy, identities polcolinl high risk behavior, staff
and teollers relate Jim il,sults to the del.:v:lib:1i oriind enhancement of eight
universal values (1.asswell) NvItleh then iodic:to! the Ihust of o:leICN.liPr's

'Nip:1,3(11 (Write: the ensuing seinsd term, l'sing this -vaininTr.-slia ring' technique
taught is iii-:,orviee workshops. reliant-fed hy the University of California. teneli-
ers iii all grade levels, subjects and diseiplines develop cognitive materials con-
cerning beletvior (drugs and dangerous substanees being on important part. lilt
not the entire emphaskt anti Mend this %chit tine affective domain- ("rallies",
at Wailes. responsibility. decision-making) so as to make each class personalized
and relevant to each student. To determine progress Coen part of the Nittea-
I iimal phase is evaluated with special instrumentation des-Mutual for the Itroe-
ess and for which training is given in (he vorkshops. Lat;11y, a inultl-phast. eom-
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inanity-parent informational and training, program is operated through the om-
bined efforts; of the school district and the city (Nonni] and otlieers--;uniin %vork-
ing with youth. at NI ell NI S I k`eiII VOIiSIIOLIS ft w "Itesource -Teachers"
(district school nurses) a ialyounsellors is part of the program.

CALIFORN IA. STATE DEPART:1J F:NT 01' EDUCATION

DRUG EDUCATION TASK FORCE

ObjrCiirr.V Mid ittuniary of Work 1111111 for 1971-72
1)r. Wilson 'tiles. Stale Stnierlatemlont If Ins; riletion, established pre-

ventive drug education as on.. of Ills eight major priorities for 1971-72 and
fitrine41 a Drug Edrictition Task Ff wet. in the Department efeetive atity 1. 1971.
'1'lle continuation of the federally funded State Ditg I :duiMimi Training Pro-
graiwis incorporated into the work of the Task Force.

following are the four objectives ,established by the Force for 1971-72
and a summary of the work plan for each.

1. To provide direct ronsultation or other forms of to local school
dist ric*.s and county school offices which will load to a,r,- modification or (level.;
'Talent of drug edueation programs to inect criteria established by the Depart-
ment.

1.1 '1'41 amomplisik the above the Force %vill : deVellop criteria for drug
education programs at elementary. junior high and senior high school levels;
nutlic a survey of school districts and county sulterintendents of schools of-
fices to determine the typo of assistance needed: develop criteria on whip,'
to base selection of districts and cimilly be served ; provide eon-

; develop and apply a plan for follow-up to docunnoit modification
or.dev('lopnwnt of programs as a result of consultation.

2. To establish prior to December 1, 11)71. it depository of drug information in-
cluding instructional materials, teaching strategies. drug curricula, sample pro-
grams, insereiee training ssyteins, summaries of research. mid other relevant
items with subsequent. dissemination of informa lion_ concerning these materials
to evey California piddle schoOl distict_ no less 1111111 tee,, limos during. the bal-
ance of the 1 97 I -7:,! fiseal year,

2.1 To accomplish the nhove the Task Form %vill : develop a system for
organizing and cataloging materials; establish cliteria for seleot ion of 1111 -

; select and or/ler materials; review and annotate stdeted material;
develop and inaimurate a system for dissemination of annotated reference
lists ((1 materials to all districts on a periodic basis; coordinate h''Pirrillteill
depos itory %chit other systems suet' as 1:1(1C.

3. To plan and to implement drug education workshops and t raining sessions
for paents. youth, school and community persounei within one!' of IIe six r,ri,;as
of the state established by the Slate lirng Ildneation Training Program in
1 970-7 (Note: Some training will be getiera I in nature and focus on prepara-
tion of leadership personnel for school/et-immunity ;wagtail's; s(1nw %vill be sm.-
eifie in nature and foci's on specialized groups such as youth, school, board mem-
tiers, School nurses, curriculum development specialists.)

3.1 To itecomplisii the above the Task Force will ; identify groups for
which training will be offered: identify auxiliary training systems through
%Odell some of the training may be offered; select trainers; organize ail eon-
duet regional training sessions; (levelop and utilize assessment instruments;
pa rt leipate'in the planning and chnduct. of (I I luservice drug'e(lneat ion pro-
grains selleduled by local districts and county offices of education and C.!)
emninunity education programs; estaldisli and utilize a flow system to record
data relative to the training session.

4. To Instigate or to participate in eoortlimition activities and elamerative
efforts in drug education with .other statewide agencies, organizations, or inter-
ested groups with a view toward augmenting Department resources in reaching
Task Force -objectives.

4.1 To accomplish the above the Task Force will: identify statewide
agencies, organizations tind groin's involved in programs related to drug
'Attention and maintain a current roster of such groups: establish a (.0m-
muniea thin system with seli groups for the purpose of sharing priorities,
pregram directions, and other relevant. information ; utilize rename es such as
personnel, materials, facilities, equipment available through other statewide
agencies, organist Isms a tol groups concerned with drug ethical ion.
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is :A STATE DEPART NI ENT Or EDUC A TION

. DRUG mit7c.vriox Asx roma.: 1972-71 OILIECTIVES

Thy Drag Education Task Force established by Dr, Wilson Riles, State Super-
int endent of Public.instruet ion, enters its second and final year 1 if work cenyy
mencing July 1, 1972. it continues a padlel course of activities with those of tl
California Drug Education Training Program funded- through the U.S. Office of
Education and conducted 1,y the State Department of Education, Underlying I he
following eldectives are the preparations for the thud report and recommenda-
tions of the Task Force which will be presented to 1)i. Riles and the State Board
of Education.

1. To provide direct consultation or other forms of assistance to local school
districts and county school olliees'which vrill.lead to the modification or develop-
ment of drug education programs to meet criteria established by the Department.

1.1 To accomplish the above the Task Force will: refine criteria for drag
education programs at elementary. junior high and senior high school levels:
provide eonsultation to school districts selected on the lands of criteria
developed during 1971 -72; develop and apply a plan for follow-up to docu-
ment modification or development of programs as a result of consultation.

2. Continue development and operation of a depository of drug information
wh MI includes lastructional materlats, teaching strategies. 11111g curricula, sample
programs, inservice traiidng systems, summaries of researeh, and other relevant
items with dissembintiim of information en»cerning these materials to every ('ali-
fornia inddic school district 110 less than three times during the 1972 fiscal year.

2.1 To aecomplish the above the Task Force will ; orgdmize HMI catalogue
newly received materials; select and order materials; review and annotate
selected items; prepare information about items in the depository for ills-
seinimition ; coordinate the Department depository with other drug infor-
mation systems.

2. To titan and to implement drug education workshops 111111 training sessions
for parents, youth. school and comumnity personnel within each of the six regions
of the Slate established by the State Drug, Education Training Prograin in
1970-71. .t Note: Some training will lie general In MI PM' 11/111 focus On prepa a ti on
of leadership personnel for school/community programs; sonic will lie specific iii
nature and focus on specialized groups. such as youth, school, hoard members,
school nurses, curriculum development specialists.)

2.1 To neeomplish the above the Task Force will : identify groups for which
training will lye offered; identify auxiliary training systems through which
some of the training may he offered; select trainers : organize and conduct
state mid regional training sessions ; develop and utilize assessment instru-
ments; participate in the planning and Conduct of (1) inservice drug educa-
tion programs scheduled by local districts and county offices of education and
(2) community education programs; establish and utilize a flow system to
record data relative to the training session.

4. To hist ign I e or to participate in eoord halt ion netivities and cooperative effort s
hl drug education with other statewide agencies. organizations, or interested
groups with n view toward augmenting Department resources hi reaching Task
Forge nbjeet i yew

1.1 To accomplish the above the Task Force will : identify statewide
agencies.' organizations and groups involved in programs related to dru'
I.we:Ilion and maintain a eurreat roster of such groups: establish a cone
matileatbm system with such groups for the purpose of sharing
program directions. and other relevant information utilize resources such
as itershnneI, materials, facilities. egnipmnt available through other state-
wide ngeucies. organizations and gnallis c000crned with drug

Clarification of these objectives or linswors to specific qmstions regarding the
related work pious may be directed to lir. Donald A. MeCane. Task Force Milo-
agtr. 731 Capitol Mall. Sacramento 1911D 445-0772.
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UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION.11, SCIENTIFIC AND 1:1-LTIIIIAL OIMANIZATION Mran.txo
oN EDI3CTION IN Nloto:-DEvtioetal Cott: craws To Pum.inx.r intro Attrsv.

Unesco Headquarters, Paris, December 11:20, 19712

Tur: Ni: w (3Excantox Daeo Enue.vuoN Pnoun Ams

t 1.tonald A. McCune, Director, Drug Education Training Program,
California State I lepartment of Education)

Tut: .xEtv GENEnAos nurn EnucAttux ettottamas

The ndonsesof drugs is not it new phenonenion in American society. The history of
the United States records a number of instances where the problem of drug
abuse has surfaced requiring 'some form of response in order to diminish the im-
pact upon the well-being of the Individual or society as a whle. Traditionally, the
responses to these concerns have varied in the philosophical approach taken and
the intensity with wloich they have been applied.

Perhaps the most familiar and widespread I eehnique used to prevent drug abuse
has [wen the law enforcement approach. Under the .tertns of this legal model the
threat of criniinallxation. imprisonment, or other forms of sodal- punishment
(toast hate the primary deterient to drug abuse. This approach is generally focused
twat the drug abuser and these waft supply dangerous and restricted sultptanves
under illicit conditions. A second approach, which is somewhat less accepted
though commonly used, is one which centers on the non -user, the experimenter, or
social and recreational user. This is the niedieaf model which defines drug abuse
as (la illness requiring treat molt rather titan 'punishment. Under the terms of this
model it is assumed the prospect of serious-physical andior psychological impli-
rations' resulting front the abuse of (Irag; will serve as an, effective deterrent to
the initiation of the practice of drug abuse or the progressive abuse of such sub -
stances.

While these approaches are undoubtedly valid for a number of individuals, they
have obviously proven to be inadequate with respect Iii their to influence
a significantly large portion of society Who have to some degree become involved
with (Inn.; abuse: The questions %hicit remain to be answered ask why these
traditional approaches hove had limited success rind what the bases are for new
efforts which may hold greater- promise with regard to deterring the abuse of
drugs in the general plopulation.

I/111,0 EDUCATION

Invariably, social problems such as drug abuse are assigned to education for
solution. The basic assumption underlying this practice is that a well informed
individual will make rational decisions about. his behaVlour witch will enhance his
psychological, physiological, and soda) well-being. Some confusion with: the terms

'education and information are evident in this assumption in that the emphasis ap-
pears to be on facts as the determinants of behavior. It is essential that the fundo-

_mental difference bet ween drug information and drug education be clearly identi-
fied if we are to establish an effective role for the family, schord, and community
in a preventive process.

Cominunicatimt whlyh simply 'informs on focuses upon factual knowledge or
vognit ve learning is litillited as drugtuntruint ion. This is a rather limited provotys
in which the drugs themselves and their el;fect upon the person together with in-
struti(tin regarding specific laws, tatnaitier:. and other -forms of sodal control tire
usually the "dominant factors. Drug education. by eomparison. is a very broad
category which includes all those activities and experiences which maximize op-

Non:: The raw~; OXilTo%Al.il by Ili nulimi. the seiretion of forts prPS011t4A and the opin-
ions stated with record to the farts are the ri.sponsiblilty of. the author and alp not Deeps
barfly roteresent the views of notseo.

I
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portunities for emotional, intellectual. psychOlogical. and physiltlogleoi growth.
Drug education will include drug information within this (101111111m in that it.
recognizes the importance of a comprehensive blending of cognitive and a fleet iVe
activities in order to influence an individuals decisions with regard to Ills
beim vior.

It must he sot forth at. the onset that drug education may he offered by many of
the major institutions iu society. While the more formal systems of education
such ns the public schools have fundamental reSponsibilities 10 this regard, they
will not be lito oxel 1151ye source for these experiences. l y accepting drug abuse
as n social problem we most he willing to seek solutions which have their roots in
the brood spectrum of the total society.

A NEW APINII0.kell IN DRUG EI/UCATIoN

Most drug education programs. have relied upon the legnI and mediea I op-, prtniches described above to deter initial drug aims° or the progressive abuse of
such substances. For the most part these approaches have depended upon drug
, information to bring about these olojeet While not wishing to diminish the
importance of having holiest, accorate, joid reliable information, upon which to
base pCrsonnl decisions. it eau be readii, 'demonstrated that this assumption that
information alone is an effective modifier of behaviour Is simply IlOtmiliportv(1 by
even the most casual observations. The hest informed and presumably more re-
sponsible individual appears to be ahle to ignore the most. Miable data and other
forms of information when confront oil with Strong pressures for action. It is ap-
parent the deeisionthaking process is largely hilluoneed by perceived personal
needs wine!' o ffeet the valuing Itehavior of an individual.

A third major approach to drug ednea that is beginning to Yoke form out of the
efforts of those willing to attack this problem erentivoy, utilizing the experiences
of the more promising rtrogrant together with It significant It mount of knowltig,e
and research from the fields of sociology and psychology. a new generatitm of
drug edneation programs is developing. 1)esignated by he general term socio /opt-

P811010109iral approach, the rationale for this model in prediented noon the
recognition of the iodith111:1 1 as a freely-choosing devisionmaker Whose behavioral
choices Nill be influenced by his fundamental needs. aspirations-, wnnts, and
desires, It thus follows, by focusing 'upon the assessment orlliese 'personalized
.needs and meeting them through constructive iolluences.in the home school. and
eonntimilty, it can be reasonably assumed the Individual will he less inclined to
high HA: activities. such as drug abuse; and more likely to develop patterns of
responsible behavior.

It should he noted that this approach Is concerned with value input. the deVPI-
OPIllellt .of value awareness. and the clarilivation of an individual's. I;ersonal
values which are then internalized and translated into aelion in many areas of
his !mita vior. This multi-dimensional, aspect of self-enhancement holds great
promise for reducing the lure of elle/Meal snbstanees as substitutes for more
constructive alternatives wliieli are available to fulfill the various physical. emo-
tional. and social needs. The focus in this instnnee it on the total individual and
the ecological systeni in which lie is the central figure.

Proponents of the soeiological/psyehological model suggest I 1111111ber 0f linigoe
premises upon which programs may be-designed. Chief among these is the belief
that a combination of cognitive input and the affective involvement of the indi-
vidual will be accessory and jointly Will have more impact than either emthl have
separately. This avoids the wealmess of strictly informatioual strategies by relat-
ing the inform:0Mo to tile needs of the individual as Ito reacts to others within
his total environment. It tilso minimizes the threat of self-indidgenee flue to a lack
of fundamental and relevant. facts about specific problem areas which may be
eilemintered.such as 'drugs, venereal disease. sex. and 'other similar-high risk
area?. The proper baloney between information. which enables the individual to
more neeurately predict the outcomes of his decisions. and those affective experi-
enves and influences Willett engender st.lf-enlnineetnent a (I motiva ethe

toward eonstruetive and more responsible behavior. Is essential to this ap-
proach. When this condition is created within a drug edneation program over a
period of time the aeltievement of a rednet ion in the level of drug abuse and other
forms of high risk behavior may be reasonably antieipated.

A' second consideration underlying the .sociologienVosvcbologien1 model pro-
f poses the direct involvement of the individuals for whom the pritgram is designed,

when their age and not t urity permit, in the planning. implemtntation. and eVaillrl-
lian and feedback processes. While this is not a new concept to organizational
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nut nagetnent, its application %vithin the problem area of drtig abuse brings a new
dimension of prescriptive in olenfint which can be expee'ted to increase the
effectiveness of,preventive education Irrograws. Interaction among.a.11 those af-
fected by a tirogrant serves to maintain an on-going mechanism for assuring .in,
creased relevancy between the program objectives and subsequent tctivities and
those benelilting from such efforts. The development of increased internal om-
nitutication precludes the tendeney for these 'administering the 'programs to im-
pose their personal biases and perceptions upon the clients who'ntay view the
situation apd its needs frma a couqletely different -am! in Some cases opposing
position. Such polarization is usually self-defeating and counterproductive to I he
real gOals of either position. Effective communication is the catalyst within thisr arena of involvement and interaction.

. .

The liii s rtaace of commnnica t fon is.stunmrted by The need for collective cooper-
ation among the major societal institutions concerned with drUg abuse prevention.In this regard. the sociologieallpsychological approach proposes a third premise
which suggests,the contrilputions of Illy homethe- sobool. and Hie community
will have a groater impact muter condition .of cooperative interaction than that
which could be achieved liy the sun] of eadt Of these groups.working huiRend-
ently. 'I'ho interdependence of these three institutions. is readily apparent.when
co/wide/11g their repariIrthip to those who tini,v begin or who have already begun
to abuse drugs. This inlerdepeuilmeo is farther clarified when the functions of
0001 or I ilVtiO 1.41!:le grotty; are en:is:tiered with regard to the major objective
which is to reduce the incidence of drng misuse :11111 athusy. Direct -interaction
among these agencies, organizations: interested groups, and individuals will
enable them to recognize their dependency upon each other. It provides the basis
for them to explore cooperativettetivities which will assist them to individually
maxinth:e their own specific goals. while unitedly accomplishing' the larger task
which benefits society as. a

Underlying the more salimit assmmitions contibuting to the new generation
of drug education programs is the fundainental connnit went to focus upon the
causes of drug abuse rather than the resulting symptoms or consequences.
Although this would seem to be a glaring, need common to tiny program COD-
(Trued with prevention. it has been ignored in far ton many instances, Admittedly,
it is more dilfwalt to deal with the ea nses of drug abuse.

If drug education is to have any role in the prevention of drug abase it must
demonstrate that its programs are capable of exerting an impact upon reducing
the incidence of the problem. The preceding discussion has attempted to clarifysome of the weaknesses of our, traditionallima] ainwoaches to drug Ouse prevention.
which eta;.: account for the success drug.education prOgrams have had
in deterring drug ahnso, A DOW approach has Been proposed \which suggests there.
are more reliable assumptions upon which drug education Programs play. bedeveloped and implemented..

CALIFORNIA INTERAGENCY COUNCIL. ON Dixo AtfusE, TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION

RESOLUTION NO. 1 : PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION OF CERTIFICATED SCII001. PERSONNEL

111tereas, the Education Code of the-State of California requires that drabedneoion shall lie tatight in the schools. and
Whereas. effective drug abuse -education can he accoMplisited.by tieing a coin-,

m m
com-ponent. of a Continuous comprehensive interdisciplinary progra for health edit-.

'cation at least front kindergarten through the 12th grade. and
Whereas. there is presently Ito.pri-iVision ma de .1 hat certificated personnel shall

receive oduation iii the teaching,, of health. be ir. -

R.esolved, that institutions of higher education engaged in the preparation ofteachers he nrgod to include a reason:tido requir6ntent of preparation in the teach-
ing of education for health including thug education. nud, be it further

Rcgarcd, that. the organizations represented on tile Task Force on Education
of the California Interagency..Conneil on Drub Abuse be urged to use their good
offices to eneourage such training and. bring ahout the adequate preparation
of California certificated school personnel in this vital area.

CALIFORNIA INTERAGENCY .COliNFII, ON DRUG Altusg, TASX FORCE ON EDUCATION

RESOLUTION NO. 2 : COMMUNITY DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Whereas, drug abuse has reached epidemic. proportions in the communities ofCalifornia, and, .
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)Vhereas. drug abuse education is a facet of a community's health education.
a nd.

Whereas, the people inVoNed in drug abuse' are. a part .o t. the 'coimminity.
and.

Whereas, the community has unique resources at its dispoSal,now, therefore,
be it ' .

. .

Resolved, that a coordinated and coniiirchensive drug abuse education reffot

.

should be undertaken in local communities inbehalf of explicit values and be on
a continuing basis. and be it further

Resolved, that a' coordinated and comprehensive_ prograth for drag abuse edit-
cation should include representation from 'all segments of the community and
should involve such-groups as: pa rent nful teacher organizations. adults. profes-
sional-groups, service agencies. local governmental agencies. youth. churches.,
imedical 'care facilities: legal and judicial 'resources, and the communication*-
media. .. ,

. ., .

'. . ,. .
.

CALIFORNIA IN TEINIENCT COUNCIL OF DRUG ARDSE. TASK FORCF. ON EDUCATION.

nEsor.triox NO, 3.: EDUCATION POLICY DETERIIINATION

Whereas, school districts are seeking solutions to. the driig abuse. problem
which. is involving many young people to dote, and

Whereas, teachers. pupil personnels, adininistTators, and school boards are be-
ing .called upon fof.inntiediatc solutions by students, parents, and the community,

Whereas, recent legislation and state agencies policies in e,ducational policy
determination More 0-a. local and community responsibility than ever het ore. and,-

Whereas. there- are may causes of drug abuse and maw.) possible solutions;
now.. therefore,

Resolved: that each' case of drug abuse should be' considered (0u its own
.

its, as a unique problem requiring unique decision by the -school staff and that
treatment and action should be based upon an attempt to den' with effuses of he-

lin vior as well as the symptoms themselves. and, be it further
nesoired... that each school district should develdp its own, policies providing

for the individual disposition of each case of drug abuse.
.

CAUIFRNIA INTERAGENCY COUNCII..ON DRUG ....111USE. TASK FORCE, ON EDUCATION

RESOLUTION NO. 4: IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF PERSONNEL IN 'DRUG EDUCATION

'Whereas. the Education Code of the State'of Californift,reqnircs "instruction.
-upon tbe`nathre of alcohol. narcotics. Testricted dangerous 'drugs . . .' and other.
'dangerous substances .and their effects upon the human system as determined
by.science" (S.504 1. and,

Whereas. the-California StateTioard of Education resolved :ally 11. 1.0(19 that
each district shall dezelop "an uP-to-dnto.compreliensive instrtictional prol'ain
designed to .inin !Mize drug abuse,'' apd. , . ,

Whereas. there is presently.no.provision ingule that certificated personnel shall
receive required-education in the teaching of health Including drug.education:
now therefore be it . . ..

PeRplved, that the California. State Board of Education, lie urged to request
all CountySuperintendents of Schools to Convene"specifm"hwerviee vilficatifin
programs for elementary, intermediate, and secondary school personnel 'in J970. .,

.
. . . . .

CALIFORNIA 'INTERAGENCY COUNCIL ON DRUG X BUSE, :17ASII: FORCE ON EDUCATION,

. . .

INVOLVEDRESOLUTION NO. a: DESIRED 'cuminTERTsrim . of SCHOOL PERSONNEL INVOLVED
. WITH DRUG EDUCATION RESPONSIBILITIES

.. Whereas, drug abuse is correlated .with social alienation and nany other
causes. and, , . .. -. .

I Whereas, "feed haelz" front responsible 'youth groups and_from individuals
under treatmelit.consfsicntly highlight the importance of thepCkonal charac-
teristics of thoseinvolved with drug education; and, , e ..

4
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Whereas, Run ii communiuntion (hoth verbal .and non-verball and Shared
feelings_ are critical elements in the process of drug edin.ation. be it therefore

/ecsoived that school district administrators he urged to eonsider the follmv-
ing ;U tributes of school Personnel prior to assigning responsibilities for drug
education and counseling:

(a ) perceived approachability by students
(b) communicated warmth and interest
(c) ability to accurately articulate the students' concerns
d ),empat by for growing children and adolescents

(e) capacity for sustained listening
(f) personal authenticity or congruency
( g) willingness a ad ability to work with community resources and

agencies.

CAL:I.-pax:A I NTIalAGPINCY COUNCIL ON DRUG ABUSE, TASK FORCE ON Ela*CATION

RESOLUTION NO. a: TIIE PRIMARY anscoNsum.rry OF SCHOOLS am..yrivn To
DRUG HaucATIos

Whereas, the problem of drug use and misuse is one heed by the tqjtii society,and.
Whereas, there are a wide variety of approaches with which the agencies.

organizations, and concerned groupS are attempting to meet this problem. and.
Whereas, each of these agencies, organizations, and concerned groups usually

have a particular area of interestresponsibility, and competency within a t4)1a1
community program, be it therefore

Resolved, that the primary role of the school in drug ahuSe education is the de-
velopment of preventive programs, including viable alternatives. and be it flirther

Resolved, that it be interpreted that preventive programs are appropriate and
necessary beginning with the earliest grade in the school organization, :ind he it
further,

I?.esolved, that this prevention aspect he stressed through the implementation
of a total health curriculum which is focused' upon the physical, mental, and so-
cial mell-being of the individual.

CALIFORNIA INTERAGENCY COUNCIL ox DRUG ABUSE, TASK FORCE ON EDU(7ATIoN

. RESOLUTION NO. 7 : DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION GUILDELINES FOR RENTAL, PURCHASE, AND
USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND AUD10-1:ISUAL

Whereas, teachers. health educators.counselors, parents, and others in the com-
munity seeks effective instructional texts, pamphlets, films, TV programs. and
other media for drug education: and .

Wheras, the Education Task. Force of the California Interagency Council on
Drag, Ahuse recognizes the variety in limitations of such instructional materials
and media. be it therefore

Resolved, that all materials used for instruction in field of drug abuse'
should be previewed and evaluated ,by an appropriate representative committee
which should include professional resource personnel thoroughly versed in the
subject. 81:boo1 administrators,.teachers, students, parents, and other. interested
lay individuals, and Ile it further

Resolved, that accompanying guides and descriptive materials should .spetify
the expeGted behavioral and cognitive outcomes for the age and backgrounds of
the audience as well as suggesting effective means or techniques of presentat inn.
and be it further

Rooiret1, that those who present these materials should he thoroughly famil-
iar with the appropriate techniques of presentation and discusshin with slifficient
time for reaction and clarification of questions, and be it further

Resolved, that materials and media should be designated to facilitate teacher-
student interaction and should be specific to particular drugs and patterns of 11:4e,
and be it further

`Resolved, flint all of the materials should be candid, truly representttiVe, un-
biased. honest and objective in their approach and content...

0
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CALIFORN IA IN TER.A.GENCY COUNCIL ON DIME ABUSE, TASK FORCE ON
UCATION

nr.sott.:Ttox No. s : l'I:i:VENIE ORIENTATION TO D017. ION I N A TIN' I.! AI

Whereas, it is apparent that the use of both legal and illegal drugS is a serious
nut ional problem. 1111,

IVIivreas, traditional educational efforts to inform youths and adults shoot
their du/leers have met with iimit.s1 seeoess. anti

Whereas, III0F4 likely to abuse dangerous drugs must he On-
cated in a manner they will accept and which will not alienate them, be it there-
fore

Thsolscd. that (linen Piss should direct drug abuse education efforts in the
classroom toward as forthright- examination of the reasons why people misuse
dangerous drugs. a ml be it further

Pesotred, that ediaators shonId also help the individual to understand him-
.sel and should discuss with classes viable alternatives to a drug-oriented exist-
ence. suCh a)4 experiencing continuous selffulfillment through nebieveMent ill
intelleetnai, cultural, creative, and spiritual pursuits, through building meaoing-
fiat Mini in relationships, and Hamm!' constructive involvement In social ,:tml
cevironmental ies. slat he it further

llesotryd, that discussions. analysis, and guidanee should aim toward balanced
mental, physical, and emotional well-being of the individual, with .emphasis
placed onthe opportunities tint an individual has to achieve persOnal satiSfae-
tion wit hitt the limits of our society. and he it fint her

Resorred, that the misinformation and 'scare taelies sometimes ntilized ire
ahandimed in favor of this more calm and responsible approach which will he
more widely accepted by students and adults.

gTA1 E OF CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

MUG EDUCATION 1971-7 2

Drug Education has been identified as one of the eight priority areas for the
Department of Education. A Drug Education Task Force has been established
which is comprised of six individuals with specialized skills and expertise. This
group has as its primary mission the planning and organization of the Depart-
ment's efforts its this priority area. The following is a'summary of major activities
during the 1971-72 school year.

(1) The eontinned operation of the State Drug Education Training Program
begin] during the_10;041 school ;year, Specific accomplishments have included:

A statewide. survey of all school districts to determine the current status
of drug edUcation in the schools and the. types of assistance needed.

A follow-up of the approximately 2,100 individuals who were participants
in th,e; four-day entry. level training programs during 1970-71 in order to
idenofs Item5 for.supirorting services.

- rieflitled 1110 initiated the following training programs :
'Six three-day regioiml entry level workshops for student, school, and

community representatives 42(17 participants).
Thirten one-day symposia on drugs and athletics for coaches, athletic

directors, counselors, and principals (910 participants).
Three two-day curriculum development workshops for personnel in

County Offices of Educa lion (S7 participants).
Ten oneday drug abuse counseling workshops (533 participants).
One three-day conference to train 27 school nurses to conduct ten two-

day regional training sessions (412 participants).
One three-day statewide youth training conference (33 participants).

(2) The development of n system for providing extended direct consultancy
services and technical assistance In drug education to selected county and local
school districts in order to develop model and demonstration projects (17 identi-
fied projects). .

(3) 'rho establishment of a drug education depository which includes such
items as eurecnIa. instructional materials, sample programs, models for iu-
SerVIZ'e training. and selected summaries of research. All school districts and
interested State agencies- received information regarding selected material in
the. depository. -

44) Direct involvement in cooperative activities with 21 national or state-
wide agencies or organizations which served to augment the work of the Task
Force.
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(51 ).ntitoring It:Polite:NI legislation related III dr lig 11111111111 and providing
teehotrai ass-1st:1M :is rrilllosted. addition. preparing for the implementation
of legislation related 111 drag eiltientitai marled (hiring the 1971 session t AB
1359. AB 2.11.t, .t11 25SS) us well as ProPoscd legislation in the 11172 session.

SAr. or (*mat onxt.t, licrAirrouNi ui EnrcAIoN
DRUG EntrATInS. al!LY-DrEmitin: ifiT2

I grog. ediicalion has been identified as one of the eight priority areas for the
1).'llarltitellt of Eillienthilt. A Drug Elltiatitai 1:111'1% has been established
which is comprised of 'art,' individinik etilt spocializiil skills and (sxpOrlise. 'Phis
group lois as its primary mission the 'donning and orgaidzalion of the Delta rt-
mead 's efforts in this priority area. The is summary of major act irides
during the first six months of the 1972-73 listal year.

1. Establislimeut 14 the Center for Drug Education' 1.eadership Development
adiaont to the ea nom: of Cali totilla St ate Filierstly-al Ci.111111.1.11

sov1.11 cyls of training for 210 selected Individuals from schools and commu-
nities.

Comiticid of :1 ,Iudy nti si,44.kilig and 144,14itil in randomly selected
school (Hsi rick in cooperation with the National Clearinghouse 011 S11104;114; and
lie,dt 1*.S. Public I kill S.,,rviee, Approximately 2.111 students involved.

t. 1'h;nin(1 and 1111111111.1141 13 i'Og11111:11 11'1111111M 1411S11,11S attended by a total of
imity!duals in teams from approximately 200 school .distriets, lotting the 3-

day wo:k.licups. these teams developed action plans for sehool-homecountinnity
cooperia ire drag programs.

.1. Ph.mied and condurii.1 7 region:II 2-day workshops for ::57 school mirses
in eoo.jnartiun 1.vi.ti the i'alifonin 11111.14 N111'St.ti Organization.

71. RI it.W1.1111111/ V:1111111141 all drug education materials submitted 111: part of
the 1 bnit It -Textbook" Adoption. Forwarded recomaimillations to the CurIciduni
Deroblinwtil and Simpletnental Alaterials Commission and the State Ilitard of
Eduild ion about these materials.

0. Assisted in the eli.vi.lopininit :nut inipleintlitntionN of :1 County level in-
service training programs in drug relocation.

7. i'imilitcted a follow-up survey iii drug education -itetivilles ain7.' materials iu
1(170 school districts :Is lupin I1 the Depatment's Depository of Drlig Difor
mat jolt.

s. NVOrkod willicrepresentatives of selected Comity Scipio) DI% and local selhail
districts in the development of guidelines for drug abuse education for con-
Fideral ion by the State Board of "Attention,

9. Established an Alcohol Education l'roject. within the Department. in con-
junction with the Drug Eillioat ion Task Force.

10. Extended direct consultancy services and technical assistance In drug
education lo county and local sehool districts.

JULY 12, 1973.
Hon. Eon-cc 11. Esni.nmAx
Cannon Houxe Building
Mut/lint/ton, AV.

DEAR Comna:ssmAx EstictAtAx : The Students t'onverned with Public Health
is a groat) of high school stlicloots ilediv.oted to holirovinli health C1111(11i4$11 111 I ho
United States. As the inclosed materials will shOl, we work on all levels of
government, from the White House and Elliott Richardson. to slate and local,
This is, of course. in addition to oar mirk in the pu ilif::aud Catholicschools.

We wanted to have the opportunity of testifying at the hearings that you
i'ozressinao itraderous held in Lancaster. Pennsyfta tin. Unfortunately, your

schedule did not allow for this. Students Concerned was represented. in a sense,
by Dr, I. Ezra Staples, Associate Superintendent of Schools, and Mr. Thomas
Itossica, Executive Director of the Philadelphia School District. Both Dr. Staples
anti Mr. Rossini are long-time friends and members of Student Concerned.

Students Concerned With Public Health would like to go on record as taking
the following position on drug edneation

1. Health education per se, is ineffective, and new methods of leaching
and training health educators most be taught (See our testimony before the
Presidents Committee on limit h Education).

2. Drug education is far too often alined only at the tip of the iceberg,
So-called drug problems are really problems of how individuals see them-
selves and each other. There are many other self-destrUclive behavior pat-



terns that need to be dealt with at the same time as drugs because the
causes are the same.

3. We urge that models that work be developed, evaluated. and used
as templates in other communities. Often huge annoutts of !money are wasted
on superficial and meaningless -drug education" and -in-service training"
iorogratns. In fairness to IIEW, however, it 11111SI loe pointed nut that the
country was faced wiiii a new and different kind of epidemic and profes-
sionals and the public were panicked and trying to develop menus of copitiu;
with it.

4. Now that things are being viewed without the previous pante, it is pos-
sible to take ait (objective look al whet dill and did not work. SintitalY,
now that the incidence of new addicts is deeliniug, it is dna for rceryonc,
the Congress, 111,;11', state and local 'officials of all kinds. and people of all
ages to Mal 1110:111A of pt...ventilm drug (douse. This is obviously better than
loving faced with the alternative. hich is to.treat large numbers of junkies
general ion after generation. This is naturally trite for other self-destruct iVe
behavior problems.

The Students Coneerned 11'1111 Publie 111411111 fully endorse the concepts of
preventive drug education developed by \I r. 11'alle Coleman. Special Assist:tilt
for Drug Abuse Prevention to Seeretary ll'elullerger.Students Concerned urges
-toti and your ecollengues ion Congressman Itrallemos' tibeonainittee Ii entact
31r. ()demon and listen closely to what

11(11.111 S Concerned IN'ith Public Ilealth would appreciate the opportunity to
work with you and (7(ongressulan ltrodetints In any intioner possible.

Please call upon us It Ive can bp of assistance.
)1:111/. As

31.tc
Willis

I 11-11.sos

t For Students rollerned 111111 Public I Islip t.

Stmlents Concerned 111111 Puldie Health was .foutilled by Mr.
and 3:" high school students front Simon tr(117. iii Inns. lapiany IN. Si
Concerned Welted to lite selloolS of North Philadelphia on a limited
basis. The high school students after being trained by the Philadelphia Depart-
tnent of Piddle Ilenillt, the Diagnostie and llehabilitation Center/Philadelphia.-
Eagleville Hospital and Iteltabilitallou 4'enler allii Dr. Nlary Levy of Temple
University as well as private Twiddle health eXiierls aril plsysicians. %la rl
teaching ill eletillll school.

The high school members of SCWPII developed puppet shows, selettee experi-
11111iN health oroi.ielos or I

primaily self-destructive liellaVior Snell as alcohol and drug abuse, eiga retie
smoking. and gang warfare. SC111111 not only transmitted factual material to
the elementary sel000l students-hut offered the important and realistic alterna-
tives to self-destructive behavior. The philosophy of :4111111.)lis e'onreriirrl is. 'Tern
MI 1%11 II IHNI11(.. not gangs or drugs'. careers of all towels are stressed as
realistic aitoritolicps which afford the individual the opt otortnItity of deveiOtoing
his or her potential in it eoustrittive way which benefits limn, their immediate
community and stalely as a 'Mode.

In 1970 Students (7.(incerned With Public Health expanded their teaching ef-
forts iti North Philadelphia and started It chapter of Students Concerned at St.

florelti High School in South Philadelphia. An -Unwinding was
started by Students C(tneerned/floretti Chapter which did extensive peer coun-
seling. In addition members of the tloretti Chapter started leaching in the
Ca t hulk. elementaa ry schools of Knuth 1,111hidpiplijo,

The Mann" became fatty 1111(.131mM: offering t4glit hours a day
of peer eialliSeling. referral service and individual counseling, 'M1971-72. This
was done under the guidance of as 197] SCWI'll graduate of Saint Nlaria Goretti
who worked full time at the school. In addition, in-service training prow:rants
were est alolishell for student,. and st tiff.

.1. -Modern Soria] l'roblents" class was established at St. Nlrid mi Tor
members of S(Intents l'on:erned. Its primary purpose was to .teach the young
poolde how fro work for etandruetive change. The sttultlits book it in lieu of his-
tory. The students and*Kauffnum felt that only when citizens learn how Ii,
constravtively modify their environment so it. is habitable for the human orga-
nism Can the drug 'indolent be really dealt with.

Two days a week the students went out into the community to teach in the
elcnientary schools. The other days were silent discussing books and journal
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niticles the students were assigned, but more im portant. in t he Nlodern Social
Problems Class, meeting various people who could, discuss with them the st roc.
tures. institutions and twohivins or society and till, role the individual could
realist Wally play as an agent for scoria t elia

icipants in the Modern Social Problems class included:
1. Dr. Louis Poll:: Acting t.y Commissioner of I len It h.
2. Dr, \\*tiller Lear. Deputy Commit.tioner of Ilea It It.
:--;. Dr. Louis Alattueri. Head of the Health Department's Division of Com-

inunity Involvement and Education.
4. laiont; members of the stall of WCA-V.
5. Staff members of the South Philadelphia lerricir. The t'atholie "tand-

not nniCTimes. mid The l'hiladel ph ia Bulletin.
r, Judge Paul Dandridge.
7. NI oriel C'! I ies sin ff.
S. But It Bennet t, forMer school board member
9. Mr. Thomas C. Rosica, Executive Director of Federal 1'1'g-rains. School

District- of Philadelphia.
W. Dr. 1. Ezra Staples.. Associate Superintendent for Curriculum Plan-

ning and Development.
I1. .1Ir. Charles Bowser. Executive 1)irector, Philadelphia Urban Coalition.
12. The 1 lonorable I:. Leroy !ills. Alinority Peinisylvtinia House of

Represent:1 t Ives,
1:1. The Baton' Me I ferbert Fineman, -Minority Leader. Polinsylvtinia I loose

of It epresmitty ives.
14. The Honorable Robert Bittern. 111a,hirity beaded' PeinisIvania Irouse

of Representatives,
1.,. lierhyrt. Dentienberg. Ph. D.. State Commissioner of Insurance,
lit. Helene 1Volginnulth. Pennsylvania set,rphiry-
I 7, 1)olmes'.17nel:er. Secretary Of the commonwealth.
1S. .T. Shane Creamer, Attorney General., State of Pennsylvania as well

as many othrrs.
In addition to classroom activities, ime of the major 11111011,ns of Students

(.01111,11ml is to disseminate information about the program and the various
models SCWPH has developed, and at the same time to sensitize professionals
in the lwalth, education and welfare fields to the role young people van and should
play in the solution of problems besetting society.

Students Concerned has accomplished this function nit the local. state and
tuitional levels thiough guest presentations, conferences. and discussions \lift
public officials, I.:x:11111)1es of these follow :

At the outset. Members of Students Concerned met with inilithers of the School
lloar4 of Philadelphia to explain the philosophy, purpose, operation and Methods
of the project. This initial meeting has resulted in continuous communication
and cooperation between the Board and SCNNTI-1.. Also several of the student's

ve discussed objectives of the program hefore Parent-Teahe Associations
trout Parochial and Pliblie SelmolS. with more such presentation scheduled.

To begin sensitizing key officials outside the schools SW 1'11 nwt with \Elver
Frank L. Rizzo and works closely with Dr. Lewis Polk and Deli:lament of
Public Health staff.

By participating iii local °forums". Students Concerned has been spreading
its message throughout the City and beyond. 'l'wb members of the project Ipstiftvit
before the Philadelphia Inter-Agency Connell on Smoking. and as a .result. were
-1nVited to become members of the t'ouncil. In addition, SCWPII has been asked
to appear on a number of television shows. one of them on the topic of Venertil
-Disease in cooperation with the City Health Department.

);41.tident-s Concerned has also worked in concert vvitlr other educational insiti-
1 MMus. It helps teach it class on drug abuse at Temple University. and additional .

presentations are planned. for not year. SC1V-PII is also reaching mirt of the
grailunte and undergraduate courses on 1)ritg Abuse at Glassboro StAte College.
Thirteen members of SCWPII are also tithing the course fur college credit.

srArf:

The project is constantly involved in activities at the state level as well as the
local. .

The Pennsylv,ania Public Health Association held their Annual Meeting in
Harrisburg and members of Students Concerned presented four different puppet
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SHOWS MI leati poisoning, drug abuse, soothing, and tuberculosis eolith': as part
of the coif erellee.

The -Community Ilealth" Section of the Petinsylvania Nurses .kssociatititt
also meeting in II:tils:burg where the Students Conceriml appeared as
itinchelai speakers.

wintissioner of Itisitranec fur l'enn,yivania. Dr. 'Herbert Dennenberg, If,' has
tatight -:lotIcril Social l'robions- course, twill 11 hearing on Blue Mlle
Shield insurance plans. St laicals C011(4111441 drafted a position Palivr Nil;vii was
presented al the lit .:'tags.

1111;r1.1.11i.iiigul.ikairi ttilsIel:174111.tia:1.,11 I ¶. 1,1211. ;(4 ; :1,1114:srtt.13411tr:INI, 4.4 on 2.11.01,4V14,1a11111111.

11104111.:011k IC. 1.t.i..)Y Whip. 1'4.1111,11;:i111:1 noise of flet:-
resentaii%es is an act ive moldier of

The above examples of state contact HIV slIpp11111011Ivil by ill!
l i r speller, S e c r e t a r y .of 1 loth and various member, of his staff. and other
state officials kmmo' to 54'W1'11 :IS a rAtlit of Ilwir having taught the Nlollet 11
Social Puoillents Class.

N.OON.11.

SlInients Concerned hilS :11SO 1/4'011 :dole to 1;11:0 11:111
NIIVIlor as 14)/IfOrt.114. In other Cities or :is guests I if OW %VII 11 MM. I..

Members Of Student Concerned were Npeakirs at the National Catli.dic
Ethicat hill Association this yenr. and at the annual meeting of the .1inerican Vol.
lit. Ilealth Assoriatioa, The projet also oloiwrated uilh the National eon-
nii,sion ell lieSIOnVCA ItO it I II r1,11"-:10.11 the Yer.l Ity prc.41.111.:-
that.: at ihe l'onunissions confercie rr hs helping li.lniro Iwo
video 1;11108 nu S1'11.1.1 I Which tviil 1,0 $4111 In school :-ys14911A 11114111;;htillt the
count

Furth' r opportnithics to lc..Oily at important hearings proetileti
nt I ho 1(Vt.l. 0:11 inentl.rs of Students Coneoroeo With Puldie fle:Oth
went to l'ittshurtzli and testilloi before the Pccsio,,Its:: council nn 1
1.11111311 :11111 114''1141441 11 111/S/11011 P:11141* on 11i4' 1'11:111g 111 02(41 in OW 111'1.11111.11V5
to 114.,0111 :.(111N1/ 1011 111 1111. :4141101':.

Se1i111 :11:411 testified al the Itegion II 11t11 rivg tut the -fiscal Needs of Selitwols"
whiit ;;-. Lihl Ily order Of Syntioy I', Nlaland. then l'oennissietter of duca-
tion. Sinnott,. Colloquial presented a position parer and established :111 on-
going relationship with lir. \\*Allier Agave:, Ito:halal ronntlissioner of I:due:Ilion.
Dr. .1glicw and nienthers of his :;gift wish to set. SrWr 1 b1.1.01111 national
11144.1 and are part of an IIEAV tram sperilleally 40,1 nehleve this mi.
The team was formed 11,141111,o of the interest Dc..larnes ravanattglt or 1114.1111'1e
non,. start,

Students Concerned has been part itadarly fortunate to have had the ear of
numerous offivials in Washington during flit. int..t year, The \\*hitt. House ar
ranged a :series of meetings for SCIV1'1 I nntli the following People and (heir
sl a ffs

Dr. James Cavanaugh. Nleiniter of the Dollii.si ii .44111141,1

N1r, 'Howard ('lken. Staff .kssistant to the President on Vont 11
lit'. K10111)011 utlicott. Iiicectur of Health 3.1aupoer Deeloptti(lil. Na-

tional Institute of ili.alt
1)r, Elliott Itlehardson. 'Fortner Secretary of Ileattll. nneation anti V '1-

fare null 1)r. Sydney P. Alarla Ii i, .lssigtatit Seeretary
Dr, Roger Egebeg, Special Asdstalit to the Presidod for Ilea .1 and

Scient the Affair.:
Inn l'earis. Chief of the I)iislon of 11'ork Experienve. partntent

of Labor
At these ineetinizs, the students: 011 lUe I1rn rs: nethilies

And IllS4.11141 With flit. oni41:11 ,1711.: Of immuring :111111 4X11:111: IC upon current
health ethicatiott effort,. and youth's involveitteut in these e 1215

President Nixon recently seat a "Certitiolto of/Ahlircl'illtion" for its
activities. and SCIVPil responded by giving the Pres:M.9M alt .itard of ("of-li-
ntel/nation for the interest and support Ills .ittlniiiy4 ration has shown the
projeer.

The National Commis:shin on Resources for foulti has worlteti rho e-ely with
Students roneerned for several years, This ha< No.11141(41 production of TV
tapes on the teaching activities of S.C.WPf ant /die Itoom"
at St. Maria Gorettl. These taffies iviil be 11:111e available to selion districts
throughout flue country.
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PosiTioN PArER ON HEALTH Ent'VATION rot: Tut: na:stultNT's t'otaNtrertx ox
11E.ALTII 'EntcATtos

lily Students Concerned 1Vit11 Public plc altli f

Students Concerned with Public Iteultit accepts and uses the World _Health
Organization definition of health as 'being a start of "s.niid. physical. psycliologi
cal, intellectual anti ee,ananic well being." The activities of Students Concerned
are based on this concept of what constitutes Itei,1111.

s«trii OF EP1TATIEIN

St Ittiellt Conetrned offer the following suggestion: as awaits of improving
health eduatitat.

First, the scope of m.hat is considered -proper- to be taught tinder health edu-
cation must be greatly expanded so that it wilt 1,1, more than merely hygiene. hu
mail rePruditelloll, dealing perhaps with a few tilseasc!, anti drug alill' nfortna,
tion. Yining Poi.ltie need to be taught Ilo effect soeiocetmontle and psyeliologival
factors play in ;1 per:4011's well being. It is essential 1 1.at human growth and de
velopnlant he taught S(1 11/:11 (V1.11 meaning parents do not damage their Oa,
acu.s acvt,icputeilt. fu.n 1111Itowingly and ttowiilifigly. Certainly the need for
parental care :Intl the infants physical. intellectual and emotional 'needs 111111

'anent need to he dealt Ilif. Students who are the II:treat,. of the num.
toy() this information,

Ecology is on everyone's mind today, and Nvorri(;s young people a great
1.4q. WI14) te:Riii.s 11:4 Whet the problems are, their SiNlpt, and what We eau (II)
about 111(111? Ecology, of ettlii.e. leads hill/ the 1.1'1:11i1/11N;liip human beings hae
with each other and the problems If N.4%111(11(1.. lituffidolly ht war):. the refatiuu-
ship of stwilt-verniimic tact ors 1111 11111e:":. 1111i111111's, 11111it.Ve1111.11t :1[111 W11..1.S1(.1.111.

\VI! live In a society which is made up of plastic people vlio are afraid ill. :i1111
feelings lunar I Inner Itunian heings. Fathers are ashamed to tell their teen-age.
sons they 140,e them girls 1I11.1 ling or kiss their parents bee:luso it isn't "::rows
up." Jr 11181111 is ever to do its job it Mils( kelp people learn that to give
and tteeept love is tad lolly ileAah'c 11111 necessa., and healthy. Then v.e stro.1
lie taught hear to live with our feelings. T1)(1tir, everyone is upset Iwcatise of the
drug abuse epidemic. No are we. but We see it its one syttipMni of a larger prob-
lem. Any ,:elfdefeating I/chariot. he It drug :ihnse. early. timvanitni pregnancy,
gang warfare simply -dropping out- of :40011 y IITI all symptoms of the same
proldein. Tied problem is that past generations have accepted the belief that
material stweess, In and of Itself Is a desirable thing. Further, they did not nave
to ;i. es-ttn the tpreilt r extiuetlos .e tine species from pollution or the 1.0111
and the war, Young people ;ire questioning the values of previous generations.
This ok./1 Iva& to a feeling of despair. frustration, hostility and alienation.
Ttio often young people corset see liiqiiSCIVVS as baring individual Worth, either
to themselves, their families or society. These are the .yfung people who are
using drug...4 and other self-destenctive methods to try to cope with life.

I udy -when health education starts dealing with root causes instead of
AYi11111.111K. such 118 drug ;I Insp. will it be successful, Every (trig education 111.11-
gram we lato of Is based on the "do this ... don't do that- attitude. Except for
Students Cont.erned nee know of no health education. programs dealing with high
school and elementary schwa students that stresses 1S111111111 ft.ilirigs anti offers.
alternatives to drag abuse or other self-defeating behavior patlerns..We furl
that it is essential that young people he shown that stint alternatives do exist
and it Is possible 'to "turn on with people" like we do.

Students I'ntieertted firmly believe that the solve of what oho role of health
etlitert 1 ion is needs to lie lionolened and deepened.

Sttalent s l'Imeertied NVit Ifralth realizes that if tht, above is to
IcappOil tither things must happen first.

TRAINING' it itALTit rinATOns

In almost every state health education training 111111 certification is a tart of
physical education. We strongly recommend that the following li1 implemented
at once, even though we know some very line :tad dedicated health oducat,frs

Ilealtli education and physical education shuald be separated. It is not fair
to the professional or students to force a person to tenet] health etinott I 1141 Whsll
his interest is in the told of physical education anymore than it k11111111 be fair
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to make an English teacher teach Latin. It is not the person's area of primary
interest on. expertise. We have seen and heard from students and professionals
that this is the case all over the vomit ry..Anot her factor is that 1 lw physical ed-
ucation staff Is often looked down on by Students and "academic" staff. This is
unfair and mivvarrattled. hat it does exist. As lung as it does exist the courses
taught by the physical educators will be thought of as imimpirtant. -Mickey
I(Iitsi." courses. regardless of. the individnal leachers ability on the course

content.
is our Jim belief that health mine:Ilion hist rnetors should pursue a separate

curriculum which W011111 141:111 to 11 11111,1111. 01 :11 least thing -five hours ni mdenee
:aril health courses. We suggest that these majors be 111111411' 1110 (.0111,gvA deliarl-
,tu0u1 of biologiral sciences.

Another important factor in the AN111:111'SS 01' health l't111(.1111011 is That 1,X10111
1.0/. 11 relatively few, very dedicated public health professionals. the hest trained
individuals and institutions have not :isgimilutbd, in 111,111111 1.111111101111.

IVe are referring to the physician in private Ill' group prarlico, tliZ nn puu!ili1,
health nurses, HMI the This is because physicians. nurses and hospit'als
are paid to GET you «'4111, not III twit NVI11, 1)111 11111(111 1111.1 11111V1.1'y System
is lonsol 011 the 11(.0(1S. of the acutely ill, not in keeping you well. except for the
rotatively small amount of publie health preventive medicine living done h
health departments and school doctors and nurses:This results in the majority
of the best trained individnals and best training institutOns, inedical and school,:
of nursing. being esentially divorced from 'wow, who alien. Tit remedy this we
propose the following:

1, All schools of Public Ileallb he encouraged to offer a Masters degree in
health education. N'ery few eurreittly (1111.

2. All medical schools and schools of osteopathy' be urged to establish PO-
Ullinr". which NV011111 lend fit a Masters degree in health education.

That federal grants be made available to top flight S111111.111s 10 NVpl'I:
1111A11111:4 11111Se degrees.

1. State eetilleation of, health iliwators he eliangml in accordance with
I he above recommend:it ions.

school districts reeeive additional funds for employing health min-
ca fors trained in the above systems,

Students 1.(iiireriteti believe that the steps would enhance the training and prs-
tige of future health educators 1111(1 offer an indueement to the sehool system to
hire such specialists.

In the likely event that the school of osteopathy, ntedicimb and piddle health
timid not adequately train sifilleient namiberA of students on the graduate

suggest Unit a Masters of Science prograni lie developed at state colleges
and universities, again within an appropriate 'department of the biological
sciences.

It is realized that simply changing state Certification requirements and what
departments or institutions are responsible for training health educators is only

st:Irt iii itwling the problems of health education, but at least such netion
would he a step In the right 1 lireeliim..11ii)1 log' recommendation Ave would Wue to
make is flint anyone majoring in health edneation he riNpiired to minor ill 11sY-
etiology and/or sociology and be required to take a 1.1111114' hi medical-social
ecomaides4

STUDE.N1'S t):V01.VENI

Last. but not least. we would urge that programs such as Students Coneerned
With Public Health he started hi every school district. We have inelialed a his-
tory of StmlentS Concerned and will let that speak for us as to the effectiveness
of /air appreneli and methods.

We would strongly urge that eletnentay and high school students be actively
involved in line planning, implementation and evaluation of the above recom-
mendations.

Students Conelamed Willi Piddle Itealth are very grateful to the President's
Committee on Health Edueation for giving its the opportunity to testify before
the (.'onunittee and present this position Paper. We sincerely hope that. Students
Coneerned and the Presidents Committee on Health Edueation will continue
to work tbgether towards our common goal of health education.
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PDAIION PAPER ON TESTIMONY PRESENTED TO P1,N NS YLTAN IA ST.I'l 1.: PLAN ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUU .k1117SE

t.11y .Students ('iencerfted with Public Health)

Students Concerned With Public Ilea Ill! is as grim!) of high school students
dedicated to improving the health of our society. Students Concerned Ives
founded in 1968 by Itay 11'0 ito health, education focusing on self-
destruel i ye behavior such as gang warring, alcohol and drug abuse and cigarette
smoking. As a result 04 hay's guidance, WC work at all levels. frill teaching
elementary school children to trying to sensitize professionals lilw you. Elliott
Itiellarelson, White House staff. educators, politicians aid 1)111er leaders idiom the
Models we 11/11.l. 111.1110111'11 :11111 till' 11111' young people can and should play in
dealing with self-destructive helin vim. problems.

\Via) we first met. Dr. 11orman a year ago we thought you would never get
a meaningful slate plan together in one year. Yet you have and WI' are grateful
to all of the (lovernor's Council and its stair for your insight and ileilleat 'Vu
never eon people. IVe have not. read the 1100 1i:fgt. document .and frankly doubt
if many potpie testifying 101ve. Teeple we knoll' and trust tell us it is as good as
any state play they have seen, and we congratulate you on what you have
achieved.

Students Concerned lVith l'ulalic Health has several specific recomutentlit-
t hills 111:1t we Teel would make your stale plan even more eumprehensive.. \Ye are
urging you to seriously consider these request s because we strongly feel that if

...-you don't no one will.
Students Concerned urges you to declare cigarette smoking the use of a dan-

gerous drug. NV(!111111l. 11111t if this call Deem. people will he eligible for ill-patient
and out-patient withdrawal and therapy. just like people hooked ion other drugs.
Months ago S(NVPI 1 urged 1)r. Ilennenbeg. at 11w Blue Shield hearing; to work
toward this goal hy urging 111110 Cross and Bine Shield to 'No. for such treat-
Went. We never 1100rd 01/01.11- 01131 11111g 110i11g (1(1110. 1101V0V0r, .

T110 death rate from emphysema dimities every live years. Disability payments
for emphysema disability under Social Security art' ..xouliol only by payments
for disability for heart disease. 111111 strike. .1.ct girding to I he Na I l'ona I Tuberculosis
and Itespiratory Iliseast Association the following statist WS are true:

1. $t win 1 Security .\ dadaist ra lila payments for chronic lung disease are $4,000,-
(1011 a year. This does tail mettle payments for Black Lung.

There are 40 million vases of chronic respiratory disease in the I711ited
Stales. according to the 11170 National Health Survey:

:I, Serious respiratory disease accounts for al least 7`.,; of all hospital ad-
missions.

1. Itespiratory disease iteounts for lliy; of all deaths.
a. Aente respiratory diseat:e accounts for :UP:4, of all auteillness. Such acute

Ilespiratory Ifisease illness is enhanced and prolonged by cigarette smoking..
lit 1971 Chronic Bronchitis. Emphysema and .1stlinta caused :10.000 !lentils

and lung emcee another 70.00(1 deaths.
7. In addition lo the tremendous 1111111111T S111I0rillg and direct Miami:11 cost to

society there is also 1 rementiolls loss of prinluetivity and loss of ifersanal income.
Students (.7oncerned feels that no responsible public health oflitial Will argue

that cigarettes do not present a large and very diumer(1als publle health prole,
hon. What we are asking is for The Covernor's Council, 1)r. .lames ('ananaugh
of the 1)intaistie (Naftali and the Itegional IIireclor If III.:11111 (ion and
Welfare to be the leaders hi 0 l'14.1)1111g eigitreltt) smoking for what it is--the use
of a dangerous drug.

Wo know eigarett es 'trill never be (11111:1Wed because of the tolenceo b)11113....'s
louver and the tax money cigarettes bring in. Wit firmly believe, hoWever, that.
cigarettes pose a danger to millions of twoiele yet, with the exception of the
"Five I)ty Plan" and a few other similar ptogratits, 111/ 0111! is doing anything
to help the cigarette sulidcl.r get unhooked. We have heard physicians
that cigarettes aren't addicting because no tolerance can he demonstrated. Our
answer to this is so what? People are still being destroyed and health officials
continue to meet the problem by pamphlets.. conferences and. committees and
TV spots.

9S-973-7:1-2a
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It is a real source of concern to its that cigarette o avert ising is always aimed :it
youth. lha mony ads have you seen featuring a sixty year old nuts or woman?
I 1g:110.11es 000 being touted as :t miracle drug which will make men virile, nuisbu-
line and attractive to woman, .and which will make fluales oppea beautiful,
sophisticated and sexy. Teenagers ore mode to feel square or "out of ft-% if they
do not smoke. If I fall prey to this advertising then I in torn bring pressure on
toy peers simply by my-having-joined the so- called "in" S11101;114; group.

It is ahont time 1 hal public health officials, eduentors, voluntary ageneies like
the Coa00, Ileart and A ssovialions and rho media- come to grips with the
fails thnt cigarette?: ore a serious source of drug use by teenagers and adults.
(Silly when people stop treating cigarette smoking os something other than the
use of a dangeroos drug, can Ivo hope to even cope with the increasing use of
ei.ga reties IT young people.

'I'm di iono ly physicians have ve been afraid. it seems, to face the fact that people.
are hooked by the millions, on cigarettes. We hove heard all kinds of discussions
about. how cigarettes aren't addicting because no increase in tolerance can be
denumst rat ed. We feel this is nonsense and simply an movillingness of physicians,
ethwators awl Piddle Health oflitials to rove the real issue. The issue -is that
regordless of whether it is a physical addiction or a psychological habituation
millions of people are hooked on and are being destroyed by cigarette smoking.
Not only the smokers themselves 11111 even the children of heavy cigarette smokers
are being damaged as a result of holing to live in a parent pained environment,
thanks to the cigarette smoke.

.Some or our friends in loud 10 health amt preventive medicine luive worked
hard to help solve the cigarette smoking 11oldel1. Certainly Programs such as the
Five I toy Iblaus are iteeded and worthy efforts, lint they a re few o tul far between.

We tire sure that everyone will realize that if lvhat we suggest is adopted the
saving in human suffering mid motley will 1w tremendous. It is far cheaper to
110111 someone get off cigarettes I 11:111' lo pay medical cost :old disability payments
that onipliysenm, heart disease or.l.nug CotWer leads to. The savings In berms of
suffering :111(1 produelivity that would not be lost to society can't he mensuml.

Students Concerned With Pnblic Health also feels that new methods of health'
education, sueh as the 1151% InilSt be developed.and used starting with early elts
tuentory school child. We firmly believe Ilmt the models developed IT Student.
Concerned sari :trod should be used nationwide.

Students 'Concerned With Public Health vans n1)0111111 individuals and groups
who are interested in the problem of cigarette smoking to join us in our recon0

,,-mendat ion.. We urge you to focus on six people who we feel are deeply committed
to public health in general, but in drug use speeitleally. They tire:

Dr. :fames Cavanaugh, Domestic Connell, The White House, Washington,
D.C.: .

Mr. Wade Coleman, Special Assistant to the Secretary for Drug Abuse,
Room 10110, HEW North, 330 Tmlependence Avenue S.W., Washington, D.C.;

Mr. Gorham Illaek Regional Director, Department of Jiealth'Education
mid Welfare ; 3(1111 Streets. Philadelphia. Pa.:

Dr. Walker Agnew. Commissioner' of Edueation, Region III, 36th and
NlorketSt reef s, Philadelphia, Pa.;

Dr. George Oardiner. Regional Medical Director, I lean Educotion and
Welfare. 30th and Market Streets. Philadelphia, Pa. :

Dr. Richard Dorman, Executive Director, The Governor's (7ouncil on Al-
Cobol and Drag Masse, Main Capitol Building, llarrIslmrg,. Pa.

Students Concerned has other suggestions that ive hope the Governor's Coun-
cil will try to implement.

First, even though Students Concerned will prohably end because Ray Kauff-
man has had to accept another job lowanse we have no fonds, and we don't want
to go on- without him, We feel we have develop d modeis'ou can use anywhere.

Second. we urge you to develop a youth contwil representing .varions parts of
the state to work with the Governor's Connell, Dr. Gardiner, Regional Medical
Director of DEW and 1)r. Speller's office.

Third, Students Concerned feels that the Governor's Connell could benefit from
having :t young 1)005011 on the Connell. We know Judge Dandridge and feel he's
great and we admire what Dr. Norman and his staff has done. We would like to
see a yonng person work with them. learn front them. and perhaps help Mont
gain insight into what we, as teenagers, see as problems. .
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Lost, we hope that we con sit down with you and discuss other recounnendo-
t ions we have made to various government groups, such as the training of health
educators, :t system of mini - schools, the training of health educators, and other
ideas we have dealt With in the underlying cases of self - destructive behavior.

Students Concerned With Public Ilealth may end in Philadelphia, but som-
here, somehow Hoy will stnrt it again. It hurls to see something we believe in

end, but with your help it wont die. No one can kill ad idea, except by neglect.
We hope that you Dr. Cavanaugh, Dr. Gardiner find Mr, Mick won't let. the love,
dedication 'and ideas that was Students Concerned dia. If you do, then you are
a t.fault and we are more noble than yon,

PoRTTA. WiLsON
VERN WILLIS

.1lAsnt:
DFainru FuEntAx

(}'or Students Concerned With Public Teal nil.

Anus:em os SrenrxTs Cosetatsro Wrra Pentac '.13:stamoxy oN
TUE PENNSYLVANIA STATE: PL.tx us Aheonot. AND DituG Anrst:'

At the hearings on the State Nam held In Harrisburg on May 11, 71173, Dr.
Horman, Executive 'Director of the Governor's Council on Atolud- and Drug
Alonsp, piNphlined that the Council, hail discussed the prohlena of 'eiga tette smok-
ing, but imparently could not read) any agreement., Dr. Honnon also slated that
the Legislature had not included eigaette,Smoking in the legislation dealing
with drugs. While we offered to contact- legislators tt1 sue if this eoubi lie clninged,
no one wonted to work with us. We feel it is very rcgretaide that %vv. 0 group of
teenagers have to ossume this responsibility. NVe :ire going to, however. even
though Students Concerned is officially cutting.. Hay has, promised thot he will
help us in this.

Students Concerned feels that this points up the need for closer working rela-
tionships betWeen concerned officials. educators. leaders :Ind young
people on the local, state, regional and notional level S. SCWPII hopes I hat one'of
our last successes will be to bring about this kind of (Immoral ina. We hear a lot
from professionals out "communication". We sincerely feel that what is aoudad
even mon; Is long term. meaningful yOrking relationships among professionals
from various levels. Working together heat s talking together.

A speelfie recommendation we wislitar wake is that Mr. Gorham black,
' glottal Director of I lealth Education and Welfare' eotivene a conference cospon-

soed by Students Concerned in Philadelphia, Washington, D.C.. Harrisburg or
wherever he feels most logical, and Invite to the first meeting the following;

l. Dr. George Gardiner, Medical Director. Region III
2. Dr. Walker .tgaiew, Commissioner of Education. Region III
3. Dr. Inchon] Ilorman, Executive Directo,- Governor's COMICil on Alm.

bol and Drug Abuse (1 la rrisim rg)
4. Dr. J. Fenton Speller. Secretary of Dealth or Dr. john Siminons, ASSist-

ant Secretary of Health for Pennsylvania
Dr, Pittenger, Secretary of Eduentimr for Pennsylvania. or Ms. Debbie

'Weiner, his special assistant'.
O. Dr. James Cavanaugh, Domestic Council, 'rife White Douse
7. Mr. Wade Colcann III, Special Assistont to the Secretary for Drug

Abuse I:revention, DIIEW, noon] 1071.. 330 IndePendellecAve., S.W., Wash-
ington, D.C,

and members of Students Concerned.
We suggest that the meeting be action oriented and that three specific topics be

dealt with:
1, The establishing of lasting working relationships between the Parties

involved ;
2. Finding means of actively helping the cigarette smoker ;
3. The partnershipgovernment and youth -- should establish.

We have not !wen impressed at all with IIEW's Youth and Student Afro irs rep-
resentative in Region Ill. We have heard lots of talk :1110 seen no action. Perhaps
this can change.

'We know all of the peoplo/mentioned abort. :try very busy. We also know they
are very dedicated. Students Concerned fuels that if we can travel to Harrisburg,

a
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ritionit any expense money except from Ray. it is not unfair to ask potpie to
:lull' UN I01101w the system hock better to help more people.

Tenth and eleventh graice members of Students Concerned recently look an
undergraduate. :1111.5e- at (;lassboro State College on drug itlinse. taught. by
Dr. \Villiam l'itt. Instead of paying tuition. the menthers of Students Concerned
discussed nod demonstrated our various models and techniques to the muter-.
graduate and graduate sections of the 1 Mug information and Education NVorl: -
shop. As a result of this experience SC't VPI 1 and Glin4sliorli developed "a model
Irltereloy Dr. Tilt mid other professionals and Ray KautTnUtn and members of
Students Concerned would go into various oanniunilles in New Jersey and
!legion Ill and hold wol:sliops for high school students. contimmitr people.
leachers. administrators, school board members. it cetera. The Irorl:shops
be for college credit either graduate or andergraclual worl:shop Irmild not
he the 1 ypica I thing 11-liere rhetoric and pint rIliocology (lomi MI 1 e the semi'. 1 iLst
the WorkSlinirS would focus im how the st rnlents mid adults in the emilinunity
could implement the models Students couernell hare developed.' IN'e have found
1:111s ;mil le:tllers don't I:nol hull- to make ptippels for tinder as dollar, Inur to
Ivor!: Irith elementary, school age children to develop .puppet shoArs about self
destructive behavior, howtowori: Icith the media and other professionals. It
took us years to learn thesi. t Mugs his hell as how to deal with die problems (hat
(sane up. IN'y feel Si>11100110 $11011111 11:155 illiS Ow out thing 11'1' VIM-.
1101 or tin onisrltes. is to lied money to continue Ivithout selling tint.

1:tity line. dedicated people hare helped Students Concerned over the yeas,
and Ray took-us front the ghetto lo the IVItitn 111/11S0. We are grateful to everyone
Irho tried to help is and compassion rim those few who tried to obstrull: us.
)Ve are especially ..;;raleftil to Drs. l'aranaugh. Gaditier, Agnew HMI 11191(1111:
Iris hate ilrirVII.11 themselves In be true friends.

Ray and the original Students l'0nvertiet1 had a dream and made it blossom.
Now the Molter isdeall but Ire remember the beauty that mum existed. The seed
if.' the idea that was students ciincerned remains. NVe are asking you to sow it.
cultivate it, and let it blossom again somioliere. If you don't. everything Ire
dedicated ourseIN-es. to hark worthless and the univuragement we got was false.

sATENw...".r. or AI 1:11' RINALDO. A itt.:PRI:t4KNTAYIVE IX (O:ital.:SS haunt rut:
S.ILE Now .1' ERSE)"

11r. il'Illa II : use of drugs by children of all ages. even those in the
elementary schools. hos generated a natilmal crisiS of major proportions: Accord-
ing to it recent four-Year study repoiled to the Ameri an. College of l'hysicians.
drug add Fel s arelleemning younger all the timeand niostAof time no longer start
wiilt Ina rijimita before ''grathialing" to the hard drugs like heroin. The National
Cianinission lin Marijuana and Drug .1.1:11se. reported ill March, 1972. that six IN -.
Cont ire high schnul Ugl, 8111(11.111N iii I his vomit 1.;t have used heroin at least I like.
FM1110'11 11q1. 11101 jIIIIII:1 : 'night 11erCeiii I.SI
PPYIli I' rind other Itaithinogens: lirt. percent bare used cocaine. eight percent
tnethan dietamines. seven percent barbiturates. anti lire percent painkillers lilae
morph' is and codeine. A recent staff report by the Select Committee on Crime,
based an a sel'Pli-molit itnesligatiou III six 11111.101* :1 merman 4ties. concluded
1 11;11 drug abuse Pali br :11110'01111:1110. (1('Sribl.11 OF deadly epidemic

is presently raging in our It is infecting coti.--Youtli tind eonlamina1.0; il-ing our schools. Il lias reached s proportions. Atli] it. is tearing a trail of
devastation that will t ;du. a (Ilstadl. to remeily."

Edw.:Ilion should be our most immediate (lumen; in grappling with the prob-
lem of drug abuse because it is Ow one way we eon most immediately help pre-
vent its spread. The key lit drug abuse coutrol among young people must lie in
education. wide!' is serions, continuing. progressive and honest.

Due primary on:vial is.thi- development of v111114.111;1 Hull is unclouded by
lildillurtlieti Prejudices and one that intelligently presents the factsLwily people
take drugs: the dangesto the liody and to the mind .froin casual experinien11-
1ivi and from regular 'siege; 1 he effects of the tlifferent kinds .of drugs and the
varying degrees of danger they pose: and the laws against drug abuse an41 their
penalties. Teachers. of onrse. must be well educated in the subject matter so
that they 11'111 he able to carry on it dialogue with the stnilentsso that both will
profit through the exchange of information. This cannot he areomplished with a

of p;th;tdiets :Ind movies or with ;1 single lecture. (niggling programs must
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still he developed and earried through, Ekperts in the arionS disciplines con-
cerned. especially viineators. should have the means and the enomragement to
produce sad Continue these kinds of intensive programs.

Parents. toai, should In) just as aware of the dangers of drugs and the reasons
behind 'their use as their children are. They shoul(especially he :nr;ne that the
111)14(!lli is jliSI as 111:ely I() strike their (nvii Child as it is their neighbor's. The
family and the community most be aide to listen Io their young people and their
problems. '1'hey must also understand and he able t < offer advice and alternatives
to thug usage.

The I/ug _those Fl(inctition Art. of 197o contains provisions tvidell mem. all of
these needs in the area of drug (iblise educationcurricula development al all
levels, training of educators- and family and community ethivational-pr()grains.
Thal is tvliy, 1 am urging full support of 11.11. 471:i. which would extend the I/rug
.11Inse Education Actior I lirre years.

If, through education. we man reach the young in other lieldk--if are Call 11.0111
110111 ItiSiliry 111(1 mathenta tiesthen tvhy can't tve reach thew when it (lanes

In drum use? I think we can. and we cannot afford to relent in lair efforts matt.



TO EXTEND THE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT

THURSDAY, JULY 26; 1973

HOUSE OF .REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON IIDITCATION

OF THE COIF ON EDECATION .AND LABOR
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10 :15 a.m. in room 2175,
Rayburn House Office 'Building, Hon John Brademas '(chairman of
the select subcoMmittee) presiding. -

Present : Representatives Brademas, Meeds,- Lehman and-Peyser.
Staff membetig present: Jack G. Duncan, counsel; Martin LaVor,

minority legislative associate, and Christina M. Orth; staff assistant.
[Public Law 91-597 follows :]

[Public Law 91-527, 91st Congress, H.R. 14252, December 3, 1970]

An Act to authorize the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to make
grants to conduct special educational programs and activities concerning the
use of thugs and for other related educational purposes

Be it enacted by thu Senate and Rouse of Representatives of the United States
of Americti.in Congress assembled,

SHORT TITLE

SccTroN 1. This Act may be cited as the "Drug Abuse -Education Act of 1970".

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

SEC. 2. (a) The Congress hereby finds and declares that drug abuse diminishes
the strength and vitality of the peclle of our Nation ; that such abuse of danger-
ous drugs is increasing in urban and suburban areas ; that there is a lack of au-
thoritative inforznatiod creatiVe projects designed to educate students and
others about drugs anttlidir abuse ; and that,prevention and control of such drug
'abuse require intensive and coordinated efforts oil the part of both governmental
and private groups.

(b) It is the purpose ofl this Act to encourage' the development of new aid
improved curricula on the problems of drug abuse ; to demonstrate the use of
such curricula in model educational programs and to evaluate the effectiveness
thereof ; to disseminate curricular materials-and significant information for use
in educational programs.thoughout the Nation; to provide training programs
for teachers, counselors, lIaw enforcemeqt officials, and other public service and
community leaders ; and io offer community education programs for parents and
others, on drug abuse problems. .

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION PROJECTS

SEc. 3. (a) The Secretary shall carry out a prograth of making grants to, and
contracts with, institutions of higher education, State and local educational agen-
cies, and other public and private education or research agencies, institutions,
and organizations to support research, demonstration, and pilot projects de-
signed to educate the pnblic on problems related to drug abuse.

(355)
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(h) Funds apPropriated 1'm grants and vont raelS under this section shall be
available for such activities as

(1) projects for the development of curricula on the use and abuse of
drugs, including the evaluation and selection of exemplary existing materials
for use in elementary, secondary, adult, and vommunity education programs;

(2) projects designed to demonstrate, and test the effectiveness et Hind,.
1dd described in-:clause (1) (whether developed with assistance under this
Act or otherwise) ;

3) in the case of applicants who bare conducteducted projects under clause
(2), projects 'for the dissemination of curricular ninterials and other sig-
nificant. information regarding the use and abuse of drugs to public and
private elementary, secondary, adalt,,and .community education programs;

(.1) evaluations of the effectiveness of cmricula tested in use ill elemen-
tary, secondary, and adult and community education programs involved in
projects described in chaise (2) ;

(5) preservice and inservice training tilograins on drug abuse (including
courses of institutes, seminars. workshops, and conferences) for
teachers. connselOrs, amt other educational personnel, law enforcement offi-
cials. and other public service and et:111'11unit yleaders and personnel :

(Ii) counnunity education programs on drug abuse (including seminars,
workshops, and conferences) espeeially for parents and others in the coin-
'tinnily ;

(7) evaluations of the till ini lig and community education programs de-.
,scribed in "clauses VI) and (6), including the examination of the intended
and actual impact of such programs, the identification of strengths and
weaknesses in such programs, and the evaluation of materials used in such
programs;

(5) programs or projects to recruit, train, organize and emplay profes-
sional and other persons, including former drug abusers or drug ependent
persons,.to organize tin& participate in programs of public o in drug
abuse,

In the case .of activities described in clauses (4) and (7), the Secretary may
undertake such activities directly or through grants or 'contracts..

t.c). n addition to the purposes described in subsection (b) of this section.
funds in .an 011101111f not to exceed a per ceutum of the sums appropriated to
carry out this-section may be made available for the payment of reasonable and
necessary 'expenses of Stale educational-agencies in assisting lo&il educational
agencies in the planning develimment. and implementatimi of drug 11105e educa-
tion programs. . ,

(d)'(I.) Financial assistance for a project Mter-this section may he inade'only
upon application. at such time or limes, in such manner, mid containing or
accompanied by such information as the Secretary deems necessary, and only
if such application

(A) proiides that the activities and services for whfc1i assistance under
this title is sought will be administered by or under the supervision of the
a;:plicant ; .

(B) prOvides for carrying out one or more projects or programs eligible
for assistance-under subsection (b I of this section and ,provides for such
methods of administration as are necessary for the proper and efficient
(Meridian of such projects or programs "

(C) sets forth policies and procedures which assure that Federal fands
:mule a vailablc under thissection for any fiscal year will be so used as to
supplement and, to the extent practical increase the level uf funds that
would, in the absence of such Federal funds. be made available by the appli-
cant for the purposes described in snbSection .(b) of this section, and in
no case supplant. such .funds ; and .

(U) provides for making such reports. in such form and containing such
information. :is .Secretay may reasonably require. and for keeping spell
records and for affording 'such access,,thereto as the Secretary may bind
necessary to assure the correctness and verification of .such reports.

. (2). Applieations from local educational agencies for financial assistance under
this section may be approved by the SecretatT only if the State educational'
agency has been notified of the applieation and been given the- opportunity to
offer reComniendat ions:

(3) Amendments of opplicat Ions shall, except as the Secretary may otherwise
provide by or pursuant to regulation. besahject to approval. in the $111110 -manner.
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(e) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated $5,000,000 for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 1970, $10,000,000 for the 1Is-eal year beginning July 1,
1971; and $14,000,000 for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1972, for the purpose
of carrying out this section, Sums appropriated pursuant to this section shall
11.111:1111 available until expended.

COM MUNITY EDUCATION PROJECTS

8Sc. 4. 'I'llere is authorized to be appropriated $5,000.009 for the fisal year
beginning .111 ly 1, 1970, $10.000.000.for the lis(11 ptbar beginning July 1, 1971, and
$14,090,900 for the lineal year beginning July 1. 1972. for grants or emir:lets to
carry out the provisions .of this section. From the sums available therefore for
any lisea I year. the Secretary of health. Education, and Welfare is authorized to
make grants to,,or enter into ontracts with, public or privnte nonprofit ;twat-
ries. organizations, :And institutions for planning and carrying out ommunity-
oriented education programs on drug abuse and drug dependency fOr the benefit
of interested and concerned parents. young persons. community Tenders, and
other individuals and groups within n co nine ilt. Snell j)rogriuns may incliide,
among others, seminars, workshops. conferences. teleplione.counseling and in-
formation services to provide advice. information, or assistance to individuals
with respeet to drug abuse or drug depentleney problems, the operation of taNe
ers designed to serve as a locale which is available, with or without atatolnt-
inebt.or prior arrntigement, to individuals seeking to discuss or obtain informa-
tion, mivteeror assistance with respect to drug abuse or drug dependency prob-
lems. arrangenu>nts involving the availability of soealled "peer group" leader-
ship programs. and programs establishing and IDD ki ng available proeduros and
means of coordinating and exchanging ideas. information, and other data in-
volvillt; drug abuse and drug dependency problems. Such programs shall, to

oxti.jit ( A ) provddc for the use of adequatepersonnel from sintilnr
sowTal. eultural. age, ethnic, and racial backgrounds as those of the individuals
served under any such program. (B) include a comprehensive and ,eoordinated
rangs).of services. and (e) be integrated with, and involve the attire participa-
tion of a With ramze of public and nongovernmental ngeneles.

ECM N ICAT. ASSISTANCE

sue: 5. The Secretary and the Attorney (lembral ft In 111;/ tiers of law enforce-
ment i shall, when requested, render tech ?lien I :INSISI MKT to RI4111 oduent f (mai

.ngeneles. ptiblie and private nonprofit organizations. and institutions of higher
editeation iii the., development and implementation, of prograths of drug abuse
edneat ion. Such technical itssistance may, niong other activities, include Hulking
nvailable to stud' agencies or institlit Inns Information regarding effective methods
of coping witlt problems of drug abuse, and making -available to such agencies
or institutions personnel of the Department of Health, Education. and Welfare
and the Department of Justice, or other persons quillifled to advise and assist
in 1.1-oping with such problems or carrying out a drug abuse education program.

PAYItarirs

. SKe. O. Payments tinder this Act DI Hy. be made in, instalimen S. MM.] in advance
by way of reimimrsement, with necessnry adjustments on account of over--0paynotlits or underpayments. .

ADMINISTRATION

SEC. 7. In administering the provisions of this Act, the Secretary is authorized
to utilize the services and facilities of any agency of the Federal Government
and of any other public or private agency or institution in accordance with ap-
propriate agreements, and to pay for such services either in advance or by way
of reimbursement, as may be agreed upon.

DEFINITIONS

Sic. S. A.s used in this Act
(a) The term "Secretary" moans the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare, . .
(b) The term "State" includes, in addition to the several States of the Union;
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I might say one further word by way of setting the- stage for our
hearings, Dr. Ottina.

As on know, 'many of us in Congress, especially on this -commit-
tee any mml this subcommittee, have been concerned about. what. we have
belieled to be the failure of the executive branch of the Government,
and more particularly in your case the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, to comply with the intent of Congress in the im-
plementation of the laws that ConoT ss writes. The bill under con-
sideration today is a good example of our concern. That is the funda-
mental reason for these oversight hearings.

We want to find out, for example., aiming other matters: First, what
the. Office of Drug Abuse Education in the Office of Education plans
to do with the $3 included in the President's budget for fiscal
1974::

.

Second, what educational activities Will be carried out by States
under section 409 of the Drug- Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972.

Third, what the administration plans to. do with the funds in-
cluded in the continuing...resolution, those funds which financially
support the Office of Drug Abuse Education through September of
this year at the $12.4 million level that Congress provided for fiscal

Fourth, what the administration plans to do with the $12.4 million
drug. abuse education inchided in the House-passed Labor-HEW

appropriations bill for fiscal 1974.
And fifth, Dr. Ottina, .I would like your comment on the antici-

pated. relationship between the Office of Education and the National
Institute Of Mental Health with respect. to drug alnis6 education.

So we are very pleased to have with nstoday, Dr: John Ottina. the
:U.S. Commissioner of Education-desio:r-nate, accompanied by Dr. James
Spillane. the Associate Director of the Office- of Drug Abuse
Education..

World you like to go ahead, Dr. Ottina.?

- STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN OTTINA, COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION-.
DESIGNATE, ACCOMPANIED EY DR. TAMES SPILLANE, AZSISTANT
DIRECTOR, DRUG EDUCATION, NUTRITION AND . HEALTH

'PROGRAMS

-01% 01;171NA. I will be very pleased to (1n so, Mr. Chairman and
members of the subCommittee.

We are pleased. to appear before this subcommittee to describe not
only the efforts which have been made ender the Office of Education
program to support grants for research, demonstration, and pilot proj-
ects in drug abuse education, .bnt also. to explain our plans for the
expenditure-of the $3 million requested for fiscal year 1974 under
Public Law 92-255: The-National Drug Office and Treatmentin
Act of 1972. .

Mr. BRADE3rAs. Did.I.understand that you did not indicate that you
were -going to tell us what is being done to expand the moneys voted
Wilder the Drug Abuse Education Act?

Dr. Orm-A: No, I did not state that as yet, Mr. Chairman. We
will give you as much information as we are able to. This being rather
.early in the fiscal year, Liam sure you un'ierstand that our- plans
are not fully developed. '
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---.Very clearly, in the case of the $3 million that we have requested,
we will give you much more'detailed information and plans than we
will be able to in other :treas. If I may proceed

Mr. BRADEMAS. Please.
Dr. OTTINA. Over the past few Years there has been substantial

support for various types of drug abuse information programs iit
the belief that knowledge. of the adverse consequences of drug use
would be effective in discoliraging drug abuse.

Let me acid that information and education are not synonymous.
What we are talking about here is information.

Mr. 1.*:zmunrAs. May I also add that what we are interested in is
education, nut so mne.11 informat ion.

Dr. OrrrNA. Indeed. I agree.
For example, .the .National Coordinating Council of Drug Abuse

Education reviewed 212 drug-abuse information Mins, filmstrips, and
slides for their scientific accuracy and their propriety for drug.abuse
education programs during 197143. Only 15. of these films were
found to be adequate for use in drug. abuse education programs. To
date, the hick of evidence to demonstrate that .this information ap-
proach is effective has been discouraging, and perhaps this is the
statement that. Mr. Meeds was also referring to.

We do haVe and we will be pleased to submit for. the record some
S to 10 evaluations on this particnlar topic which shows that there
has been lack of evidenec, information per se, in dealing with this
problem .

Ni. 131 A61:-.itAs. I think, Dr:Ottinit, since you have a lengthy state-
.

ment, that you might save yourself a lot of trouble in skipping over
the "information" section, because we are in agreement with you and
we have never contended that information is -the same as education.

Dr. OTTINA. Thallk you, Mr. Chairman, I would like to insert ex-
cerpts from these evaluations at this time.

[The information referred to follOWS:]

DRUG INFORMATION DRUG Entxxinox

UNESCOMeeting on.Education in, More Developed Countries to Prevent Drug
use,- Paris December 1972

"Drug information is a form of commutdcation which.simply imparts factual
knowledge.Or transmits ognitive learning, It is :t fairly limited process in which
the main elements are usually information concerning the drugs thentselves,and
their (harmful) effects upon people, along with instruction regarding drug-
control legislation and other forms of social control. Drug Education, on the other
hand, is a 'broad range of concerted activities relating to teaching/learning situa-
tions and experience Mile% attempts to maximize opportunities for the intOlec-

emotionni, psychological and physiological development of young people. It
invo)ves the total educational process embracing both cognitiVe and affective
domains."
The Dimensions of_Drug AbuseJohn SwisherPennsylvania State University

In two- high school studies Swisher and Crawford (1971) and Swisher,
Warner. and Herr (.1971), it was found that increasing the student's knowledge
slut nderstanding about drugs did not lead to more conservative attitude. or
behavior.-Thus, the doubts about the adequacy of a cognitive approach to drug
education held by many educators .semi warranted Seymour Halted:
(1970), Director of Student Psychiatric Services at the University of Wisconsin,
raises several points concerning the efficacy of traditional cognitive drug abuse
programs. He indicates that, under certain circumstances, drug education may ac-
tually increase and encourage drug use. and illegal drugs may become more ac-
ceptable to us."
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Drug Education StudyDr. Richard T. StuartUniversity of Michigan 1972
". . . the increased knowledge about drugs gained by students in drug educa-

tion ;lasses led to loss of fears that had deterred drug use. Six hundred junior
high sehood students who were exposed to a drug education program sharply in-
creased their experimentation with drugs."
IIEW/NIE PREP Report No. 36Drug Education

". . . it is good to keep in mind the potential fallacies and dangers of an In-
formational approach to drug (shwa tion. First, such en approach presumes that
iat'"rmalion modifies behavior. There is lit tie evidence to support that presump-
1 sou. What's more, if the information is not factuaand complete, it may well lead
to drug experimentation."
Eralaation of Drug Education ProgramsMacro Systems ReportJune 1972

"The ninmestioned premise of education iti general, and drug education in par-
ticular, holds that one can change behavior through infilrination and education.
There appears to be at least as nitwit evidence disproving this premise as that
supporting it. . . It seems evident from this study that perception's of the
dangers of 'drugs do not nectssarilylead to desired behavioral change, and that
drug use cannot be explained or predicted by any single set of circumstances."
Drug Education: Pushing or Preventing? Peabody Journal of Education, October

1971
"The purpose of this article is to examine the assumption that drug ethication

based On informational approaches may not be sufficient and in fact, may be itpart
of 1 he problem'rather limn the solution. The negative relationship between knowl-
edge about drugs and attitudes towards drug abuse provides some insight into this
problem and suggests that educators proceed with caution if they are to have
a positive impact on this increasing social problem."
.4 Profile of Drug Abuse in the United States Engineer Strategic Studies,Group,

Office, Chief of Engineers, Department of the Army
"Scientific facts, no matter how convincing they seem to adults, often fall to

persmule the young. There f no evidence .to support the assumption that provid-
ing facts alone wilt change behavior. Facts are Viewed from a framework of
motivation, feelings, and attitudes. Educational programs must deaf with the
framework as well as the basic facts."
Dealing With Drug AbuseA Report to the Ford Foundation 1972

"Drs. Thomas Ungerleider, Norman Zinberg,and Helen Nowlis,,ns well as Pro-
fessor Ketmeth Kenniston, to name a few experts, appear to 'define a different
goal for drug education; to teach youths to make informed decisions about drugs
and indeed about every other kind of chemical they ingest. This must include a
concentration on teaching elementary students a fundamental respect for the
human body. and the effects of chemical substances. . . . Professor Zinberg re-
'forts on a candid talk about drugs to a Massachusetts high school. Before the lec-
ture, CO percent. of the students said they Would not try marihuana ; after the lec-
ture, the figure dropped to 35 percent."
The Anti-Smolang Commission: A Study of Television Commercials' and De-

haviorPublie Opinion Quarterly, Volume 35 1971, pp. 232-248
"The great majority of smokers responded that smoking is hazardous to their

health, but relatively few were taking steps to restore cognitive consistency. . . .
Mass communications are greatly limited to affect behavior."
The Impact. of Information Transmission through .Television Public Opinion

Quarkrly, Volume 33,1969, pp. 55G-662
"As various experts have noted (e.g., Carlson & McGuire), information need

not lead to attitude change, but it is improbable that attitude change occurs with-
out ally input of information."

Dr. OrnicA. Let me add, as I do there, Mr. Chairman, that we have
not, in the program that you have described, supported purely infor-
mation programs. We have attempted to deal with drug abuse preven-
tion in an educational sense, trying to relate the best knowledge that
-we haVe about learning, about motivation, and about growth find de-
velopment, and about teaching with conumilication'and persuasion.
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impact on them, via the support. of 57 demonstration schoolicor»-
'nullity projects.

Let me acid here that there is a relationship that is established with
the school even in these projects. .

Mr. BRADEMAS. I just did not hear your sentence. That there is not'?
Dr. Or-TINA. That there is a relationShip established between the

schools and the community in thesep'rojects as well.
3. Experience with both of the aboYe programs has indicated that

programs which are appropriate to one. community are not necessarily
effective in another community.

Our response to this is to train interdisciplinary leadership teams
representing all segments of R. community in skills to assess their prob-
lem .and their financial, human, and cultural resources, a thorough
understanding of drugs, drug use and the dynamics of the drug scone.
skills in communicating with each-other and with young people. ex-
posure to a wide variety of materials and techniques, and training in
skills in evaluating them and selecting those most appropriate as tools
in solving their carefully defined problem. In order. to facilitate their
access to local community resources. upon return, it is expected that
the teamswill work in close cooperation with the local authorities.

By March of 1974, under this component of the program which we
call Help Communities Help Themselves, over 1,700 community teams
will have been trained at, eight regional training and resource centers
which have been set np for this purpose. Trainin-g,is supplemented by
onsite developmental assistance both before and after training.
Through careful monitoring of these efforts. the urine' is attemptingg
to develop and disseminate models appropriate for a variety of com-
munity settings, target groups, and drug abuse prevention. problems.'

The entire program is deeply committed to timely evaluation of
its efforts. The Office. of Edification program has putsued forniative
evaluation systematically and vigorously. It has. designed andsimple-
mented an Information Support System (ISS) which would serve at
least four functions:

1. It provides the kind of ongoing information to a given project
needs for it own growth and development;

'2. It provides the management information necessary to make. pro-
grain decisions ; . . .

3. It provides systeinatie information on a quarterly basis which
traces the

initial
of the goals, strategies; methods, and activities

from its nitial proposal to the present; and
4. It provides sonic data needed for impact evaluation.
Thus. by analyzing the original proposal. deyelopim t Self-reports.

via ISS data, project officer site visit reports and consu rants' techni-
cal visit reports, there is a wealth of material available, on all aspects
of the project. its activities. its target grouPs and its preception of its
successes and failures, together with -the reasons.

It should be possible, on this basis of this, to specify at least. tenta-
tively the necessary ingredients for."siiecessful" programs for specific
problems and specific target grbups and to identify, potential hazards
to' be avoided.

The Office of Education is in the process of funding. a project for-
the identification and analysis of successful drug abuse prevention
practices. This effort will include the collectiOn of information about
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the experiences of a number of minigrant teams and other OE drug
abuse project grants.

,I1 Office of Education program is.,also cooperating in two initial
evaluations of segMents of its program. One, under.a. contract with
the General Research Corporation, will look at the minis-rant pro-
:,rain. A second, also with General Research Corporation, will look
at the school-, community-, and college-based projects.

A major now thrust for fiscal year 1974 will be helping colleges
"of eduCation develop approaches for preservice teacher training. It is
our conviction that all teachers should be prepared to handle drug
issyes and, therefore, would benefit from a training experience which
prepared them to dothis. In addition, an increasing number of States
are requiring chug education for certification.

For fiscal! year 1974, the .U.S. Office of Education's drug edu6a-
tion program, at the request of the Special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention, has requested $3 million under the authorization
of Public Law 92-255. At the request of the Special Action Office for
Ding Abuse Prevention, the focus of the 1974 Program will be pri-
marilpon the preservice training of teachers.

The objective will be to demonstrate how institutions involved in
teacher educafion can enhance the competence of teachers and other
school personnel they are training to relate better to drug and other
social problems in the school communities. Although,essentially a pre-
service thrust, it will also demonstrate how schools of education can
collaborate with local schools in the improvement both of preservice
and inservice training. It will be a research and development effort
with ongoing evaluation of the porgram an important component.

The program strategy at the present time is to select 15 to 20 institu-
tions of teacher education, each of which will be.

training
grants to de-

velop programs of trainin for drug education, each having the same
objectiVes, but each developing a:unique model. The funding level
would be approximately $125,000.per institution. The remaining funds
would be used to support the Information Support.System, evaluation
and validation of projects, technical assistance, the\training of a na-
tional team, and 'finally, the dissemination of validated programs..

Built into the. program would be provisions to;bring.student, faculty
and administration representatives from the teacher education institu-
tions tea-ether on a o basis for problem solvincand for manaae-
me4lt and skills upgrading. Technical assistance and monitering would
be integral parts of the ettort and an information support system would
allow for ready access to current data on the propels.

Once models for training have been developed, they will be vali-
dated with the intent to disseminate as widely as possible models, mate-
rials and curriculum guides.

As resources and as "bridging" agencies, the program Would work
with State departments of .education USOE Resource and Training
Centers, National Teach&- Centers, and other appropriate USOE-
supported programs.

You asked in your introductory statement a couple of other ques-
tions, M.. Chairman, which I will just take a momement to sketch in
at the conclusion of my prepared testimony.

First of all, you asked how we were planning to spend $3 million
which was requested under Public Law 92-225 and'I believe I have

that point,
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Second, you asked about how we relate to the States and other agen-
cies, and I said a little bit about that. Perhaps Dr. Spillane would like
to add something to that. 0

Dr. SPILLANE. We will certainly involve the States in the planning
for the $3 million program. We are, for example, having- a meeting
within the next 10 days to bring in representatives from the State edu-
cation agencies- to work with us on planning the guidelines for this
program for 1914.

We would hope that in the actual implementation of the program,
we would be working with State %Neat ion agencies in the States where
we are actually supporting college and university projects. T his might
be particularly appropriate in .those States whew they have a man-
dated, competency-based teacher education. Such competencies are
sonic of the, outcomes we would expect from these college5 and univer-
sity projects.

Ir. 1.311ADDrAs. If T could put some questions to you, pr. Ottina
and I thank you for your statementI noted, oil page 1 of your state-
ment, yon' say that "The entire program is deeply committed to timely
evaluation of its efforts."

Dr. Ottina, on the 4th of June, before this subcommittee, Dr. Pett',1'
Bourne, who is Associate Director of the Spe'eial. Action Office for
Drug Abuse Prevention, told us that, "studies of all of the federally
sponsorecl drug education and training programs have been under-
taken."

When I asked Dr. Bonnie to he more specific about these studies and
to tell us the criteria used to measure the effectiveness of drug educa-
tion programs, he was not able to do so.

On the Gth of June. 2 days later, Dr. Helen Nowlis, who is the Direc-
tor of the Office of Drug Abuse Education, told the Special Studies'
Subcommittee of the House Government Operations Comniiltee: "In
other words, we do not just run it"-4hat is to say, drug abuse education
program"!for 2 years and the .e.{.aluate it."

Now, on the one' hand Dr. on behalf of the administration
implies that the Drug Abuse' Education Act should not be extended
based on'evaluations which he is not able to describe to the members
of this authorizing committee.

.On the other hand, Dr: Nowlis, who has responsibility tinder the act
for operating the program, tells us that it has not operated long enough
for an adequate evaluation.

. Where does that leave us, as Members of Congress who want sonic
responsibility; who want some.accountability on your part ler operat-
ing this law as Congress intended ?

Dr. OTTINA. I can speak, Mr. Chairman, to the second aspect of
that question, primarily those programs that are operated under the
auspices of the Office o1 Education. In these progranis, Chairman,
we have adopted the philosophy that I have stated dallier: that the

.needs, the
r
(i.oals and the projects, will differ from community to coot

-W
;

elittve asked and required, as our testimony stated, that each
of the projects specify what they are trying to accomplish, and that
they. be held accountable at the end of the project' for measurement
against those particular goals.

Our information system and our evaluation is really o i it project-
by'-project, community-by-community basis. We look at what a coni-
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munity said their problem NITS and what. success they have had in
ameliorating that particular problem. That is a one-by-one type of
evaluation:

Mr. BRADEMAS. Let me put' to you the same question I put to Dr.
Bourne.

What are the criteria by Which you propose to evaluate, or what
Other criteria are .proposed by the States and local communities, to
evaluate the effectiveness. cif the drug abuse education programs?

Dr. O'rriNA. Again, Mr. Chairman, and I anisnot trying to make
a distinction about words. There is a difference between evalnating
the total effectiveness of a national program and evaluating the effec-
tiveness of It particular project in a partictilar community, to a par-
titular thing.What I 'was describing in my testimony NIT.8 the letter,
and not the former.

Mr. BnAnnmAs. Give us the criteria for either.
Dr. OrriN.A. What we are using in the latter case, the particular

project; isthe criteria that have been established. with that project.
In some cases it may be. the elimination or the reduction of some
numbers of children who are using drugs. It. may be a specific drug.
It may be a.. program that is designed to develop a different kind
of relationship with the schOol, and it could be measured in
attendance.

So it would vary gfeatly from project to projeci-,. It is not the
national scope you are looking for.

Mr..BRADEMAS. So there sloes not exist in the Drug Abuse Educa,-
tion Office of thePtlice of Education any national program for evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of drug abuse education programs ?

Dr.-S PTI,T,A NE. That is not correct. .

Mr. BRADEmAs. That is what I took Dr. Ottina, to, he telling me.
Dr. Cl.rh NA. T. was describing the second Aspect -of' your question.

I had not gone to _the first aspect.
. Dr. SpiLLANE. We recently ]et a ,contract for the first step, an
evaluation of our entire program. Basically, the first stage Will identify
and validate successful or promising practices in

Mr. BRADEMAS: Successful what?
Dr. SPILLANE. Practices or activities.
Mr. BRAormAs. How do you define success? That is what I am

trying to get at.
Dr; SpiLLANE. The success would probably be defined by the local

criteria.
Mr. BRADEMAS. That is exactly the answer Dr. Ottina-:gave me.
That I want to know is not what the local criteria arealthoUgh

I would he Very much interested in your givino. us a compilation of
the criteria adduced by States and local commumliec across the United
States for measuring the effectiveness of drug abuse education pro-
grams.1 would be rather surprised, in all candor, if S7O'u were able
to come up with'some criteria., but if you were, we would like to see
them. .

But yon still are not responding, either of you, I hope you will allow
me to say; to my question. .

To reiterate: I am not asking what kind of criteria are established
by local' commrini ties.
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What I want to know is what kinds of criteria do you here, in 'Wash-
ington, D.C., who administer this program, have for determining the
"success" or "effectiveness" of these programs?

1)r. SPILLANE. Again; since there is no one drug abase pmblem, there
are many drug abuse problems, just as there arc many communities.

Mr. BRADEMAS. I did not Say "criterion"; I said "criteria"
Dr. SPILLANE. At this stage, sir, we can only validate What appears

to be working at the local level with the- intention of disseminating
theSe results to other communities, other parts of the country, who have
the same type of problem. Essentially, we are looking at a variety of
problems in a variety of communities, and are attegipting to identify
a variety of practices which seem to .he meeting with some success in
rat acldng the local problem..

Mr. BRADEMAS. De. Ottina.0 uld Dr. Spillane, let me tell you that just
over a year ago, on the 20th of July 1972, this subcommittee was told
by Dr. Nowlis, and I quote her :

We have set inmotion a number of programs and processes from which we
hope to learn a great deal in the -nest. six to eight months. I do not want to start
other new projects until I have evaluated the projects we have.

She did not say, and I am here citing the woman who administeis
this program -nationally, "until we -have received from across the
United States the. valuations of ;communities` and States.'' She said
"until I havcevaluated the projects we have,"

. No to quote the distinguished Senator from North Carolina,
"Ei 4jsli is also my mother tongue." I understand-Dr. Nowlis' com-
m t t6quean that there is some process or system .of evaluation here in
the national office. Now, .what happened to these .e valuations ?. Where,
are they ?

Dr. SruLANn. We have a good deal of information data in our in
formation support system ; quarterly reports, quarterly growth ''re-
ports, activity repOrts all of which measure ,the success in meeting
objectives. It is a sort of discrepancy-type evaluat iron, if you will. This
will be the data which is being utilized in this overall evaluation con-
tract which I mentioned that we have just let. SO we are now in the
process of pulling our data from the ongoing projects.

Mr: 13nAunmAs, Don' you think that is. a little .after the commit-
ment by the chief administrative officer of this program, to tell us 1
year later that you are -limy letting the contract? You can giye nie
straightforward answer.

Dr. SPILLANr...We,had to wait until the the models were brposition to
he- validated. We waited 2 years,- and are read/Y now to take a very'
close look at the models. '

Mr. BamuntAs. That is a very revealing statement. You said. "We
had to wait until the Models were ready to he validated." T have before
me a statement from the budo..et, document. issiw,d by the Office of
Manageme-nkand.Wdeet. justifying, why the administration wants to
kill the Drug Abuse Education Act, and this iswhat the budget docu-
ment. says :

Althougli.the problems addressed by these programs are still very much pres-
ent. it is'believed that theTederal support provided to date has focused finfficient
attention on these problems and has provided models for dealing with them so,.
that the Federal effort can now be dismissed and increased ,reliance placed on
State antl local agencies for continued work in these a InIS,
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'How can46u. possibly reconcilethat statement with the -statement
you have just given us? .

Dr. Sr1LLANr1. -,faybe I should not have used the word "model."
I think br. Nowlis indicated in her testimony that right 110W, without
the proper informhtion, there is no model that she would stand be-
hindat this point of time: 0 .

I would. remind you that there are presently three contracts. \Mich
are taking a look at our projects. We should have data by. the end of
this net fiscal year. .

Mr. 130,onnAs.. Then.why in the world do you want to discontinu0
the program? Why is it that the administration is opposed to C011tittl in-
6" of a program which you ,.are hO' todaN telling its that You Jut -ve'
not yet evaluated ? You are even letting Out contracts for evaluation
as SVC sit here.11ow caii yon possibly justify a position .o Nerminati Inv
tli program?

Dr. Orr1NA. Mr. Chairman, ,part of the eo»fusion liere is that we
are asking for contimmtion of funds under a di fferent authority.
There is a program under SAD LP that' We are indeed focusing sonic
Sunds and some effort on. p

, -..

Mr. 13n,tommAs. Yon are not, seriously suggestinlr to this simhcom-
'mated, Dr..Ottina, that you are seeking to continue the programs that
are authorized under the Ding Abuse EdnOtion Act of 1970 under
other legislative, authority,' her:muse that is what I heard you saying.

Dr. OrrtNA. No; I am not. I am talking about the dimg Abuse prob-
lem and not the projects orpro.qra ins. - . .

Mr: lip.somAs. Let lis get that straight, beeause,my point, you will
understand, is directly responsive to what you have ':just- said. You see,
I asked Dr. Spillane and you why---'-due lo time fact that you are now
beginning to &alum e the effectiveness of the programs authorized by
the Drug .Abuse- Education Actyou propose to terminate the pro-
gram and oppose the extension of it? .

Then you respond to that question by telling me that . you ran ea rryt,
on program*s under other legislative authority. When Insk_you about
that, you say they are not the same kinds of programs..

Yon understand; I ain just a. siniple country-boy from Indiana.
I have a hard time mm iderstanding that kind of response, Can you give
us an answer to that 1 ., - - . .. ..

,Dr: OTTIN;A.' I can Jive you,1111 answer that you may find satisfactory,,L. .

or not satisfactory. i,

Mr. 13nnou/krAs. What are you going to do W:ith the money?
Dr, .0TrtwA..A lot\ of the approach to drug education and a lot of..

what we are doing depends a great deal on your philosophy of how to
attack the problem. It also depends on what you believe, one believes. t,

-,,,,the Federal role and responsibility :
..

,.

Mr. 13nAnEmAs..I am not asking what you belieVg the Federal role
should. be. I 'am asking'about.what you propose to do to carry out the
l aw,passed by the Congress of the United. States.

-What do you propose to do with the money that, has ali.eady been,.
appropriated by Congress under the Drug Abuse- Education Act :''.
You Inivethoney under this act.

. Dr. 07TINA. There is a continuing resolution which provides funds
under the Ding Education Act.., . ..-
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.. 7'

X1.1. BRADENrAs. '[hat is correct. What are you going to do with that
money ?

Dr. Orris:04f those are the funds that you are considering as being
appropriated, then we can talk about that. Funds have been appro-
priated that correspond to the $3 million that; we were formerly dis-
cusF,ing earlier in the testimony. . -

Mr. fiRADEmAs. Maybe we are not understanding each other, Dr.
Ottina.

Dr. arrixA.I think We are, sir. ..

'Act% Ilii.knot s. Congress has appropriated money for the Drug
Abuse Education Act..

Dr. OrrINA. Not fOr 1974. They have provided a. continuing
resolution.

.

Mr. Bakinot.s. ruder the .continuing resolution, Congress has pro-
vided money that is to be expended in the fiscal year 1974. What are
you going to di) with that monc!,- ? , ,----

Dr. ,Orri N.A. Congress has provided authority for us to expend under
the continuing resolution .. . .

Nit,. liasnEmAs. Yes. We have provided you the money. We have
voted the dollars. What are you g lig to do with the mone,y?

Dr. 0-rrisA.T.`p to $12.4 million.
Mr. liammmAs. What are your 1)11Is for the expenditure of that

money : . .
il

Dr. Orie-FsA. We are, as I am sure you understand, Mr. Chairman,
St ill in the Process of dealing with the Office Of Management and.
ind et in determining our fiscal plans for 1974,

Ir. ii. is:G.s. This is fiscal .1974,.Dr. Ottina.
Dr: OrrixA, I undestand that, sir. I also understand that there is

a period of time at the begiiingin,of the year. in whia. allotment on
particular programs are part. Of 'the necessary procedures in solving
and dealing with the Government problems of financing. 'nose actions
-have not yet occurred. We do not have, as yet, allotments for this par-
ticular program. We expect them very shortly. .....

Mr. B.VADEMAS,; iti that. a polite way of telling the members of this
snbcontinit tee, that the administration proposes to impound the money
aPplopriated by Cong-ress for this prograni ? .

Mr. BaAnr,mAs. You enure, (-tell us t hat: in point of- fact, the admin-
Dr. 01-rixlx. I do not know the, anSweithat question.

. ;titration will Spend the moneys a ppi.opriated by.Congrem4or the Drug
Abuse Eduentlori Act in fiscal 1974 tinder the continuing, resolution?

,nr.-Orrrxx. I weuld word that s'tatement slightly- di fret. early, T.
would FAY it r eitOpt tell you. theflmonnt of money that the adiniii=

ration will Spend under the COntimiing =resolution. .

Mr. Bu.At*:;,,VA:4:1. T nut siiwhed 1.),,, batIwnse, Dr. Ottinai especially :

:. A iter:tilP )hil Or if.!! ilia. *e. have-heai'd frern the. adm inistration about
tl.Simportance of drug Auk cducat ion. '-':

,.. ,

....

Ymir answer implies that you win ,expend some of the .money. The
Itonse ijii.4 yeSterdaY 'yoted : a: hill:, w ith resPeCt to this matter of
inipoiindinent, .1' .: ; :.,:, . . , ,, : :: i. . .

,. I ha v:e. :.:.mrleOil..0 rfue$0,us, T), Ott inn. As 'a mat ter'of fact, T have
ft 10.0 Itii;te. 114.1(ItiOng, !mit 110 nt..(c)-yiel&fof:n:titile: to the gentleman . .,:
front New ..Vork; .)Ii',; Pe .1).:i-8 *picked i7ery ii ii on this=,

, .. legislation,. ',. : : - .. ,' :, , . ,, .0
, - . ''

4'

I
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Prysm.1.1ank Cha:,man.
otthin Dr. Spillane, we are glad to have you with us t his

pioraing. F. way; I am. sorry it is under these circumstances because
we seem to to a little in disagreement as to what, is happening in this
program.

I think specifically what I would like to get at is this question of
you:. evalnoti.on which the chairman has spoken of briefly, but I would
like to bring out a piece of te,stimlutyrfrimi the Mice of Education in
February of 1973. This-states, speaking of schools and communities
"participatingii the program :

Educatt9ii has been provided tor 8,000 students and parents. and direct serv-
ices to more than 15.000 young people of all ethnic and sub-eeonomie, levels by a
1 lot Line Crisis Center. Rap Carter;, rind so forth.

YOR have reached, millions through indir.ect seiOes, mass media, et
cetera. As I' mad. this yartieular report, it would seem that "(1) you
have, Made an evaluation- on the 1111111beTS of people .evidently that
have been reached in various programs. This is a statement from the

"'Office of Education.
Afy question is: Do -you get down into any of these programs, and I

would like to speak to, a couple of specific ones, but have you evaluated
any complete .program at this..titne? in other. Aprds, you could say
there is a .program. in New Yerk City or a program in Chicai o. or
wherever it may be, that von hare actually evaluated and, if :So, what
would the otiluation be of-that type of progra tn ?

SPILLAS'E.When von iiidicate a complete program, do Yon mean
a complete program that we would be supporting: sir ?.

M1. PErsEtt. Yes. proghan von mar be supporting in conjunction
with perhaps a. State-supported program. In other words, where the
State is putting money in and you are putting money in, in a proffram
of drug. abuse education. perhaps even ender title III of the :Ele-
mentary and SeCondary Education. Act.. which you two, I understand,
are hiYolved in.

Pr. 8 vir.TANr.. That is correct. -- i .
,.

.

Ur. PEYSEB. Do-you have any program ..in any one .of--the school
areas or community areas that you can eamark-for it as to a specific

. program? .

Dr. SPILLANE. That We hav evaluated ?
Mr. Pc.ysr.a. Yes : that. roll have evaluated.

.

Pr. SPILLANE. This is one of the things that we will, of course ,..110
looking at during this eaMillg fiscal year in the-three, exaluation con-
tracts that we have let.. ... .

-1
.

7.81r. ji. vsy.n. In other words, what you nrestiving. as T understand' '-
it. is that at this time, after. let ns say. 521-/-) or 2 full Years of work. we
don't. have ow program that you really have an eval nation- of,iny6nr
office.; rfull.i,kvitlitation, that can say that this prograin Was a Vei..y....
siirdessful one because it reached so many, or becauSe it pizoduccd r
re.rtain.results.er.it was imsuccessfpl.,

Dr.. St'il.i.A'N'E. ,We. can. pi.ovide -all scut's Of data,..raW -delta. on 61117A:',
projeCts riglit-now-thaLWRIniyebeen accumulating thrOugh them-.

. _., ,...

fomation. Support sysrem.-. , --------. .

.. 'Mr.. PnrsEtt. That is not the stone as ou appraisal of flu progTa M.
T))".- Se.iI41.4 X :..saris -is the next step.. We bare, a -varicIY of. MAN' 4a ta :- .-

1.anc. we. nOw-haYe.tobilie a doter lookat in .terms-4 impact eyal nation..
.--.
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Arr. Pm-snit. I_am not an expert in this field, even though I ha ve
been net ively involved it for some time. I have observed a program
in District 10 of the Bronx, in School District. 10, that is a very co-
prehensive drug abuse education program, supported by funds from
this program as well as from New York Stine. This is a prtigrain that

I have personally gone through and evaluated, and I have evaluated
it as an outstanding program because it reaches a very broad spec -
trum. It not only reaches the students in school through a. very close.
personal contract- arrangements; it, has an ongoing teacher training
program involved in teaching drug abuse education in the system.

It has asocial service program coordinated with it going into the
homes of students who are suspected of having any problems. It is
Legal Service-connected. It is a complete program.

Now, what I would like to see, of course, is your office, having looked
at a program like that, 'being able'to say. "Now here is a model that
is really working, really doing something. and we ought to be pro-
moting it. in city areas such as in New York City or in other city
areas," because one solution does not. answer all the problems.

in South Bend, Ind., the prohlem may be different than it is in
Bronx County,'New York. City. But without that evaluation being
made by you, what really disturbs me is-that there is an attempt at
this time to curtail the funds.

Now, I am willing to stipport cutting funds in a. program such as
this if we find in practice that the program really is not functionine.:
eVen though we have given it a. trial, we are finding that schools either
misuse the money or nobody seems to know what to do with it, or
nothing has come. out of it..

New. York State, incidentally, put. last. year $1B million into drug
abuse education. Now, that is over six times what is being suggested on
a Federal level this year by the administration.

I think you have us in a very difficult position here. We are seeking
some sort of evaluation as a reason to end the program or curtail it,
and you, in effect, as I understand it, are simply saying that at this
te there. is )1() real evaluation, init. we. are going to curtail the pm-

TiTrun or terminate it and then make the evaluation. don't know
what you do if:you find that it has been highly successful.

Dr. Orrtxx. May I make a few introdurtory remarks to your.state-
ment before Dr. Spillane answers it.in detail ?:

In the sense of the word "evalnatioit" that you used, we have a
great. deal: That is not the sense of the word ''evaltiatioiry that we
have been, conveying. Perhaps there is a. misunderstanding on that
score. -

For each of the programs, we do have information that describes.
what the projects are doing, describes the number of people that are
involved, who:they are, what their characteristics are, what kinds
of problems they }lave. It describk oVerlime, and it can show .chly:T;-es
in thOge'Characteristics and problems.

In most cases we have had 0E0 physicians visiting the projects.
and they have .assessments of how well they are doing, just as you.
Mr. Peyser, When you'visited,' had assessments. But-we don't have
.carefully designed' statistical evaluation of it.. That is what we aro
-tryinrito convey. We have a great wealth of inforthation that describes
each of these projects in Many, many,dimenskins and terms.
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Our-purpose in trying to do all this is to do exactly what you are
styriresting, and that is td pick out' those which work in South Bend,

and suggest to New York City or M iami, Fla., or somewhere e else :
You take a look at, this particular project, because this is how they went

about solving their prol,lems; these are the results- hey were able to tkbtain :
these were the materials and methods they w-,&(1. and you should take a look
at it for potential use in New York City or Miami.

Mr. PrxsEn. I don't think wnhave any argument with flint. I guess
what our argument, is, and I notice that Dr. Nowlis in her testimony
stated they would have to 'have at least dt models guing at this time,
to make the appraisals and to really be able to make the studies. now
in effect if yob have to have, and these are large, operating cam-
iminit.y- school models she was speaking of, if you are going to need
ilia: money and then y:on are going to have an ping:411a t;
also is !roing to cost money, how can you do it on $3 million to 'keep....../
the whole laiTyain going'?

It seems to In:, there is not enough money to carry out the projects
because the projects that are ongoing. supported by this program. of
necessity, if we stay with the $3 million figure, are going to be termi-
nated. This seems to be in conflict.

OrrrxA. Let me make it. very clear, because Mr. Brademas has
pointed this out : The $3 million does not keep the project in place.
It is used substantially 'for different purposes than the, old projects
under the old, authority, if I can use the word "old" there just to
di tie rent late..

.Mr. PFX,SEIL If that is so. Doctor, then what keeps the. programs
that we are guing to be evaluating going.? Where is that money coming
from?, .

Dr. Orrt.NA. They. are what iS called forward funded so they are
in operation in the present school year.- The funds that are used that
came froin the 1973 appropriations areactually spent daring the school'
year of 1973-74. So they are, in a sense,'-operational -stilt' ,

Dr: Srmaxi:. They will be in operation until ,June 1974, sir. The.
evaluation contract we let was also front fiscal 1973 .funds.

Mr. PuysEn....A.ren't you placing the future of the program in coin-
pletajieopardy if yor evaluation proves to:be a:good one, if the 0'4in-

. ation- of this program is that yoii find that there. are many very valn-
able 'projects-GA this Whole system ? The time of evaluatiOn is very dis- :\

couraging to me.
Let inc give you a-Very specific example coining back to the New

. . York City school district that I spoke of that seems to lute an excellent
ongoing program. Hound in moving around in.New York.City and in
Westchester, a county which I also represent, and the city. of Yonkers,
that in that area they weren't aware that this is a program that, had even.
been going on m that district.

Now, you can'say that' the State should be involved in that; and
I.agree.: have made the same point with the State. It seems to me that,

part of the job of this dice would be to keep the areas around involved
and informed on what. was going on. .

Here you have it school district that mot more than 2 'miles away
from any other major area, having exactly the same problem, and
theydon't know what is happening. If nothing else, there ought to be
a- source of central communication.

9S7n1-73-25'

_L.
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We received: in 1071.4 total of 900 requests for assistance, totalito.
. something like 75 million, for which we only had $0 million avail:

the basis of that, we decided for the next year, in 1972, that
we could no lon.er attempt to serve every community which indeed
does have a problem b:; giving a community, for example, $50.000 or
$75.000 or $100,000. 'I here 'was not that much

This is when we devised the "Help communities toHelp Them -
`selves'' prrigrain. There was a need for trained leadership at the com-
munity lever. If we could provide that leadership, provide I hem the
know-how. so that. they could provide their own resources, we might
have an impact nationwide on the program with available funds.

Mr.I..muMx. It is not the -fact; that the communities haven't tried.
We. have been having local support of drug abuse programs in my
district for 5 or 1; years. -1 don't know where the money is going, but
it is not g.:oing to the fifth and 'sixth biggest school -systems in the
country. ,

Dr. OTTINA.T am sure yon. are aware this is not a fornuila _want
program. kis priiject grants:there is competition, and awards and
decisions are made on that .

Mr. BIZAMOiAS. I was struck, Dr. Spillane, by your response to \Ir.
Lehman when he told yon Of the needs of the school systems in his
area. You acknowledged- the very, p.reat-need across the country 'on
the pal t. of school systems for these programs: -

You said there was nOt euon011 money' for the schools. and that-you
were..";erfectly- aware of the need. But rather thriln supporting a con-

:titillation of this- program. which would make possible iniore-money.
your reaction and the administration's; has been to take 'the modest
amount of money that has existed and chop, it up bit° minierants.

Isn't that a tairassessinent of What you haye just told the snlicOm-
mittee? ,

. Dr. SPTII,AE: TIW minigrant route seems to be the'only reasonable
route to 'o in_terms at th e tremendous need out: there,

Mr. Iiiima:-3ms. Tow can yen say that? In response to my 'question,
. a far more reasonable respOnse.would he to ask tor' some. more Money.

Dr. qrrixA. Mr. Chairman. I think we are in one of those philoso-
phical. art'as where we must share with the belief that the Federal
.Gover»ment isnot in -a'position to support all of education or,to sup-
port all of drug'. abuse. education. .

Mr. I don't. think- that' we should. Illiere did you find*. .

in any statement that made here this mornin g that proposition?
Dr..Orri x.% . It seems to me that as you talk ;lout needs, and as y.ou

talk about the need to supporCall of these, ireetlsythat you very quickly
come up ag illhSt.

BRAormAS. I have been on this committee 15 years and I think
.1 know how to keep witnesses from putting words in-my mouth.

Is.lidn't say that 'thetFederal'Goyernment ought to-support all drug.
abuse education. YOu.know I did not sa.y that.

Afyyesponse to Dr. Spillane's observation that there was not enough
Money to meet allthe needs was, Why, thereforecliistead of chopping
gip the existing .modest :hinds, do you not 'supportretention of this
programa prop:rain which every member of this subcommittee un-
derstands -is' hoe, going to Meet.alr the. needs of the schools -of the
country?
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What do you say to that? . ..,

Dr. Orli x.%. My statement leads me down the same road. but let
me put the words in my mouth this time instead of yours as you e.

suggested.
The idea here has been to draw attention to the problem. to get

communities interested in it to get them to take their funds and put
them into it. Never have We suggested that it become a federally
supported program:

Mr. BRADF.31As. Who said that. you had so suggested ? We are the
Members of Congress who wrote the law. You know, if you don't like
thelaw, resign from office and go out and get yourself elected to Con-
gress' and write the law. .

We are asking you to implement the law as it was intended. We are
not asking you to impose your own phiosophy on the administration
of the law.

I. would ask you this question, Dr. Ottina, in view of what you have
said: As the Commissioner of Education, did you recommend to the
Office of Management and Budget that more moneys be expended
under this program? .

Dr..arriNA. Mr. Brademasi I was not in that position at the time
these recommendations were forwarded. .

uMr. BILADEI4414 Would you now so recommend in ca: of yor
.
teqti-

. ,

mony this ,morning-in which you and Dr. Spillane acknowledge that
there are needibeing unmet ? .

Dr, OrriTNA. I don't know the answer to that. question.
Mr, Brademas. I hal sure that you are aware that our recommenda-

tions from the Office of Education are recommendations within a.
dollar amount and that we are asked to make judgments on how we
would propose to recommend' to Congress. that ,,e billion dollars be -.

spent.
.

TheCertainly,it is.a program which has a national-need. The testimony
that you have heard before, our testimony today, all support there is
nneed out there. ,.-

Mr. BRADEMAS. Is that the reason that the program was notand
you correct ,me if I am wronglisted in the Catalog of Federal- Do -'
mestic ASsiStance? . -.

Dr. OrriN.A. I don't knoW the answer to that question. I was imam.
the impression that it was, but let. me.just check. .

My. Bannis I was struck by what I heard one of my colleaueS ,
. , suggest here-- .. . 1.

DI Orrin:n. I l'InVe 11M1111 that, too. I' do not have the same knowl-
edge

Mr: BannizrAs. He was not referring to the catalop,:. He was- 'iv-
.ferring to the Federal Register-and the. regulations with respect to
applying for funds. . _ . .. . ,

Dr. SPILLANE. That is right, and those here published last December.
Mr. RnAnEm..ts. Is it listed, by the way. in the Catalog of Federal

DomestiiAssistance?
Dr. SPILLANE. 13.24u.

..

Mr. BaAnEmAs. It is listed ?
Dr. Sprawl:. Yes, it is. -. .

Mr. BILUMNIAS. What was the position of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare on the OMB recommendatiori with respect
to money for the Drug Abuse Education Act?! , .. .
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Dr. Orri-NA.I don't know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BitAnnair,is. You don't know ?
Dr. OTTINA, No. You are talking about the 1974 budget?
Mr. BRADEMAIS. That is correct..
Dr: OTTINA. I do not know.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Do you know what it was for 1973?
Dr. OTTINA. I imagine it was the .12.2.
Dr. SPILLAE. 12.4.
Dr. OTTINA. rdon't.know that as fact, no, sir.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Let me sitY" this, Mr. Commissioner. If you say ,

you don't .1:now what the Department of Health,. Education, and
Welfare's position is with respect to budget requests to OMB for
the Drug Abuse Education Actyou are tle..Commissioner of
Edudation-- ,

Dr. OTTINA. I do not..
Mr.. BRADEMAS.-The Secretary of the Air Force yesterday said he

..didn't know that they Were bombing over Cambodia.
I guess I am not surprised that we get that kind of response.

OTTINA. You are asking what was the intent of a person who is
not here:

Mr. BminEmAs. I asked you what specifically he requested.
Surely this is a matter of fact. That is not a matter of intent.
Dr. OTTINA. The document shows that I have zero, and $3 milliou

under the otherauthority. '-
Mr. BRADEMAS. Do you share that recommendation ?
Do you agree with that recommendatidn?

0.1-11.N.. Mr. Chairman, I am in a 1)osition where I must agree
with the recommendation the administration has made to you.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Meeds.
Mr. MEEns. How do you mean you are in a position where you must

.
a oTP.e with the administration in making- a recommendation?..

Dr..OTTINA. I.may not haVe followed the subtlety of the Words.'
Mr. MEEDS. We were talking about a recommendation and the chair-

man just asked you if-you agreed with that recommendation::
Dr. OrrrNA. If I agreed with the recommendation of the admin-

istrationtothe Congress for that amount.
Mr. MEEDS. Do you agree -with the recommendation of the former

Commissioner of Education or whoever made the recommendation for
no funds for drug abuse, education?

That is the question:
Dr. OTTINA. If Inlay paraphrase your question so Mai can fully

urderstand it, you are asking me, sir, if I were the Commissioner of
Education at that time or even today

Mr. MEEDS. 'Mr. Ottina. you are not listening.
question to you was : Do von agree with the recom-

mendation which was made by whoever -made that recommendation to
the Office of:Management and Budget ?,

Mr. PEYSER. Will the gentleman from Washington yield for a
t?

r. MEEDS. No; I Would like to get his answer first.
Dr. OrrrivA. In the context of the question and in the context of the

responsibilities that he had in terms of, .t.:S I explained earlier to Con-
.

gresSman Brademas, the allocation of :resotirees; the - answer is yes.
PEYSER. I just wantto say that while there is no question of my

..
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Own' feeflng that the approach being taken' by the administration on.
this is certainly not the ap:oach that I in any way support,- I do think
to put the Commissionf'.r at this point in that position lie -is a 'repre-
sentative of the administration and has just conic into this position
prior to the budgeting; and I don't think we can really put him in a
position of saying he does of does not agree with that the -former.
Commissioner said.

Mr, MEEns. With all due respect to My ,collea<me frOni New York.
it seems to me that this man, as Commissioner of Education, must have
Some ideas and ideals of his own. If he, has to submerge those ideas and
ideals completely. in the administration an 1 does,not. feel free to make
the kinds of recommendationnow, I am not saying that lie has to quit
if his iveommen dation is not accepted.-

I" am simply saying that he. ought .to, feel free to make recom-
mendations. ,,

Mr. PETsEn. I would agree tliat lac should., and certainly I hope:does
make. recommendations. but I don't know that he should be, in a'posi-
tion as a member of theadministration in front of our committee- to
expose what Might be arguments within the administration operations
themselves. I think that would be-puting hin-rin an extremely difficult
position.

.

1)r. arrtn.x..:Let the assure. you that I Understand. your last state-
meiit, and I certainly. certainly will make such recommendations. I will
eve-ncarry it a step further. .

If there conies 11, point in thne where I cannot, live with the. outeome.
of that recommendation, then I think I ainellutybound to resipli.

MEEns. That is exactly. what I would like to hear.
I think we need-to hear more of that in this administration.
Let me discuss with yoh, Dr. Ottina, what has happened in the .0f-

fice of Education with the administration of the Drug Abuse Educa-
tion Act.

. . Could you tell me how much of the total funds, you don't have
to be precise about this, or you can even give it in a percentage if you
'would like, which have .thus 'fax been appropriated, have been utilized:.
for the development of curriculums on drug abuse education? .

Dr. OrrusIA. We have about 59;projects.out of 109. The dollar volume
I don't knoivperhaps,Mr, .S.pillane can answer thatwhich are de-
voted or relate to the development of curriculums, their imPlementa-
Lion, and so forth.

Dr. SrtrirJANn. It is quite difficult really to give the 'dollar volume,.
. . . .

but we could, if you so desire it, sir.
Mr. Mimes. That was my questiOn."

.

Dr. SPILT E. We could certainly ferret it out.'
Mr.-Mmos. Could you give me some idea of the percentage of total

fun,.. that have been use F.1 for development of curriculums? ,

Dr. SPIT.,LANE, That hale been used for the developMent of curricu-
lums, I couldn't right now.

I- simply indicate the variety Of activities that have been carried out
in cooperation with and in the development of -criteria.

Mr. limns. As a matter of fact, is it not considerably less than 5 per-
cent of the total funds?

4
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. Dr. arrix:k. I would think not. Mr. 'feeds. perhaps we could for
the. record -supply that percentage and, if you would permit, enter a
description of what these activities encompassedin these 52 projects.

. [The information referred to follows :]

iyi,oLvEmENT olF NDEP PROJECTS IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION

. .

Approximately 52 out of 109 comprehenseive drug abuse -Prevention projects
supported by.the National Drug Education PronTain are actively involved in the
development andjor implementation of Curricula or curricular guidelines. These
materials deal with both affective and cognitive aspects of tic: many issues
surrounding the drug problem. Of the 52 projects involied in curricula activity.
38 are operated by State and territorial departinents of education and 14 are
funded through local school districts r.nd. community agencies. In addition, ap-
proximately 3&% of the mini grant ten ins trained by the NDEP regional training
centers: re focusing on the -developtio lit and implementation of curricula apPro-
pria te. to Wei r individual comma-mit:hi; ' needs.

DevelopMental activities of the ongoing projects fall into several categories as
follows

(i) Formulation of statewide or community-wide curricula or curricula guide-
lines by the funded agency in conjunction with other governmental and/or
community agencies. (While notch Of the activity focuses .on: K-12 and adult
education, severed projects target: their efforts on 'specific population's within these.
rangese.g. grades 10-12, K-(i; preschool ; ret i red persons.) ;

(2) Consultation and technical assistance to local,schools and school districts
requesting.assistance with currieulmn development ;

(3) Provision of courses, seminars, workshopS offering teachers and other
school personnel opportunities to develop curricula for classroom, schools, and/or
school districts; and

(4) Development:of pilo. (or demonstration models of school-based drug educa-
tidn programs in selected local elethentary.and secondary school districts.

Implementation activities include the following ;
(1) Inscrvice training to introduce and prepare teachers and other school

personnel in.the use of curricula (Follow-up technical assistance Is frequently
available to the trainees both on -site shit in suisequent workshops.); .

. (2) Utilization of curricula as part of project activities and services ;
(3) Implementation by selMols and school districts Of 'statewide and/or coin-

munity-wide curricula developed by NDEP projects;
(4) Revision of curricula based on projects' experiences in using materials,

as well as on experiences of local schools and communities ;
(5) Dissemination of curricula, and other Pertinent materials, e.g. training

manuals and formats ; identified resources -; films ; and
(6) Demonstrations of use of specific curricula in selected site.
Mr. MEEnS. You see, I .am not at this point wanting to talk about

tile number of projects becauseI think I know what has been going on
over there. . ,

If you will just let me pursue my questions, then, if you want to tell
me about projects, fine. And I hope you will remind me if I forget it.

Is- it your testimony that you can't tell me at this time the
.volume Or even approximately the. dollar volume. or even the. percent-.

, age, or even approximately the percent-age, of money spent kir that
purpose?

.
g ,.. ..

.Dr. rriNA. I woilld certainly estimate it is more:than 5 percent,morèthan
Minns: Ig it more than 10 percent, M. Spillane?

Dr. SPILLANE. I hate to feet into a numbers game like that.
Mr. MEEns. You can't tell me approximately ?
Dr. SPILLANE. No, sir..
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MEEps. Could you tell be approximately the dollar volume or
percentage of the funds, total funds appropriated under this act that
have been utilized for.testino. and evaluation of curriculms?

Pr. Sen,LANE, Again, I don't have the figures on that either, sir.
Mr. Muums. Do you, Dr. Ott ina ?
Dr. OTINA. I don't have the figu res.
Your estimate of S to 10 ,percent are probably more nearly correct:

in, this case, : owever:
Mr. MEEDs. Less thim 5 percent ?
Dr.. OTITNA. '5 to 10 percent. We will be pleased to do that analysis

and submit answers to any que;stions you ask for the record. .

Mr. Mnrns. Then could you tell me wliat percentage of the funds,.
total funds appropriated under this act have been utilized for the dis-
semination of curricula which may have been developed -or -te,ited by

Office of Education or under grant from the,.0ffice of Education?
Dr. SPILLANE. Again I can't give you the exact figures on that, sir.
'e can certainly provide them.
Mr. MErns. Do you have those figures, Dr. Ottina ?

. Dr, Orrmn. No, sir; I do not:
May I ask a question in terms of what your concept of dissemina-

tion is here? Would it include providing techniCal assistance to a proj-
ect that is starting up such a program and telling them about things
that areoccurring elsewhere?

Mr. .A.Iniins. Certainly if vou rice disseminating to them. curricula
..that was developed under this act, it Would certainly inclUde that..

Dr. OrrnrA. There are three, percentage of development, of curricula,
eva 'mit ion thereof, anddis§emination ? '. . A.

Mr. MEEDS. Correct.
COuld-you, give me some idea of how Much the total funds appro-

priated under--this Act have been expended for teacher training? .

Would you like that to be 'personnel or specifically
tea chers ? '

Mr.- MEEDS. Teacher training, training teachers in the effective use
of curricula or.programs on drug abuie education.

.Do von have that information?

a;

c- , Dr. Spri,r,ANE. I would say that it; good portion of the amount of
money that ha.sgone to the State education agencies has .gone to teacher

I

.training. ' , ,
Over a 4-clay period that has been approximately $10 million.
A,variety of our school-based projects have also had teacher train-

ing components-. Again. I cannot give you a breakout-of the actual
. amount. -

I think our Main vehicles for that would be the State 'education
.,_ agcncy grants. 4

. .

ii would like to submit the answers to your previous questions-at this-
-point. ,-. . , ... .

..

f The information referred to follows il .
. .

In the four years that the :U.S. Office of Education Drug Education Pro-
gram has been operational, ::.e total appropriations have amounted to $34.3 .

million, of which 41,001,177 have been spent for curriculum development;
$390.095 for curriculum evaluation; $1,433,307 for curriculum disstmination; .

.aiul $5,233,931. for in- service training,. !Ilia. amounts to approximately '25 per-...

cent. ofthe total funding.
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Mr, Mnfir I appreciate your answers and your candor, both of you.

but I think this proves exactly what the Chairman has been saying,
and what I have been saying in the past, that the Office of Education
in the adininistration of the Drug Abuse, Education Act hi s not been
paying 10 cents Worth of attention to -what the Congress said. .

Now, if you will open the z.,71, you will find that the first purpose is
the development of curriculums.

.

The second purpose is the dissemination or the testing and evalna-
lion of those curriculums. 4 . .

The third purpose is the dissemination of those tested curriculums:
The fourth purpose is teacher training. , ..- ...- . .

Here. you cannot give me even an approXimation/of the aniounf of
money wiLich' has been spent by the Office of Education for the first
three major concepts and reasons for this bill.' .,

Doesn't that tell you something?: . s

Di. Sru.LAxii. I think it-has been pointed out before, sir, that when
the Drug Abuse Education: Act was passed, it -was derided net to go
the straight cuitriculum route because of Lie fact that.there had been
so many curriculums developed throughout the Country.' .

Mr: MEEns. Who made that 1.eeision? , c- ,
,Dr. SiquANE. That is a programmatic decision.tliat'as made:by

the Office of Education. ,. :. t V -, . ..
.° I.feet sure we are,doing exactly yWhat wyou Wish, sir. For 3 years,e

. have piloted. dethonstratioirprojects 7from which we are going to be
able to identify and 1:nlidato.nromi6.ne cnvrionlmus -or .practicir'er:
Iniuly promising activities have'been going on out there; that hiive
been going on-now for 2 or'3 years, and we will now be in a position
to disseminate them. "

.Mr. AlvEns. You have a, coordinating council down there that is
z-,

readin#, curiiculum;.i sent. in from other places. You are not. spending
very muclrmoney, if any, on grants.and contracts to people to develop
curriculums.- , .. .

-, _

You have some people tharare reading eurriCulums and a. coordi n at-
ing council sayinp. whetrier it is good or not. That is all you are doing.

- Dr. SPTI.LA:TE. We are not supporting that activity on the part of
i the coordinating council. That is supported by the National Institute t
1 of Mental Health: ,' : .

Mr.,MEEns. Then yon are not doing anything on curriculums.
Dr.lOrrix.Nr Mr: 'Meals, perhap.4,I should go back a little bit .a.nd.

describe what I believe °Cenred here- - . . '
I., think:the; the.-re was a-point in time- Where a basic decision 'had

to be made about whether the intent. or the 'method of attack was to
develop 'a, whole new series of national. curriculums for drug abuse
whether we should 190: at what we had, and yon know there' is a'
goat deal that exiSts in Many localities and even in g.gyetnments; and/, .:
or .whether We should 'work with communities and let them develop, ".

,partiCular curriculums to meet:then:particular 'feeds. .

It is this third strategy that Was in large .ndopted. ' .. -'

It was adopted because of the `feeling that it is.-an individnat-t)t)e,
problem, both-in.-the community and withthe Partiqn1 ar erivi:'onment
'that rests there.- , < .

. - - go they are developing curriculmns, not. big "C",'hig"11," but they
are developing .currietifunis, They have been developing ,materials,
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methods. approaches to combat the very problem you are ccuiverned
about. .

.

Our approach was to see what they were tloitu.. 1.0'0;i111:ilt! t.-hat,
-they were doing. and I hen to disseminate. \\hat t hey were th.,Iiitg if it
were sticcessfuLThe approach might have be6a quite diffeicnt, sir.

Mu. MEos. As you say, it was a basic value judgment which was
made early on, and we are weft:are of it on thi::, committee.

I mightsay, atkast, speaking for myse I f, atid cerl a i My the chairman
who has-discussed this before, we are very disappointed in the way
that value decision was made been use, it has led directly to the criticism
Which we are 110W heavily,. about so,called'arti!r abuse education, lt.i.,,,
merely drug abuse information and, in effect. it is not eirq.etive, Nvii
Whiel1 I agree in terms of having some effect mi -arms usage by young
people in this .Nat ion.

. . .
.

iv Dr. Orrix,t. I believe my testimony. and ritin Sure others in the
°like have tried to distinnish between information,.and altication. I
think we have. very. Much tried to say that we tlo not. believe that
information, per sp, is effective in dealing with the ding problem: One
program is notlet me underline. notaimed at providing' informar
Lion. but is aimed -at providing education. . . .

When we are making that, statement, We :ire not making it. I hope,,,
in the sense of sayilietharour projects are-doing. that. but that this
is not, the approach that, we would lire to Ave Our projects undertake.

.., We would like to see it treated as an, educational problem.. -_

Of conrse. information must be provided, but provid ing in formation
alone is not sufficient .

Mr. Mais. %tit kind 9f strategy have yondeveloped to accomp-
lish that? 1 , . .

, Dr. OrrucA. Our -strategy has been, as I described earlier. to.work -.

with the local communities, to'.work 'with schools, cornun
groups in getting them to adopt-that philosophy, to develop, these

.. .materials. and so forth. '' . .. ...
Dr: Spillane might add to that. .'" .

Dr. SPILLANE. I might underscore the fact. Sir.-t-lva.since the very
inception of the act., we hayelooked on the a et,;as a R. & D. iet,research
and -development: - '.

\ .Mr. Mrbs. Indeed. that is why it was passed.
Dr.-Srii.a..A-.Y. I think we ha.ve'been doing that in terms'of setting up .

demonstration projects -on a pilot basis to see What...detnally. can. be.
accomplished out there, what can the school 'rnd-the community do,',
'what can certain. componeOs of fife community, do oUt there. What
can we learn from iYhtit is.going on out there that we ,can'disseminate

--- on t-L much more widesPread basis.? This haS been our, goal from the
. very beginning. ..

,... ", Mr. Mhos. If that has been your strateery. and I delighted to... -- am, 6
hear that, it evidently has not 'been. 'successful. At. leastflie. Macro
systems analysis Of wliat has happened in -drag abuse education under_ :-...

. this .a6t, indicated, and I am quot.inginow,."The.mostglaring void.

.. emanating. fro. a` review ofthe Dcliartipeitt of IIEW's current drug
education acti yi tie ;:is the need _to dev eliip a comprehensive drug edit-,

.
1:.---cation strategY and to provide 01 idance.'ruid'leadership." -Maiq sayt-

parenthetioally now,. outside the quOtes, not forthWthe'loeal education
agencies, but to prinlicletuidance and leadershiptO new and iiinclyat-

:;;,...1 , _ -...-,-.- : I',..
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'-,
ino. program development. at the Fedora Ira nil 'community lever, again,
what we, really sought, by the passage of this legislation.

Ye::r response is that .you- a re out coordinating your efforts with
what, is going on -at. the local level. which is fine, but something else-
ough t to be done in addition to that: ,..,

.

DT. OTITNA. I am sorry. if I. used the word coordinatiug. I did
not mean it in the sense. olcoOrd Mating, what they are doing.1 meant
it in the sense of working with them to look at the problem, deal with
the problem and develop curricula deal ing, with the problem, under
leadership which we hopefully can,

,
provide in some Measure. ..

It, involves a series -of people, and that was why I was trying" to
describe the word coordinate. .

We certainly hope we are providing some leadershipthrough our
office in this area.

.

Mr. BwinrAs. I wonder. Dr. Ottina. if you could again tell me
where the Drug Abuse Education Act NVIIS cited in the Catalog of
Federal Domestic Assistance? . .

Dr. SriLLANE. If I am not mistakeni13.420 is thAiumber. I .

Mr: AIEEns, That is-the amount, not the place. : . . .

Mr. BRADEMAS. I think you'ought to know, and I regard,it/as reveal- //
i/ ing, that. that is not true.

Ilmve in front of me the'1073, Catalog of Federal Domesit,ic Assist-.
ance, and it is not. even listed. It has apparently been struck./ ..

Dr. SPILLAN't: That I can't understand. We just used it recently. _.-...

Mr. linAnEmAs. You can i ake a look at it. It is.rightheret ..

Dr. Srn-.1,A-x.' E. I have used the number recently.
Mr. BnAtuntAs. If you have another number, we would be glad to have

that and check that one, too.
Dr. Srn.LAxn. It may be the IIEW catalog.

.. Dr. OTTINX. I did not have knowledge of whether it was or was not_
-in. Apparently -what ..ha§ accurred 'was that the HEW catalog does
list it. , .. .

MT. BuADEMAS: That. was-not my question. ..

My questiOn was the,Catalog Of Federal Domestic Assistance.-
Dr. OTTINA: 1 understand that, sir. In the HEW catalog there is a

Federal catalOgnumber included which was the number that .11r. Spil
laue quoted for you. I'

.. .

. .

Mr. BRADinfAS.. That was the- citation for the previous year, Dr.
-Spillane that you gaye us, foryour information.

' The number was correct for 1071 Obviously, 'what I am saying is
very clear. .. :

__

. One thing is 'clear. Y.,ou are not sure where yourprograms are, Dr.
-Ottina: _. i .. . . -.;

.. Aside -from that, the other thing iS that you have apparently
excised it. .

This almost as thoqgh,the administration haS rtii index, if you don't
like the prograni,,though.it is ..a law of- tile. land and the citizens -and,

. . the lakpayers are,'able to supply money. for it, you. just drop it from''''
'the list. i ... - .

..

,
,.

It is that kind Of apprOach to law and order that-has exercised Mem- ..

hers ofeonaresg,.tm both sides of the aisle I might say. ... '. ..-

:And that is why I said earlier that I regard this as the Most' lawleSs
administration 'especially in HEW that' I have encountered in 15

.-years on this committee. . ' .. .. i
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You ought to look into it and find out why you have simple excised
a program, for which moneys have been appropriated by the Con-
gress of the United States, from the Catalog of Federal Dom,,stie
Assistance.

What kind of business is this? -

Mr. MEEns. What we will hear next is that they got rid of the pro-
crram because nobody asked for any funds.

Mr. BRADEMAS. Maybe Mr. Sihanouk came to the Secretary of HEW
and said he did not approve of the drug education program and would
you kindly drop it from the book.

Dr. rrixA. Again, Mr. Chairman, I do not know that it is or is not
in the book.

Mr. BRADEMAS.YOU ought to look into it because von have the
responsibility under the law for faithfully executing that law.

That is your responsibility.
We write.the laws, you administer them. So you ought to check into

that.
Dr. OrrixA. I will do so.
Mr. BRADEMAS. That is why we have oversight hearings.
You .know, it haS been very revealing this morning. We ask you

about evaluation of these programs. You are just now getting around
to letting the evaluation-confracts, even though Dr. Nowlis had said
some months ago you were going to get at it.

And when Mr. Meeds, who is the author of the program, asked
you to tell us how you are spending the money for the major purposes
of the act, you cannot tell us that in terms of 'percentage or dollar
amount.

Then the program is dropped from the Cataloir of Federal Domes-
tic Assistance.

It is a, strange way to do the public's husineSs with the public's
money.

Let me ask you a couple of other questions here.
Dr. Spillane, I understand that prior to the passage of the Drug

A.bust Education Act in-1970 that there existed something known as
a National Action Committee on Drun. Abuse Education that was
funded with . moneys under the Education Professions DevelopMent
Act for providing leadership and technical. assistance and evaluation
in the. Federal drug abuse education t11011ing egort.

Am I correct in that ?
Dr. SPILLANE That is correct.
Mr. 13nAointAs. I understand when the Office of Drug Abuse Educa-

tridn was formed, that the National Action Committee provided. :vs:1st:-
mice to that, dice and that it receiyed $750.000 in fiscal' 1972
under the Drug Abuse Education. Act and that it is now receiving
$832,000 in liSc;il 1973 funds. Is that correct?

Dr. SPILLANE. That is correct, sir.
Mr. 11nAnEmAs. You will, I think, agree that is a. substantial amount

of money,,given the modest -funds that you had available?
Dr. Sril,LANT,. That is correct. I don't have a breakdown with me,

but I can provide it.
Mr. 13annumAs. I will be glad to have that, but I have another ques-

tion deriving froM the facts on which We have just agreed ;:-namely,
that in December 1972, fully 2 years after the National Actidn Corn-
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mittee was formed, the document entitled "Federal Drug Abuse Pro-
grams " with which I am sure you are familiar, it was a report sub-
mitted to the American Bar Association, made the following statement,
and I quote from that report :

NACthe -National Action Committeehas not been fully operational even
though it is a vital arm Of the' Office of Education's program. A .consnitant,for
the NAC with considerable experience in drug prOgrams .diaraiterized'the orib
Ina) NAC as unsuitable and unqualified to give the necessary technical assistance.

My questions in respect to that report, Dr. Spillane, are two : .

One, is that December 1972 criticism in your judgment still valid?
And, if it is. how can you justify expending such large sums of money
on the committee ?

Dr. Sru,LANE. No. sir, I would say that criticism is not valid at this
time. In December 1972. if I remember correctly, the National Action
Committee might have been assessed at a- time when there was a brief
hiatus. This was when we were reconstituting the National Action
Committee.

We were aware of the fact we needed various types of competences .

on the committee which we did not have at that time. The committee
has since been reconstituted.

We can provide you a list,of the consultants that provide technical
assistance. We can prOvide a list of sounding-board members that we
use to bounce policy and guidelines off of. I think you will agree it is
a comprehensive list.

Mr. BRAIMALAS. I would not agree that it is.
- I will tell, you' somebody else you ought to talk to. I have a revolu-
tionary proposal for yon. .Di. Ottina and Dr. Spillane.

When you start to draw up your guidelines, and you start to issue
your yegulatiOns for implementing the laWs passed by the Congress,
have you ever stepped to think that it might be useful to sit down with
the Members of Congress who wrote the law?

Dr. SP1LLANM I would agree. We have done this in previous years.
Not, every year, unfortunately.

Mr. BaAntwAs..I think you ought to do it-every year. I think you,
and HEW crenerally, oughi to do it.

And I think you in OE, Dr. Ottina, from my experience on this
committee. ought to be particularly sensitive to this natter.

Mr...Meeds, as-I said earlier, is the original sponsor of the bill. So
far as I knew, and*I-have, not even -asked him about it, there has not
been any protracted series of discussions with him on this matter be-
cause, as his qestions have indicated, you are not complying with the
intent of the law in the way in which you have administaed it.

I beseech you in the bowels of Christ., as Cromwell oncessaid, to in-
clude Congressmen on your. list 'when you decide how to administer
the laws passed by Congress.

Mr. PEYSER. Will the chairman yield for a moment?
I would like to make a. 'statement and hope you can consider it.
When the bill that has been introduced by Mr. Meeds and myself

and the chairman and other members of this committee is acted on this
.war and it will be and it will be paSsed, it would be my hope that
-Lased your experience. and knowing what the feeling of this-sub-
committee is, that you would be in a position to rake a solid. rec-
canmendatiOn.
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We recognize your recommendations may not be the controlling -fac-
tor, but it ism hope that you will give serious consideration to mak-
ing the recommendation to the administration that this program be
continued and be continued on the funding level that this bill outlines
because this is coming np and the bill will be passed.

I just would like to recommend that for your consideration..
Mr. BRA6E31,18. I just want to echo whet Mr. Peyser has said because

it seems to me clear that as we look at the administration of this pro-
gram since it was enacted without a dissenting vote in the House or
Senatethat should have indicated to you some support in Congress
for itthat the administration lias;to-gnote Mr. Buckler again, simply
not spent the money for the purpose that the authors of the act
intended.

You have gone on your merry way to spend the money the way you in
the executive branch wotdcl like to spend it; regardless of the law of the
land.

You have gone ahead to spend it for projects that you had begun
earlier-under that drug education training program through State
projects, but you have not really complied in good faith with the intent
of Congress.

I, for one, am getting rather weary, on law after law, of having to
have members of the Department of IIEW conic up -here, especially
from OE, so that we can berate you.

I am not upset so much:because you do a sloppy or inefficient job
of _administering the lawI think that is understandable in human
terms under Any administration hut what T think reveals more in-
sensitivity to some members of the subcommittee is that you don't.even
make a (rood faith effort to obey the law.

I think that is a subject of rising concerncnot to say outrage; on the
part of Members of the Congress of the United States of both political
parties. .

I hope We can see some improvement in the coming months.
Time subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

)call.]
0


